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THE

EDITOR'S PREFACE.

In reprinting the pieces which constitute the present

volume, I have adopted the text of the following

editions :

I. Eight Sermons Preach!d at the Honourable

Robert Boyle*s Lecture, in the First Year mdcxcii. By
Richard Bentley, M.A. The Sixth Edition, To

which are added, Three Sermons: One at the Public

Commencement, July S, 1696. when he proceeded Doctor

inDivi?iity; another before the University, Nov. 5,1115,

and one before his late Majesty King Geoi^ge I, Feb, 3,

17tt. Cambridge, mdccxxxv. 8vo.

The Boyle Lectures were originally put forth

each as a distinct publication, the first six in 1692,

the last two in 1693, London, 4to : and during the

latter year a general title-page was prefixed to them
— The Folly and Unreasonableness of Atheism de-

monstratedfrom The Advantage and Pleasure of a Reli-

gious Life, The Faculties ofHuman Souls, The Structure

of Animate Bodies, and The Origin and Frame of the
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World, &c. In the fourth ed. London, 1699, 4to,

the author made various important corrections and

alterations.

Before sending to press the seventh and eighth of

these Lectures, Bentley addressed several letters to

Sir Isaac (then Mr.) Newton, respecting the use to

which he had there turned the discoveries of that

great philosopher. The answers of Newton, first

published by Richard Cumberland, Four Lettersfrom
Sir Isaac Newton to Doctor Bentley, Containing

Some Arguments in Proof of a Deity, London, 1756,

8vo, are now appended to the Lectures.

Of the three Sermons on different subjects the

original editions are : Of Revelation and the Messias.

A Sermon Preached at the Publick Commencement at

Cambridge, July bth, 1696. London, 1696, 4to. A
Sermon upon Popery : PreacUd before the University

of Cambridge, November v% mdccxv. Cambridge,

1715, 8vo. A Sermon Preach'd before His Majesty

King George, at his Royal Chapel of St, James's, on

Sunday, February 3, 1711. Published by His Majesty's

Special Command, London, 1717, 8vo.

II. ^ Speech by Dr, Bentley, Archdeacon of Ely,

to the Clergy of that Diocese, at his Visitation held

in Cambridge, December 13, 1716. In The St, James's

Evening Post, {Numb, 246.) From Thursday, De-

cember 20, to Saturday, December 22, 1716.
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III. Remarks upon a Late Discourse of Free-

thmk'mg : in a Letter to F, H,, D,D, By Phileleu-

therus Lipsiensis,

Est genus hominum, qui esse primos se omnium

rerum volunt.

Nee sunt

A71 audes

Personamformare novam? Servetur adimum

Qualis ah incepto processerit, et sibi constet.

The eighth edition. With further Additions from the

Author's MS. [Fart the Second, The eighth edition,

—Fart the Third, The second edition^ Cambridge,

1743, 8vo.

The First and Second Parts came forth separately

in 1713, 8vo. In an " Advertisement" to ed. 1743, (see

p. 473 of the present vol.) we are told, that two

half-sheets of the Third Part were first added to the

seventh edition of the two former Parts, 1737. In

some copies of the fourth edition of the Second Part,

1714, those two half-sheets are found, the addition

probably having been made in 1737. A few pages

more of the Third Part originally appeared in the

ed. of 1743.

IV. Dr, Bentletfs Proposals for Printing a New
Edition of the Greek Testament, and St, Hierom's

Latin Version, With a full Anszver to all the Re-
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marks of a late Pamphleteer. By a Member of Tri-

nity College in Cambridge,

Cunarum labor est Angiies superare mearum, Ovid,

Tollentemque minas 8f sibila colla tumentem

Dejice. Virgil

London, 1721, 4to.

Two editions of the Proposals, each consisting

of two leaves in foho, had previously appeared in

1720.

V. Richardi Bentleii, cum septem in Theologia

Doctores crearet, Oratiuncula ; Cantabrigice in Comitiis

habita, Julii vi. mdccxxv. Prefixed by Bentley to

his editions of Terence, Cantab. 1726, Amstel. 1727,

4to.

The present volume comprehends all the pub-

lished theological writings of Bentley. The Boyle

Lectures which he delivered during the year 1694,

a defence of Christianity against the objections of

infidels, were unfortunately never committed to the

press (see Monk's Life of B, vol, i. p. 56) ; and

though copies are mentioned as extant by Kippis in

his ed. of the Biog, Brit. (vol. ii. p. 243, 1780), no

traces of them are now to be discovered : the late

Dean Vincent, (as I am informed by the truly learned

Mr. Kidd,) was of opinion that they have been irre-
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trievably lost. Concerning another unprinted piece

by Bentley, a Praelection on the disputed verse of

St. John, see p. 485.

It may be necessary to apprise some readers

that La Friponnerie Ldique des Pretendus Esprits-

Forts d'Angleterre, which has furnished me with a

considerable number of notes for the Remarks upon

a Late Discourse of Free-thinking, is a French trans-

lation of that work, by Armand de la Chapelle, pub-

lished at Amsterdam in 1738.

ALEXANDER DYCE.
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TO

MY MOST HONOURED PATRONS, TRUSTEES,

APPOINTED BY THE WILL OF THE

HONOURABLE ROBERT BOYLE, ESQ.,

THE RIGHT REVEREND FATHER IN GOD

THOMAS,

LORD BISHOP OF LINCOLN,*

SIR HENRY ASHURST, Kt. and Baronet,

SIR JOHN ROTHERAM, Serjeant at Law,

JOHN EVELYN, Senior, Esquire.

Most Honoured,

God having disposed the heart of that incomparable

person, the Honourable Robert Boyle, Esquire, lately deceased,

the glory of our nation and age, whose charity and goodness were as

universal as his learning and fame ;

' To settle an annual salary for

some divine or preaching minister, who shall be enjoined to perform

the offices following : 1 . To preach eight Sermons in the year, for

proving the Christian religion against notorious infidels, viz. Atheists,

Deists, Pagans, Jews, and Mahometans ; not descending to any con-

troversies that are among Christians themselves : thef lectures to be

on the first Monday of the respective months of January, February,

March, April, May, September, October, November ; in such church

as the trustees shall from time to time appoint : 2. To be assisting

to all companies and encouraging them in any undertaking for pro-

pagating the Christian religion : 3. To be ready to satisfy such real

scruples as any may have concerning those matters ; and to answer

[* Dr. Thomas Tenison.—D.] [f the; 1st ed. " these."—D.]
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such new objections or difficulties as may be started, to which good
answers have not yet been made :' You have been pleased to believe

me able in some measure to perform these offices, and to command

this first essay to be made public. I am very sensible of the great

honour, as well as the great extent and difficulty of the task ; and

shall endeavour, to the utmost of my poor ability, to answer the re-

ligious and generous design of that excellent person, and the good

opinion you have entertained of,

My most honoured Patrons,

Your very obliged and humble servant,

R. BENTLEY.

March 17, 1692.*

[* Not in 1st ed.—D.]



THE FOLLY OF ATHEISM,

AND (WHAT IS NOW CALLED)

DEISM,

EVEN WITH RESPECT TO

THE PRESENT LIFE.

SERMON I.

Preached March the 7th, 169J.

Psalm xiv. verse 1.

Thefool hath said in his heart, There is no God, They are

corrupt, they have done abominable works, there is none

that doeth good.

I SHALL not now make any inquiry about the time and

occasion and other circumstances of composing this Psahn ;

nor how it comes to pass, that, with very little variation, we
have it twice over, both here the 14th, and again number the

53d. Not that these and such like are not important con-

siderations in themselves ; but that I think them improper

now, when we are to argue and expostulate with such per-

sons as allow no divine authority to our text, and profess

no greater, or, it may be they will say, less veneration for

these sacred hymns, than for the profane songs of Anacreon

or Horace. So that although I myself do really believe, that

all such as say in their hearts. There is no God, are foolish

and corrupt, both in understanding and will, because I see*

[ see ; \st ed.
*' see that."—D.]

VOL. III. .B
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Infinite Wisdom itself* has pronounced them to be so ;
never-

theless this argument would at present have no force upon
these men^ till in due time and method we have evinced the

sufficient authority of holy Scripture. But, however, there

are other books extant, which they must needs allow of as

proper evidence ; even the mighty volumes of visible nature,

and the everlasting tables of right reason 5 wherein, if they
do not wilfully shut their eyes, they may read their own

folly written by the finger of God, in a much plainer and

more terrible sentence than Belshazzar's^ was by the hand

upon the wall.

And as the impious principles of these persons do pre-

clude any argumentation from the revealed word of God, so

they prevent us also from speaking at present to the second

part of the text. The whole verse hath apparently two pro-

positions : the one denoting the folly of Atheism ; Tfie fool

hath said in his heart, There is no God : the second declaring

the corruption and flagitiousness of life w^hichf naturally

attend it ; they are corrupt, they have done abominable works,

there is none that doeth good. Now, this latter part to a

genuine Atheist is mere yarrow, as he loves J to call it; an

empty sound of words without any signification. He allows

no natural morality, nor any other distinction of good and

evil, just and unjust, than as human institution and the

modes and fashions of various countries denominate§ them.

The most heroical actions or detestable villanies are in the

nature of
|| things indifferent to his approbation, if by secrecy

they are alike concealed from rewards or punishments, from

ignominy or applause. So that, till we have proved, in its

proper place, the eternal and essential difference between

virtue and vice, we must forbear to urge Atheists with the

corruption and abominableness of their principles. But I

presume the first part of the text, the folly and sottishness

[* itself; \st ed.
" himself."—D.]

» Dan. v. 5.

[f which ; 1*^ ed.
" that."—D.] [+ he loves

; 1st ed.
"
they love."—D.]

[§ denominate; 1st ed. "do denominate."—D.]

[II of; 1st ed. "ofthe."—D.]
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of Atheism (which shall be the subject of this discourse) will

be allowed to come home to their case, since they make such

a noisy pretence to wit and sagacity ;
and I believe several

of them first engage in that labyrinth of nonsense and folly,

out of an absurd and preposterous affectation of seeming
wiser than their neighbours.

But, before I proceed any farther, it will be necessary to

clear and vindicate this expression of the Psalmist, The fool

hath said in his heart, There is no God. For I know not any

interpreters that will allow it to be spoken of such as flatly

deny the being of God; but of them that, believing his

existence, do yet seclude him from directing the affairs of

the world, from observing and judging the actions of men.

I suppose they might be induced to this from the commonly
received notion of an innate idea of God, imprinted upon

every soul of man at their creation, in characters that can

never be defaced. Whence it will follow, that speculative

Atheism does only subsist* in our speculation ; whereas really

human nature cannot be guilty of the crime : that, indeed, a

few sensual and voluptuous persons may for a season eclipse

this native light of the soul; but can never so wholly
smother and extinguish it, but that at some lucid intervals

it will recover itself again, and shine forth to the conviction

of their consciences.f And therefore they believed, that the

words would not admit of a strict and rigorous interpreta-

tion
; but ought to be so tempered and accommodated to the

nature of things, as that they may describe those profane

persons, who, though they do not, nor can,X really doubt in

their hearts of the being of God, yet§ openly deny his provi-

dence in the course of their lives. Now, if this be all that is

meant by the text, I do not see how we can defend, not only
the fitness and propriety, but the very truth of the expres-

sion. As to that natural and indelible signature of God,
which human souls in their first origin are supposed to be

[* does only subsist ; \st ed.
" doth subsist only."

—D.]

[f consciences; \st ed. "conscience."—D.]

[t can; \st ed. "cawwo/."—D.] [§ yet; \st ed. "yet do."—D.]
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stamped with, I shall shew, at a fitter opportunity, that it is a

mistake, and that we have no need of it in our disputes

against Atheism. So that, being free from that prejudice, I

interpret the words of the text in the literal acceptation,

which will likewise take in the expositions of others. For I

believe that the royal Psalmist in this comprehensive brevity

of speech. There is no God, hath concluded all the various

forms of impiety ; whether such* as excludes the Deity from

governing the world by his providence, or judging it by his

righteousness, or creating it by his wisdom and power;
because the consequence and result of all these opinions is

terminated in downright Atheism. For the divine inspection

into the affairs of the world doth necessarily follow from the

nature and being of God. And he that denies this doth

implicitly deny his existence : he may acknowledge what he

will with his mouth, but in his heart he hath said. There is

no God. A God, therefore a Providence, was a general argu-
ment of virtuous men, and not peculiar to the Stoics alone.

And again. No Providence, therefore no God, was the most

plausible reason, and the most frequent in the mouths of

atheistical men. So that it seems to be agreed on all hands,

that the existence of God and his government of the world

do mutually suppose and imply one another.

There are some infidels among us that not only disbelieve

the Christian religion, but oppose the assertions off Provi-

dence, of the immortality of the soul, of an universal judg-
ment to come, and of any incorporeal essence; and yet, to

avoid the odious name of Atheists, would shelter and screen

themselves under a new one of Deists, which is not quite so

obnoxious. But I think the text hath cut them short, and

precluded this subterfuge ; inasmuch as it hath declared, that

all such wicked principles are coincident and all one in the

issue with the rankest Atheism : The fool, that doth exempt
the affairs of the world from the ordination and disposal of

God, hath said in his heart. There is no God at all. It was

[* such ; 1st ed.
" of such."—D.]

[t oppose the assertions of; \st ed.
"
impugn the assertion of a."—D.]
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the opinion of many of the ancients^ that Epicurus^ intro-

duced a Deity into his philosophy^ not because he was per-

suaded of his existence^ (for^ when he had brought him upon
the stage of nature^ he made him only muta persona, and

interdicted him from bearing any part in it^) but purely that

he might not incur the oifence of the magistrate. He was

generally^ therefore^ suspected* verbis reliquisse Deum, re

sustulisse ; to have framed on purpose such a contemptible

paltry hypothesis about him, as indeed left the name and

title of God in the world, but nothing of his nature and

power. Just as a philosopher^^ of our own age gave a ludi-

crous and fictitious notion about the rest of the earth, to

evade the hard censure and usage which Galileo had lately

met with. For my own part, as I do not exclude this reason

from being a grand occasion of Epicurus's owning a God,t
so I believe that he and Democritus too were compelled to

it likewise by the necessity of their own systems. For see-

ing they explained the phenomena of vision, imagination,

and thought itself, by certain thin fleeces of atoms, that flow

incessantly from the surfaces of bodies, and by their subtilty

and fineness penetratej any obstacle, and yet retain the

exact figures and lineaments of the several bodies from which

they proceed; and in this manner insinuating themselves

through the pores of human bodies into the§ contexture of

the soul, do there excite
|1
sensation and perception of them-

selves : in consequence of^ this hypothesis they were obhged
to maintain, that we could have no fancy, or idea,** or con-

ception of any thing, but what did really subsist either entire

or in its several parts. Whence it followed, that mankind

^ Posidon. apud Ciceron. Plutarch. &c.

[* magistrate. He was generally, therefore, suspected ; \st ed.
"
govern-

ment. Wherefore he was generally suspected."
—

D.]
' Mr. Des Cartes. [f owning a God ; 1st ed. " Deism."—D.]

IX penetrate ; 1st ed. "do penetrate."
—

D.]

[§ through the pores of human bodies into the ; 1st ed.
" into the eyes and

th(B."—D.]

[II there excite ; 1st ed.
*' there pi'oduce and excite."—D.]

[t of; 1st ed.
" therefore of."—D.]

[* fancy, or idea; ls( ed.
"
phantasie, idea."—D.]
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could have no imaginations* of Jupiter or Mars^ of Minerva

or Isis^ if there were not actually such beings in nature to

emit those effluvia^ which^ gliding into the soul^ must beget
such imaginations.f And thence it was, that those philoso-

phers adapted their description of the Deity to the vulgar

apprehensions of those times
; gods and goddesses innu-

merable, and all of human figure, because otherwise the

conceptions of mankind about them could not possibly be

accounted for by| their physiology. So that if Epicurus and

Democritus were in earnest about their philosophy, they did

necessarily and really believe the existence of the gods. But

then, as§ to the nature and authority of them, they bereaved

that Jupiter of his thunder and majesty ; forbidding him to

look or peep abroad, so much as to inquire what news in the

infinite space about him; but to content himself and be

happy with an eternal laziness and dozing, unless some ram-

bling troops of atoms, upon the dissolution of a neighbouring

world, might chance to awake him. Now, because no

Israelite in the days of the Psalmist is likely to have been so

curious about natural knowledge, as to believe the being of

a God
1 1

for such a quaint and airy reason as this, when he

had once boldly denied his dominion over the world; and

since^[ there is not now one infidel living so ridiculous as to

pretend to solve the phenomena of sight, fancy, or cogita-

tion, by those fleeting superficial films of bodies ; I must beg
leave to think, both that** the /bo/ in the text was a thorough
confirmed Atheist, and that the modern disguised Deists do

only call themselves so for the former reason of Epicurus, to

decline the public odium and resentment of the magistrate,
and that they coverft the most arrant Atheism under the

mask and shadow of a Deity ; by which they understand no

[* imaginations ; \st ed.
"
imagination."

—
D.]

[f imaginations ; 1*^ ed. " an imagination."
—

D*.]

[J by; \st ed.
" from."—D.] [§ But then, as ; \st ed. " But as."—D.]

[|j
of a God ; 1*^ ed.

« of God."—D.]
[^ since

; \st ed.
*•

seeing that."—D.]

[** think, both that; \st ed. ''think that."—D.]

[ff and that they cover ; '\st ed.
'' and do cover."—D.]
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more than some eternal inanimate matter^ some universal

nature^ and soul of the world, void of all sense and cogita-

tion, so far from being endowed* with infinite wisdom and

goodness. And therefore, in this present discourse, they

may deservedly come under that character which the text

hath given of them, of fools, that have said in their hearts,

There is no God,

And now, having thus far cleared our way, in the next

place we shall offer some notorious proofs of the gross folly

and stupidity of Atheists.

If a person that had a fair estate in reversion, which in

all probability he would speedily be possessed of, and of

which he might reasonably promise to himself a long and

happy enjoyment, should be assured by some skilful physi-

cian, that in a very short time he would inevitably fall into a

disease whichf would so totally deprive him of his under-

standing and memory, that he should lose the knowledge of

all things without him, nay, all consciousness and sense of his

own person and being: if, I say, upon a certain belief of

this indication, the man should appear overjoyed at the

news, and be mightily transported with the discovery and

expectation, would not all that saw him be astonished at

such behaviour ? would they not be forward to conchide,

that the distemper had seized him already, and evenj then

the miserable creature was become a mere fool and an idiot ?

Now, the carriage of our Atheists or Deists is infinitely more

amazing than this ;
no dotage so infatuate, no frenzy so ex-

travagant as theirs. They have been educated in a religion

that instructed them in the knowledge of a supreme Being ;

a Spirit most excellently glorious, superlatively powerful,

and wise, and good. Creator of all things out of nothing ;

that hath endued the sons of men, his peculiar favourites,

[* so far from being endowed ; \st cd.
" endued with none at all, much

less."—D.]

[f which ; 1st ed.
" that."—D.]

\X and even ; \st ed.
" and that even."—D.]
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with a rational spirit^ and hath placed them as spectators in

this noble theatre of the worlds to view and applaud these

glorious scenes of earth and heaven^ the workmanship of his

hands ;
that hath furnished them in general with a sufficient

store of all things^ either necessary or convenient for life ;

and, particularly to such as fear and obey him, hath pro-

mised a supply of all wants, a deliverance and protection

from all dangers :* that they that seek him shall want no

manner of thing that is goodA Who,t besides his muni-

ficence to them in this life, hath soX loved the world, that he

sent his only-begotten Son,^ the express image of his sub-

stance, and partaker of his eternal nature and glory, to bring

life and immortality to light/ and to tender them to mankind

upon fair and gracious terms
; that if they submit§ to his

easy yoke and light burden,^ and observe
||

his command-

ments, which are not grievous,^ he then gives^ them the pro-

mise of eternal salvation ; he hath ** reserved for them in

heaven an inheritance incorruptible, and undefiled, and that

fadeth not away ;^ he hathft prepared for them an unspeak-

able, unconceivable perfection of joy and bliss, things that

eye hathXX not seen, nor ear heard, neither have entered into

the heart of man.^ What a delightful and ravishing hypo-
thesis of religion is§§ this ! And in this religion they have

had their education. Now let us suppose some great pro-

fessor in Atheism to suggest to some of these men, that|||| all

this is mere^^ dream and imposture ;
that there is no such

excellent Being, as they suppose, that created and preserves

them ;
that all about them is dark senseless matter, driven

[* from all dangers ; \st ed.
" from dangers."

—
D.]

"» Ps. xxxiv. 9 [10]. [t Who
; \st ed.

" And."—D.]
\X hath so; 1st ed.

" he so."—D.]
«
John, iii. 16. ^ 2 Tim. i. 10.

[§ submit ; 1st ed.
" submitted."—D.] « Matt. xi. 30.

[II observe; 1*^ erf.
" observed."—D.]

•» 1 John, v. 3.

[t gives; l*^ erf. "gave."—D.] [** hath; 1*^ erf.
" had."—D.]

i Heb. V. 9. 1 Pet. i. 4. [ff hath; 1st ed.
" had."—D.]

[XX hath ; 1st ed.
"
had."—D.']

^
1 Cor. ii. 9.

[§§ is; so Isted.; ed. 1735,
" in."—D.]

[Illl
these men, that; l*^ erf.

"
these, that."—D.j

[^<[[ mere
;

1st ed.
" a mere."~D.]
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on by the blind impulses of fatality and fortune ;
that men

first sprung up^ like mushrooms^ out of the mud and slime

of the earth
;
and that all their thoughts^ and the whole of

what they call soul^ are only various action and repercussion

of small particles of matter^ kept awhile a-moving by some

mechanism and clock-work, which finally must cease and

perish* by death. If it be true, then, (as we daily find it is,)

that ment listen with complacency to these horrid svigges-

tions ;
if they let go their hope of everlasting life with will-

ingness and joy ;
if they entertain the thoughts of final per-

dition with exultation and triumph; ought they not to be

esteemed most notorious fools^ even destitute of common

sense, and abandoned to a callousness and numbness of

soul ?

What then, is heaven itself, with its pleasures for ever-

more, to be parted with so unconcernedly ? Is a crown of

righteousness, a crown of life^ to be surrendered with laugh-

ter? Is an exceeding and eternal weight of gloryf^ too light

in the balance against the hopeless death of the Atheist, and

utter extinction ? ^Twas a noble saying of the Emperor
Marcus, That he would not endure to live one day in the

world, if he did not believe it to be under the government of

Providence. Let us but imagine that excellent person con-

futed and satisfied by some Epicurean of his time, that all

was but atoms, and vacuum, and necessity, and chance :

would he have been so pleased and delighted with the con-

viction ? would he have so triumphed in being overcome ?

Or rather, as he hath told us, would he not have gone down

with sorrow and despair to the grave ? Did I but once see

an Atheist lament and bewail himself, that, upon a strict

and impartial examination, he had found, to his cost, that all

was a mistake ;
that the prerogative of human nature was

[* must cease and perish ;
\st ed. " ceases and perishes."

—
D.]

[f men; Is^ etZ.
"
they."—D.]

' "Miov Koi &\oyov Kol avaiffd-qrov yivos. Max. Tyr. Diss. 1. [= Diss. xvii.

ed. Markl. &6€ou, . . . /col auaiades y^vos . . . 6.Koyov, k. t. A.—D.]
>" 2 Tim. iv. 8. Jam. i. 12. " 2 Cor, iv. 17.
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vanished and gone ; those glorious hopes of immortality and

bliss^ nothing but cheating joys and pleasant delusions ;
that

he had undone himself by losing the comfortable error, and

would give all the world to have better arguments for reli-

gion : there would be great hopes of prevailing upon such an

Atheist as this. But, alas ! there are none of them of this

temper of mind; there are none that understand and seek

after God ;° they have no knowledge, nor any desire of it ;*

they thrust the word of God from them, andjudge themselves

unworthy of everlasting life ;P they willingly prefer darkness

before light ;
and obstinately choose to perish for ever in the

grave, rather than be heirs of salvation in the resurrection of

the just. These certainly are the fools in the text, indocile

intractable fools, whose stolidity can baffle all arguments,
and bet proof against demonstration itself; whose end (as

the words of St. Paul do truly describe them), whose end and

very hope isX destruction, an eternal deprivation of being ;

whose God is their belly, the gratification of sensual lusts ;

whose glory is in their shame, in the debasing of § mankind

to the condition of beasts ; who mind earthly things ;^ who, if

(like that great Apostle) they were caught up to the third

heaven,^ would (as the spies did of Canaan) bring down an

evil report^ of those regions of bliss. And I fear, unless it

please God by extraordinary methods to help their unbelief,

and enlighten the eyes of their understanding,^ they will carry

their Atheism with them to the pit ; and the flames of hell

only must convince them of their error.

This supine and inconsiderate behaviour of the Atheists

is so extremely absurd, that it would be deemed incredible,

if it did not occur to our daily observation; it proclaims

aloud, that they are not led astray by their reasoning, but

« Ver. 2 and 4 of this Psalm. [* it; \st ed. "instruction."—D.]
p Acts, xiii. 46. [f he; 1^/ erf.

" is."—D.]

[X end and very hope is ; 1st ed.
" end is."—D.]

[§ debasing of; 1st ed.
"
debasing and villanizing of."—D.]

1 Phil. iii. 19. '2 Cor. xii. 2. » Numb. xiii. 32.

» Mar. ix. 24. Eph. i. 19 [18].
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led captive by their lusts to the denial of God. When the

very pleasures of paradise are contemned and trampled on^

like pearls cast before swine, there^s small hope of reclaim-

ing them by arguments of reason. But however, as Solo-

mon adviseth, we will answer these fools not according to

their foUy, lest we also be like unto them^ It is expedient

that we put to silence the ignorance of these foolish men, that

believers may be the more confirmed and more resolute in

the faith.

Did religion bestow heaven without any terms or condi-

tions indifferently upon all
;

if the crown of life was here-

ditary, and free to good and bad
;
and not settled by cove-

nant upon the elect of God only, such as live soberly, and

righteously, and godly, in this present world -^ I believe

there would be no such thing as an infidel among us. And,
without controversy, ^tis the way and means of attaining to

heaven, that makes profane scorners so willingly let go the

expectation of it. ^Tis not the articles of the creed, but the

duty to God and their neighbour, that is such an incon-

sistent incredible legend. They will not practise the rules

of religion, and therefore they cannot believe the promises
and rewards of it.

But, however, let us suppose them to have acted like

rational and serious men; and, perhaps, upon a diligent

inquisition, they have found, that the hope of immortality
deserves to h^ joyfully quitted, and that either out of interest

or necessity.'^

I. And first, one may conceive, indeed, how there might

possibly be a necessity of quitting it. It might be tied to

such terms as would render it impossible ever to be obtained.

For example ; if it should be required of all the candidates

of glory and immortality, to give a full and knowing assent

to such things as are repugnant to common sense, as contra-

dict the Kocval evvotac, the universal notions and indubitable

maxims of reason ; if they were to believe, that one and the

« Prov. xxvi. 4.
^ Tit ii. 12.

[ necessity ; 1st ed. "necessity, which is both."—D.]
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same thing may be and not be at the same time and in the

same respect ; if^ allowing the received ideas and denomina-

tions of numbers^ and figures, and body, they must seriously

affirm, that two and two do make a dozen, or that the

diameter of a circle is as long as the circumference, or that

the same body may be all of it in distant places at once : I

must confess, that the offers of happiness, upon such articles

of belief as these, would be mere tantalising of rational crea-

tures
;
and the kingdom of heaven would become the inhe-

ritance of only idiots and fools. For, whilst a man of com-

mon capacity doth think and reflect upon such propositions,

he cannot possibly bribe his understanding to give a verdict

for their truth. So that he would be quite frustrated of the

hope of reward, upon such unpracticable conditions as these ;

neither could he have any evidence of the reality of the pro-

mise, superior to what he is consciovis to of the falsity of the

means. Now, if any Atheist can shew me, in the system of

Christian religion, any such absurdities and repugnancies to

our natural faculties, I will either evince them to be inter-

polations and corruptions of the faith, or yield myself a

captive and a proselyte to his infidelity.

II. Or, 2dly, they may think ^tis the interest of mankind

that there should be no heaven at all, because the labour to

acquire it is more worth than the purchase ; God Almighty

(if there be one) having much overvalued the blessings of his

presence. So that, upon a fair estimation, ^tis a greater

advantage to take one's swing in sensuality, and have a glut

of voluptuousness in this life, freely resigning all pretences to

future happiness ; which, when a man is once extinguished

by death, he cannot be supposed either to want or desire ;

than to be tied up by commandments and rules so contrary*
to flesh and blood ; to take up one's cross, to deny himself,''''

and refuse the satisfaction of natural desires. This, indeed,

is the true language of Atheism, and the cause of it too.

Were not this at the bottom, no man in his wits could con-

[* so contrary; 1*^ ed.
" so thwart and contrary."

—
D.]

''

Mark, viii. 34.
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temn and ridicule the expectation of immortality. Now,
what power or influence can religion have upon the minds of

these men^ while not only their affections and lusts, but their

supposed interest shall plead against it ? But, if we can once

silence this powerful advocate, we shall without much diffi-

culty carry the cause at the bar of impartial reason.

Now, here is a notorious instance of the folly of Atheists,

that while they repudiate all title to the kingdom of heaven,

merely for the present pleasure of body, and their boasted

tranquillity of mind, besides the extreme madness in running
such a desperate hazard after death (which I will not now
treat of), they* deprive themselves here of that very plea-

sure and tranquillity they seek for. For I shall now endea-

vour to shew, that religion itself gives us the greatest delights

and advantages even in this life also, though there should

prove in the event to be no resurrection to another. Her

ways are ways ofpleasantness, and all her paths are peace.^

But, before I begin that, I must occur to one specious

objection both against this proposition and the past part of

my discourse ; namely, that religion doth perpetually haunt

and disquiet us with dismal apprehensions of everlasting

burnings in hell; and that there is no shelter orf refuge

from those fears, but behind the principles of Atheism.

(1.) First, therefore, I will freely acknowledge to the

Atheists, that some part of what hath been said is not

directly conclusive against them, if they say that, before

they revolted from the faith, they had sinned away all expec-

tation of ever arriving at heaven ; and, consequently, had

good reason so joyfully to receive the news of annihilation

by death, as an advantageous change for the everlasting tor-

ments of the damned. But, because I cannot expect that

they will make such a shameless and senseless confession,

and supply us with that invincible argument against them-

selves, I must say again, that to prefer final extinction before

a happy immortality does declare the most deplorable stu-

[* they ;
\st ed.

"
they unwittingly."

—
D.]

* Prov. iii. 17. [t or; Ist ed.
" nor."—D.]
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pidity of mind. Nay, although they should confess that

they believed themselves to be reprobates before they disbe-

lieved religion, and took Atheism as a sanctuary and refuge

from the terrors of hell
; yet still the imputation oifolly mil

stick upon them, inasmuch as they chose Atheism as an

opiate to still those frightening apprehensions, by inducing a

dulness and lethargy of mind, rather than they Avould* make

use of that active and salutary medicine, a hearty repent-

ance ; that they did not know the richness of the goodness,

andforbearance, and long-suffering of God ;y and that a sin-

cere amendment of life was never too late,t Jesus Christ being

the Saviour of all men, and a propitiation for the sins of the

whole world ; who came into the world to save sinners, even

the chief of them all ; and died for the ungodly, and his bit-

terest enemies.'^

(2.) And, secondly, as to the fears of damnation : those

terrors are not to be charged upon religion itself, which pro-

ceed either from the want of religion, or superstitious mis-

takes about it. For as an honest and innocent man doth

know the punishments which the laws of his country de-

nounce against felons, and murderers, and traitors, without

being terrified or concerned at them ; so a Christian, in truth

as well as in name, though he believe the consuming ven-

geance prepared for the disobedient and unbelievers, is not

at all dismayed at the apprehensions of it. Indeed, it adds

spurs and gives wings to his diligence; it excites him to

work out his salvation with fear and trembling ;^ a religious
and ingenuous fear, that is tempered with hope, and with

love, and unspeakable joy. But he knows that, if he fears

Him who is able to destroy both soul and body in hell,^ he

needs not fear that his own soul or body shall ever go
thither.

I allow, that some debauched and profligate vrretches, or

[* they would
; 1st ed.

" to."—D.] r Rom. ii. 4.

[f too late ; 1st ed.
" too late nor in vain."—D ]

' 1 Tim. iv. 10. 1 John, v. 14 [ii. 2]. 1 Tim. i. 15. Rom. v. 6, 10.
» Phil. ii. 12. b Rfatth. X. 28.
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some designing perfidious hypocrites, that are religious in

outward profession, but corrupt and abominable in their

works, are most justly as well as usually liable to these

horrors of mind. ^Tis not my business to defend or excuse

such as these ;
I must leave them, as long as they keep their

hardness and impenitent hearts, to those gnawing and excru-

ciating fears, those whips of the divine Nemesis, that fre-

quently scourge even Atheists themselves. For the Atheists*

also can never wholly extinguish thosef horrible forebodings

of conscience. They endeavour, indeed, to compose and

charm their fears, butJ a thousand occasions daily awaken§
the sleeping tormentors. Any slight consideration either of

themselves, or of any thing without ; whatsoever they think

on, or whatsoever they look on
; all|| administer some rea-

sons for suspicion and diffidence, lest possibly they may be

in the wrong ;
and then ^tis a fearful thing to fall into the

hands of the living God.^ There are they in gy'eat fear, as

'tis in the fifth verse of this Psalm, under terrible presages

of judgment and fiery indignation.^ Neither can they say,

that these terrors, like tales about spectres, may disturb

some small pretenders and puny novices, but dare not ap-

proach the vere adepti, the masters and rabbles of Atheism :

for His well known,^ both from ancient and modern experi-

ence, that the very boldest of them, out of their debauches

and company, when they chance to be surprised with soli-

tude or sickness, are the most suspicious, and timorous, and

despondent wretches in the world : and that the boasted

happy Atheist in the indolence of body, and an undisturbed

calm and serenity of mind, is altogether as rare a creature

as the vir sapiens was among the Stoics ; whom they Often

met with in idea and description, in harangues and in books,

[* the Atheists; \st ed. "they."—D.]

[t those
;

1st ed.
" these."—D.]

[J They endeavour, indeed, to compose and charm their fears, but ; not in

1st ed.—D.]

[§ daily awaken ; 1st ed.
" do awake."—D.]

[II
all ; 1*^ ed.

"
all do."—D.]

' Heb. x. 31.

«* Heb. X. 27. ^
Cic, Plutarch, &c.
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but freely owned that he never had or was like to exist actu-

ally in nature.

And now^ as to the present advantages which we owe to

religion, they are very conspicuous ;
whether we consider

mankind, first, separately; or secondly, under society and

government.
1. And first, in a single capacity. How is a good Chris-

tian animated and cheered by a stedfast belief of the pro-

mises of the Gospel ;
of an everlasting enjoyment of perfect

felicity, such as after millions of millions of ages is still

youthful, and flourishing, and inviting as at the first ! no

wrinkles in the face, no grey hairs on the head of eternity ;

no end, no diminution, no satiety of those delights. What
a warm and vigorous influence does a religious heart feel

from a firm expectation of these glories ! Certainly this

hope alone is of inestimable value ;
His a kind of anticipa-

tion and pledge of those joys ;
and at least gives him one

heaven upon earth, though the other should prove a delu-

sion. Now, what are the mighty promises of Atheism in

competition with these ?* let us know the glorious recom-

penses it proposes.t Utter extinction and cessation of being ;

to be reduced to the same condition as if we never had been

born. O dismal reward of infidelity ! at which nature does

shrink and shiver with horror. What some of the learnedest

doctors^ among the Jews have esteemed the most dreadful of

all punishments,! and have assigned for the portion of the

blackest criminals of the damned; so interpreting Tophet,

Abaddon, the Vale of Slaughter, and the like, for final exci-

sion and deprivation of being ;
this Atheism exhibits to us

as an equivalent to heaven. ^Tis well known§ what hath

been disputed among schoolmen to this effect. And ^tis an

observation of Plutarch,^ that the generality of mankind, Trav-

[* in competition with these ; not in \st ed.—D.]

[f proposes; Is/ e</.
"
proposeth."

—
D.]

' Vide Pocockii Notas ad Portam Mosis, p. 158, &c.

IX punishments; Is/ e^/.
"
punishment."—D.]

[§ 'Tis well known ; 1st ed.
" We all know."—D.]

« Plutarch, "Ort ovSe Qv, &c. p. 1104, 1105. edit. Ruald. 1= Mor. t. v.

p. 339. ed. Wyttenb.—D.]
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re? Kal iraaai, as well women as men^ chose rather to endure

all the punishments of hell^ as described by the poets, than

part with the hope of immortality, though immortal only in

misery. I easily grant, that this would be a very hard bar-

gain; and that not to be at all, is more eligible than to be

misei'able always; our Saviour himself having determined

the question : Woe to that man by whom the Son of Man
i^ betrayed ! good were itfor that man if he had never been

born.^ But, however, thus much it evidently shews, that

this desire of immortality* is a natural affection of the soul;

^tis self-preservation in the highest and truest meaning ;
'tis

interwoven in the very frame and constitution of man. How,
then, can the Atheist reflect on his own hypothesis without

extreme sorrow and dejection of spirit ? Will he say, that,

when once he is dead, this desire will be nothing ; and that

he that is not cannot lament his annihilation ? So, indeed,

it would be hereafter, accordingf to his principles. But

nevertheless, for the present, while % he continues in life

(which we now speak of), that§ dusky scene of horror, that]]

melancholy prospect of final perdition, will frequently occur

to his fancy; the sweetest enjoyments of life will often be-

come flat and insipid, will be damped and extinguished, be

bittered and poisoned, by the malignant and venomous quality

of this opinion.

Is it not more comfortable to a man to think well of

himself, to have a high value and conceit of the dignity of his

nature, to believe a noble origination of his race, the off-

spring and image of the great King of Glory, rather than

that men first proceeded, as vermin are thought to do, by
the sole influence of the sun, out of dirt and putrefaction ?

Is it not a firmer foundation for contentment and tran-

quillity, to believe that all things were at first created, and

•» Matth. xxvi. 24. [* immortality ; \st ed.
" existence."—D.]

[f would be hereafter, according; 1st ed. "will be according."
—D.]

IX nevertheless, for the present, while; 1st ed.
"
notwithstanding, while."

-D.]
[§ that; l5< erf.

" this."—D.] [|| that; 1st ed.
" this."—D.]
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are since continually* ordered and disposed for the best,

and that principally for the benefit and pleasure of man, than

that the whole universe is mere bungling and blundering;

no art or contrivance to be seen in^t
; nothing effected for

any purpose and design ; but all ill-favouredly cobbled and

jumbled together by the unguided agitation and rude shuffles

of matter?

Can any man wish a better support under affliction, than

the friendship and favour of Omnipotence, of Infinite Wisdom
and Goodness, thatf is both able and willing, and knows

how to relieve him ? Such a man can do all things through

Christ that strengtheneth him :^ he can patiently suffer all

things with cheerful submission and resignation to the Divine

will. He has a secret spring of spiritual joy, and the con-

tinual feast of a good conscience within, that forbid him to

be miserable. But what a forlorn, destitute creature is the

Atheist in distress ! He hath no friend in extremity, but

poison, or a dagger, or a halter, or a precipice. A violent

death is the last refuge of the Epicureans, as well as the

Stoics. This, says Lucretius,-) is the distinguishing character

of a genuine son of our sect, that he will not endure to live

in exile, and want, and disgrace, out of a vain fear of death ;

but despatch himself resolutely into the state of eternal sleep

and insensibility. And yet, for all this swaggering, not one of

a hundred of them hath J boldness enough to follow the

direction. The base and degenerous saying of one of them

is very well known : That life is always sweet, and he should

still desire to prolong it
; though, after he had been maimed

and distorted by the rack, he should lastly be condemned to

hang on a gibbet.''

And then, as to the practical rules and duties of religion.

As the miracles of our Lord are peculiarly eminent above the

[* are since continually ; Is^ ed.
" are continually."

—
D.]

[t that; 1st ed. " who."—D.] » Phil. iv. 13. i Lib. iii.

[I hundred of them hath
;

1st ed. " hundred hath."—D.]
'^ Mecaenas apud Senec. Ep. ci. Debilem facito manu, Debilem pede,

coxa, &c.
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lying wonders of demons, in that they were not made out of

vain ostentation of power^ and to raise unprofitable amaze-

mentj but for the real benefit and advantage of men, by

feeding the hungry, healing all sorts of diseases, ejecting of

devils, and reviving the dead; so likewise the commands

which he hath imposed on his followers are not like the

absurd ceremonies of pagan idolatry, the frivolous rites of

their initiations and worship, that might look like incantation

and magic, but had no tendency in their nature to make

mankind the happier. Our Saviour hath enjoined us a rea-

sonable service} accommodated to the rational part of our

nature. All his laws are in themselves, abstracted from any
consideration of recompense, conducing* to the temporal
interest of them that observe them. For what can be more

availing to a man^s health, or his credit, or estate, or security

in this world, than charity and meekness, than sobriety and

temperance, than honesty and diligence in his calling ? Do
not pride and arrogance infallibly meet with contempt ? Do
not contentiousness, and cruelty, and study of revenge, sel-

dom fail of retaliation ? Are not envious and covetous, dis-

contented and anxious minds tormentors to themselves ? Do
not we see, that slothful, and intemperate, and incontinent

persons destroy their bodies with diseases, their reputationf

with disgrace, and their families with want ? Are adultery

and fornication forbidden only by Moses and Christ ? or do

not heathen lawgivers punish such enormities w^th fines or

imprisonment, with exile or death ? ^Twas an objection of

Julian the Apostate,"^ that there were no new precepts of

morality in our religion : Thou shalt not kill, Thou shall not

steal, Thou shalt not covet thy neighbour's wife - why, all

the world, says he, is agreed about these commandments ;

and, in every country under heaven, there are laws and pe-

nalties made to enforce all the ten, excepting only the sab-

' Rom. xii. 1. [* conducing; 1st ed.
*' conducible."—D.]

[f reputation ; 1st ed.
"
reputations."

—
D.]

"• Julianus apud Cyrillum, p. 134.
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bathy and the worsJdp of strange gods. We can answer him

another way; but he may make our infidels ashamed to

complain of those ordinances as hard impositions^ which the

sense of all nations has thought to be reasonable ; which not

only the philosophers of Greece and Italy, and the learned*

world, but the Banians of Mogul, the Talapoins of Siam, the

Mandarins of China, the moralists of Peru and Mexico, all

the wisdom of mankind, have declared to be necessary duties.

Nay, if the Atheists would but live up to the ethics of Epi-
curus himself, they would make few or no proselytes from

the Christian religion. For nonet revolt from the faith for

such things as are thought peculiar to Christianity: not

because they must love and pray for their enemies,"^ but

because they must not poison or stab them; not because

they must not look upon a woman to lust after her/^ but

because they are much more restrained from committing
the act. J If wanton glances and lascivious § thoughts had

been permitted by the Gospel, and only the gross act for-

bidden, || they would have apostatised nevertheless. This

we may conjecture from what Plato? and others have told us,

that it was commonly aKpareia rjSovwv koI eTTLdv/jbcwv, im-

moderately affections and lusts, that, in the very times of

paganism, induced men to be Atheists. It seems their im-

pure and brutal sensuality was too much confined by the

religion of those countries where even Venus and Bacchus

had their temples. Let not, therefore, voluptuous Atheists

lay all the fault of their sins upon the infirmity of human
nature ;

nor plead that flesh and blood cannot resist those

temptations which have all their force and prevalence from

long custom and inveterated habit. What enticement, what

[* learned; 1st ed.
" ancient."—D.] [f For none; 1st ed.

" None."—D.j
n Matth. V. 44. ° Verse 28.

\X committing the act ; \st ed. "the perpetration of their lusts."—D.]

[§ lascivious ; \st ed.
** libidinous."—D.]

[II and only the gross act forbidden; not in \st ed.—D.]
p Plato de Legib. lib. x. p. 886. edit. Steph. [=t. viii. p. 464. ed. 1826.—D.]

[^ immoderate ; \st ed.
" their immoderate."—D.]
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pleasure is there in common profane swearing ? Yet neither

the fear of God nor of the law will persuade men to leave

it. 'Tis prevailing example that hath now made it fashion-

able ; but it hath not always been so, nor will be hereafter.

So other epidemical vices, they are rife and predominant

only for a season, and must not be ascribed to human nature

in the lump. In some countries, intemperance is a necessary

part of conversation ; in others, sobriety is a virtue universal,

without any respect to the duties of religion. Nor can they say,

that this is only the difference of climate that inclines one na-

tion to concupiscence and sensual pleasures, another to blood-

thirstiness and desire of revenge. It would discover great igno-

rance in history, not to know that, in all climates, a whole

people has been overrun with some recently invented or newly

imported kind of vice, which their grandfathers never knew.

In the latest accounts of the country of Guiana, we are told,

that the eating of human flesh is the beloved pleasure of

those savages : two nations of them, by mutual devouring, are

reduced to two handfuls of men. When the Gospel of our

Saviour was preached to them, they received it with glad-

ness of heart ; they could be brought to forego plurality of

wives, though that be the main impediment to the conversion

of the East Indies. But the great stumbling-block with

these Americans, and the only rock of offence, was the for-

bidding them to eat their enemies : that irresistible temptation
made them quickly to revolt and relapse into their infidelity.

What must we impute this to ? to the temperature* of the

air, to the nature of the soil, to the influence of the stars ?

Are these barbarians of man-eating constitutions, that they
so hanker after this inhuman diet,t which we cannot imagine
without horror? Is not the same thing practised in other

parts of that continent ? Was it not so in Europe of old,

and is it not now so in Africa ? If an eleventh command-
ment had been given. Thou shalt not eat human flesh; would

[* What must we impute this to ? to the temperature ; \st eel.
"
What,

must we impute this to the temperature."
—

D.]

[f this inhuman diet ; 1st ed.
"

this diet."—D.]
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not these cannibals have esteemed it more difficult than all

the ten ? And would not they have really had as much
reason as our Atheists to plead the power of the temptation^

and the propensity of flesh and blood? How impudent,

then,, are the Atheists,* that, traduce the easy and gracious

conditions of the Gospel, asf unreasonable and tyrannical

impositions ! Are not God's ways equal, O ye children of

destruction, and are not your ways unequal ?

II. Secondly and lastly, for the goodJ influence of reli-

gion upon communities and governments, habemus confitentes

reos ; ^tis so apparent and unquestionable, that ^tis one of

the objections of the Atheists, that it was first§ contrived and

introduced by politicians, to bring the wild and straggling

herds of mankind under subjection and laws. Out of thy

own mouth shall thou be judged, thou wicked servant.^

Thou sayest that the wise institutors of government, souls

elevated above the ordinary pitch of men, thought religion

necessary to civil obedience. Why, then, dost thou endea-

vour to undermine this foundation, to undo this cement of

society, and to reduce all once again to thy imaginary state

of nature and original confusion ? No community ever was

or can be begun or maintained, but upon the basis of reli-

gion. What government can be imagined without judicial

proceedings ? and what methods of judicature without a

religious oath? which implies and supposes an omniscient

Being, as conscious to its falsehood or truth, and a revenger
of perjury. So that the very nature of an oath (and there-

fore of society also) is subverted by the Atheist, who pro-
fesseth to acknowledge nothing superior to himself, no omni-

present Observer of the actions of men. For an Atheist^ to

compose a system of politics is as absurd and ridiculous as

[* then are the Atheists; \st ed.
" are they then."—D.]

[t as; \sted. " for."—D.]

[J for the good; 1*^ ed.
" as to the benign."

—
D.]

[§ the objections of the Atheists, that it was first ; Is^ ed.
"

the wise objec-

tions of the Atheist, that it first was."—D.]
1 Luke, xix. 22. " Hobbes de Give, Leviathan.
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Epicurus's sermons were about sanctity and religious wor^

sMp.^ But there was hope^ that the doctrine of absolute

uncontrollable power, and the formidable name of Leviathan,

might flatter and bribe the government into a toleration of

infidelity.
We need have no recourse to notions* and sup-

position ;
we have sad experience and convincing example

before us, what a rare constitution of government may be

had in a whole nation of Atheists. The natives of Newfound-

land and New France in America,^ as they are said to live

without any sense of religion, so they are known to be desti-

tute of its advantages and blessings; without any law, or

form of community ; without any literature, or sciences, or

arts ; no towns, no fixed habitations, no agriculture, no navi-

gation. And ^tis entirely owing to the power of religion,

that the whole world is not at this time as barbarous as

they. And yet I ought not to have called these miserable

wretches a nation ofAtheists, They cannot be said to be of

the Atheist's opinion, because they have no opinion at all in

the matter : they do not say in their hearts. There is no God;

for they never once deliberated, if there was one or no.

They no more deny the existence of a Deity, than they deny
the Antipodes, the Copernican system, or the Satellites Jovis;

about which they have had no notion orf conception at all.

^Tis the ignorance of those poor creatures, and not their

impiety: their ignorance, as much to be pitied as the impiety

of the Atheists toJ be detested and punished. ^Tis of mighty

importance to the government to put some timely stop to

the spreading contagion of this pestilence that walketh by

day, that dares to disperse its cursed seeds and principles in

the face of the sun. The fool in the text had only said in

his heart, There is no God: he had not spoken it aloud, nor

openly blasphemed, in places of public resort. There^s too

much reason to fear, that some of all orders of men, even

'

TlepL '0<n6Ti]Tos. Laert. De sanctitate et de pietate adversus Deos. Cic.

[* notions; \st ed.
** notion."— D.]

•» De Laet, p. 34, 47, 50. Voyage du Sieur de Champlain, p. 28 et 93.

[+ or; Is/ <?rf.
" nor."—D.] [J to; \st ed "

is to."—D.]
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magistracy itself, have taken the infection ^ a thing of dread-

ful consequence^ and most imminent danger. Epicurus'^ was

somewhat* wiser than ordinary^ when he so earnestly ad-

vised his disciples against meddling in public aifairs : he

knew the nature and tendency of his own philosophy ;
that

it would soon become suspected and odious to a govern-

ment, if ever Atheists were employed in places of trust.

But, because he had made one great rule superior to all,

that every man's only good was pleasure of body and content-

ment of mind, hence it was, that men of ambitious and tur-

bulent spirits, that were dissatisfied and uneasy with privacy
and retirement, were allowed by his own principle to engage
in matters of state : and there they generally met with that

fortune which their master foresaw. Several cities of Greece,^

that had made experiment of them in public concerns, drove

them out, as incendiaries and pests of commonweals, by
severe edicts and proclamations. Atheism is by no means

tolerable in the most private condition; but if it aspire to

authority and power, if it acquire the command of an army
or a navy, if it get upon the bench, or into the senate, or

on a throne; what then can be expected but the basest

cowardice and treachery, but the foulest prevarication in

justice, but betraying and selling the rights and liberties of

a people, but arbitrary government and tyrannical oppres-

sion ? Nay, if Atheism were once, as I may say, the national

religion, it would make its own followers the most miserable

of men ;
it would be the kingdom of Satan divided against

itself; and the land would be soon brought to desolation.

Josephus,^ whof knew them, hath informed us, that the Sad-

ducees, those Epicureans among the Jews, were not only

rough and cruel to men of a different sect from their own,
but perfidious and inhuman one towards another. This is

the genuine spirit and the natural product of Atheism. No

^ Plutarch. htiOe fiidtxras. Lucret. &c.

[* somewhat ; 1st ed.
" not a little."—D.]

^' Plutarch. "On ovSe ^Se«s Cvv. Cicero, Athenaeus, iElian, &c.
^

.Tosephus de Belle Judaico, 1. ii. c. 12. [f who; 1st ed. " that."—D.]
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man^ that adheres to that narrow and selfish principle^ can

ever be just^ or generous, or grateful^, unless he be sometime

overcome by good nature and a happy constitution.y No
Atheist, as such, can be a true friend, an affectionate relation,

or a loyal subject. The appearance and shew of mutual

amity among them is wholly owing to the smallness of their

number, and to the obligations of a faction. ^Tis like the

friendship of pickpockets and highwaymen, that are said to

observe strict justice among themselves, and never to defraud

a comrade of his share of the booty. But, if we could ima-

gine a whole nation to be cut-purses and robbers, would

there then be kept that square dealing and equity in such a

monstrous den of thieves ? And if Atheism should be sup-

posed to become universal in this nation (which seems to be

designed and endeavoured, though we know the gates of hell

shall not be able to prevail), farewell all ties of friendship

and principles of honour
;

all love for our country and loyalty

to our prince ; nay, farewell all government and society

itself, all professions and arts, and conveniencies of life, all

that is laudable or valuable in the world.*

"f Si sibi ipse consentiat, et non interdum naturae bonitate vincatur. Cic. de

Offic. i. 2.

[* world; after this word the \st ed. has the following paragraph :—
*' And now having in the first place explained the words of the text, and

secondly detected the mere Deists of our age to be no better than disguised

Atheists, seeing they have now no pretence to the deism of Epicurus ; and

afterwards having shewn that willingly to entertain the hypothesis of Atheism

(which is literally to choose death and evil before life and good, and to love dark-

ness rather than light^) is the most absurd and inconsiderate/o% ; and that there

is nothing to excuse so silly a choice : not any necessity of it ;
for religion doth

not impose any articles of faith that are repugnant to our faculties, and incre-

dible to natural reason: not interest; because religion itself is, even in this

present life, the truest and best interest, as well of every single person (for a

Christian's belief is the most comfortable, and his hope the most glorious, of

all men's, and the practical duties he is obliged to are in themselves agreeable

to his nature and conducible to his temporal happiness,) as of communities and

governments ; because religion is not only useful to civil society, but fundamen-

tally necessary to its very birth and constitution : having, I say, competently

* Deut, XXX. 15 ; Job. iii. 10. [19.]

VOL. III. E
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May the Father of mercies and God of infinite wisdom

reduce the foolish from their errors, and make them wise

unto salvation; confirm the sceptical and wavering minds;
and so prevent us, that stand fast, in all our doings, and

further us with his continual help, that we may not be of

them that draw back unto perdition, but of them that believe

to the saving of the soul. Amen.

proved these particulars, as far as the usual hrevity of such discourses will

allow ; I shall conclude all with one short reflection, That if Atheism or modern

Deism he evinced to he folly, how great must that/o% he ! It must not be bare

folly, but madness and distraction. Nor do we need to recur to the stoical pa-

radox, that allfools are mad; nor to that saying of one of their own party, who

(not out of derision, as some would have it, but out of compliment to the public)

called it insanientem sapieniiam, the mad philosophy of Atheism. For so sot-

tishly to lose the purest pleasures and comforts of this world, and forego the

expectation of immortality in another ; and so desperately to run the risk of

dwelling with everlasting burnings ; it plainly discovers itself to be what it is ; it

is manifestly the most pernicious folly and deplorable madness in the world."--'

P.]
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Acts, xvii. 27.

That they should seek the Lord, if haply they mightfeel after

him, andfind him ; though he he notfarfrom every one of
us : for in him we live, and move, and have our being.

These words are a part of that discourse which St. Paul

had at Athens. He had not been long in that inquisitive

and pragmatical city, but we find him encountered by the

Epicureans and Stoics,^ two sorts of people that were ill*

qualified for the Christian faith : the one, by reason of their

carnal affections, either believing no God at all, or that he

was like unto themselves, dissolved in laziness and ease ;^

the other, out off spiritual pride, presuming to assert,J that

a wise man of their sect was equal, and in some cases supe-

rior, to the majesty of God himself.*^ These men, corrupted

•
Acts, xvii. 18. [* ill ;

1st ed. "
very ill."—D.]

''

'Afryhv Kol a/xeXes. [f out of; 1st ed.
"
through their."—D.]

[1 assert; 1st ed.
" declare."—D.]

*= Arriani Epictet. 1. i. c. 12. Tls Kard ye rhy Kiyov ouSe x^'^P^^ "^^^ Q^mv, ovSe

fiiKp6r€pos, Seneca, £p. 53. Est aliquid quo sapiens antecedat Deum: ille

naturae beneficio, non suo sapiens est.
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through philosophy and vain deceit, took our Apostle, and car-

ried him unto Areopagus,^ (a place in the city whither was

the greatest resort of travellers and strangers^ of the gravest

citizens and magistrates, of their orators and philosophers,)

to give an account of himself and the new doctrine that he

spoke of: For, say they, thou bringest strange things to our

ears ; we would know therefore what these things mean.^ The

Apostle, who was to speak to such a promiscuous assembly,
has with most admirable prudence and art so accommodated

his discourse, that every branch and member of it is directly

opposed to a known error and prejudice of some party of his

hearers. I will beg leave to be the more prolix in explaining

the whole, because it will be a ground and introduction not

only to this present, but some other subsequent discourses.

From the inscription of an altar to the Unknown God,
which is mentioned by heathen authors, Lucian, Philostratus,*

and others,^ he takes occasion (v. 24) to declare unto them

that God that made the world, and all things therein. This

first doctrine, though admitted by many of his auditors, is

directly ^both against Epicureans, thatf ascribed the origin

and frame of the world not to the power of God, but the for-

tuitous concourse of atoms ; andJ Peripatetics, that supposed
all things to have been eternally as they now are, and never

to have been made at all, either by the Deity or without him.

Which God, says he, seeing that he is Lord of heaven and

earth, dwelleth not in the temples^ made with hands, neither is

worshipped with men's hands, as though he needed any thing,

seeing he giveth to all life, and breath, and all things^ This

is opposed to the civil and viUgar religion of Athens, which

.
^ Ver. 19. e ver. 20.

[* Lucian, Philostratus
; \st ed. "as Lucian, and Philostratus."—D.]

' Lucianus in Philopat. Philostrat. de Vita Apol. lib. vi. c. 2. Pausan. in

Eliacis.

[f directly both against Epicureans, that; 1st ed.
"
expressly against the

Epicureans, who."—D.]

[J and ; Ist ed.
" and to the."—D.]

[§ 171 the temples ; \st ed.
" in temples.'^

—
D.]

s Ver. 25.
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furnished and served the Deity* with temples and sacrifices,

as if he had reallyf needed habitation and sustenance. And
that the common heathen had such mean apprehensions^
about the indigency of their gods, appears plainly, to name

no more, from Aristophanes^s Plutus and the Dialogues of

Lucian. But the philosophers were not concerned§ in this

point: all parties and sects, even the Epicureans^ them-

selves, ||
did maintain (to avTapK6<;) the self-sufficiency of the

Godhead
;
and seldom or never sacrificed at all, unless in

compliance and condescension^ to the custom of their coun-

try. There^s a very remarkable passage in Tertullian's Apo-

logy, Who forces a philosopher to sacrifice ?'^ &c. It appears
from thence, that the philosophers, no less than the Chris-

tians, neglected the pagan worship and sacrifices
; though

what was connived at in the one was made highly penal and

capital in the other. And hath made of one blood all nations

of men, for to dwell on all the face of the earth ; and hath

determined the times before appointed, and the boundls] oftheir

habitation.^ This doctrine about the beginning of human

race, though agreeable enough to the Platonists and Stoics,

is apparently levelled against** the Epicureans and Aristote-

lians : one of whom producedft their primitive men from

mere accident or mechanism ; the other denied that man had

any beginning at all, but had eternally continued thus by suc-

cession and propagation. Neither were the commonalty of

[* furnished and served the Deity; \<it ed.
"
worshipped God."—D.]

[f he had really ; \st ed.
" he really."

—
D.]

[X heathen had such mean apprehensions ; 1st ed.
" heathens had such a

mean apprehension."
—

D.]

[§ concerned ; 1*^ ed.
" touched."—D.]

^ Lucret. ii. Ipsa suis pollens opibus, nihil indiga nostri. [v. 649.—D.]

[||
themselves ; 1*^ ed.

*' forsooth."—D.]

[% unless in compliance and condescension ; 1st ed.
" unless in conde-

scension."—D.]
' Tertull. Apol. cap. 46. Quis enim philosophum sacrificare .... com-

pellit ? Quinimmo et deos vestros palam destruunt, et superstitiones vestras

commentariis quoque accusant. J Ver. 26.

[•* is apparently levelled against; 1st ed. "doth apparently thwart."—D.]

[ft produced; Isf prf.
" did produce."—D.]
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Athens unconcerned in this point. For although, as we learn

from Isocrates, Demosthenes,, and others of their country-

men,'' they professed themselves to be avro'x^dove^, aborigines,

not transplanted by colonies or otherwise from any foreign

nation, but born out of their own soil in Attica, and had the

same earth for their parent, their nurse, and their country ;

and though some perhaps* might believe, that all the rest

of mankind were derived from them,^ and so might apply and

interpret the words of the Apostle to this foolish tradition ;

yet that conceit of deriving the whole race of men from the

aborigines of Atticaf was entertained but by a few ;
for they

generally allowed that the Egyptians and Sicilians, and

some others, were aborigines also, as well as themselves.™

Then follow the words of the text : That they should seek the

Lord, if haply they mightfeel after him, andfind him; though
he be notfarfrom every one of us: for in him we live, and

move, and have our being.^ And this he confirms by the

authority of a writer that lived above three hundred years

before : as certain also of your oivn poets have said. For we

are also his offspring. This indeed was no argument to the

Epicurean auditors, who undervalued all argument from

authority, and especially from the poets.^ Their master Epi-
curus had boasted, that in all his writings he had not cited

one single authority out of any book whatsoever .P And the

poets they particularly hated, because on all occasions they
introduced the ministry of the gods, and taught the separate
existence of human souls. ButJ it was of great weight and

'' Isocrates in Paneg. Demosth. in Epitaph. Cic. Orat. pro Flacco. Euri-

pides, &c.

[* and though some perhaps; 1st ed. "and perhaps some few."—D.]
'

Diog. Laert. in Praef.

[f of deriving the whole race of men from the aborigines of Attica ; not in

1st ed.—B.']
«
Thucyd. lib. vi. Herodot. &c. •» Verse 27, 28.

" Plutarch, de Aud. Poet, et contra Colot. p Laert. in Vita Epicuri.

[J who undervalued all argument from authority and taught the

separate existence of human souls. But; 1st ed.
" who particularly had a con-

tempt of and spite against the poets, because on all occasions they introduced
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moment to the common people^, who held the poets in mighty
esteem and veneration^ and used them as their masters of

morality and religion. And the other sects too of philoso-

phers* did frequently adorn and confirm their discourses by
citations out of poets. Forasmuch then as we are the off-

spring of God, we ought not to think that the Godhead is like

unto gold, or silver, or stone, graven by art and-f man's device,^

This is directly levelled against the gross idolatry of the

vulgar (for the philosophers are not concerned in it)^ that

beheved the veiy statues of gold, and silver, and other mate-

rials, to be God, and terminated their prayers in those

images ; as I might shew from many passages of Scripture,

from the apologies of the primitive Christians, and the hea-

then writers themselves. And the times of this ignorance

God winked at, (the meaning of which is, as upon a like

occasion the same Apostle hath expressed it, that in times

past he suffered all nations to walk in their own ways,^) but

now commandeth every one to repent: because he hath ap-

pointed a day, in the which he will judge the world in

righteousness, by that man whom he hath ordained ; whereof
he hath given assurance unto all men, in that he hath raised

himfrom the dead.^ Hitherto the Apostle had never contra-

dicted all his audience at once : though at every part of his

discourse some of them might be uneasy, yet others were of

his side ;
and all along a moderate silence and attention was

observed, because every point was agreeable to the notions

of the greater party.J But when they heard of the resurrec-

tion of the dead, the interruption and clamour became uni-

the ministry of the gods, and taught the separate existence of human souls :

and their master Epicurus had bragged, that in all his writings he had not

cited one single authority out of any book whatsoever. But."—D.J

[* sects too of philosophers ; \st ed.
" sects of philosophers likewise."—D.]

1 Ver. 29. '
Acts, xiv. 16. » Ver. 30, 31.

[f and; 1st ed.
" or."—D.]

[J all his audience at once the notions of the greater party ; 1^/ ed.
" the opinions of all his hearers at once : so that although at every part of his

discourse some of them might be uneasy and nettled, yet a moderate silence

and attention was still observed, because it was agreeable to the notions of the

rest."—D.]
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versal ;
so that here the Apostle was obliged to break off, and

depart^ from among them,^ What could be the reason of

this general dissent from the notion of the resurrection^ since

almost all of them believed f the immortality of the soul?

St. Chrysostom hath a conceit^ that the Athenians took

^Avdaraa-L^ (the original word for resurrection) to be preached
to them as a goddess^ and in this fancy he is followed by
some of the moderns. The ground of the conjecture is the

18th verse of this chapter^ where some said. What will this

babbler say? other some, He seemeth to be a setter forth of

strange gods (feva)v SaLfjuovLcovy strange deities, which com-

prehends both sexes), because he preached unto them, ^Irjaouv

Kol Tr)v 'Avdaraacv, Jesus and the Resurrection. Now, say

they, it could not be said deities in the plural number, unless

it be supposed that 'AvdaTacn<; is a goddess, as well as Jesus

a God, But we know such a permutation of number is fre-

quent in all languages. We have another example of it in

the very text ;
as certain also of your oivn poets have said,

For we are also his offspring ;^ and yet the Apostle meant

only one, Aratus the Cilician, his countryman, in whose astro-

nomical poem this passage is now extant.^ So that although
he preached to the Athenians Jesus alone, yet, by a common
mode of speech, he might be called a setter forth of strange

gods, 'Tis my opinion, that the general distaste and clamour

proceeded from a mistake about the nature of the Christian

resurrection. The word resurrection [dvaarrjcraaOaL and

avdaracTLs;) was well enough known amongst the Athenians,

as appears at this time from Homer, ^schylus, and Sopho-
cles :^ they could hardly then possibly imagine it to signify

[* was obliged to break off, and depart ; \st ed.
" broke off his discourse,

and departed."—D.I
» Ver. 33.

[f since almost all of them believed ; 1st ed.
"
seeing that almost all of

them did believe."—D.]
" Ver. 28.

' Arati Phsen. v. 5 TrdvTri 5c Aihs Kcxp'hl^^&o- TfdvTes, Tov yhf kolL yevos

^ Hom. II. n. 551. OvSf fjLiv avaT-fiaeis, &c. ^Esch. Eumen. 655. [650. ed.

Stan.—D.] 'Aviphs 8' imiZav of/t' ayaairaffri k6vis, "Aito^ QavSvTos oUtis ttrr
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a goddess. But then it always* denoted a returning from

the state of the dead to this present world ; to eat and drink

and converse uponf earth
;
and so, after another period of life,

to die again as before. And Festus, a Roman, seems to have

had the same apprehensions about it : for, when he declares

the case of St. Paul his prisoner to King Agrippa, he tells

him, that the accusation was only about certain questions of

the Jewish superstition ; and of one Jesus which was dead,

whom Paul affirmed to be alive,^ So that when the Athe-

nians heard him mention the resurrection of the dead, which,

according to their acceptation of the word, was a contradic-

tion to common sense, and to theJ experience of all places

and ages, they had no patience to give any longer attention.

His words seemed to them as idle tales,y as the first news of

our Saviour^s resurrection did to the apostles themselves.

All interrupted and mocked him, except a few, that seem to

have understood him aright, which said they tvould hear him

again of this matter. Just as when our Saviour said in an

allegorical and mystical sense. Except ye eat the flesh of the

Son of man, and drink his blood, ye have no life in you,^ the

hearers understood him literally and grossly : The Jews there-

fore strove among themselves, saying, How can this man give

us his flesh to eat ? This is a hard saying ; who can hear it F^

And from that time many of his disciples went back, and

walked no more with him^

I have now gone through this excellent discourse of the

apostle, in which many most important truths are clearly

and succinctly delivered ; such as the existence, the spiritu-

ality, and all-sufficiency of God ; the creation of the world ;

the origination of mankind from one common stock, accord-

avaxrraffis. [Zn \st ed. the passage is pointed, 'AvS. 5* iir. of. av. k6vis "Aira^

davSvTos, oUr. iffT av.—D.] Soph. Electra, 136. 'AAA' oihoi r6v -/ i^ atSa

KoyKoivov \lfxvas irarep' avcrdaeis, oijTe ySoiffiv, oh Atrats.

[* they could hardly then possibly imagine it to signify a goddess. But

then it always ; ist ed.
"
(so that it could hardly possibly be imagined to be a

goddess) but it always."
—

D.] [f upon ;
\st ed.

"
upon the."—D.]

»
Acts, XXV. 9. [19.] [J and to the ; \st ed.

" and the."—D.]
y Luke, xxiv. 11. '

John, vi. 53. * Ver. 60. »> Ver. 66.
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ing to the history of Moses ; the divine Providence in over-

ruling all nations and people ; the new doctrine of repentance

by the preaching of the Gospel ;
the resurrection of the dead ;

and the appointed day of an universal judgment. To all which

particvdars^ by God^s permission and assistance^ I shall say

something in due time. But at present I have confined my-
self to that near and internal* and convincing argument of

the being of God, which we have from human nature itself ;

and which appears to be principally here recommended by
St. Paul in the words of the text, That they should seek the

Lord, if haply they might feel after him, andfind him; though
he be notfarfrom every one of us : for in him (that is, by his

power) we live, and move, and have our being.

The proposition, which I shall speak to from this text, is

this : that the very life, and vital motion, and the formal

essence and nature of man, is wholly owing to the power of

God; and that the consideration of ourselves, of our own
souls and bodies, both directly and nearly conduct us to the

acknowledgment of his existence. And,
1 . I shall prove, that there is an immaterial substance in

us, which we call soul and spirit, essentially distinct from our

bodies
;
and that this spirit doth necessarily evince the exist-

ence of a supreme and spiritual Being. And,
2. That the organical structure of human bodies, where-

by they are fitted to live and move, and be vitally informed

by the soul, is unquestionably the workmanship of a most

wise, and powerful, and beneficent Maker. But I will reserve

this latter part for the next opportunity ; and my present

undertaking shall be this, to evince the being of God from

the consideration of human souls.

(1.) And first, I say, there is an immaterial substance in

us, which we call soul, essentially distinct from our bodies.

I shall lay itf down as self-evident, that there is something
in our composition that thinks and apprehends, and reflects

and deliberates ; thatj determines and doubts, consents and

[* internal; Isf erf. "intrinsical."—D.] [f it; 1st ed.
''

this."^!).']

[J that ; not in 1st ed.—D.]
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denies ; that wills, and demurs, and resolves, and chooses,

and rejects ; that receives various sensations and impressions

from external objects, and produces voluntary motions of

several parts of our bodies. This every man is conscious of;

neither can any one be so sceptical as to doubt of or deny it
;

that very doubting or denying being part of what I would

suppose,* and including several of the rest in their ideas and

notions. And in the next place, ^tis as self-evident, that

these faculties and operations of thinking, and willing, and

perceiving, must proceed from something or other as their

efficient cause
; mere nothmg being never able to produce

any thing at all. So that if these powers of cogitation,

and volition, and sensation, are neither inherent in matter

as such, nor producible in matterf by any motion and modi-

fication of it, it necessarily follows, that they proceed from

some cogitative substance, some incorporeal inhabitant withm

us, which we call spirit and soul.

1.) But first, these faculties of sensation and perception

are not inherent in matter as such ; for, if it were so, what

monstrous absurdities would follow ! every stock and stone

would be a percipient and rational creature. We should

have as much feeling upon clipping a hair of the head, as

upon pricking a nerve.{ Or rather, as men, that is, as a§

complex behjg, compounded of many vital parts, we should

have no feeling nor perception at all. For every single atom

of our bodies would be a distinct animal, endued with self-

consciousness and personal sensation of its own. And a

great number of such living and thinking particles could not

possibly, by their mutual contact and pressing and striking,

compose one greater individual animal, with one mind and

understanding, and a vital consension of the whole body,

[* part ofwhat I would suppose ;
\st ed.

" each of them mentioned and sup-

posed before."—D.]

[f producible in matter ; \st ed.
"
acquirable to matter."—D.]

[J clipping a hair of the head, as upon pricking a nerve ; \st ed.
*' the clip-

ping off a hair, as the cutting of a nerve."—D.]

r§ as a; Uted. " a."—D.]
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any more than a swarm of bees, or a crowd of men and

women, can be conceived to make up one particular living

creature, compounded and constituted of the aggregate of

them all.

2.) It remains, therefore, secondly, that seeing matter in

general, as matter, has not any sensation or thought; if it

have them at all, they must be the result of some modifica-

tion of it ; it must acquire them by some organical disposi-

tion ; by such and such determinate motions, by the action

and passion* of one particle upon another. And this is the

opinion of every Atheist and counterfeit Deist of these times,

that believes there is no substance but matter, and excludes

all incorporeal nature out of the number of beings.

Now, to give a clear and fullf confutation of this atheis-

tical assertion, I will proceed in this method.

I. First I will give a true notion and idea of matter;

whereby it will again J appear that it has no inherent faculty

of sense and perception.

II. I will prove, that no particular sort§ of matter, as

the brain and animal spirits, ||
hath any power of sense and

perception.

III. I will shew, that motion in general superadded to

matter cannot produce any sense and perception.

IV. I will demonstrate, that no particular sort oi% mo-

tion, as of the animal spirits** through muscles and nerves,

can beget sense and perception.

V. I will evince, that no action and passionft of the

animal spirits, one particle uponJ J another, can create any
sense and perception.

[* passion ;
1st ed.

" reaction."—D.]

[f clear and full
;

\st ed.
" clearer and fuller."—D.]

\X again; not in \st ed.—D.'] [§ sort; Is/ ed.
"
species."

—
D.]

[|] spirits; \st ed.
"
spirit."—D.]

[^ particular sort of; \st ed.
" determinate."—D.]

[*» spirits ;
\sted.'' spirit."—D.]

[ff passion ; 1*^ ed.
"
per<:ussion."

—
D.]

\XX spirits, one particle upon ;
1st ed.

"
spirit, one particle against."

—D.]
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VI. I will answer the Atheist's argument of matter of

fact and experience in brute beasts, which, say they, are

allowed to be mere matter, and yet have some degree of

sense and perception.

And first I will give a true notion and idea of matter ;

whereby it will appear that it has no inherent faculty of

sense and perception. And I will offer no other but what

all competent judges, and even Atheists themselves, do allow

of; and which, being part of the Epicurean and Democri-

tean philosophy, is providentially one of the best antidotes

against their other impious opinions ; as the oil of scorpions

is said to be against the poison of their stings. When we

frame in our minds any notion of matter, we conceive

nothing else but extension and bulk, which is impenetrable,

and divisible, and passive ; by which three properties is un-

derstood, that any one* particular quantity of matter doth

hinder all other from intruding into its place till itself be

removed out of it ;
that it may be divided and broken into

numerous parts, of different sizes and figures, which by various

rangingt and disposing may produce an immense diversity

of surfaces and textures ; that, if it once be { bereaved of

motion, it cannot of itself acquire it again ; but it either must

be impelled § by some other body from without, or (say we,

though not the Atheist) be intrinsically moved by an imma-

terial self-active substance, that can penetrate and pervade
it. Wherefore in the whole nature and idea of matter we
have nothing but substance with magnitude, ||

and figure, and

situation, and a capacity of being moved and divided. So

that no parts of matter, considered by themselves, are either

hot or cold, either white or black, either bitter or sweet, or

[* any one ; 1st ed.
"
any."

—
D.]

[f ranging; 1st ed.
"
ranking."

—
D.]

[J once be ; 1st ed. " be once."—D.]

[§ but it either must be impelled ; 1st ed.
" nor till it be thrust or struck."

—D.]

[II
but substance with magnitude ; 1st ed.

" but magnitude."—D.
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betwixt those* extremes. All the Various mixtures and con-

jugations of atoms do beget nothing but new inward texture,

and alteration of surface. No sensible qualities, as light,

and colour, and heat, and sound, can be subsistent in the

bodies themselves absolutely considered, without a relation

to our eyes, and ears, and other organs of sense. These

qualities are only the effects of our sensation, which arise

from the different motions upon our nerves from objects

without, according to their various modification and position.

For example : when pellucid colourless glass or water, by

being beaten intof powder or froth, do acquire a very intense

whiteness, what can we imagine to be produced in the glass

or water but a new disposition of parts ? nay, an object

under the self-same disposition and modification, when 'tis

viewed by us under differing proportions, doth represent very

differing colours, without any change at all in itself. For

that very same opake and whitej powder of glass, when 'tis

seen through a good microscope, doth exhibit all its little

fragments pellucid and colourless, as the whole appeared to

the naked eye before it was pounded. So that whiteness,

and redness, and coldness, and the like, are only ideas and

vital passions in us that see and feel ; but can no more be

conceived to be real and distinct qualities in the bodies

themselves, than roses or honey can be thought to smell or

taste their own sweetness, or an organ be conscious of§ its

music, or gunpowder of
||

its flashing and noise.

Thus far, then, we have proved, and 'tis agreed on all

hands, that in our conception of any quantity of body there

is nothing but figure, and site, and a capacity of motion :

which motion, if it be actually excited in it,^ doth only

cause a new order and contexture of parts : so that all the

[* those; l*^ ed.
" the."—D.] [f into; \st ed.

" into a."—D.]

[J that velry same opake and white ; \st ed.
" that same opake, white."—D.]

[§ of; \st ed.
" to."—D.] [|| of; 1st ed.

*« to."—D.]

[^ of motion : which motion, if it be actually excited in it; 1*^ ed.
" of mo-

tion, either of the whole, or the insensible parts : which motion, if it be actually

impressed upon it."—D.]
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ideas of sensible qualities are not inherent in the inanimate

bodies, but are the effects of their motion upon our nerves,

and sympathetica! and vital passions produced within our-

selves.

11. Our second inquiry must be, vrhat it is in the consti-

tution and composition of a man that hath the faculty of

receiving such ideas and passions ? Let us* carry in our

minds this true notion of body in general, and apply it to

our own substance, and observe what prerogatives this ra-

tional machine (as the Atheists would make us to be) can

challenge above other parcels of matter. We observe, then,

in this understanding piece of clock-work, that thisf body,
as well as other senseless matter, has colour, and warmth,
and softness, and the like. But we have proved it before,

and 'tis acknowledged, that these qualities are not subsistent

in those bodies, but are ideas and sensationsj begotten in

something else : so that ^tis not blood and bones that can be

conscious of their own hardness or§ redness ;
and we are

still to seek for something else in our frame and make, that

must receive these impressions. Will they say that these

ideas are performed by the brain ? But the difficulty returns

upon them again ; for we perceive that the like qualities of

softness, whiteness, and warmth, do belong to the brain

itself; and since
||
the brain is but body, those qualities (as

we have shewn) cannot be inherent in it, but are the sensa-

tions^ of some other substance without it. It cannot be the

brain, then, which imagines those qualities to be in itself.**

But, they may say, 'tis not the gross substance of the

[ of receiving such ideas and passions? Let us
;

1st ed.
" of forming such

ideas; what is that principle of life, and self-activity, and reason, within us,

that performs those higher operations of cogitation, and appetite, and will ?

Let us."—D.]

[t this; Isted. " his."—D.]

\X ideas and sensations ; \st ed.
"
operations of fancy."

—D.]

[§ or; Is^ ed.
" and."—D.] [1| since; Isted. "

seeing."—D.]

[^ sensations ; Ist ed.
"
passions."

—
D.]

[** It cannot be the brain, then, which imagines those qualities to be in

itself; 1st ed.
" Therefore the brain is not that nature which imagines those

qualities of itself."—D.]
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brain that causes perception, but the animal spirits that have

their residence there
;
which are void of sensible qualities,*

because they never faU under our senses, by reason of their

minuteness. But we conceive by our reason, though we
cannot see them with our eyes,t that every one of these also

hath a determinate figure; they are spheres, or cubes, or

pyramids, or cones, or of some shape or other that is irre-

gular and nameless : and all these are but modes and affec-

tions of magnitude; and the ideas of such modes can no

more be subsistent in the atoms so modified, than the idea

of redness was just now found to be inherent in the blood,

or that of whiteness in the brain. And what relation or

affinity is there between a minute body and cogitation, any
more than the greatest ? Is a small drop of rain any wiser

than the ocean ? or do we grind inanimate corn into living

and rational meal ? My very nails, or my hair, or the horns

and hoofs of a beast, may bid as fair for understanding and

sense as the finest animal spiritsj of the brain.

III. But thirdly, they will say, ^tis not the bulk and sub-

stance of the animal spirits, but their motion and agiUty,

that produces cogitation§ and sense. If, then, motion in

general, or any degree of its velocity, can beget cogitation,

surely a ship under sail must be a very|| inteUigent creature,

though while she lies at anchor those faculties must be^

asleep : some cold water or ice may be phlegmatic and sense-

less, but when it boils in a kettle it has wonderful heats of

thinking and ebullitions of fancy. Nay, the whole corporeal

mass, all the brute and stupid matter of the universe, must,

upon these terms, be allowed to have life and understanding ;

[* spirits that have their residence there ;
which are void of sensible quali-

ties ; 1st ed.
"
spirit and insensible particles, that have their rendezvous there,

and are devoid of those qualities."
—

D.]

[t by our reason, though we cannot see them with our eyes ; not in \st ed.

-D.]
[J spirits ; 1*^ ed.

"
spirit."

—D.]

[§ spirits, but their motion and agility, that produces cogitation ; 1*^ ed.
**

spirit, but its motion and agility, that produce intellection."—D.]

[II very; Ist ed.
" most."—D.] [^ must be i \st ed.

" be."—D.]
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since* there is nothings that we know of, in a state of abso-

lute rest. Those things that seem to be at restf upon the

surface of the earth are daily wheeled about its axis, and

yearly about the sun with a prodigious swiftness.

IV. But fourthly, they will say, 'tis not motion in ge-
neral that can do these feats of sensation and perception;
but a particular sort of it, inf an organised body, through the

determinate roads and channels of muscles and nerves. But,

I pray, among all the kinds of motion, whether straight,§ or

circular, or parabolical, or in what curve they please, what

pretence can one make to thinking and liberty of will more

than another ? Why do not these persons make a diagram
of these cogitative lines and angles, and demonstrate their

properties of perception and appetite, as plainly as we know
the other properties of triangles and circles ? But how
little can any motion, either circular or other, contribute to

the production of thought ! No such circular motion of an||

atom can be all of it existent at once
;

it must needs be made

gradually and successively, both as to place and time ; for^

body cannot at the same instant be in more places than one.

So that at any instant of time the moving atom is but in one

single point of the line. Therefore all its motion, but in

that** one point, is either future or past ; and no other parts

are co-existent or contemporary with it. Now, what is not

present is nothing at all, and can be the efficient of nothing.
If motion, then, be the cause of thought, thought must be

produced by one single point of motion, a point with rela-

tion to time as well as to place. And such a point,ft to

[* since ; 1st ed.
**

seeing that."—D.] [f be at rest ; 1*^ ed.
" be so."—D.]

[t in; Isted " that is made in."—D.] [§ straight; Isted. "direct."—D.]

[II
such circular motion of an ;

Is^ ed.
" such motion of the same."—D.]

[«[[ for ; Ist ed.
*'

seeing that."—D.]

[** all its motion, but in that ;
1st ed.

"
all but that."—D.]

[ft If motion, then, be the cause of thought, thought must be produced by
one single point of motion, a point with relation to time as well as to place.

And such a point ; \st ed.
" So that if motion be the cause of thought, then

thought must be produced by one s,m^e punctum of motion with relation to time

as well as place. And such a punctum."
—D.]
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our conceptions, is almost equivalent to permanency and

rest, or at least to any other point of any* motion what-

soever. What, then, is become of the privilege of that or-

ganical motion of the animal spirits f above any other?

Again, we have shewn, that this circular and other motion

is but the successive flux of an atom, and is never existent

together ; and indeed is a pure ens rationis, an operation of

the soul, which, considering past motion and future, and

recollecting the whole by the memory and fancy, calls this

by one denomination, and that by another. How then can

that motion be the efficient of thought, which is evidently

the effect and the product of it ?

V. But fifthly, they will say farther (which is their last

refuge), that 'tis not motion alone, or under this or that de-

nomination, J that produceth cogitation ;
but when it falls out

that numerous particles of matter, aptly disposed and di-

rected, do interfere in their motions, and strike and knock

one another; this is it which begets our sensation. All the

active power and vigour of the mind, our faculties of reason,

imagination, and will, are the wonderful result of this mutual

occurse, this pulsion and repercussion of atoms : just as we

experience it in the flint and the steel ; you may move them

apart as long as you please, to very little purpose ; but 'tis

the hitting and collision of them that must make them strike

fire. You may remember I have proved before, that light

and heat, and the rest of those qualities, are not such ideas §

in the bodies as we perceive in ourselves : so that this smiting

of the steel with the flint doth only make a comminution^
and a very rapid whirling and melting of some particles;

but that idea of flame is wholly in us. But what a strange

and miraculous thing should we count it, if the flint and the

steel, instead of a few sparks, should chance to strike
1|

out

definitions and syllogisms } and yet it's altogether as reason-

[* point of any ;
1st ed.

"
punctum of all."—D.]

[f spirits ;
1st ed.

"
spirit."

—
D.]

[J denomination; 1st ed. "determination."—D.]

[§ ideas; Is/ erf.
"
passions."

—D.] [j| strike; 1st ed.
'' knock."—D.]
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able as this sottish opinion of the Atheists, that dead sense-

less atoms can ever justle and knock* one another into life

and understanding. All that can be effected by such en-

counters of atoms, is either the imparting or receiving of

motion, or a new determination and direction of its course.

Matter, vrhen it acts upon matter, can communicate nothing
but motion ; and that we have shewed before to be utterly

unable to produce those sensations.f And again, how can

that concussion of atoms be capable of begetting those in-

ternalj and vital affections, that self-consciousness and those

other § powers and energies that we feel in our minds ? see-

ing they only strike upon the outward surfaces, they cannot

inw^ardly pervade one another ; they cannot have any pene-
tration of dimensions and conjunction of substance. But, it

may be, these atoms of theirs may have sense and perception

in them, II
but they are refractory and sullen; and therefore,

like men of the same tempers, must be banged and buffeted

into reason. And indeed that way of argumentation would

be most proper and effectual upon these atheistical atomists

themselves. ^Tis a vigorous execution of good laws, and not

rational discourses only, either neglected or not understood,

that must reclaim the profaneness of those perverse and un-

reasonable men. For what can be said more to such per-

sons, that are either so disingenuous or so stupid, as to pro-

fess to believe that all the natural powers and acquired habits

of the mind, that penetrating understanding and accurate

judgment, that strength of memory and readiness of wit, that

liberality, and justice, and prudence, and magnanimity, that

charity and beneficence to mankind, that ingenuous fear and

awful love of God, that comprehensive knowledge of the

histories and languages of so many nations, that experienced

[* knock; 1st ed. "thump."—D.]

[f sensations; 1*^ ed. "operations of our minds."—D.]

[t internal ; Ist ed.
" intrinsical."—D.]

[§ and those other ; Ist ed. "and other."—D.]

[II
these atoms of theirs may have sense and perception in them

; \st ed.

" that these atoms of theirs may have it in them."— D.]
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insight into the works and wonders of nature^ that rich vein

of poetry and inexhausted fountain of eloquence^ those lofty

flights of thought and almost intuitive perceptions* of ah-

struse notions^ those exalted discoveries of mathematical

theorems and divine contemplations^ all thet admirable en-

dowments and capacities of human nature, which we some-

times see actually existent in one and the same person, can

proceed from the blind shuffling and casual clashing of atoms.

I could as easily take up with that senseless assertion of the

Stoics,^ that virtues and vices, and sciences and arts, and

fancies and passions, and appetites, are all of them real bodies

and distinct animals, as with this of the Atheist, that they
can all be derived from the power of mere bodies. ^Tis

utterly incredible and impossible ; and we cannot without

indignation go about to refute such an absurd imagination,

such a gross contradiction to unprejudiced reason. And yet,

if the Atheists had not been driven from all their posts and

their subterfuges ;
if we had not pursued their atoms through

all their turnings and windings, their cells and recesses, their

interferings and justlings, they would boastj that they could

not be answered, and make a mighty§ flutter and triumph.

Nay, though they are so miserably confounded and baf-

fled, and can offer no further explication of the cause and

the manner ; yet they will, sixthly, urge matter of fact and

experience, that mere body may produce cogitation and

sense. For, say they, do but observe the actions of some

brutes, how nearly they approach to human reason, and

visibly discover some glimpses of understanding : and if that

be performed by the pure mechanism of their bodies, (as

many do allow, who yet believe the being of God, and an

immaterial spirit in man,) then 'tis but raising our concep-

tions, and supposing mankind to be engines of a finer make

[* perceptions ; l*^ ed.
"
perception."

—
D.]

[t the ;
\st ed.

" these."—D.]
* Seneca, Ep. 113. Plutarch, de Contrad. Stoic.

\X boast ; \st ed.
" have boasted."—D.]

[§ and make a mighty; \sted. "with an arrogant scorn and a mighty."
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and contexture^ and the business is done. I must confess

that the Cartesians and some others, men that have given

no occasion to be suspected of irreligion, have asserted that

brutes are mere machines and automata, I cannot now en-

gage in the controversy, neither is there any necessity to do

so; for religion is not endangered by either opinion. If

brutes be said to have sense and immaterial souls, what need

we be concerned, whether those souls shall be immortal, or

annihilated at the time of death ? This objection supposes

the being of God ;
and he will do all things for the wisest

and best ends. Or, if brutes be supposed to be bare en-

gines* and machines, I admire and adore the divine artifice

and skill in such a wonderful contrivance. But I shall deny
then that they have any reason or sense, if they be nothing

but matter. Omnipotence itself cannot create cogitative body.

And 'tis not any imperfection in the power of God, but an inca-

pacity in the subject. The ideas of matter and thought are

absolutely incompatible ;
and this the Cartesians themselves

do allow. Do but convince them that brutes have the least

participation of thought, or will, or appetite, or sensation, or

fancy, and they'll readily retract their opinion. For none

but besotted Atheists do join the two notions together, and

believe brutes to be rational or sensitive machines. They are

either the one or the other
;
either endued with sense and

some glimmering rays of reason from a higher principle than

matter; or (as the Cartesians say) they are purely body,

voidf of all sensation and life, and, like the idols of the

Gentiles, they have eyes, and see not ; ears, and hear not ;

noses, and smell not : they eat without hunger, and drink

without thirst, and howl without pain. They perform the

outward material actions, but they have no inward self-

[* If brutes be said supposed to be bare engines ;
1;$^ ed.

" If brutes

have immaterial souls, they'll say, then they must be either annihilated or im-

mortal. This objection supposeth the being of God : and God can as easily

annihilate as create. Or if they be immortal, what need we be concerned about

it? 'tis only by the good pleasure of their Maker, who doth all things for the

best. And if they be bare engines."
—

D.]

[f void
;

1st ed.
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consciousness^ nor any more perception of what they do or

suifer than a looking-glass has of the objects it reflects, or

the index of a watch of the hour it points to. And as one

of those watches, when it was first presented to the Emperor
of China, was taken there for an animal ; so, on the contrary,

our Cartesians take brute animals for a sort of watches. For,

considering the infinite distance betwixt the poor mortal

artist, and the almighty Opificer; the few wheels and mo-

tions of a watch, and the innumerable springs and organs in

the bodies of brutes ; they may affirm, (as they think, with-

out either absurdity or impiety,) that they are nothing but

moving automata, as the fabulous statues of Dsedalus,^ be-

reaved of all true life and vital sensation, which never act

spontaneously and freely : but as watches must be wound up
to set them a-going, so their motions also are excited and in-

hibited, are moderated and managed, by the objects without

them.

(2.) And now that I have gone through the six parts

that I proposed, and sufficiently shewn that sense and per-

ception can never be the product of any kind of matter and

motion, it remains therefore that it must necessarily proceed
from some incorporeal substance within us. And though
we cannot conceive the manner of the soul's action and

passion, nor what hold it can lay on the body when it volun-

tarily moves it, yet we are as certain that it doth so, as of

any mathematical truth whatsoever ; or at least of such as

are proved from the impossibility or absurdity of the con-

trary, a way of proof that is allowed for infallible demon-

stration.* Why one motion of the body begets an idea of

pleasure in the mind, another an idea of pain ; whyf such a

s Vide Zenobium et Suidam in t^ai8a.\ov iroiiifiaTa, et Scholiastem Eurip.

Hecubae, v. 838. {=:Schol. t. iv. p. 189. ed. Matt.—D.]

[* away of proof that is allowed for infallible demonstration; 1st ed. "which

notwithstanding are allowed for infallible demonstrations."—D.]

[f another an idea of pain; why; 1*^ ed.
" and another of pain, and others

of the other senses ; why."
—

D.]
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disposition of the body induces* sleep, another disturbs all the

operations of the soul, and occasions a lethargy or frenzy ;

this knowledge exceeds our narrow faculties, and is out of

the reach of our discovery. I discern some excellent final

causes of such a vital conjunction of body and soul ;
but the

instrumental I know not, nor what invisible bands and

fetters unite them together. I resolve all that into the sole

pleasure and fiat of our omnipotent Creator, whose exist-

ence (which is my last point) is so plainly and nearly dedu-

cible from the established proof of an immaterial soul, that

no w^onder the resolved Atheists do so labour and bestir

themselves to fetch sense and perception out of the power of

matter. I will despatch it in three words. For, sincef we
have shewn that there is an incorporeal substance within us,

whence did that proceed, and how came it into being ? It

did not exist from all eternity ; that's too absurd to be sup-

posed ; nor could it come out of nothing into being without

an efficient cause. Something, therefore, must have created

our souls out of nothing; and that something (sincej no-

thing can give more than it has) must itself have all the per-

fections that it hath given to them. There is, therefore, an

immaterial and intelligent Being, that created our souls ;

which Being was either eternal itself, or created immediately

or ultimately by some other Eternal, that has§ all those per-

fections. There is, therefore, originally an eternal, imma-

terial, intelligent Creator ; all which together are the attri-

butes\\ of God alone.

And now that I have finished all the parts which 1 pro-

posed to discourse of, I will conclude all with a short appli-

cation to the Atheists. And I would advise them, as a

friend, to leave off this dabbling and smattering in philo-

sophy, this shuffling and cutting with atoms. It never suc-

ceeded well with them, and they always come off with the

loss. Their old master Epicurus seems to have had his

[* induces; \st ed.
" induceth."—D.]

[f since ;
\st ed.

"
seeing."

—
D.] [J since ; 1st ed.

"
seeing."

—
D.]

[§ has; I5/ ed.
" hath."— D.] [|1 attributes: 1st ed. " attribute."—D.'\
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brains so muddled and confounded with them, that he scarce

ever kept in the right way ; though the main maxim of his

philosophy was to trust to his senses, and follow his nose.

I will not take notice of his doting conceit, that the sun and

moon are no bigger than they appear to the eye, a foot or

half a yard over
; and that the stars are no larger than so

many glow-worms.^ But let us see how he manages his

atoms, those almighty tools that do every thing of them-

selves, without the help of a workman. When the atoms,

says he, descend in infinite space, (very ingeniously spoken,
to make high and low in infinity,) they do not fall plumb
down, but decline a little from the perpendicular, either

obliquely or in a curve ; and this declination, says he, from

the direct line, is the cause of our liberty of will.^ But, I

say, this decimation of atoms in their descent was itself

either necessary or voluntary. If it was necessary, how then

could that necessity ever beget liberty ? If it was voluntary,

then atoms had that power of volition before : and what be-

comes then of the Epicurean doctrine of the fortuitous pro-

duction of worlds ? The whole business is contradiction,

and ridiculous nonsense. ^Tis as if one should say, that a

bowl equally poised, and thrown upon a plain and smooth

bowling-green, will run necessarily and fatally in a direct

motion; but if it be made with a bias, that may decline it

a little from a straight line, it may acquire by that mo-

tion a liberty of will, and so run spontaneously to the jack.

It would behove the Atheists to give over such trifling

as this, and resume the old solid way of confuting reli-

gion. They should deny the being of the soul, because

they cannot see it. This would be an mvincible argument

against us ; for we can never exhibit it to their touch,

nor expose it to their view, nor shew them the colour

ahd complexion of a soul. They should dispute, as a bold

brother of theirs did, that he was sure there was no

^
Epicurus apud Laert. Lucret. lib. v. Cicero de Fin. lib. i, Acad,

lib. ii.

» Lucret. lib. ii. Cicero de Fato, et lib. i. de Nat. Deorum. Plutarch, &c.
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God, because, says he, if there was one, he would have

struck me to hell with thunder and lightning, that have so

reviled and blasphemed him. This would be an objection

indeed. Alas, all that we could answer is in the next words

to the text. That God hath appointed a day in which he will

judge all the world in righteousness ; and that the goodness,

and forbearance, and long-suffering of God, which are some

of his attributes, and essential perfections of his being, ought
not to be abused and perverted into arguments against his

being* But, if this will not do, we must yield ourselves

overcome ; for we neither can nor desire to command fire to

come down from heaven and consume them, and give them

such experimental conviction of the existence of God. So

that they ought to take these methods, if they would suc-

cessfully attack religion. But if they will still be meddling
with atoms, be hammering and squeezing understanding out

of them, I would advise them to make use of their own

understanding for the instance. Nothing, in my opinion,

could run us down more effectually than that ; for we readily

allow, that if any understanding can possibly be produced

by such clashing of senseless atoms, His that of an Atheist

that hath the fairest pretensions and the best title to it.

We know it is the fool that^ hath said in his heart. There is

no God. And His no less a truth than a paradox, that there

are no greater fools than atheistical wits ; and none so ere-

dulous as infidels. No article of religion, though as demon-

strable as the nature of the thing can admit, hath credibility

enough for them. And yet these same cautious and quick-

sighted gentlemen can wink and swallow down this sottish

opinion about percipient atoms, which exceeds in incredi-

bility all the fictions of -^sop's fables. For is it not every
whit as likely, or more, that cocks and bulls might discourse,

and hinds and panthers hold conferences about religion, as

that atoms can do so ? that atoms can inventf arts and

[* it is the fool that ; 1st ed.
" who it is that."—D.]

[t can do so ? that atoms can invent
; l^^ ed.

** can do so ? can invent."

-D.]
VOL. III. H
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sciences, can institute society and government,, can make

leagues and confederacies, can devise methods of peace and

stratagems of war ? And, moreover, the modesty of mytho-

logy deserves to be commended ;
the scenes there are laid at

a distance; ^tis once upon a time, in the days of yore, and

in the land of Utopia, there vras a dialogue between an oak

and a cedar : whereas the Atheist is so impudently silly, as

to bring the farce of his atoms upon the theatre of the pre-

sent age ; to make dull senseless matter transact all public

and private affairs, by sea and by land, in houses of parlia-

ment, and closets of princes. Can any credulity be com-

parable to this ? If a man should affirm, that an ape, ca-

sually meeting with pen, ink, and paper, and falling to

scribble, did happen to write exactly the Leviathan of

Thomas Hobbes, would an Atheist believe such a story ?

And yet he can easily digest as incredible as that ; that the

innumerable members of a human body, which, in the style

of the Scripture, are all written in the book of God) and may
admit of almost infinite variations and transpositions above

the twenty-four* letters of the alphabet, were at first for-

tuitously scribbled, and by mere accident compacted into

this beautiful, and noble, and most wonderfully useful frame,

which we now see it carry. But this will be the argument
of my next discourse, which is the second proposition drawn

from the text, that the admirable structure of human bodies,

whereby they are fitted to live, and move, and be vitally in-

formed by the soul, is unquestionably the workmanship of a

most wise, and powerful, and beneficent Maker : to which

Almighty Creator, together with the Son and the Holy Ghost,

be all honour, and glory, and majesty, and power, both now

andfrom henceforth evermore. Amen.

i Psal. cxxxix. 16.

[* twenty-four ; 1st ed. "four and twenty."
—D,]



CONFUTATION OF ATHEISM

FROM THE

STRUCTURE AND ORIGIN OF HUMAN BODIES.

PART I.

SERMON III.

Preached May the 2d, 1692.

Acts, xvii. 27-

That they should seek the Lord, if haply they might feel after

him, andfind him ; though he be 7iotfarfrom every one of
us : for in him we live, and move, and have our being.

I HAVE said enough in my last to shew the fitness and per-

tinency of the Apostle's discourse to the persons he addressed

td^ whereby it sufficiently appears that he was no babbler,

as some of the Athenian rabble reproached him; not a

(TTrepfio'Xoyd^, a busy prating fellow ; as in another language

they say, sermones serere and rumores serere,^ in a like mode
of expression ; that he did not talk at random ; but was

throughly acquainted with the several humours and opinions
of his auditors. Arid, as Moses was learned in all the wisdom

of the Egyptians, so it is manifest from this chapter alone, if

nothing else had been now extant, that St. Paul was a great
master in all the learning of the Greeks. One thing further

I shall observe from the words of the text, before I enter

upon the subject which I proposed, that it requires some

•
Plautus, Virgil., Livius.
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industry and consideration to find out the being of God ; we
must seek the Lord, and feel after him, before we c?infind

him by the light of nature. The search indeed is not very
tedious nor difficult; he is notfarfrom every one of us : for
in him we live, and move, and have our being. The consi-

deration of our mind and understanding, which is an incor-

poreal substance independent from matter ; and the contem-

plation of our own bodies, which have all the stamps and

characters of excellent contrivance
;
these alone, though we

look upon nothing abroad, do very easily and proximately

guide us to the wise Author of all things. But however, as

we see in* our text, some thoughtf and meditation are ne-

cessary to it \ and. a man may possibly be so stupid, or wil-

fully ignorant or perverse, as not to have God in all his

thoughts, or to say in his heart, There is none. And this

being observed, we have an effectual answer to that cavil of

the Atheists, who make it an objection against the being of

God, that they do not discover him without any application,

in spite of their corrupt wills and debauched understandings.

If, say they, such a God, as we are told of, had created and

formed us, surely he would have left upon our minds a

native and indelible inscription of himself, whereby we must

needs have felt him, even without seeking, and believed in

him whether we would or no. So that these Atheists, being

conscious to themselves that they are void of such belief,

which, they say, if God was, would actually and necessarily

be in them, do bring their own wicked doubting and denying
of God as evidence against his existence; and make their

very infidelity an argument for itself. To which we ^eply,

that God hath endowedj mankind with powers and abilities,

which we call natural light, and reason, and common sense ;

by the due use of which we cannot miss of the discovery of

his being ; and this is sufficient. But, as to that original

notion and proposition, God is, which the Atheist pretends

[* in ; l*i! ed.
" from."—D.]

[f thought; so Isted.; ed. 1735. "thoughts."—D.]

[J endowed
;

\st ed.
" endued."—D.]
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should have been actually imprinted* on us, antecedently to

all use of our faculties ; we may affirm, thatf the absence of

such a notion doth not give the least presumption against

the truth of religion ; because, though God be supposed to

be, yet that notion, distinct from our faculties, would not be

requisite ;
nor is it asserted byJ religion. First, it would

not be requisite ; because, without any such primitive im-

pression, we can easily attain to the knowledge of the Deity

by the sole use of our natural reason. And again, such an

impression would have rendered the belief of a God irre-

sistible and necessary, and thereby have bereaved it of all

that is good and acceptable in it. For as the§ taking away
the freedom of human will, and making us mere machines

under fatal ties and impulses, would|| destroy the very nature

of moral virtue ; so likewise, as to faith, there would be

nothing worthy of praise and recompense in it, if there were

left no possibility of doubting and^ denying. And secondly,
such a radical truth, God** is, springing up together with

the essence of the soul, and previous to all other thoughts, is

not asserted byft religion. No such thing, that I know of,

is affirmed or suggested by the Scriptures. There are several

topics there used against the atheism and idolatry of the

heathens; such as the visible marks of divine wisdom and

goodness in the works of the creation, the vital union of

souls with matter, and the admirable structure of animate

bodies, and the like. But, if our Apostle had asserted such

an anticipating principle engraven upon our souls before all

exercise of reason, what did he talk of seeking the Lord, if

haply they might feel after him, andfind him ? since, J J if the

[* that original notion and proposition, God is, which the Atheist pretends
should have been actually imprinted ;

\st ed.
*'

any other original notion and pro-

position, that God is, actually imprinted."
—

D.]

[f affirm, that
;

1st ed. "affirm against the Atheists, that."—D.]

[X asserted by ; 1st ed.
"
pretended to by."

—
D.]

[§ the ; 1st ed.
"
by."—D.] [|| would ; 1st ed.

"
it would."—D.]

[% and ; 1st ed.
" or."—D.] [** God ; 1st ed.

" that God."—D.]
[ft asserted by; 1st ed. "pretended to by."

—D.]

[Xt since ; 1st ed.
"
seeing that."—D.]
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knowledge of him was in that manner innate and perpetual,

there would be no occasion of seeking, nor any hap or hazard

in the finding. Such an inscription would be self-evident

without reasoning* or study, and could not fail constantly to

exert its energy in their minds. What did he talk of the

Unknown God, and ignorantly worshipping ? when, if such an

original signature were always inherent in their hearts, God
could not be unknown to, or ignorantly worshipped by any.

That primary proposition would have been clear, and distinct,

and efficacious, and universal in the minds of men. St. Paul,

therefore, it appears, had no apprehension of such a first

notion, nor made use of it for an argument ; which (sincef

whosoever hath it, must needs know that he hath it) if it be

not believed before by the adversary, is false ; and, if it be

believed, is superfluous; and is of so frail and brittle a

texture, that, whereas other arguments are not answered by
bare denying without contrary proof, the mere doubting and

disbelieving of this must be granted to be ipso facto the

breaking and confuting of it. Thus much, therefore, we have

proved against the Atheists;J that such an original irre-

sistible notion is neither requisite upon supposition of a Deity,

nor is pretended to by religion^fiso that neither the absence

of it is any argument against the being of God, nor a sup-

posed false assertion of it an objection against the Scripture.

'Tis enough that all are furnished with such natural powers
and capacities, that if they seriously reflect, if they seek the

liord with meditation and study, they cannot fail of finding

and discovering him: whereby God is not left without wit-

ness, but the Atheist§ without excuse. And now I haste to

the second proposition deduced from the text, and to the

argument of the present discourse, that the original ||
struc-

ture of human bodies, whereby they are fitted to live, and

[ reasoning; \st ed.
"
any ratiocination."—D.]

[f since ; 1*/ ed.
"
seeing that."—D.]

[+ Atheists; 1st ed.
" Atheist."—D.]

[§ Atheist; 1st ed.
" Atheists."—J).]

[II
and to the argument of the present discourse, that the original ; 1st ed.

" and the argument of my present discourse, that tlie organical."
—

D.]
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move, and be vitally informed by the soul, is unquestionably
the workmanship of a most wise, and powerful, and bene-

ficent Maker.

First, ^tis allowed and acknowledged by all parties, that

the bodies of men and other animals are excellently well

fitted for life, and motion, and sensation ;
and the several

parts of them well adapted and accommodated to their parti-

cular functions. The eye is very proper and meet for seeing,

the tongue for tasting and speaking, the hand for holding
and lifting, and ten thousand operations beside : and so for

the inward parts ; the lungs are suitable for respiration, the

stomach for concoction, the lacteous vessels for the recep-
tion of the chyle, the heart for the distribution of the blood

to all the parts of the body. This is matter of fact,

and beyond all dispute; and in effect is no more than to

say, that animals are animals ; for, if they were deprived of

these qualifications, they could not be so. This, therefore,

is not the matter in question between us and the Atheists :

but the controversy is here. We, when we consider so

many constituent parts in the bodies of men, all admirably

comj^acted into so noble an engine; in each of the very

fingers, for example, there are bones, and gristles, and liga-

ments, and membranes, and muscles, and tendons, and

nerv^es, and arteries, and veins, and skin, and cuticle, and

nail ; together with marrow, and fat, and blood, and other

nutritious juices; and all those solid parts of a determinate

size, and figure, and texture, and situation
; and each of

them made up of myriads of little fibres and filaments, not

discoverable by the naked eye; I say, when we consider

how innumerable parts must constitute so small a member
as the finger, we cannot look upon it or the whole body,
wherein appears so much fitness, and use, and subserviency
to infinite functions, any otherwise than as the effect of con-

trivance and skill, and consequently the workmanship of a

most intelligent and beneficent Being. And though now
the propagation of mankind be* in a settled method of

[* be; \st ed.
" is."—D.]
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nature, which is the instrument* of God, yet we affirm that

the first production of mankind wasf by the immediate

power of the almighty Author of nature
;
and that all suc-

ceedmg generations of men are the progeny of one primitive

couple. This is a religious man^s account of the frame and

origination of himself. Now, the Atheists agree with us, as

to the fitness of man's body and its several parts to their

various operations and functions (for that is visible and past
all contradiction) ;

but they vehemently oppose,J and horribly

dread the thought, that this usefulness of the parts and the

whole should first arise from wisdom and design. So that

here will be the point in debate, and the subject of our

present undertaking; whether this acknowledged fitness of

human bodies must be attributed^ as we say, to a wise and

good God ; or, as the Atheists aver, to dead senseless matter.

They have contrived several tricks and methods of deceit^^

one repugnant to another, to evade, if possible, this most

cogent proof of a Deity ;
all which I will propose and refute :

and I hope to make it appear, that here, as indeed every

where, but here certainly, in the great dramatic poem of

Nature, is dignus Deo vindice nodus, a necessity of intro-

ducing a God.

And first, I will answer what exceptions they can have

against our account: and secondly, I will confute all the

reasons and explications they can give of their own.

1. First, I will answer what exceptions they can have

against our account of the production of mankind. And

they may object, that the body itself, though pretty good in

its kind and upon their hypothesis, nevertheless doth not

look like the workmanship of so great a Master as is pre-

tended by us : that infinite Wisdom, and Goodness, and

Power, would have bestowed upon us more senses than five,

[* nature, which is the instrument; \st ed.
"
nature, the instrument."—D.]

[f the first production of mankind was ; 1st ed.
"

its first production was."

-D]
[X oppose ;

1st ed.
"
impugn."—D.]

^ MeOodelas rrjs irXdvijs, Eph. iv. 14.
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or at least these five in a much higher perfection ; that we

could never have come out of the hands of the Almighty so

subject to numerous diseases^ so obnoxious to violent deaths ;

and^ at best, of such a short and transitory life. They can

no more ascribe so sorry an effect to an omniscient cause,

than some ordinary piece of clock-work, with a very few

motions and uses, and those continually out of order, and

quickly at an end, to the best artist of the age. But to. this

we reply : Jirst, as to the five senses, it would be rash indeed

to affirm, that God, if * he had pleased, could not have en-

dued us "wdth more. But thus much we may aver, that

though the power of God be infinite and perfect, yet the

capacities of matter are within limits and bounds. Why
then doth the Atheist suspect that there may possibly be any
more ways of sensation than what we have already? Hath

he anf idea, or notion, or discovery of any more ? So far

from that, that he cannot make any addition or progress in

those very senses he hath, further than they themselves have

informed him. He cannot imagine one new colour, or taste,

or smell, beside those that have actually fallen under his

senses.J Much less can he that is destitute of anentke

sense have any idea or representation of it; as one that is

born deaf hath no notion of soimds ;
or blind, of colours and

light. If then the Atheist can have no unagination of more

senses than five, why doth he suppose that a body is capable

of more ? If we had double or triple as many, there might
still be the same suspicion for a greater number without end ;

and the objection therefore in both cases is§ equally unrea-

sonable and groundless. Secondly, we affirm, that our senses

have that degree of perfection which is most fit and suitable

to our estate and condition. For, though the eye were so

piercing as to descry even opake and little object^ some

hundreds of leagues oif, even that improvement of our sight

[* if; 1st ed.
"
though."—D.] [f an ; Ist ed.

"
any."—D.]

[X his senses ; \st ed.
'* his respective senses."—D.]

[§ and the objection therefore in both cases is ; Ist ed.
" and therefore iu

both cases 'tis."—D.]

VOL. III. I
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would do us little service ;* it would be terminated by neigh-

bouring hills and woods ; or^ in the largest and evenest plain,

by the very convexity of the earth ; unless we could always
inhabit the tops of mountains and cliffs, or had wings too to

fly aloft, when we had a mind to take a prospect. And if

mankind had had wings (as perhaps some extravagant Atheist

may think us deficient in that), all the world must have con-

sented to clip them
;
or else human race had been extinct

before this time, nothing, upon that supposition, being safe

from murder and rapine. Or, if the ez/ef were so acute as to

rival the finest microscopes, and to discern the smallest hair

upon the leg of a gnat, it would be a curse, and not a bless-

ing to us
;

it would make all things appear rugged and de-

formed; the most finely polished crystal would be uneven

[* For, though the eye do us little service; \st ed.
" If the eye were

so piercing, as to descry even opake and little objects a hundred leagues oiF, it

would do us little service."—D.]

[t
" There is another part of these Sermons remarkable, as apparently con-

taining the germ of two well-known passages in the works of Bentley's most

bitter satirists.
^

Jf the eye were so acule as to rival the finest microscopes, . . .

the tenderness of a wound.'

*

Why has not man a microscopic eye ?

For this plain reason, man is not a fly.

Say what the use, were finer optics given,

T* inspect a mite, not comprehend the heaven ?

Or touch, if tremblingly alive all o'er,

To smart and agonize at every pore ?

Or quick effluvia darting through the brain.

Die of a rose in aromatic pain 1

If nature thunder'd in his opening ears,

And stunn'd him with the music of the spheres ;

How would he wish that heaven had left him still

The whisp'ring zephyr and the purling rill !'

[Pope, Essay on Man, Ep. i. v. 193.]

How exquisitely has the poet wrought out the coarse and strong material

of the divine into his own fine and diaphanous texture ! And in one sentence

of the above quotation, do we not find the thought, and almost the expressions,

of the humorous, but not over-cleanly, passage in Gulliver's Travels, which de-

scribes the effect of the persons of the Brobdignagian maids of honour on the

acute eyesight of Grildrig?"
—

Quarterly Review, vol. xlvi. p. 128, 9.

But both Bentley and Pope were indebted to Locke : see Essay concerning

Hum. Understand, b.ii. ch. 23. sect. 12 : vol. i. p. 255. ed. 1760.—D.]
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and rough ; the sight of our own selves would affright us ;

the smoothest skin would be beset all over with ragged
scales and bristly hairs

; and besides,* we could not see at

one view above what is now the space of an inch, and it

would take a considerable time to survey the then moun-

tainous bulk of our own bodies. Such a faculty of sight, so

disproportioned to our other senses and to the objects about

us, would be very little better than blindness itself. And

again, God hath furnished us with invention and industry, so

that by optical glasses we can more than supply that ima-

ginary defect of our own eyes, and discover more remote

and minute bodies with that assistance, than perhaps the

most whimsical Atheist would desire to do without it. So

likewise if our sense of hearing were exalted proportionallyf
to the former, what a miserable condition would mankind

be in ! What whisper could be low enough, but many would

overhear it ? What affairs, that most require it, could be

transacted with secrecy ? And whither could we retire from

perpetual humming and buzzing ? Every breath of wind

would incommode and disturb us : we should have no quiet

or sleep in the silentest nights and most solitary places ; and

we must inevitably be struckj deaf or dead with the noise of

a clap of thunder. And the like inconveniences would follow

if the sense oifeeling was advanced to such a degree as the

Atheist requires. How could we sustain the pressure of our

very clothes in such a condition ; much less carry burdens,

and provide for conveniences of life ? We could not bear

the assault of an insect, or a feather, or a puff of air, with-

out pain. There are examples now of wounded persons,

that have roared for anguish and torment at the discharge of

ordnance, though at a very great distance : what insupport-
able torture then should we be under upon a like concussion

in the air, when all the whole body would have the tender-

ness of a wound ! In a word, all the changes and emenda-

[* besides; \st ed.
" beside."—D.]

[f proportionally ; 1*/ ed.
"
proportionably."

—D.]

[t struck; Is^y/. •' stricken."—D.]
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tions that the Atheists would make in our senses are so far

from being improvements^, that they would prove the utter

ruin and extirpation of mankind.

But perhaps they may have better success in their com-

plaints about the distempers of the body^, and the shortness

ofUfe. We do not wonder indeed that the Atheist should

lay a mighty stress upon this objection ; for to a man_, that

places all his happiness in the indolency and pleasure of

body,* what can be more terrible than pain, or a fit of sick-

ness ? nothing but death alone, the most dreadful thing in

the world. When an Atheist reflects upon death, his very

hope is despair ;
and ^tis the crown and top of his wishes,

that- it may prove his utter dissolution and destruction. No

question, if an Atheist had had the making of himself, he

would have framed a constitution that could have kept pace
with his insatiable lust, been invincible by gluttony and in-

temperance, and have held out vigorous a thousand years in

a perpetual debauch. But we answer : first, in the words of

St. Paul ; Nay but, O man, who art thou that repliest against

God? shall the thingformed say to him that formed it. Why
hast thou made me thus ?^ We do adoref and magnify his

most holy name for his undeserved mercy towards us, that

he made us the chief of the visible creation ;
and freely ac-

quit his goodness from any imputation of unkindness, that

he has placed us no higher. Secondly, religion gives us a

very good account of the present infirmity of our bodies.

Man at his first origin was a vessel of honour, when he came

first out of the hands of the potter, endued with all ima-

ginable perfections of the animal nature, till by disobedience

and sin diseases and death came first into the world. Thirdly,
the distempers of the body are not so formidable to a reli-

gious man as they are to an Atheist : he hath a quite dif-

ferent judgment and apprehension about them ; he is wiUing
to believe, that our present condition is better for us in the

[* of body ; 1*^ ed.
" of the body."~D.]

^ Rom. ix. 20.

[t We do adore; \st ed.
'* We adore."—D.]
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issue than that uninterrupted
• health and security that the

Atheist desires ; which would strongly tempt us to forget

God^ and the concerns of a better life. Whereas now he

receives a fit of sickness as the Traiheia tov Trarpo?, the kind

chastisement and discipline of his heavenly Father, to wean

his affections from the world, where he is but as on a jour-

ney ; and to fix his thoughts and desires on things above,

where his country and his dwelling is ; that, where he hath

placed his treasure and concerns, there Ms heart may be also.

Fourthly, most of the distempers that are incident to us are

of our own making, the effects of abused plenty, and luxury,

and must not be charged upon our Maker
; who, out of the

abundant riches* of his compassion, hath provided for us a

storef of excellent medicines, to alleviate in a great measure

those very evils which we bring upon ourselves. And now
we are come to the last objection of the Atheist, that life is

too short. Alas for him, what pity ^tis that he cannot wallow

immortally in his sensual pleasures ! But, ifJ his life were

many whole ages longer than it is, he would still make the

same complaint, brevis est hicfructus homullis ;^ for eternity,

and that^s the thing he trembles at, is every whit as long
after a thousand years as after fifty. But religion gives us a

better prospect, and makes us look beyond the gloomy re-

gions of death with comfort and delight ; when this corruptible

shall put on incorruption, and this mortal put on immortality*

We are so far from repining at God, that he hath not extended

the period of our lives to the longevity of the antediluvians,

that we give him thanks for contracting the days of our trial,

and receiving us more maturely into those everlasting habi-

tations above, that he hath prepared for us.

And now that I have answered all the Atheists^ excep-
tions against our account of the production of mankind, I

[* who, out of the abundant riches; \sted. "who notwithstanding out of the

riches."--D.]

[f a store; \st ed.
" store."—D.]

[: But, if; \st ed.
" If."—D.]

» Lucret. 1. iii. [v. 927.—D.]
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come, in the next place, to examine all the reasons and ex-

plications they can give of their own,-; •. ; ^ :
 

.' i

The Atheists upon this occasion -are- divided inta sects,

and (which is the mark and character of error) are at variance

and repugnancy Avith each other and with themselves. Some
of them will have mankind to have been thus from all eternity.

But the rest do not approve of* infinite successions, but are

positive for a beginnmg ; and they also are subdivided into

three parties : the first ascribe the origin of men to the in-

fluence of the stars upon some extraordinary conjunction or

aspect : others again reject all astrology ; and some of these

mechanically produce mankind, at the very first experiment,

by the action of the sun upon duly prepared matter : but

others aref of opinion, that after infinite blundering and mis-

carrying, our bodies at last came intoJ this figure by mere

chance and accident. There^s no Atheist in the world,

that reasons about his infidelity, (which, God knows, most of

them never do,) but he takes one of these four methods. I

will refute them every one in the same order that I have

nam«d them : the two former in the present discourse, re-

serving the others for another occasion.

I. And first, the opinion of those Atheists that will have

mankind and other animals to have subsisted eternally§ in

infinite generations already past, will be found to be flat

nonsense and contradiction to itself, and repugnant also to

matter of fact. First, it is contradiction to itself. Infinite

generations of men> they say, are already past and gone.

But whatsoever is now past was once actually present; so

that each of those infinite generations was once in its turn

actually present: therefore all except one generation were

once future and not in being, which destroys the very suppo-
sition : for either that one generation must itself have been

infinite, which is nonsense ; or it was the finite beginning of

[* of; lsted."ofany:'—D.]

[t are of; Ut ed.
" are rather of."—D.]

[X came into ;
1st ed. "happened and jumped into."—D.]

[§ eternally; 1*/ cd.
" thus eternally."—D.]
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infinite generations between itself and us, that* is infinity

terminated at both ends, which is nonsense as before. Again,

infinite past generations of men have been once actually

present: there may be some one man, suppose then, that

wast at infinite distance from us now ; therefore that man's

son likewise, forty years younger suppose thanj his father,

was either at infinite distance from us, or at finite: if that

son too was at infinite distance from us, then, one infinite is

longer by forty years than another, which is absurd: if at

finite, then forty years added to finite makes it infinite, which

is as absurd as the other. And again, the number of men
that are already dead and gone is infinite, as they say : but

the number of the eyes of those men must necessarily be

twice as much as that of the men themselves, and that of the

fingers ten times as much, and that of the hairs of their

heads thousands of times. So that we have here one infinite

number twice, ten times, and thousands of times as great as

another, which is contradiction again. Thus we see it is

impossible in itself that any successive duration should be

actually and positively infinite, or have infinite successions

already gone and past. Neither can these difficulties be

applied to the eternal duration of God Almighty. For,

though we cannot comprehend eternity and infinity^ yet we

understand what they are not. And something, we are sure,

must have existed from all eternity ; because all things could

not emerge and start out of nothing. So that if this pre-

existent eternity is not compatible with a successive duration^

as we clearly and distinctly perceive that it is not, then rit

remains, that some Being, though infinitely above our finite

comprehensions, must have an§ identical, invariable conti-

nuance from all eternity ; which Being is no other than God.

[* that; 1 si erf.
" which."—D.]

[f there may be some one man, suppose then, that was ; 1st ed.
" therefore

there may be some one man of them given, that was."—D.]

[J forty years younger suppose than ;
Ist ed. *'

suppose forty years younger

than."—D.]

[§ have an ; \st ed.
" have had an."—D.]
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For, as his nature is perfect and immutable, without the least

shadow of change, so his eternal duration is permanent and

indivisible, not measurable by time and motion, nor to be

computed by number of successive moments : one day with

the Lord is as a thousand years, and a thousand years as one

day.

And, secondly, this opinion of infinite generation* is re-

pugnant likevrise to matter of fact. ^Tis a truth beyond

opposition, that the universal species of mankind hath had a

gradual increase, notwithstanding what war, and famine, and

pestilence, and floods, and conflagrations, and the religious

profession of celibacy, and other causes, may at certain pe-

riods of time have interrupted and retarded it. This is ma-

nifest from the history of the Jewish nation, from the account

of the Roman census, and registers of our own country,^

where the proportionsf of births to burials is found upon
observation to be yearly as fifty to forty. Now, if mankind

do increase, though never so slowly, but one couple suppose
in an age, 'tis enough to evince the falsehood of infinite ge-

nerations already expired. For though an Atheist should con-

tend, that there were ten thousand million couple of mankind

now in being, (that we may allow him multitude enough,)
'tis but going back so many ages, and we descend to a single

original pair. And 'tis all ouq in respect of eternal duration

yet behind, whether we begin the world so many millions of

ages ago, or date it from the late era of about six thousand

years. And moreover this recent beginning of the world is

further established from the known original of empires and

kingdoms, and the invention of arts and sciences : whereas,
if infinite ages of mankind had already preceded, there could

nothing have been left to be invented or improved by the

successful industry and curiosity of our own. The circula-

tion of the blood, and the weight and spring of the air,

(which is as it were the vital pulse and the great circulation

[* generation ; \st ed.
"
generations."

—
D.]

^ Vide Observations upon the Bills of Mortality,

[f proportions; l^^ e</.
"
proportion."

—
D.]
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of nature^ and of more importance in all physiology than' any-

one invention since the beginning of science,) had never lain

hid* so many myriads of generations, and been reserved for a

late happy discovery by two great luminariest of this island.

I know the Atheist may endeavour to evade this, by sup-

posing, that, though mankind have been from everlasting,

and have perpetually increased by generation, yet at certain

great periods there may be universal deluges, which may not

wholly extinguish mankind, (for, they'll say, there is not

water enough in nature for that,) but may cover the earth to

such a height, that none but a few mountaineers may escape,

enough to continue human race; and yet, being illiterate

rustics (as mountaineers always are), they can preserve no

memoirs of former times, nor propagate any sciences or arts ;

and so the world must needs be thought by posterity to have

begun at such periods. But to this I answer, first, that upon
this supposition there must have been infinite deluges already

past : for if ever this Atheist admits of a first deluge, he is in

the same noose that he w^as. For then he must assert, that

there were infinite generations and an infinite increase of

mankind before that first deluge ; and then the earth could

not receive them, but the infinite bodies of men must occupy
an infinite space, and then all the matter of the universe

must be human body; and many other absurdities will fol-

low, absurdities as infinite as the generations he talks of.

But if J he says, that there have been infinite deluges here-

tofore, this is impossibility again ; for all that I feaid before

against the notion of infinite past generations, is alike appli-

cable to this. Secondly, such universal deluges (since§ the

Deity is now excluded) must be produced in a natural way ;

and therefore gradually, and not in an instant
;
and therefore

(because the tops of mountains, they say, are never over-

[* hid ; 1st ed.
" hidden."—D.] [t Harvey and Boyle.—D.]

[t and many other absurdities will follow, absurdities as infinite as the

generations he talks of. But if; 1st ed.
" and other absurdities that follow it,

which are infinite too. But if."—D.]

[§ since ; 1st ed. "
seeing."

—
D.]
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flown^) the civilised people may escape thither out of villages

and cities ;
and consequently, against the Atheist, arts, and

sciences, and histories, may be preserved, and derived to the

succeeding world. Thirdly, let us imagine the whole terra-

queous globe with its atmosphere about it ; what is there

here that can naturally effect an universal deluge ? If you
would drown one country or continent with rains and inun-

dations, you must borrow your vapour and water from some

other part of the globe. You can never overflow all at a

time. If the atmosphere itself was reduced into water, as

some think it possible, it would not make an orb above

thirty-two foot deep, which would soon be swallowed up by
the cavity of the sea and the depressed parts of the earth,

and be a very feeble attempt towards an universal deluge.

But then what immense weight is there above, that must

overcome the expansive force of the air, and compress it into

near the thousandth part of the room that it now takes up ?

We, that acknowledge a God Almighty, can give an account

of one deluge, by saying it was miraculous ; but it would be

strange* to see an Atheist have recovirse to a miracle ; and

that not once only, but upon infinite occasions. But perhaps

they may endeavour to prove the possibility of such a natural

deluge by borrowing an ingenious notion, and pretending
that the face of nature may be now quite changed from what

it was ; and that formerly the whole collection of waters

might be an orbicular abyss, arched over with an exterior

crust or shell of earth, and that the breaking and fall of this

crust might naturally make a deluge. I'll allow the Atheist

all the fair play in the world. Let us suppose the fall of

this imaginary crust. First, it seems to be impossible but

that all the inhabitants of this crust must be dashed to pieces

in its ruins : so that this very notion brings us to the neces-

sity of a new production of men
;
to evade which it is intro-

duced by the Atheist. Again, if such a crust naturally fell,

then it had in its own constitution a tendency towards a fall ;

[* be strange; 1*^ ed.
" be a little strange."

—
D.]
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that is, it was more likely and inclinable to fall this thousand

years than* the last. But, if the crust was always gradually

nearer and nearer to falling, that plainly evinces that it had

not endured eternally before its fall. For, let them assign

any imaginable period for its falling, how could it have held

out till then (according to the supposition) the unmeasurable

duration of infinite ages before ? And again, such a crust

could fall but once ; for what architect can an Atheist sup-

pose to rebuild a new arch out of the ruins of the other ?

But I have shewn before that this Atheist hath need of in-

finite deluges to effect his design; and therefore Fll leave

him to contrive how to make infinite crusts one upon the

back of another ; and now proceed to examine, in the second

place, the astrological explication of the origin of men.

II. If you ask one of this party, what evidence he is able

to produce for the truth of his art, he may perhaps offer

some physical reasons for a general influence of the stars

upon terrestrial bodies ; but, as astrology is considered to bef

a system of rules and propositions, he will not pretend to

give any reason of it a priori ; but resolves all that into tra-

dition from the Chaldeans and Egyptians, who first learnt it

by long observation, and transmitted it down to posterity ;

and that now it is daily confirmed by events which are ex-

perienced to answer the predictions. This is all that can be

said for astrology as an art. So that the whole credibility

of this planetary production of mankind must depend upon
observation. But are they able to shevv among all the Chal-

daicj observations for four hundred and seventy thousand

years (as they pretended) any tradition of such a production ?

So far from that, that the Chaldeans believed the world and

mankind to have been from everlasting, which opinion I have

refuted before. Neither can the Egyptian wizards, with their

long catalogue of dynasties, and observations for innumerable

years, supply the Atheists with one instance of such a crea-

[* years than
; 1*^ ed.

"
years, suppose, than."—D.]

[f to be; isted. " as."—D.]

[X the Chaldaic ; \st ed.
" the remains oftheChaldaic."—D.]
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tion. Where are the fragments of Petosiris and Necepso
that may countenance this assertion ? I believe^ if they had

had any example of men born out of the soil^ they would

rather have ascribed it to the fruitful mud of the Nile*^ (as

they did the breeding of frogs, and mice, and monsters) than

to the efficacy of stars. But, with the leave of these for-

tune-tellers, did the stars do this feat once only, which gave

beginning to human race ? or have they frequently done so,

and may do it again ? If frequently, why is not this rule

delivered in Ptolemy and Albumazar ? If once only, at the

beginning, then how came it to be discovered ? Who were

there then in the world to observe the births of those first

men, and calculate their nativities, as they sprawled out of

ditches ? Those sons of earth were very wise children, if

they themselves knew that the stars were their fathers ; un-

less we are to imagine that they understood the planets and

the zodiac by instinct, and fell to drawing schemes of their

own horoscopes in the same dust they sprung out of ? For

my part, I can have no great veneration for Chaldaic anti-

quity, when I see they could not discover in so many thou-

sand years that the moon was an opaque body, and received

her light from the sun.*^ But, suppose their observations had

been never so accurate, it could add no authority to modern

astrology, which is borrowed from the Greeks. ^Tis well

known that Berosus, or his scholars, new modelled and

adapted the Babylonian doctrines to the Grecian mythology.
The supposed influences of Aries and Taurus, for example,
have a manifest relation to the Grecian stories of the ram

•^ So Diodorus Siculus, lib. i. cap. 2. <^acr\ roivvv AlyvTmoi Kara r^v i^

apxv^ Twi/ (i\a}v yeveffiv irpdirovs rovs avQpdyKovs yeveaOai Kara t^v Atytnrroy, Sid

re T^v evKpacriav rrjs x^po-Sy Ka\ Sia r\}V (pvffiv rov Nelhov, &c. [t. i. p. 13. ed.

Wessel.—D.]
^

Vitruvius, lib. ix. cap. 4. Lucret. lib. v. Ut Babylonica Chaldaeam doc-

trina, &c. [v. 726. In 1st ed. Bentley gives
" Chaldaeum :" and see his Epist.

ad Mill. vol. ii. p. 295.—D.] Apuleius de Deo Socratis : Seu ilia (luna) pro-

prio et perpeti fulgore, ut Chaldaei arbitrantur, parte luminis compos, parte

altera cassa fulgoris. [Sive ilia proprio seu perpeti candore, &c. : vide Ap-

puleii 0pp. t. ii. p. 117. ed. Ouden.—D.j
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that carried Phrixus, and the bull that carried Europa. Now
which of these is the copy^ and which the original ? Were
the fables taken from the influences, or the influences from

the fables ? the poetical fables more ancient than all records

of history; or the astrological influences, that were not

known to the Greeks till after Alexander the Great ? But,

without question, those fabulous tales had been many a time

told and sung to lull children asleep, before ever Berosus set

up his intelligence-office at Cos.* And the same may be said

of all the other constellations. First, poetry had filled the

skies with asterisms and histories belonging to them ; and

then astrology devises the feigned virtues and influences of

each, from some property of the image, or allusion to the

story. And the same trifling futility appears in their twelve

signs of the zodiac, and their mutual relations and aspects.

Why no more aspects than diametrically opposite, and such

as make equilateral figures ? Why are the masculine and

feminine, the fiery and airy, and watery and earthlyf signs

all placed at such regular distances ? Were the virtues of

the stars disposed in that order and rank on purpose only
to make a pretty diagram upon paper ? But the atheistical

astrologer is doubly pressed with this absurdity. For, if

there was no counsel at the making of the world, how came

the asterisms of the same nature and energies to be so har-

moniously placed at regular intervals ? and how could all the

stars of one asterism agree and conspire together to consti-

tute an universal ? Why does not every single star shed a

separate influence, and have aspects with other stars of their

own constellation ? But what need there many words ? as if

the late discoveries of the celestial bodies had not plainly

detected the imposture of astrology ? The planet Saturn is

found to have a great ring that encircles him, and fivej lesser

planets that move about him, as the moon doth about the

earth : and Jupiter hath four satellites, which by their inter-

[* Cos; 1st ed.
'' Coos:'—D.]

[t earthly; 1st ed. "earthy,"—D.]

[J five ; 1st ed.
" three."—D.]
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position between him and us make some hundreds of eclipses

every year. Now the whole tribe of astrologers^ that never

dreamed of these planets^ have always declared^ that when

Jupiter and Saturn come about again to any given point,

they exert (considered singly by themselves) the same influ-

ence as before. But 'tis now manifest,, that when either of

them return to the same point, the planets about them, that

must make up an united influence with them, have a different

situation in respect of us and each other from what they had

the time before ; and consequently the joint influence must

be perpetually varied, and never be reducible to any rules

and observations. Or, if the influences be conveyed hither

distinct, yet sometimes some of the little planets will eclipse

the great one at any given point, and by that means* inter-

cept and obstruct the influence. I cannot now insist on

many other arguments deducible from the late improvements
of astronomy, and the truth of the Copernican system ;t for,

if the earth be not the centre of the planetary motions, what

must become then of the present astrology, which is wholly

adapted to that vulgar hypothesis ? And yet nevertheless,

when they lay under such wretched mistakes for many myriads
of years, if we are willing to believe them, they would all

along, as now, appeal to experience and event for the con-

firmation of their doctrines. That's the invincible demon-

stration of the verity of the science. And indeed, as to their

predictions, I think our astrologers may assume to them-

selves that infallible oracle of Tiresias,

O Laertiade, quicquid dico, aut erit, aut non.J

There's but a true and a false in any telling of fortune ; and

a man that never hits on the right side cannot be called a

bad guesser, but must miss out of design, and be notably
skilful at lighting on the wrong. And were there not for-

merly as great pretensions to it from the superstitious obser-

[* by that means; 1st ed. "therefore."—D.]

[f and the truth of the Copernican system ; not in 1st ed.—D.]

[J Hor. Serm. ii. 5. 59. Eds dica7n . . . .
—D-]
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vation of the entrails of cows^ of the flying of vultures^ and the

pecking of chickens ? Nay, the old augurs and soothsayers

had better reason to profess the art of divining than the mo-

dern astrological Atheist ; for they supposed there were some

demons that directed the indications. So likewise the Chal-

dean and Egyptian astrologers were much more excusable

than he. It was the religion of their countries to worship
the stars, as we know from unquestionable authority. They
believed them intelligent beings, and no other than very

gods ;® and therefore had some reason to suspect that they

might govern human affairs. The influence of the stars was

in their apprehensions no less than divine power. But an

Atheist, that believes the planets to be dark, solid, and sense-

less bodies, like the brute earth he treads on ; and the fixed

stars and the sun to be inanimate balls of fire
;
what reasons

can he advance for the credit of such influences ? he acknow-

ledgeth nothing besides matter and motion ; so that all that

he can conceive to be transmitted hither from the stars must

needs be performed either by mechanism or accident ; either

of which is wholly unaccountable, and the latter irreconcil-

able to any art or system of science. But, if both were

allowed the Atheist, yet, as to any production of mankind,

they will be again refuted in my following discourse. I can

presence a due esteem for some great men of the last age,

before the mechanical philosophy was revived, though they
were too much addicted to this nugatory art. When occult

quality, and sympathy and antipathy, were admitted for

satisfactory explications of things, even wise and virtuous

men might swallow down any opinion that was countenanced

by antiquity. But at this time of day, when all the general

powers and capacities of matter are so clearly understood, he

must be very ridiculous himself that doth not deride and

explode the antiquated folly. But we may see the miserable

« Maimonides, More Nevochim de Zabiis et Chaldaeis. Plato in Cratylo.

Diodorus, lib. i. cap. 2. Eusebius, Demonst. [Prsepar.] Evangel, lib. i. c. 6.

^oiviKas Toiyapovv koI Alyvmiovs Trpdnovs atravruv Karex^i \6yos t^\iov koI

CfX^vrfv KOi atrrcpas Qeohs aTro((>7ivai.
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shifts that some men are put to^ when that which was first

founded upon^ and afterwards supported by idolatry, is now
become the tottering sanctuary of Atheism : if the stars be

no deities, astrology is groundless ;
and if the stars be deities,

why is the astrologer an Atheist ? He may easily be no

Christian
; and 'tis difficult, indeed, to be both at once :

because, as I have said before, idolatry is at the bottom ; and

by submitting human actions and inclinations to the influ-

ence of the stars, they destroy the very essence of moral

virtue, and the efficacy of divine grace ; and therefore

astrology was justly condemned by the ancient fathers and

Christian emperors.^ An astrologer, I say, may very easily

be no Christian ; he may be an idolater or a pagan : but I

could hardly think astrology to be compatible with rank

atheism, if I could suppose any great gifts of nature to be

in that person who is either an Atheist or an astrologer.

But,* let him be what he will, he is not able to do much hurt

by his reasons and example ;
for religion itself, according to

his principles, is derived from the stars. And he owns, ^tis

not any just exceptions he hath taken against it,t but His his

destiny and fate : ^tis Saturn in the ninth house, and not

judgment and deliberation, that made him an Atheist.

' Concil. Laod. can. 36. Cone. 6. in Trullo, can. 61. Cod.. Just. lib. ix.

tit 18. Cod. Theodos. lib. ix. tit. 16. BacriKiKwv lib. Ix. tit. 39.

[* to be in that person who is either an Atheist or an astrologer. But ;

\st ed. " to be where either do reside. But."—D.]

[t it; l5f eti.
"
Christianity."—D.]



CONFUTATION OF ATHEISM

FROM THE

STRUCTURE AND ORIGIN OF HUMAN BODIES.

PART 11.

SERMON IV.

Preached June the 6th, 1692.

Acts, xvii. 27*

That they should seek the Lord, if haply they might feel after

him, andfind him; though he be notfarfrom every one of

us : for in him we live, and move, and have our being.

In the former part of this inquiry I have examined and

refuted two atheistical notions opposed to the great* doctrine

of the text, that we oive our living and being to the power of
God : the one of the Aristotelian Atheists, who, to avoid the

difficulties of the first production of mankind without the

intervention of almighty wisdom and power, will have the

race to have thus continued without beginning, by an eternal

succession of infinite past generations ;
which assertion hath

been detected to be mere nonsense, and contradictory to

itself : the other of the astrological undertakers, that would

raise men like vegetables out of some fatf and slimy soil, well

digested by the kindly heat of the sun, and impregnated with

the influence of the stars upon some remarkable and pe-

riodical conjunctions ; which opinion hath been vamped up

[• great; l5< erf. "grand."—D.]

[t fat; so \st ed. and other eds. ; ed. of 1735. " flat."—D.]
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of late by Cardan and Cesalpinus^ and other newsmongers
from the skies ; a pretence as groundless and silly, as the

dreaming oneirocritics of Artemidorus and Astrampsychus,
or the modern chiromancy and divinations of gipsies.

I proceed now to the two remaining paradoxes of such

sects of Atheists, as, laying aside astrology and the unintel-

ligible influence of heavenly bodies, except that which pro-

ceeds from* their gravity, and heat, and light, do either

produce mankind mechanically and necessarily from certain

connexions of natural causes; or more dully and supinely,

though altogether as reasonably, resolve the whole business

into the unaccountable shuffles and tumults of matter, which

they call chance and accident. But at present I shall only
take an account of the supposed production of human bodies

by mechanism and necessity.

The mechanical or corpuscular philosophy, though per-

adventure the oldest as well as the best in the world, had

lain buried for many ages in contempt and oblivion, till it

was happily restored and cultivated anew by some excellent

wits of the present age.f But it principally owes its re-

establishment and lustre to Mr. Boyle,J that honourable

person of ever-blessed memory, who hath not only shewn

its usefulness in physiology above the vulgar doctrines of

real qualities and substantial forms, but likewise its great ser-

viceableness to religion itself. And I think it hath been com-

petently proved in a former discourse, how friendly it is to

the immateriality of human souls, and consequently to the ex-

istence of a supreme spiritual Being. And I may have occasion

hereafter to shew further, that all the powers of mechanism

are entirely dependent on the Deity, and do afford a solid

argument for the reality of his nature. So far am I from the

apprehension of any great feats that this mechanical Atheist

can do against religion. For, if we consider the phenomena
of the§ material world with a due and serious attention, we

[* except that which proceeds from ; 1st ed.
'* more than by."

—
D.]

[f age ; not in 1st ed.—D.] [J Mr. Boyle ; not in 1st ed.—D.]

£§ the; 1st ed.
" that."—D.]
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shall plainly perceive, that its present frame and system, and

all the* established lawe of nature, are constituted and pre-

served by gravitation alone. That is the powerful cement

which holds together this magnificent structure of the world,

which stretcheth the north over the empty space, and hangeth
the earth upon nothing;^ if we may transfer the words of

Job from the first and real cause to the secondary agent.

Without gravity,t the whole universe, if we suppose an

undetermined power of motion infused into matter, would

have been a confused chaos, without beauty or order, and

never stable and permanent in any condition. Now it may
be proved, in its due place, that this gravity, the great basis

of all mechanism, is not itself mechanical, but the immediate

fiat and finger of God, and the execution of the divine law ;

and that bodies have not the power of tending towards a

centre, either from other bodies or from themselves : which

at once, if it be proved, will undermine and ruin all the

towers and batteries that the Atheists have raised against

heaven. For, if no compound body in the visible world can

subsist and continue without gravity, and if J gravity do

immediately flow from a divine power and energy, it will

avail them nothing, though they should be able to explain

all the particular effects, even the origination of animals, by
mechanical principles. But, however, at present I will for-

bear to urge this against the Atheist. For, though I should

allow him, that this catholic principle of gravitation is essen-

tial to matter without introducing a God; yet I will defy

him to shew, how a human body could be at first produced

naturally, according to the present system of things, and the

mechanical affections of matter.

And because this Atheist professeth to believe as much as

we, that the first production of mankind was in a quite dif-

ferent manner from the present and ordinary method of

nature, and yet affirms nevertheless that that was natural

[* system, and all the ; \st ed.
" constitution and the."—D.]

=»

Job, xxvi. 7. [t gravity; \st ed.
" that."—D.]

IX if; not in \st ed.—D.]
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too^ which seems at the first sight to be little less than a

contradiction; it should lie upon him to make out^ how
matter by undirected motion could at first necessarily fall,

without ever erring or miscarrying, into such a curious for-

mation of human bodies ; a thing that, by his own confession,

it was never able to do since, or at least hath not done for

some thousands of years : he should declare* to us what

shape and contexture matter then had, which it cannot have

now ; how it came to be altered by long course of time, so

that living men can no longerf be produced out of putrefac-

tion in the primary way ;
and yet the species of mankind,

that now consists of and is nourished by matter so altered,

should continue to be the same as it was from the beginning.

He should undertake to explain to us the first steps and the

whole progress of such a formation; at least, by way of

hypothesis, how it naturally might have been, though he

affirm notj that it was actually so : whether he hath a new

notion peculiar to himself about that production, or takes up
with some old one, that is ready at hand : whether that most

witty conceit of Anaximander,^ that the first men and all

animals were bred in some warm moisture, enclosed in crus-

taceous skins, as if they were§ various kinds of crabfish and

lobsters ; and so continued till they arrived
||

at perfect age,

when their shelly prisons growing dry and breaking, made

way for their liberty : or the no less ingenious opinion of the

great Empedocles,^ that mother earth first brought forth

vast numbers of legs, and arms, and heads, and the other

members of the body, scattered and distinct, and all at their

full growth ; which coming together and cementing, (as the

[* he should declare ; 1st ed.
" to declare."—D.]

[f longer ; 1st ed.
" more."—D.]

[J he affirm not
;

1st ed.
" he did not affirm."—D.]

^ Plutarch, de Plac. Phil. lib. v. c. 19. et Sympos. 1. viii. c. 8. Censorinus de

Die Natali, cap. 4.

[§ as if they were ; 1st ed.
" as it were."—D.]

[I! and so continued till they arrived ; 1st ed.
" and so they continued till

they had arrived."—D.]
«= Plutarch, de Plac. Phil. lib. v. cap. 19. Censorin. ibidem.
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pieces of snakes and lizards are said* to do^ if one cuts them

asunder,) and so configuring themselves into human shape,

made lusty proper men of thirty years age in an instant : or,

rather, the divine doctrine of Epicurus and the Egyptians,^

that there first grew up a sort of wombs, that had their roots

in the earth, and attracted thence a kind of milk for the nou-

rishment of the enclosed foetus, which at the time of matu-

rity broke through those membranes, and shifted for them-

selves, I say, he ought to acquaint us which of these he is

for, or bring a new explication of his own ;
and not require

us to prove the negative, that a spontaneous production of

mankind, neither warranted by example, nor defended by

reason, nevertheless may not possibly have been true. This

is a very unreasonable demand, and we might justly put him

off with such an answer as this : that there are several things

which all men in their wits do disbelieve, and yet none but

madmen will go about to disprove. But, to shew him how
much we endeavour to satisfy and oblige him, I will venture

once for his sake to incur the censure of some persons for

being elaborately trifling; for, with respect to the most of

mankind, such wretched absurdities are more wisely con-

temned than confuted ;
and to give them a serious answer

may only make them look more considerable.

First, then, I take it for granted by him, that there were

the same laws of motion, and the like general fabric of the

earth, sea, and atmosphere, at the beginning of mankind, as

there are at this day. For if any laws at first were once

settled and constituted; like those of the Medes and Persians,

they are never to be reversed. To violate and infringe them,

is the same as what we call miracle, and doth not sound

very philosophically out of the mouth of an Atheist. He
must allow, therefore, that bodies were endowed with the

same affections and tendencies then as ever since ; aild that

if an axe-head^ be supposed to float upon water, which is

[* are said ; \st ed.
" have been said."—D.]

*
Censorinus, ibid. Lucret. lib. v. Diodorus Siculus, lib. i. cap. 2.

• 2 Kings, vi. 5.
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specifically much lighter than it^ it had been supernatural at

that time^ as well as in the days of Elisha. And this is all I*

desire him to acknowledge at present. So that he may admit

of those arguments as valid and conclusive against his hypo-
thesis, that are fairly dra^vn from the present powers of

matter, and the visible constitution of the world.

Now, that we may come to the point ; all matter is either

fluid or solid, in a large acceptation of the words, that they

may comprehend even all the middle degrees between ex-

treme fixedness and coherency, and the most rapid intestine

motion of the particles of bodies. Now, the most cavilling

Atheist must allow, that a solid inanimate body, while it

remains in that state, where there is none or a very small

and inconsiderable change of texture, is wholly incapable of

a vital production. So that the first human body, without

parents and without creator,t if such an one ever was, must

have naturally been produced in and constituted by a fluid.

And because this Atheist goes mechanically to work, the uni-

versal laws of fluids must have been rigidly observed during

the whole process of the formation. Now this is a catholic

rule of statics,^ that if any body be bulk for bulk heavier than

a fluid, it will sink to the bottom of that fluid, and if lighter,

it will float upon it
; having part of itself extant, and part

immersed to such a determinate depth, as that so much of

the fluid as is equal in bulk to the immersed part be equal in

gravity to the whole : and consequently, if several portions

of one and the same fluid have a different specific gravity, the

heavier will always (in a free vessel) be gradually the lower,

unless violently shaken and blended together by external

concussion. But that cannot be in our present case. For I

am unwilling to affront this Atheist so much, as to suppose
him to believe, that the first organical body might possibly

be effected in some fluid portion of matter, while its hetero-

geneous parts were jumbled and confounded together by a

[* all I
; 1st ed.

"
all that I."—D.] [f creator ; 1*^ ed.

" a creator."—D.]
' Archimedes de Insidentibus Humido, lib. i. Stevin, des Elemens Hydro-

statiques.
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storm, or hurricane, or earthquake. To be sure he will

rather have the primitive man to be produced by a long pro-

cess in a kind of digesting balneum^ where all the heavier lees

may have time to subside, and a due (Equilibrium be mainr

tained, not disturbed by any such rude and violent shocks,*

that would ruffle and break all the little stamina of the em-

bryon, if it were a-making before. Now, because all the

parts of an undisturbed fluid are either of equal gravity, or

gradually placed and storied according to the differences of

it, any concretion that can be supposed to be naturally and

mechanically made in such a fluid, must have a like structure

of its several parts ; that is, either be all over of a similar

gravity, or have the more ponderous parts nearer to its basis.

But there need no more concessions than this to extinguish
these supposed first-born of nature in their very formation.

For, suppose a human body to be a-forming in such a fluid

in any imaginable posture, it will never be reconcilable to

this hydrostatical law. There will be always something

lighter beneath, and something heavier above ; because bone,
or what is then the stuff and rudiments of bone, the heaviest

in specie, will be ever in the midst. Now, what can make the

heavier particles of bone ascend above the lighter ones of

flesh, or depress these below those, against the tendency of

their own nature ? This would be wholly as miraculous as

the swimming of iron in water at the command of Elisha ;

and as impossible to be, as that the lead of an edifice should

naturally and spontaneously mount up to the roof, while

lighter materials employ themselves beneath it ; or that a

statue, like that in Nebuchadnezzar's vision, whose head was

of fine and most ponderous gold, and his feet of lighter ma-

terials,t iron and clay, should mechanically erect itself upon
them for its basis.

Secondly, because this Atheist goes mechanically to work,
he will not offer to affirm, that all the parts of the embryon

[* shocks
; \st ed. "

shogs."
—

D.]

[f lighter materials ; not in 1st ed.—P.]
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could, according to his explication, be formed at a time.

This would be a supernatural thing, and an effectual refuta-

tion of his own principles. For, the corpuscles of matter

having no consciousness of one another's acting (at least

before or during the formation, as will be allowed by that

very Atheist that attributes reason and perception to them

when the formation is finished), they could not consent and

make a compact together to carry on the work in several

places at once, and one party of them be forming the brain,

while another is modeUing the heart, and a third delineating

the veins. No, there must be, according to mechanism, a

successive and gradual operation : some few particles must

first be united together, and so by apposition and mutual

connexion still more and more by degrees, till the whole

system be completed ;
and a fermentation must be excited in

some assignable place, which may expand itself by its elas-

tical power, and break through where it meets with the

weakest resistance ;
and so, by that so simple and mechanical

action, may excavate all the various ducts and ventricles^ of

the body. This is the only general account, as mean as it

appears to be, that this machine of an Atheist can give of that

fearful and wonderful production. Now, to confute these

pretences, first, there is that visible harmony and sjinmetry
in a human body* such a mutual communication of every

vessel and member of it, as gives an internal* evidence that

it was not formed successively, and patched up by piece-meal.

So uniform and orderly a system, with innumerable motions

and functions, all so placed and constituted as never to inter-

fere and clash one with another, and disturb the economy of

the whole, must needs be ascribed to an intelligent artist;

and to such an artist, as did not begin the matter unprepared
and at a venture, and, when he was put to a stand, paused
and hesitatedf which way he should proceed ; byt he had

[* internal ; \st ed.
" intrinsic."—D.]

[f a stand, paused and hesitated ;
l$t ed.

" a non plus, pause and hesitate."

-D.]
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first in his comprehensive intellect a complete idea and model

of the whole organical body, before he entered upon the

work. But, secondly, if they affirm that mere matter, by its

mechanical affections, without any design or direction, could

form the body by steps and degrees ; what member, then, do

they pitch upon for the foundation and cause of all the rest ?

Let them shew us the beginning of this circle, and the first

wheel of this perpetual motion. Did the blood first exist,

antecedent to the formation of the heart ? But that is to set

the effect before the cause ;
because all the blood, that we

know of, is made in and by the heart, having the quite dif-

ferent form and qualities of chyle before it comes thither.

Must the heart, then, have been formed and constituted

before the blood was in being ? But here, again, the sub-

stance of the heart itself is most certainly made and nourished

by the blood which is conveyed to it by the coronary arteries.

And thus it is through the whole system of the body ; every
member doth mutually sustain and supply one another ; and

all are coetaneous, because none of them can subsist alone.

But they will say, that a little ferment first making a cavity,

which became the left ventricle of the heart, did thence

farther* expand itself, and thereby delineate all the arteries

of the body.& Now, if such a slight and sorry business as

that could produce an organical body, one might reasonably

expect, that now and then a dead lump of dough might be

leavened into an animal; for there a like ferment makes
notable tumours and ventricles, besides longf and small

channels, which may pass tolerably well for arteries and

veins. But, I pray, in this supposed mechanical formation,

when the ferment was expanded to the extremities of the

arteries, if it still had any elastical force remaining, why did

it not go on and break through the receptacle, as other fer-

ment must be allowed to have done, at the mouth and the

nostrils ? There was as yet no membranous skin formed, that

[* farther ; Ut ed.
" further."—D.]

s Cartesius de Formatione Foetus.

[f long; 1st ed.
"
sundry long."

—
D.]
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might stop and repel it. Or^ if the force of it was spent, and

did not wheel about and return, what mechanical cause, then,

shall we assign for the veins ? for this ferment is there sup-

posed to have proceeded from the small capillary extremities

of them to the great vein and the heart
; otherwise it made*

valves, which would have stopped its own passage. And

why did that ferment, that at first dispersed itself from the

great artery into infinite little ramifications, take a quite con-

trary method in the making of the veins, where innumerable

little rivulets have their confluence into the great vein, the

common channel of the blood ? Are such opposite motions

both equally mechanical, when, in both cases, the matter was

under the same modification ? And again, when the first fer-

ment is excited, and forms the left ventricle of the heart,t if

the fluid matter be uniform and of a similar texture, and

therefore on all sides equally resist the expansion, then the

cavity must continue one, dilated more and more till the

expansive force and the uniform resistance be reduced to an

equality, and so nothing at all can be formed by this ferment

but a single round bubble. And, moreover, this bubble (if

that could make a heart), by reason of its comparative levity

to the fluid that encloses it, would necessarily ascend to the

top ;
and consequently we should never find the heart in the

midst of the breast. But, if the fluid be supposed to consist

of heterogeneous particles, then we cannot conceive how those

dissimilar parts should have a like situation in two several

fluids when the ferment begins. So that, upon this supposi-

tion, there could be no species of animals, nor any similitude

between them : one would have its lungs where another hath

its liver, and all the other members preposterously placed;

there could not be a like configuration of parts in any two

individuals. And again, what is that which determines the

growth of all living creatures ? What principles of mecha-

nism are sufficient to explain it ? Why do not all animals

continually increase in bigness during the whole space of

[* made ; 1st ed.
" had made."—D.]

[f of the heart; not in 1st ed.—»D.]
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their lives^ as it is reported of the crocodile ? What sets a

bound to their stature and dimensions ? Or^* if we suppose

a bound and ne plus ultra to be mechanically fixed ; but,

then, why so greatf a variety in the bulk of the several kinds ?

Why, also, such constancy observed in that manifold variety ?

For, as some of the largest trees have seeds no bigger or even

lessj than some diminutive plants, and yet every seed is a

perfect plant, with trunk and branches and leaves enclosed in

a shell ; so the first embryon of an ant is supposed by inqui-

sitive naturalists to be as big as that of an elephant, and to

promise as fair, at its primitive formation, for as spacious a

body;^ which, nevertheless, by an immutable decree, can

never arrive to the millionth part of the other's bulk. And
what modification of the first liquid matter can vary so much
as to make one embryon capable of so prodigiously vast aug-

mentation, while another is confined to the minuteness of an

insect ? Is not this manifestly a divine sanction, that hath

fixed and determined the shape, the stature, the appetites,

and the duration of all creatures in the world ? Hither must

we have recourse in that great and mysterious affair of an

organical formation
;
and I profess that I cannot discern one

step in the whole, that is agreeable to the natural laws of

motion. If we consider the heart, which is supposed to be

the first principle of motion and life, and divide it by our

imagination into§ its constituent parts, its arteries, and veins,

and nerves, and tendons, and membranes, and|| innumerable

little fibres, that these secondary parts do consist of, we shall

find nothing here singular, but what is in any other muscle

of the body. 'Tis only the site and posture of these several

parts, and the configuration of the whole, that give it the

form and functions of a heart. Now, why should the first

[* Or; \sted. "and."—D.]
[f fixed; but, then, why so great; 1st ed.

"
fixed; why again so great."

—D.]

[J or even less; 1st ed.
" or less."—D.]

^ Swammerdam, Histor. Insect, p. 3.

[§ and divide it by our imagination into; 1st ed. "and mentally divide it

into."—D.]

[II
and ; 1st ed. " and the."—D.]
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single fibres in the formation of the heart be peculiarly drawn

in spiral lines^ when the fibres of all other muscles are made

by a transverse rectilinear motion ? What could determine

the fluid matter into that odd and singular figure, when as

yet no other member is supposed to be formed, that might
direct the course of that fluid matter ?* Let mechanism here

make an experiment of its power, and produce a spiral and

turbinated motion of the whole moved body without an

external director. When all the organs are once framed by
a supernatural and divine principle, we do willingly admit of

mechanism in many functions of the body ;
but that the

organs themselves should be mechanically formed, we con-

ceive it to be impossible and utterly inexplicable. And, if

any Atheist will give a clear and philosophical account of the

things that are here touched upon, he may then hear of many
more, and perhaps more difficult, than these ; which their

unfitness for a popular auditory, and the remaining parts of

my subject that press forward to be treated of, oblige me now
to omit.

But, as the Atheist, when he is put to it to explain how

any motion of dead matter can beget thought and perception,

will endeavour to defend his baffled impiety with the instance

of brutes, which he calls thinking machines ;
so will he now

also appeal from the arbitration of reason, in the case of

animal productions, to example and matter of fact. He will

declaim to us about the admirable structure of the bodies of

insects
; that they have all the vital parts which the largest

of quadrupeds, and even man himself, can boast of; and yet

they are the easyf and obvious products of unintelligent

nature, that spontaneously and mechanically forms them out

[* direct the course of that fluid matter. Let ; 1*^ ed.
"
design the orbit

of its course. Let"—D.]

[f and even man himself, can boast of ; and yet they are the easy ; \st ed.

" and even man himself can boast of; whose fabric they the rather excel, in

his opinion, for that very minuteness that makes them contemptible : and that

one would be apt to imagine that these elegant and elaborate little engines were

all now propagated by generation, and at first produced by some divine wisdom

and power ; if we did not find by experience that they are the easy."
—

D.]
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of putrefied carcasses and the warm moisture of the soil ;
and

(which is mightily to his purpose) the insects* so begotten

without parents^ have nevertheless fit organs of generation

and difference of sex^ and can propagate their own kinds, as

if themselves had been begottenf so too : and that if mother

earth, in this her barrenness and decrepitness of age, can

procreate such swarms of curious engines, which not only

themselves enjoy their portion of life, but by a most won-

derful instinct impart it to many more, and continue their

species ; might she not, in the flower of her youth, while she

w^as succulent and fertile, have produced horses and ele-

phants, and even mankind itself, the largest and perfectest

animals, as easily as, in this parched and sterile condition, she

can make a frog or an insect? Thus he thinks he hath

made out, from example and analogy, that at the beginning
of things every species of animals might spring mechanically
out of the soil, without an intelligent Creator. And, indeed,

there is no one thing in the world which hath given so much
countenance and shadow of possibility to the notion of Atheism

as this unfortunate mistake about the equivocal generation of

insects ; and, as the oldest remains of atheistical writings

are full of thisj comparison, so it is the main refuge of those

that in this and the last age have had the folly and impudence
to appear in so wretched a cause.

Now, to this last subterfuge of the mechanical Atheists

we can occur several ways. And at present we affirm, first, ex

abundantly that though we should allow them the spontaneous

production of some minute animals, yet a like primitive ori-

gination of mankind could not hence§ be concluded ; because

they first tacitly suppose, that there is an universal decay of

moisture and fertility in the earth. And they cannot avoid

the necessity of so doing : for, if the soil be as fruitful now

[* and (which is mightily to his purpose) the insects ; 1*^ ed.
" and yet

(which is mightily to his purpose) that these insects."—D.]

ft hegotten; Is^ erf.
" born."—D.]

\X are full of this
;

1st ed.
^' are charged full with that."—D.]

[§ hence; Is^ erf. "thence."—D.]
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as it was in the beginnings why would it not produce men,
and the nobler kind* of beasts, in our days too, if ever it did

so ? So that, if that supposition be evinced to be erroneous

and groundless, all the arguments that they build upon it

will be subverted at once. Now, what more easily refuted,

than that old vulgar assertion of an universal drought and

exsiccation of the earth ? as if the sun could evaporate the

least drop of its moisture, so that it should never descend

again, but be attracted and elevated quite out of the atmo-

sphere. ^Tis now a matter agreed and allowed by all com-

petent judges, that every particle of matter is endowed with

a principle of gravity, whereby it would descend to the

centre, if it were not repelled upwardf by heavier bodies.

So that the smallest corpuscle of vapour, if we suppose it to

be exhaled to the top of the atmosphere, thence it must come

down again, or at least must there remain incumbent upon
others

; for there^s either nothing, or nothing heavier, above it

to protrude it any higher; neither can it spontaneously mount

any more against the tendency of its nature. And, lest some

ignorant Atheist should suspect that peradventure there may
be no such top of the atmosphere, but that it may be con-

tinued on to the sun, or to indefinite space ;
he must vouchsafe

to be instructed, that the whole weight of any column of the

atmosphere, and likewise the specific gravity of its basis, are

certainly known by many experiments ;
and that by this com-

putation (even making allowance for its gradually larger ex-

pansion, the higher we go), the very top of any pillar of air

is not one hundred miles distant from the surface of the

earth. So that hence it is manifest, that the whole terra-

queous globe, with its atmosphere, cannot naturally have lost

the least particle of moisture since the foundation of the

world. But still they may insist, that, although the whole

globe cannot be deprived of any of its moisture, yet the ha-

bitable earth may have been perpetually the drier, seeing it

is assiduously drained and exhausted by the seas. But to

[* kind; Uf erf.
" kinds."—D.]

[t upward; 1^^ ed.
**

upwards."
—
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this we reply, that the very contrary is demonstrable ; that

the longer the world shall continue^ the moister the whole

aggregate of the land will be.* For (to take no notice of the

supply of its moisture by rains and snow and dews and con-

densation of vapours, and perhaps by subterraneous passages),

the tops of mountains and hills will be continually washed

down by the rains, and the channels of rivers corroded by
the streams ; and the mud that is thereby conveyed into the

sea will raise its bottom the higher ;
and consequently the

declivity of rivers will be so much the less ; and therefore the

continents will be the less drained^ and will gradually increase

in humidity from the first period of their duration to the

final consummation of all things ;
if the successive production

of plants and animals, which are all made up of and nourished

by water, and perhaps never return to water again^ do not

keep things at a poise ; or if the divine powerf do not inter-

pose and change the settled course and order of nature.

But^ let us allow their supposition, that the total of the

dry land may have been robbed of some of its moisture which

it had at its first constitution ; yet still there are some parts

of the earth sufficiently soaked and watered to produce men
and animals now^ if ever they did at all. ForJ do not the

Nile, and the Niger, and the Ganges, and the Menam^ make

yearly inundations in our days, as they have formerly done ?

And are not the countries so overflown still situate between

the tropics^ under the direct and most vigorous rays of the

sun, the very place where these mechanical Atheists lay the

scene of that great transaction ? so that, if mankind had ever

sprung naturally out of the soil, the experiment would suc-

ceed now every year in Ethiopia and Siam, where are all the

requisite qualifications that ever have been for such a pro-

[* the whole aggregate of the land will be
;

1st ed.
" will be the whole

aggregate of the land."—D.]

[f to the final consummation of all things or if the divine power ; 1st

ed. "to their [the]' final consummation of all things : if a divine power."—D.]

[J to produce men and animals now, if ever they did at all. For; 1st ed.

" to produce, if ever, those sensitive and locomotive and intelligent plants.
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duction. And again, if there hath been such a gradual di-

minution of the generative faculty of the earth, that it hath

dwindled from nobler animals to puny mice and insects ;

why was there not the like decay in the production of vege-
tables ? We should have lost by this time the whole species

of oaks and cedars, and the other tall and lofty sons of the

forest, and have found nothing but dwarfish shrubs, and

creeping moss, and despicable mushrooms. Or, if they deny
the present spontaneous production of larger plants, and

confine the earth to as pigmy births in the vegetable king-
dom as they do in the other, yet surely, in such a supposed
universal decay of nature, even mankind itself, that is now
nourished (though not produced) by the earth, must have

degenerated in stature and strength in every generation.

And yet we have certain demonstration from the Egyptian*

mummies, and Roman urns and rings, and measures and

edifices, and many other antiquities, that human stature is

not diminished at all for the lastf two thousand years. Now,
if the decay hasj not been constant and gradual, there has§
been no decay at all; or at least no natural one, nor what

may be accounted for by this mechanical Atheist. I con-

clude, therefore, that, although we should allow the spon-
taneous production of insects, yet no argument can be de-

duced from thence for a like origination of mankind.

But, secondly, we affirm, that no insect or animal did

ever proceed equivocally from putrefaction, unless in mira-

culous cases, as in Egypt by the divine judgments ; but all

are generated from parents of their own kind, male and

female; a discovery of that great importance, that perhaps
few inventions of this age can pretend to equal usefulness

and merit ;
and which alone is sufficient (if the vices of men

did not captivate their reason) to explode and exterminate

rank Atheism out of the world. For, if all animals be pro-

[* from the Egyptian; 1st ed.
" from Egyptian."

—
D.]

[f is not diminished at all for the last ; l^^ ed.
*' has not diminished for

above."—D.]

[J has; Isted. '' hath."—D.] [§ has; l^f erf. "hath."—D.]
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pagated by generation from parents of their own species, and

there be no instance in nature of even a gnat or a mite,

either now or in former ages, spontaneously produced;
how* came there to be such animals in being, and whence

could they proceed ? There is no need of much study and

deliberation about it : for either they have existed eternally

by infinite successions already gone and past, which is in its

veryt notion absurd and impossible ;^ or their origin must be

ascribed to a supernatural and divine power, that formed and

created them. Now, to prove our assertion about the seminal

production of all living creatures, that we may not repeat the

reasons which we have offered before against the first me-

chanical formation of human bodies, which are equally valid

against the spontaneous origin of the minutest insects ; we

appeal to observation and experiment, which carry the

strongest conviction with them, and make the most sensible

and lasting impressions. For, whereas it hath been the

general tradition and belief, that maggots and flies breed in

putrefied carcasses, and particularly bees come from oxen,

and hornets from horses, and scorpions from crabfish,J &c.,

all this isJ now found to be fable and mistake. That saga-

cious and learned naturalist, Francisco Redi,^ made innu-

merable trials with the putrid flesh of all sorts of beasts and

fowls, and fishes and serpents, with corrupted cheese, and

herbs, and fruits, and even insects themselves ;
and he con-

stantly found, that all those kinds of putrefaction did only
afford a nest and aliment for the eggs and young of those

insects that he admitted to come there, but produced no

animal of themselves by a spontaneous formation : for, when
he suffered those things to putrefy in hermetically sealed

glasses, and vessels close covered with paper ;
and not only

so, lest the exclusion of the air might be supposed to hinder

[* produced ; how; 1st ed.
**

produced de novo; how."—D.]

[t very; 1*^ ed.
" own."—D.]

» See the former Sermon.
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^ Redi de Generatione Insectorum.
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the experiment^ but in vessels covered with fine lawn, so as

to admit the air and keep out the insects ; no living thing was

ever produced there, though he exposed them to the action

of the sun, in the warm climate of Florence, and in the kind-

est season of the year. Even flies crushed and corrupted,
when enclosed in such vessels, did never procreate a new fly;

though there, if in any case, one would have expected that

success. And when the vessels were open, and the insects

had free access to the aliment within them, he diligently ob-

served that no other species were produced but of such as

he saw go in and feed, and deposit their eggs there ; which

they would readily do in all putrefaction, even in a mucilage
of bruised spiders, where worms were soon hatched out of

such eggs, and quickly changed into flies of the same kind

with their parents. And was not that a surprising trans-

formation indeed, if, according to the vulgar opinion, those

dead and corrupted spiders spontaneously changed into flies ?

And thus far we are obliged to the diligence of Redi : from

whence we may conclude, that no dead flesh, nor herbs, nor

other putrefied bodies, nor any thing that hath not then

actually either a vegetable or animal life, can produce any
insect. And if we should allow, as he did, that every animal

and plant doth naturally breed and nourish by its substance

some peculiar insect, yet the Atheist could make no advan-

tage of this concession as to a like origination of mankind.

For surely 'tis beyond even an Atheist's credulity and im-

pudence, to affirm that the first men might proceed out of

the galls and tumours of leaves of trees, as some maggots and

flies are supposed to do now ; or might grow upon trees, as

the story goes about barnacles ; or perhaps might be the lice

of some vast prodigious animals, whose species is now ex-

tinct. But, though we suppose him guilty of such an extra-

vagant folly, he will only shift the difficulty, and not wholly
remove it ;

for we shall still expect an account of the spon-

taneous formation of those mountainous kind of animals and

men-bearing trees. And, as to the worms that are bred in

the intestines and other inward parts of living creatures, their
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production is not material to our present inquiry, till some

Atheist do affirm^, that his own ancestors had such an ori-

ginal. I say;,
if we should allow this concession of Redi, it

would do no service to our adversaries : but even here also

they are defeated by the happy curiosity of Malpighi and

others,! who observed and discovered, that each of those

tumours and excrescences of plants, out of which generally

issues a fly or a worm, are at first made by such insects,

which wound the tender buds with a long hollow trunk, and

deposit an egg in the hole with a sharp corroding liquor,

which causeth a swelling in the leaf, and so closeth the

orifice : and within this tumour the worm is hatched, and

receives its aliment, till it hath eat its way through. Neither

need we recur to an equivocal production of vermin in the

phthiriasis and in Herod's disease, who was (TKcoX7]K6fipa)To<;,

eaten of worms/^ or maggots. Those horrible distempers

are always accompanied with putrefying ulcers ;
and it hath

been observed by the most accurate Lewenhoeck,^ that lice

and flies, which have a most wonderful instinct and acuteness

of sense to find out convenient places for the hatching and

nourishment of their young, do mightily endeavour to lay

their eggs upon sores ; and that one will lay above a hundred

eggs, and may naturally increase to some hundreds of thou-

sands in a quarter of a year : which gives a full and satisfac-

tory account of the phenomena of those diseases. And
whereas it is said, Exod, xvi. ver. 20, that some of the

Israelites left of the manna until the morning, and it bred

worms and stank ; which an Atheist may make an objection,

as either against us, or against the truth of the Scriptures ;

I understand it no otherwise, than that the manna was fly-

blown. It was then the month of October, which in that

southern climate, after the preceding autumnal rains, doth

afford a favourable season and copious nutrhnent for infinite

swarms of insects. Neither do I ascribe it to a miraculous

'

Malpighius de Gallis. Swammerdam de Gen. Insect. Lewenhoeck

Epistol.
'"

Acts, xii. 23. " Continuat. Epistol. p. 101.
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power,, that some of the manna should breed worms^ but

that all the rest should be preserved sound and untainted.

And^ if any one shall rigidly urge from that passage* the

literal expression of breeding^ he must allow Moses to speakf
in the language of the vulgar in common affairs of life. We
do now generally believe the Copernican system ; yet I sup-

pose^ upon ordinary occasions^ we shall still use the popular
terms of sunrise and sunset^ and not introduce a new pe-
dantic description of them from the motion of the earth.

And then^ as to the vulgar opinion^ that frogs are made in

the clouds^ and brought down by the rains^ it may be thus

easily refuted : for at that very instant when they are sup-

posed to descend, you may find by dissection not only their

stomachs full of meat, but their intestines full of excrement ;

so that they had lurked before in the day-time in holes and

bushes and grass, and were then invited abroad by the fresh-

ness of a shower. And by this time we may understand

what credit and authority those old stories ought to have

about the monstrousj productions in Egypt after the inun-

dation of the Nile, of mice and frogs and serpents, half flesh

and half mud ; nay, of the legs, and arms, and other hmbs

of men, et quicquid Grcecia mendax ; altogether as true as

what is seriously related by Helmont,^ that foul linen, stopped
in a vessel that hath wheat in it, will in twenty-one days'

time turn the wheat into mice : which one§ may guess to

have been the philosophy and information of some house-

wife, who had not so carefully covered her wheat but that

the mice could come at it, and were there taken napping,

just when they had made an end of their cheer.
||

Corn is so

innocent from this calumny of breeding of mice, that it doth

not produce the very weevils that live in it and consume it ;

[* from that passage; not in 1st eel.—D.]

[f he must allow Moses to speak; Ist ed.
" he must give leave to speak."
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" about monstrous."—D.]

® Helmont, Imago Ferment. &c. p. 92. edit. 1652.
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"
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[II
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the whole course of whose generation and periodical changes

hath been curiously observed and described by the ingenious

Lewenhoeck. And^ moreover, that we may deprive the

Atheist of all hopes and pretensions of argument from this

baffled opinion of equivocal insects, we will acquaint him,

from the most accurate observations of Swammerdam, that

even the supposed change of worms into flies is no real

transmutation ; but that most of those members, which at

last become visible to the eye, are existent at the beginning,

artificially complicated together, and covered with mem-
branes and tunicles, which are afterwards stript oif and laid

aside : and all the rest of that process is no more surprising

than the eruption of horns in some brutes, or of teeth and

beard in men at certain periods of age. And, as we have

established our assertion of the seminal production of all

kinds of animals, so likewise we affirm, that the meanest

plant cannot be raised without seed by any formative power

residing in the soil. To which assertion we are encouraged,

first, from the known seeds of all vegetables, one or two only

excepted, that are left to future discovery; which seeds, by
the help of microscopes, are all found to be real and perfect

plants, with leaves and trunk curiously folded up and enclosed

in the cortex; nay, one single grain of wheat, or barley, or rye,

shall contain four or five distinct plants under one common
tunicle ; a very convincing argument of the providence and

goodness of God, that those vegetables, that were appointed
to be the* chief sustenance of mankind, should have that

multiplied fecundity above any others. And, secondly, by
that famous experiment of Malpighi, who a long time cn-^

closed a quantity of earth in a vessel, secured by a fine cloth

from the small imperceptible seeds of plants that are blown

about with the winds
;
and had this success of his curiosity,

to be the first happy discoverer of this noble and important

truth, that no species of plants can be produced out of

earth withoutf a pre-existent seed ; and consequently they

[* the ; so \st ed. and other eds. ; not in ed. 1735.—D.]

[f out of earth without
;

1 */ ed.
" out of earth de novo without."—D.]
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were all created and raised at the beginning of things by the

almighty gardener, God blessed for ever. And, lastly, as to

those various and elegant shells, that are dug up in conti-

nents, and embodied in stones and rocks at a vast distance

from any sea, which this Atheist may possibly allege for an

instance of a plastic faculty of nature; ^tis now generally

agreed by the most diligent inquirers about them, that they
are no sportful productions of the soil, as was formerly be-

lieved, but that all did once belong to real and living fishes ;

since each of them exactly resembles some shell of the seas,*

both in its outward lineaments, and inward texture, and spe-

cific gravity, and all other properties : which therefore are so

far from being subservient to Atheists in their audacious

attempts against God and religion, that they rather afford an

experimental confirmation of the universal deluge.

And thus we have competently shewn, that every species

of living creatures, every small insect, and even the herbs of

the field, give a casting vote against Atheism, and declare

the necessity of a supernatural formation. If the earth in

its first constitution had been left to itself, what horrid de-

formity and desolation had for ever overspread its face ! Not

one living inhabitant would be foundf on all its spacious sur-

face; not so much as a worm in the bowels of it, nor one

single fish in the vast bosom of the sea; not a mantle of

grass or moss to cover and conceal the nakedness of nature.

An eternal sterility must have possessed the world, where all

things had been fixed and fastened everlastingly vrith the

adamantine chains of specific gravity ; if the Almighty had

not spoken and said. Let the earth bring forth grass, the

herb yielding seed, and the fruit-tree yielding fruit after its

kind; and it was so. 'Twas God that then created the first

seminal forms of all animals and vegetables, that commanded

the waters to bring forth abundantly, and the earth to pro-

[* since each of them exactly resembles some shell of the seas ; 1st ed.

*'

seeing that each of them doth exactly resemble some other shell on the sea-

shore."—D.]
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duce living creatures after their kind ; that made man in his

own image after his own likeness ; that by the efficacy of his

first blessing made him befruitful and multiply, and replenish

the earth; by whose alone power and conservation toe all

live, and move, and have our being.

May the same most glorious God of his infinite mercy

grant, that, as we have sought the Lord, andfelt after him,

andfound him in these works of his creation ; so now that

we have known God, we may glorify him as God, both now
and for evermore. Amen,
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That they should seek the Lord, if haply they might feel after

him, andfind him ; though he be notfarfrom every one of
us : for in him we live, and move, and have our being.

In my former discourses I have* endeavoured to prove, that

human race was neither (I.) from everlasting without begin-

ning ; nor (2.) owes its beginning to the influence of hea-

venly bodies ; nor (3.) to what they call nature, that is, thef

necessary and mechanical motions of dead senseless matter.

I proceed now to examine the fourth and last plea of the

enemies to religion and their own souls, that mankind came

accidentally into the world, and hath its life and motion and

being by mere chance 2ix\Afortune.

We need not much wonder, that this last opinion should

obtain almost universally among the Atheists of these times.

For, whereas the other requirej some small stock of philo-

[* discourses I have ; \st ed.
*'
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sophy to understand or maintain tliem^ this account is so

easy and compendious, that it needs none at all ; and conse-

quently is the more proper and agreeable to the great industry

and capacity of the most numerous party of them. For what

more easy to say, than that all the bodies of the first ani-

mals and plants were shuffled into their several forms and

structures fortuitously, that is, these Atheists know not

how, nor will trouble themselves to endeavour to know ?

For that is the meaning of chance ; and yet this is all that

they say, or can say, to the great matter in qviestion. And
indeed this little is enough in all reason ; and, could they

impose on the rest of mankind, as easily as delude them-

selves, with a notion that chance can effect a thing, it would

be the most expedite and effectual means to make their

cause victorious over virtue and religion. For if you once

allow* them such an acceptation of chance, you have pre-

cluded yourself, they think, from any more reasoning and

objecting against them. The mechanical Atheist, though

you grant him his laws of mechanism, is nevertheless inex-

tricably puzzled and baffled with the first formation of ani-

mals j for he must undertake to determine all the various

motions, and figures, and positions, and combinations of his

atoms, and to demonstrate that such a quantity of motion,

impressed upon particles so shaped and situated, will neces-

sarily range and dispose them into the form and frame of an

organical body; an attempt as difficult and unpromising of

success, as if he himself should make the essay to produce
some new kinds of animals out of such senseless materials,

or to rebuild the moving and living fabric out of its dust in

the grave. But the Atheist that we are now to deal with, if

you do but concede to him that fortune may be an agent,

presumesf himself safe and invulnerable, secure above the

reach of any further disputes. For, if you proceed to ask

questions, and bid him assign the proper causes and determi-

nate manner of that fortuitous formation, you thereby deny

[* allow; ls<e<i. "do allow."—D.]
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him what you granted before^ and take away the very hypo-
thesis and the nature of chance^ which supposeth that no

certain cause or manner of it can possibly be assigned. And
as the stupidity of some libertines^ that demand a sight of a

spirit or human soul to convince them of its existence, hath

been frequently and deservedly exposed ;
because whatsoever

may be the object of our sight must not be a soul or spirit,

but an opaque body ;
so this Atheist would tax us of the like

nonsense and contradiction, if, after he hath named to us

fortune or chance, we should expect from him any particular

and distinct account of the origin of mankind ; because it is

the very essence and notion of his chance to be wholly unac-

countable ; and if an account could be given of it, it would

then no longer be chance, but mechanism, or a necessary

production of certain effects from certain causes, according to

the universal laws of motion. Thus we are to know, that if

once we admit of fortune in the formation of mankind, there

is no further inquiry to be made, no more difficulties to be

solved, and no account to be demanded. And who then can

admire, if the inviting easiness and compendiousness of this

assertion should so dazzle the eyes of our Atheist, that he

overlooks those gross absurdities that are so conspicuous
in it?

(1.) For, first, if this Atheist would have his chance or

fortune to be a real and substantial agent ;
as the vulgar

seem to have commonly apprehended, some making it a

divinity, others they do not conceive what ; he is doubly
more stupid and more supinely ignorant than those vulgar ;

in that he assumes such a notion of fortune as, besides its

being erroneous, is inconsistent with his Atheism. For since,*

according to the Atheists, the whole universe is corpus et

inane, body and nothing else, this chance, if it do really and

physically effect any thing, must itself be body also. And
what a numerous train of absurdities do attend such an

asse.rtion ! too visible and obvious to deserve to be here

[* since ;
Ist ed.

"
seeing that."—D.]
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insisted on. For, indeed, it is no less than flat contradic-

tion to itself. For, if this chance be supposed to be a body,
it must then be a part of the common mass of matter ; and

consequently be subject to the universal and necessary laws

of motion ; and therefore it cannot be chance, but true me-

chanism and nature.

(2.) But, secondly, if he forbear to call chance a real

agent, and is content to have it only a result or event ;
since*

all matter, or some portion of it, may be naturally exempt
from these supposed mechanical laws, and be endowed with

a power of spontaneous or fortuitous motion, which power,
when it is exerted, must produce an effect properly casual,

and therefore might constitute the first animate bodies acci-

dentally, against the supposed natural tendency of the parti-

cles of those bodies
',
even this second assertion is contrary

to common sense, as well as common observation. For how
can he conceive that any parcel of dead matter can sponta-

neously divert and decline itself from the line of its motion,

without a new impulse from external bodies ? If it can

intrinsically stir itself, and either commence its motion or

alter its course, it must have a principle of self-activity,

which is life and sense. But sense I have proved formerly^

to be incompatible with mere bodies, even those of the most

compound and elaborate textures, much more with single

atoms or solid particles of matter, that, having no intestine

motion of parts, are destitute of the first foundation and

capacity of life. And moreover, though these particles

should be supposed to have this internal principle of sense,

it would still be repugnant to the notion of chance ; because

their motions would not then be casual, but voluntary, not

by chance, but choice and design. And again, we appeal to

observation, whether any bodies have such a power of for-

tuitous motion. We should surely have experiment of it in

the effects of nature and art : no body would retain the same

constant and imiform weight according to its bulk and sub-

[* since; 1st ed.
**

seeing that"—D.]
* Serm. II.
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stance^ but would vary perpetually, as that spontaneous

power of motion should detemiine its present tendency. All

the various machines and utensils would now and then play
odd pranks and capricios, quite contrary to their proper

structures, and designs of the artificers. Whereas, on the

contrary, all bodies are observed to have always a certain and

determinate motion according to the degrees of their external

impulse, and their inward principle of gravitation, and the

resistance of the bodies they occur with ; which therefore is

without error exactly foreseen and computed by sagacious
artists. And if ever dead matter should deviate from this

motion, it could not proceed from itself, but a supernatural

agent ; and ought not to be called a chance, but a miracle.

For chance is but a mere name, and really nothing in

itself; a conception of our own minds, and only a com-

pendious way of speaking, whereby we would express, that

such effects as are commonly attributed to chance were verily

produced by their true and proper causes, but without their

designing to produce them. And in any event called casual,

if you take away the real and physical causes, there remains

nothing but a simple negation of the agents intending such

an event ; which negation being no real entity, but a con-

ception only of man's intellect wholly extrinsical to the ac-

tion, can have no title to a share in the production. As in

that famous example, (which Plutarch^ says is the only one

where fortune is related to have done a thing artificially,)

when a painter having* finished the picture of a horse, ex-

cepting the loose froth about his mouth and his bridle, and,

after many unsuccessful essays, despairing to do that to his

satisfaction, in a great rage threw his sponge at it, all be-

smeared, as it was, with the colours, which fortunately hit-

ting upon the right place, by one bold stroke of chance most

exactly supplied the want of skill in the artist : even here it

is manifest, that, considering the quantity and determination

of the motion that was impressed by the painter's hand

*> Plutarch. Uepl Tvxns. [Mor. t. i. p. 268. ed. Wyttenb.—D.]

[* when a painter having ; 1st ed.
" of a painter that having."

—
D.]
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upon the sponge^ and resistance* of the air, the sponge did

mechanically and unavoidably move in that particular line of

motion, and so necessarily hit upon that part of the picture ;

and all the paint that it left there was as certainly placed by
true natural causes, as any one stroke of the pencil in the

whole piece. So that this strange effect of the sponge was
fortuitous only with respect to the painter, becausef he did

not design nor foresee such an effect ; but in itself, asJ to its

real causes, it was necessary and natural. In a word, the

true notion of fortune (t^? tu;^?/?) denoteth no more than

the ignorance of such an event in some knowing agent con-

cerned about it. So that it owes its very being to human

understanding, and without relation to that is really nothing.
How absurd then and ridiculous is the Atheist, that would

make this fortune the cause of the formation of mankind ;

whereas manifestly there could be no such thing or notion in

the world as fortune, till human nature was actually formed !

It was man that first made fortune, and not fortune that pro-
duced man. For, since§ fortune in its proper acceptation

supposeth the ignorance of something, in a subject capable
of knowledge, if you take away mankind, such a notion

hath no existence, neither with relation to inanimate bodies,

that can be conscious of nothing, nor to an omniscient God,
that can be ignorant of nothing. And so likewise the ade-

quate meaning of chance {tov avro^drov), (as it is distin-

guished from fortune, in that the latter is understood to

befall only rational agents, but chance to be among inanimate

bodies,) is a|| bare negation, that signifies no more than this,

that any effect among such bodies ascribed to chance is

really^ produced by physical agents, according to the esta-

blished laws of motion, but without their consciousness of

concurring to the production, and without their intention of

[* the sponge, and resistance ; Ist ed. ** the sponge, compounded with the

specific gravity of the sponge, and the resistance."—D.]

[t because; \st ed. "seeing."
—

D.] [J as; 1«< ecJ.
" and as."—D.]

[§ since; \st ed.
"
seeing thaU"--D.] [|| is a; Is^^rf. "isreallya."—D.]

[^ really; \st ed.
"
verily."—D.]
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such an effect. So that chance, in its true sense, is all one

with nature; and both words are used promiscuously by
some ancient writers/ to express the same thing. And we
must be wary, lest we ascribe any real subsistence or per-

sonality to this nature or chance ; for it is merely a notional

and imaginary thing ; an abstract universal, which is properly

nothing ; a conception of our own making, occasioned by
our reflecting upon the settled course of things; denoting

only thus much, that all those bodies move and act accord-

ing to their essential properties and qualities, without any
consciousness or intention of so doing. So that in this

genuine acceptation of chance here is nothing supposed
that can supersede the known laws of natural motion :

and thus to attribute the formation of mankind to chance,

is all one with the former atheistical assertion, that ascribes it

to nature or mechanism ; and consequently it hath received a

prolix and sufficient refutation in my preceding discourse.

(3.) But, thirdly, His likely that our Atheist may willingly

renounce the doctrine of chance as a thing differing from

nature, and may aUow it to be the same thing, and that too

no real and substantial agent, but only an abstract intellectual

notion : but still he hath another expedient in reserve, which

is a middle and safe way between the former rigorous me-

chanism and the extravagancies of fortuitous motion: viz.

that at the beginning, all things, ^tis true, proceeded neces-

sarily and fatally according to the mechanical powers and

affections of matter: but nevertheless the several kinds of

animals were not formed at the first trial and effort without

one error or miscarriage, (as strict mechanism would sup-

pose), but there was an immense variety of ferments, and

tumours, and excrescences of the soil, pregnant and big with

foetuses of all imaginable shapes and structures of body;^

<=

Plato, X. de Legibus. {_Opp. t. viii. p. 471-2. ed. 1826.—D.] Ylvp koL

vSwp Koi yrjv Kol depo, ^varei iravra elvai Kol rvxp (pafflv
—ovre did riva Oehy, ovre

Sia T6X»'>?f, aWa t Xeyofiev (jyixrei Koi rvxv-
^

BovycvTj auSpSirpupa, Emped. [apud Plutarch, yidv. Colot., Mor. t. v. p. 390.

ed. Wyttenb.—D.]
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millions of which were utterly uncapable of life and motion,

being the molce^ as it were, and the abortions, of mother

earth : and many of those that had life and powers to pre-

serve their own individuals, yet wanted the due means of

propagation, and therefore could not transmit their species

to the following ages : and that those few only, that we now
find in being, did happen (for he cannot express it but by
the characters of a chance) to have all the parts necessary
not only for their own lives, but for the continuation of their

kinds. This is the favourite opinion among the Atheists, and

the most plausible of all; by which they think they may
elude that most formidable argument for the being of God,
from the admirable contrivance of organical bodies, and the

exquisite fitness of their several parts for those ends and uses

they are put to, and seem to have been designed for. For,

say they, since* those innumerable instances of blunder and

deformity were quickly removed out of knowledge and being,

it is plain that no animals ought now to be found but such

as have due organs necessary for their own nourishment and

increase of their kinds : so that this boasted usefulness of

parts, which makes men attribute their origination to an in-

telligent and wise agent, is really no argument at all, be-

cause it follows also from the Atheist's assertion. For, sincef

some animals are actually preserved in being till now, they
must needs all of them have those parts that are of use and

necessity : but that at first was only a lucky hit without skill

or design, and ever since is a necessary condition of their

continuation. And so, for instance, when they are urged
with the admirable frame and structure of the eye ; which

consists of so great a variety of parts, all excellently adapted
to the uses of vision ; that (to omit mathematical considera-

tions with relation toj optics) hath its many coats and hu-

mours transparent and colourless, lest it should tinge and

sophisticate the light that it lets in, by a natural jaun-

[• since ; \st ed.
"
seeing that."—D.]

[f since ; 1st ed.
"
seeing that"—D.]

[J with relation to; 1st ed.
" more proper for."—D.]
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dice ; that hath its pupil so constituted as to admit of con-

traction and dilatation according to the differing degrees of

light and the exigencies of seeing; that hath eyelids so

commodiously placed, to cleanse the ball from dust, to shed

necessary moisture upon it through numerous glandules,
and to be drawn over it like a curtain for the convenience of

sleep ; that hath a thousand more beauties in its figure and

texture never studied nor admired enough : they will briskly

reply, that they willingly concede all that can be said in the

commendation of so noble a member; yet notwithstanding

they cannot admit for good reasoning. He that formed the

eye, shall not he see?^ for it was blind nature alone, or

matter mechanically moved without consciousness or direc-

tion, that made this curious organ of vision. For the short

of the matter is this : this elegant structure of the eye is no

more than is necessary to life ; and consequently* is included

in the very suppositionsf of any animals living and continu-

ing till now
; though those be but the very few that at the

beginning had the good fortune to have eyes, among many
millions of monsters that were destitute of them, sine vultu

C(Bca reperta} and therefore did fatally perish soon after their

birth. And thus, when we insist on other like arguments of

divine wisdom in the frame of animate bodies ; as the arti-

ficial position of many myriads of valves, all so situate as to

give a free passage to the blood and other humours in their

due channels and courses, but not permit them to regurgi-

tate and disturb the great circulation and economy of life ;

as the spiral, and not annulary, fibres of the intestines, for

the better exercise of their functions ; as the provident fur-

nishing of temporary parts for the foetus during the time of

gestation, which are afterwards laid aside ; as the strange

« Psal. xciv. 9.

[* necessary to life
;
and consequently ; \st ed.

**

necessary to seeing ; and

this noble faculty of seeing is no more than is necessary to life
; and conse-

quently."
—

D.]

[f suppositions ;
\st ed. **

supposition."
—D.]

f Lucret. lib. v. [839.—D.]
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sagacity of little insects in choosing fit* places for the exclu-

sion of their eggs, and for the provision of proper food, when

the young ones are hatched and need it ; as the ardent

(TTopyrj, or natural affection, in those animals, whose offspring

cannot at first procure their own sustenance, but must in-

fallibly perish if not fed by the parents ;
as the untaught

instincts and impresses upon every species, directing them,

without imitation or deliberation, to the ready knowledge of

proper food, to one and the best way of their preservation
and defence, and to the never-failing propagation of their

own kind : whatever considerations of this nature you pro-

pose to this Atheist, as, indeed, such instances are innumer-

able, all evidently setting forth the Almighty^s wisdom and

goodness to such as are able to judge, and will judge impar-

tially ;t he hath this one subterfuge from them all, that these

things are mistaken for tokens of skill and contrivance,

though they be but necessary consequences of the present
existence of those creatures. For he that supposeth any
animals to subsist, doth by that very supposition allow them

every member and faculty that are necessary to subsistence ;

such as are those we have just now enumerated. And

therefore, unless we can prove a priori and independent of

this usefulness, now that things are once supposed to have

existed and propagated, that among almost infinite trials and

essays at the beginning of things, among millions of mon-
strous shapes and imperfect formations, a few such animals

as now exist could not possibly be produced, these after-^

considerations are of very little moment; because, if such

animals could in that way possibly be formed, as might live,

and move, and propagate their beings, all this admired and

applauded usefulness of their several fabrics is but a neces-

sary condition and consequence of their existence and pro-

pagation.

This is the last pretence and sophistry of the Atheists

[* choosing fit ; 1st ed.
"
choosing of fit."—D.]

[f judge impartially; 1st ed. "judge indifferently and impartially."
—

D.]
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against the proposition in my text^ that we received our life

and being from a divine wisdom and power. And^ as they
cannot justly accuse me of any ways concealing or balking
their grand objection, so I believe these following considera-

tions will give them no reason to boast that it cannot receive

a just and satisfactory answer.

(1.) First, therefore, we affirm that we can prove, and

have done it already by arguments a priori (which is the

challenge of the Atheists), that these animals, that now

exist, could not possibly have been formed at first by mil-

lions of trials. For, since* they allow by their very hypo-
thesis (and, without standing to theirf courtesy, we have

proved it before), that there can be no casual or spontaneous
motion of the particles of matter, it will follow that every

single monster, among so many supposed myriads,? must

have been mechanically and necessarily formed according
to the known laws of motion, and the temperament and

quality of the matter that it was made of. Which is suffi-

cient to evince, that no such monsters were or could have

been formed. For, to denominate them even monsters, they
must have had some rude kind of organical bodies; some

stamina of life, though never so clumsy; some system of

parts compounded of solids and liquids, that executed,

though but bunglingly, their peculiar motions and functions.

But we have lately shewn it impossible for nature unassisted

to constitute such bodies, whose structure is against the law

of specific gravity. So that she could not make the least

endeavour towards the producing of a monster, or of any

thing that hath more vital and organical parts than we find

in a rock of marble or a fountain of water. And, again,

though we should not contend with them about their mon-
sters and abortions, yet sincej they suppose even the per-
fect animals, that are still in being, to have been formed

[* since ; 1st ed.
"
seeing that"—D.]

[f their; I*^ erf.
" that."—D.]

« Multaque turn tellus etiam portenta creare, &c. Lucret. lib. v. [835.
—

D.]

[X since ; \st ed.
"
seeing that."—D.]
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mechanically among the i-est, and only add some millions of

monsters to the reckonings they are liable to all the difficul-

ties in the former explication^ and are expressly refuted

through the whole preceding sermon ; where it is abundantly

shewn, that a spontaneous production is against the catholic

laws of motion, and against matter of fact ;
a thing without

example, not only in man and the nobler animals, but in the

smallest of insects and the vilest of weeds ; though the fer-

tility of the earth cannot be said to have been impaired since

the beginning of the world.

(2.) Secondly, we may observe that this evasion of the

Atheist is fitted only to elude such arguments of divine wis-

dom as are taken from things necessary to the conservation

of the animal, as the faculties of sight, and motion, and

nutrition, and the like ; because such usefulness is, indeed,

included in a general supposition of the existence of that

animal : but it miserably fails him against other reasons from

such members and powers of the body as are not necessary

absolutely to living and propagating, but only much conduce

to our better subsistence and happier condition. So the*

most obvious contemplation of the frame of our bodies ;
as

that we all have double sensories, two eyes, two ears, two

nostrils, is an effectual confutation of this atheistical sophism.

For a double organ of these senses is not at all compre-
hended in the notion of bare existence

;
one of them being

sufficient to have preserved life, and kept up the species ; as

common experience is a witness. Nay, even the very nails

of our fingers are an infallible token of design and contriv-

ance ;
for they are useful and convenient to give strength

and firmness to those parts in the various functions they are

put to, and to defend the numerous nerves and tendons that

are under them, which have a most exquisite sense of pain,

and without that native armour would continually be exposed

to it
;
and yet who will say that nails are absolutely neces-

sary to human life, and are concluded in the supposition of

[• So the
; 1st ed.

" So that the."—D.]
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simple existence ? It is manifest, therefore, that there was a

contrivance and foresight of the usefulness of nails antece-

dent to their formation. For the old stale pretence of the

Atheists, that things were first made fortuitously, and after-

wards their usefulness was observed or discovered,^ can have

no place here ; unless nails were either absolutely requisite

to the existence of mankind, or were found only in some

individuals or some nations of men, and so might be ascribed

to necessity upon one account, or to fortune upon the other.

But, from the Atheist's supposition, that, among the infinite

diversity of the first terrestrial productions, there were ani-

mals of all imaginable shapes and structures of body, all of

which survived and multiplied, that, by reason of their make

and fabric, could possibly do so ; it necessarily follows, that

we should now have some nations without nails upon their

fingers ;
others with one eye only, as the poets describe the

Cyclops in Sicily, and the Arimaspi in Scythia ;
others with

one ear, or one nostril, or, indeed, without any organ of

smelling, because that sense is not necessary to man*s sub-

sistence ; others destitute of the use of language, since*

mutes also may live : one people would have the feet of

goats, as the feigned Satyrs and Panisci; another would

resemble the head of Jupiter Ammon, or the homed statues

of Bacchus ; the Sciapodes, and Enotocoetse,^ and other mon-
strous nations would no longer bef fables, but real instances

in nature ; and, in a word, all the ridiculous and extravagant

shapes that can be imagined, all the fancies and whimsies of

poets, and painters, and Egyptian idolaters, if so be they are

consistent with life and propagation, would be now actually

in being, if our Atlieist's notion were true ; which, therefore,

may deservedly pass for a mere dream and an error, till they

please to make new discoveries in terra incognita^ and bring

^ Lucret. lib. iv. [832.—D.]
Nil ideo quoniam natum est in corpore, ut uti

Possemus : sed quod natum est, id procreat usum.

[* since
; l^^ ed. "

seeing that."—D.]
» Plinius et Strabo. [f no longer be ; \st ed.

" be no longer."
—
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along with them some savages of all these fabulous and mon-

strous configurations.

(3.) But, thirdly, that we may proceed yet further with

the Atheist, and convince him, that not only his principle is

absurd, but his consequences also as absurdly deduced from

it, we will allow him an uncertain extravagant chance against

the natural laws of motion
; though not forgetting that that

notion hath been refuted before, and therefore this concession

is wholly ex abundanti. I say, then, that though there were

really such a thing as this chance or fortune, yet nevertheless

it would be extremely absurd* to ascribe the formation of

human bodies to a cast of this chance. For let us consider

the very bodies themselves. Here are confessedly all the

marks and characters of design in their structure that can be

required, though one suppose a divine Author had made
them : here is nothing in the work itself unworthy of so

great a Master : here are no internalf arguments from the

subject against the truth of that supposition. Have we,

then, any capacity to judge and distinguish what is the effect

of chance, and what is made by art and wisdom ? When a

medalj is dug out of the ground, with some Roman empe-
ror's image upon it, and an inscription that agrees to his

titles and history, and an impress upon the reverse relating
to some memorable occurrence in his life ; can we be sure

that this medal was really coined by an artificer, or is but a

product of the soil from whence it was taken, that might

casually or naturally receive that texture and figure ; as many
kinds of fossils are very oddly and elegantly shaped accord-

ing to the modification of their constituent salts, or the

cavities they were formed in ? Is it a matter of doubt and

controversy, whether the pillar of Trajan or Antoninus, the

[* nevertheless it would be extremely absurd ; \st ed.
"
notwithstanding it

is downright madness."—D.]

[f internal ; \st ed. "
intrinsical."—D.]

[J what is the effect of chance, and what is made by art and wisdom? When
a medal ; 1st ed.

" what is by chance, and what by art and wisdom ? Can we
be sure, when a medal."—D.]
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ruins of Persepolis, or the late temple of Minerva^ were the

designs and works of architecture ; or, perhaps, might origin-

ally exist so, or be raised up in an earthquake by subterra-

neous vapour ? Do not we all think ourselves infallibly cer-

tain, that this or that very commodious house must needs

have been built by human art; though perhaps a natural

cave in a rock may have something not much unlike to

parlours or chambers ? And yet he must be a mere idiot,

that cannot discern more strokes and characters of work-

manship in the structure of an animal (in an human

body especially) than in the most elegant medal or edifice

in the world. They will believe the first parents of man-

kind to have been fortuitously formed without wisdom

or art; and that for this sorry* reason, because it is not

simply impossible but that they may have been formed so.

And who can demonstrate (if chance be once admitted of)

but that possibly all the inscriptions and other remains of

antiquity may be mere lusus naturce, and not works of human
artifice ? If this be good reasoning, let us no longer make

any pretences to judgment, or a faculty of discerning between

things probable and improbable ; for, except flat contradic-

tions, we may, upon equal reasons, believe all things, or

nothing at all. And do the Atheists thus argue in common
matters of life ? Would they have mankind lie idle, and lay

aside all care of provisions by agriculture or commerce, be-

cause possibly the dissolution of the world may happen the

next moment ? Had Dinocrates really carved Mount Athos

into a statue of Alexander the Great,J and had the memory
of the fact been obliterated by some accident, who could

afterwards have proved it impossible but that it might casu-

ally have been formed so ? For every mountain must have

some determinate figure, and why then not an human one

as possibly as another ? And yet I suppose none could

[ sorry; Uted. "solid."—D.]
J Lucret. lib. v. [105.—D.]

dictis dabit ipsa fidem rps

Forsitan, et graviter terrarum motibus orbis

Omnia conquassari in parvo tempore cernes.
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have seriously believed so^ upon this bare account of possi-

bility. 'Tis an opinion that generally obtains among philo-

sophers^ that there is but one common matter, which is

diversified by accidents ;
and the same numerical quantity

of it, by variation* of texture, may constitute successively

all kinds of bodies in the world. So that 'tis not absolutely

impossible, but that, if you take any other matter of equal

weight and substance with the body of a man, you may
blend it so long till it be shuffled into human shape and an

organical structure. But who is he so abandoned to sottish

credulity, as to think, upon that principle, that a clod of

earth in a sack may ever, by eternal shaking, receive the

fabric of man's body? And yet this is very near akin, nay,
it is exactly parallel to the reasoning of Atheists about for-

tuitous production. If mere possibility be a good foundation

for belief, even Lucian's True History may be true upon
that account, and Palaephatus's Tales^ may be credible in

spite of the title.

It hath been excellently well urged in this case, both by
ancients and moderns, that to attribute such admirable struc-

tures to blind fortune or chance, is no less thanf to suppose,

that, if innumerable figures of the twenty-four letters be cast

abroad at random, they might constitute in due order the

whole ^neis of Virgil or the Annales of Ennius.^ Now, the

Atheists may pretend to elude this comparison; as if the

case was not fairly stated. For herein we first make an idea

of a particular poem, and then demand, if chance can pos-

sibly describe that
; and so we conceive man's body thus

actually formed, and then affirm that it exceeds the power of

chance to constitute a being like that : which, they may say,

is to expect imitation from chance, and not simple produc-
tion. But at the first beginning of things there was no copy
to be followed, nor any pre-existent form of human bodies to

[* variation ; \st ed.
" variations."—D.]

''

Palaeph. Ilfpi ^ktriffrwv, De Incredibilibus.

[f less than; \st ed.
" less absurd than."—D.]

' Cicero de Natura Deonim, lib. ii. cap. 37.
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be imitated : so that, to put the case fairly, we should strip

our minds and fancies from any particular notion and idea of

a living body or a poem ; and then we shall understand, that

what shape and structure soever should be at first casually

formed, so that it could live and propagate, might be man ;

and whatsoever should result from the strewing of those

loose letters, that made any sense and measures, might be

the poem we seek for.

To which we reply, that if we should allow them, that

there was no pre-existent idea of human nature till it was

actually formed, (for the idea of man in the divine intellect

must not now be considered,) yet, because they declare that

great multitudes of each species of animals did fortuitously

emerge out of the soil"^ in distant countries and climates,

what could that be less than imitation in blind chance to

make many individuals of one species so exactly alike ?

Nay, though they should now, to cross us and evade the

force of the argument, desert their ancient doctrine, and

derive all sorts of animals from single originals of each kind,

which should be the common parents of all the race ; yet

surely, even in this account, they must necessarily allow*

two at least, male and female, in every species : which chance

could neither make so very nearly alike, without copying and

imitation ;
nor so usefully differing, without contrivance and

wisdom. So that, let them take whether they will, if they
deduce all animals from single pairs of a sort, even to make

the second of a pair is to write after a copy ; it is, in the

former comparison, by the casting of loose letters to compose
the pre-existent particular poem of Ennius. But, if they
make numerous sons and daughters of earth among every

species of creatures, as all their authors have supposed, this

« Lucret. lib. v. [805.—D.]
Hinc ubi quaeque loci regio opportuna dabatur,

Crescebant uteri, &c.

Et ibidem, [789.—D.]
 inde loci mortalia ssecla creavit,

Multa modis multis varia ratione coorta.

[* allow ; 1st ed.
" constitute."—D.]
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is not only, as was said before, to believe a monkey may once

scribble the Leviathan of Hobbes, but may do the same fre-

quently by an habitual kind of chance.*

Let us consider how next to impossible it is, that chance

(if there were such a thing) should, in such an immense

variety of parts in an animal, twice hit upon the same struc-

ture, so as to make a male andf female. Let us resume the

former instance of the twenty-four letters thrown at random

upon the ground. ^Tis a mathematical demonstration, that

these twenty-four do admit of so many changes in their

order, that they may makej such a long roll of differently

ranged alphabets, not two of which are alike, that they could

not all be exhausted, though a million million§ of writers

should each write above a thousand alphabets a-day for the

space of a million million
||
of years."^ What strength of ima-

gination can extend itself to embrace and comprehend such

a prodigious diversity ? And it is as infallibly certain, that

suppose any particular order of the alphabet be^ assigned,

and the twenty-four letters be** cast at a venture, so as to

fall in a line ; it is so many million of millions odds to one

against any single throw, that the assigned order will not be

cast. Let us now suppose there be only a thousand consti-

tuent members in the body of a man (that we may take few

enough), it is plain that the different position and situation

of these thousand parts would make so many differing com-

pounds and distinct species of animals. And if only twenty-
four parts, as before, may be so multifariously placed and

ordered as to make many millions of millions of differing

rows, in the supposition of a thousand parts, how immense

[* by an habitual kind of chance ;
\st ed.

"
by an habitual kind of chance,

even above the number of all the impression."
—

D.]

[t and; 1st ed.
" and a."—D.]

[t order, that they may make ; \st ed.
"

order, may make."—D.J

[§ million ;
1st ed.

" millions."—D.]

[II
million ; 1st ed.

" millions."—D.]
"

Tacquetti Arithmet. cap. de Progressione.

[^ be ; 1st ed.
" to be."—D.]

[* be ; 1st ed.
"

to be."—D.]
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must that capacity of variation be ! even beyond all thought
and denomination, to be expressed only in mute figures,

whose multiplied powers are beyond the narrowness of lan-

guage, and drown the imagination in astonishment and con-

fusion ! especially if we observe that the variety of the alpha-

bet considered above was in mere longitude only, but the

thousand parts of our bodies may be diversified by situation

in all the dimensions of solid bodies; which multiplies all

over and over again, and overwhelms the fancy in a new

abyss of unfathomable number. Now, it is demonstratively

certain, that it is aU this odds to one, against any particular

trial, that no one man could, by casual production, be framed

like another (as the Atheists suppose thousands to be in

several regions of the earth) ; and I think 'tis rather more odds

than less, that no one female could be added to a male, inas-

much as that most necessary difference of sex is a higher token

of divine wisdom and skill, above all the power of fortuitous

hits, than the very similitude of both sexes in the other parts

of the body. And again, we must consider that the vast

imparity of this odds against the accidental likeness of two

casual formations is never lessened and diminished by trying

and casting. 'Tis above a hundred to one against any parti-

cular throw, that you do not cast any given set of faces with

four cubical dice, because there are so many several combina-

tions of the six faces of four dice. Now, after you have cast

all the hundred trials* but one, 'tis still as much odds at the

last remaining time as it was at the first ; for blind insensible

chance cannot grow cunning by many experiments, neither

have the preceding casts any influence upon those that come

after. So that if this chance of the Atheists should have

essayed in vain to make a species for a million millionf of

ages, ^tis still as many millions odds against that formation

as it was at the first moment in the beginning of things.

How incredible is it, therefore, that it should hit upon two

productions alike, within so short duration of the world, ac-

[* all the hundred trials; 'isted. "all the trials."—D.]

[f million
;

\st ed.
" millions."—D.]
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cording to the doctrine of our Atheists !
° How much more,

that it should do so within the compass of a hundred years,

and of a small tract of ground, so that this male and female

might come together ! If any Atheist can be induced to

stake his soul for a wager against such an inexhaustible dis-

proportion, let him never hereafter accuse others of easiness

and credulity.

(4.) But, fourthly, we will still make more ample conces-

sions, and suppose, with the Atheist, that his chance has

actually formed all animals in their terrestrial wombs. Let

us see now how he will preserve them to maturity of birth,

Wliat climate will he cherish them in, that they be not

inevitably destroyed by moisture or cold ? Where is that

equability of nine months' warmth to be found ? that uniform

warmth, which is so necessary even in the incubation of

birds, much more in the time of gestation of viviparous ani-

mals ? I know his party have placed this great scene in

Egypt, or somewhere between the two tropics.? Now, not to

mention the cool of the nights, which alone would destroy
the conceptions; 'tis known that all those countries have

either incessant rains every year for whole months together,

or are quite laid under water by floods from the higher

grounds ; which would certainly corrupt and putrefy all the

teeming wombs of the earth, and extinguish the whole brood

of embryons by untimely abortions.

(5.) But, fifthly, we will still be more obliging to this

Atheist, and grant him his petition, that nature may bring
forth the young infants vitally into the world. Let us see

now what sustenance, what nurses, he hath provided for

them. If we consider the present constitution of nature, we
must affirm, that most species must have been lost for want

of fostering and feeding. 'Tis a great mistake, that* man

» Lucret. v. [331.—D.]

Verum, ut opinor, habet novitatem summa, recensque

Natura est mundi neque pridem exordia cepit.

P
Cesalpin. Berigard.

[* mistake, that ; \st ed.
" mistake that, that."—D.]
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only comes weak and helpless into the world; whereas 'tis

apparent that^ excepting fish and insects (and not all of them

neither) 5
there are very few or no creatures that can provide

for themselves at first without the assistance of parents. So

that^ unless they suppose mother earth to be a great animal,

and to have nurtured up her young offspring with a conscious

tenderness and providential care_, there is no possible help

for it but they must have been doubly starved both with

hunger and cold.

(6.) But, sixthl)^, we will be yet more civil to this Atheist,

and forgive him this difficulty also. Let us suppose the first

animals maintained themselves with food, though we cannot

tell how. But then, what security hath he made for the pre-

servation of human race from the jaws of ravenous beasts ?

The divine writers* have acquainted us, that God at the be-

ginning gave mankind dominion (an impressed awe and au-

thority) over every living thing that moveth upon the earth.^

But in the Atheist's hypothesis there are no imaginable
means of defence ; for 'tis manifest, that so many beasts of

prey, lions, tigers, wolves, and the like, being of the same

age with man, and arriving at the top of their strength in one

year or two, must needs have worried and devoured those

forlorn brats of our Atheist's, even before they were weaned

from the foramina terrce,^ or at least in a short time after ;

sincef all the carnivorous animals shouldj have multiplied

exceedingly, by several generations, before those children

that escaped at first could come to the age of puberty. So

that men would always lessen, and their enemies always
increase.

But some of them will here pretend, that Epicurus was

out in this matter ; and that they were not born mere infants

out of those wombs of the earth, but men at their full growth,
and in the prime of their strength. But, I pray, what should

[* writers; \st ed. "writings."—D.]
1 Gen. i. 28. > Lucret. lib. v. [809.—D.]
[f since ;

\st ed.
"
seeing that."—D.]

[+ should; \st ed.
" would."—D.]
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hinder those grown lusty infants from breaking sooner those

membranes that involved them ; as the shell of the egg is

broken by the bird^ and the amnion* by the foetus ? Were
the membranes so thick and tough^ that \k\e foetus must stay

there till he had teeth to eat through them, as young mag-

gots do through a gall ? But let us answer thesefools accord-

ing to their folly. Let us grant, that they were bom with

beards, and in the full time of manhood. They are not yet

in at better condition ; here are still many enemies against

few, many species against one
; and those enemies speedily

multiplpng in the second and third and much lower genera-
tions ; whereas the sons of the first men must have a tedious

time of childhood and adolescence, before they can either

themselves assist their parents, or encourage them with new

hopes of posterity. And we must consider withal, that (in

the notion of Atheism) those savages were not then what

civilised mankind is now, but mutum et turpe pecus^ without

language, without mutual society, without arms of offence,

without houses or fortifications, an obvious and exposed

prey to the ravage of devouring beasts ; a most sorry and

miserable plantation towards the peopling of a world.

And now that I have followed the Atheists through so

many dark mazes of error and extravagance, having, to my
knowledge, omitted nothing on their side that looks like a dif-

ficulty, nor proposed any thing in reply but what I myself

really believe to be a just and solid answer; I shall here

close up the apostle's argument of the existence of God
from the consideration of human nature. And I appeal to

all sober and impartial judges of what hath been delivered,

whether those noble faculties of our souls may be only a

mere sound and echo from the clashing of senseless atoms,

or rather indubitably must proceed from a spiritual substance

of a heavenly and divine extraction ? whether these admir-

able fabrics of our bodies shall be ascribed to the fatal mo-

[ amnion ; 1st ed.
" amnios^—D.] [f a; \st ed.

"
any."

—
D.]
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tions or fortuitous shufflings of blind matter; or rather,

beyond controversy, to the wisdom and contrivance of the

ahnighty Author of all things, who is wonderful in counsel^

and excellent in working ?^ To whom, &c.

 
Isaiah, xxviii. 29.



CONFUTATION OF ATHEISM

FROM THE

ORIGIN AND FRAME OF THE WORLD.

PART I.

SERMON VI.

Preached October the 3d, 1692.

AcTS^ xiv. 15, &c.

TTiat ye should turn from these vanities unto the living Gody

who made heaven^ and earthy and the sea, and all things

that are therein : who in times past suffered all nations to

walk in their own ways. Nevertheless, he left not himself

without witness, in that he did good, and gave us rain

from heaven, and fruitful seasons, filing our hearts with

food and gladness.

All the arguments that can be brought, or can be demanded,

for the existence of God, may, perhaps not absurdly, be re-

duced to three general heads ; the first of which will include

all the proofs from the vital and intelligent portions of the

universe, the organical bodies of the various animals, and the

immaterial souls of men. Which living and understanding

substances, as they make incomparably the most considerable

and noble part of the naturally known and visible creation,

so they do the most clearly and cogently demonstrate to

philosophical inquirers the necessary self-existence, and om-

nipotent power, and unsearchable wisdom, and boundless be-

neficence of their Maker. This first topic, therefore, was very
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fitly and divinely made use of by our apostle in his confer-

ence with philosophers and that inquisitive people of Athens;
the latter spending their time in nothing else, but either to

tell or hear^ some new thing ;^ and the other in nothing

butt to call in question the most evident truths that were

delivered and received of old. And these arguments we have

hitherto pursued in their utmost latitude and extent. So
that now we shall proceed to the second head^ or the proofs
of a Deity from the inanimate part of the world ; sinceJ even

natural reason, as well as§ holy Scripture, assures us, that

the heavens declare the glory of God, and the firmament
sheweth his handy-work;^ that he made the earth by his

power, he hath established the world by his wisdom, and hath

stretched out the heaven by his understanding ;
^ that he com-

manded, and they were created ; he hath also established them

for ever and ever ;^ he covereth the heavens\\ with clouds, he

prepareth rainfor the earth,^ he crowneth the year with his

goodness,^

These reasons for God's existence, from the frame and

system of the world, as they are equally true with the for-

mer, so they have always been more popular and plausible

to the illiterate part of mankind ; insomuch as the Epi-

cureans,^ and some others, have observed, that men's con-

[* or hear ; \st ed. " or to hearJ"—D.]
*
Chap. xvii. ver. 21.

[f in nothing but
;
not in \st ed.—D.]

[J since; 1*^ ed.
"
seeing that."—D.]

[§ as; \st ed.
" as the."—D.]

^ Psal. xix. 1.
•= Jer. li. 15. ^ Psal. cxlviii. 5.

[II heavens; 1st ed. ^'heaven."—D.]
^ Psal. cxlvii. 8. ' Psal. Ixv. 11.

J? Lucret. lib. v. [1182.—D.]

Praeterea, cceli rationes ordine certo,

Et varia annorum cernebant tempora verti.

and lib. vi. [57.—D.]
Nam bene qui didicere Deos securum agere aevum,

Si tamen interea mirantur, &c.

Cic. de Nat. Deor. lib. ii. [cap. 38. ed. Dav.—D.] Quis hunc hominem dixerit,

qui cum tam certos cceli motus, tam ratos astrorum ordines, &c. Plutarch, de

Plac. Phil. i. 6. \_Mor. t. i v. p. 361. ed. Wyttenb.
—

D.] &eov yap ivvoiav e^xov

airh tS>v ^aivofAevuv aarcpwv, Spuvres tovtovs fxeydXris (TvfKpwvias ovras alriovs,

K<tl TiTayfx4pas rjfiepau re Koi vvKTa, x^'-f^^^^ "^^ '^^^ Oepos, avaTo\ds re Koi hvfffxds.
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templating the most ample arch of the firmament, the innu-

merable multitude of the stars, the regular rising and setting

of the sun, the periodical and constant vicissitudes of day
and night, and seasons of the year, and the other affections

of meteors and heavenly bodies, was the principal and almost

only ground and occasion that the notion of a God came

first into the world ; making no mention of the former proof
from the frame of human nature, that in God we live, and

move, and have our being* Which argument being so natural

and internal* to mankind, doth nevertheless (I know not

how) seem more remote and obscure to the generality of

men, who are readier to fetch a reason from the immense

distance of the starry heavens and the outmost walls of the

world, than seek one at home, within themselves, in their

own faculties and constitutions. So that hence we may per-

ceive how prudently that was waved, and the second here

insisted on by St. Paul to the rude and simple semi-barba-

rians of Lycaonia : he left not himselfwithout witness, in that

he did good, and gave us rain from heaven, and fruitful sea-

sons, filling our hearts withfood and gladness. Which words

we shall now interpret in a large and free acceptation ; so

that this second theme may comprehend all the brute inani-

mate matter of the universe, as the former comprised all

visible creatures in the world, that have understanding, or

sense, or vegetable life. These two arguments are the voices

of nature, the unanimous suffrages of all real beings and sub-

stances created, that are naturally knowable without revela-

tion. And if, lastly, in the third place, we can evince the

divine existence from the adjuncts and circumstances of

human life ;
if we find in all ages, in all civilised nations, an

universal belief and worship of a divinity ; if we find many
unquestionable records of supernatural and miraculous effects ;

if we find many faithful relations of prophecies punctually

accomplished ; of prophecies so well attested, above the sus-

picion of falsehood ; so remote, and particular, and unlikely

[* internal; Is^ erf.
"

intrinsical."—D.]
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to come to pass, beyond the possibility of good guessing, or

the mere foresight of human wisdom
;

if we find a most war-

rantable tradition, that at sundry times and in divers manners

God spake unto mankind by his prophets, and by his Son, and

his apostles, who have delivered to us in sacred writings a

clearer revelation of his divine nature and will; if, I say,

this third topic from human testimony be found agreeable to

the standing vote and attestation of nature, what further

proofs can be demanded or desired ? What fuller evidence

can our adversaries require, since* all the classes of known

beings are summoned to appear ? Would they have us bring

more witnesses than the all of the world ? and will they not

stand to the grand verdict and determination of the universe?

They are incurable infidels that persist to deny a Deity;
when all creatures in the world, as well spiritual as cor-

poreal, all from human race to the lowest of insects, from the

cedar of Libanus to the moss upon the wall, from the vast

globes of the sun and planets to the smallest particles of dust,

do declare their absolute dependence upon the first author

and fountain of all being, and motion, and life, the only
eternal and self-existent God ; with whom inhabit all majesty,

and wisdom, and goodness, for ever and ever.

But, before I enter upon this argument from the origin

and frame of the world, it will not be amiss to premise some

particulars that may serve for an illustration of the text, and

be a proper introduction to the following discourses.f
As the apostles, Barnabas and Paul, were preaching the

Gospel at Lystra,^ a city of Lycaonia in Asia the Less,

among the rest of their auditors there was a lame cripple

from his birth, whom Paul commanded, with a loud voice, to

stand upright on his feet ; and immediately, by a miraculous

energy, he leaped and walked. Let us compare the present
circumstances with those of my former text, and observe

the remarkable difference in the apostle^s proceedings. No

[* since ; \st ed. "
seeing."

—
D.]

[f to the following discourses ; 1^^ ed.
'* to our discourse thereupon."—D.]

^
[Acts, xiv.] Ver. 8.
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question but there were several cripples at Athens, so very

large and populous a city ; and, if that could be dubious, I

might add, that the very climate disposed the inhabitants to

impotency in the feet : Atthide tentantur gressus, ocvlique in

Achceis Finibus^—are the words of Lucretius ; which His pro-

bable he transcribed from Epicurus, a Gargettian and native

of Athens, and therefore an unquestionable evidence in a

matter of this nature. Neither is it likely that all the Athe-

nian cripples should escape the sight of St, Paul, since* he

disputed there in the market daily with them that met him.^

How comes it to pass, then, that we do not hear of a like

miracle in that city; which, one would think, might have

greatly conduced to the apostle^s design, and have converted,

or at least confuted and put to silence, the Epicureans and

Stoics ? But it is not difficult to give an account of this

seeming disparity, if we attend to the qualifications of the

lame person at Lystra, whom Paul stedfastly beholding, and

perceiving that he had Faith to be healed, said, with a loud

voice, Stand upright on thy feet ,^ This is the necessary con-

dition that was always required by our Saviour and his

apostles : And Jesus said unto the blind man, Receive thy

sight, thy Faith hath saved thee ;^ and to the woman that

had the issue of blood. Daughter, be of good comfort ; thy

Faith hath made thee whole : go in peace.^ ^Twas want of

Faith in our Saviour's countrymen, which hindered him
from shedding among them the salutary emanations of his

divine -virtue : And he did not many mighty works there,

because of their unbeliefs There were many diseased per-
sons in his own country, but very few that were rightly dis-

posed for a supernatural cure. St. Mark hath a very obser-

vable expression upon the same occasion : And he could do

no mighty works^ there, save that he laid his hands upon a

few sick folk, and healed them.v Kal ovk HATNATO ixet

' Lucret. lib. vi. [1114.—D.] [* since; Ut ed.
"
seeing."—D.]

^
[Acts, xvii.] ver. 17. ' Ver. 9. •» Luke, xviii. 42.

n
[Luke,] viii. 48. <> Matt. xiii. 58.

[+ works ; 1st ed.
" wor^."—D.] p Mark, vi. 5.
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ovSe/JLiav SuvafjLiv iroLrjcrat. We read in St. Luke, v. 17 :

And the power (Suva/At?) of the Lord was present to heal

them. And chap. vi. ver. 19: And the lohole multitude

sought to touch him ; for there went virtue {hvva^isi) out of

him, and healed them all. Now, since hvvafjui^; and rjhvvaTo

are* words of the same root and signification, shall we so

interpret the evangelist, as if our Saviour had not power to

work miracles among his unbelieving countrymen ? This is

the passage which that impious and impure Atheist Lucilio

Vanino^ singled out for his text, in his pretended and mock

apology for the Christian religion ; wickedly insinuating as

if the prodigies of Christ were mere impostures, and acted by

confederacy ; and therefore, where the spectators were incre-

dulous, and consequently watchful and suspicious, and not

easily imposed on, he could do no mighty work there ;

there his arm was shortened, and his power and virtue too

feeble for such supernatural effects. But the gross absurdity
of this suggestion is no less conspicuous than the villanous

blasphemy of it. For,t can it be credible to any rational

person, that St. Mark could have that meaning ? that he

should tax his Lord and Saviour, whom he knew to be God

Almighty, with deficiency of power ? He could do no mighty
works ; that is, he would do none, because of their unbelief.

There's a frequent change of those words in all languages
of the world. And we may appeal with St. Chrysostom'^ to

the common custom of speech, whatever country we live in.

This, therefore, is the genuine sense of that expression : Christ

would not heal their infirmities, because of the hardness and

slowness of their hearts, in that they believed him not. And

[* Now, since hvvafxis and ^Zvvaro sixe
;

1st ed. "Seeing then that rfSvvaro

and Svvafiis are."—D.]
q Vanini Dial. p. 439.

[f But the gross absurdity of this suggestion is no less conspicuous than

the villanous blasphemy of it. For; 1st ed. " But the gross absurdity] is no

less conspicuous than the villanous blasphemy of this suggestion. For."—D.]
'
Chrys. ad locum : rovro Se Ka\ iv koiv^ ffw-qOficf. tpvXarrSixfvov ^Soi tis &v.

So, hvvafxai is volo, Acts, iv. 20 ; John, vii. 7 : and QiKw is possum. Vid. Budsei

Comm. Ling. Gr.
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I think there is not one instance, in all the history of the

New Testament, of a miracle done for any one's sake that

did not believe Jesus to be a good person, and sent from

God, and had not a disposition of heart fit to receive his

doctrine. For, to believe he was the Messias and Son of

God,^ was not then absolutely necessary, nor rigidly exacted;

the most signal of the prophecies being not yet fulfilled by
him till his passion and resurrection. But, as I said, to

obtain a miracle from him, it was necessary to believe him a

good person, and sent from God.* Herod therefore hopedf
in vain to have seen some miracle done by him ;* and when the

Pharisees sought of him a sign from heaven, tempting him,

they received this disappointing answer. Verily I say unto

you, There shall no sign be given to this generation,^ And we

may observe in the Gospels, that where the persons them-

selves were incapable of actual faith, yet the friends and

relations of those dead that were raised again to life, of

those lunatics and demoniacs that were restored to their

right minds, were such as sought after him, and believed on

him,^ And as to the healing of Malchus's ear,^ it was a

peculiar and extraordinary case ; for, though the person was

wholly unworthy of so gracious a cure, yet, in the account of

the meek Lamb of God, it was a kind of injury done to him

by the fervidness of St. Peter, who knew not yet what spirit

he was of, and that his Master's kingdom was not of this

world. But, besides this obvious meaning of the words of

the evangelist, there may perhaps be a sublimer sense

couched under the expression. For, in the divine nature,

will and caw are frequently the selfsame thing; and freedom

and necessity, that are opposites here below, do in heaven

above most amicably agree and join hands together. And

" See John, ch. ix. and Matt. xvi. 14.

[* But, as I said, to obtain a miracle from him, it was necessary to believe

him a good person, and sent from God ; not in 1st ed.—D.]

[f Herod therefore hoped ; \st ed. ** So Herod hoped."
—D.]

*
Luke, xxiii. 8.

" Mark, viii. 12. ^ Matt. xvii. 15. xv. 22. Luke, viii. 4.

'
Luke, xxii. 51.
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this is not a restraint or impotency^ but the royal preroga-

tive of the most absolute King of kings, that he wills to do

nothing but what he can, and that he can do nothing which

is repugnant to his divine wisdom and essential goodness.
God cannot do what is unjust^ nor say what is untrue, nor

promise with a mind to deceive. Our Saviour, therefore,

could do no mighty work in a country of unbelievers, because

it was not fit and reasonable. And so we may say of our

apostle, who was acted by the Spirit of God, that he could

do no miracle at Athens, and that because of their unbelief.

There is a very sad and melancholy account of the success

of his stay there. Howbeit, certain men clave unto him, and

believed;^ a more diminutive expression than if they had

been called afew. And we do not find that he ever visited

this city again, as he did several others where there were a

competent number of disciples. And indeed, if we consider

the genius and condition of the Athenians at that time ; how

vicious and corrupt they were
',
how conceited of their own

wit, and science, and politeness, as if they* had invented

corn and oil, and distributed them to the world, and had

firstt taught civility, and learning, and religion, and laws, to

the rest of mankind ;y how they were puffed upj with the

fulsome flatteries of their § philosophers, and sophists, and

poets of the stage; we cannot much wonder, that they
should so little regard an unknown stranger that preached
unto them an unknown God.

I am aware of an objection, that, for ought we can now

affirm, St. Paul might have done several miracles at Athens,

though they be not related by St. Luke. I confess I am far

from asserting, that all the miracles of our Saviour are re-

* Ttj/es 5e fij/Spes, ch. xvii. ver 34.

[* as if they ; \st ed.
" that they."—D.]

[t and had first ; 1st ed. " that they first."—D.]
y Cicero pro Flacco. Adsunt Athenienses, unde humanitas, doctrina, religio,

fruges, jura, leges ortae atque in omnes terras distributae putantur. Isoc.

Paneg. Diod. Sic. 13.

[J how they were puffed up ; 1st ed. " how swoln and puffed up."^
—

D.]

[§ their ; not in 1st ed.—D.]
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corded in the Gospels, or of his apostles in the Acts.^ But

nevertheless, in the present circumstances, I think we may
conjecture, that if any prodigy and wonder had been per-

formed by our apostle among those curious and pragmatical

Athenians, it would have had such a consequence as might
have deserved some place in sacred history, as well as this

before us at Lystra, where, when the people saw what Paul

had done, they lift up their voices, saying, in the speech of

hycaonia, The gods are come down to us in the likeness of

men;^ and the priests* came with oxen and garlands, and

would have sacrificed to them, as to Jupiter and Mercurius.

That this was a common opinion among the Gentiles, that

the gods sometimes assumed human shape, and conversed

upon earth as strangers and travellers, must needs be well

known to any one that ever looks into the ancient poets.

Even the vagabond life of ApoUonius Tyanensis shall be

called by a bigoted sophist, e-mhrjfiia 69 avOpcoTrovf; 6eov,^ a

peregrination of a god among men. And when the Lystrians

say,t oyLtoiw^evre? avOpcoiTOi^, godsX in the shape of men, they
mean not that§ the gods had other figure than human even

in heaven itself, (for that was the received doctrine of most

of the vulgar heathen, and of some sects of philosophers

too,) but that they, who in their own nature were of a more

august stature and glorious visage, had now contracted and

debased themselves into the narrower dimensions and meaner

aspects of mortal men. Now, when the apostles heard of

this intended sacrifice, they rent their clothes, and ran in

among the people, crying out,^ &c. St. Chrysostom upon this

place hath a very odd exposition. He inquires why Paul

and Barnabas do now at last reprove the people, when the

priest and victims were even at the gates, and not presently

» See John, xxi. 25. and 2 Cor. xii. 12.

»
[Acts, xiv.] ver. 11. [* priests; \st ed.

"
priest."

—D.]
^
Eunapius, cap. ii. [f the Lystrians say ; 1*/ ed. '*

they say."
—D.]

[J gods ; not in 1st ed.—D.]

[§ they mean not that
;

1st ed. " we must not so understand it, as if they be-

lieved that."—D.]
«= Ver. 14.
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when they lift up their voice and called them gods: for

which he assigns this reason, that because they spoke AvKa-

ovlg-tI, in the Lycaonian tongue^ the Apostles did not then

understand them
; but now they perceived their meaning by

the oxen and the garlands.^ Indeed, it is very probable that

the Lycaonian language was very different from the Greek,
as we may gather* from Ephorus, and Strabo^ that cites

hun, who make almost all the inland nationsf of Asia Minor

to be barbadians; and from Stephanus Byzantius,^ who

acquaints us that apKevOo^, a juniper-tree, was called he\-

/3eta in the speech of the Lycaonians, ev rfj twv AvKaovcov

(I)cov0, But, notwithstanding, we can by no means allow

that the great apostle of the Gentiles should be ignorant of

that language; he that so solemnly affirms of himself, /

thank my God, I speak with tongues more than you all ;^ and

atj the first effusion of this heavenly gift, the dwellers in

Cappadocia, in Pontus and Asia, Phrygia and Pamphylia,

(some of them near neighbours to the Lycaonians,) heard the

apostles speak in their several tongues the wonderful works

of GodJ^ And how could these two apostles have§ preached
the Gospel to the Lystrians,^ if they did not use the common

language of the country? And to what purpose did they

cry out and speak to them,J if the hearers could not appre-

hend ? or how could they by those sayings restrain the people

from sacrificing,^ if what they said was not intelligible ? But

it will be asked, why then were the apostles so slow and

backward in reclaiming them ? and what can be answered to

the query of St. Chrysostom ? When I consider the circum-

^ 'AAA' ovK ^v Tovro ovhiirw StjXov, rr} yap oiKela <puv^ ic^eiyyovro' . . . . 8ia

TOVTO ovSy avrols eXeyoy, iirnd^ Se eTSov t^ ffTefi/xara, rSre i^€\66uT€S ^Up^^av
ra tixdria axnwv. Chrys. ad loc.

[* gather ; \st ed. " conclude."—D.]
«
Ephorus apud Strab. lib. xiv.

[f the inland nations ;
\st ed. ^^ the nations."—D.]

*
Steph. voce Aip^-q.

« 1 Cor. xiv. 18.

\X and at; Is^ ed.
" and yet at."—D.]

^
Acts, ii. [9—11.]

[§ And how could these two apostles have ; \st ed.
" And again how could

they have."—D.]
'

[Acts, xiv.] ver. 7. J Ver. 15.
^ Ver. 18.
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stances and nature of this affair, I am persuaded they did

not hear that discourse of the people. For I can hardly

conceive, that men under such apprehensions as the Lystrians

then were, in the dread presence and under the very nod of

the almighty Jupiter, not an idol of wood or stone, but the

real and very God (as the Athenians made their compliment
to Demetrius Poliorcetes^), should exclaim in his sight and

hearing : this, I say, seems not probable nor natural ; nor is

it afi&rmed in the text : but they might buzz and whisper it

one to another,"^ and silently* withdrawing from the pre-

sence of the apostles, they then lift up their voices, and

noisedf it about the city. So that Paul and Barnabas werej
but just then informed of their idolatrous design, when they

rent their clothes, and ran§ in among them, and expostu-

lated
||
with them ; Sirs, wliy do ye these things ? We also

are men of like passions with you ;^ 6fioL07ra6el<i vfjLtv, mortal

men like yourselves,® as it is judiciously rendered in the

ancient Latin version ; otherwise the antithesis is not so

plain : for the heathen theology made even the gods them-

selves subject to human passions and appetites, to anger,

sorrow, lust, hunger, wounds, lameness, &c. and exempted
them from nothing but death and old age :P and we preach^
unto you, that ye should turn from these vanities (i.

e. idols)

unto the living God, which made heaven, and earth, and the

sea, and all things that are therein : who in times past suffered

all nations to walk in their own ways : iravra ra eOvr), not all

nations, but all the heathen (the word Heathen comes from

* Ov ^v\ivov, oi/Se \i6ivov, a\\' a\7]div6v. Athenaeus, vi. 15. [t. ii. p. 472.

ed. Schw.—D.]
"» ^nSe dens etireffKev I5i)v is irKrjo-lov 6.\\ou. [Horn. //. ii. 271.—D.]

[ silently; 1st ed.
''

tacitly."—D.] [f noised; 1*/ erf. "noise."—D.]

[t were; ls< erf.
" are."—D.] [§ ran; l*^ erf. "run."—D.]

[II expostulated; ls< erf.
"
expostulate."

—
D.]

"
[Acts, xiv.] ver. 15.

° Mortales suraus similes vobis homines. So el n irddu, if I die ; a common

expression in Greek writers.

p . . dX yap iyd)v i>s

Efjji' adduaros Koi ayftpaos T^/xara irdvra. Hom. [//. viii. 538.—D.]

[^ and we preach; 1st ed.
" and preach.^'

—
D.]
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eOvrj), all the Gentiles,^ distinguished from the Jews ; as the

same words are translated Rom. xv. 11, and 2 Tim. iv. 17;

and ought to have been so, Rom. i. 5, and xvi. 26; but much
more in our text, which according to the present version

seems to carry a very obscure, if not erroneous meaning;
but by a true interpretation is very eaay and intelligible :

that hitherto God had suffered all the Gentiles to walk in

their own ways ; and excepting the Jews only, whom he

chose for his own people, and prescribed them a law, he

permitted the rest of mankind to walk by the mere light of

nature, without the assistance of revelation : but that now, in

the fulness of time, he had even to the Gentiles also sent sal-

vation, and opened the door of faith, dindi granted repentance
unto life. So that these words of our apostle are exactly

coincident with that remarkable passage* in his discourse to

the Athenians : And the (past) times of this ignorance (of the

Gentile world) God winked at (or overlooked'^) ; but now com-

mandeth all men every where to repent.^ And nevertheless,

says our text,t even in that gloomy state of heathenism,

he left not himself without tvitness, in that he did good, a^a-
doTTOLoiv ef ovpavov, always doing good from heaven, (which
seems to be the genuine punctuation, and is authorised by
the Syriac interpreters,*) and gave us rain andX fruitful sea-

sons, filling our hearts with food and gladness. Even the

very Gentiles§ might feel after him and find him; since the||

admirable frame of heaven, and earth, and sea, and the muni-

ficent provision of food and sustenance for his creatures, did

competently set forth his eternal power and Godhead; so

^ See Acts, iv. 27 ; xiv. 5; xxvi. 17. Gal. ii. 14.

[_* that remarkable passage ; \st ed. " that so much controverted passage."

'
inrepiSwv.

^
Acts, xvii. 30. [f says our text; not in 1st ed.—D.]

t sntorj [sini nn^i s"^Dti7 p ^n^^ ]inb sin id.v id so

that they read ayaQo-noiwv i^ ovpavov, koI verhv 5. Horat. ]^Sat. i. 5. 102.—D.]

Nee, si quid miri faciat natura, Deos id

Tristes ex alto cceli demittere tecto.

[I rain and; 1st ed.
'* rain from heaven and."—D.]

[§ the very Gentiles ; 1st ed.
" the Gentiles."—D.]

[II since the ; 1st ed.
*'

seeing that the."—D.]
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that stupid idolaters and profane Atheists were then and

always without excuse.*

Our adversaries have used the same methods to elude the

jjresent argument from the frame of the world, as they have

done to evade the former from the origin of mankind. Some

have maintained, that this world hath thus existed from all

eternity in its present form and condition ; but others say,

thatt the forms of particular worlds are generable and cor-

ruptible ; so that our present system cannot have sustained

an infinite duration already gone and expired : but however,

say they, bodyj in general, the common basis and matter of

all worlds and beings, is self-existent and eternal; which,

being naturally divided into innumerable little particles or

atoms, eternally endued with an ingenite and inseparable

power of motion, by their omnifarious concursions, and com-

binations, and coalitions, produce§ successively (or at once, if

matter be infinite) an infinite number of worlds 3 and amongst
the rest there arose|| this visible complex system of heaven

and earth. And thus far they do agi*ee ;
but ^hen they differ

about the cause and mode of the production of worlds, some

ascribing it to fortune, and others to mechanism or nature.

""Tis true, the astrological Atheists will1[ give us no trouble

in the present dispute ; because they cannot forin a peculiar

hypothesis here, as they have done before about the origina-

tion of animals. For though some of them are so vain and

senseless, as to pretend to a thema mundi, a calculated

scheme of the nativity of our world; yet it exceeds even

their absurdity, to suppose the zodiac and planets to be effi-

cient of, and antecedent to, themselves; or to exert any
influences before they were in being. So that, to refute all

[* without excuse; \st ed, "without excuse: which is the scope of the^e

discourses."—D.]

[f say, that; 1*/ ed.
" do as stiffly affirm that."—D.]

[J however, say they, body ; \st ed.
"
however, that body."

—
D.]

[§ produce; \st ed.
" there emergeth."

—D.]

[II amongst the rest there arose ; \st ed.
"
among the rest arose."—D.]

[^ 'Tis true, the astrological Atheists will ;
\st ed.

"
Indeed, as for the as-

trological Atheists, they will."—D.]
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possible explications that the Atheists have or can propose, I

shall proceed in this following method :

I. First, I will prove it impossible that the primary parts

of our world, the sun and the planets, with their regular

motions and revolutions, should have subsisted eternally in

the present or a like frame and condition.

II. Secondly, I will shew, that matter abstractly and

absolutely considered, cannot have subsisted eternally; or,

if it has, yet motion cannot have coexisted eternally with it,

as* an inherent property and essential attribute of the Atheist's

god. Matter.
III. Thirdly, though universal matter should have enduredf

from everlasting, divided into infinite particles in the Epicu-
rean way ; and though motion should have beenJ coeval and

coeternal with it
; yet those§ particles or atoms could never

of themselves, by omnifarious kinds of motion, whether for-

tuitous or mechanical, have fallen or been disposed into this

or a like visible system. ||

•^ IV. And, fourthly, a posteriori, that the order and beauty
of the inanimate parts of the world, the discernible ends and

final causes of them, the to ^eXriov, or a meliority above

what was necessary to be, do evince, by a reflex argument,
that it is the product and workmanship, not of blind mecha-

nism or blinder chance, but of an intelligent and benign Agent,
who by his excellent wisdom made the heavens and earth, and

gives rain^ andfruitful seasonsfor the service of man,

[* cannot have subsisted eternally ; or, if it has, yet motion cannot have

coexisted eternally with it, as ; \st ed.
" cannot have borne an infinite duration

now past and expired ; as also that motion cannot have coexisted eternally,

as."—D.]

[f Thirdly, though universal matter should have endured ; 1st ed.
"
Thirdly,

that though we allow them, that universal matter hath endured."—D.]

[X and though motion should have been
; \st ed.

" and that motion hath

been."—D.]

[§ those; 1*« erf.
" these."—D.]

[II system ; 1^^ ed.
"
system ; though a supposed infinite duration of the

atoms and their motions should already be expired and gone."
—

D.]

[% rain; 1st ed.
*' rains."—D.]
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I shall speak to the two first propositions in my present

discourse ; reserving the latter for other opportunities.*

I. Firsts therefore :t that the present or a like franie of

the world hath not subsisted from everlasting. We will

readily concede, that a thing may be truly eternal, though
its duration be terminated at one end. For so we affirm

human souls to be immortal and eternal, though ^v ore ovk

Tfaav, there was a time when they were nothing; and

therefore their infinite duration will always be bounded at

one extreme by that first beginning of existence. So that,

for ought appears as yet, the revolutions of the earth and

other planets about the sun, though they be limited at one

end by the present revolution, may nevertheless have been

infinite and eternal without any beginning. But then we
must consider, that this duration of human souls is only

potentially infinite. For their eternity consists only in an

endless capacity of continuance without ever ceasing to be,

in a boundless futurity that can never be exhausted, or all

of it be past and present. But their duration can never be

positively and actually eternal; because it is most manifest,

that no moment can ever be assigned, wherein it shall be

true, that such a soul hath then actually sustained an infinite

duration. For that supposed infinite duration will, by the

very supposition, be limited at two extremes, though never

so remote asunder, and consequently must needs be finite.

Wherefore the true nature and notion of a souPs eternity is

this : that the future moments of its duration can never be

all past and present, but still there will be a futurity and

potentiality of more for ever and ever. So that we evidently

perceive from this instance, that;]: whatever successive dura-

tion shall be bounded at one end, and be all past andpresent,
for that reason must be finite.§ Which necessarily evinceth,

[* I shall speak to the two first propositions in my present discourse ; re-

serving the latter for other opportunities ; not in \st ed.—D.]

[f First, therefore ; \st ed. " And first."—D.]

[J instance, that; 1st ed.
*' instance of a soul, that."—D.]

[§ for that reason must be finite ; 1st ed.
** must come infinitely short of

infinity."—D.]
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that the present or a like world can never have been eternal^

or that there cannot have been mfinite past revolutions of a

planet about a sun. For this supposed infinity is terminate*

at one extreme by the present revolution^ and all the other

revolutions are confessedly past ; so that the whole duration

is bounded at one end^ and all past and present ; and there-

fore cannot have been infinite, by what was proved before.

And this will shew us the vast difference between the false

successive eternity backwards, and the real one to come.

For, consider the present revolution of the earth as the

bound and confine of them both. God Almighty, if he so

pleaseth, may continue this motion to perpetuity in infinite

revolutions to come; because futurity is inexhaustible^ and

can never be all spent orf run out by past and present

moments. But then, if we look backwards from this present

revolution, w^e mayj apprehend the impossibility of infinite

revolutions on that side ; because all are already past, and so

were once actually present, and consequently are finite, by
the argument before. For surely we cannot conceive a pre?

teriteness (if I may say so) still backwards in infinitum,

that never was present, as we can an endless futurity that

never will be present. So that though one is potentially

infinite, yet nevertheless the other is actually§ finite. And
this

1 1 reasoning doth necessarily conclude against the past

infinite duration of all successive motion and mutable beings :

but it doth not at aU^f affect the eternal existence of God,**
in whose invariable nature there is no past orff future ; who
is omnipresent not only as to space, but as to duration ; and

with respect to such omnipresence, it is certain and manifest,

that succession and motion are mere impossibilities, and re-

pugnant in the very terms.

[* terminate ; 1*^ ed.
" terminated."—D.]

[t or; \st ed.
" and."—D.] [J may; 1^/ ed.

" do."—D.]

[§ actually; 1*^ e<?.
"
positively."

—
D.]

[II
And this; 1*^ ed.

" And though this."—D.]

[^ but it doth not at all ; 1st ed. "
yet it doth not all."—D.]

[*• God ; 1st ed.
" the adorable Divinity."—D.]

[ft or ;
1st ed.

" nor."—D.]
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And, secondly, though what hath been now said hath

given us so clear a view of the nature of successive duration,

as to make more arguments needless ; yet I shall here briefly

shew how our adversaries' hypothesis, without any outward

opposition, destroys and confutes* itself. For let us suppose
infinite revolutions of the earth about the sun to be already

gone and expired ;
I take it to be self-evident, that, if none

of those past revolutions has been infinite ages ago, all the

revolutions put together cannot makef the duration of infinite

ages : it follows, therefore, from this supposition, that there

may be some one assignable revolution among them, that

wasj at an infinite distance from the present. But it is self-

evident likewise, that no one past revolution could§ be in-

finitely distant from the present; for then an infinite or

unbounded duration may be bounded at two extremes by
two annual revolutions ; which is absurd and a contradiction.

And again, upon the same supposition of an eternal past
duration of the world, and of infinite annual revolutions of

the earth about the sun
;
I would ask concerning the monthly

revolutions of the moon about the earth, or the diurnal ones

of the earth upon its ovm axis, both which, by the very hypo-
thesis, are coeval with the former, whether these also have

been finite or infinite ? Not finite to be sure
; because then

a finite number would be gi*eater than an infinite, as 12 or

365 are more than an unit. Nor infinite neither ; for then

two or three infinites would exceed one another, as a year
exceeds a month, or both exceed a day. So that both ways
the supposition is repugnant and impossible.

Arid thirdly, the arguments already used,^ from the

gradual increase of mankind, from the known plantations
of most countries, from the recent invention of letters and

arts, &c. do conclude as forcibly against the eternity of the

world as against infinite generations of humtin race. For if

[* without any outward opposition destroys and confutes; 1st ed. "doth

without any outward opposition destroy and confute."—D.]

[t make; 1st ed. "make up."—D.] [J was; 1*/ ed. "is."—D.]

[§ could; l5<erf. "can."—D.]
« Serm. iii.
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the present frame of the earth be supposed eternal^ by the

same notion they make mankind to have been coeternal with

it. For otherwise this eternal earth, after she had been

eternally barren and desolate, must at last have sponta-

neously produced mankind, without new cause from without,

or any alteration in her own texture ; which is so gross an

absurdity, that even no Atheist hath yet affirmed it. So that

it evidently follows, since mankind had a beginning, that

the* present form of the earth, and therefore the whole

system of the world, had a beginning also.

Which being proved and established, we are now enabled

to give answers to some bold queries and objections of

Atheists ; that sincef God is described as a being infinitely

powerful and perfectly good ; and that these attributes were

essential to him from all eternity ; why did he notJ by his

power, for the more ample communication of his goodness,

create the world from eternity,§ if he created it at all ? or at

least many millions of ages ago, before this short span of

duration of five or six thousand years? To the first we

reply, that since we have discovered an internal|| and natural

impossibility that a successive duration should be actually

eternal ;
His to us a flat contradiction, that the world should

have been^ created from everlasting. And therefore it is

no affront to the divine omnipotence, if by reason of the

formal incapacity and repugnancy of the thing we conceive,**

that the world could not possibly have been made from all

eternity, even by God himself. Which gives an answer to

the second question. Why created so lately ? For, if it could

[* since mankind had a beginning, that the ; 1*^ ed.
" that if mankind had

a beginning, the."—D.]

[f since ; \st ed.
"
seeing,"

—
D.]

[+ he not; Is^ec?.
" not he."— D.]

[§ from eternity ;
\st ed.

"
eternally."

—
D.]

[II
since we have discovered an internal ; 1st ed.

"
seeing we have discovered

an intrinsical."—D.]

[^ 'tis to us a flat contradiction, that the world should have been
; 1st ed.

"
it is no less than a contradiction to itself, that the world should be."—D.]

[** conceive ; 1st ed.
" aver."—D.]
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not be created from eternity,* there can no instant be as-

signed for its creation in time, though never so many
myriads and millions of years since, but the same query

mayt be put, Why but now, and Why so late ? for even

before that remoter period God was eternally existent, and

might have made the world as many myriads of ages still

backwards before that: and consequently this objection is

absurd and unreasonable. For else, if it was good and

allowable, it would eternally hinder God from exerting his

creative power, because he could never make a world so

early, at any given moment, but it mayj truly be said, he

could have created it sooner. Or if they think there§ may
be a soonest instant of possible creation, yet, since|| all in-

stants have an equal pretence to it in human apprehension,

why may not this recent production of the world, according
to sacred authority, be supposed to be that soonest? At
least it may make that claim to it that cannot be baffled by
their arguments, which^ equally conclude against all claims,

against any conceivable beginning of the world.

And so, when they profanely ask. Why did not this sup-

posed Deity, if he really made the heavens, make them

boundless and immense, a fit and honourable mansion for an

infinite and incomprehensible being ;
or at least vastly more

ample and magnificent than this narrow cottage of a world ?

we may make them this answer : First, it seems** impos-

sible, and a contradiction, that a created world should be

infinite jff because it is the nature of quantityJJ and motion,
that they can never be actually and positively infinite : they
have a power indeed§§ and a capacity of being increased

[* it could not be created from eternity ; \st ed. **
it be impossible to have

been created eternally."
—

D.]

[f may; 1«< erf.
"
might."—D.] [+ may; 1 5/ erf. "might."—D.]

[§ there; !«< erf. "that there."—D.]

[II
since ; \st erf.

"
seeing that"—D.]

[^ their arguments, which
; \st erf.

" such arguments as."—D.]

[* it seems ; \st erf.
" that it is."—D.]

[ft infinite ; \st erf.
" immense."—D.]

[XX quantity; ls< erf.
"
space."—D.] [§§ indeed; ls< erf. "only."—D.]
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without end; so as no quantity* can be assigned so vast,

but still a larger may be imagined ; no motion so swift or

languid, but a greater velocity or slowness may still be con-

ceived; no positive duration of it so long, than which a

longerf may not be supposed: but even that very power
hinders them from being actually infinite.J From whence,

secondly, it follows, that though the world was a million of

times more spacious and ample than even astronomy sup-

poses it, or yet another million bigger than that, and so on

in infinite progression, yet stiU they might make the same

exception world without end. For since§ God Almighty
can do all that is possible, and quantity ||

hath always a possi-

bility of being enlarged more and more,^ he could never

create so ample a world, but still it would be true, that he

could have made a bigger; the fecundity of his creative

power never growing barren, nor ever to be** exhausted.

Now what maytt always be an exception against all possible

worlds, can never be a just one against any whatsoever.

And when they scoffingly demand. Why would this imagi-

nary Omnipotence make such mean pieces of workmanship ?

what an indigent and impotent thing is his principal crea-

ture man ! would not boundless beneficence have communi-

cated his divine perfections in the most eminent degrees ?

they may receive this reply; that we are far from such

arrogance, as to pretend to the highest dignity, and be the

chief of the whole creation : we believe an invisible world,

and a scale of spiritual beings all nobler than ourselves : nor

yet are we so low and base as their Atheism would depress

us ; not walking statues of clay, not the sons of brute earth,

[* as no quantity; \st ed. ** that no space."
—

D.]

[f longer ;
\st ed.

" more lasting."
—

D.]

[J but even that very power hinders them from being actually infinite ; not

in \st ed.—D.]

[§ since; l^i e<i.
"
seeing that."—D.]

[II quantity ; 1st ed.
"
space."

—D.]

[^ more and more ;
\st ed.

"
indefinitely."

—
D.]

[** nor ever to be ; \st ed.
" nor being."

—
D.}

[ft may; l«^e<f." might."—D.]
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whose final inheritance is death and corruption: we carry

tlie image of God in us, a rational and immortal soul ; and,

though we be now indigent* and feeble, yet we aspire after

eternal happiness, and firmly expect a great exaltation of all

our natural powers. But whatsoeverf was or can be made,
whether angels or archangels, cherubims or seraphims, whether

thrones or dominions, or principalities or powers, all the glo-

rious host of heaven, must needs be finite, and imperfect,

and dependent creatures : and God, out of the exceeding

greatness of his power, is still able, without end, to create

higher classes of beings. For where can we put a stop to

the efficacy of the Almighty ? or what can we assign for the

highest of all possible finite perfections ? There can be no

such thing asJ an almost infinite ; there can be nothing next

or second to an omnipotent God : Nee viget quicquam simile

aut secundum,^ as the heathen poet said excellently well of

the supposed father of gods and men. The infinite distance

betw^een the Creator and the noblest of all creatures can

never be measured nor exhausted by endless addition of

finite degrees. So that no actual creature can ever be the

most perfect of all possible creation. Which shews the foUy
of this query, that might always be demanded, let things be

as they will
; that would impiously and absurdly attempt to

tie the arm of Omnipotence from doing any thing at all,

because it can never do its utmost.

II. I proceed now to the second proposition, that neither

matter universally and abstractly considered, nor motion, as

its attribute and property, can have existed from all eternity.§
And to this I shall speak the more briefly, not only because

it is an abstruse and metaphysical speculation, but because

it is of|| far less moment and consequence than the rest:

[* indigent; !«/ erf.
" miserable."—D.]

[f But whatsoever; 1st ed. ** But farther we affirm, that whatsoever."—D.]

[J thing as; \st ed.
"
thing or notion as."—D.]

" Horat. Car. i. 12.

[§ nor motion, as its attribute and property, can have existed from all eter-

nity ; \st ed. *' nor motion can have endured a past eternity."
—

D.]

[II
but because it is of; \st cd. •' but also of."—D-]
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since* without this we can evince the existence of God from

the origin and frame of the universe. For if the present or a

like system of the world cannot possibly have been eternal ;t

and if without God'^ it could neither naturally nor fortuit-

ously emerge out of a chaos;J we must necessarily have

recourse to a Deity,^ as the contriver and maker of heaven

and earth; whether we suppose he created them out of

nothing, or had the materials ready eternally to his hand.

But nevertheless, because we are verily persuaded of the

truth of this article, we shall briefly assign some reasons of

our belief, in these following particulars.

First, It is a thing possible, that matter may have been§

produced out of nothing. It is urged as an universal maxim,
that nothing can proceed from nothing. Now this we readily

allow ; and yet it will prove nothing against the possibility

of creation. For, when they say, nothing from nothing,

they must so understand it, as excluding all causes, both

material and efficient. In which sense it is most evidently

and infallibly true ; being equivalent to this proposition, that

nothing can make itself; or, nothing cannot bring its no-

self out of nonentity into something. Which only expresses ||

thus much, that matter did not produce itself, or, that all

substances did not emerge out of an universal nothing.

Now, who ever talked at that rate? We do not say, the

world was created froml[ nothing and by nothing ;
we assert

an eternal God to have been the efficient cause of it. So

that a creation of the world out of nothing by something,

and by that something that includes in its nature a necessary

existence and perfection of power, is certainly no contradic-

[* than the rest: since ; Isted. " to us than the others: seeing that."—D.]

[f eternal ;
1st ed. "

eternal, by the first proposition."
—D.]

^ By the first proposition.

[J chaos ;
1st ed.

"
chaos, by the third proposition."

—D.]
* By the third proposition.

[§ a thing possible, that matter may have been ; 1st ed.
" no contradiction,

that matter should be."—D.]

[II expresses; l5< cJ.
"
proves."—D.]

1% say, the world was created from ; 1st ed.
" create the world from."—D.]
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tion, nor opposes that common maxim. Whence it mani-

festly follows, that since* God may do any thing that

implies not a contradiction
;

if there be such an essence as

God, he may have created matter out of nothing, that is,

have given an existence to matter, whichf had no being
before.

And, secondly, // is very probable, that matter has been%

actually created out of nothing. In a former discourse we
have proved sufficiently,y that human souls are not mere

modification of matter, but real and spiritual substances, that

have as true an existence as our very bodies themselves.

Now, no man, as I conceive, can seriously think that his

own soul hath existed from all eternity. He cannot believe

the stuff or materials of his soul to have been eternal, and

the soul to have been made up of them at the time of his

conception. For a human soul is no compound being ; 'tis

not made of particles, as our bodies are, but ^tis one simple

homogeneous essence : neither can he think that the person-

ality of his soul, with its faculties inherent in it, has existed

eternally; this is against common sense, and it needs no

refutation. Nay, though a man could be so extravagant as

to hold this assertion, that his soul, his personal self, has

been from everlasting, yet even this in the issue would be

destructive to Atheism, since it supposes an eternal Being,

endued with understanding and wisdom. We will take it

then as a thing confessed, that the immaterial souls of men
have been produced out of nothing. § But if God hath

[• since ; \st ed.
"
seeing."

—D.]

[f that is, have given an existence to matter, which ; \st ed.
" or given that

an existence, that."—D.]

[J And, secondly, It is very probable, that matter has been ; \st ed.
"
Secondly,

some things have been."—D.]
y Serm. ii.

[§ Now, no man, as I conceive, that the immaterial souls of men

have been produced out of nothing ;
1*/ ed. " Now, no man in his wits can seri-

ously think, that his own soul hath existed from all eternity ; not the stuff or

matter of it, for it is no compound being ;
not the personality of it, as I appeal

to common sense : and if a man could believe that his personal soul hath been
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actually created those intelligent substances that have such

nobility and excellency of being above* brute senseless

matter, 'tis pervicaciousness to deny that he created matter

also : unless they'll say, necessary existence is includedf in

the very essence and idea of matter.

ButJ matter doth not include in its nature a necessity of

existence. For human§ souls^ as is proved before, have been

actually created, and consequently have not necessary exist-

ence included in their essence. Now can any man|| believe,

that his^ spiritual soul, that understands, and judges, and

invents, endowed with those divine faculties of sense,

memory, and reason, hath a dependent and precarious being
created and preserved by another ; while** the particles of

this dead ink and paper haveft been necessarily eternal and

uncreated?! J ^Tis against natural reason; and no one,

while he contemplates an individual body, can discern that

necessity of its existence.§§ But men have been taught to

believe that extension or space, and body, are both the||||

selfsame thing. So that because they cannot imagine, how

space can either begin or cease to exist, they presently con-

clude, that extended in^nite matter must needs be eternal.^^

But I shall fully prove hereafter,^ that body and space or dis-

from everlasting, such an opinion would be as destructive to atheism, as to

concede the contrary now. So that the spiritual souls of men have confessedly

been produced out of nothing."
—

D.]

[* excellency of being above; 1st ed. "excellency above."—D.]

[f unless they'll say, necessary existence is included; 1st ed.
" unless neces-

sary existence be included."—D.]

[t But; 1*^ erf.
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Thirdly."—D.]

[§ For human ;
1st ed.

" Human."—D.]

[II any man ;
1st ed.
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and reason ;
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another ;
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" and invents, &c. ; hath notwithstanding a dependent
and precarious being; while."—D.]
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tance are quite different things, and that a vacuity is inter-

spersed among the particles of matter, and such a one as

hath a vastly larger extension than all the matter of the

universe. Which now being supposed, they ought to* abstract

their imagination from that false infinite extension, and con-

ceive one particle of matter surrounded on all sides with

vacuity, and contiguous to no other body. And whereast

formerly they fancied an immense boundless space, as an

homogeneous one, which great individual they believed

might deserve the attribute of necessary existence ; let them

now please to imagine onej solitary atom that hath no

dependence on the rest of the world, and is no more sus-

tained in being by other matter, than it could be created by
it ; and then I would ask the question,§ whether this poor

atom, sluggish and unactive as it is, doth involve necessity

of existence, the first and highest of all perfections, in its

particular nature and notion ? I dare presume for the nega-
tive in the judgments of all serious men. And I observe

the Epicureans take much pains to convince us,^ that in

natural corruptions and dissolutions, atoms are not reduced

to nothing ; which surely would be needless, if the very idea

of atoms imported self-existence. And yet if one atom do

not include so much in its notion and essence, all atoms

put together, that is, all the matter of the universe, cannot||

include it. So that, upon the whole matter, since^ creation

is no contradiction; since** God hath certainly created

nobler substances than matter; and sinceft matter is not

necessarily eternal; it is most reasonable to believe, that

[• ought to ;
1st ed.

" must."—D.]

[f body. And whereas ; 1st ed. "
body. So that all other matter is divided

and distinct from it by the very supposition. And hence it appears, thai

whereas."—D.]

[J let them now please to imagine one
; 1st ed. " now the whole question is

about one."—D.]

[§ and then I would ask the question ; 7wt in \st ed.—D.]
 Lucret. lib. i. [1| cannot ; 1st ed.
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[^ since ;
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seeing that."—D.]
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the eternal and self-existent God created the material world,*

and produced it out of nothing.f
And then, as to the last proposition, that motion, as an

attribute or property of matter, cannot have been from eter-

nity. That we may wave| some metaphysical arguments,
which demonstrate that local motion cannot be positively

eternal ; we shall only observe, in two words, that if matter

be not essentially eternal, as we have shewed before, much
less can motion be, that is but the adjunct and accident of

it. Nay, though we should concede an eternity to matter ;

yet why must motion be coeval with it ? which is not only
not inherent and essential to matter, but may be produced
and destroyed at the pleasure of free agents ; both which are

flatly repugnant to an eternal and necessary duration. I am
aware how some have asserted, that the same quantity of

motion is always kept up in the world ;
which may seem to

favour the opinion of its infinite duration : but that asser-

tion § doth solely depend upon an absolute plenum ; which

being refuted in my next discourse, ||
it will then appear how

absurd and false that conceit is, about the same quantity of

motion; how easily disproved from that power in human souls

to excite motion when they please, and from the gradual^

[ world ; 1st ed. " world also."—D.]

[f nothing; after this word the 1st ed. has the following paragraph :

" And fourthly, it will be allowed as true by all those that can reach these

speculations, That whatsoever hath not necessarily an eternal self-existence

included in its very nature and definition (which we have proved matter hath

not), cannot have been actually self-existent from eternity: so that finally

there is not only a great inducement from its probability and reasonableness,

but a downright necessity of admitting the creation of the world."—D.]

[J And then, as to the last proposition, that motion, as an attribute or pro-
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increase of men and other animals, and many arguments

besides. Therefore let this also be concluded, that motion

has not been eternal* in an infinite past duration: which

was the last thingt to be proved.

[* has not been eternal ;
1st ed.

" cannot have subsisted."—D.]

[t the last thing ; 1^^ ed.
" the thing."—D.]
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CONFUTATION OF ATHEISM
FROM THE

ORIGIN AND FRAME OF THE WORLD.

PART IL

SERMON VII.

Preached November the 7th, 1692.

Acts, xiv. 15, &c.

That ye should turn from these vanities unto the living God,
who made heaven and earth, and the sea, and all things

that are therein : who in times past suffered all nations to

walk in their own ways. Nevertheless, he left not himself
without witness, in that he did good, and gave us rain

from heaven, and fruitful seasons, .filling our hearts with

food and gladness.

When we first entered upon this topic, the demonstration

of God's existence from the origin and frame of the world,

we offered to prove four propositions.

I. That this present system of heaven and earth cannot

possibly have subsisted from all eternity.

II. That matter considered generally, and abstractly from

any particular form and concretion, cannot possibly have

been eternal ; or, if matter could be so, yet motion cannot

have coexisted with it eternally, as an inherent property and

essential attribute of matter. These two we have already
established in the preceding discourse

-,
we shall now shew,

in the third place,

III. That, though we should allow the Atheists, that
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matter and motion may have been from everlasting ; yet if

(as they now suppose) there were once no sun, nor stars,

nor earth, nor planets, but the particles that now constitute

them were diffused in the mundane space in manner of a

chaos, without any concretion or* coalition ; those dispersed

particles could never of themselves, by any kind of natural

motion, whether called fortuitous or mechanical, have con-

vened into this present or any other like frame of heaven

and earth.

1. And first, as to that ordinary cant of illiterate and

puny Atheists, the fortuitous or casual concourse of atoms,

that compendious and easy despatch of the most important
and difficult affair, the formation of a world (besides that

in our next undertaking it will be refuted all along) ; I shall

now briefly despatch it, from what hath been formerly said

concerning the true notions of fortune and chance.^ Whereby
it is evident, that in the atheistical hypothesis of the world's

production, fortuitous and mechanical must be the self-same

thing. Because /br/z^we is no real entity nor physical essence,

but a mere relative signification, denoting only this; that

such a thing said to fall out by fortune was really effected

by material and necessary causes, but the person, with

regard to whom it is called fortuitous, was ignorant of those

causes or their tendencies, and did not design orf foresee

such an effect. This is the only allowable and genuine
notion of the word fortune. But thus to affirm, that the

world was made fortuitously, is as much as to say, that

before the world was made, there was some intelligent agent
or spectator, who, designing to do something else, or expect-

ing that something else would be done with the materials of

the world, there were some occult and unknown motions

and tendencies in matter, which mechanically formed the

world beside his design or expectation. Now the Atheists,

we may presume, will be loath to assert a fortuitous formation

in this proper sense and meaning, whereby they will make

[• or; li^ cf^.
" and."—D.]

^ Serm. v.

[t or; Uted. "nor."—D.]
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understanding to be older than heaven and earth. Or if

they should so assert it, yet, unless they will affirm that the

intelligent agent did dispose and direct the inanimate matter

(which is what we would bring them to), they must still

leave their atoms to their mechanical affections ;
not able to

make one step toward the production of a world beyond the

necessary laws of motion. It is plain, then, that fortune, as to

the matter before us, is but a synonymous wordwith nature and

necessity. It remains that we examine the adequate mean-

ing of chance ;^ which properly signifies, that all events called

casual, among inanimate bodies, are mechanically and natu-

rally produced according to the determinate figures, and

textures, and motions of those bodies ;
with this negation

only, that those inanimate bodies are not conscious of their

own operations, nor contrive and cast about how to bring
such events to pass. So that thus to say, that the world

was made casually by the concourse of atoms, is no more

than to affirm, that the atoms composed the world mechani-

cally and fatally; only they were not sensible of it, nor

studied and considered about so noble an undertaking. For

if atoms formed the world according to the essential proper-
ties of bulk, figure, and motion, they formed it mechanically;

and if they formed it mechanically without perception and

design, they formed it casually. So that this negation of

consciousness being all that the notion of chance can add to

that of mechanism, we, that do not dispute this matter with

the Atheists, nor believe that atoms ever acted by counsel

and thought, may have leave to consider the several names

oi fortuney and chance, and nature, and mechanism, as one

and the same hypothesis. Wherefore, once for all to over-

throw all possible explications which Atheists have or may
assign for the formation of the world, we will undertake to

evince this following proposition :

2. That the atoms or particles which now constitute

heaven and earth, being once separate and diffused in the

mundane space, like the supposed chaos, could never, without

' Serm. v.
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a God, by their mechanical affections, have convened into this

present frame of things^ or any other like it.

Which that we may perform with the greater clearness

and conviction, it will be necessary, in a discourse about the

formation of the world, to give you a brief account of some

of the most principal and systematical phenomena that occur

in the world now that it is formed.

(1.) The most considerable phenomenon belonging to ter-

restrial bodies is the general action of gravitation, whereby
all known bodies in the vicinity of the earth do tend and

press towards its centre ; not only such as are sensibly and

evidently heavy, but even those that are comparatively the

lightest, and even in their proper place and natural ele-

ments (as they usually speak) ; as air gravitates even in air,

and water in water. This hath been demonstrated and

experimentally proved beyond contradiction, by several in-

genious persons of the present age ; but by none so perspicu-

ously, and copiously, and accurately, as by the honourable

founder of this Lecture,^ in his incomparable Treatises of

the Air and Hydrostatics.

(2.) Now this is the constant property of gravitation,

that the weight of all bodies around the earth is ever pro-

portional to the quantity of their matter : as, for instance, a

pound weight (examined hydrostatically) of all kinds of

bodies, though of the most different forms and textures,

doth always contain an equal quantity of solid mass or cor-

poreal substance. This is the ancient doctrine of the Epicu-
rean physiology,^ then and since very probably indeed, but

yet precariously asserted : but it is lately demonstrated and

put beyond controversy by that very excellent and divine

theorist, Mr. Isaac Newton,*^ to whose most admirable saga-

city and industry we shall frequently be obliged in this and

the following discourse.

I will not entertain this auditory with an account of the

^ Mr. Boyle's Physicom. Exp. of Air, Hydrostat. Paradoxes.
* Lucret. lib. i.

' Newton. Philos. Natur. Princ. Math. lib. iii. prop. 6.
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demonstration ; but referring the curious to the book itself

for full satisfaction,, I shall now proceed and build upon it as

a truth solidly established^ that all bodies weigh according to

their matter ; provided only that the compared bodies be at

equal distances from the centre toward which they weigh.
Because the further they are removed from the centre^ the

lighter they are ; decreasing gradually and uniformly in

weight, in a duplicate proportion to the increase of the dis-

tance.

(3.) Now suice gravity is found proportional to the quan-

tity of matter, there is a manifest necessity of admitting a va-

cuurriy another principal doctrine of the atomical philosophy.
Because if there were every where an absolute plenitude and

density, without any empty pores and interstices between

the particles of bodies, then all bodies of equal dimensions

would contain an equal quantity of matter, and conse-

quently, as we have shewed before, would be equally pon-
derous ; so that gold, copper, stone, wood, &c., would have

all the same specific weight, which experience assures us

they have not : neither would any of them descend in the

air, as we all see they do; because, if all space was full,

even the air would be as dense and specifically as heav}^ as

they. If it be said, that, though the difference of specific

gravity may proceed from variety of texture, the lighter

bodies being of a more loose and porous composition, and

the heavier more dense and compact ; yet an ethereal subtile

matter, which is in a perpetual motion, may penetrate and

pervade the minutest and inmost cavities of the closest

bodies, and adapting itself to the figure of every pore, may
adequately fill them, and so prevent all vacuity, without

increasing the weight : to this we answer, that that subtile

matter itself must be of the same substance and nature with

all other matter, and therefore it also must weigh propor-

tionally to its bulk; and as much of it as at any time is

comprehended within the pores of a particular body must

gravitate jointly with that body ; so that if the presence of

this ethereal matter made an absolute fulness, all bodies of
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equal dimensions would be equally heavy : which being re-

futed by experience^ it necessarily follows, that there is a

vacuity; and that (notwithstanding some little objections,

full of cavil and sophistry) mere and simple extension or

space hath a quite different nature and notion from real

body and impenetrable substance.

(4.) This, therefore, being established ;
in the next place,

it's of great consequence to our present inquiry, if we can

make a computation, how great is the whole sum of the

void spaces in our system, and what proportion it bears to

the corporeal substance. By many and accurate trials^ it

manifestly appears, that refined gold, the most ponderous of

known bodies (though even that must be allowed to be

porous too, because it's* dissoluble in mercury, and aqua

regis, and other chymical liquors, and because it'sf natu-

rally a thing impossible that the figures and sizes of its con-

stituent particles should be so justly adapted as to touch

one another in every point), I say, gold is in specific weight
to common water as 19 to 1

;
and water to common air as

850 to 1 : so that gold is to air as 16,150 to 1. Whence it

clearly appears, seeing matter and gravity are always com-

mensurate, that (though we should allow the texture of gold
to be entirely close, without any vacuity) the ordinary air in

which we live and respire is of so thin a composition, that

16,149 parts of its dimensions are mere emptiness and

nothing, and the remaining one only material and real sub-

stance. But if gold itself be admitted, as it must be, for

a porous concrete, the proportion of void to body in the

texture of common air will be so much the greater. And
thus it is in the lowest and densest region of the air near the

surface of the earth, where the whole mass of air is in a state

of violent compression, the inferior being pressed and consti-

pated by the weight of all the incumbent. But, since the

air is now certainly known to consist of elastic or springy

« Mr. Boyle, of Air and Porosity of Bodies.

[* because it's ; 1st ed.
"
being."

—D.]

[f because it's
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being."
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particles,^ that have a continual tendency and endeavour to

expand and display themselves ; and the dimensions, to

which they expand themselves, to be reciprocally as the

compression; it follows, that the higher you ascend in it,

where it is less and less compressed by the superior air, the

more and more it is rarefied. So that at the height of a few

miles from the surface of the earth, it is computed to have

some million parts of empty space in its texture for one of

solid matter. And at the height of one terrestrial semi-

diameter (not above four thousand miles), the ether is of

that wonderful tenuity, that, by an exact calculation,^ if a

small sphere of common air of one inch diameter (already

16,149 parts nothing) should be further expanded to the

thinness of that ether, it would more than take up the vast

orb of Saturn, which is many million million times bigger
than the whole globe of the earth. And yet, the higher you
ascend above that region, the rarefaction still gradually in-

creases without stop or limit : so that, in a word, the whole

concave of the firmament, except the sun and planets and

their atmospheres, may be considered as a mere void. Let us

allow, then, that all the matter of the system of our sun may
be 50,000 times as much as the whole mass of the earth ;

and we appeal to astronomy, if we are not liberal enough
and even prodigal in this concession. And let us suppose

further, that the whole globe of the earth is entirely solid

and compact, without any void interstices ; notwithstanding

what hath been shewed before, as to the texture of gold

itself. Now, though we have made such ample allowances,

we shall find, notwithstanding, that the void space of our

system is immensely bigger than all its corporeal mass.

For, to proceed upon our supposition, that all the matter

within the firmament is 50,000 times bigger than the solid

globe of the earth ;
if we assume the diameter of the orbis

magnus (wherein the earth moves about the sun) to be only

7,000 times as big as the diameter of the earth, (though the

^ Mr. Boyle, ibid.

» Newton. Philos. Nat. Principia Math. p. 503.
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latest and most accurate observations make it thrice 7^000),

and the diameter of the firmament to be only 100,000 times

as long as the diameter of the orbis magnus (though it can-

not possibly be less than that, but may be vastly and un-

speakably bigger), we must pronounce, after such large

concessions on that side, and such great abatements on

ours, that the sum of empty spaces vrithin the concave of

the firmament is 6,860 million million million times bigger

than all the matter contained in it.

Now, from hence we are enabled to form a right concep-
tion and imagination of the supposed chaos, and then

we may proceed to determine the controversy with more

certainty and satisfaction, whether a world like the present

could possibly without a divine influence be formed in it,

or no ?

1. And first, because every fixed star is supposed by
astronomers to be of the same nature with our sun, and

each may very possibly have planets about them, though,

by reason of their vast distance, they be invisible to us ; we
will assume this reasonable supposition, that the same pro-

portion of void space to matter, which is found in our sun's

region within the sphere of the fixed stars, may competently
well hold in the whole mundane space. I am aware that in

this computation we must not assign the w^hole capacity of

that sphere for the region of our sun, but allow half of its

diameter for the radii of the several regions of tlie next

fixed stars ; so that, diminishing our former number, as this

last consideration requires, we may safely affirm, from certain

and demonstrated principles, that the empty space of our

solar region (comprehending half of the diameter of the

firmament) is 8,575 hundred thousand million million times

more ample than all the corporeal substance in it. And we

may fairly suppose, that the same proportion may hold

through the whole extent of the universe.

2. And secondly, as to the state or condition of matter

before the world was a-making, which is compendiously

expressed by the word chaos ; they must either suppose, that
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the matter of our solar system* was evenly, or well-nigh

evenly^ diffused through the region of the sun, whichf would

represent a particular chaos ; or that all matter universally

was so spreadJ through the whole mundane space, which

would truly exhibit a general chaos ; no part of the universe

being rarer or denser than another. And this is agreeable
to the ancient description of chaos,§ that the heavens and

earth had filau IBiav, filav /iiop<j>r}Vy one form, one texture

and constitution ;J which could not be, unless all the mun-
dane matter were uniformly and evenly diffused. 'Tis in-

different to our dispute, whether they suppose it to have

continued a long time or very little in the state of diffusion.

For, if there were|| but one single moment in all past eter-

nity, when matter was so diffused, we shall plainly and fully

prove, that it could never have convened afterwards into the

present frame and order of things.

3. It is evident from what we have newly proved, that in

the supposition of such a chaos, or such an even diffusion

either of the whole mundane matter, or -that of our system

(for it matters not which they assume), every single particle

would have a sphere of void space around it 8,5/5 hundred

thousand million million times bigger than the dimensions of

that particle. Nay, further, though the proportion already

appear so immense, yet every single particle would really be

surrounded with a void sphere eight times as capacious as

that newly mentioned, its diameter being compounded of

the diameter of the proper sphere, and the semi-diameters

of the contiguous spheres of the neighbouring particles.

[* they must either suppose, that the matter of our solar system ; \st ed.
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From whence it appears^ that every particle (supposing them

globular, or not very oblong) would be above nine million

times their own length from any other particle. And more-

over, in the whole surface of this void sphere there can only
twelve particles be evenly placed, as the hypothesis requires ;

that is, at equal distances from the central one and from

each* other : so that if the matter of our system, or of the

universe, was equally dispersed, like the supposed chaos, the

result and issue would be, not only that every atom would

be many million times its own length distant from any
other ; but, if any one should be moved mechanically (with-

out direction or attraction) to the limit of that distance, ^tis

above a hundred miUion millions odds to an unit that it

would not strike upon any other atom, but glide through an

empty interval without any contact.

4. ^Tis true, that while I calculate these measures, I

suppose all the particles of matter to be at absolute rest

among themselves, and situated in an exact and mathema-

tical evenness ; neither of which is likely to be allowed by
our adversaries, who, not admitting the former, but asserting

the eternity of motion, will consequently deny the latter

also ; because, in the very moment that motion is admitted

in the chaos, such an exact evenness cannot possibly be pre-

served. But this I do, not to draw any argument against

them from the universal rest or accurately equal diffusion of

matter, but only that I may better demonstrate the great

rarity and tenuity of their imaginary chaos, and reduce it to

computation ;
which computation will hold with exactness

enough, though we allow the particles of the chaos to be

variously moved, and to differ something in size, and figure,

and situation. For if some particles should approach nearer

each other than in the former proportion, with respect to

some other particles they would be as much remoter. So

that, notwithstanding a small diversity of their positions and

distances, the whole aggregate of matter, as long as it

retained the name and nature of chaos, would retain well-

[* and from each ; \st ed.
" and each."—D.]
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nigh an uniform tenuity of texture, and may be considered

as an homogeneous fluid; as several portions of the same

sort of water are reckoned to be of the same specific gravity,

though it be naturally impossible that every particle and

pore of it, considered geometrically, should have equal sizes

and dimensions.

We have now represented the true scheme and condition of

the chaos, how all the particles would be disunited, and what

vast intervals of empty space would lie between each. To
form a system, therefore, ^tis necessary that these squandered
atoms should convene and unite into great and compact

masses, like the bodies of the earth and planets. Without

such a coalition, the diffused chaos must have continued and

reigned to all eternity. But how could particles so widely

dispersed combine into that closeness of texture ? Our

adversaries can have only these two ways of accounting
for it.

First,^ By the common motion of matter, proceeding
from external impulse and conflict (without attraction), by
which every body moves uniformly in a direct line, according

to the determination of the impelling force. For, they may
say, the atoms of the chaos being variously moved, according
to this catholic law, must needs knock and interfere; by
which means some that have convenient figures for mutual

coherence might chance to stick together, and others might

join to those, and so by degrees such huge masses might be

formed, as afterwards became suns and planets : or there

might arise some vertiginous motionsf or whirlpools in the

matter of the chaos, whereby the atoms might be thrust and

crowded to the middle of those whirlpools, and there consti-

pate one another into great solid globes, such as now appear
in the world.

Or, secondly, by mutual gravitation or attraction. For

they may assert, that matter hath inherently and essentially

[* First! 1st ed.
'' Either."—D.]

[f motions ; so other eds. : ed. 1735. ** motion."—D.]
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such an internal* energy, whereby it incessantly tends to

unite itself to all other matter ; so that several particles,

placed in a void space, at any distance whatsoever, would,

without any external impulse, spontaneously convene and

unite together. And thus the atoms of the chaos, though
never so widely diffused, might, by this innate property of

attraction, soon assemble themselves into great spherical

masses, and constitute systems like the present heaven and

earth.

This is all that can be proposed by Atheists, as an effi-

cient cause of thef world. For, as to the Epicurean theory, of

atoms descending down an infinite space by an inherent prin-

ciple of gravitation, which tends not toward other matter,

but toward a vacuum or nothing, and verging from the per-

pendicular, no body knoivs why, nor when, nor where -^ ^tis

such miserable absurd stuff, so repugnant to itself, and so

contrary to the known phenomena of nature, thoughJ it con-

tented supine unthinking Atheists for a thousand years to-

gether, that we will not now honour it mth a special refutation.

But what it hath common with the other explications, we
will fully confute, together with them, in these three proposi-

tions.

(1.) That by common motion (without attraction) the

dissevered particles of the chaos could never make the world,

could never convene into such great compact masses as the

planets now are, nor either acquire or continue such motions

as the planets now have.

(2.) That such a mutual gravitation or spontaneous at-

traction can neither be inherent and essential to matter, nor

ever supervene to it, unless impressed and mfused into it by
a divine power.

(3.) That though we should allow such attraction to be

natural and essential to all matter, yet the atoms of a chaos

could never so convene by it as to form the present system ;

[* internal; 1 si ed. " intrinsick."—D.] [f the; Ist ed. "a."—D.]
^ Lucret. [ii. 293.—D.] Nee regione loci certa, nee tempore certo.

[J though ; Ut ed.
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or, if they could form it, it could neither acquire such

motions, nor continue permanent in this state, without the

power and providence of a divine being.

(1.) And first, that by common motion the matter of

chaos could never convene into such masses as the planets

now are. Any man that considers the spacious void intervals

of the chaos, how immense they are in proportion to the bulk

of the atoms, will hardly induce himself to believe, that par-

ticles so widely disseminated could ever throng and crowd

one another into a close and compact texture. He will rather

conclude, that those few that should happen to clash might
rebound after the collision ; or, if they cohered, yet by the

next conflict with other atoms might be separated again ;
and

so on in an eternal vicissitude of fast and loose, without ever

consociating into the huge condense bodies of planets, some

of whose particles upon this supposition must have travelled

many millions of lekgues through the gloomy regions of

chaos, to place themselves where they now are. But then,

how rarely would there be any clashing at all; how very

rarely, in comparison to the number of atoms ! The whole

multitude of them, generally speaking, might freely move and

rove for ever with very little occurring or interfering. Let

us conceive two of the nearest particles according to our for-

mer calculation ;
or rather let us try the same proportions in

another example, that will come easier to the imagination.

Let us suppose two ships, fitted with durable timber and rig-

ging, but without pilot or mariners, to be placed in the vast

Atlantic or the Pacific Ocean, as far asunder as may be ;
how

many thousand years might expire before those solitary vessels

should happen to strike one against the other ! But let us ima-

gine the space yet more ample, even the whole face of the earth

to be covered with sea, and the two ships to be placed in the

opposite poles ; might not they now move long enough with-

out any danger of clashing ? And yet I find, that the two

nearest atoms in our evenly diffused chaos have ten thousand

times less proportion to the two void circular planes around

them, than our two ships would have to the whole surface of
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the deluge. Let us assume, then, another deluge, ten thou-

sand times larger than Noah's ; is it not now utterly incre-

dible that our two vessels, placed there, antipodes to each

other, should ever happen to concur ? And yet, let me add,

that the ships would move in one and the same surface, and

consequently must needs encounter, when they either advance

towards one another in direct lines, or meet in the intersection

of cross ones ; but the atoms may not only fly sideways, but

over, likewise, and under each other, which makes it many
million times more improbable that they should interfere than

the ships, even in the last and unlikeliest instance. But they

may say, though the odds indeed be unspeakable that the

atoms do not convene in any set number of trials, yet, in an

infinite succession of them, may not such a combination pos-

sibly happen ? But let them consider, that the improbability
of casual hits is never diminished by repetition of trials ; they
are as unlikely to fall out at the thousandth as at the first.^

So that in a matter of mere chance, when there is so many
millions odds against any assignable experiment, 'tis in vain

to expect it should ever succeed, even in endless duration.

But though we should concede it to be simply possible,

that the matter of chaos might convene into great masses,

like planets, yet it's absolutely impossible that those masses

should acquire such revolutions about the sun. Let us sup-

pose any one of those masses to be the present earth. Now
the annual revolution of the earth must, proceed (in this

hj^othesis) either from the sum and result of the several

motions of all the particles that formed the earth, or from a

new impulse from some external matter, after it was formed.

The former is apparently absurd, because the particles that

formed the round earth must needs convene from all points

and quarters towards the middle, and would generally tend

toward its centre, which would 'make the whole compound to

rest in a poise ; or at least that overplus of motion which the

particles of one hemisphere could have above the other would

be very small and inconsiderable ; too feeble and languid to

* Serm. v.
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propel so vast and ponderous a body with that prodigious

velocity. And^ secondly, 'tis impossible that any external

matter should impel that compound mass after it was formed.

'Tis manifest that nothing else could impel it, unless the

ethereal matter be supposed to be carried about the sun like a

vortex or whirlpool, as a vehicle to convey it and the rest of

the planets. But this is refuted from what we have shewn

above, that those spaces of the ether may be reckoned a

mere void, the whole quantity of their matter scarce amount-

ing to the weight of a grain. 'Tis refuted also from matter

of fact in the motion of comets, which, as often as they are

visible to us,°^ are in the region of our planets, and there are

observed to move, some in quite contrary courses to theirs,

and some in cross and oblique ones, in planes inclined to the

plane of the ecliptic in all kinds of angles; which firmly evinces

that the regions of the ether are empty and free, and neither

assist nor resist* the revolutions of planets. But, moreover,

there could not possibly arise in the chaos any vortices or

whirlpools at all, either to form the globes of the planets, or

to revolve them when formed. 'Tis acknowledged by all,

that inanimate, unactive matter moves always in a straight

line, nor ever reflects in an angle, nor bends in a circle

(which is a continual reflection), unless either by some ex-

ternal impulse that may divert it from the direct motion, or

by an intrinsic principle of gra\'ity or attraction that may
make it describe a curve line about the attracting body. But

this latter cause is not now supposed ; and the former could

never beget whirlpools in a chaos of so great a laxity and

thinness. For 'tis matter of certain' experience, and univer-

sally allowed, that all bodies moved circularly have a per-

petual endeavour to recede from the centre, and every mo-

ment would fly out in right lines if they were not violently

restrained and kept in by contiguous matter. But there is

no such restraint in the supposed chaos,t no want of empty
" Newton, ibidem, p. 408.
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room there ; no possibility of effecting one single revolution

in way of a vortex, which necessarily requires (if attraction

be not supposed)* either an absolute fulness of matter^ or a

pretty close constipation and mutual contact of its particles.

And^ for the same reason^ ^tis evident^ that the planets

could not continue their revolutions about the sun, though

they could possibly acquire them. For, to drive and carry

the planets in such orbs as they now describe, that ethereal

matter must be compact and dense, as dense as the very

planets themselves ; otherwise they would certainly fly out in

spiral lines to the very circumference of the vortex. But we
have often inculcated, that the wide tracts of the ether may
be reputed as a mere extended void. So that there is nothing

(in this hypothesis) that can retain and bind the planets in

their orbs for one single moment
;
but they would immedi-

ately desert them and the neighbourhood of the sun, and

vanish away in tangents to their several circles into the abyss
of mundane space.

(2.) Secondly, We affirm that mutual gravitation, or spon-
taneous attraction, cannot possibly be innate and essential to

matter. By attraction, we do not here understand what is

improperly,t though vulgarly, called so in the operations of

drawing, sucking, pumping, &c. which is really pulsion and

trusion, and belongs to that common motion which we have

already shewn to be insufficient for the formation of a world :

but we now mean (as we have explained it before) such a

power and quality, whereby all parcels of matter would mu-

tually attract or mutually tend and press to all others ; so that,

for instance, two distant atoms in vacuo would spontaneously
convene together without the impulse of external bodies.

Now, first, we say,J if our Atheists suppose this power to

be inherent and essential to matter, they overthrow their o^vn

hypothesis ; there could never be a chaos at all upon these

terms, but the present form of our system must have con-

[ (if attraction be not supposed) ; not in \st ed.—D.]
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tinued from all eternity, against their own supposition, and

what we have proved in our last.'^ For, if they affirm that

there might be a chaos notwithstanding innate gravity, then

let them assign any period, though never so remote, when the

diffused matter might convene. They must confess, that be-

fore that assigned period matter had existed eternally, inse-

parably endued with this principle of attraction, and yet had

never attracted nor convened before in* that infinite dura-

tion, which is so monstrous an absurdity as even they will

blush to be charged with. But some, perhaps, may imagine,
that a former system might be dissolved and reduced to a

chaos, from which the present system might have its original,

as that former had from another, and so on; new systems

having grown out of old ones in infinite vicissitudes from all

past eternity. But we say, that in the supposition of innate

gravity, no system at all could be dissolved ; for how is it

possible that the matter of solid masses, like earth, and planets,

and stars, should fly up from their centres against its inherent

principle of mutual attraction, and diffuse itself in a chaos ?

This is absurder than the other : that only supposed innate

gravity not to be exerted ; this makes it to be defeated, and

to act contrary to its own nature. So that, upon all accounts,

this essential power of gravitation or attraction is irreconcil-

able with the Atheist's own doctrine of a chaos.

And, secondly, ^tis repugnant to common sense and rea-

son. ^Tis utterly inconceivable, that inanimate brute matter,

without the mediation of some immaterial being, should

operate upon and affect other matter without mutual contact ;

that distant bodies should act upon each other through a

vacuum, without the intervention of something else, by and

through which the action may be conveyed from one to the

other. We will not obscure and perplex with multitude of

words what is so clear and evident by its own light, and must

needs be allowed by aU that havef competent use of thinking,

" Vide Serm. vi. and Serm. viii.
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and are initiated into^ I do not say the mysteries, but the

plainest principles of philosophy. Now, mutual gravitation
or attraction, in our present acception of the words, is the

same thing with this ; His an operation, or virtue, or influ-

ence of distant bodies upon each other through an empty
interval, without any effluvia, or exhalations, or other corpo-
real medium to convey and transmit it. This power, there-

fore, cannot be innate and essential to matter : and if it be

not essential, it is consequently most manifest, since* it doth

not depend upon motion or rest, or figure or position of parts,

which are all the ways that matter can diversify itself, that it

could never supervene to it, unless impressed and infused

into it by an immaterial and divine power.
We have proved that a power of mutual gravitation, with-

out contact or impulse, can in nowise be attributed to mere

matter
; or, if it could, we shall presently shew that it would

be wholly unable to form the world out of a chaos. What
then if it bef made appear that there is really such a power
of gravity, which cannot be ascribed to mere matter,;]: per-

petually acting in the constitution of the present system ?

This would be a new and invincible argument for the being

of God
', being a direct and positive proof that an immaterial

living mind doth inform and actuate the dead matter, and

support the frame of the world. I will lay before you some

certain phenomena of nature, and leave it to your considera-

tion from what principle they can proceed. 'Tis demon-

strated that the sun, moon, and all the planets, do reciprocally

gravitate one toward another; that the gravitating power of

each of them§ is exactly proportional to their matter, and

arises from the several gravitations or attractions of all the

individual particles|| that compose the whole mass ; that all

[* since; 1*^ ed.
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matter near the surface of the earth (and so in all the

planets)* doth not only gravitate downwards, but upwards

also, and sideways, and toward all imaginable points, though
the tendency downward be predominant and alone discernible,

because of the greatness and nearness of the attracting body,
the earth; that every particle of the whole system doth attract

and is attracted by all the rest, all operating upon all ; that

this universal attraction or gravitation is an incessant, regular,

and uniform action, by certain and established laws, according

to quantity of matter and longitude of distance ;
that it can-

not be destroyed, nor impaired, nor augmented by any thing,

neither by motion or rest, nor situation, nor posture, nor

alteration of form, nor diversity of medium ;
that it is not a

magnetical power, nor the effect of a vortical motion, those

common attempts towards the explication of gravity: these

things, I say, are fully demonstrated as matters of fact, by
that very ingenious author whom we cited before.^ Now
how is it possible that these things should be effected by any
material and mechanical agent? We have evinced, that

mere matter cannot operate upon matter without mutual con-

tact. It remains, then, that these phenomena are produced
either by the intervention of air or ether, or other such me-

dium, that communicates the impulse from one body to

another, or by effluvia and spirits, that are emitted from

the one, and pervene to the other. We can conceive no

other way of performing them mechanically. But what

impulse or agitation can be propagated through the ether,

from one particle entombed and wedged in the very centre

of the earth, to another in the centre of Saturn ? Yet

even those two particles do reciprocally affect each other

with the same force and vigour, as they would do at the same

distance in any other situation imaginable. And because the

impulse from this particle is not directed to that only, but to

all the rest in the universe, to all quarters and regions, at

[* earth (and so in all the planets) doth
; 1*^ ed.
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earth, for example,
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once invariably and incessantly ; to do this mechanically, the

same physical point of matter must move all manner of vrays

equally and constantly in the same instant and moment, which

is flatly impossible. But, if this particle cannot propagate
such motion,* much less can it send out eflluvia to all points
without intermission or variation

;
such multitudes of effluvia

as to lay hold on every atom in the imiverse without missing
of one. Nay, every single particle of the very effluvia (sincef

they also attract and gravitate) must in this supposition emit

other secondary effluvia all the world over ; and those others

still emit more, and so in infinitum. Now, if these things be

repugnant to human reason, we have great reason to affirm,

that universal gravitation,, a thing certainly existent in nature,

is above all mechanism and material causes, and proceeds
from a higher principle, a divine energy and impression.

(3.) Thirdly, we affirm, that though we should allow that

reciprocal attraction is essential to matter, yet the atoms of a

chaos could never so convene by it as to form the present

system ; or, if they could form it, yet it could neither acquire
these revolutions, nor subsist in the present condition, with-

out the conservation and providence of a divine Being.
1. For, first, if the matter of the universe, and conse-

quently the space through which it's diffused, be supposed to

be finite, (and I think it might be demonstrated to be so, but

that we have already exceeded the just measures of a sermon,)

then, since every single particle hath an innate gravitation

toward all others, proportionated by matter and distance ; it

e\ddently appears, that the outward atoms of the chaos would

necessarily tend inwards, and descend from all quarters to-

ward the middle of the whole space. For, in respect to every

atom, there would lie through the middle the greatest quantity
of matter and the most vigorous attraction ; and those atoms

would therej form and constitute one huge spherical mass,

which would be the only body in the universe. It is plain,

[• propagate such motion; 1st ed. "propagate motion."—D.]
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therefore, that upon this supposition the matter of the chaos

could never compose such divided and different masses as

the stars and planets of the present world.

But^ allowing our adversaries that the planets might be

composed; yet^ however^ they could not possibly acquire

such revolutions in circular orbs^ or (which is all one to our

present purpose) in ellipses very little eccentric. For^ let

them assign any place where the planets were formed. Was it

nearer to the sun than the present distances are ? But that is

notoriously absurd; for then they must have ascended from the

place of their formation^ against the essential propertyof mutual

attraction. Or^ were each formed in the same orbs in which

they now move ? But then they must have moved from the

point of rest, in an horizontal line, without any inclination

or descent. Now there is no natural cause, neither innate

gravity nor impulse of external matter, that could beget such

a motion, for gravity alone must have carried them down-

wards to the vicinity of the sun. And, that the ambient

ether is too liquid and empty to impel them horizontally with

that prodigious celerity, we have sufficiently proved before.

Or, were they made in some higher regions of the heavens,

and from thence descended by their essential gravity till they
all arrived at their respective orbs, each with its present de-

gree of velocity, acquired by the fall ? But then, why did

they not continue their descent till they were contiguous to

the sun, whither both mutual attraction and impetus carried

them ? What natural agent could turn them aside, could

impel them so strongly with a transverse side-blow against

that tremendous weight and rapidity when whole planets

were a falling? But if* we should suppose, that by some

cross attraction or other they might acquire an obliquity of de-

scent, so as to miss the body of the sun, and to fall on one side

of it ? Then, indeed, the force of their fall would carry them

quite beyond it ; and so they might fetch a compass about it,

and then return and ascend by the same steps and degrees of

[* planets were a falling ? But if
; 1st ed.

' ' worlds are a falling ? But

though."—D.]
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motion and velocity with which they descended l)efore. Such

an eccentric motion as this^ much after the manner that

comets revolve about the sun, they might possibly acquire by
their innate principle of gravity ; but circular revolutions, in

concentric orbs about the sun or other central body, could in

nowise be attained without the power of the divine arm. For

the case of the planetary motions is this. Let us conceive all

the planets to be formed or constituted with their centres in

their several orbs, and at once to be impressed on them this

gravitating energy toward all other matter, and a transverse

impulse of a just quantity in each, projecting them directly

in tangents to those orbs. The compound motion, which

arises from this gravitation and projection together, describes

the present revolutions of the primary planets about the sun,

and of the secondary about those
;
the gravity prohibiting,

that they cannot recede from the centres of their motions;
and the transverse impulse withholding, that they cannot

approach to them. Now although gravity could be innate,

(which we have proved that it cannot be,) yet certainly this

projected, this transverse and violent motion can only be

ascribed to the right hand of the most high God, creator of

heaven and earth*

But, finally, if we should grant them that* these cir-

cular revolutions could be naturally attained, or, if they

will, that this very individual world, in its present posture

and motion, was actually formed out of chaos by mecha-

nical causes, yet it requires a divine power and providence to

have preservedf it so long in the present state and condition.

For what are the causes that preserve the system of our sun

and his planets, so that the planets continue to move in the

same orbs, neither receding from the sun, nor approaching
nearer to him }% We have shewn that a§ transverse impulse

[ if we should grant them that ; \st ed.
"
though we grant that."—D.]

[f preserved ; \st ed.
" conserved."—D.]

\X For what are the nor approaching nearer to him
; not in \st

ed.—D.^

[§ shewn that a ;
\st ed. "shewed that there is a."—D.]
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impressed upon the planets retains* them in their several orbs^

that they are not drawn down toward the sun.f And again,

their gravitating powers so incline them towards the sun,

that they are not carried upwards beyond their due distance

from him. These two great agents, a transverse impulse and

gravity, are the secondary causes, under God, that maintain

the system of sun and planets.J Gra\dty we understand to

be a constant energy or faculty, perpetually§ acting by cer-

tain measures and naturally inviolable laws : we]] say, a

faculty and power, for we cannot conceive that the act of

gravitation of this present moment can propagate itself, or

produce that of the next. But the transverse impulse we
conceive to have been one single act. For, by reason^ of the

inactivity of matter, and its inability to change its present

state either of moving or resting, that transverse motion

would,** from one single impulse, continue for ever equal and

uniform, unless changed by the resistance of occurringft

bodies, or by a gravitating power. So that the planets, since

they move horizontally (whereby gravity doth not alterJ J their

swiftness), and through the liquid and unresisting spaces of

the heavens, (where either no bodies at all, or inconsiderable

ones, do occur,) may preserve the same velocity which l^e
first impulse impressed upon them, not only for five or six

thousand years, but many millions of millions. It appears,

then, that if there was but one vast sun in the universe, and

[* retains ; 1*^ ed.
" which retains."—D.]

[f are not drawn down toward the sun ; \st ed. " be not drawn down by
their gravitating powers toward the sun or other central bodies."—D.]

[J And again, their gravitating powers .... that maintain the system of sun

and planets ; not in 1st ed.—D.]

[§ faculty, perpetually ; 1*^ ed.-" faculty (which God hath infused into mat*

ter) perpetually."
—

D.]

[II
we ; 1st ed.

" I."—D.]

[^ But the transverse impulse we conceive to have been one single act. For,

by reason; 1st ed.
" But 'tis otherwise as to the transverse motion^ which, by

reason."—D.]

[** or resting, that transverse motion would; Isted. " or resting, would."
—

D.]

[ff occurring: soother eds.: ed. 1735, "recurring."
—

D,]

[U alter; Isted. " affect."—D.]
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all the rest were planets revolving around him in concentric

orbs at convenient distances, such a system as that would

very long endure, could it but naturally have a principle of

mutual attraction, and be once actually put into circular mo-
tions. But the frame of the present world hath a quite dif-

ferent structure : here's an innumerable multitude of fixed

stars or suns, all which being made up of the same common

matter, must be supposed to be equally endued with a power
of gravitation. For if all have not such a power, what is it

that could make that difference between bodies of the same

sort ? Nothing surely but a Deity could have so arbitrarily

endued our sun and planets with a power of gravity not essen-

tial to matter ; while all the fixed stars, that are so many suns,

have nothing of that power. If the fixed stars, then, are

supposed to have no power of gravitation, 'tis a plain proof
of a divine Being. And 'tis as plain a proof of a divine Being,
if they have the power of gravitation. For, since they are

neither revolved about a common centre, nor have any trans-

verse impulse, what is there else to restrain them from ap-

proaching toward each other, as their gravitating power in-

cites them ? What natural cause* can overcome nature it-

self? What is it that holds and keeps them in fixed stations

and intervals against an incessant and inherent tendency to

desert them ? Nothing could hinder but that the outward

stars, with their systems of planets, must necessarily have

descended toward the middlemost system of the universe,

whither all would be the most strongly attracted from all

[• all which being made up of the same common matter as their

gravitating power incites them ? What natural cause ; l*^ ed.
"

all of which are

demonstrated (and supposed, also, by our adversaries) to have mutual attrac-

tion : or, if they have not, even not to have it is an equal proof of a divine

Being, that hath so arbitrarily endued matter with a power of gravity not essen-

tial to it, and hath confined its action to the matter of its own solar system : I

say, all the fixed stars have a principle of mutual gravitation ; and yet they are

neither revolved about a common centre, nor have any transverse impulse nor

any thing else to restrain them from approaching toward each other, as their

gravitating powers incite them. Now what natural cause."—D.]

VOL. III. Z
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parts of a finite space. It is evident, therefore, that the

present frame of sun and fixed stars could not possibly

subsist without the providence of that almighty Deity, who

spake the word, and they were made; who commanded, and

they were created; who hath made them fast for ever

and ever, and hath given them a law, which shall not be

broken.^

2. And, secondly, in the supposition of an infinite chaos,

^tis hard indeed to determine what would follow in this ima-

ginary case from an innate principle of gravity. But, to hasten

to a conclusion, we will grant for the present, that the dif-

fused matter might convene into an infinite number of great

masses, at great distances from one another, like the stars

and planets of this visible part of the world. But then it is

impossible that the planets should naturally attain these cir-

cular revolutions, either by principle of gravitation, or by

impulse* of ambient bodies. It is plain here is no difference

as to this, whether the world be infinite or finite ; so that the

same arguments that we have used before may be equally

urged in this supposition. And though we should concede that

these revolutions might be acquired, and that all were settled

and constituted in the present state and posture of things ; yet,

we say, the continuance of this frame and order for so long
a duration as the known ages of the world, must necessarily

infer the existence of God. For> though the universe was

infinite, the now fixedf stars could not be fixed, but would

naturally convene together, and confound system with system ;

because,J all mutually attracting, every one would movewhither

it was most powerfully drawn. This, they may say, is indu-

bitable in the case of a finite world, where some systems must

needs be outmost, and therefore be drawn toward the middle :

P Psal. cxlviii.

[* by principle of gravitation, or by impulse; 1*^ ed. "by intrinsic gravita-

tion, or the impulse."
—

D.]

[f the now fixed ; 1st ed.
" the fixed."—D.]

\X because ; \st ed.
«' for."—D.]
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but when infinite systems succeed one another through an

infinite space^ and none is either inward or outward, may
not all the systems be situated in an accurate poise; and,

because equally attracted on all sides, remain fixed and un-

moved ? But to this we reply, that unless the very mathe-

matical centre of gravity of every system be placed and fixed

in the very mathematical centre of the attractive power of all

the rest, they cannot be evenly attracted on all sides, but

must preponderate some way or other. Now he that con-

siders what a mathematical centre is, and that quantity is in-

finitely divisible, will never be persuaded that such an uni-

versal equilibrium, arising from the coincidence of infinite

centres, can naturally be acquired or maintained. If they

say, that, upon the supposition of infinite matter, every sys-

tem would be infinitely, and therefore equally, attracted on

all sides, and consequently would rest in an exact equilibrium,

be the centre of its gravity in what position soever ;
this will

overthrow their very hypothesis. For, at this rate,* in an infi-

nite chaos nothing at all could be formed ; no particles could

convene by mutual attraction ; becausef every one there

must have infinite matter around it, and therefore must rest

for ever, being evenly balanced between infinite attractions.

Even the planets, upon this principle, must gravitate no more

toward the sun than any other way ;
so that they would not

revolve in curve lines, but fly away in direct tangents, till

they struck against other planets or stars in some remote

regions of the infinite space. An equal attraction on all

sides of all matter is just equal to no attraction at all:

and, by this means, all the motion in the universe must

proceed from external impulse alone ; which we have proved
before to be an incompetent cause for the formation of a

world.

And now, O thou almighty and eternal Creator, having

[* hypothesis. For, at this rate ; \st ed.
"
hypothesis ; at this rate."—D.]

[t because ; \st ed.
" for."—D.]
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considered the heavens, the work of thy fingers, the moon and

the stars, which thou hast ordained,^ with all the company of

heaven we laud and magnify thy glorious name ;
evermore

praising thee^ and saying, Holy, holy, holy, Lord God of hosts,

heaven and earth are full of thy glory. Glory be to thee, O
Lord most high.

^ Psal. viii.
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Preached December the 5th, 1692.

Acts, xiv. 15, &c.

That ye should turn from these vanities unto the living God,

ivho made heaven and earth, and the sea, and all things that

are therein : who in times past suffered all nations to walk

in their own ways. Nevertheless, he left not himself with-

out witness, in that he did good, and gave us rainfrom hea-

ven, and fruitful seasons, filling our hearts with food and

gladness.

Having abundantly proved, in our last exercise, that the

frame of the present world could neither be made nor pre-

served without the power of God, we shall now consider the

structure and motions of our own system, if any characters

of divine wisdom and goodness may be discoverable by us.

And even at the first and general view it very evidently ap-

pears to us (which is our fourth and last proposition) that the

order and beauty of the systematical parts of the world, the

discernible ends and final causes of them, the to ^eKrCov, or

meliority above what was necessary to be, do evince, by a re-

flex argument, that it could not be produced by mechanism

or chance, but by an intelligent and benign Agent, that by his

excellent wisdom made the heavens.
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But_, before we engage in this disquisition, we must offer

one necessary caution ; that we need not nor do not confine

and determine the purposes of God in creating all mundane
bodies merely to human ends and uses. Not that we believe

it laborious and painful to Omnipotence to create a world out

of nothing, or more laborious to create a great world than a

small one : so as we might think it disagreeable to the ma-

jesty and tranquillity of the divine nature to take so much

pains for our sakes. Nor do we count it any absurdity,

that such a vast and immense universe should be made for

the sole use of such mean and unworthy creatures as the

children of men. For, if we consider the dignity of an intel-

ligent being, and put that in the scales against brute inani-

mate matter, we may affirm, without overvaluing human

nature, that the soul of one virtuous and religious man is of

greater worth and excellency than the sun and his planets,

and all the stars in the world. If, therefore, it could appear,

that all the mundane bodies are some way conducible to the

service of man ; if all were as beneficial to us as the polar

stars were formerly for navigation ; as the moon is for the

flowing and ebbing of tides, by which an inestimable advan-

tage accrues to the world ; for her officious courtesy in long*
winter nights, especially to the more northern nations, who,
in a continual night, it may be, of a whole month, are so

pretty well accommodated by the light of the moon reflected

from frozen snow, that they do not much envy their antipodes
a month's presence of the sun : if all the heavenly bodies

were thus serviceable to us, we should not be backward to

assign their usefulness to mankind as the sole end of their

creation. But we dare not undertake to shew what advan-

tage is brought to us by those innumerable stars in the galaxy
and other parts of the firmament, not discernible by naked

eyes, and yet each many thousand times bigger than the

whole body of the earth. If you say they beget in us a great

idea and veneration of the mighty Author and Governor of

such stupendous bodies, and excite and elevate our minds to

[* in long; 1st ed. "on dark."—D,J
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Ms adoration and praise, you say very truly and well. But
would it not raise in us a higher apprehension of the infinite

majesty and boundless beneficence of God, to suppose that

those remote and vast bodies were formed, not merely upon
our account, to be peeped at through an optic glass, but for

different ends and nobler purposes ? And yet who will deny
but that there are great multitudes of lucid stars even beyond
the reach of the best telescopes ; and that every visible star

may have opaque planets revolve about them, which we can-

not discover ? Now, if they were not created for our sakes,

it is certain and evident that they were not made for their

own. For matter hath no life nor perception, is not con-

scious of its own existence, nor capable of happiness, nor

gives the sacrifice of praise and worship to the Author of its

being. It remains, therefore, that all bodies were formed for

the sake of intelligent minds : and as the earth was princi-

pally designed for the being and service and contemplation
of men, why may not all other planets be created for the like

uses, each for their own inhabitants which have life and un-

derstanding ? If any man will indulge himself in this specu-

lation, he need not quarrel with revealed religion upon such

an account. The holy Scriptures do not forbid him to sup-

pose as great a multitude of systems, and as much inhabited,

as he pleases. ^Tis true, there is no mention in Moseses nar-

rative of the creation, of any people in other planets ; but it

plainly appears, that the sacred historian doth only treat of

the origins of terrestrial animals : he hath given us no ac-

count of God's creating the angels ; and yet the same author,

in the ensuing parts of the Pentateuch, makes not unfrequent
mention of the angels of God, Neither need we be solicitous

about the condition of those planetary people, nor raise frivo-

lous disputes, how far they may participate in the miseries of

Adam's fall, or in the benefits of Christ's incarnation. As if,

because they are supposed to be rational, they must needs be

concluded to be men ? For what is man ? not a reasonable

animal merely, for that is not an adequate and distinguishing

definition, but a rational mind of such particular faculties.
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united to an organical body of such a certain structure and

form, in such peculiar laws of connexion between the opera-
tions and affections of the mind and the motions of the body.

Now, God Almighty, by the inexhausted fecundity of his

creative power, may have made innumerable orders and

classes of rational minds
; some in their natural perfections

higher than human souls, others inferior. But* a mind of

superior or meaner capacites than human would constitute a

different species, though united to a human body in the same

laws of connexion
; and a mind of human capacities would

make another species, if united to a different body in different

laws of connexion. For this sympathetical union of a ra-

tional soul with matter, so as to produce a vital communica-

tion between them, is an arbitrary institution of the divine

wisdom : there is no reason nor foundation in the separate

natures of either substance, why any motion in the body
should produce any sensation at all in the soul ;

or why this

motion should produce that particular sensation rather than

any other. God, therefore, may have joined immaterial souls,

even of the same class and capacities in their separate state,

to other kindf of bodies, and in other laws of union; and

from those different laws of union there will arise quite differ-

ent affections, and natures, and species of the compound
beings. So that we ought not upon any account to conclude,

that if there be rational inhabitants in the moon or Mars,
or any unknown planets of other systems, they must there-

fore have human nature, or be involved in the circumstances

of our world. And thus much was necessary to be here in-

culcated, (which will obviate and preclude the most consider-

able objections of our adversaries,) that we do not determine

the final causes and usefulness of the systematical parts of

the world, merely as they have respect to the exigencies or

conveniencies of human life.

[* some in their natural perfections higher than human souls, others infe-

rior. But ; 1st ed.
" some higher in natural perfections, others inferior to human

souls. But."—D.J

[t kind; Is/ erf.
" kinds."—D.]
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Let US now turn our thoughts and imaginations to the

frame of our system^ if there we may trace any visible foot-

steps of divine wisdom and beneficence. But we are all liable

to many mistakes by the prejudices of childhood and youth,
which few of us ever correct by a serious scrutiny in our riper

yearsj and a contemplation of the phenomena of nature in their

causes and beginnings. What we have always seen to be

done in one constant and uniform manner, we are apt to ima-

gine there was but that one way of doing it, and it could not

be otherwise. This is a great error and impediment in a dis-

quisition of this nature; to remedy which, we ought to consider

every thing as not yet in being, and then diligently examine

if it must needs have been at all, or what other ways it might
have been as possibly as the present ;

and if we find a greater

good and utility in the present constitution than would have

accrued either from the total privation of it, or from other

frames and structures that might as possibly have been as it,

we may then reasonably conclude, that the present constitu-

tion proceeded neither from the necessity of material causes,

nor the blind shuffles of an imaginary chance, but from an

intelligent and good Being, that formed it that particular way
out of choice and design. And especially, if this usefulness

be conspicuous not in one or a few instances only,* but in a

long train and series of things, this will give us a firm and

infallible assurance that we have not passed a wrong judg-

ment.

I. Let us proceed, therefore, by this excellent rule in the

contemplation of our system. ^Tis evident that all the planets

receive heat and light from the body of the sun. Our own
earth in particular would be barren and desolate, a dead dark

lump of clay, without the benign influence of the solar rays ;

which, without question, is true of all the other planets. It

is good, therefore, that there should be a sun, to warm and

cherish the seeds of plants, and excite them to vegetation ; to

[* few instances only ;
\st ed. " few only."

—
D.]
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impart an uninterrupted light to all parts of this* system for

the subsistence of animals. But how came the sun to be

luminous ? not from the necessity of natural causes^ or the

constitution of the heavens. All the planets might have

moved about him in the same orbs^ and the same degrees of

velocity, as now ; and yet the sun might have been an opaque
and cold body like them. For, as the six primary planets

revolve about him, so the secondary ones are moved about

them ; the moon about the earth, the satellites about Jupiter,

and others about Saturn ; the one as regularly as the other,

in the same sesquialteralf proportion of the times of their

periodical revolutions to the semidiameters of their orbs.J

So that, though we suppose the present existence and con-

servation of the system, yet the sun might have been a body
without light or heat, of the same kind with the earth, and

Jupiter, and Saturn. But then what horrid darkness and

desolation must have reigned in the world ! It had been un-

fit for the divine purposes in creating vegetable, and sensitive,

and rational creatures. It was, therefore, the contrivance

and choice of a wise and good Being, that the central sun

should be a lucid body, to communicate warmth, and light,

and life to the planets around him.

II. We have shewed in our last, that the concentric revo-

lutions of the planets about the sun proceed from a compound
motion ; a gravitation towards the sun, which is a constant

energy infused into matter by the Author of all things, and a

projected transverse impulse in tangents to their several orbs,

that was impressed at first by the divine arm, and will carry
them around till the end of the world. But now, admitting
that gravity may be essential to matter, and that a transverse

impulse might be acquired too by natural causes; yet, to

make all the planets move about the sun in circular orbs,

[* this; Isted. "his."--D.]

[f sesquialteral; so other eds. : ed. 1735,
"
sesquilateral."

—
D.]

[X of the times of their periodical revolutions to the semidiameters of their

orbs ; 1*^ cd.
" of their periodical motions to their orbs."—D.]
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there must be given to each a determinate impulse; these

present particular degrees of velocity which they now have,
in proportion to their distances from the sun, and to the

quantity of the solar matter. For had the velocities of the

several planets been greater or less than they are now, at the

same distances from the sun ; or had their distances from the

sun,"" or the quantity of the sun's matter, and consequently
his attractive power, been greater or less than they are now,
with the same velocities ; they would not have revolved in

concentric circles as they do, but have moved in hyperbolas,
or in ellipses^ very eccentric. The same may be said of the

velocities of the secondary planets with respect to their dis-

tances from the centres of their orbs, and to the quantities

of the matter of those central bodies. Now, that all these

distances, and motions, and quantities of matter should be so

accurately and harmoniously adjusted in this great variety of

our system, is above the fortuitous hits of blind material

causes, and must certainly flow from that eternal fountain of

wisdom, the Creator of heaven and earth, who always acts

geometrically,^ by just and adequate numbers, and weights,

and measures. And let us examine it further by our critical

rule. Are the present revolutions in circular orbs more bene-

ficial than the other would be ? If the planets had moved in

those lines above named, sometimes they would have ap-

proached to the sun as near as the orb of Mercury, and some-

times have exorbitated beyond the distance of Saturn ; and

some have quite left the sun without ever returning. Now
the very constitution of a planet would be corrupted and de-

stroyed by such a change of the interval between it and the

sun ; no living thing could have endured such unspeakable
excesses of heat and cold ; all the animals of our earth must

inevitably have perished, or rather never have been. So that

' Newton. Philosoph. Natural. Princip. Math.

[* hyperbolas, or in ellipses; \st ed. "hyperbolas, or parabolas, or in

ellipses."
—

D.]
* 'O dehs ael yeufierpe?. Plat, [apud Plutarch. Conv. Disp. lib. viii. 2.—Mor.

t. iii. p. 663. ed. Wyttenb.—D.]
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as sure as it is good, very yood^ that human nature should

exists so certain it is that the circular revolutions of the earth

(and planets), rather than those other motions, which might
as possibly have been, do declare not only the power of God,
but his wisdom and goodness,

III. It is manifest, by our last discourse, that the ethereal

spaces are perfectly fluid
; they neither assist nor retard, nei-

ther guide nor divert the revolutions of the planets, which

roll through those regions as free and unresisted as if they
moved in a vacuum : so that any of them might as possibly

have moved in opposite courses to the present, and in planes

crossing the plane of the ecliptic in any kind of angles. Now,
if the system had been fortuitously formed by the convening
matter of a chaos, how is it conceivable that all the planets,

both primary and secondary, should revolve the same way,
from the west to the east, and that in the same plane too,

without any considerable variation ? No natural and neces-

sary cause could so determine their motions ; and 'tis mil-

lions of millions of millions odds* to an unit in such a cast of

a chance. Such an apt and regular harmony, such an admir-

able order and beauty, must deservedly be ascribed to divine

art and conduct : especially if we consider that the smallest

planets are situated nearest the sun and each other ; whereas

Jupiter and Saturn, that are vastly greater than the rest, and

have many satellites about them, are wisely removed to the

extreme regions of the system, and placed at an immense

distance one from the other. For even now, at this wide in-

terval, they are observed in their conjunctions to disturb one

another's motions a little by their gravitating powers : but if

such vast masses of matter had been situated much nearer

to the sun, or to each other, (as they might as easily have

been, for any mechanical or fortuitous agent,) they must ne-

cessarily have caused a considerable disturbance and disorder

in the whole system.

t Gen. i.

[* millions of millions of millions odds ; \st ed.
" millions of millions

odds."—D.]
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IV. But let US consider the particular situation of our

earth, and its distance from the sun. It is now placed so

conveniently, that plants thrive and flourish in it, and ani-

mals live ;
this is matter of fact, and beyond all dispute. But

how came it to pass, at the beginning, that the earth moved
in its present orb ? We have shewn* before, that if gravity
and a projected motion be fitly proportioned, any planet
would freely revolve at any assignable distance within the

space of the whole system. Was it mere chance, then, or

divine counsel and choice, that constituted the earth in its

present situation ? To know this, we will inquire if this par-
ticular distance from the sun be better for our earth and its

creatures than a greater or less would have been. We may
be mathematically certain, that the heat of the sun is ac-

cording to the density of the sunbeams, and is recipro-

cally proportional to the square of the distance from the

body of the sun. Now, by this calculation,^ suppose the

earth should be removed and placed nearer to the sun, and

revolve, for instance, in the orbit of Mercury; there the

whole ocean would even boil with extremity of heat, and be

all exhaled into vapours ;
all plants and animals would be

scorched and consumed in that fiery furnace. But suppose
the earth should be carried to the great distance of Saturn ;

there the whole globe would be one frigid zone ; the deepest
seas under the very equator would be frozen to the bottom ;

there would be no life, no germination, nor any thing that

comes now under our knowledge or senses. It was much

better, therefore, that the earth should move where it does,

than in a much greater or less interval from the body of the

sun. And if you place it at any other distance, either less or

more than Saturn or Mercury, you will still alter it for the

worse proportionally to the change. It was situated, there-

fore, where it is by the wisdom of some voluntary agent, and

not by the blind motions of fortune or fate. If any one shouldf

[* shewn; \st ed.
** shewed."—D.]

"
Newton, ibid. p. 415.

[t should; 1st ed.
" shall"—T>.}
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think with himself, how then can any animal at all live* in

Mercury and Saturn, in such intense degrees of heat and

cold ? let him only consider, that the matter of each planet

may have a different density, and texture, and form, which

will dispose and qualify it to be acted on by greater or less

degrees of heat, according to their several situations; and

that the laws of vegetation, and life, and sustenance, and pro-

pagation, are the arbitrary pleasure of God, and may vary in

all planets according to the divine appointment, and the

exigencies of things, in manners incomprehensible to our

imaginations. 'Tis enough for our purpose to discern the

tokens of wisdom in the placing of our earth ;
if its present

constitution would be spoiled and destroyed, if we could not

wear flesh and blood, if we could not have human nature at

those different distances.

V. We have all learnt, from the doctrine of the sphere,
that the earth revolves with a double motion. For, while it

is carried around the sun in the orbis magnus once a-year, it

perpetually wheels about its own axis once in a day and a

night j so that in twenty-four hours' space it hath turned all

the parts of the equinoctial to the rays of the sun. Now,
the uses of this vertiginous motion are very conspicuous : for

this is it that gives day and night successively over the face

of the whole earth, and makes it habitable all around. With-
out this diurnal rotation, one hemisphere would lie dead and

torpid in perpetual darkness and frost, and the best part of the

other would be burnt up and depopulated by so permanent a

heat. It is better, therefore, that the earth should often movef
about its own centre, and make these useful vicissitudes of

night and day, than expose always the same side to the action

of the sun. But how came it to be so moved ? Not from

any necessity of the laws of motion, or the system of the

heavens : it might annually have compassed the sun, and yet

[* any animal at all live; Isted. "
any thing live."—D.]

[f should often move; 1*/ ed. "should move."—D.]
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have always turned the same hemisphere towards it. This*

is matter of fact and experiment in the motion of the moon,
which is carried about the earth in the very same manner as

the earth about the sun, and yet always shews the same
face to us. She, indeed,f notwithstanding this, turns all

her globe to the sun, by moving in her menstrual orb, and

enjoys night and day alternately, one day of hers being

equal to about fourteen days and nights of ours. But should

the earth move in the same manner about the sun as the

moon does about the earth, one halfJ of it could never see

the day, but must eternally be condemned to solitude and

darkness. That the earth, therefore, frequently revolves§

about its own centre, is another eminent token of the divine

wisdom and goodness.
VI. But let us compare the mutual proportion of these

diurnal and annual revolutions ; for they are distinct from one

another, and have a different degree of velocity. The earth

rolls once about its axis in a natural day ; in which time all

the parts of the equator move something more than three of

[* and yet have always turned the same hemisphere towards it. This; 1st

ed. "and yet never have once turned upon its own axis. This."—D.]

[f to us. She, indeed; 1*^ ed. "to us, not once wheeling upon her own

centre. She, indeed."—John Keill, the eminent mathematician and philoso-

pher, then of Bal. College, Oxford, in his first published work. An Examination

of Burnet's Theory of the Earth, 8fc. 1698, influenced, as Dr. Monk thinks, by "a
wish to ingratiate himselfwith the enemies of Bentley," {Life of B, vol. i. p. 110.)

went out of his way to notice the error in this passage as it originally stood :

"whereas," says he, after quoting it,
"

'tis evident to any one who thinks, that

the moon shews the same face to us for this very reason, because she does turn

once, in the time of her period, about her own centre. But it were to be wished

that great critics would confine their labours to their Lexicons," &c. p. 70. In

consequence of this attack, Bentley (who had overlooked Newton's discovery,

that the moon does revolve about her axis,) left out the words, "not once wheel-

ing upon her own centre," in the edition of 1699. Wotton justly censured Keill's

indecent treatment of his friend : see Defence of the Reflections upon Ancient and

Modern Learning, 1705, p. 6, &c. Keill cavilled at another passage of this ser-

mon, vide note, p. 187.—D.]

[J But should the earth move in the same manner about the sun as the

moon does about the earth, one half; \st ed.
" But should the earth be deprived

of its diurnal motion, one half."—D.]

[§ therefore frequently revolves ; 1st ed.
" therefore revolves."—D.]
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the earth's diameters, which makes about 1 100 in the space
of a year. But within the same space of a year,* the centre

of the earth is carried above fifty times as far once round the

orbis magnus, whose wideness we now assume to be 20,000
terrestrial diameters. So that the annual motion is more

than fifty times swifter than th& diurnal rotation, though we
measure the latter from the equator, where the celerity is the

greatest. But it must needs be acknowledged, since the

earth revolves not upon a material and rugged, but a geome-
trical plane,^ that the proportions of the diurnal and annual

motions mayf be varied in innumerable degrees ; any of which

might have happened as probably as the present. What was

it, then, that prescribed this particular celerity to each mo-

tion, this proportion and temperament between them both ?

Let us examine it by our former rule, if there be any meliority

in the present constitution ; if any considerable change would

be for the worse. We will suppose, then, that the annual

motion is accelerated doubly ;
so that a periodical revolution

would be performed in six months. Such a change would

be pernicious, not only because the earth could not move in

a circular orb, which we have considered before j but because,

the seasons being then twice as short as they are now, the

cold winter would overtake us before our corn and fruits

could possibly be ripe. But shall this motion be as much

retarded, and the seasons lengthened in the same proportion ?

This, too, would be as fatal as the other
;

for in most coun-

tries the earth would be so parched and effete by the drought
of the summer, that it would afford still but one harvest,

as it doth at the present ; which then would not be a sufficient

store for the consumption of a year, that would be twice as

long as now.| But let us suppose, that the diurnal rotation

[* space of a year; \st ed.
" annual time."—D.]

*
Tacquet de Circuloruin Volutionibus.

[f that the proportions of the diurnal and annual motions may ; 1*/ ed.
" that

their proportions may."—D.]

\X of a year, that would be twice as long as now; l*^ ed. "of a double

year."—D.]
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be* either considerably swifter or slower. And first, let it be

retarded, so as to make (for example) but twelve circuits in a

year ; then every day and night would be as long as thirtyf

are now, not so fitly proportioned neither to the common
affairs of life, nor to the exigencies of sleep and sustenance in

a constitution of flesh and blood. But, let it then be accele-

rated, and wheel a thousand times about its centre, while the

centre describes one circle about the sun ; then an equinoc-
tial day would consist but of four hours, which would be an

inconvenient change to the inhabitants of the earth; such

hasty nights as those would give very unwelcome interrup-
tions to our labours and journeys, and other transactions of

the world. It is better, therefore, that the diurnal and annual

motions should be so proportioned as they are. Let it there-

fore be ascribed to the transcendent wisdom and benignity of

that God, who hath made all things very good, and loveth all

things that he hath made,

VII. But let us consider, not the quantity and proportion

only, but the mode also of this diurnal motion. You must

conceive an imaginary plane, which, passing through the

centres of the sun and the earth, extends itself on all sides

as far as the firmament : this plane is called the ecliptic, and

in this the centre of the earth is perpetually carried without

any deviation. But then the axis of the earth, about which

its diurnal rotation is made, is not erect to this plane of the

ecliptic, but inclines toward it from the perpendiculum, in

an angle of twenty-three degrees and a half. Now, why is

the axis of the earth in this particular posture, rather than

any other ? Did it happen by chance, or proceed from de-

sign ? To determine this question, let us see, as we have

done before, if this be more beneficial to us than any other

constitution. We all know, from the very elements of astro-

nomy, that this inclined position of the axis, which keeps

always the same direction, and a constant parallelism to itself,

is the sole cause of these grateful and needful vicissitudes of

the four seasons of the year, and the variation in length of

[* be; Is^erf. "is."—D.] [f thirty; Is/ erf.
" fifteen."—D.]
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days, if we take away the inclination, it would absolutely
undo these northern nations; the sun would never come
nearer us than he doth now on the tenth of March or*

twelfth of September. But would we rather part with the

parallelism? Let us suppose, then, that the axis of the

earth keeps always the same inclination toward the body of

the sun; this, indeed, would cause a variety of days, and

nights, and seasons on the earth ; but then every particular

country would have always the same diversity of day and

night, and the same constitution of season, without any altera-

tion :t some would always have long nights and short days,

others, again, perpetually long days and short nights; one

climate would be scorched and sweltered with everlasting

dog-days, while an eternal December blasted another : this

surely is not quite so good as the present order of seasons.

But, shall the axis rather observe no constant inclination to

any thing, but vary and waver at uncertain times and places ?

This would be a happy constitution indeed. There could be

no health, no life, nor subsistence in such an irregular sys-

tem ; by those surprising nods of the pole we might be tossed

backward or forward in a moment fromJ January to June ;

nay, possibly, from the January of Greenland to the June of

Abyssinia. It is better, therefore, upon all accounts, that the

axis should be continued in its present posture and direction :

so that this also is a signal character of divine wisdom and

goodness.

But, because several have imagined that this skue posture
of the axis is a most unfortunate and pernicious thing; that,

if the poles had been erect to the plane of the ecliptic, all

mankind would have enjoyed a very paradise upon earth, a

perpetual spring, an eternal calm and serenity, and the

longevity of Methuselah, without pains or diseases ;
we are

obliged to consider it a little further. And first, as to the

universal and perpetual spring, 'tis a mere poetical fancy, and

[* or ; \st ed.
" or the."—D.]

[f alteration ; 1*/ ed.
"
alternation."—D.]

[J forward in a moment from
; \st ed. "forward from."—D.]
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(bating the equality of days and nights, which is a thing of

small value) as to the other properties of a spring, it is* na-

turally impossible, being repugnant to the very form of the

globe : for, to those people that dwell under or near the equa-

tor, this spring would be a most pestilent and insupportable

summer; and as for those countries that are nearer the poles,
in which number are our own and the most considerable na-

tions ofthe world, a perpetual spring will not do their business;

they must have longer days, a nearer approach of the sun,

and a less obliquity of his rays ; they must have a summer
and a harvest-time too, to ripen their grain, and fruits, and

vines, or else they must bid an eternal adieu to the very best

of their sustenance. It isf plain, that the centre of the earth

must move all along in the orbis magnus, whether we suppose
a perpetual equinox, or an oblique position of the axis. So

that the whole globe would continue in the same distance

from the sun, and receive the same quantity of heat from

him in a year or any assignable time, in either hj^othesis.

Though the axis then had been perpendicular, yet take the

whole year about, and the earth would have had the same

measure of heat that it has now.J So that here lies the

question, whether is more beneficial, that the inhabitants of

the earth should have the yearly§ quantity of heat distributed

equally every day, or so disposed as it is ;
a greater share of

it in summer, and in winter a less ? It must needs be allowed,

[* nights, which is a thing of small value) as to the other properties of a

spring, it is ; \st ed.
"
nights, a thing of small value) as to the other properties,

is."_D.] [t It is ; \st ed.
" For it is."—D.]

[J and the earth would have had the same measure of heat that it has now ;

\st ed.
** and we should have had the same measure of heat that we have now."

—In the ed. of 1699, Bentley altered this sentence into its present form,

substituting
" the earth" for *'

we," because Keill, in \\\s Examination of Bur-

net's Theory of the Earth, 1698, Sfc. p. 70 (see note p. 183 of the present vol.),

had cavilled at the latter word, choosing to understand by it the inhabitants of

the temperate zone, and not, as the author certainly meant, the inhabitants of the

whole globe. Vide Wotton's Defence of the Reflections upon Ancient and Modern

Learning, 1705, p. 6.—D.]

[§ that the inhabitants of the earth should have the yearly ;
\st ed. *' that

we should have the same yearly."
—D.]
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that the temperate zones have* no heat to spare in summer ;

'tis very well if it be sufficient for the maturation of fruits.

Now^ this being granted^ ^tis as certain and manifest that an

even distribution of the yearlyf heat would never have brought
those fruits to maturity ; as this is a known and familiar ex-

periment^ that such a quantity of fuel all kindled at once

will cause water to boil^ which being lighted gradually and

successively will never be able to do it. It is clear, therefore,

that in the constitution of a perpetual equinox, the best part

of the globe would be desolate and useless ; and, as to that

little that could be inhabited, there is no reason to expect
that it would constantly enjoy that admired calm and serenity.

If the assertion were true, yet some perhaps may think, that

such a felicity, as would make navigation impossible, is not

much to be envied. But it's altogether precarious, and has

no necessary foundation neither upon reason nor experience.

For the winds and rains, and other affections of the atmo-

sphere, do not solely depend (as that assertion supposeth)

upon the course of the sun ; but partly, and perhaps most

frequently, upon steams and exhalations from subterraneous

heat; upon the positions of the moon, the situations of seas,

or mountains, or lakes, or woods, and many other unknown
or uncertain causes. So that, though the course of the sun

should be invariable, and never swerve from the equator ; yet
the temperament of the air would be mutable nevertheless,

according to the absence or presence, or various mixture of

the other causes. The ancient philosophers, for many ages

together, unanimously taught, that the torrid zone was not

habitable. The reasons that they went upon were very spe-

cious and probable, till the experience of these latter ages
evinced them to be erroneous. They argued from celestial

causes only, the constant vicinity of the sun, and the direct-

ness of his rays ; never suspecting that the body of the earth

had so great an efficiency in the changes of the air ; and that

then could be the coldest and rainiest season, the winter of

[* the temperate zones have; \st ed. "we have."—D.]

[f the yearly; 1*^ ed. "the same yearly."
—

D.]
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the year, when the sun was the nearest of all, and steered

directly over men's heads. Which is warning sufficient to

deter* any man from expecting such eternal serenity and

halcyon days from so incompetent and partial a cause as the

constant course of the sun in the equinoctial circle. What

general condition and temperament of air would follow upon
that supposition, we cannot possibly define; for 'tis not

caused by certain and regular motions, nor subject to mathe-

matical calculations. But, if we may make a conjecture
from the present constitution, we shall hardly wish for a

perpetual equinox to save the charges of weather-glasses :

for 'tis very well known that the months of March and

September, the two equinoxes of our year, are the most

windy and tempestuous, the most unsettled and unequable
of seasons in most countries of the world. Now, if this

notion of an uniform calm and serenity be false or preca-

rious, then even the last supposed advantage, the constant

health and longevity oi men, must be given up also, as a ground-
less conceit : for this (according to the assertors themselves)
doth solely, as an effect of nature, depend upon the other.

Nay, further ; though we should allow them their perpetual

calm and equability of heat, they will never be able to prove
that therefore men would be so vivacious as they would have

us believe. Nay, perhaps the contrary may be inferred, if we

may argue from presentf experience ; for the inhabitants of

the torrid zone, who suffer the least and shortest recesses of

the sun, and are within one step and degree of a perpetual

equinox, are not only shorter lived (generally speaking) than

other nations nearer the poles, but inferior to them in strength,

and stature, and courage, and in all the capacities of the

mind. It appears, therefore, that the gradual vicissitudes of

heat and cold are so far from shortening the thread of man's

life, or impairing his intellectual faculties, that very probably

they both prolong the one, in some measure, and exalt and

advance the other. So that still we do profess to adore the

[* to deter; 1st ed.
" to have deterred."—D.]

[f from present ; \st ed.
" from the present."

—
D.]
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divine wisdom and goodness for this variety of seasons^ for

seed-time and harvest, and cold and heat, and summer and

winterJ
VIII. Come we now to consider the atmosphere, and the

exterior frame and face of the globe, if we may find any tracks

and footsteps of wisdom in the constitution of them. I need

not now inform you, that the air is a thin fluid body, endued

with elasticity or springiness, and capable of condensation and

rarefaction
; and, should it be* much more expanded or con-

densed than it naturally is, no animals could live and breathe :^

it is probable also that the vapours could not be duly raised

and supported in it ; which at once would deprive the earth

of all its ornament and glory, of all its living inhabitants and

vegetables too. But His certainly known and demonstrated,

that the condensation and expansion of any portion of the

air is always proportional to the weight and pressure incum-

bent upon it: so that if the atmosphere had been either

much greater or less than it is, as it might easily have been,

it would have had in its lowest region on the surface of the

earth a much greater density or tenuity of texture, and con-

sequently have been unserviceable for vegetation and life. It

must needs, therefore, be an intelligent Being that could so

justly adapt it to those excellent purposes. 'Tis concluded

by astronomers, that the atmosphere of the moon hath no

clouds nor rains, but a perpetual and uniform serenity ; be-

cause nothing discoverable in the lunar surface is ever covered

and absconded from us byt the interposition of any clouds or

mists, but such as rise from our own globe. Now, if the at-

mosphere of our earth had been of such a constitution, there

could nothing that now grows or breathes in it have been

formed or preserved; human nature must have been quite

obliterated out of the works ofJ creation. If our air had not

y Gen. viii.

[* rarefaction ; and, should it be ; Ist ed. " rarefaction. Neither can you
be ignorant, that if the air should be."—D.]

^ See Mr. Boyle Of the Air.

[t absconded from us by; 1*^ ed. "absconded by."
—D.]

[J of; 1*/ erf. "of the."—D.]
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been a springy elastical body, no animal could have exercised

the very function of respiration ; and yet the ends and uses

of respiration are not served by that springiness, but by some

other unkno^vn and singular quality. For the air, that in

exhausted receivers of air-pumps is exhaled from minerals,

and flesh, and fruits, and liquors, is as true and genuine as to

elasticity and density, or rarefaction, as that we respire in ; and

yet this factitious air is so far from being fit to be breathed

in, that it kills animals in a moment, even sooner than the

very absence of all air, than a vacuum itself.* All which do

infer the most admirable providence of the Author of nature,

who foreknew the necessity of rains and dews to the present

structure of plants, and the uses of respiration to animals ;

and therefore created those correspondent properties in the

atmosphere of the earth.

IX. In the next place, let us consider the ample provision

of waters, those inexhausted treasures of the ocean : and,^

though some have grudged the great share that it takes of

the surface of the earth, yet we shall propose this too as a

conspicuous mark and character of the wisdom of God. For,

that we may not now say that the vast Atlantic Ocean is

really greater riches, and of more worth to the world, than if

it was changed into a fifth continent ; and that the dry land is

as yet much too big for its inhabitants ; and that before they
shall want room by increasing and multiplying, there may be

new heavens and a new earth ; we dare venture to affirm that

these copious stores of waters are no more than necessary for

the present constitution of our globe. For, is not the whole

substance of all vegetables mere modified water ? and conse-

quently of all animals too ; all which either feed upon vege-

tables, or prey upon one another. Is not an immense quan-

tity of it continually exhaled by the sun, to fill the atmosphere
with vapours and clouds, and feed the plants of the earth with

the balm of dews, and the fatness of showers ? It seems

* Mr. Boyle's Second Continuation ofPhysico-mechanical Experiments about

the Air.

'' Lucret. [v. 204.—D.] Et mare, quod late terrarum distinct eras.
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incredible at first hearings that all the blood in our bodies

should circulate in a trice^ in a very few minutes; but I

believe it would be more surprising, if we knew the short and

swift periods ofthe great circulation of water, that vital blood

of the earth, which composeth and nourisheth all things. If

we could but compute that prodigious mass of it that is daily

thrown into the channel of the sea from all the rivers of the

world, we should then know and admire how much is per-

petually evaporated and cast again upon the continents,

to supply those innumerable streams. And, indeed, hence

we may discover, not only the use and necessity, but the

cause too of the vastness of the ocean. I never yet heard

of any nation that complained they had too broad, or too

deep, or too many rivers ; or wished they were either smaller

or fewer; they understand better than so, how to value

and esteem those inestimable gifts of nature. Now, sup-

posing that the multitude and largeness of rivers ought to

continue as great as now, we can easily prove that the extent

of the ocean could be no less than it is. For it^s evident

and necessary, (if we follow the most fair and probable hypo-

thesis, that the origin of fountains is from vapours and rain)

that the receptacle of waters, into which the mouths of all

those rivers must empty themselves, ought to have so spa-

cious a surface, that as much water may be continually brushed

off by the winds, and exhaled by the sun, as (besides what

falls again in showers upon its own surface) is brought into it

by all the rivers. Now the surface of the ocean is just so wide,

and no wider ; for, if more was evaporated than returns into

it again, the sea would become less ;
if less was evaporated, it

would grow bigger. So that, because since the memory of

all ages it hath continued at a stand, without considerable

variation, and if it hath gained ground upon one country,

hath lost as much in another ; it must consequently be exactly

proportioned to the present constitution of rivers. How rash,

therefore, and vain are those busy projectors in speculation,

that imagine they could recover to the world many new and

noble countries, in the most happy and temperate climates,

without any damage to the old ones, could this same mass of
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the ocean be lodged and circumscribed in a much deeper

channel, and within narrower shores ! For, by how much they

would diminish the present extent of the sea, so much they

would impair the fertility, and fountains, and rivers of the

earth ; because the quantity of vapours, that must be exhaled

to supply all these, would be lessened proportionally to the

bounds of the ocean
;
for the vapours are not to be measured

from the bulk of the water, but from the space of the surface.

So that this also doth infer the superlative wisdom and good-
ness of God, that he hath treasured up the waters in so deep
and spacious a storehouse, the place that he hathfounded and

appointedfor themS^

X. But some men<^ are out of love with the features and

mien of our earth ; they do not like this rugged and irregular

surface, these precipices and valleys, and the gaping channel

of the ocean. This with them is deformity, and rather car-

ries the face of a ruin, or a rude and indigested lump of atoms

that casually convened so, than a work of divine artifice.

They would have the vast body of a planet to be as elegant

and round as a factitious globe represents it; to be every
where smooth and equable, and as plain as the Elysian fields.

Let us examine what weighty reasons they have to disparage
the present constitution of nature in so injurious a manner.

Why, if we suppose the ocean to be dry, and that we look

down upon the empty channel from some higher region of the

air, how horrid, and ghastly, and unnatural would it look !

Now, admitting this supposition, let us suppose too that the

soil of this dry channel were* covered with grass and trees in

* Psal. civ.

^ Nequaquam nobis divinitus esse creatam

Naturam rerum, tanta stat praedita culpa.

Principio, quantum coeli tegit impetus ingens,

Inde avidam partem montes sylvaeque ferarum

Possedere ; tenent rupes, vastaeque paludes,

Et mare, quod late terrarum distinet oras.— Lucret. lib. v.

[199.
—In the first line of this passage the vulgar reading is .... " esse para-

tarn." Bentley gives
*' creatam" from lib. ii. 180. where the line occurs with that

variation.—D.]

[• were ; 1st ed.
" is."—D.]
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manner of the continent^ and then see what would follow.

If a man could be carried asleep and placed in the very mid-

dle of this dry ocean, it must be allowed that he could not

distinguish it from the inhabited earth. For if the bottom

should be unequal, with shelves, and rocks, and precipices,

and gulfs; these, being now apparelled with a vesture of

plants, would only resemble the mountains and valleys that

he was accustomed to before. But very probably he would

wake in a large and smooth plain : for though the bottom of the

sea were gradually inclined and sloping from the shore to the

middle, yet the additional acclivity, above what a level would

seem to have, would be imperceptible in so short a prospect as

he could take of it : so that, to make this man sensible what

a deep cavity he was placed in, he must be carried so high in

the air till he could see at one view the whole breadth of the

channel, and so compare the depression of the middle with

the elevation of the banks. But th^n a very small skill in

mathematics is enough to instruct us, that before he could

arrive to that distance from the earth, all the inequality of

surface would be lost to his view; the wide ocean would appear
to him like an even and uniform plane, (uniform as to its

level, though not as to light and shade,) though every rock

of the sea was as high as the Pico of Teneriff. But, though
we should grant that the dry gulf of the ocean would appear

vastly hollow and horrible from the top of a high cloud, yet

what a way of reasoning is this, from the freaks of imagination
and impossible suppositions ! Is the sea ever likely to be eva-

porated by the sun, or to be emptied with buckets ? Why then

must we fancy this impossible dryness, and then upon that

fictitious account calumniate nature as deformed and ruinous,

and unworthy of a divine Author ? Is there then any physical

deformity in the fabric of a human body, because our ima-

gination can strip it of its muscles arid skin, and shew us the

scragged and knotty backbone, the gaping and ghastly jaws,

and all the skeleton underneath ? We have shewed before,

that the sea could not be much narrower than it is, without

a great loss to the world : and must we now have an ocean
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of mere flats and shallows, to the utter ruin of navigation,

for fear our heads should turn giddy at the imagination of

gaping abysses and unfathomable gulfs ? But however, they

may say, the sea-shores at least might* have been even and

uniform, not crooked and broken, as they are, into innu-

merable angles, and creeks, and inlets, and bays, without

beauty or order, Avhich carry the marks more of chance and

confusion than of the production of a wise Creator. And
would not this bef a fine bargahi indeed ? to part with all our

commodious ports and harbours, which, the greater the inlet

is, are so much the better, for the imaginary pleasure of an

open and straight shore, without any retreat or shelter from

the winds ; which would make the sea of no use at all as to

navigation and commerce. But what apology can we make

for the horrid deformity of rocks and crags, of naked and

broken cliffs, of long ridges of barren mountains, in the con-

venientest latitudes for habitation and fertility, could but

thosej rude heaps of rubbish and ruins be removed out of the

way? We have one general and sufficient answer for all

seeming defects or disorders in the constitution of land or

sea ; that we do not contend to have the earth pass for a

paradise, or to make a very heaven of our globe ; we reckon

it only as the land of our peregrination, and aspire after a

better and a celestial country .^ ^Tis enough, if it be so framed

and constituted, that by a careful contemplation of it we have

great reason to acknowledge and adore the divine wisdom

and benignity of its Author. But, to wave this general reply,

let the objectors consider, that these supposed irregularities

must necessarily§ come to pass from the established laws of

mechanism and the ordinary course of nature. For, suppos-

ing the existence of sea and mountains, if the banks of that

[* But however, they may say, the sea-shores at least might ; l^^ ed. "
But,

however, the sea-shores at least should."—D.]

[f Creator. And would not this be ; 1st ed.
" Creator. This would

be."—D.]

[J could but those ; 1st ed. "could those."—D.]
« Heb. xi.

[§ must necessarily ; 1st ed.
" must have necessarily."

—
D.]
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sea must never be jagged and torn by the impetuous assaults

or the silent underminings of waves; if violent rains and

tempests must not wash down the earth and gravel from the

tops of some of those mountains, and expose their naked ribs

to the face of the sun ; if the seeds of subterraneous minerals

must not ferment, and sometimes cause earthquakes and furi-

ous eruptions of volcanos, and tumble down broken rocks,

and lay them in confusion ; then either all things must have

been overruled miraculously by the immediate interposition

of God, without any mechanical affections or settled laws

of nature, or else the body of the earth must have been as

fixed as gold, or as hard as adamant, and wholly unfit for

human* habitation. So that if it was good in the sight of

God,^ that the present plants and animals, and human souls

united to flesh and blood, should be upon this earth under a

settled constitution of nature ;
these supposed inconveniences,

as they were foreseen and permitted by the Author of that

nature, as necessary consequences of such a constitution, so

they cannot infer the least imperfection in his wisdom and

goodness : and to murmur at them is as unreasonable as to

complain that he hath made us men, and not angels ; that he

hath placed us upon this planet, and not upon some other,

in this or another system, which may be thought better than

ours. Let them also consider, that this objected deformity is

in our imaginations only, and not really in thingsf them-

selves. There is no universal reason (I mean such as is not

confined to human fancy, but will reach through the whole

intellectual universe,) that a figure by us called regular, which

hath equal sides and angles, is absolutely more beautiful than

any in*egular one. All pulchritude is relative ; and all bodies

are truly and physically beautiful under all possible shapes
and proportions, that are good in their kind, that are fit for

their proper uses and ends of their natures. We ought not

then to believe that the banks of the ocean are really deformed,

because they have not the form of a regular bulwark ;
nor

[* human; \st ed.
" our."—D.] ^ Gen. i.

[t in things; \st ed. "in the things."
—

D.]
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that the mountains are out of shape,* because they are not

exact pyramids or cones ; nor that the stars are unskilfully

placed, because they are not all situated at uniform distance.f

These are not natural irregularities, but with respect to our

fancies only ; nor are they incommodious to the true uses of

life and the designs of man's being on the earth. And let

them further consider,| that these ranges of barren moun-

tains, by condensing the vapours, and producing rains, and

fountains, and rivers, give the very plains and valleys them-

selves that fertility they boast of; that those hills§ and moun-

tains supply us and the stock of nature with a great variety

of excellent plants. If there were no inequalities in the sur-

face of the earth, nor in the seasons of the year, we should

lose a considerable share of the vegetable kingdom : for all

plants will not grow in an uniform level and the same temper
of soil, nor with the same degree of heat. Nay^ let them

lastly consider, II
that to those hills and mountains we are ob-

liged for all our metals, and with them for all the conveniences

and comforts of life. To deprive us of metals is to make us

mere savages ; to change our corn or rice for the old Arca-

dian diet_, our houses and cities for dens and caves, and our

clothing for skins of beasts ; 'tis to bereave us of all arts and

sciences, of history and letters ; nay, of revealed religion too,

that inestimable favour of heaven : for, without the benefit of

letters, the whole Gospel would be a merely tradition and

old cabbala, vrithout certainty, without authority. Who
would part with these solid and substantial blessings for the

little fantastical pleasantness of a smooth uniform convexity

[* out of shape ; 1st ed. "
mishapen."

—
D.]

[f distance; 1 5/ erf. "distances."—D,]

[J earth. And let them further consider ; 1st ed.
" earth. Let them con-

sider."—D.]

[§ boast of; that those hills; 1st ed. "boast of. Let them consider that

those hills."—D.J

[II heat. Nay, let them lastly consider ; 1st ed. " heat. Let them con-

sider."—D.]

[•[[ heaven : for, without the benefit of letters, the whole Gospel would be a

mere ; 1st ed. "by making the whole Gospel a mere."—D.]
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and rotundity of a globe ? And yet the misfortune of it is,

that the pleasant view of their* imaginary globe, as well as

the deformed spectacle of ourf true one, is founded upon im-

possible suppositions. For thatJ equal convexity could never

be seen and enjoyed by any man living. The inhabitants of

such an earth could have only the short prospect of a little

circular plane about three miles around them ; though neither

woods, nor hedges, nor artificial banks, should intercept it ;

which little, too, would appear to have an acclivity on all

sides from the spectators ; so that every man would have the

displeasure§ of fancying himself the lowest, and that he always
dwelt and moved in a bottom. Nay, considering that in such

a constitution of the earth they could have no means nor in-

struments of mathematical knowledge, there is great reason

to believe, that the period of the final dissolution might over-

take them, ere they would have known or had any suspicion

that they walked upon a round ball. Must we, therefore, to

make this convexity of the earth discernible to the eye, sup-

pose a man to be lifted up a great height in the air, that he

may have a verj' spacious horizon under one view ? But then,

again, because of the distance, the convexity and gibbousness
would vanish away ; he would only see below him a great cir-

cular flat, as level, to his thinking, as the face of the moon.

Are there then such ravishing charms in a dull, unvaried

flat, to make a sufticient compensation /or the chief things of
the ancient mountains, and for the precious things of the last-

ing hills Fs Nay, we appeal to the sentence of mankind, if

a land of hills and valleys has not more pleasure too, and

beauty, than an uniform flat ? which flat, if ever|| it may be

said to be very delightful, is then only, when ^tis viewed from

[* their; 1*^ ed.
" this."—D.] [f our; 1st ed. "the."—D.]

\X that; l*f erf. "this."—D.]

[§ displeasure ; \st ed.
"
satisfaction."—D.]

8 Deut. xxxiii. 15.

[II valleys has not more pleasure too, and beauty, than an uniform flat ? which

flat, if ever; 1st ed. '^

valleys, with an infinite variety of scenes and prospects,

besides the profit that accrues from it, have not more of beauty too, and plea-

santness, than a wide uniform plain ; which if ever."—D.]
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the top of a hill. What were the Tempe of Thessaly,^ so

celebrated in ancient story for their unparalleled pleasantness,

but a vale divided vrith a river and terminated with hills ?

Are not all the descriptions of poets embellished with such

ideas, when they would represent any places of superlative

delight, any* blissful seats of the Muses or the Nymphs, any
sacred habitations of gods or goddesses ? They will never

admit that a wide flat can be pleasant, no, not in the very

Elysian fields ;^ but these,t too, must be diversified with de-

pressed valleys and swelling ascents. They cannot imagine
even Paradise to be a place of pleasure,^ nor heaven itself to

be heaven without them.V Let this, therefore, be another

argument of the divine wisdom and goodness, that the sur-

face of the earth is not uniformly convex, (as many think it

would naturally have been, if mechanically formed by a

chaos,) but distinguished with mountains and valleys, and fur-

rowed from pole to pole with the deep channel of the sea;

and that, because of the to ^ekriovy it is better that it should

be so.

Give me leave to make one short inference from what has

been said, which shall finish this present discourse, and with

it our task for the year. We have clearly discovered many
final causes and characters of wisdom and contrivance in the

frame of the inanimate world ; as well as in the organical
fabric of the bodies of animals. Now, from hence ariseth a

new and invincible argument, that the present frame of the

•» Vide ^lian. Var. Hist. lib. iii. [cap. i.—D.] [* any ; \st ed.
« and."—D.]

• At pater Anchises penitus convalle virenti. Virg. lEn. vi. [679.
—D.]

Et ibid. [676.
—

D.] Hoc superate jugum.
Et ibid. [754.

—
D.] Et tumulura capit.

[t these ;
\st ed.

" those."—D.]
'' Flowers worthy of paradise, which not nice art

In beds and curious knots, but nature boon

Pour'd forth profuse on hill, and dale, and plain.

Paradise Lost, lib. iv. [241.—D.]
* For earth hath this variety from heaven

Of pleasure situate in hill and dale. Ibid. lib. vi. [640.
—

D.]
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world hath not existed from all eternity. For such an use-

fulness of things, or a fitness of means to ends, as neither

proceeds from the necessity of their beings, nor can happen
to them by chance, doth necessarily infer that there was an

intelligent Being, which was the author and contriver of that

usefulness. We have formerly demonstrated,™ that the body
of a man, which consists of an incomprehensible variety of

parts, all admirably fitted to their peculiar functions and the

conservation of the whole, could no more be formed fortui-

tously than the ^neis of Virgil, or any other long poem with

good sense and just measures, could be composed by the

casual combinations of letters. Now, to pursue this compa-
rison ; as it is utterly impossible to be believed, that such a

poem may have been eternal, transcribed from copy to copy
without any first author and original ; so it is equally incre-

dible and impossible, that the fabric of human bodies, which

hath such excellent and divine artifice, and, if I may so say,

such good sense, and true syntax, and harmonious measures

in its constitution, should be propagated and transcribed

from father to son without a first parent and creator of it.

An eternal usefulness of things, an eternal good sense, cannot

possibly be conceived without an eternal wisdom and under-

standing. But that can be no other than that eternal and

omnipotent God, that by wisdom hath founded the earth, and

by understanding hath established the heavens :^ to whom be

all honour, and glory, and praise, and adoration, from hence-

forth and for evermore. Amen.

•" Serm. v. " Prov. iii.
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LETTER I.

To the Reverend Dr, Richard Bentley, at the Bishop of Wor-

cester's house, in Park-streety Westminster,

SIR,

When I wrote my treatise about our system^ I had

an eye upon such principles as might work with considering
men for the belief of a Deity ; and nothing can rejoice me
more than to find it useful for that purpose. But if I have

done the public any service this way, it is due to nothing but

industiy and patient thought.

As to your first query, it seems to me that if the matter

of our sun and planets, and all the matter of the universe, were

evenly scattered throughout all the heavens, and every par-

ticle had an innate gravity towards all the rest, and the whole

space throughout which this matter was scattered was but

finite ; the matter on the outside of this space would, by its

gravity, tend towards all the matter on the inside, aud, by

consequence, fall down into the middle of the whole space,

and there compose one great spherical mass. But if the

matter was evenly disposed throughout an infinite space, it

could never convene into one mass ; but some of it would con-

vene into one mass, and some into another, so as to make an

infinite number of great masses, scattered at great distances

from one to another throughout all that infinite space. And
thus might the sun and fixed stars be formed, supposing the

matter were of a lucid nature. But how the matter should
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divide itself into two sorts, and that part of it which is fit to

compose a shining body should fall down into one mass and

make a sun, and the rest which is fit to compose an opaque

body should coalesce, not into one great body, like the shining

matter, but into many little ones ;
or if the sun at first were an

opaque body like the planets, or the planets lucid bodies like

the sun, how he alone should be changed into a shining body,

whilst all they continue opaque, or all they be changed into

opaque ones, whilst he remains unchanged ;
I do not think

explicable by mere natural causes, but am forced to ascribe

it to the counsel and contrivance of a voluntary Agent.

The same Power, whether natural or supernatural, which

placed the sun in the centre of the six primary planets, placed

Saturn in the centre of the orbs of his five secondary planets,

and Jupiter in the centre of his four secondary planets, and

the earth in the centre of the moon's orb ; and therefore, had

this cause been a blind one, without contrivance or design,

the sun would have been a body of the same kind with Sa-

turn, Jupiter, and the earth, that^ is, without light and heat.

Why there is one body in our system qualified to give light

and heat to all the rest, I know no reason, but because the'

Author of the system thought it convenient
; and why there is

but one body of this kind, I know no reason, but because one

was sufficient to warm and enlighten all the rest. For the

Cartesian hypothesis of suns losing their light, and then turn-

ing into comets, and comets into planets, can have no place

in my system, and is plainly erroneous ; because it is certain,

that fts often as they appear to us, they descend into the

system of our planets, lower than the orb of Jupiter, and

sometimes lower than the orbs of Venus and Mercury, and

yet never stay here, but always return from the sun with the

same degrees of motion by which they approached him.

To your second query, I answer, that the motions which

the planets now have could not spring from any ilatural cause

alone, but were impressed by an intelligent Agent. For

since comets descend into the region of our planets, and here

move all manner of ways, going sometimes the same way
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with the planets, sometimes the contrary way, and sometimes

in cross ways, in planes inclined to the plane of the ecliptic,

and at all kinds of angles, 'tis plain that there is no natural

cause which could determine all the planets, both primar}"

and secondary, to move the same way and in the same plane,

without any considerable variation : this must have been the

effect of counsel. Nor is there any natural cause which could

give the planets those just degrees of velocity, in proportion to

their distances from the sun and other central bodies, which

were requisite to make them move in such concentric orbs

about those bodies. Had the planets been as swift as comets,

in proportion to their distances from the sun, (as they would

have been, had their motion been caused by their gravity,

whereby the matter, at the first formation of the planets,

might fall from the remotest regions towards the sun,) they
would not move in concentric orbs, but in such eccentric ones

as the comets move in. Were all the planets as swift as

Mercury, or as slow as Saturn or his satellites ; or were their

several velocities otherwise much greater or less than they

are, as they might have been, had they arose from any other

cause than their gravities; or had the distances from the

centres about which they move been greater or less than they

are, with the same velocities
;
or had the quantity of matter

in the sun, or in Saturn, Jupiter, and the earth, and, by con-

sequence, their gravitating power, been greater or less than it

is ;
the primary planets could not have revolved about the sun,

nor the secondary ones about Saturn, Jupiter, and the earth, in

concentric circles, as they do, but would have moved in hyper-

bolas, or parabolas, or in ellipses very eccentric. To make
this system, therefore, with all its motions, required a cause

which understood and compared together the quantities of

matter in the several bodies of the sun and planets, and the

gravitating powers resulting from thence; the several dis-

tances of the primary planets from the sun, and of the second-

ary ones from Saturn, Jupiter, and the earth ; and the velo-

cities with which these planets could revolve about those

quantities of matter in the central bodies ; and to compare
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and adjust all these things together, in so great a variety of

bodies, argues that cause to be, not blind and fortuitous, but

very well skilled in mechanics and geometry.
To your third query, I answer, that it may be represented

that the sun may, by heating those planets most which are

nearest to him, cause them to be better concocted, and more

condensed by that concoction. But, when I consider that

our earth is much more heated in its bowels below the upper
crust by subterraneous fermentations of mineral bodies than

by the sun, I see not why the interior parts of Jupiter and

Saturn might not be as much heated, concocted, and coagu-
lated by those fermentations as our earth is ; and therefore

this various density should have some other cause than the

various distances of the planets from the sun. And I am
confirmed in this opinion by considering, that the planets of

Jupiter and Saturn, as they are rarer than the rest, so they
are vastly greater, and contain a far greater quantity of mat-

ter, and have many satellites about them ; which qualifications

surely arose not from their being placed at so great a distance

from the sun, but were rather the cause why the Creator

placed them at great distance. For, by their gravitating

powers they disturb one another's motions very sensibly, as

I find by some late observations of Mr. Flamsteed ; and had

they been placed much nearer to the sun and to one another,

they would, by the same powers, have caused a considerable

disturbance in the whole system.

To your fourth query, I answer, that, in the hypothesis of

vortices, the inclination of the axis of the earth might, in my
opinion, be ascribed to the situation of the earth^s vortex

before it was absorbed by the neighbouring vortices, and the

earth turned from a sun to a comet; but this inclination

ought to decrease constantly in compliance with the motion

of the earth's vortex, whose axis is .much less inclined to the

ecliptic, as appears by the motion of the moon carried about

therein. If the sun by his rays could carry about the planets,

yet I do not see how he could thereby effect their diurnal

motions.
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Lastly, I see nothing extraordinary in the inclination of

the earth's axis for proving a Deity, unless you will urge it

as a contrivance for winter and summer, and for making the

earth habitable towards the poles ;
and that the diurnal rota-

tions of the sun and planets, as they could hardly arise from

any cause purely mechanical, so by being determined all the

same way with the annual and menstrual motions, they seem

to make up that harmony in the system, which, as I explained

above, was the effect of choice rather than chance.

There is yet another argument for a Deity, which I take

to be a very strong one ; but till the principles on which it is

grounded are better received, I think it more advisable to let

it sleep.

I am your most humble servant to command,

IS. NEWTON.
Cambridge, Decemb. 10, 1692.

LETTER II.

For Mr, Bentley, at the Palace at Worcester,

SIR,

I AGREE with you, that if matter evenly diffused

through a finite space, not spherical, should fall into a solid

mass, this mass would affect the figure of the whole space,

provided it were not soft, like the old chaos, but so hard and

solid from the beginning, that the weight of its protuberant

parts could not make it yield to their pressure : yet, by earth-

quakes loosening the parts of this solid, the protuberances

might sometimes sink a little by their weight, and thereby
the mass might by degrees approach a spherical figure.

The reason why matter evenly scattered through a finite

space would convene in the midst, you conceive the same

with me ; but that there should be a central particle, so accu-

rately placed in the middle as to be always equally attracted

on all sides, and thereby continue without motion, seems to
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me a supposition fully as hard as to make the sharpest needle

stand upright on its point upon a looking-glass. For if the

very mathematical centre of the central particle be not accu-

rately in the very mathematical centre of the attractive power
of the whole mass, the particle will not be attracted equally
on all sides. And much harder it is to suppose all the par-

ticles in an infinite space should be so accurately poised one

among another, as to stand still in a perfect equilibrium. For

I reckon this as hard as to make, not one needle only, but an

infinite number of them (so many as there are particles in an

infinite space) stand accurately poised upon their points.

Yet I grant it possible, at least by a divine power; and if

they were once to be placed, I agree with you that they would

continue in that posture without motion for ever, unless put
into new motion by the same power. When, therefore, I

said that matter evenly spread through all space would con-

vene by its gravity into one or more great masses, I under-

stand it of matter not resting in an accurate poise.

But you argue, in the next paragraph of your letter, that

every particle of matter in an infinite space has an infinite

quantity of matter on all sides, and, by consequence, an in-

finite attraction every way, and therefore must rest in equili-

brio, because all infinites are equal. Yet you suspect a para-

logism in this argument ;
and I conceive the paralogism lies

in the position, that all infinites are equal. The generality

of mankind consider infinites no other ways than indefinitely ;

and in this sense they say all infinites are equal; though

they would speak more truly if they should say, they are nei-

ther equal nor unequal, nor have any certain difference or

proportion one to another. In this sense, therefore, no con-

clusions can be drawn from them about the equality, propor-

tions, or differences of things ; and they that attempt to do it

usually fall into paralogisms. So, when men argue against

the infinite divisibility of magnitude, by saying, that if an

inch may be divided into an infinite number of parts, the

sum of those parts will be an inch ; and if a foot may be di-

vided into an infinite number of parts, che sum of those parts
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must be afoot; and therefore, since all infinites are equal,

those sums must be equal, that is, an inch equal to a foot.

The falseness of the conclusion shews an error in the pre-

mises ; and the error lies in the position, that all infinites are

equal. There is, therefore, another way of considering infi-

nites used by mathematicians, and that is, under certain defi-

nite restrictions and limitations, whereby infinites are deter-

mined to have certain differences or proportions to one

another. Thus Dr. Wallis considers them in his Arithmetica

Infinitorum, where, by the various proportions of infinite

sums, he gathers the various proportions of infinite magni-
tudes : which way of arguing is generally allowed by mathe-

maticians, and yet would not be good were all infinites equal.

According to the same way of considering infinites, a mathe-

matician would tell you, that though there be an infinite num-

ber of infinite little parts in an inch, yet there is twelve times

that number of such parts in a foot ; that is, the infinite num-

ber of those parts in a foot is not equal to, but twelve times

bigger than the infinite number of them in an inch. And so a

mathematician will tell you, that if a body stood in equilibrio

between any two equal and contrary attracting infinite forces,

and if to either of these forces you add any new finite attract-

ing force, that new force, how little soever, will destroy their

equilibrium, and put the body into the same motion into

which it would put it were those two contrary equal forces

but finite, or even none at all : so that in this case the two

equal infinites, by the addition of a finite to either of them,

become unequal in our ways of reckoning ; and after these

ways we must reckon, if from the considerations of infinites

we would always draw true conclusions.

To the last part of your letter, I answer, first, that if the

earth (without the moon) were placed any where with its

centre in the orbis magnus, and stood still there without any

gravitation or projection, and there at once were infused into

it both a gravitating energy towards the sun, and a trans-

verse impulse of a just quantity moving it directly ia a tan-

gent to the orbis magnus ; the compounds of this attraction

VOL. III. 2 E
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and projection would^ according to my notion^ cause a circu-

lar revolution of the earth about the sun. But the transverse

impulse must be a just quantity ; for if it be too big or too

little, it will cause the earth to move in some other line.

Secondly, I do not know any power in nature which would

cause this transverse motion without the divine arm. Blon-

del tells us somewhere in his book of Bombs, that Plato

affirms, that the motion of the planets is such, as if they had

all of them been created by God in some region very remote

from our system, and let fall from thence towards the sun,

and so soon as they arrived at their several orbs, their motion
' of falling turned aside into a transverse one. And this is

true, supposing the gravitating power of the sun was double

at that moment of time in which they all arrive at their seve-

ral orbs ;
but then the divine power is here required in a

double respect, namely, to turn the descending motions of the

falling planets into a side motion, and, at the same time, to

double the attractive power of the sun. So, then, gravity

may put the planets into motion, but, without the divine

power, it could never put them into such a circulating motion

as they have about the sun ; and therefore, for this, as well

as other reasons, I am compelled to ascribe the frame of this

system to an intelligent Agent.
You sometimes speak of gravity as essential and inherent

to matter. Pray, do not ascribe that notion to me ; for the

cause of gravity is what I do not pretend to know, and

therefore would take more time to consider of it.

I fear what I have said of infinites will seem obscure to

you ; but it is enough if you understand, that infinites, when
considered absolutely without any restriction or limitation,

are neither equal nor unequal, nor have any certain propor-
tion one to another ;

and therefore the principle, that all infi-

nites are equal, is a precarious one.

Sir, I am your most humble servant,

IS. NEWTON.
Trinity College, Jan. 17, 1692-3.
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LETTER III.

For Mr. Bentley, at the Palace at Worcester,

SIR,

Because you desire speed, I will answer your let-

ter with what brevity I can. In the six positions you lay

down in the beginning of your letter, I agree with you. Your

assuming the orbis magnus 7000 diameters of the earth wide,

implies the sun^s horizontal parallax to be half a minute.

Flamsteed and Cassini have of late observed it to be about

10", and thus the orbis magnus must be 21,000, or, in a

rounder number, 20,000 diameters of the earth wide. Either

computation, I think, will do well ; and I think it not worth

while to alter your numbers.

In the next part of your letter you lay down four other

positions, founded upon the six first. The first of these four

seems very evident, supposing you take attraction so generally

as by it to understand any force by which distant bodies en-

deavour to come together without mechanical impulse. The

second seems not so clear; for it may be said, that there

might be other systems of worlds before the present ones,

and others before those, and so on to all past eternity, and,

by consequence, that gravity maybe coeternal to matter, and

have the same effect from all eternity as at present, unless you
have somew^here proved that old systems cannot gradually

pass into new ones ; or that this system had not its original

from the exhaling matter of former decaying systems, but

from a chaos of matter evenly dispersed throughout all space ;

for something of this kind, I think you say, was the subject

of your Sixth Sermon ;
and the growth of new systems out

of old ones, without the mediation of a divine power, seems

to me apparently absurd.

The last clause of the second position I like very well.

It is inconceivable, that inanimate brute matter should, with-

out the mediation of something else, which is not material,

operate upon and affect other matter without mutual contact.
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as it must be, if gravitation, in the sense of Epicurus, be es-

sential and inherent in it. And this is one reason why I

desired you would not ascribe innate gravity to me. That

gravity should be innate, inherent, and essential to matter,

so that one body may act upon another at a distance through
a vacuum^ without the mediation of any thing else, by and

through which their action and force may be conveyed from

one to another, is to me so great an absurdity, that I believe

no man, who has in philosophical matters a competent faculty

of thinking, can ever fall into it. Gravity must be caused by
an agent acting constantly according to certain laws; but

whether this agent be material or immaterial, I have left to

the consideration of my readers.

Your fourth assertion, that the world could not be formed

by innate gravity alone, you confirm by three arguments.

But, in your first argument you seem to make a petitio prin-

cipii ; for whereas many ancient philosophers and others, as

well theists as atheists, have all allowed that there may be

worlds and parcels of matter innumerable or infinite, you

deny this, by representing it as absurd as that there should

be positively an infinite arithmetical sum or number, which is

a contradiction in terminis ; but you do not prove it as absurd.

Neither do you prove, that what men mean by an infinite

sum or number is a contradiction in nature
; for a contra-

diction in terminis implies no more than an impropriety of

speech. Those things which men understand by improper and

contradictious phrases may be sometimes really in nature

without any contradiction at all : a silver inkhom, a paper

lantern, an iron whetstone, are absurd phrases, yet the

things signified thereby are really in nature. If any man
should say, that a number and a sum, to speak properly, is

that which may be numbered and summed, but things infinite

are numberless, or, as we usually speak, innumerable and sum-

less, or insummable, and therefore ought not to be called a

number or sum; he will speak properly enough, and your

argument against him will, I fear, lose its force. And yet,

if any man shall take the words number and sum in a larger
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sense, so as to understand thereby things which, in the proper

way of speaking, are numberless and sumless, (as you seem

to do, when you allow an infinite number of points in a line)

I could readily allow him the use of the contradictious phrases

of innumerable number or sumless sum, without inferring

from thence any absurdity in the thing he means by those

phrases. However, if by this or any other argument you
have proved the finiteness of the universe, it follows that all

matter would fall down from the outsides, and convene in

the middle. Yet the matter in falling might concrete into

many round masses, like the bodies of the planets, and these,

by attracting one another, might acquire an obliquity of de-

scent, by means of which they might fall, not upon the great

central body, but upon the side of it, and fetch a compass

about, and then ascend again by the same steps and degrees

of motion and velocity with which they descended before,

much after the manner that the comets revolve about the

sun ; but a circular motion in concentric orbs about the sun

they could never acquire by gravity alone.

And though all the matter were divided at first into seve-

ral systems, and every system by a divine power constituted

like ours, yet would the outside systems descend towards the

middlemost ; so that this frame of things could not always
subsist without a divine power to conserve it ; which is the

second argument : and to your third I fully assent.

As for the passage of Plato, there is no common place
from whence all the planets being let fall, and descending
with uniform and equal gravities (as Galileo supposes), would,
at their arrival to their several orbs, acquire their several ve-

locities with which they now revolve in them. If we suppose
the gravity of all the planets towards the sun to be of such a

quantity as it really is, and that the motions of the planets
are turned upwards, every planet will ascend to twice its

height from the sun. Saturn will ascend till he be twice as

high from the sun as he is at present, and no higher ; Jupiter
will ascend as high again as at present, that is, a little above

the orb of Saturn ; Mercury will ascend to twice his present
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height^ that is, to the orb of Venus ; and so of the rest
;
and

then by falling down again from the places to which they as-

cended, they will arrive again at their several orbs with the

same velocities they had at first, and with which they now
revolve.

But if, so soon as their motions by which they revolve

are turned upwards, the gravitating power of the sun, by
which their ascent is perpetually retarded, be diminished by
one half, they will now ascend perpetually, and all of them

at all equal distances from the sun will be equally swift.

Mercury, when he arrives at the orb of Venus, will be as

swift as Venus
;
and he and Venus, when they arrive at the

orb of the earth, will be as swift as the earth ; and so of the

rest. If they begin all of them to ascend at once, and ascend

in the same line, they will constantly, in ascending, become

nearer and nearer together, and their motions will constantly

approach to an equality, and become at length slower than

any motion assignable. Suppose, therefore, that they as-

cended till they were almost contiguous, and their motions

inconsiderably little, and that all their motions were at the

same moment of time turned back again ; or, which comes

almost to the same thing, that they were only deprived of

their motions and let fall at that time
; they would all at once

arrive at their several orbs, each with the velocity it had at

first ;
and if their motions were then turned sideways, and, at

the same time, the gravitating power of the sun doubled,

that it might be strong enough to retain them in their orbs,

they would revolve in them as before their ascent. But if

the gravitating power of the sun was not doubled, they would

go away from their orbs into the highest heavens in paraboli-

cal lines. These things follow from my Princ. Math. lib. i.

prop. 33, 34, 36, 37-

I thank you very kindly for your designed present, and

rest

Your most humble servant to command,

IS. NEWTON.
Cambridge, Feb. 25, 1692-3.
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LETTER IV.

To Mr. Bentley, at the Palace at Worcester,

SIR,
The hypothesis of deriving the frame of the world

by mechanical principles from matter evenly spread through
the heavens, being inconsistent vrith my system, I had con-

sidered it very little before your letters put me upon it ; and

therefore trouble you with a line or two more about it, if this

comes not too late for your use.

In my former I represented that the diurnal rotations of

the planets could not be derived from gravity, but required a

divine arm to impress them. And though gravity might give

the planets a motion of descent towards the sun, either di-

rectly or with some little obliquity, yet the transverse motions

by which they revolve in their several orbs required the

divine arm to impress them according to the tangents of their

orbs. I would now add, that the hypothesis of matter's being
at first evenly spread through the heavens, is, in my opinion,
inconsistent with the hypothesis of innate gravity, without a

supernatural power to reconcile them ; and therefore it infers

a Deity. For if there be innate gravity, it is impossible now
for the matter of the earth and all the planets and stars to fly

up from them, and become evenly spread throughout all the

heavens, without a supernatural power; and certainly that

which can never be hereafter without a supernatural power,
could never be heretofore without the same power.

You queried, whether matter evenly spread throughout a

finite space, of some other figure than spherical, would not,

in falling down towards a central body, cause that body to be

of the same figure vrith the whole space ; and I answered, yes.

But in my answer it is to be supposed that the matter de-

scends directly downwards to that body, and that that body
has no diurnal rotation.

This, sir, is all I would add to my former letters.

I am your most humble servant,

IS. NEWTON.
Cambridge, Feb. 11, 1693.
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OF REVELATION AND THE MESSIAS :

A

SERMON
PREACHED AT THE PUBLIC COMMENCEMENT AT CAMBRIDGE,

July 5th, 1696.

1 Pet. iii. 15.

Be ready always to give an answer to every man that asketh

you a reason of the hope that is in you.

By the hope that is in us, we do understand here, as in other

places of Scripture, not only the bare hope strictly so called,

but the faith too of a Christian. Whence it is that in the

Syriac version of the text, and in some ancient Latin copies,

the wordfaith is added to the other; the hope and the faith

that is in you. And indeed, if we consider hope as a natu-

ral passion, we shall find it to be always attended and ushered

in by faith. For, ^tis certain there is no hope without some

antecedent belief that the thing hoped for may come to pass ;

and the strength and steadiness of our hope is ever propor-

tional to the measure of our faith. It appears, therefore, why
the word hope in the text may, with sufficient propriety of

speech, comprehend the whole faith of a Christian ; and that,

when the apostle exhorts us to be ready always to answer

every man that asks the reason of our hope, 'tis the same as if

he enjoined us to be never unprepared nor unwilling to reply

to any doubts or questions about the grounds of the Christian

faith.

At the date of this epistle the whole world (with relation
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to the text) might be considered under one general division^

Jews and Gentiles. Firsts the Jews, to whom the oracles of
God were committed,^ and who from thence had the informa-

tion and expectation of the Messias. These, when they asked

a Christian the reason of his hope, were themselves already

persuaded that the Messias would come ; and the only con-

troversy between them was. Whether Jesus was he ? ac-

cording to the message of John the Baptist, Was Jesus he

that should come, or must they look for another?^ Secondly,
the Gentiles, who having no means of knowledge besides mere

natural reason, could have no notions nor notices of this ex-

pected Messias : these, therefore, when they demanded the

reason of a Christian's hope, were first to be acquainted with

the purpose and promise of God to send the Messias ; were

to be instructed about the reasons and designs of that great

embassy; about his quality and office, and all the circum-

stances of his person : and then was the proper time to shew

that Jesus was he
',
that the description of the Messias was

truly exhibited and represented in his character, and the

ancient prophecies all accomplished in his actions and events.

'Tis not for nothing that the apostle so presseth this ad-

vice in the text. Be ready always to give a reason of the hope
that is in you : as if he had foretold, that there would be no

age of the Christian world wherein this preparation would be

superfluous. It hath pleased the divine wisdom never yet to

leave Christianity wholly at leisure from opposers; but to

give its professors that perpetual exercise of their industry
and zeal. And who can tell, if, without such adversaries to

rouse and quicken them, they might not in long tract of time

have grown remiss in the duties, and ignorant in the doctrines of

religion ? Perhaps before this time even some of the records

of it might have perished by men*s negligence ; as the Jews

had like to have lost their Law, if divine Providence had not

preserved one copy of it in the Temple. It is while men sleep,
^

while they live in peace and security, and have no enemies to

contest with, that the great enemy comes and sows tares among
« Rom. iii. % ^

Luke, vii. 19. "^ Matth. xiii. 25.
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the wheat. But, of all the ages since the coming of Christ, I

suppose this present has least reason to complain for want of

work and employment in defence of religion. Here are not

only the two parties in the text, Jews and Gentiles, still in

the world to engage with ; but even in the midst of Chris-

tianity are the most dangerous designs formed against it ; as

if our Saviour's prediction of particular families were to be

verified too of the whole Church, that its worst enemies should

be they of its own householdA
There are a sort of persons baptised indeed into the Chris-

tian faith, and educated in the profession of it ; but in secret,

I wish I might say so, nay, even openly, they oppose and

blaspheme it, repudiating at once the whole authority of

revelation, and debasing the sacred volumes to the rank of

ordinary books of history and ethics. The being of God and

a providence they profess to believe ; to acknowledge a dif-

ference between good and evil; to be verily persuaded of

another life to come ; and to have their expectations of that

state as their behaviour is in this. Nay, even the whole system
of Christian morals they can willingly embrace ; but not as a

collection of divine statutes and ordinances sent us by an ex-

press from heaven, but only as useful rules of life, discover-

able by plain reason, and agreeable to natural religion. So

that they cannot see the mighty occasion that should invite

even the eternal Son of God from the bosom of the Father

to act so mean and calamitous a part upon the stage of this

sorry world. What need of so great a master to read man-

kind lectures of morals, which they might easily learn without

any teacher ? 'Tis true, they are often told of some subhme

mysterious doctrines delivered by him, which they own would
ne'er have been thought of by natural reason. But then,

that is so far from recommending to them the importance of

his errand from heaven, that for that very reason they deny
the truth of his message. For whatever comes imperiously
in the name of divine mystery, and soars above the pitch of

human knowledge; whatsoever things they cannot fathom

«» Matth. X. 36.
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and grasp through all the causes, designs, modes, and rela-

tions of them, as the notion of the Messias, his incarnation,

mediation, satisfaction; all these they reject and explode, as

incomprehensible to pure reason, which they set up as the

only principle and measure of belief.

In all this, these persons act the part and place them-

selves in the condition of Gentiles, whom we may imagine,
in the text, to ask the reason of a Christian's hope ; since the

whole body of these men's religion is no more than what even

heathens attained to ; the modern Deism being the very same

with old philosophical Paganism, only aggravated and damned
with the additional crime of apostasy from the faith. But,

besides this, these very persons will, on other occasions, per-
sonate the Jews too, those other inquirers supposed in the

text, and dispute with Jewish objections against the Christian

religion ; though they no more believe the matter of those

objections than the thing they object against j like Celsus

and Julian of old, that gathered arguments against the Chris-

tians from all the different sects and hypotheses of philosophy,

though inconsistent one argument with another ; and brought

objections too from the Old Testament, which they did not

believe, against the New one, which they were engaged by all

methods to oppose.

In our present discourse, therefore, we shall endeavour to

refute these modern adversaries under their double shape and

character : First, as they are mere Deists or Pagans, renoun-

cing all revelation, and the very notion of the Messias : and,

secondly, as they fight under Jewish colours ; so as, admitting

there be a promised Messias, the Saviour of the world, yet

men ought to reject the person of Jesus, and still to wait for

another.

I. And, first, we shall consider them in the quality of

Deists and disciples of mere natural reason. We profess our-

selves as much concerned, and as truly as themselves are, for

the use and authority of reason in controversies of faith. We
look upon right reason as the native lamp of the soul, placed

and kindled there by our Creator, to conduct us in the whole
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course of our judgments and actions. True reason, like its

divine Author, never is itself deceived, nor ever deceives any
man. Even revelation itself is not shy nor unwilling to as-

cribe its own first credit and fundamental authority to the

test and testimony of reason. Sound reason is the touch-

stone to distinguish that pure and genuine gold from baser

metals, revelation truly divine froni imposture and enthu-

siasm : so that the Christian religion is so far from declining

or fearing the strictest trials of reason, that it every where

appeals to it, is defended and supported by it, and indeed

cannot continue, in the apostle's description, pure and unde-

filed^ without it. ^Tis the benefit of reason alone, under the

providence and Spirit of God, that we ourselves are at this

day a reformed orthodox church \ that we departed from the

errors of popery, and that we knew too where to stop, neither

running into the extravagancies of fanaticism, nor sliding into

the indifferency of libertinism. Whatsoever, therefore, is in-

consistent with natural reason, can never be justly imposed
as an article of faith. That the same body is in many places
at once, that plain bread is not bread ; such things, though

they be said with never so much pomp and claim to infalli-

bility, we have still greater authority to reject them, as being

contrary to common sense and our natural faculties ; as sub-

verting the foundations of all faith, even the grounds of their

own credit, and all the principles of civil life.

So far are we from contending with our adversaries about

the dignity and authority of reason ; but then we differ with

them about the exercise of it, and the extent of its province.
For the Deists there stop, and set bounds to their faith, where

reason, their only guide, does not lead the way further, and
walk along before them. We, on the contrary, as Moses
was shewn by divine power a true sight of the promised land,

though himself could not pass over to it ;* so we think reason

may receive from revelation some further discoveries and new

prospects of things, and be fully convinced of the reality of

them, though itself cannot pass on, nor travel those regions,
*=

James, i. 27. ^ Deut. xxxiv.
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cannot penetrate the fund of those truths, nor advance to the

utmost bounds of them. For there is certainly a wide differ-

ence between what is contrary to reason, and what is superior
to it and out of its reach. To give an instance in created

nature : how many things are there whose being we cannot

doubt of, though unable to comprehend the manner of their

being so ? That the human soul is vitally united to the body

by a reciprocal commerce of action and passion, this we all

consciously feel and know, and our adversaries will affirm it ;

let them tell us, then, what is the chain, the cement, the mag-

netism, what they will call it, the invisible tie of that union,

whereby matter and an incorporeal mind, things that have

no similitude nor alliance to each other, can so sympathise

by a mutual league of motion and sensation ? No, they will

not pretend to that
;
for they can frame no conceptions of it.

They are sure there is such an union, from the operations and

effects, but the cause and the manner of it are too subtle and

secret to be discovered by the eye of reason ; 'tis mystery,
'tis divine magic, 'tis natural miracle. If, then, in created

beings they are content with us to confess their ignorance of

the modes of existence, without doubting of things them-

selves ; have not we much more reason to be humble and

modest in speculations about the essence of God, about the

reasons of his counsels, and the ways of his actions ? Yes,

certainly; under those circumstances we may believe with

reason even things above and beyond reason.

For example : Ifwe have sure ground to believe that such

a book is the revelation of God ; and we find in it proposi-

tions expressed in plain words, of a determinate sense with-

out ambiguity, so as they cannot be otherwise interpreted,

by any just metaphor or fair construction allowed in common

language ; we say we have sufficient reason to assent to those

propositions, as divine doctrines and infallible truths, so far

as they are declared there, though perhaps we cannot our-

selves comprehend, nor demonstrate to others, the reasons

and the manner of them. Neither is this an easy credulity,

or unworthy of the most cautious and morose searcher of
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truth. For^ observe, we do not say, any thing incomprehen-
sible to reason is, separate and alone, a proper object of belief ;

but as it is supported and established by some other known
and comprehensible truth : as, if Abraham had been told by
some ordinary man, that in his and Sarah's decrepit age he

should be blessed with a son ;
this promise, so alone, without

its basis to stand on, could not have challenged his assent,

because the thing was impossible in the way of nature ; but

since it was God Almighty, with whom all things are possible,^

that was the author of that promise, by the mediation of that

certain truth, the veracity and omnipotence of God, without

hesitation he believed, and so obtained the glory to \>qfather

of the faithfuls And upon the same grounds the blessed

Virgin gave credit to the salutation of the angel, though the

message in itself seemed impossible to reason. So true it is,

that reason itself warrants us to proceed and advance by
faith even beyond the sphere and regions of reason. We
agree, then, with our adversaries about the authority of rea-

son ; but we dissent about the exercise of it, and the bounds

of its jurisdiction. We believe even the abstrusest mysteries

of the Christian religion; of which mysteries, perhaps, we can

assign no reasons ; but for our belief we assign a good one,

because they are plainly taught in the word of God, who can

neither err nor deceive. And this we affirm to be a reason-

able conclusion, though it carry us even to the confines of

heaven, beyond the limits of reason. But, if the Deists

think to oblige us to give a natural account of those mys-

teries, without the authority of Scripture, for that we must

beg their excuse. We will argue from strict reason, as much

as they can pretend to ;
but we must not submit that our ad-

versaries shall confine us to improper topics and impossible

ways of proof.

It appears, therefore, that though we should decline and

despair to give any account at all of the reasons and methods

of God's counsel in the mission of his Son, and only appeal

to the sentence of Scripture, yet the Deists ought to be satis-

e Matt. xix. 26.
' Rom. iv. 11.

VOL. III. 2 G
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fied with that proof, since the doctrine is so expressly taught
in the oracles of God. But^ besides this^ what if even natu-

ral light shall discover to us some faint, but yet certain views

of that mysterious instance of divine wisdom and goodness,
and exhibit to us a rational account why the Son of God
should condescend to be our Mediator and Redeemer ? But,

before we engage in this attempt, let it be lawful to implore
the candour of our friends ; if, while we endeavour to win

over our enemies, we may seem to some to do too little; or,

perhaps, to others, to venture too far, and to advance be^^ond

our lines. To discern, then, some reason* of this wonderful

mystery, we must take our prospect from the highest moun-

tain of nature, from the first creation and origin of human
race.

God, who at the beginning viewed all the works of his

hands, and behold, all things were very good,^ made man also

upright and complete, without any defect in his whole com-

position ; without any original perverseness of soul, or false

bias of will or judgment ; without any natural obliquity or

enormity of inclinations. He made him an intelligent being,
to know God and himself; to understand and feel present

happiness, and to secure it by consideration and contrivance

for the future. He endowed him with liberty of mind, that

he might act, not of necessity, nor blind instinct, like the

brutes, but with consciousness and voluntary choice. He

implanted in him diverse appetites and affections, all useful

instruments of his happiness, if fitly employed; and none

vicious and culpable radically, and in their whole nature, but

then only, when they are applied to wrong objects, or in

right ones are raised or sunk beside their due temper and

measure. I say it again, for the justification of our Creator,

that not one of the simple affections of the soul, no, not con-

cupiscence, hatred, anger, revenge, are in themselves criminal

and sinful. Some of the affections, ^tis true, have very bad

names ;
but those are either mere excesses of simple passions,

or else mixed an(J compound ones, which have no proper real

[• reason; 1st ed. "reasons."—D.] e Gen. i. 31.
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essence, but are only notional terms ; as envy, for example, a

very bad thing indeed, but 'tis an evil of our own product,

and not of God's creating. For the real constituent parts of

it are hatred and grief, very useful and lawful affections ; but

the evil of it is our own, when we entertain that hatred and

grief at the good that befals others ;
which is what we express

by the complex name of envy.

God, therefore, having so created man, in every capacity

pure and perfect, might justly require of him that he should

maintain and preserve this original rectitude ; that in all his

desires, designs, and actions, he should constantly adhere to

the dictates of reason and nature ; so as the least deviation

would make him obnoxious to God's displeasure, and nothing
less than complete obedience recommend him to his favour ;

according to the terms proposed to Cain, If thou dost well,

shall thou not be accepted ? and if thou dost not well, sin lies

at the door.^ God, I say, might expect and require of man
such a perfect obedience to the law of nature, because it was

both reasonable and possible for man to perform it. Reason-

able it was, because every statute of that law promotes the true

interest and felicity of mankind even in the very performance.

'Tis true, in the present posture ofhuman affairs, a man^s duty
is frequently inconsistent with his temporal interest. Butfrom
the beginning it was not so ; neither would it be now, if the

whole world at once could be just and innocent. For 'tis

not my keeping the law, but another's transgressing it, that

involves me in any misery. The scope and tendency of the

law itself is always mine and every man^s advantage. For

'tis not a thing foreign and alien to our nature, imposed on

us purely to try our obedience ; but it all results from our

very frame and constitution. The general preservation of

man's natural good is the sole root and fountain of the moral :

the universal profit and pleasure, the public happiness of

human life, gives being and denomination to every virtue and

vice ; and the true rules and directions to preserve and secure

that happiness make up the whole volume, the code and pan-
*• Gen. iv. 7.
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dect of the law of nature. Without doubt^ then, it was rea-

sonable to obey, where nothing was commanded us but to

pursue our own interest ; nothing forbidden us but not to do

ourselves harm. And, secondly, it was possible for man to

perform that entire obedience. For since, as we have proved

before, all his natural faculties are right and good, and the

law itself accommodated and proportioned to those faculties,

there appears no necessary intrinsic impediment why he may
not adequately observe it. If every particular precept be

possible to be done, ^tis not absolutely impossible to fulfil the

universal. And, methinks, they that, on other accounts, ac-

knowledge that God requires such perfect obedience upon the

terms of the law of nature, should be very averse from believ-

ing that there is a natural and fundamental insufficiency in

man to perform it. For certainly the just God cannot be so

importune and unreasonable a master as to enjoin us what is

physically impossible ; to expect to reap where he has not

sown, to require Wicks without allowance of straw.

But then, though there was no such original and natural

disability in man, yet there arose a moral and circumstantial

one ; an accidental incapacity supervening to his nature, an

impossibility from event, that ever any person from the be-

ginning of the world to the last period of it (always excepting
the man Christ Jesus) should be wholly pure and free from

the contagion of sin. For, our first parents having fallen

from their native state of innocence, the tincture of evil, like

an hereditary disease, infected all their posterity: and the

leaven of sin having once corrupted the whole mass of man-

kind, all the species ever after would be soured and tainted

with it, the vicious ferment perpetually diffusing and propa-

gating itself through all generations. For, let us but con-

sider the state of human life ; first, a perpetual conversation

among evil examples, and the strongest principle of our na-

ture, imitation; and then, the ignorance and prejudices of

childhood, the fervour and temerity of youth, the force and

the frequency of temptations, and the narrow dubious con-

fines between virtue and vice ; and we may pronounce it im-
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possible that any man should so govern his steps through all

the lubricous paths of life, as never once to slip and fall from

his duty. Agreeably to the testimony of Scripture, which

hath concluded all under sin, Gal. iii. 22. ;
and n^dXn, If we say

we have no sin, we deceive ourselves, and the truth is not in us ;i

and again, Both Jews and Gentiles are all under sin ; all have

sinned, and come short of the glory of God.^ Every mouth

then be stopped; and all the world must plead guilty before

the tribunal of God
; for by the deeds of the law (the law of

nature, as well as of Moses) no flesh can be justified in his

sight} It is evident, then, from the principles of pure reason,

beside the authority of Scripture, that upon the Deist's hypo-

thesis, upon the terms of natural religion, no salvation can be

obtained ; no life and immortality can be expected ; for, that

being the free oifer and favour of God, he might justly set

what price he pleased upon it, even the greatest that we can

possibly pay ; nothing less than entire obedience, than un-

spotted innocence, than consummate virtue.

Thus far, then, even reason evinceth, and holds the lamp
to revelation. Some means of reconciliation between God
and man, the judge and the offender, must be contrived ;

some

vicarious satisfaction to justice, and model ofanew covenant ;

or else the whole bulk of mankind are for ever unhappy. And

surely to prevent that, to retrieve a perishing world, was a

weighty concern ;
even of greater importance than the very

creating it, and more worthy of the care and consult of Hea-

ven. I say, the care of Heaven ; for, alas ! here on earth

what expedient could man find out ? How could dust and

ashes take upon him to speak unto the Lord ? Could any of the

sons of Adam presume to be advocate for the rest, himself

one of the criminals, himself in want of another advocate ?

And what friend knew we at the court of heaven, of that high

power and favour with God as to offer his intercession ? or

so wonderfully kind to us as to pay our satisfaction ? We
must freely own to the Deist, that here reason was at a stand ;

even nature herself languished between hope and despair;
»

1 John, i. 8.
^ Rom. iii. 9, 23. • Rom. iii. 19.
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and^ in the style of the apostle^ the whole creation groaned
and travailed in pain together ;^ when behold^ (what revelation

hath informed and assured us of,) the eternal Son of the Al-

mighty, the brightness of the paternal glory, and the express

image of his substance,^ even he vouchsafed to be our patron
and mediator; to take our nature upon him, and to dwell

among men ; to fulfil that law of righteousness wherein we
were deficient ;

to bear our guilt and our burden upon him-

self, and to offer his most precious blood as an expiation for

our offences, as the seal of a new covenant, better than the

law of nature ; a covenant of more gracious terms, terms of

repentance and remission of sins ; so that if we truly believe

in him, and sincerely endeavour to observe his commands,
our imperfect righteousness, through the merits of his suffer-

ings, shall be imputed, accepted, and rewarded, as if it were

an entire obedience to the strict law of works and of natural

perfection.

And now I dare presume to ask even our adversaries

themselves, what flaws or fallacies they can shew in all this.

If it be true, then, that reason itself discovers such absolute

necessity of some way of reconciliation between God and

man ; and if it was necessary for man, as being the party

concerned, to know the particular way that God did approve
and accept of; and if mere reason could never find that out,

but revelation alone must and ought to inform us; and, lastly,

if such revelation be actually made, attested, and promulgated
to the world ; what pretence is there left, why we should not

believe and acquiesce in it ? if, upon examination, it bear all

the marks of true revelation, if it contain nothing unworthy
of itself, and of the wisdom and goodness of its Author.

And is not the economy of man's salvation, as it is set

forth in holy Scriptures, every way agreeable to that divine

character ? No, if we ask our adversaries, 'tis an improper
and unequal method ; 'tis inconsistent with the justice and

impartiality of God. Rex Jupiter omnibus idem.^ God, say

they, if he had designed such an universal benefit for man-

'» Rom. viii. 22. " Heb. i. 3. [* Virg. iEn. x. 112.—D.]
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kind^ would have exhibited it equally and indifferently to

every age and nation alike : but the conditions of salvation

proposed in the Gospel are incompetent and much too nar-

row, being restrained to those times and countries alone

that can hear of the fame of Jesus, and believe in his person.
And what becomes, then, of all the former ages ofmen, before

he was born ? what of those remote nations ever since, that

could have no intelligence of him, nor hear the least tidings

of Judea and Jerusalem? Must all those myriads of souls

perish for invincible ignorance, for want of impossible faith ?

For how could they believe on him of whom they had not heard?

and hoio could they hear without a preacher?^ And why
should the God of the whole earth, the God that is no respecter

of persons, no, nor of nations, be so unaccountably kind, so

unjustly fond and partial, to any single country, much less to

a little obscure people, the Jews, scarce heard of in the rest

of the world till they were captives and slaves in it ; and

withdraw his paternal love from so many other nations, much
more considerable, and more worthy of his providence ? Is

he God of the Jews only ? is he not also of the Gentiles .^p

This way of discourse we may expect from the Deists ;

and I hope, according to the advice of the text, we are both

able and ready to give a reply. For, first, as to that imagined

partiality of God, in preferring any one country before the

rest of the world to be the land of Christ's nativity ; what a

poor and contemptible cavil ! for, upon supposition that the

Messias of God was to take human nature upon him, and be

born of a woman, must he not of necessity be born in some

one particular country, exclusively to all the rest ? And is

not that, then, a ridiculous objection against any single coun-

try, that may equally be urged against all whatsoever ?

Neither was it mere fondness in the Deity, that he chose

the obscure land of Palestine for the birthplace of his Son,

rather than Greece, or Italy, or Asia, the theatres of art and

learning, and the seats of empire : for, not to mention Abra-

ham and the patriarchs, whose singular faith and piety justly

« Rom. X. 14. P Rom. iii. 29.
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obtained of God that their posterity should have the adoption,

and the glory, and the covenants, and the promises, and the con-

sanguinity of Christ ;^ it appears also from events that the

circumstances of that nation were of all others the most suit-

able to the design of the Messias. For, since it was fit and

necessary that prophecies should foretel of him long before

his coming ; that his pedigree and extraction should be ac-

curately deduced through a long series of ancestors, and other

such marks be assigned of him, that men might know this

was he ; what more proper to those purposes than the state

of the Jews, that j!?ecz«Zi«r people, secluded and distinguished

one tribe from another, and the whole from all the rest of

mankind, by the very frame of their polity ? so that the genea-

logies were less confused, the histories and prophecies more

faithfully recorded, and the accomplishment of all more cer-

tain and illustrious, than they could have been in any other

nation upon earth
;

all of which, within that long compass of

time, were blended together by mutual commerce and mutual

conquest, and other omnifarious causes of mixture and con-

fusion.

And then, as to that other surmise, that God would have

proposed fair and equal means of general salvation, and not

upon such narrow and insufficient terms as an actual faith in

the person of Jesus, a condition impossible to the much greater

part of mankind; we acknowledge it to be true, infallibly

true ;
faith in Christ Jesus, the only way to salvation since

the preaching of the Gospel; so as whosoever rejects that,

when it is duly declared to him, and refuses his assent and

obedience to it, can have no portion in the kingdom of hea-

ven. But, for those that never once heard of the Lord of life,

that's an undecided case, which we do not determine. For

who has authority to give sentence, where God and Scripture

are silent ? Thus far we are assured there, that let the future

condition of those be as God pleases, at least he will not

condemn them for invincible ignorance : for there is no re-

sped ofpersons with him ; but as many as have sinned without

*i Horn. ix. 4.
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law shall perish without law,^ The meaning whereof is, that

the Gentile world shall not be judged and condemned for the

breach of the law of Moses, which never was given them ;

but for sins against the law of nature, and the common light

of conscience. We may infer, then, by parity of argument,
that as many as shall sin without the Gospel shall perish with-

out the Gospel; that is, not because they believed not in

Jesus, whom they had not the least notice of; but they will

be tried and sentenced for sins against natural reason, for

things within their power and capacity ; because when they

knew God, they glorified him not as God; because they held

the truth in unrighteousness, so that they are without excuse,^

But if the Deist shall still insist, that, though we have

justified God from the calumny, as if he would condemn the

Gentiles for want of impossible faith, yet still he maintains it

to be unjust and incredible, that while one small part of man-^

kind enjoys the favour of the Gospel, all under the state of

nature shall have the hard measure oi summum jus, must be

all damned by rigid inflexible justice, without equity or mercy,
without any act of pardon, or the least room for repentance :

if he will rather obstinately believe, or hope, or wish, that

the God of tender compassions, who loveth all things that he

hath made, who will not require much where little has been

given, cannot be so extreme with the Gentile world as to mark

all that is done amiss, and yet to slight and overlook those

shining examples of virtue not unfrequent among them : if

this be all he sticks at, God forbid that on this single account

he should exclude himself from the communion of faith. We
can allow him this opinion, as at worst a charitable error ; as

some indication of a large heart, and a generous love of man-
kind. But then he must always remember, that even those

virtuous heathens, whom he would so gladly place in seme

part of heaven, can be saved on no other account than by
the merits and mediation of Jesus their Saviour. For with-

out his satisfaction there is no remission of sins nor accepta-

' Rom. ii. 11, 12. * Rom. i. 18, 20, 21.-
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tion of repentance; and without remission of sins, by the

deeds of the law and natural righteousness no flesh can be

justified in the sight of God.^ They are saved, therefore, if

they be saved at all, by the sole benefit of Christ, though in

this life they could not know nor thank their benefactor.

For though they lived in the earliest ages of time, long before

his incarnation, yet even then they might be purified by the

blood of the Lamb, manifested indeed in latter times, but pre-

ordained before the foundation of the world :^ so that from

the first origin of it he might extend and impart, to all that

were worthy, the efficacy of his merits, and the privileges of

faith and grace, and a share in the inheritance of glory and

immortality.

II. And now we may expect that our adversaries will put
off the garb and character of Deists, and make a new attempt
for the fortune of the day, under the arms and conduct of

the Jews.

It must be granted on all hands, that the Messias, when-

soever he is manifested to the world, must appear in that

very manner as the Jewish prophets describe him. All the

characters must hit and correspond one to another ; the same

features, the same lineaments visible in both ;
the one the

shadow and picture, and the other the substance. Now, say

they, it is evident from the prophets, that the Messias is to

be a temporal prince, to sit on the throne of David his royal

ancestor, and to make Jerusalem the seat of an universal and

perpetual empire. But the character of Jesus is as different

from this description as a stable from a palace. ^Tis true,

we Christians endeavour to shew a similitude between them

by figurative interpretations of Scripture, which we call the

spiritual and mystical sense
;
but they call arbitrary and pre-

carious, as having no foundation in the native and naked

letter, which is not to be racked and wrested from its obvious

meaning, little credit being to be given to such extorted

confessions.
' Horn. iii. 20. "1 Pet. i. 20.
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Thus far our objectors. But I suppose the prophetic lan-

guage and character is better understood than that this sur-

mise should pass without a just answer. Indeed, if it were

in this case alone that the expressions of the prophets need a

figurative interpretation, the exception might appear fair and

plausible : but it cannot be denied, that on many other occa-

sions, besides the matter of the Messias, their discourse (after

the genius of the eastern nations) is thick set with metaphor
and allegory : the same bold comparisons and dithyrambic

liberty of style every where occur. Which is an easy and

natural account (besides the more secret reasons that the

Holy Spirit might have) why the kingdom of the Messias,*

though really spiritual and not of this world, is so often

dressed and painted by them with the glories of secular em-

pire. For when the Spirit of God came upon them, and

breathed a new warmth and vigour through all the powers of

the bodyt and soul
;
when by the influx of divine light the

whole scene of Christ's heavenly kingdom was represented to

their view, so that their hearts were ravished with joy, and

their imaginations turgid and pregnant with the glorious

ideas ; then surely, if ever, their style would be strong and

lofty, full of allusions to all that is great and magnificent in

the kingdoms of this world. But then, in other passages of

the same prophets, as it were on purpose to hint to us the

true meaning of the former, the Messias is described plainly,

without poetical colours, to be a person of low condition ; to

have no form nor comeliness in him ; a man acquainted with

sorrows, and numbered among transgressors; and by other

characters so clear and express, that some of the Jewish

rabbies, to elude so strong a conviction, have maintained and

propagated an absurd opinion, as if two Messiahs were fore-

told by the prophets ; the one a triumphant monarch, thef

other an unfortunate and afflicted person. What will not

[• of the Messias ; \st ed.
" of Messias."—D.]

[t of the body ; 1st ed. " of body."—-D.]

[+ the ;
1st ed.

" and the."—D.]
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perverse and refractory minds take hold of, rather than

submit to an unwelcome truth ?

It is evident^ then^ that the kingdom of Christy so magni-
fied in the prophetic style^ is a spiritual kingdom. And yet,

to be free and ingenuous, we must own that the whole nation

of the Jews mistook the meaning of those passages. Even
our Saviour's own disciples were not exempted from the

common error. And the whole posterity of that people are

pertinacious in it to this day ; which to many is a mighty

prejudice against the credit of the Gospel. What ! as if it

were such a matter of astonishment, that they obstinately

adhere to the literal sense, which promises them a temporal

kingdom, with worldly honours and pleasures ! an interpre-

tation both specious in itself, and agreeable to their proud

hopes and carnal apprehensions, which are miserably de-

feated and disappointed in Jesus. There seems to be nothing
so veiy unnatural and unaccountable in this. But then that

very disappointment, so far is it* from being an objection,

that, to a sagacious mind and uncorrupt judgment, itself is a

convincing proof that he was truly the Messias. For let us

reflect upon the state of those times. 'Tis certain, in fact,

that the whole nation was possessed with an inveterate per-

suasion that the Messias was then a-coming ; and ^tis as cer-

tain, that Jesus the son of Mary professed himself that

Messias. Let us argue now upon human reasons, and the

common principles of action. If he was not the true Mes-

sias, we are then to consider him as an ordinary Jew, of

mean quality and education. Now, to give any tolerable

account why such a one should pretend himself to be ,the

Messias, there are but two ways possible : either he was

acted by ambitious designs, which he hoped to compass by
that imposture ; or by a complexional and natural enthusiasm,

verily imagining himself to be the Messias. I suppose I

scarce need to say, that both these suppositions are fully

confuted by every word and action of his life. But what I

now observe is this, that upon either of those principles,

[» is it; Isf ed. ''it is."—D.]
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whether ambition or enthusiasm, he would certainly have

acted the part of the Messias in such a character as men

then ascribed to him; according to the popular expec-

tation, and the received notion of those times. Now the

whole nation expected that the Messias was to be a great

general, to rescue them from the Roman power, and to re-

store the kingdom to Israel, ^Tis certain, then, that upon
either of these two motives* he would have blown the

trumpet to rebellion, and attempted their deliverance. Am-
bition would have animated him to it, as the only way to his

hopes and wishes. Or, if enthusiasm had inspired him, what

would he not have promised and assumed to himself? To

fight the battles of the Lord ; to execute vengeance upon the

heathen ; to bind their kings with chains, and their nobles with

fetters of iron. Such were the designs of Barcocab and

some other impostors of old : setting up to be the Messias,

they put their followers in arms, and proclaimed liberty to

the people. Not so the blessed Jesus : but, when the multi-

tude would have made him their king, he withdrew himself

even by miracle to avoid it. He did not summon to arms,

but to repentance and newness of life. He had a kingdom
indeed ; but not of this earthly Jerusalem, but of that which

is above. He was truly their deliverer ; but not from the

Roman yoke, but from the more slavish yoke of the law, from

the more wretched bondage to sin and death. Was this the

air and language of ambition ? Was this the mien and spirit

of enthusiasm ? Nay rather, does not nature herself cry out

and declare, that for one of his low condition and vulgar

education to profess himself the Messias in so surprising a

manner, in a character so unthought of, by an interpretation

of prophecies so spiritual and divine, so infinitely better than

the literal meaning, against the universal prejudice of the

nation, and the hopes and solicitations of his very followers,

was certainly a thing more than human ; an invincible testi-

mony that he was really the Christ, and his doctrinefrom

God, and not ofmen.

[* these two motives ;
1 5/ erf.

" those motives.-"—D.]
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But our adversaries have another objection still behind ;

and our answer thereto will put an end both to it and to the

present discourse. And this objection is borrowed from the

law of Moses ; which, say they, having a promise of eternity
annexed to it, to be an everlasting covenant, a perpetual sta^

tute, a covenant of an everlasting priesthood, ought of neces-

sity to be continued and confirmed by the true Messias :

whereas Jesus endeavoured to abolish it, and thereby wholly
subverted the credit of his own pretensions. But we answer

in our Saviour's declaration, that he came not to destroy the

law, but to fulfil it,^ We are to distinguish, then, between

the moral part of the Mosaic law, and the political and cere-

monial. As to the rites and ceremonies, 'tis apparent they
had no intrinsic nor moral holiness in them, no natural tend-

ency to promote the happiness of men; nay rather, they
were inconvenient and grievous, a yoke of bondage and servile

discipline, which none were able to bear. Even the rewards

and penalties, which enforced their observation, did not natu-

rally flow and result from them, as effects from proper

causes; but they were miraculously added to them by the

sole virtue of the divine promise. 'Tis true, they were fit

and proper for the ends of their institution ; to be types and

shadows of better things to come ;
to preserve the people

from idolatry, by allowing no intercourse nor commerce with

other nations. But 'tis evident, for that very reason, as well

as many more, that those ceremonies were neither calculated

for eternity, nor modelled for mankind in common : so that

when the reasons of their sanction no longer continued;

when the things they typically represented were come to

pass ; when the wall ofpartition ivas to be removed, and, ac-

cording to the prophecies, all nations to be called to Christ,

and the ends of the earth to be Ms possession ; they must

needs be antiquated and abolished, like scaffolds that are re-

moved when the buildings are finished ; since under that

new state none of them had any further use, and several of

them became impossible to be observed. And so for the

^ Matth. V. 17.
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political institutions of Moses, 'tis plain they were accommo-

dated to the circumstances of affairs, and the necessities of

time and place ;
not absolutely the very best, but the best

that those ages of the world and the genius of that people
would bear. As, for instance, the toleration of polygamy and

causeless divorces ; these were indulged them, not as most

pleasing to their lawgiver, but because of the hardness of their

hearts,"^ in the words of our Saviour ; because they were too

stiff-necked and headstrong to admit of a shorter bridle.

These civil ordinances, therefore, when better precepts were

once proposed and accepted in their place, must of necessity

drop and die of themselves, and become obsolete without any

repeal : just as the temporary edicts in war, and the agree-

ments of the cartel, do expire of their own accord when the

peace is concluded. But then the moral part of the law of

Moses, which is the sap and marrow, the soul and substance

of the whole, that indeed is of eternal and universal obli-

gation. But then who can say that this is abrogated and

cancelled by Jesus ? So far from that, that every branch of

it is ingrafted and incorporated into his Gospel. In this best

of senses, therefore, the Mosaic law is confirmed and fulfilled

by our Saviour. For morality is a thing immutable; and,

unless human nature itself should be new-moulded by our

Maker, vice and virtue must be always what they have been.

So foolish was the cavil of the Deists against our Saviour's

descent from heaven, because he gave no other lectures of

morals than what nature and reason had taught before.

Nay, if he had taught us the reverse of those morals, this had

been an objection indeed. But in that even the divinity of

his doctrine most eminently appears ; that the finger of God

upon the tables of our hearts, and the pens of the inspired

writers in the volume of the Gospel, have prescribed us one

and the same lesson. As for us, whose employment it is to

teach that lesson to others, let us but express it also in our

own lives and conversations ; let us but add that credit to

^ Matth. xix. 8.
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our doctrine, that reputation to our profession : so may we

expect to bring over all our adversaries to the truth and

power of religion; so may we expect, when we give the

account of our talents, to be received with that blessed ap-

probation, TVell done, thou good andfaithful servant^ enter

thou into the joy of thy Master,



A SERMON UPON POPERY,*

PREACHED AT CAMBRIDGE,

November the fifth, 1715.

2 Corinthians, ii. 17-

For we are not as many, which corrupt the word of God : but

as of sincerity, but as of God, in the sight of God speak we
in Christ.

Our text, as it exhibits to us two contrary characters, of

many that corrupt the word of God, and of some that handle

it in sincerity, may fitly represent the two different views of

the Church under Popery and the Reformation ; and may
furnish a proper discourse for the solemnity of this day, when
we are met to commemorate the public deliverance from one

of the most impious and bloody attempts that even popish

pravity and corruption either contrived or favoured.

[* This admirable discourse, well suited to the peculiar circumstances of

those times, was attacked by a Calvinistic dissenter named Cummins (or

Commins) in Remarks on Dr. Bentletfs Sermon upon Popery : Preach'd before the

University of Cambridge, November the 5th, 1715.

Quid dignum tantoferet hie Promissor Hiatu ?

Parturiunt Montes. Hot.

1716, 8vo, pp. 24. Cummins was answered in Reflections on the Scandalous As-

persions cast on the Clergy, By the Author of the Remarks upon a Sermon on Popery,

Preach'd by the Rev''. Dr. Bentley, November the Fifth, 1715. With a particular

Vindication of the Doctrine of Universal Redemption. Anseribus cibaria publice

locantur et canes aluntur in Capitolio ut significent sifures venerint, atfures inter-

noscere non possunt, significant tamen si qui noctu in Capitolium venerint.—Quod si

luce quoque canes latrent cum deos salutatum aliqui venerint, opinor iis crura suf-

fringantur, quod acres sint etiam tum ciim suspicio nulla est. Tull. Orat. pro Rose.

Amerino.—Ohn^vovv r^ ahrjdeiq. Svvaffai avTiXey^iv iirii 'XuKpara 7c ovhkv

XaA€ir<J>/. Plat. Symp. 1717, 8vo, pp. 43.—It has been said that the last-men-

tioned tract was written by Bentley himself; "which (observes Dr. Monk,

Life of B., vol. i. p. 383) nobody can believe who reads half a page of the pam-
phlet."—D.]
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But the text will be still* more proper to this anniversary

occasion, when we have attained to the true and full sense of

it, as it lies in the original. For our English translators have

not been very happy in their version of this passage. We
are not, says the apostle, KairriXevovre^ tov \6yov tov Qeov :

which our translators have rendered. We do not corrupt, or

(as in the margin) deal deceitfully with the word of God.

They were led to this by the parallel place, ch. iv. of this

epistle, ver. 2, not walking in craftiness, firjSe Bo\ovyT6(; rov

Xoyov TOV Geov, nor handling the word of God deceitfully :

they took KaTrrjXevovTe^; and ^o\ovvt6<; in the same adequate
notion ; as the vulgar Latin had done before them, which ex-

presses both by the same word, adulterantes verbum Dei :

and so likewise Hesychius makes them synonyms, ^EKKa-

TTTjXeveLV, BoXovv. AoXovv, indeed, is fitly rendered adulte-

rare : so hoXovv tov y^pvcrov, tov olvov, to adulterate gold or

wine, by mixing worse ingredients with the metal or liquor.

And our translators had done well if they had rendered the

latter passage, jjurj Bo\ovvt€<; tov \6yov, not adulterating, not

sophisticating the word. But KaTnjXevovTe^ in our text has

a complex idea, and a wider signification : Kairrfkeveiv always

comprehends hoXovv ; but hoXovv never extends to KaTTT)-

\evuv, which, besides the sense of adulterating, has an ad-

ditional notion of unjust lucre, gain, profit, advantage. This

is plain from the word KainfXo^, a calling always infamous

for avarice and knavery : perfidus hie caupo,\ says the poet, as

a general character. Thence Kairrfkeveiv, by an easy and na-

tural metaphor, was diverted to other expressions where cheat-

ing and lucre were signified : KairrfKeveiv tov Xoyov, says the

apostle here ; and the ancient Greeks, KairrfKeveiv ra? 8tKa<;,

TTjv elprjvqv, Trjv cro<j)lav, to. fid^rjfiaTa, to corrupt and sell

justice, to barter a negotiation of peace, to prostitute learn-

ing and philosophy for gain. Cheating, we see, and adulter-

ating is part of the notion of KairrfKeveiv ; but the principal

essentialJ of it is sordid lucre. So cauponari, in the famous

[* be still ; \st ed.
"

still be."—D.] [f Hor. Sat. i. i. 29.—D.]

[J principal essential ;
\st ed. ''principal and essential.."—D.]
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passage of Ennius^ where Pyrrhus refuses the offered ransom

for his captives, and restores 'em gratis :

Nee mi aurum posco, nee mi pretium dederitis,

Non eauponanti bellum, sed belligeranti,^

So nundinari, negotiari, when used in the like metaphor,

have a double aspect both to fraud and to profit ;
but the

primary one to the latter. And so the Fathers expound this

place : tovto ian Kairrfkevaav, says St. Chrysostom, orav tl^

'^rj/jbdrcov 7ro)\fjy oirep Scopeav eBet Bovvac : this is KairrjXeveLV,

when any one sells that for money ivhich he ought to give

freely. So St. Ignatius, where he paraphrases our text, calls

them Xpta-re/jbTTopoL in an elegant compound ; XpoaTifiTropoc,

says he, rov \6<yov KairrfKevovTe^;, /cal rov ^Irjaovv ircoXovvre^,

traffickers and traders in the Gospel, sellet^s of Christ ; and

Greg .Nazianzen, with thef like elegancy,, XpiaroKcbTrriXoL. So

that, in short, what St. Paul says, KairriXevovre^i rov \6yov,

might be expressed in one classic word, Xoyefiiropoc, or

XoyoTrparaL, where the idea of gain and profit is the chief

part of the signification. Wherefore, to do justice to our

text, we must not stop lamely with our translators, corrupters

of the word of God ; but add to it, as its plenary notion, cor-

rupters of the word of God for filthy lucre : in which

true version we shall find the specific character of Popery,
which in all and every deviation from primitive Christianity

made worldly profit and advantage its principal design ; as

my present discourse shall endeavour to shew you.
But before I enter upon that, I must crave leave to set

another thing right in the text, where our translators have

failed. For we are not, say they, as many, which corrupt

the word of God : but the original has not &>? ttoWoI, but to?

OL TToWol, as the many, as the multitude. These two senses

are very different : as many may still be the lesser part ;

as the many must always be the majority: as many must

mean here Christians only ',
as the many may include the

heathens too : ct)9 ol ttoWoI, as the world does, as the gene-

[* Apud Cic. De Off. i. 12.— Vulgo, "Nee cauponantes bellum, sed bellige-

rantes."—D.] [t the
;

1st ed.
" a."—D.]
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rality does. 01 iroXKol^ the multitude, the community, is a

known expression in profane authors, opposed sometimes

Tol<; cro(j>ot(i, to the wise, sometimes T0Z9 7rXovo-loi<;, to the

rich ; and ever denotes the most, and generally the meanest,

of mankind. And it were to be wished, that our translators

had either known this better, or better attended to it. There

are few places in the New Testament where iroWol comes

with the article ; and the most of those few are much in-

jured in our translation. This learned audience will easily

forgive me, if I here enumerate them all
; being both a pro-

per illustration of our present text, and very worthy of our

observation for their own merit and importance.

Luke, vii. 47, ^Acj^icovrai at afiapTiac avTi)^ at iroXkal :

here our translators have competently rendered it, her sins,

which are many, are forgiven ; though it might have been more

easy and literal, her many sins, her numerous sins, arefor-

given. But if al TToWal here had been confounded with

TToWal without its article, then the version would have been,

ma7iy of her sins areforgiven; an interpretation manifestly

defective, and, as exclusive of some of her sins, manifestly

false.

Revel, xvii. 1, our translators were not so fortunate : Come

hither, and I will shew thee the judgment of the great whore,

that sitteth, say they, upon many waters ; where the impro-

priety is visible ; for how can one person be supposed to sit

upon many waters at once ? But the original is not eVl

TToXXwv vharcDV, but iirl t6)v vSarcov rcov ttoWmv, upon the

many waters, upon the vast, wide, and spacious waters : for

it's known that ttoXu? is often applied to continued quan-

tity, as well as to discontinued ; to magnitude and dimension,

as well as to number.

Romans, xii. 5, For as we have many members in one body,

and all members have not the same office, ovrcof; ol ttoWoI ev

crwyLta ia/iiev iv XpiaTM, so we being many, say our translators,

are one body in Christ, This version, indeed, is tolerable;

but it had been better to render it literally, 6*0 we the many

{ol TToWol) are one body in Christ where it's plain that in

this construction, in this opposition to one, the many denote
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the whole multitude, the complex and aggregate body of

Christians. And this will enable us to clear up another

place of much greater consequence, Rom. V.
; where, after

the apostle had said, v. 12, that by one man sin entered into

the world, and death by sin, and so death passed upon all

MEN (6t9 7rdvTa<; avS^pvoTrov^;) , for that all have sinned; in

the reddition of this sentence, v. 15, he says, /or if through

the offence {tov evo?) ofone {pi iroKKoX) many be dead (so our

translators), much more the grace of God by {tov evo?) one

man, Jesus Christ, hath abounded (et? roif^s iroWov^;) unto

many. Now who would not wish that they had kept the

articles in the version which they saw in the original? If

through the offence of the one (that is, Adam) the many have

died, much more the grace of God by the one man, Jesus

Christ, hath abounded unto the many. By this accurate

version, some hurtful mistakes about partial redemption and

absolute reprobation had been happily prevented : our Eng-
lish readers had then seen, what several of the Fathers saw

and testified, that oi ttoWoI, the many, in an antithesis to the

one, are equivalent to Travre?, all, in v. 12, and comprehend
the whole multitude, the entire species of mankind, exclusive

only of the one. So, again, v. 18 and 19 of the same chapter,

our translators have repeated the like mistake ; where, when

the apostle had said, that as the offence of one was upon all
MEN {eh ircLvra^i avS^p(07rov<;) to condemnation, so the righte-

ousness of one was upon all men to justification ; for, adds

he, as by {tov evo?) the one man's disobedience {ol ttoWoI)
THE MANY wcrc made sinners, so by the obedience {tov evo?)

o/the ONE {at TToXkol) THE MAis!Y shall bc made rightcous.

By this version the reader is admonished and guided to re-

mark, that the many in v. 19 are the same as Travre?, all, in

the 18th. But our translators, when they render it many
were made sinners, and many shall be made righteous, what

do they do less than lead and draw their unwary readers into

error ? And from these observations, I have some suspicion

that in the famous passage, Heb. ix. 28, so Christ was once

offered to bear the sins of many, et? to ttoWojv dveveyKelv
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ajxapria^i, as our present copies read it ; I am much per-

suaded, I say^ that if the oldest MSS. were nicely examined,

somie of them would shew us, instead of eU TO ttoWcov, eh
TO TI2N TToWcovy to bear the sins oftub many

;
that is, as

before, rwv ttclvtcov, of the whole race of men, exclusive of

himself; agreeably to that of St. John, 1 epist. ii. 2, He
is the propitiationfor our sins ; and notfor ours only, but also

FOR THE WHOLE WORLD
; and to that of St. Paul, 1 Tim.

ii. 6, Christ Jesus, who gave himself (avrlXyrpov virep TrdvTwv)

a ransom for all. For it cannot appear improbable that

the article should be dropped here, when we find it actually

slipped in another place of this epistle, Heb. xii. 15, Looking

diligently, lest any manfail of the grace of God ; lest any root

of bitterness springing up trouble you, and thereby many be

defiled, Sia ravrrj^; fjuLavS^coac ttoWoL Thus all the printed

books, and the generality of MSS. ; but the famous Alexan-

drine, and another at Oxford, have jiLav^oxTtv ol iroXkoi, lest

THE MANY bc defiled, the multitude, the populace, the con-

gregation ; which certainly is the more elegant, nay the

genuine reading, and ought to be assumed into the public

editions.

We are now arrived at a full and adequate interpretation

of our text. For we are not as [ol irdXkol) the many, the

major part of the world, {Ka7rr]\€vovre<i) which adulterate and

negotiate the word of Godfor our own lucre and advantage ;

but as of sincerity, but as of God, in the sight of God, speak

we in Christ. And hereby we have made the nearer advances

to a clear view and just character of Popery : we'll allow

them to be the ol irdKkol, the most as well as the worst of

Christians; nor at present will contend with them about

their boasted titles of Catholic and Universal ; for it was never

yet so well with mankind, that the major part was the better.

And then for the other mark, KairrfKevovref;, I shall now

trace and expose their corruptions and cauponations of the

Gospel : that they are true XptcrTe/jLTropoc, real XpLo-ro-

KCLirrfKoL, have perverted and abused the divine institution to

the base ends of worldly profit and power, have consociated
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Jesus with Belial^ Christianity with Atheism ; every part of

their system, which our pious reformers renounced and ex-

ploded, being founded upon mere politic, built up and sup-

ported by the known methods of subtlety and force.

And yet I would not be thought to charge every single

member of that communion with this heavy imputation. I

question not but great numbers think and act in godly sin-

cerity ; every age has produced among them some shining

examples of piety and sanctity. We do not now consider

individuals, but the collective body of Popery ; not private

lives and secret opinions, but the public avowed doctrines,

and the general practice of the managers. There was one

pious family even in Sodom, and without doubt many Avicked

ones even in Jerusalem. Not every single person within the

limits of the Reformation is as good as his profession re-

quires, nor every papist as bad as the popish system permits.

And now, rt Trpwrov, rt B' eireira ? What can I better

begin with than what our text suggests, their enhancing the

authority of the vulgar Latin above the Greek original ; so

that we must search for St. Paul's meaning here, not in the

notion oi KairrfKevovre^i, but oi adulterantes ; notof otTroXXot,

but of multi without its article, an original defect in the Latin

tongue. Now, can any thing be more absurd, more shocking
to common sense, than that the stream should rise above the

fountain ? that a verbal translation, which, were the author

of it inspired, must yet, from the very nature of language (as

has appeared above), have several defects and ambiguities;
that such a translation, I say, by a private unknown person
not pretending to inspiration, should be raised and advanced

above the inspired Greek ? Is it possible those that enacted

this could believe it themselves ? Nor could they suggest
that the first Greek exemplar had been more injured by the

transcribers and notaries than that of their version. More
ancient MSS. were preserved of this than they could shew
for the Latin. There were more, and more learned com-

mentators to guard it
; no age of the eastern empire without

eminent scholars; while the west lay sunk many centuries
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under ignorance and barbarity. And yet, in defiance of all

this, the Latin is to be the umpire and standard, and the

apostles to speak more authenticly in that conveyance than

in their own words. Nay, a particular edition shall be legiti-

mated and consecrated, with condemnation of all various

readings ;
and two popes, with equal pretence to infallibility,

shall each sanctify a different copy with ten thousand vari-

ations. These things are unaccountable in the way of sin-

cerity ; but if you view them on the foot of politic, as an

acquest of power, authority, and preeminence, the council of

Trent knew then what they did.

But though this itself is but a translation, yet no secondary
translation must be made from it for the instruction of the

people. They must hear the public liturgies in a language
unknown to them, and jabber their Credos and Pater-nosters

at home without understanding. But was not this Latin

version at first the common language of the country ? was it

not first made, and received into public use, because the Greek

was unknown there ? If a Christian congregation may be

duly edified, may pay acceptable devotions in a language

unknown, the Greek original might have reigned alone and

universal, and its Latin rival had never existed. Why, then,

is Popery so cruel and importune, to withhold this common

blessing? to continue the public worship in Latin, after it

has ceased to be a living language, against the very reason

that first introduced Latin ? Seek not a good account for

this in Scripture, not even in the Latin Bible ;
but seek it in

the vile arts of politic, and the principles of Atheism. Their

authority was secured by it over an ignorant populace; it

gave a prerogative to the clergy: like the lepa fypafx^ara,

the sacred and secret writings to the Egyptian priests, or the

Sibylline oracles to the Roman pontifices^ which no body else

was to know.

No sooner had Christianity spread itself over the world,

but superstition mixed and grew up along with it ; a weed

natural to human soil, complexionally inherent in the weaker

sex, and adventitious to most of our own. Vast multitudes
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of all nations withdrew from the world ; renounced human

society, and all commerce with their own species ; abandoned

the cities and villages for the solitude of woods, deserts, and

caves ; under a false notion of pleasing God better by such

devotion and mortification. But all this was at first pure
and simple superstition ; no mixture of avarice and craft in

it, no tincture of politic and worldly advantage ;
their known

poverty and perpetual austerities wholly quit them of that

suspicion. But how did Popery manage this foible of man-

kind to its lucre and interest ? Under a pretence of a like

retirement from the world in a life of prayer and contem-

plation, they began their monasteries, abbeys, nunneries, &c. ;

which by degrees so vastly multiplied, that, instead of their

first pretence of retreating from the world, the very world

was filled with them : instead of the old hermitical poverty,

they had drained the riches of kingdoms, had engrossed the

fattest of the lands ; nay, had appropriated and devoured the

very ministerial wages, the bread and sustenance of the pa-
rochial clergy, who were impoverished, made vile and con-

temptible, to feed these vassals of the popes in their laziness

and luxury.

In the early ages of the Gospel there was a high and just

veneration for the sepulchres and remains of holy men, for

the memorials of them in statue or picture, for the places of

their abode ;
and especially for the land of Palestine, which

the patriarchs, the Son of God* and his apostles, had made
sacred by their birth and habitation. This at first was within

due bounds ;
but superstition was soon engi'afted on it, and

grew to excess : the remains and relics were supposed to

work miracles ;
the images had not value only, but worship

and adoration ; long journeys were taken, to the great detri-

ment of families, to visit holy places, and kiss the footsteps

of saints and martyrs. These bigotries, though even then

reprehended by the best Fathers of those ages, were yet
without any mixture of craft and knavery. But Popery soon

[* the patriarchs, the Son of God; 1st ed. " the patriarchs, the prophets,

the Son of God."—D.]
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saw that here was a proper fund, to be improved and managed
to great advantage. Instead of coercion and restraint^ they

advised^ encouraged^ commanded those superstitions,, with

such scandalous KairrfKeia, such abominable traffic, as even

paganism would blusb at. All the graves and catacombs

were exhausted to furnish relics ; not a bone, not the least

scrap of raiment of any saint, that was not removed into the

holy wardrobe, to raise money to the shewers. Where the

monuments were dubious and blended, the names and bodies

of pagan slaves were taken into the church-calendar and

treasury : disputes and quarrels arose among the numerous

pretenders to one and the same relic, which could never be

decided ; but the victory was various and alternate, according
to the fruitful inventions and ingenious lies of the contending

impostors. Even statues and pictures of the same saint were

made to rival each other ;
and the blessed Virgin, like Juno

Lucina and Juno Sospita, had as many numina and specific

powers as she had pictures and statues ; one celebrated for

one virtue, another for another. No piety was thought ac-

ceptable, no life religiously spent, without a pilgrimage to

some foreign saint, where vows and rich offerings must be

paid at the shrine. But, above all, the endeavour to gain the

Holy Land, by driving out the Saracens, was the most pro-

mising project, the very masterpiece of Popery. What arts

were used, and* what not used, to inveigle the princes and

nobility of Europe into that romantic expedition ! Every
hour of grief or sickness, every hour of mirth and wine, were

a snare and trepan to them. If, in any of those softer mo-

ments, they once rashly took the cross on their garments,
the vow was irrevocable ; to break it was thought attended

with all misfortunes in this world, and damnation in the

other. In the mean time, salvation, like soldier's pay, was

promised and insured to all that embarked; the heavenly

Jerusalem to be their certain acquisition, though they failed

and perished in fighting for the earthly. Now while the

world by these artifices was made mad and infatuate ; while

[* and ; l*^ ed.
" or."—D.]
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princes abandoned their own realms, and left the regency in

weak or treacherous hands
;
while for several generations all

Europe was exhausted of its strength and its wealth, and the

remainder overrun with superstition and leprosy; the con-

trivers of all this were not wanting to their own interest.

'Twas then, in the absence of so many kings, and the dis-

tracted condition at home, that Popery made its most plentiful

harvest ; then cities, with their large territories, were extorted

out of the owners^ hands, and made the patrimony of the

church ; then investitures, faculties, dispensations, bulls, the

whole shop and warehouse of profit and power, were ex-

tended and exerted over all persons and employments ; then,

in a word, was mankind enslaved, and Popery trod upon the

necks of princes. And well was it for Palestine that the

Saracens kept possession of it. If Popery had succeeded in

its attempt on that country, what a new revenue from pil-

grimages ! what an inexhaustible store of religious merchan-

dise ! every stone there would have been a sacred relic. If

we may guess from some histories, the very soil would have

been dug up and exported by this time, and customers in-

vited to the purchase by a new legend of miracles. Not a

church in Europe would have been counted holy, not a

palace or seat lucky or prosperous, not an estate, not a field

or close, fertile to the owner, that had not some of the holy
earth to bless and to sanctify it.

When the empire was first Christian, though the bishops
of Rome had no more under their inspection than the sub-

urbicarian regions, yet the great city imperial, the metro-

polis of the western world, gave them a just preeminence
above those of inferior and municipal towns. And so those

of Constantinople had a due deference paid them by the other

bishops of the east, as ^aacXevTepoi aWcov, presiding* over a

diocese the most numerous and the most potent. A fit re-

gard always was and ought to be had to their advice, concur-

rence, and assistance ; since their example must needs have

the greatest influence on the peace of the whole church.

[* presiding; 1«* ed.
" as presiding."

—
D.]
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Now, how did Popery make use of this advantage of situa-

tion, to make spiritual Rome as much the empress of the

church as ever civil Rome had been of the state ? In long

tract of time they reduced all under their power ; not by our

Saviour's'declaration, 'jEttI ravTr) rfj Trirpa, Upon this rock I

will build my church, as if that was the Tarpeian rock, and

the cliff of the Roman Capitol ; but by the subtlest arts of

politic_, continued from age to age with indefatigable address ;

by sowing factions among all other bishops, and* promoting

appeals to the arbitration of popes, who always decided for

those that owned their authority : by creating new bishops

against those in possession; the event whereof was both

ways the certain increase of papal power; for either the

pope's new title prevailed, or the former bishop, after long

charge and vexation, was content, for quietness^ sake, to keep
his own, as the gift of the pope by an after act of confirm-

ation. And as they then managed with the bishops, so in

time they dealt with princes ; fomented rebellions of their

subjects ; set brother up against brother in pretence to the

crown ;
who was to own it, when obtained, as a donation

from Rome ; and the contract for it, that all the ecclesiastical

dignities should be in the pope^s collation. By these methods,
continued through many successions, the result at last was,

that he was the spiritual monarch of the universe, the ac-

knowledged patron of all church preferments ; that all bishops
held their jurisdiction not from Christ, but from him ; that

kings themselves were no kings, till accepted and confirmed

by him ; that they might be resisted, deposed, or murdered,

if they did not govern by his dictates and directions ; that he,

as visible head of the church, was superior to general coun-

cils ; that he, perhaps at first some ignorant monk, after he

was once chosen pope, though vrithout the suffrage either of

clergy or people, by a mercenary conclave and nocturnal

cabal of cardinals, a new order contrived by Popery to de-

press and subdue the bishops, was immediately gifted with

infallibility. O horrible profanation of a divine attribute !

[* and ;
1st ed. *' and then."—D.]
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O audacious and ridiculous claim ! which, though no pope
can ever believe of himself, and the cardinals his electors,

like the haruspices of old, may laugh at when they see each

other ; yet it's an useful pretence in the way of politic, and

of great moment among the adoring crowds, to support and

establish his usurped spiritual empire.

As the Christians in the first ages were all educated in

the midst of paganism, and the most of them made converts

out of it ; so it could not be avoided, but that many must

assume or transfer some pagan notions into the system of

Christianity. Besides the one supreme God, the pagans had

vast numbers of inferior deities, who had every one shares of

the common devotion. This begot in many Christians a like

worship of angels and saints, as mediators and intercessors

between them and the heavenly Father. The dii manes of

the pagans, and the parentations to their dead ancestors,

produced a near resemblance to them among some Christians,

that offered solemn prayers and expiations for the souls of

their deceased relations. The Platonic notion, that the

IdKTijjLa afiapTrjixara, the curable sins, the delible stains of

departed souls, were scoured and purged off by propor-
tionate punishments ;

ali(B panduntur inanes

SuspenscB ad ventos ; aliis sub gurgite vasto

Infectum eluitur scelus, aut eomritur igni ;*

must naturally raise among some Christians a like persuasion
about a future purgatory. These notions and practices,

though quite repugnant to the holy Scriptures, were not

discouraged nor forbid by Popery; but propagated, enjoined,

and enacted, being a most sure and ample fund to increase

the church's treasure. In course of time the whole calendar

was crowded with saints ; not a day in the year without its

red letter : every trade and profession had its saint tutelar

and peculiar, who must be retained and engaged with pre-
sents and oblations. Horses, cows, and sheep, every animal

[ Virg. ^n. vi. 740.—D.]
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domestic, the fields and the vineyards, the very furniture of

houses, must be annually blessed and sanctified, at a set

price for the blessing : and if the old set of saints should by

long time grow cheap and vulgar, there still was a reserve in

Popery to enhance and quicken the low market, by making
new and fresh ones in acts of canonization. And then, by
their prayers and the masses for the dead, to ease and shorten

the pains of purgatory, what a spacious door was opened for

a perpetual flow of money ! What family was not daily pil-

laged of some part of its substance ? What heart could bear

that his dead father should fry in the flames of purgatory,
when a moderate sum might buy him out of them ? Or who
would not secure himself by a timely legacy for masses for

his soul, without leaving it to the conscience and courtesy of

his heir ?

But what do we speak of this popish traffic for the sins

of the dead, when the very sins of the living, the wages of

damnation, were negotiated and trucked, indulged or par-

doned, by the wicked politic of Popery ! As in common life

we daily see, that an officer shall permit and license those

very frauds for money, which his office itself constitutes him

and commands him to prevent; so has Popery done in that

great affair of a Christian life, and the duties of the Gospel.
To engross which profitable trade, it was first necessary that

Rome should challenge the sole custody ofthe keys of heaven

and hell, should claim the sole power of loosing and binding,

should possess the sole mint of all spiritual licenses and par-

dons. When this was once arrogated and obtained, what an

impious KaiTTfKeiay what an extensive traffic was opened !

As the other schemes drew in the superstitious and the bigots,

so this was to wheedle and pillage the profane, the impure,
the villains of the world. The common sale was soon pro-

claimed for indulgences and pardons for all crimes past or

to come, already committed, or hereafter designed ;
the price

raised and enhanced according to the deeper dye and black-

ness of the guilt. The stated market at Rome was not suffi-

cient for the commerce : the princes only and the nobles
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could afford to send thither for them ;
so that, for the ease

and benefit of trade, blank instruments were issued out for

all the countries of Europe, and retailed by the spiritual

pedlars at the public markets and at the private doors : such

a cheap pardon cried aloud for the more common sins of

lying, swearing, drunkenness, or fornication ; a higher price

in private for robbery or murder ; a higher still for sodomy
or incest. Thus were the grace of God, the remission of

sins, all the privileges of the Gospel, trucked and cauponated

by Popery, for sordid and detestable lucre, upon the open
scheme and the bare foot of Atheism.

^Tis true, indeed, that when the light of the Reformation

broke out, and good letters revived and spread around, even

the popish provinces grew too wise and sagacious for this

gross imposture ; such wretched wares were thenceforth

chiefly vended among the poor ignorants of America. But

there soon arose a new set of loose and profligate casuists,

who, to engage on their side the libertine part of mankind,
since impunity in sins would no longer be bought with

money, should distribute it gratis, and instruct them to be

wicked without remorse and with assurance. These are they
who (contrary to St. Paul, Rom. iii. 8) are not slanderously

reported to say, Let us do evil, that good may come ; who ex-

cuse and patronise the vilest corruptions, the foulest cheats,

forgeries, and extortions in common dealing ; who teach that

no faith promised or sworn to heretics or enemies is of any

obligation; who defend common perjury and perfidiousness

by the scandalous shifts of equivocals and mental restric-

tions ; who have glossed and warped all the severe rules of

the Gospel about chastity, charity, and forgiveness, to the

worldly and wicked notions of gallantry and point of honour ;

who sanctify the horridest villanies, murders, plots, assassi-

nations, massacres (like the intended one of this day), if de-

signed for the service of the church ; who, in a word, have

given such vicious systems of moral, such a license to corrupt

nature, as a heathen Stoic, Platonic, or Academic, nay, an

Epicurean, though in himself never so wicked, durst not have

polluted his pages with, out of reverence to his sect.
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I might proceed^ would the time permit me, to discover

all the rest of their politic arts, the mysteries of their spi-

ritual trade
; for such are all their peculiar tenets, that were

discarded at the Reformation. What availed it to the clergy,

that the Scriptures expressly said, marriage is honourable in

all : let a bishop, let a presbyter, be the husband of one wife :

one that ruleth well in his own house, having faithful children,

kept in subjection with all gravity ? This did not suit with

popish politic; this tied* and attached the clergy to the

common interest of mankind ; their affection to their own
children made their country also dear to 'em, made them

love and pity the abused laity ; they w^ere not vassals devoted

enough to the service of a foreign master ; the riches of the

church did not flow in one channel, nor all revert at last to

that one fountain and receptacle. And for these pious rea-

sons, in spite of plain Scripture, of the authority of ages

before, of all the lusts and impurities that must necessarily

follow, a chaste legitimate marriage shall be forbidden to

the clergy, and an adulterous celibacy shall be enjoined

universal.

But what can plain Scripture avail against the avarice and

pride of Popery, when both common sense internal, and the

joint testimony of all our outward senses, must submit to its

decrees, when 'tis to advance its profit or power ? That due

respect ever paid to ra a^ia, the consecrated bread and wine

at the holy communion, was easily raised by superstition and

ignorance to the highest excess, to notions improbable and

impossible. This fair handle was not neglected by Popery :

by slow degrees transubstantiation was enacted into an article

of faith ; and a very beneficial one to the priests, since it made

them the makers of god, and a sort of gods among the

people. But we must think better and juster of the con-

trivers of it, than that they themselves believed it ; they did

or could believe it no more, than a proposition made up of the

most disparate ideas, that sound may be turned into colour, a

syllogism into a stone. ^Twas not ignorance nor stupidity,

but the most subtle and crafty politic, that produced tran-

[* tied; so 1st ed. : ed. 1735, "tried."—D.]
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substantiation. Thence the awful pomp, the august caval-

cades, in the procession* of the hostie ; as if they would outdo

tlie pagan ones of Cybele ;

Ingratos animos atque impia pectora vulgi

Conterrere nietu qu(B possint numine Divce :f

thence the presence of God continually resident corporeal at

the high altar : thence, to exhibit it perpetually there, the

wafer, panis a^vfjbo<;, unleavened unfermented bread, was

taken into the solemnity, both against ancient practice and

the perpetual custom of the Greek church
; because common

bread would soon have grown mouldy, and not pass with the

palate of the multitude for the body of God : thence, at last,

in the xiiith century, was the cup denied to the laity;

not for not seeing the plain words of the Scripture, Drink ye

ALL of this ; not for the dearness or scarcity of wine, which

is cheap and common in those climates; not for the then

pretended reason, that the mustaches or whiskers in the

mode of that age used to dip into the holy cup ; but because

it was inconsistent with the rest of the show. So small a

quantity of wine, even after consecration, would soon grow
dead and vapid; would discover its true nature, if tasted after

long standing. The wine, therefore, because it interferes

with the standing ceremony and continued pageantry of tran-

substantiation, has not the honour to be reposited with the

wafer on the altar, nor to accompany it in the solemn pro-
cessions.

I might now go on to shew you a more dismal scene of

impostures, Xh^ir judicia Dei, the judgments of God, as they

blasphemously called 'em, when no human evidence could

be found : their trials by ordeal ; by taking a red-hot iron in

the hand; by putting the naked arm into hot boiling water;

by sinking or swimming in pools and rivers when bound fast

hand and foot : all of them borrowed or copied from pagan

knavery and superstition, and so manageable by arts and

slights, that the party could be found guilty or innocent just

[* procession ; 1*^ ed.
**

processions."
—

D.] [f Lucret. ii. 622.—D.]
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as the priests pleased, who were always the triers. What
bribes were hereby procured ! what false legacies extorted !

what malice and revenge executed ! on all which ifwe should

fully dilate and expatiate, the intended tragedy of this day,

which now calls for our consideration, would scarce appear

extraordinary. Dreadful indeed it was, astonishing to the

imagination ; all the ideas assembled in it of terror and

horror. Yet, when I look on it with a philosophical eye, I

am apt to felicitate those appointed for that sudden blast of

rapid destruction ; and to pity those miserables that were out

of it, the designed victims to slow cruelty, the intended ob-

jects of lingering persecution. For, since the whole plot

(which will ever be the plot of Popery) was to subdue and

enslave the nation, who would not choose and prefer a short

and despatching death, quick as that by thunder and light-

ning, which prevents pain and perception, before the anguish
of mock trials, before the legal accommodations of gaols and

dungeons, before the peaceful executions by fire and faggot ?

Who would not rather be placed direct above the infernal

mine than pass through the pitiless mercies, the salutary

torments of a popish inquisition, that last accursed contriv-

ance of atheistical and devilish politic ? If the other schemes

have appeared to be the shop, the warehouse of Popery, this

may be justly called its slaughter-house and its shambles.

Hither are haled poor creatures (I should have said rich, for

that gives the frequentest suspicion of heresy), without any

accuser, without allegation of any fault. They must inform

against themselves, and make confession of something here-

tical ; or else undergo the discipline of the various tortures ;

a regular system of ingenious cruelty, composed by the united

skill and long successive experience of the best engineers

and artificers of torment. That savage saying of Caligula's,*

horrible to speak or hear, and fit only to be vn-it in blood,

Itaferi, ut se mori sentiat,is here heightened and improved:
Ita se mori sentiat, ut ne moriatur, say these merciful inqui-

sitors. The force, the effect of every rack, every agony, are

[* Suet. Calig. 30.—D.]
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exactly understood : this stretch, that strangulation, is the

utmost nature can bear, the least addition will overpower it ;

this posture keeps the weary soul hanging upon the lip, ready

to leave the carcass, and yet not suffered to take its wing ;*

this extends and prolongs the very moment of expiration,

continues the pangs of dying without the ease and benefit of

death. O pious and proper methods for the propagation of

faith ! O true and genuine vicar of Christ, the God of mercy,
and the Lord of peace !

And now, after this short, but true sketch and faithful

landscape of Popery, I presume there's but little want of

advice or application. If this first character in the text be-

longs to Popery, let us secure the other to ourselves, that we

handle the word in sincerity, as of God, as in the sight of God

in Christ, The Reformation without this must forfeit its

name, and the Church of England must lose its nature. Let

every one, therefore, that thinks he stands, take heed lest he

fall. Our very text informs us, that in the apostle^s own

days, when the church was in its greatest purity and sim-

plicity, there were even then many KaTrrjKoi, fraudulent deal-

ers, among its members ; though the traffic must needs run

low when the whole community was so poor. But when the

emperors became Christian, and the immense revenues of the

pagan priesthood were (as indeed they ought to be) all con-

fiscated and distributed, without doubt the spoil and the

[* This powerful passage has been borrowed by Sterne. Part of the cele-

brated "sermon" introduced into Tristram Shandy is as follows:—"Go with

me for a moment into the prisons of the Inquisition Hark! hark!

what a piteous groan ! See the melancholy wretch who uttered it just brought
forth to undergo the anguish of a mock trial, and endure the utmost pains

that a studied system of cruelty has been able to invent. Behold this helpless

victim delivered up to his tormentors,—his body so wasted with sorrow

and confinement, you will see every nerve and muscle as it suffers. Observe

the last movement of that horrid engine ; see what convulsions it has thrown

him into ! Consider the nature of the posture in which he now lies stretched,—
what exquisite tortures he endures by it. 'Tis all nature can hear! Good
God! see how it keeps his weary soul hanging upon liis trembling lips,

—
willing

to take its leave, but not suffered to depart"—Sterne's Works, vol.i. pp. 247-2vO,

ed. 1788.—D.]
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plunder attracted crowds of new converts, and the courtiers

found it useful to declare themselves good Christians. Even
the Reformation itself did not make the slower progress for

the vast riches of the monasteries that were to be dissolved ;

nor had it been less honour to it, if, as the lands and manors
of the abbeys were justly restored to the laity, so their im-

propriations had reverted to the parochial clergy, from whom
they had been robbed. To say the truth, the spirit of Popery
is near as old as human race ; ^tis in all ages and places,

and even then exerts itself when it demolishes Popery. The

generality of men, ol iroWol, were always KOLTrrfKoL, traders

in a profession. The Epicureans of old, though they denied

and derided the heathen gods, would yet gladly accept of a

fat benefice, opimum sacerdotium^ and, to gain an ample
revenue, would officiate at those altars which they silently

laughed at. Think not, therefore, that all the priests were

the vilest of men, but that some of the vilest of men got in

to be priests. They saw the opportunity of enslaving and

pillaging mankind, if they could but manage the priesthood

upon atheistical principles. This was the temptation, this

gave the original to Popery ; and nothing to be accused for it

but human nature in common. What profession, what con-

junction of laymen, if not continually watched, if not curbed

and regulated by authority, have not abused the like advan-

tage and ascendant in their several ways, to their private

emolument, and the oppression of the public ? Let us watch,

therefore, against this fatal degeneration, incident to all

things. He that aims malis artibus to arrive at church pre-

ferment, by sinful or servile compliance, by turbulency and

faction, what is he but KairriXo^, a trafficker for sordid lucre ?

He that zealously vends his novelties, or revives dead and

buried heresies to the disturbance of the community, what is

he but a trader for the fame of singularity ? He that labours

to dig up all the fences of the church ; to throw down her

articles and canons, her liturgy and ceremonies ; to extin-

guish her nurseries of learning ; and when he has made her

a mere waste and a common, shall call that a comprehension 5
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what is he but a \\{q factor to libertinism and sacrilege ? He
that propagates suspected doctrines, such as praying for the

dead, auricular confession, and the like, whose sole tendency

is the gain and power of the priest, what is he but a negoti-

ator for his partisans abroad? what does he but sow the

seeds of Popery in the very soil of the Reformation ?

But if we are to watch against the silent tide of Popery
in the small rivulets at home, much more against its inun-

dation and deluge from abroad, which always meditates, and

now threatens, to overwhelm us. If foreign Popery once

return, and regain all the provinces that it lost at the Re-

formation, O the terrible storm of persecution at its first

regress ! O the dark prospect of slavery and ignorance for

the ages behind ! In tract of time it will rise again to as full

a measure of usurped hierarchy as when the hero Luther first

proclaimed war against it. For then was Popery in its meri-

dian height: it was not raised up all at once, but by the

slow work of many centuries. In all the steps and advances

of its progress, the good men of the several ages opposed it,

but in vain ; they were overborne by a majority, were si-

lenced by the strong arguments of processes and prisons ; for

it first subdued its own priests, before it brought the laity

under its yoke. Good letters became a crime even in the

clergy : or heresy or magic, according to the different turn

of men's studies, was a certain imputation upon all that dared

to excel. And though Popery, since the Reformation, has

even in its own quarters permitted learning and humanity,
and prudently withdrawn some of its most scandalous trum-

pery ; yet if once again it sees itself universal, the whole

warehouse, now kept under key, will again be set wide open ;

the old tyranny will ride triumphant upon the necks of en-

slaved mankind, with certain provision against a future re-

volt. The two instruments, the two parents of the Reforma-

tion, ancient learning and the art of printing, both coming

providentially at one juncture of time, will be made the first

martyrs, the earliest sacrifice to popish politic. The dead

languages, as they are now called, will then die in good
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earnest. All the old authors of Greece and Italy, as the

conveyers of hurtful knowledge, as inspirers of dangerous

liberty, will be condemned to the flames ;
an enterprise ofno

difficulty, when the pope shall once again be the general dic-

tator. All these writings must then perish together ; no old

records shall survive to bear witness against Popery, nor any
new be permitted to give it disturbance. The press will then

be kept under custody in a citadel, like the mint and the

coinage ; nothing but mass-books and rosaries, nothing but

dry postils and fabulous legends, shall then be the staple

commodities, even in an university.

For the double festivity, therefore, of this candid and joy-
ful day; for the double deliverance obtained in it, the one

from the conspiracy of Popery, the other from its tyranny ;

for the happy preservation of our religion, laws, and liberties,

under the protection of pious and gracious princes ; for the

flourishing estate of learning, and the prosperity of our

nursing mother,—be all thanks, praise, and glory to God, for

ever and ever. Amen.
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Rom. xiv. 7*

For none of us liveth to himself, and no man dieth to himself

Our apostle having in this chapter and before discoursed of

the mutual duties and obligations in human life, concludes

the whole with the words above, sententiously in way of

aphorism. That no one liveth to himself and no one dieth to

himself Which without doubt must seem a harsh paradox
to a narrow-minded person, that is wholly involved and con-

tracted within his own little self, and makes his private plea-

sure or profit the sole centre of his designs, and the circum-

ference of all his actions. Indeed, the heathen poet in the

epigram, a man of that very stamp, as sitting in pagan dark-

ness and the shadow of death, teaches the downright reverse

to our. text : Vive tibi, says he, nam moriere tibi.f He took

it as self-evident. That every one dies to himself; and there-

fore infers it as a consequence both plain and profitable, That

every one ought to live to himself But our inspired writer

has here taught us a new and Christian lesson, a doctrine

which is the source and spring of all true piety to God, of

justice and beneficence to men, of public spirit, and all the

other ingredients of heroic and godlike virtue
; a doctrine, too,

so pregnant of sense and truth, that it may be considered in

various views, all different from each other, and all worthy

[ The 1st ed. adds,
" at his Royal Chapel of St. James's:" it was delivered

by Bentley in the capacity of chaplain to his Majesty.
—

D.]

[f
" Uni vive tibi, nam moriere tibi,"

—the last line of an epigram by an

unknown author: see it in Anth. Vet. Lat. Epig. et Poem. t. i. p. 510. ed.

Burmann.—D.]
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of our serious speculation. I cannot now undertake to ex-

haust them all^ in so short a discourse as is prescribed by the

occasion
;
but I shall place before you some of the principal,

at least some of the most general and obvious, which may
furnish a proper hint and rise to your own further medi-

tations.

I. None of us, says the apostle, liveth to himself. To live

to a man's self, when considered at large, is to do all the

actions of life with regard to himself alone
;
as a true free-

born son of earth, not accountable to any other being for his

behaviour and conduct, but carving out his own satisfaction

in every object of desire, without any obligation or relation

to a higher power. Now, in this sense, I conceive it's suffi-

ciently plain, that none of us liveth, ought to live, or can live,

to himself. 'Tis the thoughtless atheist alone that can be

guilty of such absurdity, to imagine the first parents of

human race sprung naturally out of the mud, without the

foresight and efficiency of an intelligent cause. Every one,

I say, but an atheist, (if an atheist can now possibly be, under

the powerful light of the Gospel, and the late advances in

natural knowledge, which directly lead and guide to the dis-

covery of the Deity,) every one else must needs see and

acknowledge that an almighty and all-wise God was our

Creator; and consequently, that we live to him, the sole

author of life, and not to ourselves. All our powers and

faculties, all the properties and perfections of our nature,

were gratuitously given us by the good will of our Maker,
without our own asking or knowing. We neither produced
our own being, nor can we annihilate it; we can neither

raise it above, nor depress it below, the original standard of

its essence, derived to the whole species. Which of you, says

our Saviour, Luke, xii. 25, which ofyou by taking thought can

add one cubit to his stature ? And so also may we say, which

of us creatures, by all our thought and industry, can add one

specific power to our beings more than God has bestowed

upon them ? 'Tis true, indeed, we may either exert or clog

our native faculties in different degrees ; we may either in-
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vigorate them by exercise and habit, or damp and stifle them

by sloth and neglect ; so that the same person under one

education and tour of life would extremely differ from him-

self had he fallen under another. But with all our endea-

vours we can exalt none of our faculties above their original

pitch ; we can never raise the aqueduct above the level of the

fountain-head; we cannot advance our species, or change
our human nature to a superior class of being ;

we must all

continue in our settled rank and degree, as God was pleased
to place mankind in the great scale of the creation : 'tis the

will and decree of God that we are what we are ;
and as we

are all his creatures, the work of his hands, his servants of

such particular station, we do all live to him, and not to

ourselves,

II. But then, secondly, besides the title of creation, even

on the account of our conservation, we so entirely subsist

upon the power and will of God, that in this view also we
must needs confess that none of us liveth to himself, but to

him. For as God at first by his almighty power produced
the world and all creatures out of nothing, so by a perpetual

efficacy and emanation of the same power he sustains them

all from relapsing into nothing. 'Tis concluded, I think,

among all those that have well considered these matters, that

the same divine energy which gave a being to any creature

must be constantly and incessantly exerted to continue it in

being. Could we suppose the great Creator but for one

single moment to suspend and interrupt the communication

of that power, the whole frame and system of nature must

immediately drop and vanish into its primitive nullity. Every
essence therefore, except his own eternal and immutable

essence, is solely supported by him, and owes to him not

only the first production, but the continuance of its being.

From him alone depend not only the breath of our nostrils,

the operations and instruments of mortal life, but the very
existence of our souls and bodies : upon his invariable will,

upon his inviolable promise, rest all our hopes of future

glory, and all the prospect of happy immortality. This the

VOL. III. 2 M
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voice of reason dictates to us, and the authority of holy

Scripture puts it out of question ; for in him, says our apos-

tle^, Acts, xvii. 28, we live, and move, and have our being.

And if we all live and exist in him, much more do we live to

him, and none of us to himself.

III. But again, thirdly, the proposition, now our text,

may be considered in another view, not only with respect to

God, our creator and preserver, but with reference to the

several parts of the creation itself. If we survey the whole

system of it, as far as human understanding and industry

have yet advanced, we shall not find one single thing made

absolutely for itself, but to bear likewise some office, some

subservience to the uses of its fellow-creatures^ the all-wise

Author of the universe having so contrived every part of his

work, that they are all coherent and contributive to each

other, and, by their mutual operations, conduce every one its

share to the economy and beauty of the whole. Thus, astro-

nomy informs us that the moon, not barely made to goveym
our night, though so very useful to our earth by reflecting

the sun's rays to it, receives again the like benefit from our

earth in a greater measure than she gives it. 'Twere very

easy, if this occasion was proper for it, to shew the like re-

lation in all known instances of nature ; how every thing

conspires to the general good, and was made for each other,

as well as each for itself, and all for the glory of their Maker.

^Tis enough to say, once for all, what true philosophy assures

us, that every least particle of body, every atom of the world,

has its operation and passion perpetual and reciprocal with

all the rest of the world besides it
; such an alliance being

established between all the matter of the universe, that the

whole is linked together by mutual attraction or gravitation,

working regularly and uniformly according to quantity and

distance ;
which is the great instrument in the hand of God

to support the permanent frame of things in the same pos-
ture as at first it was constituted. Now, if all the visible

world be thus made for each other, how dare we entertain

the thought that we alone should be made to live to our-
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selves ? Some, indeed, have had the vanity to assert, that all

the world was made for the use of man, and man for his own

enjoyment : a very insolent presumption ; a composition of

self-love, partiality, and natural pride ; when we have neither

a due knowledge of ourselves, nor of the things about us.

By the late improvements of science and art, there are

discovered such new regions in the universe, new to us,

though as old as our own; such immense tracts of sky,

and innumerable stars, each equal to our sun and his spa-

cious system, which never before entered into man's ima-

gination ;
that it's scarce possible to think in earnest that all

those were created for our sakes only, seeing our world was

grown old before we had the least tidings of their very exist-

ence. And this may teach us both the modesty and the

judgment to think, that even in the intellectual world there

may be numerous ranks and classes of rational creatures,

some inferior and many superior to us in the perfections of

their several natures. What arrogance, therefore, for us, for

us that probably make so small a figure in the great sum of

the creation^ to think we only were made exempt from the

universal law of service and dependence ! Has not God
himself told us, in the apostle's words, Heb. i. 14, that even

the angels themselves are all ministering spirits P But if

those glorious beings live to subserve and minister to others,

how can we, so far below in* natural powers, station, and

dignity ; how can we presume we owe service to nothing, but

are made to live only to ourselves ?

IV. ^Mt, fourthly, let us now proceed from the natural

world to the moral; and in that view we shall still more

clearly discover the truth of our text. That none of us liveth

to himself Our Creator has implanted in mankind such

appetites and inclinations, such natural wants and exigencies,

that they lead him spontaneously to the love of society and

friendship, to the desire of government and community.
Without society and government, man would be found in a

worse condition than the very beasts of the field. That di-

[ below in
; \st ed.

" below them in."—D.]
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vine ray of reason, which is his privilege above the brutes,

would only serve in that case to make him more sensible of

his wants, and more uneasy and melancholic under them.

Now, if society and mutual friendship be so essential and

necessary to the happiness of mankind, ^tis a clear conse-

quence, that all such obligations as are necessary to maintain

society and friendship are incumbent on every man. No one,

therefore, that lives in society, and expects his share in the

benefits of it, can be said to live to himself. No, he lives to

his prince and his country; he lives to his parents and his

family ; he lives to his friends and to all under his trust ; he

lives even to foreigners, under the mutual sanctions and sti-

pulations of alliance and commerce; nay, he lives to the

whole race of mankind: whatsoever has the character of

man, and wears the same image of God that he does, is truly

his brother, and, on account of that natural consanguinity,

has a just claim to his kindness and benevolence. Not that

private offenders are not to be punished with loss of goods,
of liberty, of life itself, in proportion to the offence ; nor just

wars not to be undertaken for the security of national happi-
ness : wars and offences will come (such is the imperfection

of human state), and woe be to them by whom they come. But

then those very severities, the necessary effects of penal laws

at home, and of wars and ruptures abroad, do all arise and

flow from a principle of love and kindness. *Tis a superior

love for the good of the whole community, which makes it

necessary to cut off those noxious members of it; as mortified

limbs are freely parted with to preserve the rest of the natural

body. Certainly the nearer one can arrive to this universal

charity, this benevolence to all human race, the more he has

of the divine character imprinted on his soul ; for God is love,

says the apostle ; he delights in the happiness of all his crea-

tures. To this public principle we owe our thanks for the

inventors of sciences and arts ; for the founders of kingdoms,
and first institutors of laws

; for the heroes that hazard or

abandon their own lives for the dearer love of their country ;

for the statesmen that generously sacrifice their private profit
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and ease to establish the public peace and prosperity for ages

to come. And if nature's still voice be listened to, this is

really not only the noblest^ but the pleasantest employment.
For though gratitude, and a due acknowledgment and return

of kindness received, is a desirable good, and implanted in

our nature by God himself, as a spur to mutual beneficence,

yet, in the whole, 'tis certainly much more pleasant to love

than to be beloved again. For the sweetness and felicity of

life consists in duly exerting and employing those sociable

passions of the soul, those natural inclinations to charity and

compassion. And he that has given his mind a contrary
turn and bias, that has made it the seat of selfishness and of

unconcernment for all about him, has deprived himself of the

greatest comfort and relish of life. Whilst he foolishly de-

signs to live to himself alone, he loses that very thing which

makes life itself desirable. So that, in a word, if we are

created by our Maker to enjoy happiness and contentment

in our being ; if we are born for society, and friendship, and

mutual assistance
;

if we are designed to live as men, and

not as wild beasts of the desert ; we must truly say, in the

words of our text. That none of us liveth to himself.

V. But again, fifthly, besides this moral view of the

world, if we consider the state of human life as it's influ-

enced by religion and the Gospel of Christ, we shall yet have

a clearer discovery of the truth of our text. For a man truly

religious cannot be said to live to himself, but to God, to

whom he has dedicated his worship and service. The service

of God is the first principle and ultimate end of all his

thoughts and actions. Even in the smallest affairs of life,

whether he eats or drinks, or whatsoever he does, he does all

to the glory of God, 1 Cor. x. 31. In this he is elevated and

engaged to a higher pitch of duty above the rules and obli-

gations of mere morality; that in things seemingly indiffer-

ent he has still his eye fixed on heaven, how every thing may
conduce to God's honour, and to peace and righteousness

among men. And in this stricter acceptation the words are
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used* by our apostle ; ovBeU r}fia)v,7ione ofus, ofus Christians,

liveth to himself, koX ovSeh, and none (not no man, as in our

English version, but none of us Christians) dieth to himself.

Christianity excludes all selfishness, not only in the total and

complex of living, but in the minutest particulars and cir-

cumstances of life. For 'twas a controversy of thef smaller

size that gave occasion to our text : ^twas neither about

essential duties of moral, nor important articles of faith ; but

about matters of free choice and indifference, of scruples only
and infirmities

; about observation of days, and distinction of

meats
; things of lawful use or neglect to those that knew

their own liberty. And yet even in this case our apostle de-

clares that both sides had the glory of God in their view, and

not an indulgence to their own appetites or opinions. For

he, says he, that observes the day, observes it to the Lord ;

and he that observes not the day, to the Lord observes it not :

and he that either eats or abstains, to the Lord he doth either,

and giveth God thanks. For none of us, then adds he, liveth

to himself, and none (of us) dieth to himself. For whether we

live, we live unto the Lord ; or whether we die, we die unto

the Lord: whether we live therefore, or die, we are the

Lord^s. And the truth is, such a general resignation of one's

self to God is the first contract, the express covenant of our

religious profession. When we first take the badge of

Christianity, our very souls and bodies are made an offering

to Christ ; we have nothing left us that we may call our own,
as separate from his interest and service ; we are dead unto

the world and to sin, and live to God and to righteousness ;

we live no longer to ourselves. Christ, says the apostle, died

for all ; that they which live should not thenceforth live to

themselves, but to him that diedfor them, and rose again.

VI. And then, sixthly, while a good Christian is per-

suaded that we ought to live unto Christ, in subordination to

that duty he lives to all his fellow-members in Christ, to all

[* are used ;
\st ed. "are here used."—D.]

[f the; \sted. " this."—D.]
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those for whom our common Saviour suffered. He considers

both his natural abilities, and the external blessings of Provi-

dence, as a talent committed to his care to be employed for

the public good, for promoting piety, and virtue, and pro-

sperity among men ; expecting at the great day to be called to

his account by an all-knowing and impartial Judge. For he

sees there is no station or condition of life, no office or re-

lation, or circumstance, but there arises from it such special

obligation, that he may truly be said to live to others rather

than to himself.

If any persons can be conceived to enjoy the prerogative

of living to themselves, some perhaps may imagine that the

monarchs and princes of the world, with the chief ministers

under them, have the fairest claim to that privilege, as pos-

sessing and commanding in the largest measure all the power,
and splendour, and voluptuousness of life. But if things are

weighed in the just balance of reason and truth, they perhaps
of all others have the least pretence to self-living. For

though God himself has described them, that they are gods

among men, as bearing the character and image of divine

power and authority, yet all that superiority is solely derived

and delegated from him
; ^tis a mere trust put into their

hands ; they are only commissioners under him, and account-

able to him for the discharge of their great office. So that

they can the less be said to live to themselves, inasmuch as

the extent and sphere of their duty is wider than that of

others. For if the ancient remark be always found most

true, That the master of the house is the veriest servant of all

Msfamily,^ because he has the care and concern for all; so,

if the boldness of the comparison may be allowed, the su-

preme magistrate himself, and those that are next below

him, are the veriest subjects in all his dominions. An in-

ferior magistrate or a private subject hath his service confined

within narrower limits
;
the princess and the prime officer's

duty extends over the whole ; so that by being the masters

and protectors of all, they really become the servants of all.

* ETs iarl 5ou\o5 oiKias, & hiffir6'n\5. [Menand. p. 319, ed. Meineke.—D.]
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n
They watch^ that others may sleep ; they provide by timely

thought and long views for the future^ that others may rest

secure in the possession of the present ; they upon great

emergencies run all the hazards of war abroad, that others

may dwell in peace and tranquillity at home. And is this to

live to one's self? Surely he that employs and dedicates all

his thoughtful hours, that exposes his very life, to the safety

of the public, will not be thought to live to himself, but to

the welfare of his nation.

But then there's a just return of service due from sub-

jects to their governors ; a faithful loyalty, a cheerful obedi-

ence, a reverential honour and esteem. We must pay them

the true service of the heart, sincere good wishes and aifec-

tionate daily prayers for their safety and success : far less

should we be of those that interpret all actions of their

governors ; that warp the most innocent occurrences to cen-

sure and calumny ; that charge every adverse turn of Provi-

dence to a failure in their conduct
; always complaining and

traducing, so as even to wish for cross accidents in the public

administration, to purchase the malicious pleasure of mur-

muring and accusing. Nor is this tribute of our hearts the

only right of our governors : even our possessions too, the

gifts of our ancestors, and the very acquests of our own

hands, are not entirely our own, but in part due to the com-

munity, and ought cheerfully to be paid, when they are law-

fully exacted. So that subjects also cannot be said to live

solely to themselves, but partly, and perhaps principally, to

their prince and their country.

But at least the wealthy retired person, that enjoys an

ample inheritance without the toil and incumbrance of public

employments, he perhaps may be tempted to imagine that

he can and may live to himself, and his own sole ease and

diversions. But let such a one consider, that even in the

most private life there are various relations and duties thence

arising ;
as a husband, as a father, a master, a neighbour, a

member of the community, of Christianity at large, of the

whole race of manltind : or, besides all these, let him hear
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the words of the apostle, Charge them that are rich in this

world, that they do good, that they he rich in good works,

ready to distribute, willing to communicate. Here's the rich

man's special duty, here's his peculiar province ; he is con-

stituted a minister and distributor of God's bounty for the

relief of those that are helpless, in calamity and want. And
if he prove an unjust steward; if he squander his talents

in luxury, or hoard them up with uncharitable avarice ;

he'll at last be found among those cursed and miserable,

who saw our Saviour hungry, and gave him no meat ; thirsty,

and gave him no drhik ; naked, and clothed him not ; sick

or in prison, and relieved him not : for inasmuch as they

did it not to one of their poor neighbours, they did it not to

him. Surely, therefore, the rich persons cannot be said to

live to themselves, since they are only trustees under God for

the poor of the world. And then, as for the poor themselves,

they, I presume, of all men wdll never be suspected as living

to their selves, whose hard fate and condition in life makes

others' pride and arrogance imagine, that they are born and

designed for nothing so much as to live and labour for them.

And now having competently shewn, through the several

relations and conditions of human life, that none of us liveth

to himself, let us proceed to the second branch of our text,

and advance our thoughts and views beyond this world to

another. And indeed, if the former proposition be esta-

blished and allowed. That no man lives to himself, 'tis a short

and ready inference from it. That no man dies to himself : for

death, abstractly considered, is nothing but a mere pri-

vation ; 'tis the clause only and the period of life. So that

if the whole line of life be in the hands of another, and not

in our own, death, which is only the extremity, the last point
of that line, must of necessity be in the same hands. If we

live, therefore, to God, and not to ourselves, we must needs

die to him also.

But let none of my hearers so misinterpret our apostle,

as if, by saying none of us dies to himself, he taught that

VOL. III. 2 N
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none of us could be accessory or contributing to his own
death. Without doubt he was not of their opinion, that be-

lieve the time, cause, and circumstances of every man's death

to be fixed as* immovably by God's prescience as by necessity

or fate. God can foresee contingencies, the free resolves of

rational agents, as well as the most necessary events in the

material and inanimate world ; but the divine prescience does

not superadd nor imply a fatal necessity. That notion robs

us of our free-will, of our reason, of our very soul ; is re-

pugnant both to observation and the revealed word of God.

Bloody and deceitful men, says the royal Psalmist, shall not

live out HALF their days ; so that impiety and guilt deprived

them of half that space of life, that in a natural course of

things they might have arrived to. And does not daily ex-

perience teach us, that intemperance, temerity, and violence,

cut men off in the flower of their age, and in the very meri-

dian of life ? And again, how many are daily reprieved and

rescued from the very jaws of impending death by the saving-

care and skill of the physician ! But then withal, though the

space of life may be thus shortened, and the thread of it

broken by such accidents, (though even those too come to

pass, not without the foreknowledge and permission of God,)

yet perhaps it can never be lengthened by all the power and

wisdom of man. A flower or fruit may be plucked off by
force before the time of their maturity ;

but they cannot be

made to outgrow the fixed period when they are to fade and

drop of themselves. The hand of nature then plucks them

off, and all human art cannot withhold it. And as God has

so appointed and determined the several growths and periods

of the vegetable race, so he seems to have prescribed the

same law to the various kinds of living creatures. In the

first formation and rudiments of every organical body, there

are contained the specific powers both of its stature and

duration. And when the evolution of those animal powers

is all exhausted and run out, the creature expires and dies of

itself, as ripe fruit falls from the tree. So that, as we cannot

[* as ; not in \st ed.—D.]
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add one cubit, one inch, to our stature, so neither can we add

one day, one hour to our years, beyond that fixed limit of

natural life to which our original frame and constitution was

made to extend. So certain is it that none of us either liveth

or dieth to himself, but all of us to God ; who has given to

each of us his particular body, with the determined powers
and period belonging to it.

2. But then again, besides our dying to God, even in

reference to men, we die to others, and not to ourselves. A
good Christian should, in every stage of life, act all to God's

honour and the good of mankind ; but especially at his de-

parture, in that last scene of mortality, which is most ob-

served by the spectators. His light, in our Saviour's lan-

guage, should always so shine before men, that they may glo-

rify the Father, that is in heaven : but particularly in that last

glimpse of life, when the lamp is going out, it ought to break

forth in an extraordinary lustre. The view of approaching
death removes all such disguises and varnishes as at other

times are suspected to conceal or colour men's actions and

opinions. Every man at the dying hour is presumed to speak
his true sense of things ; so that the words and behaviour

of a departing soul has [have] the most powerful influence

on the minds of the living. And as Sampson slew more of

the Philistines at once at his death than in all the victories

of his life before, so an apostle or a confessor of Christ has

made more converts to the Gospel at the scafi^old or the

faggot than by all the labours of his former ministry. And
Hwas this design and view, that made so many of the primi-
tive Christians even breathe and thirst after martyrdom. To
die solitary in a bed, amidst the tears of a few friends, was
an afflicting consideration ; 'twas their daily and ardent

prayer, that the last act of their lives might rather be ex-

hibited on the theatre of the world, to confirm and seal pub-

licly with their blood what before they had propagated in

more private assemblies. ^Tis true indeed, and blessed be

God's providence for it, that such examples as these need

not, cannot be copied by every one. Where God has given
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peace and tranquillity to his churchy and brought the civil

power itself under the easy yoke of the Gospel^ the laurels

of martyrdom do not grow there. But however, in the

general, ^tis the duty of every one, within the sphere of his

acquaintance, as far as his example can influence, as the

nature and circumstances of his sickness may permit, to

glorify his Maker and Redeemer at his death, at his passage
from this short life to an endless immortality. So that none

of us can be said to die only to ourselves, but to God, and to

those that survive us.

3. But then, last of all, let us extend and enlarge our

view even beyond the prospect of death and the grave ; and

we shall find that even in those everlasting dwellings pre-

pared for the good and the bad, none shall live to himself,

but one to another. Even the torments of the damned,
where the worm dieth not, and the fire is not quenched, will

receive a vast accession of misery and woe from the mutual

weeping, and wailinff, and gnashing of teeth. Even there they
will not live and suffer to themselves ; but the pains of each

will be multiplied and enhanced by the horrible consort and

universal accents of sorrow and lamentation. But the idea

of this is too frightful to be dwelt on ; it curdles the very

blood, and subdues the imagination. Let us rather transfer

the fancy to a more agreeable image, the blessed station of

saints and angels, those regions of light and joy, where they
die indeed no more, neither to themselves nor others, but live

immortally to God, and to all the glorified company. For

even heaven itself, without communion and society, would

lose half of its relish : even there, to live eternally to one's

self, has some notion in it and tincture of torment eternal.

No selfishness inhabits there ; they compose a celestial quire,

perpetually celebrating the praises of God in hallelujahs of

gladness and devotion. Each soul has its living spring, an

ebullition of its own joy, incessantly receiving from and add-

ing to the general happiness. As all receive without measure

from the same fountain of light, so one happy soul reflects to

another reciprocal rays of pleasure and amity. The contem-
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plation of the divine wisdom, the admiration of his tran-

scendent goodness, of the infinity of his power, displayed in

all his works, eternally subminister to the whole adoring

society fresh anthems of praise, fresh raptures of love, and

fresh congratulations of the common felicity. May the God
of heaven then so fill up the number of his elect, that millions

of millions there may surround his throne, and make up an

assembly worthy of those great and glorious mansions. To
which God of his infinite goodness bring us all, through the

merits of Jesus Christ our Saviour and Redeemer. Amen.
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A SPEECH*

BY DR. BENTLEY, ARCHDEACON OF ELY,t

TO THE CLERGY OF THAT DIOCESE,

At his Visitation held in Cambridge, December llth,X 1716.

MY REVEREND BRETHREN OF THE CLERGY,

In a season so very severe^ and on the shortest days
of the year, when it wants an apology for even calling you

together, it would be a double fault to detain you with a long
and tedious charge. I shall only, therefore, in a few words,

congratulate you and myself upon the happy change in

public affairs since my last visitation. The face of things

[*
" Dr. George Hickes, the deprived dean of Worcester, who was regarded

as the head of the Nonjuring clergy, being lately dead, the publication of his

papers revealed the intentions of his party respecting the church, whenever the

Stuart line should be restored. They held that all the conforming clergy were

schismatic
;
and pronounced the invalidity of orders conferred by the bishops

made by usurping monarchs; consequently all baptisms performed by those

schismatic divines were deemed to be illegal ;
and it was resolved that neither

one nor the other should be acknowledged, until the parties had received fresh

ordination or fresh baptism from the hands of their own part of the church,

which had never bowed the knee to Baal. The tendency of these purposes was

obvious, and it was important that they should be generally known. On this

ground, Dr. Bentley, as Archdeacon of Ely, summoned the clergy of that dio-

cese, among whom were believed to be many Jacobites, to a visitation in the

unusual and inconvenient month of December."— Monk's Life of Bentley,

vol. i. p. 426.—D.]

[t Bentley was collated to the archdeaconry of Ely in June, 1701.—D.]

IX In giving the date December 11, I follow Dr. Monk; see Life of Bentley,

vol. i. p. 427 : The St. James's Evening Post, and Oldmixon's History of England,

sequel to the Reigns of the Stuarts, (where this charge is quoted with the highest

commendation, p. 629,) make the date " December 13."—D.]
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was at that time very cloudy and melancholy ; an open
rebellion broken out in the bowels of the land : but at

present^ by the blessing of God^ it has recovered its former

countenance and air. So that henceforth^ under the forti-

tude, wisdom, and clemency of our most gracious sovereign

King George, by his mild victories at home, and his prudent
alliances abroad, we may surely presage and promise, as now
commenced and flowing on, a most prosperous age to Great

Britain.

And in this pleasing prospect, we of the clergy have

particular reason to rejoice above our fellow-subjects of the

laity, when we patiently consider the deplorable condition of

the ministers of our church, had the fortune of the sword

fallen out contrary, and had a popish pretender been placed

on the throne.

I need not now paint to you what horrid scenes were

prepared for us, had we once lain at the feet of our popish

enemies abroad : a church (as it has long been managed)
whose very mercies are cruel, whose promises are all deceits,

whose riches and power (the two grand aims of their polity)

are our own certain beggary and slavery. On this, I say, I

need not now expatiate, having lately done it in a sermon,*

which since our last meeting I had the honour to preach
before this learned University.

But what I would now remark to you, is the usage that

was intended us by the once pretended members of our own

church, who (in the apostle's style) went out from us, but

were not of us ; for if they had been of us^ they would no

doubt have continued with us.

These, by the hasty publication of some posthumous

vn-itings of their superiors,t have discovered how kindly they
would have used their brethren of the clergy, even those that

were most tender to them, and perhaps contributed to their

subsistence, had their pretended prince been once settled

secure in the monarchy.

[* See the Sermon upon Popery, p. 241.—D.]

[f See note * in the preceding page.
—

D.]
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Every one of us clergymen present, whose age does not

date his orders before the Revolution, and, except a small

handful, the whole complex of the English clergy (for even

our seniors were to be brought in guilty by a secondary fetch),

must have disclaimed and renounced his present orders, and

the younger and major part of us their very baptism ; unless

we chose to incur the nominal crime of schism, and the real

penalty of deprivation. We must have owned, and publicly pro-

fessed, that the highest exercises of our ministerial function

have been all along invalid and null, nay, sinful and abominable

to God ; that consequently all church-preferments, possessed

by any of us under such incapacity, were usurped, forfeited,

and actually void
;
not dignities only and parochial livings,

but all those masterships and fellowships of both Universities,

which statutably (as most of them do) require holy orders.

These preferments, if continued to any of us, whether by
favour or neglect, must have been humbly accepted by us as

a new presentation and gift : and whom of us they would

have continued in the priestly office, by absolution, con-

firmation, or re-ordination (words equivalent in real effect),

would have lain entirely at their judgment and good will ;

that is, if our preferment was of good value, and an agreeable
morsel to our masters, we must either have descended to

some poorer benefice in the church, or to the common con-

dition and station of a layman. This pious and charitable

scheme was ready prepared for us all, whenever they should

have power to put it in execution ; and to justify or colour it,

such new doctrines, such absurd positions were hammered
and forged, as sap and undermine the main foundations of

Christianity ; as make the very charter of man's salvation

precarious and uncertain
5 as would render the whole visible

church a mere office of heraldry; as were all adapted to

secular and political views, with a spirit truly Machiavellian

and Jesuitical.

This last will clearly appear, if we recollect the progress
of their artifices for the space of some years past. The first

step was a pretended attack upon the dissenters ; the inva-
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lidity of lay-baptism; though in this point the dissenters

were of all men the least concerned, the Calvinian doctrine

being more strict and rigorous against lay-baptism than either

the primitive churches or our own. Why, then, against the

dissenters ? But the hook lay hid and out of sight, in the in-

ference or second proposition : Lay-baptism is invalid 5 but

the dissenting ministers are mere laymen, for want of episcopal

orders ; therefore they cannot efficaciously baptise. Thus a

Calvinian position, untaught by our church, was craftily

assumed, asserted, and espoused, on purpose to unchristen

all the Calvinists themselves, and with them the much greater

part of the whole Reformation : horrible to speak or think !

But the authors and first broachers of it had a politic aim

in't
; 'twas directly levelled at the Protestant succession,

against the illustrious House of Hanover, which by this won-

derful doctrine was to be wholly excluded out of the church

of Christ ; and their tacit consequence was ready and plain,

that of two evils, 'twas better to have a papist on the throne

than a pagan.
This unchristening assertion, so false, so injurious to

God and man, quite contrary to the good old doctrine of our

reformed ancestors in England, and calculated by its con-

trivers merely for worldly ends and the Pretender^s service,

was delivered out and retailed with zeal, as a most important

point of faith and salvation. And too many of our younger

clergy, well-meaning men, and quite ignorant of the drift of

it, preached strenuously the new opinion ;
drawn in by the

specious bait of adding dignity and prerogative to their own

episcopal orders.

But see now the second step of our politic theologues.

They kept in reserve a distinction, to be produced at a proper

juncture, that reduced and sunk us all, even those that had

laboured for them, and proclaimed the highest necessity of

episcopal orders and clerical baptism, to as low a condition as

the very Calvinists themselves. For episcopal orders, which

we thought ourselves possessed of, were, in their secret sense,

within a very narrow compass, being proper to such only as
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had received their ordination from the hands of the deprived

bishops or their clandestine successors : so that every one of

us were in an instant to be voted mere laymen^ and the junior

part of us to be on the self-same level with the unbaptised

Indians, to be left (without some kind help) to the uncove-

nanted mercies of God. Thus the first position was minted

to restore their pretended prince ; and the second, when that

restoration was got, to get into their own hands all the rich

preferments of England.
Without doubt this last doctrine was to be carefully sup-

pressed and concealed, till the occasion was ripe for it ; and in

the meantime their deluded assistants were to be soothed and

cajoled with ambiguous words about the promised grandeur
and splendour of the English church. But the modellers

and projectors of this scheme happening to die, their inferiors,

out of a blind veneration for their invaluable remains, were

so providentially infatuated as to- print and publish them

quite out of season, while they still wanted the help of those

whom they designed to make dupes of, while their Pre-

tender's aifairs were in the utmost desperation.

This certainly, or nothing can, will open the eyes of every

clergyman amongst us, even of those whom these managers
had decoyed either into a compassionate sense of their suf-

ferings, or a kind opinion of their cause, or an indifference

about the great event. And from henceforth every one of

us must needs esteem and congratulate the establishment of

the monarchy in the same royal race that now possesses it

(the only Protestant blood of the renowned family of the

Stuarts) as the sole security of his religion, his Christian

liberty, his preferment, his very profession : since he finds

that on both hands he was marked but* for a sacrifice ; on the

one to his implacable adversaries the Romans abroad, on the

other to his ambitious and prevaricating brethren at home.

[qy.—"out?"—D.]
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TO

MY VERY LEARNED AND HONOURED FRIEND

F. H., D.D.*

AT LONDON, GREAT BRITAIN.

SIR,

Your many and great civilities to me since our first acquaint-

ance in the Low Countries^ and the kind officef you then did

me in conveying my Annotations on Menander to the press ;

but^ above all^ your taciturnity and secrecy, that have kept the

true author of that book undiscovered hitherto, if not un-

guessed ; have encouraged me to send you these present

Remarks, to be communicated to the public, if you think

they deserve it ; in which I doubt not but you'll exhibit a

new proof of your wonted friendship and fidelity.

What occasioned you this trouble was the fresh arrival of

a countryman of ours from your happy island, who brought

along with him a small book, just published before he left

London; which (as he says) made very much discourse

there. He knowing me to be a great admirer of the books

of your nation, and to have competently learned both to

write and speak your language during my long stay at

Oxford, made me a then agreeable present of that new
Discourse of Free-thinking,

[* i. e. Dr. Francis Hare.—In the editions of the Remarks which Bentley

put forth after his quarrel with Hare, he substituted " N. N." for " F. H.,

D.D. :" but in the ed. of 1743, the author being then dead, the latter initials

were restored.—D.]

[f To Hare, while resident in Holland as chaplain-general to the Duke of

Marlborough's army, 1710, Bentley committed his Emendationes in Meiiandri et

Philemonis Reliquias, 8fc.,
auctore Phileleuthero Lipsiensi, to be forwarded to Peter

Burman at Utrecht, who published them during the same year. The name of

the real author was divulged by Hare, in spite of an injunction that he should

keep it secret: hence the playful allusion above.—D.}
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ly who (as you well know) have been tramed up and ex-

ercised in free thought from my youth^ and whose borrowed

name Phileleutherus sufficiently denotes me a lover of

freedom, was pleased not a little at so promising a title ;
and

(to confess to you my own vanity) could not help some

aspiring thoughts from pressing and intruding on me^ that

this rising and growing^ Society might one day perhaps admit

into their roll a humble foreigner btother^ a free-thinker of

Leipsic.

But when once the curtain was drawn^ and by a perusal
of the book the private cabbala and mysterious scheme

within became visible and open^ that expectation and the

desire itself immediately vanished. For, under the specious

shew oi free-thinking, a set and system of opinions are all

along inculcated and dogmatically taught ; opinions the most

slavish, the most abject and base, that human nature is

capable of. And upon those terms, neither you, I fancy,

nor I, shall ever make our court for admittance into their

club.

[* An allusion to the title of Collins's work, which, while the other writings ,

of that once-distinguished person are now forgotten, is still remembered in

consequence of Bentley's incomparable Remarks. It is styled A Discourse of

Free-thinking, Occasioned by The Rise and Growth of a Sect call'd Free- Thinkers.

Mundum tradidit hominum disputationi Dens. Eccl. 3. 11. Vulg.

Unusquisque sua sensu abundet. Rom. 14. 5. lb.

Nil tarn temerarium, tamque indignum sapientis gravitate atque constantid, quam,

quod non satis explorate perceptum sit
8^ cognitum sine ttlla dubitatione defendere.

Cic. de Nat. Deor. I. 1.

'Tis a hard Matter for a Government to settle Wit. Characteristicks, vol. l.;p. 19.

Fain would they confound Licentiousness in Morals with Liberty in Thought,

and make the Libertine resemble his direct Opposite. lb. vol. 3. p. 306.

London, Printed in the Year m.dcc.xiii. 8vo, pp. 178.—Alarmed, we are told, at a

report that the work was to be prosecuted, Collins, soon after its appearance,

went over to Holland. There he published an Svo edition in the same type,

with the same London imprint, the same date, and the same number of pages

(though not always with the same quantity of matter in each page), as the

first edition, with corrections of the Errata enumerated at the end of the

first edition, and with a few omissions and alterations in those passages

which Bentley had censured. It seems, indeed, that the Discourse was printed

in Svo more than once at the Hague ;
for Armani de la Chapelle (Pref. to La

Friponnerie La'ique, p. xxiv.) says that he possessed two copies of the work in
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This irksome disappointment, that my fine present should

dwindle so far as to be below the value of waste paper, raised

a hasty resolution in me to write some Remarks on it. And I

find I shall have much the same employment as I had before

on Menander. For I am here too to AqqS. in fragments ; the

main of the book being a rhapsody of passages out of old and

new writers, raked and scraped together, by the joint labour

of many hands, to abuse all religion. O infelices laborum !

Had I been at their consultation, I could have furnished them

with many more : and I will now inform them, that if they
will read all Galen, and the Greek commentators on Aristotle,

they may find two or three passages much fitter for their

purpose than any they have brought.
As for the gatherings out of your English authors, most

of which are modern, and many still alive, I know you will

not expect from me that I should examine those citations.

The books are not to be found in Leipsic, having not yet

passed the seas to us : the writers are but private men ;
and

even your church is not answerable for what they say or

print : not to add, that I, by birth and education a Lutheran,

English, the one extending to 173, and the other to 178 pages. Collins, shortly

after, sent out a 12mo edition, also from the Dutch press : its title-page is the

same as the title-pages of the earlier impressions, except that instead of the two

quotations from Shaftesbury, a new passage of that writer is given ; but it

contains various important omissions, alterations, and additions, occasioned by

Bentley's Remarks, to which, however, except in two places (pp. 25, 74} no

reference is made ! There appeared too at the Hague a French translation

of the work, entitled Discours sur la Liberie de Penser. Ecrit a Voccasion d'une

nouvelle Secte d'Esprits forts, ou des Gens qui pensent librement. Traduit de

VAnglois et augmente d^une Lettre d'un Medecin Arabe. A Londres, m.dcc.xiv.

This translation, which generally agrees with the 12mo edition, is supposed
to have been made under the eye of Collins

; but I have met with one

proof (and perhaps others might be discovered) that the whole of it was

not revised by him : at p. 28,
"
Jes uns y faisoient parler les animaux les

plus grossiers comme un boeuf,^* is the version of " the pagans likewise had

speaking oaks,"
—-the translator having confounded the English words oaks and

ox I It is preceded by an Avertissement of eight pages, in which the author

is highly praised.

Particular instances of the alterations, &c. in the above-mentioned editions

will be found in the course ofmy notes on the Remarks.—D.]
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^m not concerned in any particular doctrines of your church

which affect not Christianity in common.—However, if our

free-thinker has shewn no more ability nor sincerity where

he alleges the English writers than where Latin or Greek, he

will soon have a just answer by some of your own divines.

I should now enter upon my Remarks, but that I am first

to excuse myself, why I give you not the style of honour cus-

tomary in England, I mean the title of Reverend. The

author indeed has made me sick of it, by his flat insipid

drollery in tacking it to every name he mentions, six times

together perhaps within as few lines. Can this now pass for

wit among you ? Is this reckoned good breeding or urbanity ?

What^s become of the old English taste and finesse ? Who
may not be witty at this cheap rate, if he dares but be im-

pudently dull ? Give a loose to such vulgar sordid raillery,

and the very best of quality, even royalty itself, even ipsa sua

sacra Ccssarea majestas may be abused by its own title with

an affected and sneering rehearsal of it. Yet this may be

borne with however, and is therefore pardonable, because it's

contemptible : but when buffoonery grows up to impiety, and

dully profanes the most adorable names, lioly Apostles,

blessed Saviour^ ever-blessed Trinity^ by a fulsome repetition

or a blasphemous irony \ I must own to you I want English
words to express my just sentiment. May the man grow
wittier and wiser, by finding this stuff will not take nor

please : and since, by a little smattering in learning and

great conceitedness of himself, he has lost his religion, may
he find it again by harder study and a humbler mind. For

the misery of it is, he that goes a fool into atheism (as all

are that now go), must come out of it like a fool too (if ever

he comes), unless he acquires ten times the knowledge that's

necessary fpEja.common Christian.

Ze/iJ5ic, 1713.* ;; uf ,.vul.i3r.-^

, ,. . f* liottnlstiid.—D.I h'4 K,mti ?ffT +1

^ mil'



REMARKS.

I.

Quod dedit principium adveniens ! was said of Thraso in

the comedy.* And our author^to give us as good a taste of

his sufficiency, sets out with this sentence in his very dedi-

cation. As none, says he, but artificial designing men, or

crackbrained enthusiasts, presumef to be guides to others in

matters o/* speculation ; so none, who think they ought to be

guided in those matters, make choice ofany but suchfor their

guides.* Now, besides the falseness of the propositions, here

is a small figure in rhetoric, called nonsense, in the very turn

of this sentence. For if none but designing and crackbrained

men presume to be guides to others, those others, that make

use of guides, must needs have them and no other. Where

then is the choice ? or what power is there of choosing, when

there's no room for comparison or preference? As none,

says he, but priests presume to be guides, so none make

choice of any other guides but priests. As no member of the

body presumes to see but the eye, so no man makes choice

of any other member to see with but the eye. Is not here

now an admirable period, with exact propriety of word and

thought ? ri9jJfini

But, to pardon the false connexion of his as and his s6y

pray what are we to understand here by matters of spectt^

lation? Why, all speculation without exception, every

branch of mathematics, and all science whatever
;
for there is

iK)t one word preceding that restrains the sense to specu-

lations in theology. So that, by this man's reasoning, we are

[ Ter. Eun. iii. 2. 4.—D.]

[t The 12mo ed. of the Discourse (se6 ndte p. 291) has, "presume to be

guides, or to have any authority over others in matters of speculation ;
so they

wlio think they ought to be guided in those matters very yiaturaUy have recourse

to such for their guides," p.
2. The passage has a somewhat new turn in the

French translation also, p. 3.—D.]
*
Pag. 4.
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to say thus : No man must take Euclid or Archimedes, our

Leibnitz or your Newton, or any one else dead or living, for

his guide in speculation : they were designing men, or else

crackbrained enthusiasts, when they presumed to write ma-

thematics, and become guides to others. As for our author,

though he owns all^ arts and sciences must be known, to know

ally one thoroughly ; that not one of them can be omitted, if

you pretend to be a judge in one single book, the Bible, His

so very miscellaneous ; yet, if you wall believe him, he re-

nounces all guides, and is his own master, self-taught. He^s

a great astronomer without Tycho or Kepler, and an archi-

tect without Vitruvius. He walked alone in his infancy, and

was never led in hanging-sleeves. And yet this mighty pre-

tender has not broached one doctrine in all his book which

he has not borrowed from others, and which has not been

dictated by blind guides many ages ago.

But we'll indulge the man a little more, and suppose he

did not mean speculations at large, but only in matters of

religion. And then the sentence wdll run thus : That none

else presume to be guides to others in speculative points of

religion, but either artificial designing men or crackbrained

enthusiasts. Now the man is in his true colours ;
and though

he blundered in the expression, this was the thought he en-

deavoured at. And by this we must infer, that Erasmus,

Grotius, Bochart, and other great men that have wrote com-

mentaries on the Bible, and presumed to be guides to others,

were either crackbrained fools or designing knaves. Nay,
this author's beloved Monsieur le Clerc* must come in

too for the hard choice of one of these epithets. And yet,

what is strange, these very men, with more of your own

^
Pag. 9, 10, 11.

[* Hare, in The Clergyman^s Thanks to Phileleutherus (see note on tlie

Dedicatory Epistle to the Second Part of these Remarks), has the following

passage :
" Such [i. e. head of the free-thinkers] Monsieur le Clerc, 'tis known,

has been thought: though in justice to him I must say, I do not think

he is embarked with them in the same ill designs ; and whatever he has

done that may look that way, 'tis, I verily believe, the effect of his being

ill-advised or misinformed. However, in fact they have made their court
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nation, the Chillingworths, the Spencers, the Cudworths,

the Tillotsons, are honoured in other parts of his book, and

recommended vl^ free-thinkers. What inconsistence is this !

what contradiction ! No matter for that : that's a necessary

ingredient in his scheme and his writings : Huic aliter non

fit, Avite, liber,^ What he here prescribes to others, we

must take for his own method : he defies all guides and in-

terpreters ; he disclaims all assistance ; he^U decide upon all

points freely and supinely by himself ; without furniture,

without proper materials. And, to s]^eak freely, one would

guess, by his crude performance, that he^s as good as his

word.
II.

In the close of his dedication he says thus : It is therefore

without the least hopes of doing any good, but purely to comply
with your request, that I send you this apology for free-

thinking,^ If I am not mistaken, as I may be about a foreign

language, that expression of doing any good is capable of two

senses ; either of which I shall easily concede to the author.

If he means, he had not the least hopes of doing any good, that

is, of doing any good service, real benefit, true advantage to

to him, and he to them
; and his Bibliotheques have been made the vehicles to

spread on the continent the poison of their books ; which, for want of learning

in the writers, would otherwise have been kept within the four seas. But

that is not the only use they have made of him : his French extracts of

their books have been translated back again into English, that they might
come recommended to the reader with the reputation oi a. foreign name that has

been long known among the men of letters, and which their own illiterateness

has made them very fond of: for I can't say his writings have been much
esteemed among the truly learned

;
he writes in too much haste to do any thing

correctly, and goes into too many parts of learning to be a thorough master in

any one : and therefore his admirers have generally been such as owe their

learning to his books, and have never gone to the fountain-head themselves, or

read either ancient or indeed modern writers otherwise than in his extracts of

them." p. 11.—D.]

[* Martial, i. 17. Quae legis hie: aliter, &c.—D.]
^
Pag. 4. [And so, too, the later editions in English (see note, pp. 290, 1).

The French translation has :
" Si done, Monsieur, je vous envoie cette apolo-

gie, que j'ai 6crite en faveur de la liberie de penser, c'est moins dans I'esperance
de voir les hommes en profiter, que pour satisfaire k la demande que vous ni'en

avez faite." p. 4.—D.]
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any one by his book, I am afraid that sense was true in his

intention. Or, if he despaired of doing any good, that is, of

having any effect and success in making converts by his

book, I question not but that too will be true in the event.

But though here in the epistle he quite despairs, without

the least hopes of doing good, yet in the epilogue he's a little

more sanguine. For there he speaks of an endeavour to do

good, which very endeavour has no place without some de-

gree of hope. He advises there his patron to conceal the

name of his esquireship, if he commits the book to the press.

For, says he, / think it virtue enough to endeavour to do good

only ivithin the bounds of doing yourself no harmA Now this

is a true* atheistical moral : do good lio further than you are

sure not to lose by it; keep your dear person and interest

out of harm's way. But the Christian institution supplied

him once with nobler sentiments ; in the practice of which

the holy apostles and martyrs voluntarilyf laid down their

lives; a very odd sort of joHe^/crtt/if. Nay, the heathen phi-

losophy would have taught him more elevated thoughts, if

he had not chosen for his guide (however he rails at all

guides) the worst sect of all.

III.

By free-thinking, ^?iy^ he, I mean, the use of the under-

standing, in endeavouring to find out the meaning of any pro-

position whatsoever, in considering the nature of the evidence

for or against it, and in judging of it according to the seemhig

force or weakness of the evidence.^ Now we^U allow him,
what he desires, that his definition is extensive enough ; for

it comprehends the whole herd of human race, even fools,

madmen, and children; for they use what understanding

they have, and judge as things seem ; he has extended it so

^
Pag. 178. [The 12mo ed. of the Discourse (see note, p. 291) has "virtue

enough, in a country so ignorant, stupid, superstitious, and destitute of all private

and public virtue, as ours, to endeavour," &c. p. 149. The French translatioa

has nearly the same turn, p. 261.—D.]

[* is a true ;
\st ed. "is true."—D.]

[f voluntarily; so 1st ed.: ed. 1743, "voluntary."
—

D.]
«
Pag. 5.
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artfully and with logical justness^ that in a definition of free-

thinking there is not a syllable BhoMtfreedom. 'Tis really

no more than think and judge as you find ; which every
inhabitant of Bedlam practises every day, as much as any of

our illustrious sect.

But perhaps I am mistaken ;
and the notion o^freedom

superadded to thinking may be implied in those two pro-

nouns, any whatsoever. And then indeed the soberer part of

mankind, who judge for themselves no further than their

education has fitted them, are wholly excluded, and the

crackbrained and Bedlamites are taken in. Oliver's porter,*

as I have been told, would determine daily de omni scibili ;

and, if he had now been alive, might have had the first chair

in this club. For a modern free-thinker is an universalist in

speculation ', any proposition whatsoever he's ready to de-

cide ; every day de quolibet ente^ as our author here pro-

fesses ; self-assurance supplies all want of abilities ; he'll in-

terpret (as you'll see presently) the Prophets and Solomon

without Hebrew, Plutarch and Zosimus without Greek, and

Cicero and Lucan without Latin.

The characteristic of this sect does not lie at all in the

definition of thinking, but in stating the true meaning of their

adjective free. Which in fact will be found to carry much
the same notion as bold, rash, arrogant, presumptuous, to-

gether with a strong propension to the paradox and the per-
verse, Yox free with them has no relation at all to outward

impediment or inhibition, (which they neither do nor can

complain of, not with you in England I am sure,) but means

an inward promptness and forwardness to decide about

matters beyond the reach of their studies, in opposition to

the rest of mankind. There is nothing plainer through his

whole book, than that he himself makes singularity, whim,

[ The porter of Oliver Cromwell became insane, it is said, by studying

books of mystical divinity, and was many years in Bedlam. He both preached
and prophesied, and had his followers.—D.]

^

Pag. 5. [
"
myself, who profess to think freely every day de quolibet

ente:'—l>.']
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and contradiction, to be the specific difference, and an essen-

tial part in the composition of a free-thiiiker. If Origen,

Erasmus, Grotius, &c. chance to have any nostrum against

the current of common doctrine, they are presently of his

party, and he dubs ihem. free-thinkers ; in all the rest of

their writings, where they fall in with the common opinions,

they are discharged by him with ignominy ; even proscribed
as unthinkers, half-thmkers, and enemies to free-thinking.

Why this unequal usage, unless he thinks freedom of thought

to be then only exercised when it dissents and opposes ?

Has not the world for so many ages thought and judged

freely on Euclid, and yet has assented to all his propositions ?

Is it not possible to have used the like freedom, and yet close

in with the Apostles' Creed, our Confession, or your Articles ?

Surely I think 2^^ freely when I conclude my soul is imma-

terial, as the author does when he affirms his to be made of

the same materials with that of a swine.

Another idea couched in their adjective free is jealousy,

mistrust, and surmise. *Tis a firm persuasion among them,
that there are but two sorts in mankind, deceivers and de-

ceived, cheats and fools. Hence it is, that, dreaming and

waking, they have one perpetual theme, priestcraft. This is

just like the opinion of Nero, who believedfor certain that

every man was guilty of the same impurities that he was ; only

some were craftier than others to dissemble and conceal it.s

And the surmise in both cases must proceed from the same

cause ; either a very corrupt heart, or a crazy and crack-

brained head, or, as it often happens, both.

IV.

This definition cannot, he conceives, be excepted against

by the enemies o/" free-thinking, as not including the crime

vjith which they charge free-thinkers, in order to render them

i Suet. Ner. c. 29. Ex nonnullis comperi, persuasissimum habuisse eum,

neminem hominum pudicum, aut ulla corporis parte purum esse ; verum ple-

rosque dissimulare vitium, et calliditate obtegere.
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odious to unthinking people,^ His definition, as we have

seen, includes nothing at all in it besides thinking andjudg-

iiig ; there's nothing in it to describe /ree, which he left us

to supply ; and, as we find in the whole tenour of his book,
that word does really include not one crime only, but many.
Take the general definition, exclusive of the crime, and com-

pare it with the title of his book, and the latter will be found

either flat nonsense in itself, or a contradiction to the whole.

This Discourse, says the title, was occasioned by the Rise and

Growth ofa Sect called Free-thinkers. Why, then, it had the

stalest occasion that ever poor discourse had ; for the rise of

that sect (if the general definition constitutes it) is as early as

the creation of Adam, or (in his scheme, who hints his will-

ingness to believe men before Adam^) even much earlier than

that. Nay, if we may guess at his creed from his poet

Manilius,J the sect must have risen without any rise, and have

its growth from all eternity. For whenever the species of man

existed, 'tis most certain there must have h^^n. free-thinkers,

as far as this definition goes. They began at once with the

free-breathers, the free-hearers, and Xh^ free-smellers ; and

are every whit as numerous and populous as those are.

Again, pray consider the words a sect offree-thinkers :

^
Pag. 5.

*

Pag. 160. [" A few instances," says Collins, "of his [Josephus's] /ree-

thinking will not be unacceptable to the reader. He says {Jewish Antiq. 1. i. c. 3.

L'Estrange's translation), That Cain, after a tedious journey through several coun-

tries, took up at length at Nats, and settled his abode : hut was sofarfrom mending

upon his affliction, that he went rather from had to worse, abandoning himself to all

manner of outrage, without any manner of regard to common justice. He enriched

himself by rapine and violence, and made choice of the most profligate of monsters

for his companions, instructing them in the very mystery of their own profession. He

corrupted the simplicity offormer times with a novel invention of weights and mea-

sures, and exchanged the innocency of that primitive generosity and candourfor the

new tricks ofpolicy and craft. All which plainly supposes men before Adam."

Discourse, pp. 159, 160.—The later 8vo ed. ibid, and the 12mo ed. p. 133, (see

note, pp. 290, 1) give the conclusion of the passage thus, "All which seems plainly

to suppose men," &c. The French translation has,
" En parlant ainsi ne suppose-

t-ilpas evidemmeyit," &c. p. 234.—D.]
^
Pag. 151. [The passage of Manilius quoted by Collins is from lib. i. 522:

** Omnia mortali mutantur lege creata," &c.—D.]
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that is_, a rope of sand^ a sum of ciphers, a commonwealth of

savages, where nobody governs nor nobody obeys ;

Sect, secta or disciplmay is a company of persons agreeing
in the same system of opinions and doctrines : the words

have their derivation a sectando et discendo, from following

and learning ; as the Platonic sect followed the doctrine of

Plato, the Peripatetic of Aristotle. Now a modern free-

thinker, that professes he will neitheryb//ot^ nor learn, that

renounces all guides and teachers, as either crackbrained or

cheats, how can this unsociable animal be ever of a sect ? 'tis

a contradiction in terms, and a thorough piece of nonsense.

But surely the author had some meaning when he gave
that title to his book. No doubt of it

',
and the book itself

explains it. For under all this pretence to free-thinking, he

and his friends have a set of principles and dogmata, to which

he that will not assent and consent {I cannot say oath and

subscription are required) shall be excluded the sect. That

the soul is material and mortal, Christianity an imposture,
the Scripture a forgery, the worship of God superstition, hell

a fable, and heaven a dream, our life without providence, and

our death without hope like that of asses and dogs, are parts

of the glorious gospel of these truly idiot evangelists^- If all

your free-thinking does not centre in these opinions, you
shall be none of their family. Claim your right as long as

you will upon the terms of the definition ; plead that you
have thoughtfreely, impartially, and carefully upon all those

propositions, and that in all of them theforce of evidence has

drawn you to the contrary side; protest against this foul

play, that while they clamour d^iowtfree-thinking, they them-

selves impose creeds and terms of communion ; that the

author, while he r«ils at all guides, obtrudes himself as a

guide to others : all this shall avail you nothing ] you shall

never be incorporated into the rising and growing sect, till

[* Eurip. Cycl 120.—D.]
^

Pag. 90. [See Section xxxiii. of the Remarks.—D.]
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you own that that's the ovXy free-thinking^ to think just as

they do.

V.

tie now proceeds, by five arguments, to prove eveiy

man's right io free-thinking, according to that definition: a

very needless and useless labour ;
for no religion, nor sect,

not the very papists, deny it. 'Tis as necessary to the

rational mind as respiration is to the vital body. Without

this, all religions that were, are, or may be, are equally com-

mendable. Christianity itself depended on it at its first pro-

pagation : the Reformation was grounded upon it, and is

maintained and supported upon the same bottom. We shall

leave, therefore, his five arguments to prove what none deny ;

only make some remarks upon his ignorance and unfairness

in several incidents that he has slid in by the by.

He runs a parallel heiwe^en free-thinking and free-paint-

ing ; which latter he laments is not more cultivated in Great

Britain, and can never be brought to perfection there, unless

suitable encouragements be given to free-painters, so as num-

bers of men and many hands may be employed and encou-

raged.i Now here is a pretty broad and palpable insinuation,

that, by changing the terms of the parallel, is to hint to the

public, that a suitable encouragement should be given to free-

thinkers ; so that more hands and heads may be invited to so

meritorious a work. I could scarce have believed he would

have shewn himself so soon. What, already offering at

stipends, and salaries, and benefices for his sect ? He more

than once in his book grudges the great charge the public is

at in providing for so many priests .* and what gainer would

the public be, if it turned out the Christian priests, and with

an equal or greater charge maintained atheist preachers?
For really that would be the case 5 and the man has reason to

^

Pag. 7.

[*
" The charge alone, therefore, of supporting such a numher of ecclesias-

tics is a great evil to society, though it should be supposed the ecclesiastics

themselves were employed in the most innocent manner imaginable, viz. in

mere eating and drinking." Discourse, p. 114.—D.]
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put in for salaries betimes. For whenever atheism should be

general and established^ then even Christianity would become

free-thinking. And, if provision was not settled for parochial

lectures every week, the people would be apt to relapse again
from the new national church. So that all that the public

would save by the bargain is, to change the persons, not the

expense ', and, instead of the present possessors of the pulpit,

to have an equal number of reverend, and right reverend, and

most reverend preachers of atheism.

VI.

He affirms, that time, labour, and numbers of hands,^ are

necessary to bring thinking in any science whatever to toler-

able perfection : the first notions will be rude and imper-
fect ; time and maturity are required towards any degree of

justness. Now, since the sect offree-thinkers, by his own

account, is but now rising and growing, and the era of it is

placed no earlier than your late Revolution,* you may take

his own argument and word for it, that the thoughts in this

discourse of his, for want of due maturation, are all crude

and undigested. And really without his indication, avrb

Setfet, the thing itself will speak so before I've done with

his book. But, however, in the next generation, when more

progress is made in thinking, and more numbers are come in,

he seems to promise they will write better.

All sciences and arts, says he, have a mutual relation,

harmony, dependency, and connexion ; and the just knowledge

of any one cannot be acquired without the knowledge of all the

rest,^ Weigh now this man's abilities in his own scale. He

"
Pag. 7, 8.

[*
" Great numbers ofwitches," says Collins,

" have been almost annually

^ecuted in England from the remotest antiquity to the late Revolution ; when

upon the liberty given and taken to ihi7ik freely, the devil's power visibly

declined," &c. Discourse, p. 30.—D.]
°
Pag. 8, 9. [Where, in a note, Collins quotes Cicero :

" Omnes artes, quae

ad humanitatem pertinent, habent quoddam commune vinculum, et quasi cog-

natione quadam inter se continentur." Pro Arclra Poeta.—D.]
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declares he judges evertj day de quolibet ente ;* and yet to

every single quodlibet he acknowledges as necessary the whole

circle of sciences. A very Hudibras in perfection ; no nut is

too hard for his teeth :

Nil intra est olea, nihil extra est in nuce duri.f

And yet this great promisery with all the assistance of his

club, perpetually betraysj a profound ignorance in all sci-

ence, in all antiquity, and in the very languages it is con-

veyed in.

VII.

Homer's Iliad he admires, as the epitome of all arts and

sciences,^ And by this now, one would guess he had read it

in the original. Be it so : and when he hears there^s an

Odysseis of Homer, he will read and admire that too. Well,

where are the footsteps of this vast knowledge in Homer ?

Why, ybr instance, says he, he could never have described, in

the manner he has done, a chariot or a chariot-wheel, ivithout

the particular knowledge ofa coach-maker, such knowledge being

absolutely necessary to that description. Here's your justness

of thought ! What, nothing less than a co?ic\i-maker's know-

ledge ? would not a co2ic\i-man's have served the turn ? At

this rate our friend Homer (as poor and blind as some have

thought him) was the ablest Jack of all trades that ever was

in nature. Hippias the Elean,§ who preached and blazoned

his arts at the Olympic games, that all his habit from head

to foot, and every utensil for his house, was made with his

own hands, was an idiot evangelist\\ to him. For by the

same rule, when Homer describes a ship under sail, he had

the particular knowledge both of a ship-carpenter and a pilot :

when he describes the tvell-booted Greeks, and several sorts

of shields and sandals, he had the particular knowledge of

[* See note, p. 297.—D.]

[f Hor. Epist. ii. 1. 31.—Vulgo "oleam:" see Bentl. ad 1.—D.]

[J betrays ; 1st ed.
"
bewrays."

—
D.]

°
Pag. 9.

[§
"
Voyez entre autres Apul6e, Florid, lib. ii." Ar. de La Chapelle, La

Frip. Ldique, p. 32.—D.]

[II
See Sect, xxxiii. of the Remarks.—D.]
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Tychius, o-KvroTofKov o;^' apL(no<;/^ the veryprince ofall shoe-

makers. And yet I am apt to fancy^ if our author had no

better an artist than the old poet for his shoes^ he would be

as sorry 2ifree-walker as he is now 2i free-thinker.

To prove Homer's universal knowledge a priori, our

author says. He designed his poemfor eternity, to please and

instruct mankind."^ Admirable again : eternity and mankind :

nothing less than all ages and all nations were in the poet's

foresight. Though our author vouches that he thinks every

day de quolibet ente, give me leave to except Homer ; for he

never seems to have thought of him or his history. Take

my word for it_, poor Homer, in those circumstances and early

times, had never such aspiring thoughts. He wrote a sequel
of songs and rhapsodies, to be sung by himself for small

earnings and good cheer, at festivals and other days of merri-

ment ; the Bias he made for the men, and the Odysseis for

the other sex. These loose songs were not collected together

in the form of an epic poem till Pisistratus's time, abovef

500 years after. Nor is there one word in Homer that

presages or promises immortality to his work
;
as we find

there is in the later poets, Virgil, Horace, Ovid, Lucan,
and Statins. He no more thought, at that time, that his

poems would be immortal, than o\xvfree-thinkers now believe

their souls will
',
and the proof of each will be only a parte

post ; in the event, but not in the expectation.

vni.

The Bible, says he, is the most miscellaneous book in the

world, and treats of the greatest variety of things ; creation,

deluge, chronology, civil laws, ecclesiastical institutions, nature,

miracles, buildings, husbandry, sailing, physics, pharmacy,

mathematics, metaphysics, and morals.^ Agreed ;
and what

is his inference from this? Y^h-jy free-thinking is Xher^iore

[* Iliad, vii. 221.—D.]
P Pag. 9. [In the 12mo ed. of the Discourse (see note, p. 291) "his poem,

which now to all eternity will please," &c. p. 6.—D.]

[t above; \st ed. "about."—D.] i Pag. 10, 11.
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necessary 5 for to understand the matter of this book, and to

be master of the whole, a man must be able to think justly in

every science and art. Very true ! and yet all he has here

said of his sciences^ is requisite were your English Bible

supposed to be the very original. Add therefore to all the

requisites here enumerated a sufficient skill in the Hebrew

and Greek languages. Now pass your verdict on the man
from his own evidence and confession. To understand the

Bible, says he, requires all sciences ; and two languages be-

sides, say I. But it's plain from his book that he has already

condemned the whole Bible for a forgery and imposture.
Did he do it without understanding the matter of it ? That's

too scandalous for him to own. We must take it, then, that

he professes himself accomplished in all sciences and arts,

according to his own rule.

Quid tulit hie tanto dignum promissor hiatu ?^

Where has he or any of his sect shewn any tolerable skill in

science ? What dark passages of Scripture have they cleared,

or of any book whatever ? Nay, to remit to him his sciences

and arts, what have they done in the languages, the shell and

surface, of Scripture ? A great master of the whole Bible in-

deed, that can scarce step three lines in the easiest classic

author produced by himself without a notorious blunder !

IX.

Among the absurdities that followfrom not thinking freely,

he mentions that of the pagans, who, he says, suppose God
to be like an ox, or a cat, or a plant.

^ Our author means the

Egyptians ; and it's plain here, from the next clause, that he

puts God under the present idea and known attributes of

that name, as Christians now conceive it. A rare judge in

antiquity, and fit to decide about Scripture ! The matter is

no more than this. The Egyptians, who chiefly lived upon

[* "Quid dignum tanto feret hie promissor hiatu?" Hor. Ar. P. 138.—D.]
'
Pag. 13.

VOL. III. 2 R
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husbandry^ declared by law that all those animals which

were useful to agriculture, or destroyers of vermin, should be

holy^ sacred, and inviolable ; so that it was death to kill any
of them^ either designedly or by chance.^ These they con-

sidered as instruments of Divine Providence towards the

support of human life ; and without that view they conse-

crated none.* So that it was only a civil and political wor-

ship in the legislators, and had very little of sacred even

among the vulgar. This is plain from what Diodorus^ says,

that they paid the same honours to them when dead as when

alive.* But our author's conception here is really so absw^d

and so monstrous, that the silliest pagan in all Egypt would

have been ashamed of him. For, according to his notion

and the present meaning of the word God, they declared it

death by law to kill an immortal and omnipotent cat; and

decreed divine honours to it after its immortality and deity

was dead. When thinking is by longer time come to some,

perfection in the sect, they will learn, perhaps, that the ob-

jects of worship in paganism and polytheism had not all the

attributes, nay generally not one of them, that we now by
advances in science and thought justly ascribe to God ; and

they may have the pleasure of insulting several of the clergy

that have wrong stated the notion of heathen idolatry. In

the mean time FU recommend to him one thought, when

he's disposed to think de quolibet ente ; what divine attributes

* Herodotus in Euterpe, [c. Q5.—D.]
* Cicero de Nat. Deor. I. [c. 36. ed. Dav.—D.] iEgyptii nullam belluam,

nisi ob aliquam utilitatem quam ex ea caperent, consecraverunt.

^ Diod. lib. I. [t. i. p. 93. ed. Wessel.—D.] ^4^ovTai evia tS>v C^uv Alyinr-

rioi, . . . . ov ^ftjj/To ix6uov, aAA^ Koi ri\evri]ffavra.

[*
"

II est bien vrai que les autres nations ont accuse les Egyptlens d'avoir

adore comme dieux les animaux, les plantes, &c. Quand il u'y en auroit

d'autres preuves que la Satire xv. de Juvenal, dans les 10 ou 12 premiers vers,

e'en seroit assez pour n'en pouvoir douter. Mais les Egyptiens ne convenoient

pas du fait, et leur idee etoit celle qu'exprime ici Mr. Bentley, selon I'ob-

servation qu'en a faite J. Ger. Vossius, de Theol. Gentil. et Physiol. Christiana,

lib. ix. cap. 14." Ar. de la Chapelle, La Frip. Ldique, p. 39.—D.]

i
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the Egyptians thought of, when they worshipped, as good
authors* assure us, crepitum ventris,

X.

But the most ancient fathers of the church were as bad

as his Egyptians ; for they^ says he, no less absurdly sup-

posed God to be material,^ And you are to suppose he's a

droll here when he says, no less absurdly ; for, if I wholly
mistake not the cabbala of his sect, he himself supposes either

God to be material^ or not to be at all. With a few of the

fathersf the matter stands thus : they believed the attributes

of God, his infinite power, wisdom, justice, and goodness, in

the same extent as we do
; but his essence, no more than we

can now, they could not discover. The Scriptures, they saw,

called him spiritus^ spirit ; and the human soul anima,

breath : both which in their primitive sense mean aerial

matter; and all the words that the Hebrew, Greek, and

Latin of old, or any tongue now or hereafter can supply, to

denote the substance of God or soul, must either be thus

metaphorical, or else merely negative, as incorporeal or im-

material. This, when he is in a mood for thinking, he will

[*
" Ces bons auteurs sont des peres. Minucius Felix, par example, qui dit,

cap. 28, pag. 167, ed. Cantab. 1707. lidem jEgyptii. . . non . . . Serapidem magis

quam strepitus per pudenda corporis expressos contremiscunt." Ar. de la Cha-

PELLE, La Frip. La'ique, p. 40.— See the notes of the commentators on this

passage of M. Felix.—D.]
"
Pag. 13. [The later 8vo ed. of the Discourse, ibid, (see note, p. 291) and

the 12mo ed. p. 9, have "some of the most ancient fathers;" and so the French

translation,
"
qtielques-uns," p. 18.—D.]

[f
" Je me contenterai d'en citer, pour I'exemple, ce seul passage si beau

de St. Theophile d'Antioche, dans son i. livre ad Autolyc. ch. v. 'Epers oZv fioi'

ffh 6 fiXeiruv, di^y7](rai ixoi rh elSos tou Qeov. &Kove, S» &vOpuTre' rh fikv eldos tov

Oeov &^^r}Tov, Ka\ av€K<ppa<rTov, Koi
/jlt] Swd/xsvov 6(pda\/j.o7s crapKivoLS opaOrjvai.

56^7} yap iffTiv ax(i>p'rjTos, fieyeOei aKaTd\r]'rrTos, v^l/el aTrepivSrjTos, l^xvi aavyKpiros,

ao<j)lcf. oxrvjx^ifiaffros, ayaOoavvr) d/xt/XTjros, KaXo-Koda. avcKdn/iyriros, &c

Chap. vi. ''Avapxos de iariu, '6ri a,yivvr\T6s iaTiv' dj^aWolcaros 5e, Ka06ri. aOdvarSs

iffTi Pour eviter la multitude des citations, j'imiterai Mr. Wolfius dans

sa note sur ce premier endroit de Theophile, et renvoierai aux sources qu'il y

indique. On peut le consulter." Ar. de La Chapelle, La Frip. La'ique,

p. 41.—D.]
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find to be necessary apriori, for want of ideas. What wonder^

then^ if in those early times (for he knows ifs by gradual

progress in thinking that men arrive atfull knowledge^) some

fathers believed that the divine substance was matter or

hody^ especially while the very notion of body was undefined

and unfixt, and wasf extensive as thing ?X Was this such a

shame in a few fathersj§ while the Stoics, not a rising and

growing^ but 2i flourishing sect at that time, maintained quali-

ties and passions^ virtues and vices, arts and sciences, nay

syllogisms and solecisms to be bodies ?\\ But the real shame

"^

Pag. 8.

[*
" Ce sentiment etoit celui de Tertullien, lib. de Car. Christi, cap. xi.

Omne quod est, corpus est sui generis. Nihil est incorporale, 7iisi quod non est. . . .

Et dans son livre contra Praxeas, chap. vii. Quis negabit Deum corpus esse,

etsi Deus spiritus est ? Spiritus enim corpus sui generis in sua effigie Je ne

connois point d'autre pere qui se soit exprime d'une maniere si crue. Aussi

Hobbes, qui dans son Leviathan ne reconnoit de substance que celle qui est

corps, ne se defend que par la seule autorite de Tertullien, App. c. 3." Ar. de

La Chapelle, La Frip. Ldique, p. 43.—D.]

[t was ; \st ed. " was as."—D.]

[J
" Ceci me paroit ne devoir s'entendre que de Tertullien en particulier.

Car il est vrai que dans son langage et dans ses idees, les termes de corpus et de

res etoient synonymes. On le voit trds clairement, dans les paroles qui

precedent immediatement celles que je viens de citer dans son livre de Car.

Christi, au chap. xi. Sed nee esse quidem potest, nisi habeat per quod sit. Cum
autem sit, habeat necesse est aliquid, per quod est. Si habet aliquid per quod est,

hoc erit corpus ejus Mais je ne connois a toute rigueur ni philosophe, ni

p6re, k I'exception de celui-ci, qui se soit exprime de la sorte." Ar. de La

Chapelle, La Frip. Ldique, p. 44.—D.]

[§
*' J'ai dej^ remarque, que Tertullien est le seul pere que ceci regarde.

Car je ne pense pas qu'on doive mettre en ligne de compte les anciens Anthro-

pomorphites, auxquels on ne donne jamais lenom de peres. II me semble done

que Mr. Bentley auroit pu repondre en un mot h I'auteur du Discours, &c. qu'il

y avoit de la raauvaise-foi a debiter sous le nom de quelques-uns des plus anciens

peres de Veglise, le sentiment et les expressions d'un seul de ces peres. Au

reste, ce que Mr. Bentley all^gue pour excuser Tertullien, est la verite toute

pure ;
aussi St. Augustin lui-meme I'avoit-il observe, dans son livre de Hceres.

ad Quodvultdcum. Haeres. 86. Posset enim quoquo modo putari ipsam naturam

substantiamque divinam corpus vocare quia non est nihil, non est ifianitas."

Ar. de La Chapelle, La Frip. Ldique, p. 44.—D.]

[II

" On peut consulter la-dessus le vii. livre de Diogene Laerce. II paroit

par le chap. 5Q. qu'un axiome des Sto'iciens alloit necessairement la. liap yhp
rh TTOLovv, arw/xd iffriv, disoient-ils Ainsi la voix etoit elle-meme un
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is, that ill these brighter days of knowledge, when matter and

motion have been thoroughly considered, and all the powers
of mechanism discussed and stated, our author and his sect

should still contend, both in discourse and in print, that their

souls are material. "^ This they do with such zeal, as if they
should be great gainers by the victory. And, by my consent,

let's close with them upon the debate. Let them put a pre-

vious question, whether there are in mankind different spe-
cies of souls ? Let this once pass in the affirmative ;

and their

souls shall be allowed as corporeal and brutal as their

opinions, writings, and lives seem to represent them.

XL
His next effort is a retail of some popish doctrines and

rites, infallibility, image-worship, and relics,^ which our

church and yours have along ago rejected. What's this then

to the purpose ? or what plea to the ^vQ^^ntfree-thinkers in

England ? Nay, he owns we are now rid of these absurdities,

and by whose labour and cost. They obtained, says he,

almost universally, till the thinking of a few, some whereof

sacrificed their lives by so doing, gave a new turn to the

Christian world.y This is manifestly meant of the first re-

corps, et par consequent tout ce qui etoit opere par la voix 6toit aussi corporel,

sans en excepter les syllogismes et les harharismes. § 5d. Menage, dans ses

notes sur le chapitre 55, cite divers auteurs qui attribuent aux Stoiciens le

sentiment que tout est corporel, en y comprenant Dieu lui-meme. Origene est

formel sur ce dernier article, ad Cels. lib. i. p. 17. ed. Cant. 1677. Ot <Ta>}ia

flir6vT€s Thv dehv 'S.ToiiKoi : sur quoi Ton pent consulter Spencer. Leur sentiment

ne difFeroit done que pour la forme, de celui des Epicuriens, que Lucrece

exprime en ces mots, [i.] vers 420 et suivans :

Omnis, ut est, igitur, per se natura, duabus

Consistit rebus : nam corpora sunt, et inane, &c."

Ar. de La Chapelle, La Frip. La'tque, p. 45.—D.]

[*
" Ceci regarde singulierement Jean Toland, grand ami et meme comme

le pr6cepteur en Deisme de Mr. Collins. On sait que la 2. de ses Lettres a

Serena a pour but d'etablir la materialile de I'ame." Ar. de La Chapelle,
La Frip. La'tque, p. 46.—D.]

*
Pag. 13. y Pag. 14.
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formers, and particularly those of England, who for freedom

of thinking laid down their lives ;

Atque animas pulchra pro libertate dederunt,^

^Twas by the price and purchase of their blood that this

author and his sect have at this day, not only the liberty, but

the power, means, and method of thinking ', for, together
with religion, all arts and sciences then raised up their heads,

and both were brought about by the same persons. And yet
this very honest and grateful sect involves those very priests^

to whom they are indebted for all things, in the common
crime with those that murdered them ; nay, with Talapoins,

Bonzes, Pawawers, and who not ;

For priests of all religions are the same.f

But some of the fathers again displease him ; for they
were too severe and rigorous for men of his genius; they
disallowed^ self-defence^X second marriages^^ and usury. ^

An error sure on the right hand, which shews they had not

the priestcraft of Pope Pius the Fifth.^ And yet here, with

[* Is this line formed for the occasion ? See Virg. ^n. vi. 822.—D.]

[f Dryden's Absalom and Ackitophel, part i. 99.—D.]
^
Pag. 14.

[J
" Grotius a rassemble quelques-uns des passages des peres qui condam-

nent la defense de soi-meme. Dr. de la G. et de la Paix, liv. i. ch. 3. On y
trouve St. Ambroise, St. Augustin, et St. Basile." Ar. de La Chapelle,

La Frip. La'ique, p. 49.—D.]

[§
"
Voyez parmi les canons attribues aux apotres, celui qui est le xii. des

Grecs, ou le xvii. des Latins, et la note de Cotelier la-dessus." Ar. de La

Chapelle, La Frip. La'ique, p. 49.—D.]

[II

"
Gratien, dans son Decret, caus. xiv. quest. 3. et 4. a recueilli les passages

de divers peres ou conciles qui ont interdit I'usure. Voy. aussi Mr. Barbeyrac,

dans ses notes sur Grotius du Dr. de la G. et de la Paix, liv. ii. ch. xii. 20."

Ar. de La Chapelle, La Frip. La'ique, p. 49.—D.]
*
Pag. 117. [*' Pope Pius V." says Collins, (quoting in a note Confes. Cath.

de Sancy, liv. i. c. 1.) "confessed this secret oi supporting a church, when, upon

hearing that the Protestants were in earnest against adultery axid fornication, he

said. If they will not allow of such kind of sport in their religion, it will never be of

any long duration:' The 12mo ed. (see note, p. 291) has,
"
Pope Pius V. shewed

that he well tinderstood this secret,'' &c. p. 9Q. The French translation gives,

"Le Pape Sixte V fit bien connoitre qu'il n'ignoroit pas," &c. p. 173.—D.J
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liis usual accuracy, he lays those things wide and in common,
which were pressed upon the clergy only,* but in the laity

connived at. It is a crime too in the fathers, that antipodes

were not sooner demonstrated, nor the earth's motion about

the sun,^ Very well ; but pray who were the persons that

gave new light intof these matters ?t All hearty professors

and practisers of religion, and among them ^QYQvel priests.^

All these tilings were discovered and perfected before this

new club had its rise ; nor is there the least branch of science

that any of their members either invented or improved.

XII.

But now we have him for ten pages^ together with image
and allegory; free-seeing \?, substituted iorfree-thinking, and

a confession of eye-sightfaith for a Christian creed; and then

[*
"

II me paroit que ceci ne se peut dire, k toute rigueur, de tous les pdres
et de tous les conciles qui interdirent autrefois ces trois choses. Les autorites

recueillies par Grotius iihi supr. centre la defense de soi-meme, sont absolues, et

regardent en commun tous les Chretiens. Quant aux secondes noces, tout le

monde sait que Tertullien les a condamnees, comme autant d'adultdres
; mais

comme St. Augustin a rejette cette rigueur sur son Montanisme, il est bon

d'observer qu'il y a d'autres peres qui ne se sont pas exprimes avec beaucoup plus

de douceur. Je ne citerai qu'Athenagoras Leg. pro Christ, c. 28. p. 130. ed. Ox.

1706. ^ otos ris erex^'J?) fiiveiv, ^ e^' kv\ 7a/xco, 6 yap Sevrepos evTrpeir-f^s icrrt.

fioix^icu Voy. les Comment, in loc. II en est de meme par rapport k

I'usure." Ar. de La Chapelle, La Frip. Ldique, p. 50.—D.]
^
Pag. 14. [" To maintain there were antipodes was heresy ; and Galileus,

even in the last age, was imprisoned for asserting the motion of the earth."—D.]

[t into
;

\st ed.
"
in."~D.]

[J
" II y eut autrefois des philosophes qui crurent qu'il y a des antipodes, et

que la terre tourne autour du soleil. Sur le 1' de ces deux articles on peut con-

suiter Pline, dans son Hist. Nat. liv. ii. c. 65 ; et quant au 2"^ on n'ignore pas

qu'au rapporte d'Aristote, De Coelo, lib. ii. c. 13, Pythagore croyoit que notre

terre n'est qu'une des plan^tes qui se meuvent autour du soleil. Mais bien que
ces sentiments ne soient pas nouveaux, il n'en est pas moins vrai que les demon-

strations sont nouvelles." Ar. de La Chapelle, La Frip. Ldique, p. 51.—D.]

[§
"
L'Angleterre seule a fourni un grand nombre d'ecclesiastiques qui se

sont distingues dans I'etude de I'astronomie. Parmi ceux-la je ne saurois

presque douter que Mr. Bentley n'ait eu singulierement en vue I'illustre Wilkins,

mort Eveque de Chester en 1672," &c. Ar. de La Chapelle, La Frip. Ldique^

p. 52.—D.]
«=

Pag. 15 to 25.
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in a tedious parallel the several juggles of Hocus Pocus make
the emblem oipriestcraft. Argument in all this you are to

expect none, there's no occasion for that : for illustration,

similitude, comparison, especially when turned to ridicule

and distorted into farce, do the business much better ; and,

as I have been told, work wonders for the growing sect, and

make converts to admiration.

Suppose, says he, a set of men should fancy it was abso-

lutely necessary to the peace of society, or to some other

great purpose, to hinder and prevent /ree-^m/?^, and to im-

pose a creed, and confession, and standard of eye-sight faith.

These men, says he, must either be madmen or designing

knaves ; and what methods would they take ? They would

draw articles in flat contradiction to plain sight; require

subscription, and forbid opposition to them; explain, para-

phrase, and comment upon them ; settle pensions and salaries

for those that preach and propagate them
; traduce, punish,

and persecute to the utmost all that disagree to them.

Now under this image you are to understand Christianity,

and all religion whatever ; for our author is playing Hocus

Pocus in the very similitude he takes from that juggler, and

would slip upon you, as he phrases it, a counter for a groat.
^

The true meaning of it is this : suppose that religion was

first contrived, either by the priesthood for lucre, or by the

magistratefor easy government. Why truly, if we suppose

it to be a sham, we do suppose it a sham. A wonderful

[*
" So that I will suppose among the various and contradictory forms of

covjession [of eye-sight faitli], which men of different whims, or of different

interests and designs, will make at different times, one to consist of these follow-

ing articles :

That a ball can go through a table :

That two balls may be made out of one little one :

That a stone can be made to vanish out of sight :

That a knot can be undone with words :

That a thread may be burnt to pieces, ajid made whole lOith the ashes :

That one face may be a hundred or a thousand :

And lastly. That a counter may be turned into a groat."

Discourse, p. 17, where a note on these articles refers the reader to "Hocus

Focus'Jun. p. 13, 15, 36, 43, 45, 47."—D.]
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argument, and a mighty advance. Does he detain us in so

many nauseating pages, and all along beg the question ? A
most formidable man this for thought and demonstration !

XIII.

Well, but he'll shew instances of religious juggle in the

oracular temples or churches of the pagansA Pray mind the

emphatic words, or churches, and admire the author's pene-
tration and discretion. For without that prudent explication,

temples perhaps in your language might have been misunder-

stood, and mistaken for inns of court. These temples, he

says, were contrived with many caverns and holes to produce
fearful noises, and furnished with machines for the priests to

act their parts in. And pray who taught him all this ? is

it not chiefly, and almost solely, to be learnt from the

Christianfathers ? Does not he own that the Christians, as

well as Epicureans, were chased away by those priests, before

they would pronounce any oracles ?® And yet thorough this

whole book, by a worse trick than Hocus Pocus,^ the

Christians are charged with the very frauds that they either

only or chiefly have discovered.

But now for af specimen of his learning again, which he

sprinkles by the way. It was universally believed, says he,

among ordinary people, that the gods themselves came down

from heaven, and eat of the repasts which the priests prepared

for them at the people* s expense :^ and again in the next page,

^
Pag. 19. [The later editions of the Discourse in English (see note, p. 291)

shew no alteration in this passage. The French translation has " les temples

consacres ^ ces oracles etoient batis," &c. p. 28, without a corresponding

word to " churches."—D.]
*
Pag. 20. He had it out of Lucian's Alexander. "£!« *EviKovp€ioi, e|a>

Xpia-riavoL [0pp. t. ii. p. 245. ed, Hemst.—D.]

[• See note, p. 312.—D.]

[f now for a ;
1st ed.

" now a."—D.]
^
Pag. 19. [In the 12mo ed. of the Discourse (see note, p. 291), immediately

before this passage we find the following addition: "Jn some places the priests

made the people believe they saw heaven just over their heads ; and that when it

rained hard, the gods opened the windows of heaven, and poured the rain down upon

VOL. III. 2 s
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that the gods came down to eat upon earth. Now did not I

guess right that, for all his fine panegyric upon the Ilias of

Homer^^ he was little or not at all acquainted with that poem ?

For if he were, he would have learnt from thence, that in the

heathen notion the gods could not eat upon earth, nor devour

human repasts :

Ov 'yap (tItov eBova, ov irlvovcr atS^oira olvov,

T0VV6K dvalfjLOvi^ elcTC, Kal addvaroL KaXiovrac.^

Whence, therefore, had our learned author this bold assertion

of universal belief i^ Even from Bel and the Dragon ;* and

what his mother once taught him there, he ascribes to

paganism in common. The real matter is no more than

this : when a heathen priest slew a victim, he had no more

of it for his share than law and custom allowed; scarce worth

the labour of butchering : the entrails and most useless parts

were burnt on the altar ; and the best of the victim was car-

ried home to the sacrificer's house, to be feasted on by his

family and friends ; and if the priest was invited too as a

guest, it was a work of supererogation. Nor did the most

credulous believe that gods came down and devoured^e^^;
nor was any such repast set apart for them. If any victuals

was so set, either in temples or the open streets, it was well

known that the
. sweepers of the fanes got the first, and the

poor of the town the latter. All they believed in relation to

the gods, besides the piety and the prayers, was only, that

the steam of the burnt sacrifice ascended up to heaven, and

delighted, or, if you will, fed the gods. This Homer would

have told him too, that libation and steam weref the only
share the gods had in any offering :

them ; and that the smoke of burnt sacrifices ascended thither, fed the gods, and was

a sweet savour in their nostrils. In other places, agreeably to the same supposition

of the nearness of heaven, they persuaded them  that the gods themselves came

down," &c. p. 14. And so the French translation, p. 29.—D.]
g Pag. 9.

^ Iliad, e. v. 341.

[* "About all these matters the people were to have a faith, which /ree-

seeing would have destroyed ; and that would have rendered the priests as con-

temptible as Daniel did the priests of Bel," &c. Discourse, p. 20.—D.]

[f were ; Ist ed.
" was."—D.]
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Whence Aristophanes, in his play called The Birds, makes a

city to be built in the air, on purpose to stop all intercourse

between heaven and earth_, that no smoke from sacrifices

should ascend to the gods ; and presently Prometheus is in-

troduced bringing the news, that the gods were almost starved,

having not had one particle q/* steam since Nephelococcygia

was built. 'Tis true, indeed, there was another notion, that

the gods often came down from heaven in human shape,J to

inquire into the actions of men ; and so, like strangers and

pilgrims, were unawares entertained, and (seemingly) eat

and drank with their hosts. But this is nothing to the

priests, nor to the assertion of the author ; who no doubt will

anon be found a most subtle interpreter of Solomon and the

prophets, after he has been so miserably imposed on by that

silly and spurious book, Bel and the Dragon.

XIV.

After a few threadbare narratives about the Armenian,

Greek, and popish priests, the miraculous flame at Jerusalem,

and the melting blood at Naples, he has his fling at us

Lutherans. The Lutheran priests, says he, contrary to the

testimony of men's senses, make theirfollowers believe that the

body and blood of Christ are superadded to the bread and

wine ;^ which he parallels with an old story as lewd as it is

vulgar. Now, though I am more concerned in this remark

than many others, for the particular honour of our church, I

design not to launch out in a vindication of our doctrine,

which this scribbler understands no more than he did that of

' Iliad. S. V. 49. J
Odyss. p. v. 485.

•'

Pag. 25. [In the 12mo ed. of the Discourse (see note, p. 291), Collins has

added,
" Nor are those priests who pretend that men eat and drink the body and

blood of Christ verily and indeed by faith in the Lord's supper, less absurd or less

guilty of imposing on the senses of the people." p. 19. The same addition is

found in the French translation, where the latter part of the passage quoted by

Bentley is rendered,
**

que le corps et le sang de Christ sont caches sous le pain
et le vin." p. 38.—D.]
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the Egyptians.* You know something of the university of

Leipsic; we are reputed the greatest latitudinarians and

free-thinkers of our sect, not near so stiff and rigid as those

of Wittenberg or Jene ; and yet FU tell this author, if he had

published his wretched libel with us, without any instigation

from the priests, the magistrate would soon have taken care

of him, either in a prison or a dark room. What his re-

ception will be in England, I pretend not to guess. You
have a glorious liberty there, the parent of many noble books,

which under a less freedom of thought would never have

been vrrote. And it^s that novelty of notions that makes the

product of the English press so inquired after here. But I

fear the outrageous license of this author and others of his

stamp will in time have an unexpected effect, and oblige

your government to abridge all of that good freedom which

these have so much abused. And then we foreigners of

curiosity, when we shall see nothing come from Britain but

stanch and staple postils, must curse the impious memory of

this writer and his whole tribe.

XV.

Tantamne rem tarn negligenter? The question he pro-

poses to consider is no less than this. Whether the Christian

religion isfounded on divine revelation?^ This he resolves to

examine and determine by himself. And we may easily fore-

see what the sentence will be under so ignorant and corrupt

a judge. Nay, his book sufl&ciently shews he has given his

verdict already, and resolved that darkness is brighter and

more desirable than light. Let us bestow a few reflections

on his cbnduct; for, for all his noise about speculation in

general, this question is the whole affair and business, the

whole compass and sphere of modern free-thinking.

What in common life would denote a man rash, fool-

hardy, hair-brained, opiniatre, crazed, is recommended in

this scheme as the true method in speculation. Are you

dangerously sick ? you will call an able physician. Is your

[* See p. 305.—D.]
i

Pag. 26.
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estate threatened and attacked ? you'll consult the best law-

yer. But have you an affair upon your hands, wherein your

very soul and being and all eternity lie at stake ? (
— Neque

enim . . . ludicra petuntur Prcemia^) why there you are to

seek no help, but confide ir> your own abilities. That is, if

you have a very deep and broad river to pass, scorn to ask

for cork or bladders
;
flounce in and hazard all, though you

have never learnt to swim.

This rational author (p. 107) puts the same objection to

himself: and he notably answers it thus ; A man, says he, of

noprofession may have as much law, physic, and divinity as

any sergeant or doctor of them all : and then with a Quaker^s

story out of his friend Mr. Le Clerc, he declares that to be a

happy country, a very paradise, where none of those three

professions is admitted.t And who doubts but in this reply
there's as much sense as good manners ?

But for all this author's great skilHin physic and law,

he'll hardly make himself sick on purpose, or bring on a trial

against his own estate, to shew his great abilities. Why
then will he needlessly and voluntarily run a risk for his

soul and salvation ? and fool-hardily put his head under a

weight that may crush him to death ? The strange difference

in this conduct, when examined to the bottom, will open the

whole mystery oifree-thinking and atheism,

^Tis plain, a man that is born in a Christian country, if he

is a just and good man, has no interest to wish that religion

false. The moral precepts fall in with his own opinion and

choice; no restraints are laid upon him but what out of

paternal affection he would forbid his own son. No foreign

religion, much less the atheistic scheme, threaten him with

[• Virg. ^n. xii. 764.—D.]

[f
" And this puts me in mind of a passage of Mr. Le Clerc' s late Bihlio-

thdque Choisie, torn. 25, p. 130. A gentleman asked a proprietor of New Jersey

in America (where there are few inhabitants besides Quakers), whether they

had any lawyers among them ? then, whether they had any physicians ? and

lastly, whether they had any priests ? To all which the proprietor answered in

order, no. O happy country ! replies the gentleman, that must be a paradise."

Discourse, p. 108.—D.]
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any danger, should he be here in an error. He's as safe as

those that differ from him, were he really in the wrong. But

then if it be true, what glorious promises and rewards ! not

superior only to other schemes, but beyond all human wishes.

The speculative doctrines in it (which affect the main chance)

are very few and easy. If his education has enabled him

for't, he'll examine them and the whole grounds of faith, and

find them true to his satisfaction and comfort. If he's en-

gaged in active and busy life, he will acquiesce in the judg-

ments of those who have better means and leisure to know
them.

Thus it is, will be, and must be, while men lead such

virtuous lives as entitle them to the promises of religion.

And were there not equal threats in it on the other hand,

were it all heaven without any hell, there would not be one

atheist, unless crack-brained, in Christendom. I positively

affirm, that no man in his senses, educated in our holy

religion, ever did or could fall from it to atheism, till, by

considering his own actions and designs, he despaired of the

promises of Christianity, and looked upon it with fear and

terror.

In that case indeed, and in that alone, out of uneasiness

of mind, they wish all religion was false ; and that's the

original of modern free-thinking. Then they ransack all im-

pious books for objections against it; they are biased in their

favour ; a single ounce in that scale buoys up a hundred in

the other. Pagans, Mahometans, Pawawers, and Talapoins,

are all good vouchers against Christianity. All that's said

by Christians (and who else must speak for them) is suspected

for craft and design. And the very ignorance of XhQ^e free-

thinkers does them more service than knowledge. For who
can deal with an ignoramus, that is warpt by his inclination,

fixt there by his conceitedness, jealous of all contrary in-

struction, and uncapable of seeing the force of it ?

That this is the very case of our author and those of his

club, is pretty notorious. Inquire closely into their lives,

and there you will find the true reason why they clamour
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against religion. For, when they have settled themselves in

atheism, they are then elevated with joy and mirth, as if they
had obtained a great conquest. Now this is wholly un-

natural, unless religion is viewed by them as the greatest of

terrors. What ! rejoice that we have lost immortality, and

must die like the beasts ? Utterly impossible ! all the springs

of human passions resist and refute it. Misery at that rate

may excite laughter, and prosperity tears
; indignation may

raise love, and complacency revenge. But if once heaven is

desponded of, and hell opens its horrible mouth, then indeed

mountains are desired to cover us, and the thoughts of

destruction or annihilation may rjeally produce yoy.

This, I say again, is the true origin offree-thinking, and

not the force of any objections against the truth of Christi-

anity : and, as a proof, I appeal to this very book. For no

doubt the writer has couched in it the strongest objections he

was master of. And yet those are so old and stale, that if

they could have any operation, Christianity would have been

extinct above a thousand years ago. Well ! but they had

influence upon him, and would have so upon others, if fear

and force were removed, and men left at free liberty. So far

from that ; so far is our author from seeing deeper into those

objections than others before him, that, as Fll presently

prove, he understands not the mere grammatical sense, much
less the application and import of any old passage he cites.

XVI.

It's the gi'eat benefit, says he, oifree-thinking, that the

supposed power of the devil in possessions and witchcraft has

visibly declined in England since a liberty to think freely has

been given and taken there.™ A quaint conceit indeed, and

very far-fetched. So that you in Great Britain owe it to this

rising ^ec^, that you have not so many prosecutions of ivitches

as formerly. This is Thraso again exactly :

"'
Pag. 29. [30.

—See the passage given in the words of Collins, note, p. 302.

-D.]
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Lahore alieno magno partam gloriam
Verbis in sese transmovet, qui habet salem.^

I do not think any English priest will or need affirm in

general, that there are now no real instances of sorcery or

witchcraft ; especially while you have a public law, which

they neither enacted nor procured, declaring those practices

to be felony. But I must needs say, that while I sojourned

among you, I observed fewer of the clergy give in to par-

ticular stories of that kind than of the commonalty or

gentry.f In the dark times before the Reformation (not

because they were popish, but because unlearned), any ex-

traordinary disease attended with odd symptoms, strange

ravings or convulsions, absurd eating or egestion, was out of

ignorance of natural powers ascribed to diabolical. This

superstition was universal, from the cottages to the very
courts : nor was it ingrafted by priestcraft, but is implanted
in human nature : no nation is exempted from it ; not our

author's paradise of New Jersey,{ where no priests have yet

footing : if § the next ages become unlearned, that super-

stition will, I will not say return, but spring up anew. What
then has lessened in England your stories of sorceries ? Not
the growing sect, but the growth of philosophy and medicine.

No thanks to atheists, but to the Royal Society and College
of Physicians, to the Boyles and Newtons, the Sydenhams
and Ratcliffs. When the people saw the diseases they had

imputed to witchcraft quite cured by a course of physic, they
too were cured of their former error : they learned truth by
the event, not by a false position a priori, that there was

[• Ter. Eun. iii. 1, 9. Vulgo
" Verbis sape in se tr."—D.]

[f In the 12mo ed. of the Discourse (see note, p. 291) is the following
additional note :

" I desire I may not be so far mistaken in what I here say, as

to be supposed to charge either the clergy of England in general, or even the

reverend actors and under- actors at the late Hertford trial, with the belief of

sorcery or witchcraft. On the contrary, I agree with Phileleutherus Lipsiensis,

one of my answerers, who says that fewer of the clergy (in conversation with one

another) git;e in to particular stories of that kind than of the commonalty or gentry.'"

p. 24. The same note is found in the French translation, p. 49.—D.]

[J See note, p. 317.—D.] [§ if; 1st ed. "and if."—D.]
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neither witcli, devil, nor God. And then as to the frauds

and impostures in this way, they have most of them been

detected by the clergy, whom our writer here wickedly libels

as complices and parties in them. The two strongest books

I have read on this subject were both written hy priests : the

one by Dr. Becker in Holland,* and the other by a doctor

of your own, whose name Fve forgot, that was afterwards

Archbishop of York.f

XVII.

We are now come to his 11^ section, where he brings

several arguments to prove the duty and necessity oifree-

thinking upon religious questions. Now i^ik^ free-thinking in

that open sense that himself takes it in when he ascribes it

to Chillingworth, Taylor, and Tillotson, and you may grant
all his arguments, and yet quite disappoint him. But if you
take it in that interior meaning that the members of his club

do, as a modish and decent word for atheism, then all his

arguments are mere trumpery; and his consequences from

them are as short as his occasional learning in them is

shallow.

One of his capital arguments is from the evil of super-

[* De Betover fVereld, 1691-1693, by Balthasar Bekker ; of which there

is a French translation, Le Monde Enekante, and an English one, The World

Bewitched.—D.]

[t Samuel Harsnet, successively Bishop of Chichester and Norwich, was

translated to the archbishopric of York in 1628. He wrote the two following

works ; to the first of which, I presume, Bentley alludes.

A Discovery of the Fravdulent practises of John Barrel Bacheler of Artes, in

his proceedings concerning The Pretended Possession and dispossession of William

Somers at Nottingliam : of Thomas Darling, tlie boy of Burton at Caldwall : and of

Katherine Wright at Mansfield, and Whittitigton : and of his dealings with one

Mary Couper at Nottingham, detecting in some sort the deceitfull trade in these latter

dayes of casting out Deuils. 1599, 4to.

A Declaration of egregious Popish Impostuvvo, to with-draw the harts of her

Maiesties Subiects from their allegeance, andfrom the truth of Christian Religion

professed in England, vnder the pretence of casting out deuils. Practised by

Edmvnds, alias Weston a Jesuit, and diuers Romish Priests his wicked associates.

Wherevnto are annexed the Copies of the Confessions, and Examinations of the parties

themselues, which were pretended to be possessed, and dispossessed, taken vpon oath

before her Maiesties Commissioners, for causes Ecclesiasticall. 1603, 4to.—D.j

VOL. III. 2 T
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STiTiON ]^ which terrible evil and great vice can never be

avoided but by turning free-thinker ; that is (in plainer

English) abandoning all religion. Strange ! that superstition

and religion, which have been distinguished and divided this

two thousand years,* should yet stick so fast together that our

author cannot separate them : so that to ease himself of the

one, he must abdicate both. His dismal description of it is in

the words of Cicero, which chiefly relate to little bigotries in

civil life, not to fabulous conceptions about the Supreme

Being. And his inference from thence is exactly as if I

should now say to you : Sir, you must renounce your baptism

and faith, or else you can never be rid of those terrible super-

stitions about the death-watch, thirteen at one table, spilling

of salt, and Childermas-day.

XVIII.

But you'll know the man better, as alsof his great reading

and penetration, when you see how he manages and trans-

lates that passage of Cicero : Fll give you it here both in the

original and our author's version.

Instat enim (superstitio) et urget, et quo te cumque ver-

teris, persequitur : sive tu vatem, sive tu omen audieris ; sive

»
Pag. 33.

[*
" Ceci regarde les Caracteres de Theophraste. Mr. de la Bruydre re-

marque, dans son Discours sur ce philosophe, page 23, edit. d'Amst. 1731, que
*ce livre a pu etre ecrit la derniere ann6e de la 115 olympiade, trois-cens qua-

torze ans avant I'dre Chr6tienne, et qu'ainsi il y a deux-mille ans accomplis.'

Dans Particle 16 de ses Caracteres, Theophraste definit la superstition, en

disant : 'AfxdKei rj deiffiSaifiovla SS^eiev elvai SfiAto irphs rh 5ai/x6viov

Theophraste n'est pas le seul payen qui I'ait dit et reconnu. Isaac Casaubon,

dans ses notes sur cet endroit, cite Varron et Seneque, qui s'en sont exprimes
aussi claircment qu'aucun Chretien le put faire. Le premier, cite par St.

Augustin, a dit, Deum a religioso vereri, a superstitioso timeri ; et I'autre ajoute,

Religio deos colit, superstitio violat. Casaubon cite aussi Maxime de Tyr, qui dit,

dans son 4 Discours, 6 fiiv eixrefi^s <pl\05 Qecf, 6 5e SeKriSalfiuv K6\a^ [^deov^ ....

.... II me seroit aise de multiplier ces temoignages; et si je I'entreprenois, je

n'oublierois pas la reflexion par laquelle Plutarque commence son traite de la

Superstition ; c'est que Vignorance de Dieujette les hommes, selon leurs dispositions,

dans ratheisme, on dans, la superstition," Ar. de La Chapelle, La Frip. LatqttCf

p. 86.—D.] [t as also: not in Isf ed.—D.]
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immolaris, sive avem aspexeris ;
si Chalclieum, si haruspicem

vicleris; si fulserit^ si tonuerit; si tactum aliquid erit de

coelo ;
si ostenti simile natum factumve quippiam : quorum

iiecesse est plerumque aliquid eveniat; ut numquam liceat

quieta mente consistere. Perfugium videtur omnium laborum

et sollicitudinum esse somnus : at ex eo ipso plurimse curse

metusque nascuntur. Cic, de Div. II. 72.

If you give way to superstition, it will ever haunt and

plague you. If you go to a prophety or regard omens ; if you

sacrifice, or observe the flight of birds ; if you consult an

astrologer or haruspex ; if it thunders or lightens, or any

place is consumed unth lightning, or such-like prodigy happens

(as it is necessary some such often should), all the tranquillity

of the mind is destroyed. And sleep itself, which seems to be

an asylum and refuge from all trouble and uneasiness, does,

by the aid of superstition, increase your troubles andfears.^

Now if it shall appear that our author has misconstrued

almost every part and comma of this passage ; that he has

made the first parts contradict the last, and so has put his

own nonsense upon the great original ; that he has weakened

his own design, and made the place speak with less strength

against superstition than it really does ; what apprehensions
are we to have of so formidable a writer ?

The whole tour of the passage is this : a man given to

superstition can have no security, day or night, waking or

sleeping; for occasions of it wiU force themselves upon him,

against his will, do what he can to prevent them : and so all

the particulars here specified are involuntary and unsought.

Sive tu vatem, sive tu omen audieris : if you go to a

prophet, says our translator, or regard omens. Pray,
where's the Latin to answer go and regard? or where is

common sense, thus plainly to beg the question ? For if one

**

Pag, 35.—[The 12mo ed. of the Discourse (see note, p. 291) exhibits the

following alterations in the version of this passage.
" If you hear a prophet or

an ominous word .... if you see an astrologer .... or any place is blasted with

lightning, or any thing like a prodigy happens (of which some or other must often

happen).'' p. 28. And so nearly the French translation, p. 55.—D.]
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goes upon superstitious errands, no doubt he's troubled with

superstition. The true sense is this: If you hear a lunatic

orfrantic in the streets foretelling some mischiefs ; if a word

is spoken accidentally in your hearing^ which may be interpreted

ominous. The vates or divini were mad-fellows bawling in

the streets and roads
;
and their predictions might be con-

temned, but must necessarily be heard if you came that way.
Sive immolaris, sive avem aspexeris : a man was obliged

often to sacrifice, even by his office ; and birds must needs be

seen, if one stept but out of Rome. These occurrences, there-

fore, were unavoidable, and so Cicero meant them. Si Chat-

d(Bum, si haruspicem videris ; if you see them ; and that

could not be prevented, all public places being haunted with

them. But what does our translator make of these ? If you

sacrifice, says he, or observe the flight of birds ; if you
CONSULT an astrologer or haruspex. Pure nonsense again,

and point blank against Cicero's meaning : one makes that

done by design, which* the other makes by accident. If by
accident, then it's true that superstition instat et urget, haunts

and plagues one, and there's no escaping it: but if by

design, 'tis labouring in a fairy circle ; 'tis begging and

supposing the thing in debate.

To pass in silence his false version of de coelo tactum,

consumed with lightning, instead of blasted ; the next instance

of his dulness surpasses all belief. Si ostenti simile natum

factumve quippiam ; that is, if any monster is born, or some-

thing like a prodigy happens ; as, raining of blood or wheat,

or the like. You see Cicero says ostenti simile, like a

prodigy ; for his part in that discourse was to deny there

were true prodigies. A monster with two heads was no

prodigy, but was occasioned by natural causes : the blood or

wheat was either a mistake, or was carried up by a whirl-

wind. But behold now how our translator has managed it :

if any svciI'L,ikb prodigy happens. This version, I am sure,

is a greater prodigy than any of them all. What, ostenti

simile, a such-like prodigy ? 'Tis manifest by his construction

[* which; Isted. "what."—D.]
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he joined them in the same case, as adjective and substantive.

Stupidity incredible ! I'll leave every man to his own asto-

nishment, and say no more of the matter. I'll only ask him,

not where his grammar^ but where his brains were, when,

by owning and confessing such-like prodigies, he frustrated

both Cicero's and his own argument ?

To go on once more : quorum necesse est plerumque ali-

quid eveniat ; that is, of which things (all that were enume-

rated before) some or other must frequently happen. Ob-

serve that MUST, necesse est, must happen of necessity. And
now you see, what I said before, that our translator has

made the first parts of the passage contradict the last. If he

had had* the least grain of sagacity, this last comma might
have guided him to the true meaning of the former ; that the

instances must all be accidental, and not voluntary and with

design. Take the several instances reckoned up, and it^s hardly

possible to pass one day in common life but some objects of

superstition will necessarily present themselves : but is it

necessary to go to prophets, to regard omens, to observe

birds, to consult astrologers ? Surely these four verbs have

the signification of choice, not of necessity. And now, gen-
tlemen of the English clergy, what think you of jowvfree-
thinker ? Did I not promise for him that he would manage
his old passages with great ability and dexterity ?

Dm/i' ego in hoc esse vobis Aiticam elegantiam ?'\

XIX.

He's so pleased with this subject of superstition, that he

holds us in it still with two most common citations ; for what

can there be that is not so in Horace and Virgil ? Horace,
it seems, despises dreams, witches, spectres, and prodigies ;

and Virgil goes something further. And what then ? Both

these were bred young in the Epicurean school, and so speak
here the language of their sect. They prove nothing, they

[ If he had had ; 1st ed.
" And if he'd had."—D.]

[f Ter. Euiu v. 9. 63.—D.]
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only affirm. And so the argument is no more than this ;

miracles, religion, the pains of hell, are false, because Epi-
curus's doctrine was against them. A notable proof indeed,

were the passages never so well handled ; but, as ill luck and
worse ignorance would have it, he has maimed and murdered

them both. Take that of Horace, with the author's version :

Somnia, terrores magicos, miracula, sagas,

Nocturnos lemures, portentaque Thessala rides .?*

Are you so much above superstition, as to laugh at all dreams,

panic fears, miracles, witches, ghosts, and prodigies ?

Magicos terrores, panic fears in the translation; so very

unhappily, that both the words are wrong. For terrores are

notfears here, the internal passion of the mind ;
but external

terrors, the tricks and artifices of wizards to fright, scare,

and terrify. And then by substituting panic for magic, he

has just served Horace as he did Cicero, and made him talk

complete nonsense. A general fright falling upon an army
or city, as if the enemy was at the camp or the gates, when

the alarm was found to be false and groundless, the Greeks

called a panic ; as if the god Pan was the author of it. Now
it's plain that these frights (when there's probability in the

alarm, and the enemy lies within due distance) can never be

known to be panic and vain till the business is over. In the

mean time wise and foolish are both under the panic: (pevyovrt

Koi iraiBe^ S-ecov, says Pindar ;f in such cases the very heroes

and sons of the gods run away. What sense, therefore, can

he make of this English he has bestowed on Horace ? Are

you so much above superstition as to laugh at panic fears ?

What, laugh in the beginning or height of them ? Here's a

sudden alarm comes at midnight, that all Rome is on fire : is

not Horace to stir out of his bed, but to fall a-laughing and

[ Ep. ii. 2. 208. In the 12mo ed. of the Discourse (see note, p. 291) the

version of these lines is not altered, but there is a note on "
panic fears"—

" See the Horace of Pere Tartaron"—p. 28. The French translation has "
Songes,

terreurs paniques, monstres, sorcieres, esprits-follets, magie ;
tout cela ne vous

trouble -t-il point ?" with a similar note, p. 56.—D.]

[f Nem. ix: 65. ed. Heyne.—D.]
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lie still ? A sagacious interpreter ! not to reflect ih&t panic

fear is no object of superstition ;
and consequently could not

come in* with the rest of that list in Horace : unless his

worship will say, that the precept here is, to laugh at panic

fears after they are known to be so, A merry precept indeed !

which those that were most scared will be the readiest to

follow, when once their fears are vanished, and the alarm is

over.

XX.

And now for the passage of Virgil, and his accurate

translation :

FeliXy qui potuit rerum coynoscere causas,

Atque metus omnes, et inexorabilefatum

Subjecit pedibus, strepitumque Acherontis avari.f

Happy is the man who has discovered the causes of things, and

is thereby cured of all kind offears, even of death itself, and

all the noise and din of helLv

Happy, says the poet, in the first place is the philosopher,
in the second the countryman. Now under the notion of a

philosopher he describes an Epicurean, having been bred

under his master Sciron, a teacher in that sect; and in three

lines he has admirably couched the principal opinions they
were known by or valued themselves upon, that there is no

Divine Providence, no destiny nor divination, and no immor-

tality of the soul.

Rerum cognoscere causas, discover the causes of things.

Of what things, and with what design ? Of all the meteors

in the heavens, thunder, lightning, &c., and of things on

earth that are seemingly portentous and miraculous ; in order

to rid men's minds of all religion and its fears. For in the

[« in : not in 1st ed.—D.] [f Georg. ii. 490.—D.]
p Pag. 37. [In the 12mo ed. of the Discourse (see note, p. 291) we find—

"and has trampled under his feet all kind of fears, even death itself." p. 29.

The French translation has—" se mettre au-dessus de toutes sortes des craintes, et

mepriser le destin inexorable, et tout ce qu'on dit pour rendre effroyahle lapensee de

la viort." p. 58.—D.]
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Epicurean scheme, the ignorance of causes was the sole cause

of religious fears, as Lucretius avers ; with whose comfortable

lines our author may here entertain himself :

Ccetera, qucs fieri in terris cmloque tuentur

Mortales, pavidis cum pendent mentihu^ scepe,

Efficiunt animos humiles formidine divum,

Depressosque premunt ad terram ; propterea quod
Ignorantia causarum conferre deorum

Cogit ad imperium res^ et concedere regnum :

Quorum operum causas nulla ratione videre

Possunt, ac fieri divino numine rentur.^

'Tis plain, therefore, what Virgil means by causes : and then

Atque metus omnes subjecit pedibus, who has lain all fears
under the feet, is as if he had said, has trampled and tri-

umphed over all religion ;
for that the poet understands here

by fears. Metus, religio, says Nonius Marcellus 3t for

which he cites these verses of the JEneis ;

Laurus erat tecti medio in penetralibus altis,

Sacra comam, multosque metu servata per annos.

Where Servius too agrees with him ; metu, says he, re-

ligione, quce nascitur per timorem. And so Lucretius very

dreadfully paints religion :

QucB caput a coeli regionibus ostendebat,

Horribili super aspectu mortalibus instans.X

Whence, by the way, you may observe, that the old masters

in atheism, as well as the disciples of the new club, took

shelter in their system out of pure dread and/ecfr.

The next comma of the passage is inexorabilefatum, in-

exorable fate ; by which the poet means, that the Epicurean
doctrine had trampled down the whole notion of destiny and

divination. That the followers of that sect denied elfiapfievqv

Kol fjuavTLKrjv, fate and predictions, is too vulgarly known to

[* Lib. vi. 49.—D.] [f Cap. iv. p. 349. ed. Mer.—jEn. vii. 59.—D.]

[I Lib. i. 65.—D.]
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be here proved or insisted on. And so we are come to the

last clause, strepitumque Acherontis avari ; where every one

sees the Epicurean assertion, that the soul dies with the body.

To return now to our learned writer. How dexterously
has he managed his game, to bring a passage that bears full

against all religion whatever, as levelled against some small

bigotries and superstitious fear's ! And what a proper infer-

ence has he added ! Well has Virgil spoke thus ; For by

free-thinking alone we know that God made and governs the

world.* What, from this passage of Virgil, that's directly

against creation and providence ? Never sure was poor for

put so hard to't before, or employed in such bungling work.

He understood not one line of the place, as will appear by
his version. And is thereby cured, says he, of all kind of

fears, even of death itself. What does the man talk of

cured? Is cured the same with subjecit pedibus? Is the

cure of one man's private /efir^ (any more than of his corns)

the same with trampling underfoot the fears of all mankind,

and the whole notion of religion ? For that, as I have said,

is the thought of the poet, and is borrowed from these lines

of Lucretius :

Quare religio pedibus subjecta vicissim

Obteritur, nos excequat victoria coelo.f

And then, fatum inexorabile, our wise interpreter translates

it death ; which the very epithet would have hindered, had

he the least taste of good writing, though he'd known

nothing oifatis avolsa voluntas,X the liberty ofwith, and con-

tingency of all events, which Epicurus maintained against

the Stoics. And yet, the divine Virgil, says our judicious

author. He is very easily satisfied, if what little he compre-
hends of him appears to have divinity in it. For let the poet
be never so divine in the original, it's plain he's lower than

human in this writer's version and understanding.

[* The words of Collins are,
" For hyfree-thinking alone men are capable of

knowing that a perfectly good, just, wise, and powerful Being made and governs
the world." p. 37.—D.]

[t Lib. i. 79.—D.] [t Lucr. lib. ii. 257.—D.]

VOL. III. 2 u
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XXI.

Between the two passages of Horace and Virgil our

author scatters a short reflection^ that shews his mighty

learning. The evil, says he, of superstition is now much in-

creased ; and men are under greater terrors and uneasiness of
mhid than pagans of old possibly could be, when they thought

they hazarded less.^ This manifestly shews that he thinks

eternal torments were never imagined in the pagan scheme^
but were first introduced by Christianity. Just contrary.

The vulgar in paganism universally believed them, as his

friend Lucretius would have told him in express terms :

Nam si certam finem esse viderent

^rumnarum homines, aliqua ratione valerent

Religionibus atque minis obsistere vatum :

Nunc ratio nulla est restandi, nulla facultas ;

^TERNAs quoniam pcenas in morte timendumJ^

Nay, this is the very thing that our writer quoted out of

Virgil, strepitus Acherontis avari, the terrible noise and

rumour of Acheron ; to have trampled upon which would

have been a foolish boast of the Epicureans, if the generality

of mankind had not believed it. And what, pray, was the

pretended privilege of the famous Eleusinian rites at Athens,

in which Augustusf himself was initiated ? Was it not, that

the partakers of them were conveyed into some happy
station after death ; while all the rest of men were for ever

to be rolled, iv ^opPopcp, in. dirt and mire, and other scenes

of misery? J And yet how low even that ^a^joi/ state was

commonly thought, appears from the sentiment of Achilles's

ghost in Homer ; who, when he is complimented by Ulysses

1 Pag. 36.
'

[* Lib. i. 108.—D.]

[f
" Sueton. in August, cap. 93." Ar. de La Chapelle, La Frip. Ldique,

p. 113.—D.]

[:J:
Ar. de La Chapelle, La Frip. Ldique, p. 113, cites Aristides in

Panath. I give the passage from Dindorf's ed. t. i. p. 421 (= t. i. p. 259. ed.

Jebb). 'AAA.O /xrji/ t6 ye KepBos rrjs irai'Tjyvpews, oiix' '6(rov r) iragovtra cvdv/jiia, ovS*

at rSbv 6K Tov irpoTepou xpovov SvaKoKiwi/ Xvaeis kol airaWayai' aWa Koi irepl ttjs

TcAeuT^s Tjdiovs cx***' ''"^^ eAirtSas ws &/jLeivou Bid^ovTas, Kal ovK iu (TK6T(f> re koi

fiopfi6g(f} K€iaofji.4uovs, & Sr; tovs afivrfTovs ava/x4yeiy.
—

D.]
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as the happiest of men both alive and dead, makes answer,

that lie had rather alive be a poor day-labourer to the meanest

peasant than be empei'or of all the dead :

*H TTaatv veKveaai Kara^OLfievoKTiv dvdaaecvJ

'Tis so false, then, what our author lays down here, that the

pagan religion gave less uneasiness in life, because they

thought they hazarded less after death than we Christians

think we do, that it's certain they thought bad men hazarded

as much, and good men obtained infinitely less.

XXII.

He comes now to a IV*^ argument for the absolute

necessity offree-thinking on religious questions, and that is

from the infinite number ofpretenders to revelation ;^ which

he afterwards dully repeats under another head, in the

Bramins, Parsees, Bonzes, Talapoins, and Dervizes,* to

which he might have added several more. Now here is his

perpetual juggle about his term of art, free-thinking. Take

it in the common sense, and we agree with him. Think

freely on all the various pretences to revelation ; compare
the counterfeit scriptures with the true, and see the divine

lustre of the one, to which all the others serve as a foil. It

was upon this very account that Christians took the pains to

translate and publish them ; not to confound religion, but to

confirm it. And yet the occult meaning of our author is,

from the variety of scriptures to insinuate none is true. An

argument as weak as it is stale, and baffled over and over.

Could this reasoning have any effect, Christianity had never

begun. For besides the true living oracles of the Jews, was

not the whole world then full of false ones, written and

divulged ? and oracular temples (or churches,^ if he will) then"

in being to deliver out more ? Even suppose Christianity to

be true, yet those impostures must necessarily be, while

human nature is what it is : and our Scriptures have foretold

'
Odyss. A. V. 490. "

Pag. 40.

'

Pag. 52. [* See p. 313.—D.]
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it. Is that^ then, a good argument backwards against the

truth of any thing, which a priori is plain must happen so,

though that thing be allowed to be true ?

But a very extraordinary line has slipped from our author

here ; If a man, says he, be under any [an'\ obligation to listen

to any revelation at all. This thought, it seems, was a little

too free, and so a dele corrects it in the list oi errata.^ 'Tis

very easy to sift and toss this fine thought, which would afford

good diversion ; for besides its own silliness, it contradicts all

the rest, and spoils the whole grimace of the book. But

we'll spare it, since the author himself has chastised it ; at

the hint (I suppose) of a graver member of the club, who
was not for discovering the whole farce at once, and shewing
the actors to be aweve puppets,

XXIII.

We have heard here of the much-applauded foundation

of your Society for propagating the Gospel in Foreign Parts,

which this despicable scribbler, though he owns it is sup-

ported and encouraged by her most excellent majesty and the

chief persons of the kingdom,^ dares openly ridicule. This

is much such a saucy and ^XoYQiAyfreedom as the rest of the

Greeks laughed at in the islanders of Corfu :

^EXevSepa KipKvpa, ^ef* ottov r^eXefc9.t

Corcyra certe libera est ; ubi vis, caca.

[• Hare, in The Clergyman*s Thanks to Phileleutherus (see note on the Dedi-

catory Epistle to the second part of these Remarks), has the following ob-

servation : "You seem to have mistaken the design oi o\xx free-thinkers, when

you fancy, by putting the most extraordinary words of their whole book into

the errata, they have thereby disowned them : on the contrary, I take it to be

their favourite line, and put into the errata because it is so, as the best way to

have it seen with the greatest ease and most advantage ; whereas as it stands in

the body of the book, a careless reader might either pass it, or not attend to it"

p, 32.—But the words in question are struck out from the later 8vo ed. of the

Discourse (see note, p. 291), the 12mo ed,, and the French translation.—D.]
'^

Pag. 41.

[f Ar. de La Chapelle {La Frip. La'ique, p. 121) cites Eustathius on

Dionys. Per. v. 494.—See also Strabo (lib. vii. Epit.), t. i. p. 478, ed. Falc. and

Erasmi Adagia, p. 1153. ed. 1606.—D.]
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For our cleanly author here assumes the like or worse

license, to lay his filth and ordure even upon the throne and

the altar.

We envy not your due liberty, the most valuable blessing

of good government ; but if such insults even upon majesty
itself and all that's accounted sacred are allowed among you
with impunity, it gives no great presage of your lasting

prosperity ;

nimia iliac licentia

Profecto evadet in aliquod magnum malum.*

But to leave unpleasing thoughts, and for once to answer a

fool according to hisfolly. Are the Talapoins of Siam then

to be put here upon a level with the whole clergy of England,
the light and glory (if they are not changed all on a sudden)
of present Christianity ? and this done by a sorry retailer of

atheistical scraps, which he understands not three lines of,

but at the first offer of a translation betrays his stupidity ?

Is he to draw out your divines, whose names we know not

here because he has mangled them,t but conclude them to

be men of worth and distinction, from the very credit of his

abusing them ? If he is once for drawing out, and reviving

the old trade of avhpairohoKaTrrjXla, selling and exporting of

[* Ter. Adelph. iii. 4, 63.—D.]

[f The names are given entire in the 12mo ed. of the Discourse, p. 34 (see

note, p. 291), and in the French translation, p. 67.—" Should the King of Siam

(or any other infidel prince), in return for the favour of our endeavours to

convert him and his kingdom to our religion, desire to send us a parcel of

[later %vo, some of; \1mo, a pack of] his Talapoins (so the priests of Siam

are called) to convert us to the religion by law established in Siam, I cannot

see but that our Society for propagating the Gospel, and all the contributors

and well-wishers to it, must acknowledge the king's request to be highly

reasonable, and perfectly of a piece with their own project [later eds. design] ;

and particularly must allow to the King of Siam, that it is as much the duty of

the members of the church of England to think freely on what the missionary

Talapoins shall propose to them, as it is the duty of the members of the church

of Siam to think freely on what shall be proposed by the missionary priests of

England : and therefore no doubt all they who sincerely desired the conviction

of the Siamese would give their missionaries the same encouragement here

which we expect for ours in Siam. The institution, therefore, of this society

supposes /ree-//«'nA:mg in matters of religion to be the duty of all men on the face
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men, it may perhaps be found more serviceable to your

government to oblige your East India Company to take on

board the whole growing sect, and lodge them at Madagascar

among their confessed and claimed kindred (since they make

themselves but a higher species of brutes), the monkeys and

the drills; or to order your new South Sea Company to

deliver them to the Spaniards as part of the assiento, to be

free-diggers in the mines there ;
and after a decent time in

that purgatory, to convey them to their happy country, their

paradise of New Jersey ^
where neither priest, nor physician,

nor lawyer can molest them."^

XXIV.

Well, but VPy, the gospel itself, and our Saviour and

his apostles by their own example, recommendfree-thinking.^
Grant the scribbler this argument, \ifree-thinking is taken

in its legitimate sense, as Chillingworth, Hooker, and Wil-

kins made use of that freedom. But if he juggles as usually

in the term of art, what greater nonsense, than that Christ

and his disciples should recommend atheism ? But our.

author's learning is here again admirably displayed. St,

Paul, says he, when he went into the synagogues of the Jews,

of the earth. And upon that account I cannot sufficiently commend the project

\later 8vo, design]. And oh ! that the proper persons were but employed for

the execution of so glorious a design \later eds. work] ! That such zealous

divines as our Sacheverels, our Atterburys, our Smalridges, our Stubs's, our

Higgins's, our Milburns, and our Swifts, were drawn out annually, as our

military missionaries are, to be sent into foreign parts to propagate the gospel!

(a service in which such conscientious men must rejoice, since preaching the

gospel to infidel nations is no doubt contained in Christ's commission, whatever

haranguing upon a text among Christians, falsely called [plater eds. Christians, by
some called] preaching the gospel, may be) ; we might then hope to see blessed

days, the doctrine and discipline of the Church of England triumph throughout

the world, and faction cease at home ; as by the means of the others our arms

triumph abroad, and we securely take our rest at night, and travel by day
unmolested. And no doubt, likewise, but it would be as beneficial to the king-

dom of Siam to have a select number annually taken out of their vast body of

Talapoins." Discourse, 8fc. p. 42-3.—D.]
"

Pag. 108. [See p. 317 and note.—D.]
^

Pag. 44.

I
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and reasoned ivith them,* took a very extraordinary step, as

now it would be looked on ; and so he compares it to Penn
the Quaker going into St. Paul's, or Mr. Whiston into the

House of Convocation, to reason there against the established

church. Penn's name has been long known among us in

Germany, and the latter we have lately heard of in the

journals and biblioth^ques. But how ignorant and stupid is

this writer with his foolish comparison ! The fact he speaks
of and quotes (Acts, xvii. 2, 3) was done at Thessalonica, a

pagan city in Macedonia : and was the Jewish synagogue the

established church there ? or rather allowed upon toleration ?

But to pardon him this, and suppose the thing done in Judea

itself, where our Saviour often did the same, was it any thing

like to interrupting divine service, or disturbing the proceed-

ings of a synod ?-\ Our author knows not one tittle of the

manner and custom of a synagogue. After reading a few

sections out of the Law and the Prophets, the ablest men of

the assembly used to stand up and expound the passages
read

;
and if any stranger or person of note chanced to be

there, he was asked by them if he had any discourse to

impart to the congregation. This is expressly affirmed by
Philo the Jew, and others, and appears clearly from Acts,

xiii. 15, where at Antioch in Pisidia, the rulers of the syna-

gogue seeing Paul and Barnabas strangers there, sent unto

[* The 12mo ed. (see note, p. 291) adds—"awd into the market-places at

Athens, where he disputed with the devout people he met with." p. 35. And so

the French translation, p. 69.—D.]

[f
" For should William Penn the Quaker, or other religious person differing

from the established church, come to St. Paul's during the time oi divine service

to reason with the court of aldermen, preacher, and sitiging-men [the 12wo adds,

or go into the markets of London to dispute with the devout butchers and

herb-women] ;
or Mr. Whiston into the Lower House of Convocation, to reason

with them [12oto, with the members]; it is certain, that, pursuant to the false

notions which now universally prevail, the one would be treated as a madman

axiA. fanatic, and the other as a disturber ofthe proceedings of the holy synod, which

assumes a right to determine without reasoning with the person whose opinions

they condemn." Discourse, p. 45.—The French translation (p. 70) agrees with

the 12mo ed. (see note, p. 291) in this passage.
—D.]
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them, saying, Ye men and brethren, if ye have any word of
exhortationfor the people, say on. So that if even Penn and

Whiston should do no more, but speak when desired by

authority, it would be no extraordinary step at all. The

only step here that appears very extraordinary is our author^s

bold leaping in* the dark, and blundering about matters

where he^s quite blind and ignorant, j
ai/c>iqfrir u& ba^oiu

"i ffnfftfi I (('i^no

XXV.

But he proceeds in his argument from our Saviour's

gospel and example, and declares it impossible that Christ

should give so partial a command, as to contain a reserve in

behalf of any set ofpriests, in prejudice of the general rules

offree-thinking.^ Our author is very oftenf orthodox, when
he opposes what nobody affirms, or affirms what nobody

opposes. And yet that very orthodoxy is all artifice and

craft, to insinuate as if the clergy did really maintain the

one, or deny the other. Pray who is it that challenges such

a reserve ? He has named a reverend doctor% here of his

side : name another, if he can, that's against him. The

thing he seems to contend for is true and allowed him
; but

he has given such an awkward reason for it, as would spoil

his own inference, if ])etter hands than his did not support
it. All the priests upon earth, says he, being (in our Saviour's

life-time) enemies to him and his gospel, and he giving the

privilege of infallibility to nobody besides his apostles, he

[* in; Isf erf. "into."—D.]
=^

Pag. 46.

[f very often ;
1*^ ed. "often very."

—
D.]

[J "And he commanded his own disciples not to be called rahhi nor masters ;

by which last words our learned commentator, the Reverend Dr. Whitby, under-

stands, that we should call no man guide or master upon earth, no fathers, no church,

no council." Discourse, p. 46.—The words of Whitby on Matt, xxiii. 8, are these :

** That we should call no man guide or master upon earth, no fathers, no church,

no councils, so as absolutely to submit ourselves in the concernment of our eternal

interests to the conduct of their judgments, or give them dominion over our

faith and conscience ; Christ being the sole guide and teacher of his church,'* &c.

Par. and Com. v. i. p. 200. ed. 1727.—D.]
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could not be secure that any priests could \would'\ ever be

otherwise.^ Is the stupidity of this greater, or the im-

piety ? Was not he secure of that, who declared he ivould be

with his church to the end of the wm'ld, and that the gates of
hell should never prevail against it ? But to let this pass (for

if I mistake not our author's principles, he had rather be

proved an impious or knavish writer ten times than a silly

one once), I affirm further, that this assertion of his is abso-

lute nonsense, though Jesus Christ were supposed to be an

impostor. For his argument lies thus : because the Jewish

and pagan priests were once enemies to Christ and his gospel,

he could not be secure that any of his own priests would

ever be otherwise. A most powerful syllogism ! At this

rate no sect of philosophy, no heresy, nor false religion,

would ever have been set up or thought of. Because all

other sects opposed Zeno when he first founded Stoicism, he

could not be secure that the Stoics his own followers would

ever do otherwise. Because Socinus found all people at first

against him and his notions, he could not be secure but that

the very Socinians would always be as much against them.

Because all priests abhorred Mahomet's Alcoran when first it

was broached, he could not be secure that his own mufties

and dervizes w^ould not always abhor it. This, you'll say, is

very strange : but I'll concede our author one thing, which

looks a little parallel to it; that though he's the chief of the

rising and growing sect, and has published their neiv gospel,

he cannot be secure that his own fraternity and members of

the club may not soon be ashamed both of him and it.

XXVI.

And now we come to a new argument, /rom the conduct

of the priests ; which by a tedious induction is branched out

into ten instances, and takes up half a hundred pages. And
what will be the grand result ?

* Ibid.—[The 12mo ed. of the Discourse (see note, p. 291) has—"any priests

except his own dozen." p. S6.—D.]
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Nee iste hercle magnojam conatu magnas nugas dixerit.^

The sum of it is no more than this : the priests cannot agree

among themselves about several points of doctrine, the attri-

butes of Gody the canon of Scripture, t^c. ; and therefore Vll

be of no religion at all. This threadbare obsolete stuff, the

most obvious surmise that any wavering fool catches at when
he first warps towards atheism, is dressed up here as if it was

some new and formidable business.

What great feats can our author now promise himself from

this ; which, after it has been tried age after age, never had

influence on mankind either in religious concerns or common
life ? Till all agree, Fll stand neuter. Very well

;
and till all

the world speaks one language, pray be you mute and say

nothing. It were much the wiser way, than to talk as you
have done. By this rule, the Roman gentry were to learn

no philosophy at all, till the Greeks could unite into one

sect ; nor make use of any physician, till the Empirics and

Methodists concurred in their way of practice. How came

Christianity to begin, since the objection now brought to pull

it down was as visible and potent then as now ? or how has

it subsisted so long, since all the present discord in opinions

does not near amount to the sum of what Epiphanius alone

collected above a thousand years ago ?t Nay, how came our

author's new sect to be rising and growing, since the atheists

are as much at variance among themselves, and can settle

[* Ter. Heatit. iv. 1, 8.
'' Nae ista;' &c.—D.]

[f
" Le catalogue des heresies, dresse par St. Epiphane, en contient 80.

Encore marque-t-il dans la conclusion de son recueil, qu'il y en avoit ajoute 5,

pour faire un nombre egal d celui des concubines dont il est parl6 dans le Can-

tique des Cantiques, vi. 8. Le catalogue de St. Augustin est de 90. Encore

ce p6re n'assure-t-il pas de n'avoir rien oublie. Quce hcereses orttB sint, dit-il,

quomodo commemorare omnes potui, qui omnes nosse non potui ? Quod ideo existimo,

quia nullus eorum, quorum de hceresi scripta legi, omnes posuit. Quandoquidem

inveni apud alium, quas apud alium non inveni, et rursus apud istum, quas ille non

posuit. Ego auiem propterea plures quam ipsi posui, quia collegi ex omnibus quas

omnes apud singulos non inveni, odditis etiam his quas ipse recolens apud ullum

illorum invenire non potui. Unde merito credo nee me posuisse omnes, quia nee omnes

qui de hac re scripserant legere potui, ^c." Ar. de La Chapelle, La Frip.

La'ique, p. 138.—D.]
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and centre in nothing ? Or, if they should resolve to con-

spire in one certain system, they would he atheists indeed

still, but they would lose the title oifree-thinkers.
This is the total of his long induction ; but let us see his

conduct in the parts of it. Some fathey's thought God to be

material; this he has said, and I have answered before in

Remark the X*^. Several ancient Christian priests of Egypt
were so gross as to conceive God to be in the shape of a man.y

If they did so, they were no more gross than his master

Epicurus, who was of the very same opinion. But it's fatal

to our author ever to blunder when he talks of Egypt. These

priests of Egypt were all illiterate laymen; the monks or

hermits of those days, that retired into the desert, the fittest

place for their stupidity.* But several of your English di-

vines tax each other with atheism, either positively or conse-

quently.^ Wonderful ! and so because three or four divines

in your island are too fierce in their disputes, all we on the

great continent must abandon religion. Yes ; but the Bra-

mins, the Mahometans, &c. pretend to scriptures as well as

we.^ This, too, has come once already, and is considered in

Remark the XXII^ ; but, being so great a piece of news, de-

served to be told twice. And who, without his telling, would

have known that the Romish church received the Apocrypha
as canonical ?^ Be that as it will, I am sure it is unheard-of

news, that your church receives them as half-canonical.^ I

find no such word in your Articles, nor ever saw a such-like

prodigyf before. Half-canonical ? what idea, what sense has

it? 'tis exactly the same as half-divine, half-infinite, half-

y Pag. 47.

[ "
Voyez Socrate, Hist. Eccles. lib. vi. c. 7, ou il dit que ces moines etoient

a-KKoXKoi, jSictJTot, aypdiJ.fj.aToi." Ar. de La Chapelle, La Frip. Ldique,

p. 141.—D.]
*
Pag. 48.— ['* The Reverend Mr. William Carrol has wrote several books

to prove the Reverend Dr. Clark and the Reverend Mr. Samuel Bold atheists

in that sense. The Reverend Mr. Turner charges the Reverend Dr. Cudworth

with atheism for his Intellectual System of the Universe" &c.—D.]
*
Pag. 52. »>

Pag. 53. '^ Ibid.

[t See p. 324.—D.]
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omnipotent. But away with his Apocrypha ; he'll like it the

worse while he lives^ for the sake of Bel and the DragonJ^

XXVII.

But now to make room for his learning again : for the

rabbis, says he, among the Samaritans, who now Um at

Sichem in Palestine, 7'eceive the five books of Mosesfor their

Scripture, the copy whereof is very different from ours,^

What shall I admire most, his ignorance or his impudence ?

Why the rabbis at Sichem, exclusive and by way of dis-

tinction ? Does not the whole Samaritan nation receive the

Pentateuch as well as their rablns ? 'Tis just as if h€! had

said, among the English the reverend divines receive the

Bible, But is not their copy of the five books of Moses

VERY DIFFERENT froui ours ? No qucstiou he has often

afi&rmed this with great sufficiency at his club, though he

does not know one letter of the language. The Samaritan

Pentateuch has now been printed above half a century; and

the various readings wherein it differs from the Jewish have

been twice collected and published, even to the minutest

letter ; first by Morinus at Paris,t and afterwards anew by

your Walton at London,J both of them priests, I have pe-

rused those various lections ;
and do affirm here on my own

knowledge, that those two copies differ no more from each

other than the same book (Terence, TuUy, Ovid, or the like)

differs from itself in the several manuscripts that I myself
have examined. So that it's a plain demonstration that the

copies were originally the same ; nor can better evidence be

desired, that the Jewish Bibles have not been corrupted or

interpolated, than this very book of the Samaritans, which,

[* See p. 314.—D.]
^ Ibid.—[In the 12mo ed. oi t\\e Discourse (see note, p. 291), the words,

" who now live at Sichem in Palestine," are omitted, p. 42
;
and so in the

French translation, p. 82.—D.]

[t In the Paris Polyglot, 1645.—D.]

[t. In the London Polyglot, 1657.—D.]
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after above 2000 years' discord between the two nations,

varies as little from the other as any classic author in less

tract of time has disagreed from itself, by the unavoidable

slips and mistakes of so many transcribers. And now does

not our author come off victoriously with his rabbis of
Sichem?

Well, but the Samaritans have a chronicon, or history of
tttemselvesfrom Moses's time, which is lodged in the public

library at Leyden, and has nevei* been printed; and this is

quite differentfrom that contained in the historical books of

the Old Testament,^ Here's now a sly insinuation of some

great discoveries to be made out of this book ; and yet the

mighty matter is no more than this : Joseph Scaliger above

a hundred years ago procured this book from Sichem, and

left it among others by his will to the library at Leyden.
There it's name has long appeared in the printed catalogue ;

it has been transcribed more than once; and one copy,

formerly Professor Golius's, has fallen into the hands of my
learned friend Mr. Reland at Utrecht ; whereof take his own
account.* 'Tis called The Book of Joshua, but its author is

not named : *tis written in Arabic ; since Mahomet's time

most certainly, but how much since is not known : it pre-

tends to be a translation from the Hebrew, but it^s only
its own voucher, there being no fame now remaining of any
such original. It consists of about l. chapters ; xxxix. of

which make the sole story of Joshua; six chapters more

reach as low as Nebuchadnezzar ; the very next comes to

Alexander the Great, and his travels thorow the air; the

next makes a long stride to the Emperor Hadrian ; and two

more to the time of Alexander Severus. This is the noble

chronicle that our yynMcioM^ free-thinker would place above

the Bible, when the very Sichemites do not place it so high
as his own jargon half-canonical. 'Tis pity a man of so fine

a taste, and the Maecenas of the new club (since he hints

«
Pag. 53.

[*
" Reland. Di&sertat. t. ii. ou vii. Diss, de Samarit. p. 14." Ar. de La

Chapelle, La Frip, Laique, p. 146.—D.]
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with sueh concern that it is not yet published), should not be

obliged at his own charge to get it translated and printed.

XXVIII.

The very view of the following pages fills me with dis-

dain, to see such common stuff brought in with an air of

importance. Hebrew and Septuagint ; Gospels according to

the Hebrews and Egyptians ; the Traditions of Matthias, and

the Secrets of Peter ; Apostolic Constitutions, and Gospel of

James ; and the diffei^ent notions of priests concerning in-

spirationS And what of all these^ or half a hundred more,

that my learned and Lutheran friend Dr. Fabricius* has

amassed together ? Has our author a mind to read and

think of them ? Think freely and welcome ; for I suppose

that was the design my friend had in the publication. Or is

he rather at his old play, that he'll regard no Scripture at all

till all Christians among themselves, and Talapoins with

them, can agree ? Jubeas stultum esse libenter .f let him

have license to play the fool, since he answers his own argu-

ment in the very words where he puts it. For all, says he,.

who build their religion on books, mustfrom the nature of

things vary about the books themselves, their copies, and their

inspirations Here's now both the poison and the antidote

in one. For if it's necessary/row the nature of things that

men shall so differ in their opinions, that difference is no

f
Pag. 54,

[*
** Le savant et I'infatigable Mr. Jean-Albert Fabricius fit imprimer en

1703, d. Hambourg, le Code Apocryphe du N. Testament, en 2 tomes, auxquels il

en ajouta un troisieme en 1719, aussi gros que les 2 precedens ensemble. C'est

un recueil de toutes les pieces supposees que Ton a attribuees ou a J. C, ou a

ses ennemis contemporains, ou aux apotres, ou aux hommes qui vecurent avec

les apotres. Dans les 2 premiers tomes il y a plus de cinquante titres princi-

paux; etdans le troisieme il s'en trouve pres d'une trentaine. Ajoutez a cela

le Spicilegium de Grabe, en 2 vol. Oxf. 1698, qui est ji peu pr6s dans le meme

gout; et Ton verra que Mr. Collins n'avoit pas grandes recherches k faire pour
citer quatre ou cinq apocryphes." Ah. de La Chapelle, La Frlp. Laique,

p. 148.—D.]

[t Hon Sat. 1. 1. 63. "Jubeas miserum," &c.—D.] s Pag. 56.
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argument backivards to prove the falseness of all those books.

Unless the man will prove a priori, that revelation ought not,

cannot be communicated and conveyed to us in books.

Which when he performs, or finds out a better method, it

shall be allowed to be the first instance of science or art that

the growing sect has invented.

XXIX.

But notwithstanding he has fore-answeredyV*om the na-

ture of things all that he can say about different interpre-

tations, yet he proceeds in xx. tedious pages to enumerate

those diff'erences, which he ranges imder xii. heads, and

before them puts a long preamble out of your learned Bishop

Taylor.* That prelate, it seems, has with great acuteness

and eloquence displayed the difficulties in acquiring a full

and perfect knowledge of all the abstruse places of Scripture;

affirming at the same time, that all the necessaries to sal-

vation and moral duties are delivered there most clearly and

openly. Well, and what does our wise author gain from

the bishop's confession ? Has not he himself gone a great

deal further, and made all the sciences and arts, every ima-

ginable part of knowledge, to be requisite towards having a

just notion of that miscellarieous book, the Bible ?^ If it be so,

what wonder is it (nay what miracle w^re it otherwise) that,

in an allowed freedom of thinking and printing, your English
divines should have different opinions ? nay that the self-

same man by advances in age, and by progress in study,

should differ from himself ? I have run over the citations

here out of Taylor, and find scarce one of those difficulties so

peculiar to Scripture as not to be common to other authors :

to know which with exactness, as becomes every wTiter

(especially a declared adversary to a whole order professing

[* Collins quotes from the 3d and 4th sections of The Liberty of Prophesy-

ing, in Taylor's collection of Polemical Discourses, ed. 1674, pp. 965, 966, 967,

969, 970, 972, 973, 974.—D.]
''

Pag. 11,—[See Remark viii. p. 304.—D.]
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learning)^ is no easy and perfunctory matter, as our author

to his shame and sorrow may hereafter find and feel.

His XII. heads of difference he has disposed in this

order: the nature and essence of the divine Trinity, the im-

portance of that article of faith, the specific body at the

resurrection, predestination, eternal torments, sabbath or

Lord's day, episcopacy, original sin, our Saviour's human

soul, lay-baptism, usury, atid the power of the civil magistrate

in matters ecclesiastical. About all these points, and several

others he could name, some of your English divines, it

seems, for want of good conduct, have had contests and dis-

putes : a most surprising piece of news ! to you, as if none

had heard of those books till this discovery ;
and to us, as if

we were entirely free from the like disputations.

Now what would our author have here ? Is he angry
that all cannot agree ? or will he make himself the arbi-

trator ? If he'll be umpire in all these questions, he has full

liberty of thinking ; the path is beaten before him ; he may
choose what side he inclines to, or coin new notions of his

own. As your church has not yet anathematised nor

censured any of these divines, so he needs not turn atheist

on these accounts, to purchase the right offree-thinking.

But if he's angry that all agree not, and thinks it a dis-

grace to religion, or resolves to meddle with none of them

till all are unanimous, he must be put in mind of what he

lately mentioned, the nature of things. For if he forbids

thinking on abstruse .questions, he contradicts his whole

book, which asserts men's right and title to think de quolibet

ente ; but if he allows them to think on them, diversity of

opinions will necessarily follow/rom the nature of the things.

For how can men keep the same tract where all walk in the

dark ? or how can they agree in one story where all tell

their own dreams ? If men needs will be prying into the

hidden mysteries of heaven, they^ll certainly court a cloud

instead of a goddess : yet such discoverers and projectors

there ever will be ;
and in divinity, as well as geometry, we

have squarers of the circle.
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XXX.

A second instance of your English clergy's bad conduct,

is their owning the doctrines ofthe church to be contradictory

to one another and to reason ,* a III^, their owning abuses,

defects, andfalse doctrines in the church ;J a IV**^, their pro-

fessing that they will not tell the truth ,-^ a V***, their charging
the most judicious men of their own order with atheism, deism,

or socinianism} Now as these accusations reach no further

than some particulars among yon, our church here is not in

the least, and yours (I think) is not much concerned in

them. If the author really has not wronged them (as his

usual unfairness gives cause for suspicion), it will be pru-
dence in them to learn even from an enemy, and to speak
hereafter with more caution and discretion. All that a

stranger can do here, is to leave the persons to their own

proper defence ;
and the supposed abuses andfalse doctrines

in your church, to your own either refuting the charge, or

remedying the defect. For what would our Lutherans here

say of me, if I should pretend to maintain that your church

has no blemish at all ? Though we justly esteem and honour

it next to our own.

XXXI.

But a VI*^ instance of their ill conduct is their rendering

the canon of the Scripture uncertain.^ This is a heavy

charge indeed ;
and if they do not clear and vindicate them-

selves, we, as well as this author, must call them to account.

But what's the ground of the indictment ? Why, Dr. Grabe,

Dr. Mill, ivith some others, affirm that no canon was made till

above lx. years after the death of Christ. If this be all, he

has verified the sentence in the comedy;

Homine imperito numquam quicquam injustiu'st.^

For pray, what's the notion of the word canon ? An entire

i

Pag. 76.
•> Pag. 79. ^

Pag. 82.

I

Pag. 85.—[The 12ino ed. (see note, p. 291) has—"
atheism, deism, arianism,

or socinianism," p. 68 ;
and so the French translation, p. 126.—D.]

«
Pag. 86. [* Ter. Adelph. 1. 2. 18.—D.]
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collection of the sacred writings^ to be a rule, standard, and

system to Christianity. Now according to those doctors,

and the plain matter of fact, all the books of the New Tes-

tament were not written till the year of Christ xcvii. ; and

that is above lx. years after the death of Christ, What
sense is there in this complaint then ? that the books were

hot collected before they were made ? All the books we now
receive for canonical were written* occasionally between the

years lii. and xcvii. And during that interval of xlv.

years, every book, in the places whither it was sent, or

where it was known, was immediately as sacred and canonical

as ever it was after. Nor did the church loiter and delay in

making a canon or collection of them ; for within two years

after the writing of St. John's gospel the evangelical canon

was fixed. And within x. after that, an epistolical canon

was made : quick enough, if it be considered that they

were to be gathered (whither they had been directed) from

so many and so distant parts of the world. So that it's

plain to me this collector of scraps did not know what a

canon or collection meant. I'll borrow his argument for one

minute, and try it upon some classic authors. It's very

plain that Martial published every single book of epigrams

by itself; one generally every year ', only sometimes he de-

layed two or three. And so Horace (as your Bentleius has

lately shewnf) set out his several books occasionally, from

the xxvi. to the li. year of his life. Now in the reasoning
of our acute writer, I'll prove several books of those two

authors to be uncertain and of dubious authority. For what

do you tell me of the first book of the one's Epigrams, and of

the other's Satires ? How do I know that those are genuine,

when the canon of Martial and Horace was. not fixed and

settled till above xx. years after those are pretended to be

written ? Is not this argument most strong, cogent, and irre-

fragable ? So very valuable and precious, that, bear witness,

I now return it safe and sound to its possessor and author.

[* Written; 1*^ erf.
" writ,"—D.]

[f Bentley's ed. of Horace appeared in 1711.—D.]
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XXXII.

Yes! but poor Dr. Mill has still more to answer for;

and meets with a sorry recompense for his long labour of

XXX. years. For, if we are to believe not only this wise.

author, but a wiser doctor* of your own, he was labouring

all that Awhile to prove the text of the Scfipture precarious ;^

having scraped together such an immense collection of

various readings, as amount in the whole, by a late author's

computatioUjt to above thirty thousand. Now this is a

[ Whitby,
—whose Examen Far. Led. Millii, p. 3, 4, is cited by Collins.—

In the 12mo ed. of the Discourse (see note, p. 291), the author appends to the

quotation from Whitby a long note on the question,
*' whether the numerous

various readings do affect the text of Scripture or no," the 4'^ head of which

is as follows: "
Though the text of Scripture be, like the text of all other ancient

books, rendered uncertain through the ignorance and negligence of transcribers,

and more uncertain than all others through the wilful corruptions of tran-

scribers ; yet it is evident, that the more ancient manuscripts there are which

remain to us, and the more collations are made of them, the better are critical

Christians qualified to fix a true text of Scripture for themselves. And by con-

sequence such critics as Father Simon and Dr. Bentley ought to be better

believers, and in a more direct road to salvation, than others who are inferior to

them in criticism.'' p. 73.—In the French translation we find the same addition,

p. 131 ; on which Ar. de La Chapelle has bestowed a much longer examination

than it deserved, La Frip. Ldique, p. 213 :
" La section," says he,

"
que Ton

vient de lire au sujet des variantes, auroit du ramener au bon-sens un hpmme
raisonnable et sincere. Mais comme I'auteur du Discours, &c. n'etoit ni Tun

ni I'autre sur I'article de la religion, il mit dans son Franfois cette addition, oil

Ton voit un homme outre de depit, et qui voulant faire mine de raisonner, ne

paye que de colore et d'injures."
—D.]

"
Pag. 88.

[t
*'

Praf. Nov. Test. Wetsfenii" is the reference given by Collins. He
means the ed. published by H. Wetstein in 1711, the editor of which was

Gerard von Maestricht—On the subject of various readings in the Gr. Test.

see Michaelis's Introd. (by Marsh), vol. i. chap. vi. pp. 246-341. ed. 1793.

Hare, in The Clergyman's Thanks to Phileleutherus (see note on the Dedi-

catory Epistle to the Second- Part of the Remarks), has the following just ob-

servations on the present section :

*' You have, in the small compass of seven

leaves, done the work of large volumes, and have set the whole question of

various lections in so clear and full a light, that nothing more need be said in

defence of the text on this account, nothing can be said against it. You have

pulled up this panic by the very roots ; and a man must be afraid of his own

shadow, who can hereafter be in pain about a various reading, or think the

number of them any prejudice to the integrity or authority of the sacred books."

p. 34.—D.]
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matter of some consequence, and will well deserve a few

reflections.

I am forced to confess with grief, that several well-

meaning priests, of greater zeal than knowledge, have often

by their own false alarms and panic both frighted others of

their own side, and given advantage to their enemies. What
an uproar once was there, as if all were ruined and undone,

when Capellus wrote one book* against the antiquity of the

Hebrew points, and another t for various lections in the

Hebrew text itself ! And yet time and experience has cured

them of those imaginary fears
',
and the great author in his

grave has now that honour universally, which the few only

of his own age paid him when alive.

The case is and will be the same with your learned

countryman Dr. Mill ; whose friendship (while I staid at

Oxford) and memory will be everJ dear to me.§ For what is

it that your Whitbyus|| so inveighs and exclaims at? The

doctor's labours, says he, make the whole text precarious,

and expose both the reformation to the papists, and religion

itself to the atheists, God forbid ! we^U still hope better

things. For surely those various readings existed before in

the several exemplars; Dr. Mill did not make and coin

them, he only exhibited them to our view. If religion, there-

fore, was true before, though such various readings were in

[* Arcanum Punctationis revelatum, 8(C. 4to, 1624.—D.]

[f Critica sacra, sive de variis qua in sacris Veteris Testamenti lihris occurrunt

lectionibus. Fol. 1650.—D.] [J be ever; 1st ed.
" ever he."—D.]

[§
" At the beginning of 1689 Bentley attended his pupil [James Stilling-

fleet] to Wadham College, of which he became himself a member, and in the

course of that year was incorporated Master of Arts, as holding the same degree
- in the sister university." Monk's Life of B., vol. i. p. 19.—During his residence

at Oxford he was introduced to Dr. Mill, and their acquaintance soon ripened
into a warm friendship. See Preface to the present ed. of Bentley's Works,

vol. i. p. xviii., and the Epist. ad Millium in vol. ii. p. 239. Mill died in 1707,

about a fortnight after the appearance of his edition of the Greek Test.—D.]

[II
See note, p. 347.—Michaelis observes, that Whitby, though a good com-

mentator, was a bad critic
; that he betrays a total ignorance of manuscripts,

and had never read with proper attention even Mill's Prolegomena : see

Introd. {hy Marsh), vol. ii. p. 461. ed. 1793.—D.]

^
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being, it will be as true, and consequently as safe still,

though every body sees them. Depend on^t, no truth, no

matter of fact fairly laid open, can ever subvert true religion.

The 30,000 various lections are allowed, then, and con-

fessed : and, if more copies yet are collated, the sum will

still mount higher. And what's the inference from this ?

why, one Gregory, here quoted, infers that no profane author

whatever has suffered so much by the hand of time as the New
Testament has done.° Now if this shall be found utterly

false ; and if the scriptural text has no more variations than

what must necessarily have happened from the nature of

things, and what are common and in equal proportion in all

classics whatevoF ; I hope this panic will be removed, and

the text be thought as firm as before.

If there had been but one manuscript of the Greek Tes-

tament at the restoration of learning about two centuries ago,

then we had had no various readings at all. And would the

text be in a better condition then than now we have 30,000 ?

So far from that, that in the best single copy extant we
should have had hundreds of faults, and some omissions irre-

parable. Besides that the suspicions of fraud and foul play
would have been increased immensely.

It is good, therefore, you'll allow, to have more anchors

than one ; and another MS. to join with the first would give
more authority, as well as security. Now choose that second

where you will, there shall be a thousand variations from the

first ; and yet half or more of the faults shall still remain in

them both.

A third therefore, and so a fourth, and still on, are de-

°
Pag. 88.—['• The Reverend Mr. Gregory, of Christ Church, Oxford, says,"

&c. "Preface to his Posthumous Works."—Dr. John Gregory, author of vari-

ous learned works, died in 1646. His MS. Animadversiones on Malelas, which

the curators of the Oxford press originally intended should accompany the ed.

of that author in 1691, were afterwards rejected for the Prolegomena of Hody,
who terms him "

omnigena eruditione instructissimus." The expression
" one

Gregory" does not, I apprehend, imply contempt : Bentley writes in the cha-

racter of a foreigner, who has no extensive acquaintance with the works of

Englishmen.
—

D.]
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sirable, that by a joint and mutual help all the faults may-
be mended ; some copy preserving the true reading in one

place^ and some in another. And yet the more copies you
call to assistance, the more do the various readings multiply

upon you ; every copy having its peculiar slips^, though in a

principal passage or tvro it do singular service. And this is

fact, not only in the New Testament, but in all ancient

books whatever.

'Tis a good providence and a great blessing, that so many
manuscripts of the New Testament are still amongst us;

some procured from Egypt, others from Asia, others found

in the Western churches. For the very distances of places as

well as numbers of the books demonstrate, that there could

be no collusion, no altering nor interpolating one copy by

another, nor all by any of them.

In profane authors (as they are called), whereof one

manuscript only had the luck to be preserved, as Velleius

Paterculus among the Latins, and Hesychius among the

Greeks, the faults of the scribes are found so numerous, and

the defects so beyond all redress, that, notwithstanding the

pains of the learnedest and acutest critics for two whole

centuries, those books still are,* and are like to continue, a

mere heap of errors. On the contrary, where the copies of

any author are numerous, though the various readings always
increase in proportion, there the text, by an accurate col-

lation of them made by skilful and judicious hands, is ever

the more correct, and comes nearer to the true words of the

author.

Were the very originals of ancient books still in being,

those alone would supersede the use of all other copies ;
but

since that was impossible /rom the nature of things, since

time and casualties must consume and devour all, the sub-

sidiary help is from the various transcripts conveyed down

to us, when examined and comparedf together.

Terence is now in one of the best conditions of any of

[* still are ;
\st ed.

« are still."—D.]

[f examined and compared; 1st ed. "compared and examined."—D.]
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the classic writers ; the ohlest and best copy of him is now
in the Vatican Library, which comes nearest to the poet's

own hand ; but even that has hundreds of errors^ most of

which may be mended out of other exemplars, that are

otherwise more recent and of inferior value. I myself have

collated several ;* and do affirm that I have seen 20,000 vari-

ous lections in that little author, not near so big as the whole

Neiv Testament ; and am morally sure, that if half the number

of manuscripts were collated for Terence with that niceness

and minuteness which has been used in twice as many for

the New Testament, the number of the variations would

amount to above 50,000.

In the manuscripts of the New Testament the variations

have been noted with a religious, not to say superstitious ex-

actness. Every difference, in spelling, in the smallest par-

ticle or article of speech, in the very order or collocation of

words without real change, has been studiously registered.

Nor has the text only been ransacked, but all the ancient

versions, the Latin Vulgate, Italic, Syriac, Ethiopic, Arabic,

Coptic, Armenian, Gothic, and Saxon ; nor these only, but

all the dispersed citations of the Greek and Latin fathers in

a course of 500 years. What wonder then, if, with all this

scrupulous search in every hole and corner, the varieties rise

to 30,000? when in all ancient books of the same bulk,

whereof the MSS. are numerous, the variations are as many
or more, and yet no versions to swell the reckoning.

The editors of profane authors do not use to trouble

their readers, or risk their own reputation, by an useless list

of every small slip committed by a lazy or ignorant scribe.

What is thought commendable in an edition of Scripture,

and has the name of fairness and fidelity, would in them be

deemed impertinence and trifling. Hence the reader not

versed in ancient MSS. is deceived into an opinion, that

[* Bentley was at this time engaged on his ed. of Terence, which circum-

stances obliged him soon after to lay aside : on the appearance of Hare's ed.

in 1724, he earnestly resumed the work ; and it was given to the public in

1726 : see Monk's Life of B., vol. i. p. 360 ; vol. ii. p. 217, sqq.—D.J
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there were no more variations in the copies than what the

editor has communicated. Whereas, if the like scrupulous-
ness was observed in registering the smallest changes in pro-

fane authors, as is allowed, nay required, in sacred, the now
formidable number of 30,000 would appear a very trifle.

""Tis manifest that books in verse are not near so obnoxious

to variations as those in prose ;* the transcriber, if he is not

wholly ignorant and stupid, being guided by the measures,

and hindered from such alterations as do not fall in with the

laws of numbers. And yet even in poets the variations are

so very many as can hardly be conceived without use and

experience. In the late edition of Tibullusf by the learned

Mr. Broukhuise you have a register of various lections in

the close of that book, where you may see, at the first view,

that they are as many as the lines. The same is visible in

Plautus set out by Parens. I myself, during my travels,

have had the opportunity to examine several MSS. of the

poet Manilius ;% and can assure you that the variations I

have met with are twice as many as all the lines of the book.

Our Discourser here has quoted nine verses out of it,§

p. 151; in which, though one of the easiest places, I can

shew him xiv. various lections. Add likewise, that the MSS.
here used were few in comparison : and then do you imagine
what the lections would amount to, if ten times as many
(the case of Dr. Mill) were accurately examined. And yet

in these and all other books the text is not made more pre-

carious on that account, but more certain and authentic.

So that if I may advise you, when you hear more of this

scarecrow of 30,000, be neither astonished at the svim, nor

in any pain for the text.

'Tis plain to me that your learned Whitbyus, in his in-

vective against my dead friend, was suddenly surprised with

[* as those in prose; 1*^ ed. "as prose."
—

D.] [f 1708.—D.]

[J As early as 1691 Bentley was preparing an ed. of Manilius : see Monk's

Life of B.,yo\.i.^. 34; and the author's preface to the Dissert, on Phalaris,

vol. i. p. xxvii. sqq. of the present ed. of his Works. It was not published till

1739.—D.]

[§ Lib. i. 522. " Omnia mortali mutantur," &c.—D.]
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a panic ; and, under his deep concern for the text, did not

reflect at all what that word really means. The present text

was first settled almost 200 years ago out of several MSS.

by Robert Stephens, a printer and bookseller at Paris ; whose

beautiful and (generally speaking) accurate edition* has been

ever since counted the standard, and followed by all the rest.

Now this specific text in your doctor's notion seems taken

for the sacred original in every word and syllable; and if

the conceit is but spread and propagated, within a few years

that printer^s infallibility will be as zealously maintained as

an evangelist's or apostle's.

Dr. Mill, were he alive, would confess to your doctor,

that this text fixed by a printer is sometimes by the various

readings rendered uncertain, nay is proved certainly wrong.
But then he would subjoin, that the real text of the sacred

writersf does not now (since the originals have been so long

lost) lie in any single MS. or edition, but is dispersed in

them all. 'Tis competently exact indeed even in the worst

MS. now extant ; nor is one article of faith or moral precept
either perverted or lost in them ; choose as awkwardly as

you can, choose the w^orst by design, out of the whole lump
of readings. But the lesser matters of diction, and among
several synonymous expressions the very words of the writer,

must be found out by the same industry and sagacity that is

used in other books ; must not be risked upon the credit of

any particular MS. or edition, but be sought, acknowledged,
and challenged, wherever they are met with.

Stephens followed what he found in the King of France's

copies. Acts, xxvii. 14. dv€fjLo<i Tv<f)covtKb<;, 6 KaXovfjL€vo<;

ETPOKATJflN
;
and he is followed by your translators,

there arose against it a tempestuous wind, called EUROCLY-
DON. This reading, perhaps, your learned doctor w^ould

not have now be tl\?lAq precarious :% but if that printer had

[• Stephens' first ed, appeared in 1546, 12mo: his fol. ed. in 1550.—D.]

[f writers; so \st ed. ; ed. 1743, "writer."—D.]

[J "Mr. Bentley," says Ar. de la Chapclle, **ne rend pas ici une justice

parfaite a Mr. Whitby." La Frip. Laique, p. 195.—See Whitby ad 1.—D.]

VOL. III. 2 z
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had the use of your Alexandrian MS., which exhibits here

ETPAKTAflN, it's very likely he would have given it the

preference in his text; and then the doctor, upon his own

principle, must have stickled for this.

The wind euroclydon was never heard of but here : it's

compounded of evpo^ and KXvhoiv, the wind and the waves ;

and it seems plain a priori from the disparity of those two

ideas, that they could not be joined in one compound ; nor

is there any other example of the like composition.
But €vpaKvX(ov, or as the vulgar Latin here has it,

euroaquilo (approved by Grotius and others), is so apposite

to the context, and to all the circumstances of the place,

that it may fairly challenge admittance as the word of St.

Luke.* 'Tis true, according to Vitruvius, Seneca, and Pliny,

who make eurus to blow from the winter solstice, and aquilo

between the summer solstice and the north point, there can

be no such wind nor word as euroaquilo^ because the solanus

or apheliotes from the cardinal point of east comes between

them. But eurus is here to be taken, as Gellius, ii. 22, and

the Latin poets use it, for the middle equinoctial east, the

same as solanus ; and then in the table of the xii.f winds

according to the ancients, between the two cardinal winds

septentrio and eurus there are two at stated distances,

aquilo and KaLKia<;. The Latins had no known name for
KaLKia<; : Quern ah oriente solstitiali excitatum Grceci Katfclay

vocant, apud nos sine nomine est, says Seneca, Nat. Quasi, v.

16. J KaLKiafi, therefore, blowing between aquilo and eurus,

the Roman seamen (for want of a specific word) might ex-

press the same wind by the compound name euroaquilo, in

the same analogy as the Greeks call evp6voTo<; the middle

wind between eurus and notus, and as you§ say now south-

[* Few readers probably require to be informed that this text has exercised

the learning and ingenuity of a series of critics ; and that the common lection

(ifgoK\vSu>v has been satisfactorily defended.—D.]

[f of the XII.; 1st ed. "of xii."—D.]

[I In citing this passage, Bentley has added *'
Quem," and substituted

"rocan^" for "appellant."—D.]

[§ you; lsted."we."—D.li

^
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east and ^im^ih-east. Since, therefore, we have now found

that euroaquilo was the Roman mariners' word for the Greek

Kaif€La<;, there will soon appear a just reason why St. Luke

calls it dvefjLOf; tv<^(ovlko^, a tempestuous ivind, vorticosus, a

whirling wind
;

for that's the peculiar character of KatKia^

in those climates ; as appears from several authors, and from

that known proverbial verse.

So that, with submission^ I think our Luther's and the Danish

version have done more right than your English to the

sacred text, by translating it nord-ost, north-east ; though,

according to the present compass divided into xxxii., euro-

aquilo answers nearest to ost-nord-ost, east-north-east;

which is the very wind that would directly drive the ship
'

from Crete to the African Syrtis, according to the pilot's

fears, in the 17th verse.

The Alexandrian copy, then, though it has vastly increased

the immber of readings, as you see in your Polyglot and

Dr. Mill's edition, has been of excellent use here ; and so in

many other places ; retrieving to us the true original, where

other copies failed. And what damage if all the other copies
of near the same antiquity, which Mr. Montfaucon has dis-

covered, and Dr. Mill never saw, were sometime collated as

exactly, and all the varieties published, let the thousands

grow never so many ?

When the doctor is so alarmed at the vast sum of 30,000,

he seems to take it for granted, that within that number the

very original is every where found ; and the only complaint

is, that true are so blended with false, that they can hardly
be discovered. If that were the only difficulty, some abler

heads than ours would soon find a remedy : in the mean time

I can assure him, that if that be the case, the New Testament

has suffered less injury by the hand of time than any profane

[* This verse, which Bentley has slightly corrected, occurs in the Schol. on

Aristoph. Equit. 435, in Plutarch, &c. &c. See Wyttenbach's note on Plut.

De Cap. ex inim. util.—Mot: t. vi. p. 304, ed. 4to.—D.]
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author, there being not one ancient book besides it in the

world, that, with all the help of various lections (be they

50,000 if you will) does not stand in further want of emenda-

tion by true critic
',
nor is there one good edition of any

that has not inserted into the text (though every reader

knows it not) what no manuscript vouches.*

^Tis plain indeed, that if emendations are true, they must

have once been in some manuscripts, at least in the author's

original ; but it does not follow, that because no manuscript
now exhibits them, none more ancient ever did. Slips and

errors (while the art of printing was unknown) grew pre-

sently and apace, even while the author was alive. Martial

tells us himself, how one of his admirers was so curious,

that he sent a copy of his poems, which he had bought, to be

emended^ by his own hand. And we certainly know from

Gellius,^ that even so early as Hadrian's time and before,

the common copies of Virgil had several mistakes.

Not frighted, therefore, with the present 30,000, 1 for my
part, and (as I believe) many others, would not lament, if

out of the old manuscripts yet untouched 10,000 more were

faithfully collected : some of which without question would

render the text more beautiful, just, and exact, though of no

[* Hare, in The Clergyman's Thanks to Phileleutherus (see note on the Dedi-

catory Epistle to the Second Part of the Remarks), has the following passage :

" That the present text wants the help of more manuscripts than have yet been

examined, or the assistance of critic to supply the want of them, is not only a

priori evident from the reason and nature of the thing ; those who have read the

New Testament with a critical care and exactness know it to be so in fact:

yourself have given us a small specimen of this in your happy conjectures upon
three passages [see pp. 357, 8], which, as far as I can find by my own con-

versation and my friends, are universally liked by the men of learning, who
would be very glad so great a master would turn his labours to the Scriptures ;

and if not a new edition of the Testament, that he would give us at least a critice

sacra on it, which, from so able a hand, would on many accounts be infinitely

valuable. Many of us are sensible this wants to be done, though none of us

can do it
; the province is yours without dispute, 'twill be our part to judge

and to applaud." p. 38.—Hare's pamphlet is dated March 1713. In a letter

to Archbishop Wake, April 1716, Bentley announced his design of publishing
an edition of the Greek Test.—D.]

P Martial, vii. 11. i Gelli-is, i. 21 ; ix. 14.

1
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consequence to the main of religion, nay perhaps wholly

synonymous in the view of common readers, and quite

insensible in any modern version.

If all those remaining manuscripts were diligently per-

used, perhaps one might find in some or one of them a new
various lection in 1 Tim, vi. 3. eX ri<i irepoSiBaa-zcdXel, kol

fir] nPO^EPXETAI vyLalvovo-i, \6yoi<; rot? TovKvplov '^ficjv

*l7)(Tov XpLo-Tov. For though the sense of Trpoaepx^Tai is

so fixed by the adjacent words that no version has mistaken

it, consents not to, acquiesces not in, the wholesome words of
our Saviour ; yet the propriety does not appear in the origi-

nal, no example of that phrase having yet been given. If

some manuscript, then, should have it 7rpo(Ti')(^6Tai or irpoa-l-

;j^eTafc,
cleaves and adheres to the wholesome words, who has

reason to be angry at that variation ? But I should sooner

expect to find UPO^EXEIy because irpoaix^i'V Xoyoc^, to

give heed, attend, observe, listen, obey, is a known phrase as

well in sacred as profane authors. So 2 Peter, i. 19. «

{X670)) Ka\C}<; 'Trpoae-)(ovTe<;. Prov. i. 24. i^erecvov \6yov<;,

KoX ov TrpoaeLX^Te. Jer. vi. 19. toi<; \6yoi<; /jlov ov irpocr-

ecr^ov. So in other places of the LXX. Trpooi'x^eiv prjaec,

prjfjLaerL, vo/jlm, ivroXal^. So to the same effect. Ads, viii. 6.

TTpocrep^etv T0Z9 XeyoyLtevot?. xvi. 14. tol^ Xa\ov/jLevoi<;,

Heb. ii. 1. Tot9 aKovaOelcn, Tit, i. 14. fivOotf;. And lastly

it is joined with the same word irepoScBaa-KaXelv, 1 Tim. i. 4.

fir} irepoBiBao-KaXecv fir}B€ UPO^EXEIN fiv6oi<; Koi ye-

veaXoytai^. If a search, therefore, was made in the manu-

scripts abroad, and this lection should chance to be found

there, what detriment would it bring either to the authority
or beauty of the text ?

In the epistle of Jude, ver. 18, the general sense is clear

and palpable; Mockers in the last time, Kara ra^ iavrcov

eTTiOvfiLa^ TTopevofievoL rcov aae^eiwv, who walk after their

own ungodly lusts. But if one of those manuscripts instead

of dcre^eccbv should exhibit A^EAFEIflN, lascivious,

wanton, filthy lusts ; as those two words are joined I Pet. iv.

3. Treiropevfiivov'i iv dcr€\y€tai<;, eTnOvfilai^;, who walked in
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lasciviousness and lusts; and 2 Pet, ii. 18. iv iinOviJLLai^

aapKo^i, aaekyeiaif;, the lusts of the flesh and wantonness ;

though the sense of both may perhaps be equivalent, yet it's

not nothing to add a justness and propriety of expression.

Once more ;* in a passage of St. James, v. 6, where, after

he had denounced wrath and judgment against the rich and

proud, he thus concludes, KarehiKaaaTe, e(f>ov€vcraT€ rbv

BlKaiov ovK avTiTda-o-erai v/jlIv, ye have condemned and killed

the just: he doth not resist you: if instead of OTK some

manuscript, by the change of one letter, should represent

OKU, which in the ancient books is always so abbreviated

for 'O KvpLo<;, the Lord, some persons would not be sorry, if

what has hitherto appeared to all interpreters abrupt, inco-

herent, and forced, should with so slight a change be made

pertinent and proper : the Lord resists, opposes, sets himself

against you. For so St. James speaks before, iv. 6, and St.

Peter, 1 epist. v. 5, out of Prov. iii. 34. 'O ©EO^ V7r6p7)(f>d-

voi9 avrcTdo-aerai,, God opposeth the proud. And then the

connexion is apt and just in the following verse ; jjuaicpo-

Ovijurjo-are OTN, be patient therefore, brethren, unto the

coming tov KT, of the Lord; exactly as St. Peter's is in the

place already cited : for God resisteth the proud : humble

yourselves therefore under the mighty hand of God.

But to return to our Discourser, and to close up this long

remark; it is fact undeniable, that the sacred books have

suffered no more alterations than common and classic authors ;

it has been the common sense of men of letters, that numbers

of manuscripts do not make a text precarious, but are useful,

nay necessary to its establishment and certainty. And as

Scaliger, Casaubon, Heinsius, &c., when they designed to

publish a correct edition of an author, first laboured to pro-
cure all the manuscripts they could hear of, as the only
means that promised laudable success

; so Stephanus, Junius,

[* Concerning the emendations of the New Test, proposed by Bentley in

the Remarks and elsewhere, Wetstein has observed,
" vereor ut sint tarn certae

quam sunt ingeniosae." Prolog, p. 155.—D.]
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Curcellffius, Walton, Fell, and Mill proceeded in the same

method. All these, except Stephens the printer, were

Christian priests ; and what, pray, were they doing with all

this pains and labour ? Why, according to our wise author,

they were confounding their own scheme. Very magisterial

and decisive ! And yet the comfort is, that in his courteous

distribution of all mankind into knaves and fools, he can

neither accuse the clergy here as playing their priestcraft,

nor, without involving with them the most learned of the

laity, turn them over to his second row of crackbrained and

idiots.

The result of the whole is, that either a posteriori all

ancient books, as well as the sacred, must now be laid aside

as uncertain andprecarious ; or else to say a priori, that all

the transcripts of sacred books should have been privileged

against the common fate, and exempted from all slips and

errors whatever. Which of these our writer and his new

sect will close with, I cannot foresee : there^s in each of them

such a gust of the paradox and perverse, that they equally
suit with a iwodiQvn free-thinker's palate; and therefore I

shall here bestow a short reflection on both.

If all the old authors are abandoned by him, there is one

compendious answer to this Discourse of Free-thinking , For

what becomes of his boasted passages out of Cicero, Plu-

tarch, and his long list of dinciQiit free-thinkers, if the text of

each is precarious ? those passages, as they came from the

author's hands, might be for superstition, which are now
cited against it. Thus our writer will be found /e/o de se ;

unless the coroner, to save his effects, favours him with his

t)wn titles offool and madman.

But I have too much value for the ancients to play booty
about their works and monuments, for the sake of a short

answer to a fool according to his folly. All those passages,
and all the rest of their remains, are sufficiently pure and

genuine to make us sure of the writer's design. If a cor-

rupt line or dubious reading chances to intervene, it does not

darken the whole context, nor make an author's opinion or
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his purpose precarious. Terence, for instance, has as many
variations as any book whatever, in proportion to its bulk ;

and yet, with all its interpolations, omissions, additions, or

glosses (choose the worst of them on purpose), you cannot

deface the contrivance and plot of one play ; no, not of one

single scene ; but its sense, design, and subserviency to the

last issue and conclusion, shall be visible and plain thorow

all the mist of various lections. And so it is with the sacred

text
;
make your 30,000 as many more, if numbers of copies

can ever reach that sum : all the better to a knowing and

serious reader, who is thereby more richly furnished to select

what he sees genuine. But even put them into the hands of

a knave or a fool, and yet, with the most sinistrous and ab-

surd choice, he shall not extinguish the light of any one

chapter, nor so disguise Christianity but that every feature

of it will still be the same.

And this has already prevented the last shift and ob-

jection, that sacred books at least, books imposed upon the

world as divine laws and revelations, should have been ex-

empted from the injuries of time, and secured from the least

change. For what need of that perpetual miracle, if, with

all the present changes, the whole Scripture is perfect and

sufficient to all the great ends and purposes of its first

writing ? What a scheme would these men make ! what

worthy rules would they prescribe to Providence ! That in

millions of copies transcribed in so many ages and nations,

all the notaries and writers, who made it their trade and

livelihood, should be infallible and impeccable ? That their

pens should spontaneously write true, or be supernaturally

guided, though the scribes were nodding or dreaming ? would

not this exceed all the miracles of both Old and New Testa-

ment ? And, pray, to what great use or design ? To give

satisfaction to a few obstinate and untractable wretches ; to

those who are not convinced by Moses and the prophets, but

want onefrom the dead to come and convert them. Such
men mistake the methods of Providence, and the very funda-

mentals of religion 3 which draws its votaries by the cords of
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a man, by rational, ingenuous, and moral motives ; not by
conviction mathematical ; not by new evidence miraculous,

to silence every doubt and whim that impiety and folly can

suggest. And yet all this would have no effect upon such

spirits and dispositions : if they now believe not Christ and

his apostles, neither would they believe if their own schemes

were complied with.

XXXIII.

But Dr. Mill is not yet dismissed : /or he has discovered

a passage vei'y little known before ;^ with which this author

hopes, not to do any good, but a great deal of mischief. But

why, I pray, discovered ? and why very little known ? Has

not the passage been twice printed in Victor above a

hundred years ? and a third time above half a hundred ? and

over and over in Isidorus's Chronicon '^ We'll allow it was

very little knoivn to this author and his sect before
',
but let

them not measure all others by their own narrow and

partial inquiries.

Nay, but even Father Simon, who has laboured so much

to prove the uncertainty of the text of Scripture,^ did not light

on this passage. Our writer has found out_, you see, Father

Simon's covered design ; a true piece oipopish prinestcraft,

to confound the reformation by labouring to prove the sacred

text precarious : and this avowed enemy to all priests and

priestcraft concurs openly with that papist in his pious in-

tention. Now what shall we say or think of this conduct ?

You that live upon the spot, pray inquire into the men.

Was not one* of the heads of them a J9«J9Z5/, in the time of

your late King James ? Such a story goes here at Leipsic ;

and really a stranger would be tempted to think that popery
rather than atheism is the secret cabbala of this new sect.

For why such zeal for bare atheism, if nothing more was

'
Pag. 90.

»
Pag. 90.

[* Dr. Matthew Tindal, who had declared himself a Roman Catholic in the

reign of James II., but had afterwards renounced that religion. See Biog. Brif>

In sect. XLi. he is again noticed by Bentley as a free-thinking rfoc/or.—D.]

VOL. III. 3 A
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behind the scene ? There is no principle, no spur in mere

atheism, to make any man act as they do. They confess

that the modern free-thinkers are sure to be hated by 999 out

of a 1000.* Why, then, must this universal hatred be volun-

tarily incurred by an atheist ? Why must he expose himself

by his talking and printing ? To do himself good ? The

very contrary ;
for if your priests were really such as this

writer has described them, his very life would not be worth

a month's purchase. Or to do others good ? Nothing less ;

for what harm in his scheme if men live and die Christians ?

He cannot tell them they'll be damned for it after death ;
he

can only aim, if men live not wickedly enough already, to

invite and encourage them to live worse. A mighty friend

this to himself, and to human society.

But take now a mixture oipopery into the scheme of this

new sect) and all their odd steps may be accounted for. ^Tis

most certain in fact, that to propagate atheism in protestant

countries has been a method prescribed and made use of by

popish emissaries. For they do no evil by it in their notion ;

the men that would have been damned for heresy, are no

worse damned for atheism : but the good of the thing lies

open to full view; when infidelity and an indifference to all

religion (and some there must and ever will be) must needs

pave a plain way for the return of popery, while zeal and

flame are all on one side, and coldness and mere ice on the

other. Let these authors look to it, then
; and let your

government look to them. They may take their option of

one of their own epithets : lipopery is the drift of their sect

(as they really serve its interests), they may claim the favour*

to be placed among the designing and a7'tificial knaves ; but

if naked atheism is all they aim at, they are certainly turned

over without benefit of clergy to the crazy, crackbrained,

and idiots.

And now for the passage in Victor's Chronicon, with our

author's faithful translation :

MessALLA V. C. Coss. Constantinopoli, jubente Anas-

*
Pag. 120. [* claim the favour

; 1*< e<^.
" claim favour."—D.]
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tasio imperatore, sancta evangelia^ tamquam ab idiotis evaii-

gelistis coniposita, reprehenduntur et emendantur.

In the consulship q/* Messalla, at the command of the

emperor A^ASTAsivs, the holy gospels, as written by idiot

evangelists,* are corrected and amended.

Our writer introduces this passage with a triumphant
remark ; that it was done in the vi*^ century, and recorded

by one who flourished in that very aye. Now this is to pos-

sess the unwary reader that Victor reports this matter as

within his own knowledge and memory. But Messalla was

consul in the west A.D. dvi. ; and this little Chronicon of a

dozen pages, which might be written in as short a timet as

my letter here, ends A.D. t>lxvi. So that this might be

nothing but a hearsay about a business supposed to be done

threescore years before.

Ab idiotis evangelistis, by idiot evangelists, says our

author ; who, if he's sincere in this version, proves himself a

very idiot in the Greek and Latin acceptation of that word.

'ISia)Tr)<^, idiota, illiteratus, indoctus, rudis. See Du Fresne

in his Glossaries, who takes notice, that idiota for an idiot or

naturalfool is peculiar to your English law ; for which he

cites Rastal. Did Victor, therefore, mean idiot evangelists in

your English sense ? No ; but illiterate, unlearned. What
then must we think of our author for his scandalous trans-

lation here ? whether imputation will he choose to lie under,

that he knew the meaning of Victor, or that he knew it not ?

As for the fact itself, a general alteration of the iv. gos-

pels in the vi*^ century ;^ though I have no high opinion of

[* In the later 8vo ed. of the Discourse, p. 90, (see note, p. 290) we find

** as written idiotis evangelistis ;^* and in the 12mo ed. "as written by ignorant

evangelists," p. 74, with this note at the foot of the page,
** Phileleutherus Lipsi-

ensis^s Remarks on the Disc, of Free- thinking, p. 84,"—When Dr, Lort, in a

correspondence with a Mr. Prichard (Nichols's Lit. Anec. vol. ii. p. 677), mentions

a copy in which the words "
hy idiot evangelists'^ were omitted, he means, I

presume, left untranslated. It is remarkable that, notwithstanding these alter-

ations in the English editions, the French translation has "
ecrits par des evan-

gelistes qui etoient des idiots." p. 133.—D.]

[f short a time; 1st ed. "short tin;e."—D.]
"

Pag. 90.
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our author's penetration, I dare venture to say he hmiself

does not believe it. Dr. Mill has taught him better; whose

words he has honestly suppressed here ;
he that makes it one

article against your clergy, their stifling of passages, and

mangling of books.^ 'Tis as certain, says the doctor, as cer-

tain can be, that no such altered gospels were ever made

public. What tumults, what tragedies would they have raised !

They would have cost that hated emperor his crown and his

life. Thefact would have been spoken of and detested by all

the historians, and not to befound only (as it is; for Isidore

professes to take it from Victor) in one blind passage of a

puny chronicle.^

Add to these reasons of my dead friend, that we have

plain demonstration no such altered gospels obtained in the

world; as this writer would insinuate. For we have the

Fathers of iv. whole centuries before that time, both in the

Greek and Latin church ; among all whom there's scarce a

verse in the New Testament uncited: the agreement of

which with the MSS. yet extant does fully evince that the

copies continued the same after Anastasius's time as before.

Add the entire commentaries of Austin, Jerome, Chrysostom,

Cyril, Theodoret, and more, all dead before the vi*^ century
commenced ; and yet their text is the same as now, and their

explications so confirm and fix it, that that could not be

altered in their books (as is supposed in the naked Scripture)

without making the commentaries anew. Add again the

Latin Italic and Jerome's versions ; add others in the east, all

before the date of this pretended general alteration : and he

must be a mere idiot indeed that can believ^e that story, when

he sees all those antecedent books so exactly agree with the

subsequent.

That this general alteration is a mere dream and chimera,

^
Pag. ^5, QQ.

'*^ Millii Proleg. p. 98.—[" Mais," says Ar. de la Chapelle, La Frip. Ldique,

p. 229,
" la bonnefoi qui auroit du obliger Collins a ne pas supprimer ces

paroles, m' oblige a donner les precedentes, qui ont pu contribuer cousiderable-

ment k faire tomber dans I'erreur I'auteur du Discours, &c, Unde hcec desump-
serit auctor iste," &c. &c.—D.] ,
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may be known even a priori by any man of common sense.

For if the thing was really effected^ and the very Bibles of

Victor and Isidore (with all the rest) were so altered and

corrupted beyond retrieve^ what could those men mean to

transmit that fact to posterity ? Or what copier would not

have stifled those passages in them both ? Suppose, in our

free-thinker's scheme, that all the world at that time were

knaves and fools enough to comply with it : yet surely they
would not have told it us; they would not have branded

themselves to all ages ; not so have abused the evangelists,

whom they looked upon as inspired ;
not rooted up and

destr^oyed^ that religion, which this very pretended fact de-

signed to recommend.

Our modest writer, who affirms of himself that he must
be one of the most understanding and virtuous men alive,^

has given no good instance of either in his management of

this passage; for he has left out a principal word, both

in his Latin and English, and which Mill, as well as

Victor laid before his eyes, that will clear up this whole

affair. Constantinopoli, at Constantinople, says Vic-

tor, the gospels were amended. Was this a general alteration ?

Did this involve the whole Christian world ? Would Theo-

doric, then reigning in the west, have submitted to this order

of Anastasius, a weak and unpopular prince, that was scarce

obeyed by his own guards ? But the story itself pretends to

no more than the city of the emperor's residence : and if our

author did not see this, where was his understanding ? if he

did, and stifled the word by design, where was his virtue ?

[• have told it us ; they would not have branded themselves to all ages ;

not so have abused the evangelists, whom they looked upon as inspired ; not

rooted up and destroyed ; 1 st ed.
'* told us it ; they would not have branded

themselves to all ages ;
not so abused the evangelists, whom they looked on as

inspired ;
not root up and destroy."

—
D.]

*
Pag. 120.—[" It is objected, that free-thinkers themselves are the most infa-

mous, wicked, and senseless ofall mankind. ... In answer to it, therefore, I observe :

"
1. That men who use their understandings must have more sense than

they who use them not; and this I take to be self-evident. And as to the

other part of the objection, I assert, that free-thinkers must, as such, be the most

virtuous persons every where," &c.—D.]
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You see the matter dwindles to nothings even allowing

the whole fact in Victor's meaning to be true. But I can

never believe so wicked and senseless a thought of that

emperor, or any Christian whatever. He was hated indeed

universally, for adhering to heretics, and for his ill conduct

in civil government ;
and so any story was entertained with

joy that would make him still more odious, and blacken his

character. But I fancy I can give you a clear account of the

occasion and rise of this scandal out of Liberatus the Deacon,
of the same age and country with Victor, in the xix*^

chapter of his Breviarium.^

Hoc tempore Macedonius Constantinopolitanus episcopus
ab imperatore Anastasio dicitur expulsus, tamquam evan-

gelia falsasset, et maxime illud apostoli dictum, qui apparuit

in carne, justificatus est in Spiritu. Hunc enim immutasse,
ubi habet O^, id est qui, monosyllabum Graecum; litera

mutata O in vertisse, et fecisse ©^, id est ut esset, Deus

apparuit per carnem. Tamquam Nestorianus ergo culpatus

expellitur per Severum Monachum.
The editions of Liberatus, instead of © and O^, have 12

and 12^ ;
but it appears from Baronius, that the manuscript

had no Greek letters here at all, and that they were supplied

by the first editor. I have not scrupled, therefore, to correct

the place as the Latin clearly requires ;
for DEUS answers

to ©EO^, and the Greek monosyllable OH is in opposition

to that dissyllable. And so Hincmarus in his Opusculum,

chap, xviii., where he recites the same story (without doubt

out of Liberatus), has it plainly, as I have put it, O in ©
vertit et fecit ©H,

The account is this : Macedonius, patriarch of Constanti-

nople, was charged by the emperor Anastasius as afalsary,
that had altered and interpolated several passages of the Neiv

Testament in the copies used in that city ; and particularly

[*
" Get ouvrage a ete donne par le P. Garnier en 1675. II est aussi dans

le V. tome de la derniere collection des Conciles." Ar. de La Chapelle, La

Frip. Ldique, p. 235.—Concerning Liberatus, see Cave's Script. Eccles. Hist.

Lit. t. i. p. 527, ed. 1740.—D.]

1
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that in the 1 Tim. iii. 16, he had ordered GH to be written

instead of O^ ; and for that crime of falsification he was

deprived and banished.

Macedoiiius might really do this ; and where any copies

had it O^, he might order to correct it QX by a small

stroke of the pen. That the copies did vary here of old is

most certain ;* and there^s one in the Colbertin library that

has it OX at this day. But 'tis as certain that Macedonius

was not the first introducer of that reading ; many ancient

fathers citing and explaining it &X} before he was born.

Now any reader, I presume, even our author himself will

grant me, that if Macedonius was banished for falsifying

those copies, Anastasius would give orders to have the true

readings (in his opinion) restored, and that all the copies in

Constantinople should be sought for and amended.

And here, if I mistake not, is the whole ground and rise

of the story in Victor. For the true fact being no more than

this, that Anastasius ordered the copies to be amended, tam-

quam ab idiotis librariis conscripta, as written by ignorant

scribes ; the story grew in the telling, when it was got as far

as Afric, on purpose to blacken him, that he ordered the

originals to be amended, tamquam ab idiotis evangelistis

composita, as made by ignorant evangelists.

It does not lessen the probability of this, that Victor

speaks only of evangelia, the gospels ; for that's the word

both in Liberatus and Hincmare, evangelia /a/^a^^e/, even

where they specify the Epistle to Timothy. So that gospels,

in the common acceptation of those times, were meant of

the whole New Testament.

But I think the probability is much increased by this

obvious reflection, that no one author tells both these stories :

Victor, who has transmitted down the greater reproach, says

not a word of the less ; and Liberatus, who has published

the fairer story, is silent about the blasphemous one. So

that in their first original they were but one and the same.

TANTUM.

[* See the notes of Wetstein and Griesbach ad 1.—D.]
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HONOURED SIR,

You will see all along in my letter_, without my telling it

now, that I designed to have despatched at once all my ob-

servations upon this famous treatise. But finding myself
here in his xc^^ page, the very middle of the book, and my
Remarks having so grown under my hands, that they are

already full heavy enough for the post, I choose to make up
this present packet, and leave the rest to another occasion.

I myself am of opinion, that this half is as much as the

whole : the author's virtues and abilities, his honesty and his

learning, are made already as apparent as even a second

letter can make them
;

for his whole Discourse is but one

uniform series of insincerity and ignorance, of juggle and

blunder. However, if I understand that this letter has come

safe to your hands, and that another would be serviceable

to religion, or acceptable to the English clergy, for whose

honour, though a foreigner, I have the greatest regard, you

may certainly command

Your most obedient, humble servant,

Phileleutherus Lipsiensis.

Leipsic, Jan. 26.

New style.
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TO

MY VERY LEARNED AND HONOURED FRIEND

F. H., D.D.*

AT LONDON, GREAT BRITAIN.

SIR,

The account you was pleased to send me of your publishing

my former Remarks, and of the kind reception they found

among your countrymen_, especially your clergy,^ to whose

[* See note, p. 289.—Immediately on the appearance of the First Part of

the present work, Hare put forth a pamphlet entitled The Clergyman^s Thanks

to Phileleutherus for his Remarks on the late Discourse of Free-thinking. In a

Letter to Dr. Bentley
—

Fungor vice cotis—8vo, pp. 48, suhscribed "
your unknown

admirer and humble servant, Philo-Criticus." In this tract, which is written

with considerable ability. Hare does not confine his applause to the Remarks,

but lavishes the most unqualified praise on the other performances of ** the

universal genius," Bentley,
—the Emendationes in Menandrum, the edition of

Horace, &c. A t a later period of their lives, as the reader is probably aware,

circumstances occurred which dissolved the friendship of Hare and Bentley ;

and when the Works of the former were published after his death, in four vols.

1746, the pamphlet in question was omitted, being ridiculously at variance

with another piece in the second volume of the collection, the Epistola Critica

to Bland, which is a bitter and elaborate attack on Bentley's edition of Phae-

drus, and in which those very writings of the great scholar, so extravagantly
lauded in The Clergyman's Thanks, Sfc, are noticed with contempt.

—
D.]

[t "If," says Hare, "the Remarks of Phileleutherus upon the late Dis-

course o{ Free-thinking had been confined to the private hand they are addressed

to, the learned and ingenious author could have expected the thanks due for so

noble a performance from no other quarter ;
but since those excellent Remarks

have had the justice done them to be made public, and instead of serving to

the instruction of a few, have been read with pleasure and improvement by all,

all I mean who have any interest in the services done to learning and religion,

their author has a right to the thanks of all. And as every honest clergyman

may, without vanity, reckon himself in that number, I take leave publicly to

make him this acknowledgment in my own name, and in that of many others
;

and to assure him that his performance has met with the reception it deserves,

and is universally esteemed by the serious and virtuous men of all parties, par-

ticularly by the clergy (for it is in that quality I write), without distinction ;
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honour and service they were peculiarly dedicated, was very

agreeable. I am sensible that, before my papers could come
to your hands, there must have been several better answers

of your own product at home. If mine, therefore, was read

with such distinction as you speak of, I must impute that

good fortune to nothing else than your known national

humour of admiring foreign commodities, though you have

better of your native growth. 'Tis a favourable error, how-

and that nothing is more impatiently desired than that the same hand would

oblige them with a Second Part, and complete the work. For though, as the

judicious author has observed, the half he as much as the whole, to some pur-

poses ; yet when we find so much both of pleasure and advantage in half, he

must excuse us if we can't but be very desirous of the whole. I say pleasure

and advantage both
; for as we are all pleased, so the most learned of us is not

ashamed to own that he is instructed also by the Remarks of so able and excel-

lent a pen. And what makes the Second Part still more desired, is, that the

remaining part oi Free-thinking seems to afford Phileleutherus a larger field for

displaying that wonderful critic, of which he is so great a master.
" But why do I say this to you ? What is Phileleutherus Lipsiensis to our

English Bentley ? Or how will writing to one procure what is desired of the

other ? This indeed is a question that might be asked where the true author

has reason to conceal himself, or is obscure enough to do it effectually if he

would ; but neither of these suppositions have any place here. Phileleutherus

Lipsiensis, we are sure, is a feigned naine ; and under such a name some

writers, did they choose to hide themselves, might do it with great ease, espe-

cially if they could personam sustinere, and keep up the feigned character

throughout with that exactness, which, it must be confessed, has been observed

in these Remarks. But the abilities of some very few men are so distinguish-

ing, that unless they will hide their talents as well as their names, and write

below themselves, under all disguises they will be known as certainly as by
their names. 'Tis in vain a writer endeavours to conceal himself, when he is

allowed by all to have no equal in his way ; and why should he desire it, when

the more his performance is known, the more honour he is sure 'twill do him ?

Give me leave therefore, learned sir, without more ceremony, personam detra-

here, and, since it will be no discovery, to call you by your name ; for every

body, I assure you, is beforehand with me : and though Dr. Bentley may per-

sonate, if he please, o. foreigner, we are all, for the honour of our country, ready

to own that no foreigner can personate him."
" Your remarks are read by all, and admired as much as read : to the clergy

in particular nothing can be more acceptable than what is so serviceable to

religion ; and if the universal esteem with which they have been received can

create an obligation, we think we have a right to more from the same hand."

The Clergyman's Tlmnks, 8j-c. pp. 3, 4, 5, 47.—D.]
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ever, and we strangers often fare the better for it. But I

am concerned that, when every thing else pleased you, my
declaration at the close, that the half of my Remarks was as

much as the whole, could not merit your approbation. Why
do you thus press and teaze me, both against my inclination

and interest, to continue those papers ? You acknowledge

enough is already said to silence both the book and the

author, both himself and the whole sect. You inform me
that he has fled the pit ;* that all his character for sense and

learning is forfeited and dead : and if so, why impose upon
me that useless cruelty of molesting him in his grave ? I

may add, too, a prudential view : I should stake what I have

already won against nothing at all. If another Part succeeds

as well as the first, I acquire no new reputation ; if it does

not, I lose even the old. Besides, the subject itself is altered :

the former part of his book contained matters of consequence,
and gave some play to an answerer

; but the latter is a dull

heap of citations, not worked nor cemented together, mere

sand without lime : and who would meddle with such dry

mouldering stuif, that with the best handling can never take

a polish ? To produce a good reply, the first writer must

contribute something : if he is quite low and flat, his anta-

gonist cannot rise high ;
if he is barren and jejune, the other

cannot flourish ; if he is obscure and dark, the other can

never shine. And then you know my long law-suit here,t

which is now removed to Dresden ; and who would regard
the free-thinkers,X or willinglyjade his own parts, under such

clogs and impediments ? I find, when I set pen to paper,
that I sink below my own level: Qucerit se ingenium, nee

invenit. But if you'd had patience till my trial was over (for

[*
** The least appearance of danger is able to damp in a moment all their

free-thinking zeal. A bare inquiry after the printer of their wicked book has

frightened them, and obliged the reputed author to take a second trip into

Holland
; so great is his courage to defend upon the first appearance of an

opposition." The Clergyman's Thanks, Sfc. p. 18.—See note, p. 371.—D.]

[f An allusion to the college prosecution ; of which the reader will find a

minute account in Dr. Monk's Life of Bentley.
—

D.]

[t free-thinkers : so \st ed. Ed. 1743, ''free-thinker:*— Y).']
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trial in my cause is the same as victory), then, perhaps, your

growing sect might have felt to their cost,

Et nos tela, pater, ferrumque haud debile dextrd

Spargimus, et nostro sequitur de vulnere sanguis.^

And yet, after so many good reasons why I ought now to

lie still, see the power you have over me, when you both

urge a promise, and back it with the desire of the clergy of

England. During the vacation at our Leipsic mart, I took

up your author, and begun where 1 left off before. I had

thought, indeed, to despatch his whole book within the bulk

of one packet ; but I have run out beyond my length, and

must again stop in the middle : though I hope you'll have

more conscience in the exercise of your authority than to

require any remainder from

Your most obedient servant,

Phileleutherus Lipsiensis.

Leipsic, Sept. 18, 1713.

Stilo novo.

[* Virg. yEn. xii. 50.—D.]
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XXXIV.

I LEFT my author in his 90*^ page, proving the duty and

necessity oifree-thinking, from the conduct of your English

clergy, in ten instances. The WV-^ was concluded with a

passage out of Victor Tununensis ; which I hope is so fully

cleared and answered, that none of the fraternity will here-

after vaunt of it, as they used to do, in booksellers' shops.

His VIII*^ instance of their ill conduct is their daily

publishing of treatises in dialogue, where they introduce

atheists, deists, sceptics, and socinians, speaking for their

own opinions with the same strength, subtilty, and art, that

those men shew either in their books or conversation.^ Nay
one of them, which makes the IX*^ instance, has translated

Lucretius (the only complete ancient system of atheism now

extant) for the benefit of the English reader.*^

When I consider myself as a Lutheran, born and dwell-

ing on the great continent, I cannot but treat with scorn the

weak efforts of this writer, who, while he attacks Christianity

in common, brings arguments that reach no farther than

**

Pag. 91.—[*' Lesley's Dialogue between a Deist and a Christian, 8vo ; and

his Dialogues between a Socinian and a Christian, 4to
; Nichols's Conference

with a Theist; and many others."—D.]
•=

Pag. 91.—[" There is but one complete ancient system of atheism (viz. Epi-
curus' system written by Lucretius) left us upon record, and the priests will not

suflfer that to lie hid in a learned language ; but one of them, the late Reverend

Mr. Creech, has translated it into English verse, for the benefit and entertain-

ment of the English reader. And there are more recommendations of divines

prefixed before his performance than ever I saw before any religious or devout

author whatsoever ; and those all eminent and high divines," &c.—But Creech

had not taken orders when his translation of Lucretius first appeared, in 1682.

In consequence of this work, the free-thinkers seem to have considered him as

one of their own sect ; for in a poem attributed to Prior, entitled A Satire on

the Modern Translators (Suppl. to the Minor Poets, part ii. p. 15. ed. 1750), we

find the following lines concerning
"
painful Creech:"

" The wits confirm'd his labours with renown,

And swear the early atheist for their own."—D.]
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home^ within the narrow compass of your own island. But

what, I pray, is the pretended crime ? or where does the

wrong conduct lie ? I had thought that to propose ob-

jections with their full force had been a certain sign both of

fairness in the writer, and assurance of a good cause. If

they make atheists talk with great strength and subtilty, do

they not refute them with greater strength, and overcome

subtilty with truth ? This our author denies not here : and

if so, where is his own conduct ? Before, he had charged
the priests, that they will not tell the truth,^ when it makes

to their disadvantage ; but here, it seems, they tell too much,
and give the utmost strength to their adversaries^ objections.

Anon, he will tell us of their smothering and stifling ofpas-

sages in their translations ;^ but here the crime is quite con-

trary, that they translate even systems of atheism too openly
and entirely. What cavilling ! what inconsistency ! This

is exactly

Quid dem, quid non dem ?^

Nolo, volo : volo, nolo rursum : cape, cedo,\

Since nothing coming from your English clergy can please

this nice author, neither whole translations nor in part, Fll

try if 2iforeigner can make him amends, when I rub in his

nose, as I have done several already, some more of his own

translations,

XXXV.

But, for a X*^ instance, your priests are guilty oipious

frauds in translating and publishing books,^ even the Holy
Bible itself. For, says he, eKKSj^ala is sometimes rendered

church, other times assembly; and liriaKoiroi sometimes

bishops, other times overseers : whereas the same word in

the original ought to be translated universally alike.^ Nota-

ble criticism, and vast penetration into the nature of lan-

d
Pag. 82. «

Pag. 94, 95. [* Hor. Epist. ii. 2. 63.—D.]

[f Ter. Phorm. v. 7. 57.—D.] ^
Pag. 92.

« Pag. 93.—[The 12mo ed. of the Discourse (see note, p. 291) has *'

always

translated alike." p. 75.—D.]
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guages ! for, to wave now what the transhitors 6f your Bible

say on this very head in the close of their preface, can our

writer be ignorant that in all tongues whatever a word of a

moral or political signification, containing several complex
ideas arbitrarily joined together, has seldom any corre-

spondent word in any other language which extends to all

those ideas ? nay, that in the same language most moral

words, by tract of time and instability of common use, either

lose or gain some of their ideas, and have a narrower or

larger meaning in one age than in another ? Physical words

indeed, as 77X^09, aeKrjVT), OdXaacra, whose significations are

uncompounded and immutable, may be always expressed

alike, sun, moon, and sea ; but the other sort ought not, and

cannot, without great ambiguity and absurdity. See the

variety of iKKXrjala in Greek : it means the place, the

building for an assembly ; it means an assembly or congre-

gation in that place : thus in the ancient heathen times ; but

in the Christian usage, besides these significations, it means

the whole of a town or city, who are wont to assemble in

one or more such places, whether they are actually assem-

bled or not ; it means the whole of a district, diocese, pro-

vince, nation ; it means diffusively the whole community of

the Christian name ; it means the governors of such places,

or assemblies, or districts, of one or more, of larger or less.

And has your English language one single word that is

coextended through all these significations ? The case is

much alike in the other word, eirlaKoirofs, Let our author

then learn, before he sets up to teach. Had he read any

good translation, ancient or modern, could he possibly be so

pedantic with his universally alike ? His own book indeed

is universally alike, a perpetual detail either of his own shuf-

flings or mistakes.

But let us view his particular texts. He^s angry that in

Acts, xix. 32, the word eKKkija-La is rendered assembly, and

not, as usually, the church. For, says he, in this place, where

it manifestly signifies the people, had the translators said,

the church (instead of assembly) loas confused, and the more

VOL. III. 3 c
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part knew not wherefore they were come together ; the signifi-

cation of the word church would not have admitted of any
doubt about its meaning.^ Unfortunate blunderer ! I cannot

decide whether there's more nonsense m his expression, or

more stupidity in his remark. Its signification, says he,

would admit of no doubt about ifs meaning ; that is, its

signification about its signification. Well ; but iKKXrjcria

there means the people ; and, had it been rendered church,

we should have known the church had meant the laity, as

well as the priests. What priest ever denied that church in

your English Bibles does generally comprehend all believers,

people as well as clergy ? But in this place that assembly,

which he would call a church, was a mob oipagans got

together in the town theatre ; some for fear of their manu-

factures (as your silk-weavers once at London), and the

most for they knew not what. And though iKickiqaia, which

signifies any assembly, is properly and decently used here in

the original, can your English word church, that from its

first rise has been consecrated to a religious sense, be ex-

tended to a heathen mutiny? This very instance shews,

what I said before in general, that the political words in

different languages are seldom totally equivalent. And those

foreign words that are not interpreted, but adopted and re-

tained, as apostle, bishop, priest, deacon, have always a nar-

rower sense, where they are transplanted, than in their first

soil. And yet our wTiter adds seriously (for there's no mark
of raillery or jest), that, had the translators done their duty
in this passage, there could have been no doubt about the

meaning of the word church. No doubt in the least ; for if

that assembly could be called a church, you would have

churches at your operas, churches at comedies, at puppet-

shows, at masquerades. If he had taught your parliament
this language, he might have saved the great charge of their

^
Pag. 92.— [In the later eds. of the Discourse in English (see note, p. 290,

1.) this passage is not altered. The French translation has— " le terme d'eglise

auroit ete pris selon sa propre signification, qui n'auroit pas repondu an sujet."

p. 136.—D.]
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fifty new churches ; for with one word he has huilt as many
as there are coffee-houses in London ; and, what is more, he

has proved himself and his free-thinkers to be excellent

church-men.

His other exception is Acts, xx. ; where ol irpea^vrepoi

Tri<; iKK\7ja-ia<i, the elders, the presbyters of the church,

ver. 17, are said to be eTriaKOTroc, ver. 28, overseers over all

the flocks Here, instead of overseers, he would have it ren-

*dered bishops, that it might appear that bishops and pres-

byte^'S in Scripture phrase are synonymous words. And what

if they should be so, iidem irpea^vrepoi qui iiriaKO'Trot, the

first the name of their age and order, the latter of their office

and duty ? does he think to fright your bishops with this ?

does this affect the cause of episcopacy ? how then came

Theodorit a bishop, Theophylact an archbishop, and Chry-
sostom a patriarch, not to be aware of it, when they ex-

pressly affirm what our writer would have appear ? They,
with all Christian antiquity, never thought themselves and

their order to succeed the Scripture liridKOTToi, but the Scrip-

ture airbaToKoi', they were hiaho'^oi rwv airoaToKdnv, the

successors of the apostles. The sum of the matter is this :

though new institutions are formed, new words are not

coined for them, but old ones borrowed and applied. ^Eiri-

cTKOTTo^, whose general idea is overseer, was a word in use

long before Christianity 3 a word of universal relation to

economical, civil, military, naval, judicial, and religious mat-

ters. This word was assumed to denote the governing and

presiding persons of the church, as Sta/coj/09 (another word

of vulgar and diffused use) to denote the ministerial. The

presbyters therefore, while the apostles lived, were irrrlaKOTrot,

overseers. But the apostles, in foresight of their approach-

ing martyrdom, having selected and appointed their suc-

cessors in the several cities and communities, as St. Paul

did Timothy at Ephesus, and Titus at Crete, A.D. lxiv.,
four years before his death, what name were these succes-

sors to be called by ? not aTroaToXoi, apostles : their modesty,
•

Pag. 93.
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as it seems, made them refuse it; they would keep that

name proper and sacred to the first extraordinary messengers
of Christ, though they really succeeded them in their office,

in due part and measure, as the ordinary governors of the

churches. It was agreed, therefore, over all Christendom at

once, in the very next generation after the apostles, to

assign and appropriate to them the word eTr/c/coTro?, or

bishop. From that time to this, that appellation, which be-

fore included ?l presbytery has been restrained to a superiof

order. And here's nothing in all this but what has happened
in all languages and communities in the world. See the

Notitia of the Roman and Greek empires, and you'll scarce

find one name of any state employment, that in course of

time did not vary from its primitive signification. So that

should our Lutheran presbyters contend they are Scripture

bishops, what would they get by it ? No more than lies in

the syllables. The time has been, when a commander even

of a single regiment was called imperator : and must every
such now-a-days set up to be emperors ? the one pretence is

altogether as just as the other.

But to speak a word to his version. He would have it

bishops in Acts, xx., as it is in other places, and not over-

seers. Our Luther, indeed, has translated it here and every

where bischoffen ; but, if my countrymen do not hear me, I

must beg his excuse. Bishop and bischoff give no internal

idea to an illiterate Englishman or German. As an exotic

word, they have no notion of it but from seeing a modern

bishop. To such, therefore, this version, you presbyters, whom
the Holy Ghost hath made bishops over all the flock, gives a

sense erroneous and false. Well, then, is it translated in

your Bible overseers : and if our aw\i.w3.Ydfree-thi7iker had

changed the tables, and expostulated, not why here overseers,

but why not every where else, perhaps he could not have

been so easily answered.

XXXVL
Another piousfraud is laid to your translators, Acts, vii.
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59. A?id they stoned Stephen, calling upon God, and saying.

Lord Jesus, receive my spirit.^ For, says he, the word God

has no manuscript nor printed copy in any language to

vouch it. And was this insertion made fraudulently ? or is

it not an impiousfraud in this writer, to bring so false a

charge against a book that deserves his veneration ? are not

the words upon God printed in italic letter, to warn the

reader, as usually, that they are not in the original ? In the

same chapter there are these several words inserted to make

the sense clearer, so much as, Abraham, begat, time, the

Father, saying, him, so ; and all distinguished in italic with

a nice and religious exactness. Why did not our writer

make exceptions to those ? He can easily allow them ; but

the name of God to be inserted is 2i free-thinker^s aversion.

Well, but had the translators concealed the insertion, and

not proclaimed it by an italic letter, where had been the

piousfraud? what interest, what priestcraft can it serve? is

this a text bandied for the rights of the church ? Can he

deny, that the words upon God supplied in the version are

manifestly understood in the original? the Greek word is

iTTLKaXovfjuevov, calling upon : and our author is uncommonly
honest, when he charges one word, God, and not two, upon

God, to be the insertion. So that they stoned Stephen, calling

upon and saying. Lord, &c. Pray, what or whom did he

call upon? certainly either God or the Lord; and let our

author take his choice. Nay, the words being thus in the

text according to the present copies, EUIKAAOTMENON
KAI AEFONTA ; should I affirm that a word is dropt out,

either &N, God, absorpt by the preceding syllable ON, or KN,
the Lord, by the following syllable KAI

; and that your
translators were of the same opinion, considering that

eiTLicaXelcrOaL tov Oeov and rov /cvpiov come so frequently in

the Septuagint; I dare challenge all the tribe to answer it,

though they take the Cismarine critic* to their aid and

assistance.

i Pag. 93. [* Le Clerc : see note, p. 294.—D.]
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XXXVII.

Well, but the postscripts of the II*^ Epistle to Timothy,
and of the Epistle to Titus, wherein the former is styled

first bishop of the church of the Ephesians, and the latter of
the Cretans^ were both proved in parliament to be bold and

spurious additions made by your reverend editors,^ This is

formidable indeed to tell us at Leipsic, where your English

parliament must needs have greater authority than any

general council. But how, pray, was it proved there ? was

it enacted by all the estates, and with the bishops^ concur-

rence ? or was it voted only in the lower house ? or, which is

yet lower, was it only debated? or when was this great trans-

action ? He quotes for it Diurnal Occurrences/^ a book un-

known in these parts ; so that I can only guess either at the

time or the manner of it. However I durst lay a small

wager, that it was done in what you call your Rump Parlia-

ment, and that thisf learned proof was made there by some

lay elder in buff. Be that as it will, I dare tell our author,

without any vote of our German diet in opposition to his

parliament, that it was never proved there nor any where

else ; and that he speaks not one true word in all this para-

graph. For he blunders when he calls them postscripts ;

that word ever implying, that they were subjoined by the

writer of the letter preceding. But nobody yet either be-

lieved or affirmed, that these were underwritten by St. Paul

himself. They are nothing but memorandums or endorse-

ments, written by others long after the death of the apostle.

But be they postscripts or subscripts, your translators neither

made them nor recommended them for Scripture. And his

parliamentary proof, that those additions were made by the

reverend editors, does miserably fail him. Impudence and

^
Pag. 94.—[The later 8vo ed. of the Discourse, p. 9S, and the 12mo ed.

p. 77, (see note pp. 290, 1) have— " bold and spurious additions made hy some

ancient priests, and continued by our reverend editors." And so nearly the

French translation, p. 138.—D.]

[*
"

p. 123, 124."—D.] [t and that this ; 1*^ ed. "and this."—D.]
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noise figainst plain matter of fact ! Let him look into Dr.

Mill's edition, and he'll see that very few of the manuscripts
want them : and they were printed in the best Greek editions

before your editors were born.

XXXVIII.

// is certain, says he, the priests may plead the authority

ofthe Fathersforforgery, corruption, and mangling of authors,
vnth more reason than for any of their articles of faith}
He grows in impudence and profaneness : but how does he

make this out ? from a passage of St. Jerome,"^ the import of

which he understands not, and the words he has wilfully

perverted. One Vigilantius had accused St. Jerome as a

favourer of Origen^s heresies, because he had translated

several of his wi'itings into Latin. The Father replies to this

effect :
^ That the nature of his studies led him to read all

*

Pag. 96.—[The 12mo ed. of the Discourse (see note, p. 291) has— "the

authority of the Fathers and the ancient Christian priests for forgery, corruption,

mangling, and destruction of authors, with more," &c. p. 79. The French trans-

lation—" I'autorite desancie7is Chretiens pour excuser ce qu'ils ont ajoute," &c.

p. 142.—D.]
">

Epist. ad. Vigilantium, torn. iv. ed. novae, p. 275.—[Of the passage which

he has translated, Collins gives the original in a note, as follows :

" Si igitur, quae bona sunt transtuli, et mala vel amputavi vel correxi vel

tacui, arguendus sum, cum per me Latini bona Origenis habeant et mala igno-

rent ? Si hoc est crimen, arguatur et Hilarius. Sit in culpa Vercellensis, qui

omnium Psalmorum commentarios haeretici hominis (Eusebii Caesariensis) ver-

tit in nostrum eloquium, haeretica praetermittens. Taceo de Victorino Picta-

vionensi et caeteris ne non tam me defendere, quam sociorum criminis

videor quaerere. Jdv. Vigilantium. Op. Tom. 2. p. 312, 313. Ed. Erasmi.'" Dis-

course, p. 97.

"
Voici," says Ar. de La Chapelle, La Frip. La'ique, p. 281, "les paroles de

St. Jerome, Epist. adv. Vigil, tom. iv. edit, novae, p. 275. et de la mienne,

qui est Colon. Agrip. tom. ii. p. 251. Significo . ... me ita Origenem legisse,

vel legere, ut Apollinarium, vel ceeteros tractatores, quorum in quibusdam libros non

recipit ecclesia, non quod omnia dicam esse damnanda, quae in illorum voluminibus

continentur, sed quod qucedam reprehendenda confitear. Verum quia operis mei esi

et studii, multos legere .... non tam probaturus omnia, quam qua bona sunt

electurus, assumo multos in manus meas .... Origenes heereticus . ... At idem

et Scripturas in multis bene interpretatus est . . . Si igitur quee bona sunt transtuliy

et mala vel amputavi, vel correxi, vel tacui, arguendus sum cur per me Latini

bona ejus habeant, et mala ignorent ?"—D.]
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sorts of books, such as those of Origen, ApoUinarius, Euse-

bius; who in some points indeed were heretical, but in

others had given great Hght to the Scriptures, and done emi-

nent service to the church. That some of their books he

had translated into Latin, for the use of those that under-

stood not the Greek ; but not so as to propagate their here-

sies : for he had either omitted those tracts, or rescinded or

refuted those passages, which might pervert or scandalise the

unlearned reader.^^ Here, we see, St. Jerome does not excuse

himself (as our writer turns it) for mangling of authors, but

for translating them at all. But how in justice can the

omission of some tracts or passages, where the translator is

free to take what he pleases, be called mangling of authors ?

Did not Jerome acquaint the public, both in his prefaces to

the respective books and in these epistles, that he had left

out such passages ? Did he mangle Origen in the original,

and procure the Greek copies to be rased or interpolated ?

How was Origen then mangled, whose works were preserved
entire both then and long after? Neither had Jerome's

translation that consequence then, as in our days a numerous

edition propagated from the press. His version was but one

written copy, that might be transcribed by some of his

friends, or a few others that were curious. And what is

there in all this unworthy of an honest man ? Were I to

translate Petronius's Civil War, or some of the chaste epi-

grams of Martial, should I be counted a mangier because I

added not all their obscenities ? Yomv free-thinkers, at that

rate, are the greatest manglers of authors, who have taken a

contrary course, and culled all the lewd and smutty passages
of the ancient poets, and printed them together.

But our writer cannot pass this passage of St. Jerome

without a cast of his skill and fidelity. The words cited by
him are. Si igitur quce bona sunt transtuli, et mala vel ampu-
tavi, vel correxi, vel tacui ; arguendus sum, cur per me Latin i

bona Origenis habeant, et mala ignorent ? which our faithful

n See also Epist. de Erroribus Origenis, p. 345. Adversus Rufinum Apo-
loofia 1 et 2.
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writer thus translates. Am I to be blamedfor making men

acquainted with what is good in Origen, and keeping them

ignorant of what is bad in him ? Where the Father says

Latini, the Latins, our author says men in general : on pur-

pose to insinuate that Jerome had suppressed, or mutilated,

or corrupted Origen's Greek copies. For while those were

in being and entire, Jerome could not keep all men ignorant
of what was bad in Origen, but only the Latins.

Where the Father says, Qui omnium Psalmorum com--

mentarios hceretici hominis vertit in nostrum eloquium, our

writer Englishes it thus : Who translated into Latin the

commentaries of Eusebius of Ccesarea, a grand heretic.

Tlie Father indeed means Eusebius, but names him not ; but

our writer has put him into the text, and in capitals too, to

make the reader mind it ; and then bestows out of his own
store the epithet grand, and puts it in the mouth of St.

Jerome. Why this venom thrown upon Eusebius, but that

the free-thinkers hate him, as one of the chief writers of the

church ? Could our author be ignorant, that it was a great

dispute then, and continues so still, whether Eusebius was

really a heretic, that is, an Arian, or no ? Has not your
learned Dr. Cave, in a late elaborate dissertation,* done justice

to his character ? Why, then, a grand heretic in the version,

when it's bare heretic in the text ? An honest writer indeed,

who, in the very place where he cries out on forgery, corrup-

tion, and mangling, cannot himself refrain hom.forging, cor-

rupting, m\di fraudulently adding,

.
XXXIX.

I pass over his trifling instances ofmangling Father Paul's

Letter's, Baumgarten's Travels, and Anthony Wood's His-

tory ;0 which omissions he has here kindly supplied, out of

[* See, appended to Cave's Script. Eccles. Hist. Lit. (t.
ii. ed. 1743), De

Eusebii Cces. Arianismo adversus Joannem Clericum, and Epistola Apologetica, 8fc.

-D.]
"
Pag. 94, 95, ^Q.—[Brown, the translator of Paul's Letters^ 1693, who

'* smothered the most remarkable and valuable passages" in them, (but see xli.

VOL. III. 3 D
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dear love to treason, superstition, and scandal. And yet you

perhaps in England can even in these trifles shew his fraud

and prevarication. ,

He then commences his third section with pretended

objections and answers dhout free-thinkinff, taken in a good
and legitimate sense. Is he always at his juggling, and

shifting the true question ? Does he hope to slur his unwary
reader with such a palpable imposture ? Free-thinking here^

for many pages together,? is put for common use of reason

and judgment, a lawful liberty of examining, and, in a word,

good Protestantism, Then whip about, and it stands for

scepticism, for infidelity, for bare atheism. But his mask is

too thin and too pellucid to cover his true face. He is still

known for a mere atheist, though he talks offree-thinking

in words that may become a Christian. What Aristippus

once said, when he was pleased with some sweet unguent,
Curse on those effeminate wretches that have made so pretty a

thing scandalous f^ may be applied to him and his tribe, for

bringing a scandal on so good a word as free-thinking, that

does not belong to them. They free by way of distinction ?

that have the most slavish of systems, mere matter, eternal

sequel of causes ; chained fatalists, fettered Spinosists.

They thinkers by way of eminence ? who have proper title to

no thought but that of the /bo/, when he said in his heart

there was no God. For this is the first and lastf of all their

glorious searches.

But I could have saved him one objection, that free-

of the Remarks, p. 390).
** The Reverend Translator of Baumgarten's Travels,

in Churchhill's Collection of Voyages," who 'i stifled a passage that contains

two very remarkable particulars"
— about the dead coming out of their graves

during divine service in a mosque at Cairo
;
and about a lake there, which

turns blood-red once a year, perhaps in memory of the Egyptian plague.

Bishop Fell, who corrupted Wood's History in many places while it was in

the press, and struck out passages where Wood had done justice to Hob-
bes.—D.]

P Pag. 99-110.

[*
"
Diog.Laert. ii. 76. (p. 124. ed. Meib.)." Ar. de La Chapelle, Za Frip.

Ldique, p. 289.—D.]

[f and last ; \st ed. " and the last."—D.]
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thinking may produce a great number of atheists.^ Pray, be

not in pain for that; unless he means (as he often does)

free-thinking and atheism for synonymous words. It is pos-

sible, says his objector,'^ that iffree-thinking be allowed, some

men may think themselves into atheism. Courage ! and dis-

miss those dismal apprehensions. For, however it might be

of old times, or now among some Hottentots or Iroquois,

where the materials of thinking are scanty, and the methods

uncultivated, there's no danger of this in England, in that

light of science and learning. A person there may easily rob,

plunder, perjure, debauch, or drink himself into atheism;
but it's impossible he can think himself into it. Let him
think thoroughly ;

come duly prepared, and proceed patiently

and impartially ; and I dare be answerable for him, without

an office of insurance.

XL.

While I was looking on his passage of Zosimus^ (whom,
out of his profound skill in Greek, he twice writes Zozimus),
I had like to have dropt a memorable paragraph, which shews

his great affection to your clergy. He complains of the

great charge of maintaining such numbers of ecclesiastics, as a

great evil to society, and a burden never felt on any other

occasion.^ Now, how shall I accost him ? as a grand his-

torian, or a shrewd politician ? for I know he^s above the

low considerations of divine worship, truth, piety, salvation,

and immortality. But what news does he tell us ? That the

supporting of priests is a burden unknown before Christianity ?

Had he read over even those authors alone, with whose twice-

borrowed scraps he has filled his margin, he would have

learnt that both in Greece and Italy, before our Saviour's

birth, the heathen priests were more in number, higher in

1 Pag. 105.

'
Pag. 104.— [Lest the reader should suppose that some particular person

is meant by the words "
his objector," I may notice that the passage quoted

above stands thus in the Discourse :
" It is objected, that iffree-thinking be

allowed, it is possible," &c.—D.]
•
Pag. 117, 118.—[Sec Remarks, sect. XLli.]

»

Pag. 114.
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dignity^ and better provided with endowments, salaries, and

immunities, than now you are in England. The like was

before in Egypt, and in every other country where humanity
and letters had any footing. Many of his authors {whom he

cites as free-thinkers) were priests themselves ; Josephus,

Plutarch, Cato, Cicero,^ &c. ; and the last named was made

so after his consulate, the highest post of honour and power
then in the universe : nay (to make our author quite lay him

aside for ever), he had the indelible character too ; for, being
once made a priest, a priest he was to be for life. But what

an adversary am I writing against, wholly ignorant of com-

mon history ? And his politics are as low too, that would

extirpate the whole order of your clergy, and so bring your

country to the ignorance of the savages, to a worse condition

than your old ancestors were in, while they had their Bards

and their Druids. For it ever was and ever will be true, in

all nations, under all manners and customs, no priesthood,

no letters, no humanity; and reciprocally again, society, laws,

government, learning, a pri-esthood. What, then, would our

thoughtless thinker be at? Sink the order of the present

clergy to save charges to the public, and pay the same or

double to maintain as many for Epicurus, or Jupiter, or

Baal ;^ for some order of priests there will be. Though,
even take him in his free-thinking capacity, he can never

conceive nor wish a priesthood either quieter for him, or

cheaper, than that of the* present Church of England. Of

your quietness himself is a convincing proof, who has writ

this outrageous book, and has met with no punishment nor

prosecution. And for the cheapness, that appeared lately in

one of your parliaments, when the accounts exhibited shewed

that 6000 of your clergy, the greater part of your whole

number, had at a middle rate, one with another, not fifty

pounds a-year. A poor emolument for so long, so laborious,

so expensive an education, as must qualify them for holy

" TtVerat . . roiv Upitov, ot)s avyovpas 'Pw/xaioi KoXovai. Plut. in Cic. [Opp,
thy. p. 816. ed. Reisk.—D.] 'See Remark the 5th.

[* than that of the; 1st ed. " than the."—D.]
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orders. While I resided at Oxford, and saw such a conflux

of youth to their annual admissions, I have often studied and

admired why their parents would, under such mean encou-

ragements, design their sons for the church ; and those the

most towardly and capable and select geniuses among their

children, who must needs have emerged in a secular life. I

congratulated, indeed, the felicity of your establishment^

which attracted the choice youth of your nation for such very
low pay ; but my wonder was at the parents, who generally

have interest, maintenance, and wealth, the first thing in their

view : till at last one of your state lotteries ceased my asto-

nishment. For as in that a few glittering prizes, 1000, 5000,

10,000 pounds, among an infinity of blanks, drew troops of

adventurers, who, if the whole fund had been equally ticketed,

would never have come in
;
so a few shining dignities in your

cliurch, prebends, deaneries, bishopricks, are the piousfraud
that induces and decoys the parents to risk their child^s for-

tune in it. Every one hopes his own will get some great

prize in the church, and never reflects on the thousands of

blanks in poor country livings. And if a foreigner may tell

you his mind, from what he sees at home, 'tis this part of

your establishment that makes your clergy excel ours. Do
but once level all your preferments, and you'll soon be as

level in your learning. For, instead of the flower of the

English youth, you'll have only the refuse sent to your aca-

demies, and those, too, cramped and crippled in their studies,

for want of aim and emulation. So that, if yonrfree-thinkers
had any politics, instead of suppressing your whole order,

they should make you all alike ; or, if that cannot be done,

make your preferments a very lottery in the whole similitude.

Let your church dignities be pure chance prizes, without re-

gard to abilities, or morals, or letters : as a journeyman (I

think) in that state lottery was the favourite child of fortune.

XLI.
^ But again, before I come to the inviting passage of Zosimus,
I shall gather some of his scattered flowers, and comprise
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them under one remark. If any good Christian, says lie,

happens to reason better than ordinary, the priests presently

charge him with atheism."^ He means only your English

priests^ as I see by his instances : and naughty men they^ if

any of them do so. But I'll give him a word of comfort,

and offer myself as sponsor for them, that none of them will

call him atheist, /or reasoning better than ordinary. Good

man, to avoid that odious name, he has sprinkled all his

pages with mere nonsense, out of pure consideration and

forecast.

To shew his good taste and his virtuous turn of mind,* he

praises two abuses upon James I. ; that he was a doctor more

than a king, and was priest-ridden by his archbishop ;^ as the

most VALUABLE passagcs in Father Paul's Letters ; and yet,

as I have been told, those passages are spurious and forged.

Well, but were they genuine and true, are those the things

he most values ? O, the vast love and honour he bears to

the crown and the mitre ! But his palate is truly constant

and uniform to itself : he drudges in all his other authors,

ancient and modern, not to find their beauties, but their

spots ; not to gather the roses, but the thorns ;
not to suck

good nutriment, but poison. A thousand bright pages in

Plutarch and TuUy pass heavy with him, and withoutf relish ;

but if he chances to meet with a suspicious or sore place,

then he's feasted and regaled, like a fly upon an vdcer, or a

beetle in dung : and with those delicious scraps put together,

he has dressed out this book of Free-thinking,

But have a care of provoking him too much, for he has

still in reserve more instances of your conduct; your declama-

tions against reason ;y such false reason, I suppose, as he and

his tribe would put oif for good sterling : your arts and method

of discouraging examination into the truths of religion ; such

truths, forsooth, of religion as this, that religion itself is all

^^
Pag. 85.

[* his virtuous turn of mind ; \st ed.
*' the virtuous turn of his mind."—D,]

'"

Pag. 94, 95. [t him, and without
;

1*^ ed.
" him without."—D.]

> Pag. 97.
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false : and agaiuj, your encouraging examination when either

authority is against you (the authority, he means, of your late

king JameSj when one* of his free-thinking doctors thought

himself into popery), or when you think that truth is certainly

on your side ; he will not say that truth is certainly on your

side, but only that you think so : however, he allows here

you are sometimes sincere ; a favour he would not grant you
in some of his former instances.

But the last and most cutting instance is, your instilling

principles into youth :^ no doubt he means those pernicious

p?'inciples of fearing God ; honouring the king ; loving your

neighbour as yourselves; living soberly, righteously, and

godly in this present world. O, the glorious nation you
would be, if your stiff parsons were once displaced, and/ree-
thinkers appointed tutors to your young nobility and gentry I

How would arts, learning, manners, and all humanity flourish

in an academy under such preceptors ! who, instead of

your Bible, should read Hobbes's Leviathan; should instil

early the sound doctrines of the mortality of the soul, and

the sole good of a voluptuous life. No doubt such an esta-

blishment would make you a happy people, and even a rich ;

for our youth would all desert us in Germany, and presently

pass the sea for such noble education.

The beginning of his III*^ section, where (as I remarked

hefore) free-tJdnking stands for no more than thinking, may
pass in general for truth, though wholly an impertinence.
For who in England forbids thinking ? or who ever made
such objections as he first raises, and then refutes ? He dare

not, sure, insinuate as if none of your clergy thought, nor

examined any points of doctrine, but took a system of

opinions by force and constraint, under the terror of an in-

quisition, or the dread of fire and faggot. So that we have

XX. pages of mere amusement, under the ambiguity of a

word. Let your clergy once profess that they are the true

[ See note, p. 361.—D.]
'
Pag. 97.—[The French translation of the Discourse (see note, p. 291) has

** leurs principes." p. 145.—D.]
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free-thinkersi and you'll soon see the unbelieving tribe re-

nounce their new name.

However, in these sapless pages he has scattered a mark
of his great learning. He says, the infinite variety of opinions^

religions, and worships among the ancient heathens, never pro-
duced any disorder or confusion,^ What ! was it no disorder

when Socrates suffered death for his opinions ; when Aristotle

was impeached, and jfled ; when Stilpo was banished ; and

when Diogoras was proscribed ? Were not the Epicureans
driven out from several cities, for the debaucheries and

tumults they caused there ? Did not Antiochus banish all

philosophers out of his whole kingdom ;^ and for any one

to learn ofthem, made it death to the youth himself, and loss

of goods to his parents ? Did not Domitian expel all the

philosophers out of Rome and whole Italy ? Did the Galli,

the vagabond priests of Cybele, make no disturbances in

town and country ? Did not the Romans frequently forbid

strange religions and external rites that had crept into the

city, and banish the authors of them ? Did the Bacchanals

create no disorders in Rome, when they endangered the

whole state, and thousands were put to death for having
been initiated in them ? In a word, was that no disturbance

in Egypt, which Juvenal tells of his own knowledge (and

which frequently used to happen), when in two neighbouring
cities their religious feuds ran so high, that, at the annual

festival of one, the other, out of zeal, went to disturb the

solemnity ; and after thousands were fighting on both sides,

and many eyes and noses lost, the scene ended in slaughter,

»
Pag. 101.— [The later 8vo ed. of the Discourse, ibid, (see note, p. 290, 1)

has ^'

any great disorder." The 12mo ed. gives the passage thus: " And yet

no confusion ever arose in Greece on account of this diversity of opinions.

Nay, so far were the differences among philosophersfrom being supposed to have any

tendency towards confusion in society, that the Epicureans (Gassetidi de Vita et

Moribus Epicuri, cap. 5. 1. 2.), as well as other philosophers, had salaries settled on

them by the governme7it. Nor did the great variety of religions and worships,

which in old Rome were of six hundred different kinds, (Lipsius de Magnitud. Rom.

I. 4. c. 5.) ever produce any great disorder or confusion among the ancients,"

p. 84. ; and so the French translation, p. 150.—D.]
^
Athenaeus, lib. xii. p. 547. [=t. iv. p. 532. ed. Schw.—D.]
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and the body slain was cut* into bits, and eaten up raw by
the enemies ? And all this barbarity committed, because the

one side worshipped crocodiles, and the other killed and eat

them.

summus utrinque
Indefuror vulgo, quod numina vicinorum

Odit uterque locus ; cum solos credat habendos

Esse deos, quos ipse colit,f

Let him go now and talk facetiously at his club, that among
the pagans there was no polemic divinity.

XLII.

We are now come to a grand secret of your priestcraft,

the toleration of vice, by which all the rogues and fools are

engaged in your party,
^

This, he says, was put in practice

with success as early as Constantine the Great, who {as

Zozimus tells us) after he had committed such horrible vil-

laniesy which the pagan priests told him were not expiable in

their religion, being assured by an Egyptian bishop that there

was no villany so great but was to be expiated by the sacra-

ments of the Christian religion, he quitted the religion of his

ancestors, and embraced the new impiety j so Zozimus im-

piously calls the Christian religion.% Now, the business

itself, laid to Constantine's charge here by a bigoted pagan,
is too stale and trivial to deserve a new answer, having been

fully refuted both by the ecclesiastic historians of old and

several of the moderns. But what I here animadvert on is

[* slain was cut ; \st ed,
" slain cut."—D.]

[t Juv. XV. 35.—D.]
'^

Pag. 117, 118.

[X In the 12mo ed. of the Discourse (see note, p. 291) the words "
so Zozi-

mus impiously calls the Christian religion!' are wanting, p. 97; and so in the

French translation, p. 174.

The •' mauvaise-foi" of Collins, in his version of this passage of Zosimus—
his using terms unwarranted by the Greek text,

— " an Egyptian bishop" and
" the sacraments of the Christian religion" has drawn forth a very long note from

Ar. de La Chapelle, La Frip. Laique, p. 319, &c. ; but it relates to particulars

on which Bentley has not touched.—D.]

VOL. III. 3 E
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the prodigious awkwardness of our writer both in his version

and application of this passage.

Zosimus, a poor superstitious creature (and consequently,
as one would guess, an improper witness for omy free-thinker) ,

who has filled his little history not more with malice against

the Christians than with bigotry for the pagans ;
who treats

his reader with oracles of the Palmyrenes and Sibyls ;
with

annual miracles done by Venus, where gold and silver swum

upon water ; with presages and dreams of old women ; with

thunders and earthquakes, as if they were prodigies ; with a

dead body vanishing in the middle of an army ; with omens,
and with predictions from the entrails* of beasts ; with an ap-

parition of Pallas and her Gorgon, and with the spectre of

Achilles ; with wooden idols that fire could not burn ; with

a necklace of the goddess Rhea, that executed divine venge-
ance ; who imputes the taking of Rome by Alaric to the

omission of pagan sacrifices, and the decay of the Roman

empire to Constantine's neglecting the ludi sceculares : this

wise and judicious author is brought in for a good evidence ;

and our avowed enemy to superstition connives at all this

trumpery, for the sake of one stab at the reputation of Con-

stantine and the honour of Christianity.

But how has he managed and represented it ? The story,

as Zosimus himself tells it,*^ is thus :
'
Constantine, being

troubled in conscience for some crimes he had committed,

applied to the heathen priests for expiation. They answer-

ing, that they had no way of expiation for crimes of so deep
a die, a certain Egyptian told him, that if he would turn

Christian, all his sins would be immediately forgiven him.

Constantine liking this well, and, after a renunciation of

paganism, partaking of the Christian rites, t^9 dcre^eia^ rrjv

dp'xrjy iTroLTjaaro, Tr)v /jLavTL/crjv e')(ei>v
eV viroyfriay for his

FIRST INSTANCE OF IRRELIGION, he began to suspect and cry

down the art offoretelling thingsfrom the entrails of beasts ;

for having had many events truly predicted to him by that

[* from the entrails; 1*^ ed. "from entrails."—D.]
'»

Pag. 104. [Lib. ii. cap. 29. p. 150. ed Reit.—D.]
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art, he was afraid others would make use of it against him-

self.' This is a faithful version ;
for that fxavriKT) here means

haruspicina, the art of divination by entrails, appears from

p. 157,* and other places of that author.

How amazing, now, is the ignorance of o\xv free-thinker !

unless, perhaps, he will plead impudence; for with such

men excusatius est voluntate peccare quam casu, it's counted

a smallerfault to prevaricate on purpose than err by mistake.

He stops his citation and version in the very middle of the

sentence, and interprets t^9 aae^ela^ rrjv ap')(r)v the new
IMPIETY ; and then subjoins, with a sneer, so Zozimus impi-

ously calls the Christian religion. If Zosimus speakf not impi-

ously, somebody else does. For with him da-e^eca, irreligion,

neglect of worship, has only reference to the pagan rites, and

particularly to sacrifices and haruspices. These Constantine

had abandoned ; and for that reason deserved, as well as Cato

the Censor,^ to be put into our writer's list offree-thinkers.
But see the partiality ! Constantine has lost his favour, be-

cause he first made the government Christian : and an author

must be mangled, sense and grammar distorted, all rules of

S5aitax perverted, to bring out a little blasphemy. 'Ap')(r)v

T^? dcre^eia^ iirotrjo-aro, embraced the new impiety ? and the

Christian religion meant by it? Intolerable construction,

and monstrous ! there's scarce a such-like prodigyX in his

former version of Cicero.

XLIII.

The next witness that he summons from the shades is

Julian the Apostate; and I wonder he did not call along
with him Judas Iscariot. But what does Julian depose ?

Why, the foresaid conversion of Constantine gave occasion

to him to satirise thus our holy religion :^ Whosoever is a

ravisher, a murderer, guilty of sacrilege, or any other abomi-

nation, let him come boldly ; for, when Ihave washed him with

[* i. e. ed. Oxon. 1679=p. 223. ed. Reit—D.]
[t speak; 1st ed. "speaks."—D.]

«
Pag. 135.

[t See p. 324.—D.] *
Pag. 118.
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this water, I'll immediately make him clean and innocent : and

if he commits the same crimes again, I'll make him, after he

has thumped his breast and beat his head, as clean as before.^

And what can our writer make of this satire^ though I've

mended his version for him ? A ridiculous and stale banter^

used by Celsus and others before Julian, upon the Christian

doctrines, baptism, repentance, and remission of sins. Bap-
tism is rallied as mere washing, and repentance as thumping
the breast^ and other outward grimace. The inward grace,

the intrinsic change of mind, are left out of the character.

And whom are we to believe, these pagans or our own selves ?

Are we to fetch our notions of the sacraments from scraps of

Julian and Celsus ? or from the Scripture, the pure fountain ;

from what we read, know, and profess ? And yet the banter

came more decently out of Celsus an Epicurean's mouth,

than out of Julianas, the most bigoted creature in the world.

He to laugh at expiation by baptism, whose whole life after

his apostacy was a continued course of Kadapfiol, washings,

purgations, expiations, with the most absurd ceremonies ?

addicted to the whole train of superstitions ; omens, presages,

prodigies, spectres, dreams, visions, auguries, oracles,

magic, theurgic, psychomantic ? whose whole court in a

manner consisted of haruspices and sacrificuli, and philo-

sophers as silly as they ? who was always poring in the

entrails of cattle, to find futurities there ? who, if he had

returned victor out of Persia (as his very pagan friends

jested on him), would have extinguished the whole species of

bulls and cows by the number of his sacrifices ?t I have

drawn this character of him from his own writings, and the

heathens his contemporaries; that I might not bring sus-

pected testimonies from Christian authors. Though even

these allow him to have been egregicB indolis,X an extraordi-

g Juliani Csesares, in fine. [* breast; list ed. ^^ head."—D.]

[t Ar. de La Chapelle {La Frip. La'ique, p. 333) refers to Am. Marcel.

1. XXV. p. 427. ed. 1681.=t. ii. p. 46. ed. Bip.—D.]

IX
" C'est St. Augustin qui I'a dit, dans sa Cite de Dieu, liv. v. chap, xxi."

Ar. de La Chapelle, La Frip. La'ique, p. 336.—D.]
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nary genius, if he had not been spoilt by the philosophers

his masters. The truth is^ those persons, for their profes-

sorial interest, and to keep the pagan system in some coun-

tenance against the objections of Christians, had quite altered

the old schemes of philosophy, and pretended to more im-

pulses, inspirations, revelations, and commerce with the

Deity than Christians could truly do. Not one of those

sanctified philosophers but had dreams, visions, and ecstatic

colloquies with demons every night : and with this trumpery

they drew Julian off from Christianity, and made him think

himself as great an adept as any of his teachers. He saw

the sun in a vision speaking to him in verse, and foretelling

the death of Constantius ;& besides other innumerable commu-
nications with his favourite god Mithras. This was the sly

way they took ;
clavum clavo, to surfeit him with revelations

enough for a St. Brigit : nor could they ever have made him

apostatise, but by infatuating him with superstitions. How-

ever, though Christianity suffered by losing one of his great

abilities and moral virtues, our modern atheists can never

reckon him on their side, among the list oifree-thinkers .

XLIV.

Our writer raises an objection, which, unless he had

better answered, he had better have let alone; thatfree-

thinkers themselves are the most infamous, wicked, and sense-

less of all mankind.^ He pretends not yet to refute this from

fact and experience, by telling who he is, or who are mem-
bers of his growing sect, that we might bring their characters

to the touchstone ; but he argues forsooth a priori.

The reproach of senseless he confutes mth ease, by a

self-evident proposition ; for men that use their understand-

ings must have more sense than they that use them not} Very

compendious truly ! but out of too much precipitation he

leaves his syllogism in the lurch. He forgets to prove, that

K Zosim. pag. 155. [=p. 220. ed. Reit.—D.]
»•

Pag. 118.
'

Pag. 120.
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every man that uses his understanding is (in the meaning of

his book) a free-thinker. Without this, that same senseless

will still stick close upon him, and the closer for this very

syllogism. "Tis mere chicanery in the word : a. free-thinker,

in this self-evident proposition, is any man that uses his under-

standing) that is, that thinks at all: a very comprehensive
definition. And yet presently in the next paragraph, ?i free-

thinker is but one of a thousand; one that departsfrom the

sentiments of the herd of mankind; that is (for he could

scarce have told it us in a plainer description), a mere atheist,

or at least no Christian, Are not these two acceptations of

the same word wonderfully consistent ? Either let him pro-

fess plainly, that no Christian, no man but an atheist, this

one of a thousand, uses his understanding ; or let him own
that himself has used none here, and that he and his syllo-

gism too have much of the senseless.

Infamy and wickedness, the second reproach, he thus re-

pels from his party: ^free-thinker, who incurs the whole

malice of the priests, and is sure to have 999 of a thousand

for his enemies, is obligedfor his own sake in this world to

he virtuous and honest.^ So that here, as far as this argu-
ment goes, \i \hQ free-thinkers are not wicked, it's only out

of fear and restraint. A good hint how virtuous they would

be, if the growing sect should grow so numerous as to pro-
mise themselves impunity, and face it out against infamy
and scandal. If their honesty, by their own confession, is

owing to their paucity, it is high time indeed to inquire into

their immbers.

But {2dly) to commence a free-thinker requires great

diligence and application of mind ; and he compels all vicious

dispositions and passions by being never out of action ;^ and

so we have another egregious demonstration. But is this

too to pass upon us for self-evident ? Are all busy men vir-

tuous? And are ?i}lfree-thinkers busy? FU be responsible
for neither of the propositions. But the poor writer seems

J Pag. \2Q. ^ Ibid. »

Pag. 121.
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to hint here tacitly for himself, what great diligence, what

application of mind, he has used, to work himself into athe-

ism : how much more to compose such an elaborate book !

how many merry meetings and kind assignations has he

balked, while he was gleaning his bundle of scraps ! how

many watchful nights and abstemious days has he passed in

painful and dry drudgery ; while you lazy ecclesiastics, he

says, were employed in the most innocent manner you can be,

in mere eating and drinking /^ And yet methinks you have

done something else besides making good cheer; or else

Germany would not be so full of your praises, and our

libraries full of your books ; where such puny performances
as his, for all his diligence and application, will never deserve

admission.

Well, but {Sdly) by much thinking (here again we are

tricked for free-thinking) men comprehend the whole compass

of human life ; are convinced, that in this life misery at-

tends the practice of vice, and happiness that of virtue ; and

that to live pleasantly, they must live virtuously.'^ A won-

derful discovery indeed ! and can nobody comprehend this

hutfree-thinkers and atheists ? Why, this is the most beaten

topic in all the books and sermons of your clergy ; that even

in this life a virtuous man, a good Christian, is the most

happy of men ;
that God has forbid nothing beneficial and

useful to us ; that besides the future promises and threats,

virtue carries here its own reward, and vice its own punish-
ment. So that if this notion is sufficient to make a free-

thinker virtuous, much more will it operate upon Christians,

when supported and enforced with a firm belief of another

life.

The result, then, of his arguments for a free-thinker's

virtue is this, that hefears evil in this world, that he's a man

™
Pag. 114.

"
Pag. 121.—[In this passage of the Discourse (which Bentley has not

given verbatim) the 12mo ed. (see note, p. 291) omits the words,
" in this life;

and that to live pleasantly, they must live virtuously." p. 100. And so the French

translation, p. 179.—D.]
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of business and applieation, and loves pleasure in this life.

This is all the security he offers for his honesty and good
behaviour. By which he declares himself and his clan to be

mere atheists, as much as if he had spoke it out. For, as

you see, immortality is quite out of their scheme ; and the

saying used here, to live pleasantly, they must live virtuously,

is the very axiom of Epicurus, ovk eariv rjBia)^; ^rjv, dvev tov

(ftpovLfMoyfi Koi Ka\M<i Kot St/cata)9,® 'tis not possible to live

pleasantly, without living wisely^ honestly, andjustly ; and so

vice versa. This is said indeed ; but said by him with so ill

a grace, as to set folks a-laughing. And our author might
have seen how all the other sects ridiculed this magnilo-

quence of Epicurus, as inconsistent with his whole system ;

and proved by set and legitimate treatises,* that a true Epi-
curean could not live a pleasant life, much less a virtuous.

And I dare say, were this writer^s soul known, and if he

speaks true of his application of mind, he finds no great

pleasure in thisf gloomy doctrine of utter extinction.

But to leave that to his own conscience ; he is very odd

and diverting, when, to prove this Epicurean notion, he

draws in two passages of Cicero : for who, says he, lives

pleasantly, except him who delights in his duty ? &c.p This is

quoted out of the fifth Paradox, where he argues in the

>S^oic«/ manner, that the wise man alone is free, and every fool
a slave : quis enim [igitur~\ vivit, ut vult,for who lives freely,

as he list (this our writer translates pleasantly), but he who

delights in his duty, &c., that is, in short, but the wise man of
the Stoics ? Now, what a fetch and strain is here to draw

this character to the Epicurean ! How decently it sits upon
him ! He might as justly apply to him all the beatitudes in

our Saviour's Sermon on the Mount.

But he has a second passage. Offices, i. 2. Whoeverplaces

"
KvQiai 8(^|at, num. v. et epistola ad Mencecea.—[Diog. Laert. x. 140. p. 662.

ed. Meib.—D.]
[*

*' Entre autres, Plutarque a fait une Dissertation . . . '6ti ouSe 0iv iariv

7iS4ws Kar' ^EiriKovpoy," &c. Ar. de La Chapelle, La Frip. Ldique, p. 346.—
D.] [f this; 1^< erf.

«'

his."--D.] p Pag. 121.
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happiness in any tiling besides virtue, &c.^ Another sagacious

application ! Is this the man that for four pages together

insults the clergy for misapplying passages of Tully ?*" This

in the Offices stands really thus : that great author having
determined to write a book to his son (whom he had then

placed under a Peripatetic master) About the duties of civil

life, declares in the proem what philosophers he would fol-

low. Because there are some sects, says he^ that by wrong

stating the ends ofgood and evil pervert all civil duty, friend-

ship, justice, liberality, fortitude, temperance. For he that

separates the chiefgoodfrom virtue and honesty, and measures

it by his own profit [if he is constant to his principle, and is

not sometimes overcome by good nature), can neither be

friendly, just, nor liberal; neither can he be courageous, who

declares pain the greatest evil ; nor temperate, who maintains

pleasure to be the greatest good. These sects, subjoins he, if

they are consistent with themselves, can have nothing to say
de officio, about civil duty. That subject solely belongs to

Stoics, Academics, and Peripatetics. Where it is manifest, the

sects he reflects on are the Epicureans and Cyrenaics : and

we have his plain declaration, that upon those principles no

man can live honestly and virtuously. And yet this inau-

spicious gleaner, this new reviser forsooth of Cicero, will

needs wrest this very passage to a commendation of Epi-
curus^s and his o^\^l rules of morality. And pray observe

how gingerly he translates temperans^ moderate in the enjoy-

ment ofpleasure. Whereas temperance, according to Tully,

in prcetermittendis et aspernandis voluptatibus cernitur,-\ con-

sists in the neglecting and despising of pleasure. If our

writer should be found a popish priest at last, I dare say he^s

a very easy and moderate confessor.

q Pag. 122. r
Pag. 137, &c.

[*
" aut temperans, voluptatem summum bonum statuens."—D.]

[t De Fin. v. 23.—D.]
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XLV.

But he now leaves arguments a priori, and proceeds to

historical accounts ; wherein he will shew^ that they who

have been distiiiguished in all agesfor their understanding and

virtue have been free-thinkers.^ Such free-thinkers as his

party are, or else all his labour is lost: and yet we shall

find, that among his whole list there's scarce a pair that will

come under that character.

Socrates, his first instance, the divinest man of the

heathen ivorld, was, as he says, a very greatfree-thinker. By
what mark or token ? Why, he disbelieved the gods of his

country, and the common creeds about them.^ Allow that;

though just before his death he made a hymn to Apollo, and

left a sacrifice to ^sculapius ; yet why is this character so

peculiar to Socrates ? 1^11 help our author to a million of

free-thinkers, upon the very same reason. For Constantine

himself, whom he abused before, and all the pagan converts

to Christianity before him and after, disbelieved the (same)

gods of their country, and the common creeds about them.

Nay, they far excelled Socrates in their free-thinking quality;

for he timorously/e// in with the reigning superstition of his

country, and suffered it quietly to take its course ;^ but they

heroically professed their true sentiments ; in spite of terrors

and tortures, contemned, routed, and trampled down the

gods of their country ; till pagan superstition was quite ex-

tinct, and washed away with the blood of so many martyrs.
And why, pray, could not these deserve from our writer the

honourable name oifree-thinkers ? The reason is manifest :

the Christians wqvq free-thinkers at first, while they contra-

dicted the herd of mankind; but now Christianity is esta-

blished, they themselves are become the herd, and conse-

s
Pag. 123.—[In the French translation of the Discourse (see note, p. 291)

we find "
distingues . . . par la solidite de leur jugement," p. 181, without

any corresponding words to " and virtue :" there, too, in the passage next

cited by Bentley,
** the divinest man" is rendered " I'homme le plus sage."

ibid.—D.]
« Ibid. "

Pag. 123.
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quently free-thinking now consists in contradicting them.

Dare he deny this is his notion ? And that his characteristic

of free-thinking is to oppose a great majority ? No matter

whether right or wrong ;
whether the herd is in truth or

in error, free-thinking must be singularity. Unthinking,

shallowfellow H for at this rate_, if the growing sect should

so spread, as to attain the name of the herd, the only
title then to free-thinking would be to oppose the free-

thinket's.

Well, but Socrates declared his dislike, when he heard

men attribute repentance, anger, and other passions to the

gods, and talk of wars and battles in heaven, and of the

gods getting women with child, and such-like fabulous and

blasphemous stories,^ This is quoted by him out of Plato in

Euthyphrone,^ as if they were that author's own words.

And what a fine scene am I entering upon ! He to complain
of mangling, forging, and corrupting passages ! And himself

here to forge so openly, on purpose to hook in some bold

and saucy blasphemy ! Repentance and anger attributed to the

gods : this glances aside at those frequent expressions of our

Bible, the wrath of the Lord, and the Lord repented. As if the

whole herd of Christians did not know that these are not to be

taken literally, but are spoken av6p(07ro7ra6a)<;, in a human

manner, accommodated to our capacities and affections ; the

nature of God being infinitely above all ruffles of passion.

And then wars and battles in heaven : this is pointed against

Revelations, xii. 7» -^nd there was war in heaven; Michael

*
Pag. 104.—[" If there is any such rare monster as an atheist, David has

given us his character in these words : The fool hath said in his heart, There is no

God ; that is, no one denies the existence of a God but some idle, unthinking,

shallow fellowy—D.]
^

Pag. 123.—[The French translation of the Discourse (see note, p. 291)

has,
" ou que les dieux debauchoient les femmes." p. 182.—** Ce qui," says Ar.

de La Chapelle,
" est plus fort, et meme tout autre que ce que Mr. Collins dit

dans son Anglois." La Frip. Ldique, p. 356.—D.]

[* The reference " Platonis Euthyphro. p. 6. vol. i. ed. Serrani," which is

found in all the editions of the Discourse in English (see note, p. 290, 1),

is omitted in the French translation.—D.]
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and his angels fought against the dragon^ and the dragon

fought and his angels. Now where has this writer livedo or

what idiot evangelist"^ was he bred under^ not to know that

this is all vision and allegory, and not proposed as literal

truth ? But his mother perhaps, that 'gave him his first

notions about Bel and the Dragon,\ might frighten too the

naughty boy with Michael and the Dragon, His last ex-

pression, of the gods getting women with child, without doubt

was designed by him as a flout upon our Saviour's in-

carnation.

But when we come to consult Plato himself in the pas-

sage alleged here, how do all this writer's insinuations

vanish, and how does his own impudence and prevarication

appear ! The whole passage is no more than this : Socrates,

discoursing with Euthyphron an haruspex, who was bringing
an indictment for murder against his own father, asked him

if he thought it just and pious to do so :
^

Yes, says the

other, it is right and pious to bring an offender to justice,

though he be my father
-,
for so Jove bound his father Saturn

in chains, for devouring his children ; and Saturn before had

castrated his father for some other crime. I confess, replies

Socrates, when I hear such things said of the gods, / assent

with some difficulty :^ but do you think these things true ?

and that there are really wars, and enmities, and battles

among the gods ; and many other such matters, as poets and

painters represent ? These are all true, says the other, and

stranger things than these, which I could tell you.' This is

all that is there said on this head : and then Socrates pro-

ceeds in his disputation, upon the very concession that these

accounts of the gods are true.

And hence, first, we may observe, that Socrates was not

so free a thinker as our writer represents him. For, accord-

ing to Varro's division^ of religions into poetical, civil, and

philosophical, it is the first here that Socrates with some diffi-

[* See p. 363.—D.] [t See p. 314.—D.]
"

Auffxcpws ircos onroSexo/iot.
—

[Plat. 0pp. t. ii. p. 121. ed. 1826.—D.]

[X In St. Augustin, De Civ. Dei : see Remark n.—D.]
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culty assents to, or very tenderly denies : whereas the Stoics,

that came after liim, treated openly that whole poetic system
as impious and superstitious ; and these very stories of Saturn

and Jupiter, and of the wars with Titans and giants, and of

gods against gods, as wickedfables, anile superstitions,foolish

andpernicious errors.^ But as to the civil religion, Socrates

never opposed it, but always countenanced it both by dis-

course and example. His precept to his scholars about

matters of worship, was to govern themselves voyLtco TroXeo)?,*

by the custom of the country. He himself sacrificed regularly

and openly both at home and at the public altars ; he sent

his friends to consult the oracle at Delphi upon all affairs of

importance. How, therefore, will our writer make out, that

he disbelieved the gods of his country s* That, indeed^ was

the indictment against him ;
ahiKel ^co/cpdT7j<;, ov<; . . 17 TroXi?

vofil^€L 6eov<; ov vofil^ayv:^ but he did not plead guilty to it.

And though our writer should now convict him, yet I am
sure his celebrated dcemonium, by whose admonition and

impulse he guided all his affairs, sufficiently secures him

from being listed and consociated with our modern free-

thinkers.

Another thing we may observe from this passage of Plato

is, the unfairness and malignity of our writer; who, without

the least hint from his author, has foisted in two scoffs and

contumelies upon the Scripture. There's nothing said there

of God's repentance and anger; not a word of gods getting

ivomen with child : why then does he suborn Plato to speak
what he never said ? Why so great a name to cover his own

impiety ? Mala mens, malus animus : and from this instance

take the measure of our writer's veracity.

But he will still press Socrates into the service, and force

him into his regiment of free-thinkers ; because he did not

make notions, or speculations, or mysteries, any parts of his

y Cicero de Nat. Deor. ii. 24, 28.

[ Xen. Mem. lib. i. cap. 3.—" Tout ce que Mr. Bentley dit ici de Socrate

est tire de Xenophon." Ar. de La Chapelle, La Frip. Laique, p. 36^.—D.]
^

Xenophon. Memorab. lib. i.
—

[cap. 1.—D.]
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religion.^ No mysteries ? a wager with our writer, that he

was initiated in the mysteries of Ceres Eleusina ;
and conse-

quently, had he lived in the present age, would never have

flouted Christianity for being mysterious. But where is our

author's proof for this character of Socrates ? Why, he

demonstrated all men to befools who troubled themselves with

inquiries into heavenly things ;* and asked such inquirers,

whether they had attained a perfect knowledge of human

things, since they searched into heavenly. This the shrewd

author gives as a translation from Xenophon -^ and he pro-

poses here heavenly things in the Christian sense used by
our Saviour and his apostles. What shall I say, or what

shall I not say ? But I have spent already all my wonder

and words too uponf this writer's stupidity. Can any thing
be plainer, than that the ra ovpdvLa, the heavenly things, in

that passage of Xenophon mean celestial bodies and appear-

ances, their causes, magnitudes, and motions ? These phy-

siological inquiries, which had employed the former philoso-

phers, Socrates let alone, and first turned his speculations to

morality and human life. This is it, that Xenophon says

there express ; and it is echoed over and over in all ancient

authors.^ Let us take now our writer's argument, and see

how it concludes : Because Socrates did not cultivate astro-

nomy, but ethics, therefore he had no mysteries in his religion.

Because our writer has cultivated no science at all, therefore

he makes such silly syllogisms and blunders abominable.

XLVI.

To bring Plato in among \\\^ free-thinkers, our -vvriter is

put hard to his shifts, and forced to make several doubles.

He was not so free, he owns, as Socrates; but, alarmed at

a
Pag. 125.

[* The French translation of the Discourse (see note, p. 291), has "
mysteres

celestes." p. 185.—D.]
^ Memor. lib. i.—[cap. 1.—D.] [f upon; 1st ed.

''
(or."—D.]

«= See Cicer. Acad. i. 4
; Tus. iii. 4, and v. 4

; Diogenes Laert, in Soc. ; and

many more.
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his fate, kept himself more upon his guard, and never talked

publicly against the religion of his country,*^ This is arguing

backwards, and gives him one remove out of the list. But

he brings him back with a fetch ; for he thought himself into

notions so contrary to those known in Greece, and so resem-

bling Christianity, that, as some Christians suspected he had

read the Old Testament, so Celsus charges our Saviour with

reading and borrowingfrom him. Allow this, and admire the

consistency of our writer's language and sentiments. The

free-thinking of Plato, by his present account of it, consisted

solely in approaching to Christianity ; but our modern free-

thinking lies wholly in receding from it, in a course retro-

grade to that of Plato. This free-thinking is a mere empusa ;

it changes shapes as fast as Vertumnus :

Quo teneam vultus mutantem Protea nodo /**

But he goes on, and remarks, that Origen indeed very
well defends our blessed Lordfrom Celsus's charge.^ When
you see the wordtj very well, and the compliment of blessed

Lord, you are to expect from our writer some smart piece of

burlesque. And here you have it ; for Origen, says he, well

replies, that Celsus deserves to be laughed at, when he affirms

Jesus had read Plato : who was bred and born among the

Jews; and was so farfrom having been taught Greek letters,

that he ivas not taught Hebrew letters, as the Scriptures tes-

tify. You see, Origen's answer here is commended as very

good ; to insinuate, with a sneer, that our Saviour was illite-

rate. Contemptible buffoon ! Origenf did not mean he had

^
Pag. 126. [* Hor. Epist. i. 1. 90.—D.]

'
Pag. 127.—[In the French translation of the Discourse (see note, p. 291)

the passage is rendered,
"
Origene en le refutant, dit," &c. p. 186.—D.]

[f
" Voici les propres paroles d'Origdne, que Collins a rapportees, Ad. Cels.

lib. vi. pag. 286. edit. Cant. 1677. 6 irapa 'lovSalois yeyevvrj/jLcvos, /cat auarfOpafi-

p.4vos, KoX ^\w(r)]<\> rov t4ktovos vofiia'6e7s etuai vlhs, Koi fj.7)Be ypdfifiara tmiaQtiK^s,

oh /xSvov Tci. 'E\\-f}voov, aWd oi/Se roi 'Efipalwv, Hirep Kol at <pi\a\-f}deis fiaprvpovai

ypa<f}a\ tuv irepl avr6v. Je ne traduirai point ici ce passage, parce que la tra-

duction de I'auteur du Discours, &c. est assez fidele ; k cela pr^s, que dans sa

citation, de meme que dans son interpretation, il a omis ces paroles essentielles,

et qui etoit estime fils du charpentier Joseph. Sur le tout, cet auteur, plus sincere,
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710 letters, but that he did not acquire them in the vulgar

way, by institution and industry. He was OeohihaKro^,

avTo8iBaKTO(;, taught of God, taught of himself. Which
made the Jews exclaim, who knew his parentage and edu-

cation, TToOev rovT(f) rj crocpla avrr}; whence hath this man
this wisdom^ Need he to learn languages under a pre-

ceptor, who could give to his disciples the gift of all lan-

guages ? Need he be taught wisdom by Plato or Gamaliel

who was essential wisdom itself, rj cro^ia koI 6 X6yo<; Beov ?

But he has another gird upon Christianity ; for Amelius,

a heathen Platonist, upon reading the first verses of St, John
the Evangelist, cried out, By Jove, this barbarian is of our

master Plato's opinion:^ where he imposes again on the

English reader with his barbarian, as he did before with his

idiot evangelist.^ For 6 ffdp^apo<; in the original has no

notion in it of contempt of the person ; but relates solely to

the country of Palestine, as out of the bounds of Greece.

But, pray, where did our learned writer find this odd and

scurrile turn of Amelius^s words ? The passage itself, Ame-
lius^s own writing, is extant in Eusebius, Theodorit, and

Cyril ;^ which I shall translate, without either forging or

mangling : And this, says Amelius, was 6 \0709, the Word :

by whom, being himself eternal, all things that are existed, as

Heraclitus would maintain : and indeed whom the barbarian

affirms, having the place and dignity of the beginning (or

principle) to be with God, and to be God ; by whom all things

entirely were made; in whom whatever was made hath its

life and being ; who, descending into body, and putting onflesh,

auroit bien du avertir que le terme fiefiaOriKiis ne pouvoit s'entendre que d'une

instruction prise dans les ecoles humaines. II est meme certain que la bonne-

foi ne lui permettoit pas de le dissimuler, puisqu'ayant pris sa citation dans

I'edition de Cambrige, il ne pent qu'y avoir lu cette note de Spencer.
* Matt.

xiii. 25 [54]. Marc. vi. 2, 3. Clariss. Grotius in Annot. ad Marc. Causa ad-

mirationis, ut collatio Luca et Johannis nos docet, hac erat, quod Jesus, nullo humano

magisterio institutus, summa cum perspicuitate prophetarum verba explicaret.'
" Ar.

DE La Chapelle, La Frip. La'ique, p. 375.—D.]
f Matt. xiii. 54. k Pag. 127. [* See p. 363.—D.]
^ Euseb. Praep. p. 540; Theod.Graec. Affect, p. 33; Cyrill. c. Julian, p. 283.
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took theform of man : though even then he gave proof of the

majesty of his nature : nay, and after his dissolution was

deified again ; and is God, the same he ivas before he descended

into body, andflesh, and man. Is there any air in all this of

banter or contempt ? Has it not, the very contrary, an air of*

the most serious assent and approbation ? Has he not para-

phrased the Evangelist's words in the best style and manner ?

'TirepdyaTai, /cal
Tedav/jua'x^e, says Theodorit ;

Amelius vene-

rates and admires the proem of St. John's Gospel ; and per-

haps it was he (though no worse, if it was another Platonist,)

who said it deserved to be ivrit in letters ofgold, and set in

the most conspicuous place in every church.^ And who now
is the barbarian but our writer himself ? The Platonist he

brought to affront the Evangelist is found an adorer of him.

I hope he'll learn, in his next performance, not to depend
too much on second or fifth-hand citations.f

Our author seems sensible that he drags VlaXo perforce
into the club offree-thinkers, as Cacus did his oxen into his

cave by the tails. For which hanging back and reluctancy
Plato shall have a dash ; and since he cannot make a good

free-thinker of him, he'll make him a creed-maker : for
several of his notions became fundamental articles of the

Christian faith.^ It really may be so ; for the first article of

my faith is, / believe in God, and that he that cometh to God
must believe that he is, and that he is a rewarder of them that

diligently seek him^ And I persuade myself that Plato and

his master, and many other good men before our Saviour's

manifestation, had the very same article. And I had rather

[• Has it not, the very contrary, an air of; \st ed.
"

Is it not the very con-

trary, of."—D.]
•

Augustin de Civ. Dei, x. 29. Quod initium S. Evangelii, cui nomen est

secundum Joannem, quidam Platonicus aureis literis conscribendum, et

per omnes ecclesias in locis erainentissimis proponendum esse dicebat.

[f Collins's reference at the bottom of the page is,
" Per Jovem, barbarus

iste cum nostro Platone sentit. Apud Reeve's Apologies in his Dissert, upon
Justin Martyr"—D.]

J Pag. 128.—[The 12mo ed. of the Discourse (see note, p. 291) has, *'were

afterwards esteemed fundamental," &c. p. 105; and so the French translation,

p. 187.—D.] •* Heb. xi. 6.
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have my soul be with those,^ though they had not the light of

the Gospel^ than with such of our moderns as trample pearls

under their feet, and rend those that lay them be/ore them.

But I do not owe this article to Plato, but to God, tlie com-

mon author of nature, and father of rational light. When
our writer specifies more articles as borrowed from Plato,

your own divines will take care of him, and do justice to

revelation.

Yes, but zealous Christians forged several things under

Plato's name, with which they had great success in the conver-

sion of the heathen world} He's at his old charge of for-

gery,t though it never succeeds in his hands. And what,

pray you, did they forge ? Why, the thirteenth letter to Diony-

sius, printed in his works. But is this our author's own
criticism ? is it supported by any reasons hammered on his

own anvil ? Not the least pretence to those ; but he refers

to Dr. Cudworth, and the business is done. O wretched

gleaner of weeds ! Has he read that noble work. The Intel-

lectual System, to no better purpose ? One oversight, one

error, he culls out for his use ;
and passes over a thousand

noble truths, that might have made him a better man, and

no writer.

The doctor there says. It is supposititious, and counterfeit

by some zealous and ignorant Christian ; as there is accord-

ingly a vodeverai, or brand of bastardy, prefixed to it in all

the editions of Plato's works.^ That^s true indeed of the

brand ; but he was a bold ignorant that put it there. That

letter is as genuine as any of the rest, and was received in the

list before the Christian name began. Laertius, an Epicu-

rean,^ who lived in Antoninus Pius's time, gives a catalogue of

them all ;
eirio-ToXal rpiGKalheKa, says he, epistles thirteen :

and so Suidas in EvirpaTreiv : but take this branded one away,

[* An allusion, observes Ar. de La Chapelle, La Frip. La'tque, p. 383, to a

reported saying of Averroes,
*' moriatur animamea morte philosophorum"—

" malle se animam suam esse cum philosophis," &c. See Bayle in Aver,

note H.—D.]
1

Pag. 128. [t See p. 383.—D.]
»'

Cudworth, p. 403. [ed. 1678.—D.]
" In Platone, iii. 61.
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and there are but twelve. Among these are tt/so? Alovvcjlov

TeTTape<;,four, says he^ to Dionysius : remove this suspected

onej, and there remain but three. In a word, all the present

thirteen answer exactly to his list, both in names and in

number ; except a small various lection. To Aristodorus the

Xth letter, whom he calls Aristodemus, And this alone is suf-

ficient to clear the Christians of the pretended forgery. For

surely Laertius could come at copies of Plato 200 years old,

since we now have them of 700 or more : and if the present
Xliph was there, it must be writ before Christ was born.

But to go farther still : this recension of Plato^s works he gives

not from himself, but from Thrasyllus, who, flourishing in the

time of Augustus, must needs be older than Christ. Nay,
he cites, without the least hint of diversity in the number,

another recension by Aristophanes Grammaticus, who was a

writer 200 years before the Christian era. And now, if we
look into the internal character of the letter itself, it will

have all the marks of genuineness. 'Tis not some staple

commonplace, as most of those forged by the Sophists

are, but a letter of business, circumstantiated with great

variety of things and persons, all apt and proper to the

writer and to the date. It was forged, therefore, by nobody,
much less by any Christian ; who certainly would never have

put idolatry into a letter made (as our writer says) for the

conversion of the heathens. I have got you, says Plato there,

a statue of Apollo, and Leptines conveys it to you : it's made

by a young and good workman, whose name is Leochares : this

was that Leochares, afterwards a most famous statuary, cele-

brated by Pliny and Pausanias ; and the time hits exactly,

for then he was young. Which is as great a mark that the

letter is genuine, as it is a demonstration that no Christian

forged it. And lastly, the ground of this suspicion, a pas-

sage yet extant in it, and quoted by Eusebius and Theodorit,^

is a weak and poor pretence. Asfor the symbol, says he, or

private mark you desire, to knoiv my serious letters and which

contain my real sentiments from those that do not so ; know

" Euseb. Pr»p. p. ooO. Theod, Aflect. p, 27.
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and remember that t7]<; /xev a7rovSaia<; i7naToXrj<; ©eo9 ap')(ec,

Seol Be T^9 rJTToVy GoD begins a serious letter, and Gods one

that's otherwise. This the Fathers (and not unjustly) made

use of as some indication that Plato really believed but one

God.

Which notion your learned doctor not approving, as con-

trary (in his opinion) to the Platonic system, he decries the

letter as spurious. But this is no consequence at all, what-

soever becomes of Plato's true thoughts. The symbol he

here speaks of made no part of the letters, nor began the

first paragraph of them ; for here's neither ^eo9 nor deol in

that manner in any one of the thirteen. 'Twas extrinsic (if

I mistake not) to the letter, and was a mark at the top of it

in these words, avv Bern, if it was a serious one ; otherwise,

(Tuv deoU. These two were the common forms in the begin-

ning of writings or any discourse of importance : and in their

usage were equivalent and indifferent
; philosophers, as Xeno-

phon and others, having it sometimes o-vv OeoU ; and poets,

as Euripides and Aristophanes, avv Bern. So that Plato

could not have chosen a symbol fitter for his turn, being in

neither way liable to any suspicion, nor any inference to be

drawn from it to discover his real opinion. And yet I am
so much a friend to Eusebius's remark, that I would not

wish Plato had made the other choice, to put aijv 6eol<; in

his solemn letters, and avv 6ea> in his slight ones.

Had our writer carried his pomt in this instance of

forgery, could he have done any great feats with it ? Yes, a

mighty one indeed ! he could have added one pious fraud
more to a hundred others that are detected ready to his

hand. But, pray, who are the discoverers of them ? The
Christian priests themselves : so far are they from concealing

or propagating them, or thinking their cause needs them.

And I challenge him and the whole fraternity to shew one

single one that they discovered, and owe not to the clergy.

Even this mistaken one is picked from your Cudworth.

Most able masters of stratagem, ever to hope to vanquish

religion by arms borrowed from the priests ! They may be
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sure there^s no danger of the strong town's being taken^

while the garrison within can afford to lend the besiegers

powder.
So far are the modern Christians from protecting old

forgeries, that they are ready* to cry spurious without ground
or occasion. As not only this XIIP^ by Dr. Cudworth, and

before him by Aldobrandinus, but another letter of Plato^s is

called in question by Menagius. There are thirteen letters

extant, says he ; among which, one to Erastus and Coriscus,

quoted by Clemens and Origen, is now wanting : but it seems

to have been spurious, andforged by the Christians.^ Now
all this is mere dream and delusion. That very letter is

expressly named by Laertius^ Trpo? 'Ep/Meiav kol "Epaarov
Kal KoplaKov fjuia, one, says he, to Hermias and Erastus and

Coriscus ; and it's the VF^ of the present set of thirteen ; and

the passages thence cited by Origen, Clemens, and Theodorit

too, are extant there exactly ; and there^s nothing in it for

the Christian cause but what may be proved as strongly from

several other places of Plato's undoubted works. But what

mischief have I been doing ? I have prevented our free-
thinker ; who, after he had dabbled by chance in Menagius,

might have flourished with a new forgery, and magisterially

preached it to his credulous crew.

XLVII.

Aristotle, the next in the free-thinking row, makes a

very short appearance there, and goes quickly off the stage.

His title hangs by two slender threads; first, that hefur-
nished articles offaith to the popish church, as Plato did to

the primitive.^ Now I had thought that creed-making and

free-thinking (even allowing the charge to be true) had been

words of a disparate sense, that looked askew at each other :

and how both ofthem come to sit so amicably upon Aristotle

[• are ready ; 1*^ ed.
" are too ready."

—
D.]

p Aldobraud. et Menag, ad Laertium, iii. 61. «» Pag. 128.
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surpasses my comprehension. But the matter is no moi'e

than this : as the primitive Christians, in their disputes with

the pagans, made great use of the Platonic philosophy ; not

to coin articles, but to explain them, and refell* the adver-

saries' objections; so the schoolmen, in the popish times, 1
had recourse to the Peripatetic, the sole system then in

vogue. And yet these did not make articles from it: our

author's weak if he thinks so : neither did Palavicinof so

mean it. The peculiar doctrines of that church came from

politics, not metaphysics ; not from the chairs of professors,

but from the offices of the Roman court. And the school-

men were their drudges, in racking Aristotle and their own

brains to gild and palliate such gainful fictions, and to

reconcile them, if possible, to common sense, which ever

hated and spurned them.

The second title Aristotle holds by is a charge of im-

piety f which I must own promises well, if it could be made

good ;
for that word and free-thinking are very closely com-

bined, both by affinity and old acquaintance. He was forced^

says he, to steal privately out of Athens to Chalcis, because

Eurymedon, a priest^ accused him of impiety, for introducing

some philosophical assertions contrary to the religion of the

Athenians. The voucher he brings for this is Diogenes
Laertius ; but, under his old fatality of blundering, he sum-

mons a wrong witness. Origen,J indeed, says something to

his purpose, that he was impeached htd riva Soyfiara tt}?

<j)L\oao<j)La<; avTov,for some doctrines of his philosophy. But

Laertius and Athenaeus lay the indictment quite otherwise ;

for impiety, in writing and daily singing a pcean (a sort of

hymn peculiar and sacred to the gods) to the memory of his

[* and refell ;
\st ed.

" and to refell."—D.]

[f On the words *^ articles offaith,'' in the passage oi Xhe Discourse ohove

cited, Collins has this note—" Senza Aristotele noi mancavamo di molti articoli

difede. The celebrated saying of Cardinal Palavicino."—D.]
•
Pag. 128.

[X Orig. contra Celsum, p. 51. ed. Cant. 1677.—D.]
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patron Hermias, tyrant of Atarna, an eunuch, and at first a

slave. This short poem_, in the dithyrambic style, is yet
extant in both those authors :*

^Apera 7ro\viJLO')(6e,

rivet, f3poT6L(p

Qrjpapba KaXkiarov ^i(o, &c.

So the words are to be read and pointed. Neither is there

any doubt but this was the sole charge which that sycophant

brought against him ; for if he had impeached his doctrines,

there had been no need of this stale business
;
which was then

of XX. years' standing, the death of Hermias happening in

Aristotle's xl*^ year, and this accusation in his Lx^^.f So

that another of our writer's list is like to give him the slip :

for the impeachment, we see, was not against the philoso-

pher, but the poet; not ior free-thinking, but the reverse of

it, superstition ; for deifying a mortal man, not for ungoding
the deities.

XLVIII.

But he's now come to Epicurus, a man distinguished in

all ages as a great free-thinker ;^ and I do not design to rob

our growing sect of the honour of so great a founder. He's

allowed to stand firm in the list, in the right modern ac-

ceptation of the word. But when our writer commends his

virtues towards his parents, brethren, servants, humanity to

all, love to his country, chastity, temperance, andfrugality ;

he ought to reflect that he takes the character from Laertius,

[* Diog. Laert. lib. v. segm. 7. p. 272. ed. Meib. Athen. lib. xv. c. 51. t. v.

p. 547. ed. Schw. The common arrangement of the passage is—

@-i]pafia KaXKiarov fiitf, k. t. A.

(Schw,, as Bentley above, filw (Dor. pro fiiov) ;
but Gaisf. Stob. Flor. t. i. p. 4,

and Dindorf. Athen. t. iii. p. 1552, fiicp.)
**
Athenee," says Ar. de LaChapelle

{La Frip. Ldique, p. 400),
" convient bien qu'Aristote composa cet hymme a

I'honneur d'Hermias; mais il nie, et se met meme en devoir de prouver que ce

n'etoit pas un/)eaw," &c.—D.]

[t Lx'»'; \st ed.
" LXi'^."—I).]

^
Pag. 129.
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a domestic witness^ and one of the sect ; and consequently
of little credit where he speaks for his master. I could

draw a picture of Epicurus in features and colours quite

contrary ; and bring many old witnesses, who knew and saw

him, to vouch for it's likeness. But these things are trite

and common among men of true letters; and our author

and his pamphlet are too contemptible to require common-

places in answer.

But the noble quality of all, the most divine of his and all

virtues was hisfriendship ; so cultivated in perfection by him

and his followers, that the succession of his school lasted many
hundred years after all the others hadfailed. This last part

is true in the author* from whom it's taken ; but our gleaner
here misunderstands it. The succession indeed continued at

Athens, in the garden dedicated to it, longer than the other

sects possessed their first stations. But it's utterly false, that

professors of it lasted longer in general than those of the

others. Quite contrary : 'tis well known that the Platonists,

Peripatetics, and Stoics, or rather a jumble and compound of

them all, subsisted long after the empire was Christian ;

when there was no school, no footstep of the Epicureans
left in the world.

But how does our writer prove that this noble quality,

friendship, was so eminently cultivated by Epicurus ? Why,
Cicero, says he, though otherwise a great adversary to his

philosophical opinions, gives him this noble testimony, I con-

fess it raises my scorn and indignation at this mushroom

scribbler, to see him by and by, with an air of superiority,

prescribing to the whole body ofyour clergy the true method

of quoting Cicero. They consider not, says he, he writes in

dialogue, but quote any thing that fits their purpose, as

Cicero's opinion, without attending to the person that speaks
it ; any false argument, which he makes the Stoic or Epi-
curean use, and which they have thought fit to sanctify, they

urge it as Cicero's own^ Out of his own mouth this pert

teacher of his betters :

[* Diog. Laert.—D.]
*

Pag. 138.
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^AXKwv laTpb<i, avTO'; eXfceat ^pvcovJ'^

For this very ?ioble testimony, which he urges here as Cicero's

owii, comes from the mouth of Torquatus an Epicurean ;^

and is afterwards refuted by Cicero in his own name and

person. Nay, so purblind and stupid was our writer, as not

to attend to the beginning of his own passage, which he

ushers in thus docked and curtailed : Epicurus ita dicit, &c.

Epicurus declares it to be his opinion, that friendship is the

noblest, most extensive, and most delicious pleasure. Wliereas

in Torquatus it lies thus : The remaining head to be spoke to

is FRIENDSHIP ; which, ifpleasure be declared the chief good,

YOU affirm will be all gone and exthict .-^ de qua Epicurus

quidem ita dicit, concerning which Epicurus declares his

opinion, &c. Where it^s manifest that affirmatis, you affirm,

is spoken of and to Cicero. So that here's an Epicurean

testimony, of small credit in their own case (though our writer

has thought fit to sanctify it), slurred upon us for Cicero's;

and where the very Epicurean declares that Cicero was of a

contrary opinion.

That an Epicurean, who professes to cultivate friendship

for no other end than his own profit and pleasure, could not

upon that principle be a true and real friend, was the

general affirmation of all the sects besides. Cicero, an

Academic, is constant in this charge ;
as in the ii^ book De

Finibus,^ where he answers this passage of Torquatus ; in

Offices, i. 2, cited here above, and in iii. 33 ; De Amicitia,

c. 13; Academ. ii. 46; De Nat. Deorum, i. 44. ^Tis true,

he does acknowledge that several of that sect were his own

good friends, and men of virtue and honour ; but then he

declares he imputed this natures, non discipline, to their good

nature, and not their doctrine ; their lives being better than

their principles. I could add numbers of Greeks concurring
in this accusation; but I'll content myself with Plutarch,

[ Eurip. Frag. Inc. Trag. ccxi. ed. Matt.—D.]
'* De Fin. i. 20.

^ De amicitia, quam, si voluptas summum sit bonum, affirmatis millam

omnino fore.

« De Fin. ii. 24, 25, 26.

VOL. III. 3 H
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whom our writer so extols for his learning and virtue, and

places among his free-thinkers. He impeaches the Epicurean

notions^ as destructive not oifriendship only, but of natural

affection.^ Nay, he sums up their common character in a few

comprehensive words, dcj)t\La, dirpa^ia, dOeorrj^;, rj^vTrddeca,

oXiycopla, unfriendliness, unactiveness, ungodliness, voluptu-

ousness, unconcernedtiessJ These qualities, says he, all man-

kind, besides themselves, think inherent in that sect. And
what^s like to become now of his hero's noble quality ?

Which of the free-thinkers must we believe ? Our writer

has mustered them together, as if they were all of one side ;

but when they are turned loose into the pit, they play exactly
the same game as the famous Irishman's cocks did.

But see the sneer for the sake of which this Epicurean

friendship was introduced by him : We Christians, says he,

ought still to have a higher veneration for Epicurus, because

even our holy religion itself does not any where particularly

require of us such a high degree of virtue.^ So that we are

to supply and perfect the gospel moral out of an atheistical

system ; and Christ is to go to Epicurus, as to the superior

rabbi. Impudent, and dully profane ! In the Old Testament .

friendship is celebrated both by excellent precepts and emi-

nent examples ; but there was no occasion to do it in the

New. That quality is so exalted and expanded there, that it

loses its very name, and for (fnXia, friendship, becomes (f>L\a-

S6\<f>La and dydinj, brotherly love and charity. Friendship
in the pagan notion w^as inter duos aut inter paucos,^ circum-

scribed within two persons or a few; whence Aristotle's

saying was applauded, w (j>l\ot ov (J>lXo<;, he that has friends

has no friend: but Christian friendship or charity, in the

same degree of affection, is extended to the whole household

* Plutarch contra Coloten, p. 2037, 2041, 2058. [= Mor. t. v. pp. 359, 366,

389. ed. Wyttenb. 4to.—D.]
y Idem, p. 2018. [In the tract, "Ort ou5e ^^v iffriv TjSfcos, k. t. A. Mor. t. v.

p. 327. ed. Wyttenb. 4to.—D.]
^
Pag. 129.—[The later 8vo ed. p. 130, and the 12mo ed. of the Discourse,

p. 108, (see note, p. 290, 1) have —"
require of us that virtue."—D.]

' Cicero de Aniic. cap. v.
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effaith, and in true good-will and beneficence to all the race

of mankind. Not that particular friendships, arising from

familiarity and similitude of humours, studies, and interests,

are forbid or discouraged in the gospel ; but there needed no

precept to appoint and require what nature itself, and human

life, and mutual utility, sufficiently prompt us to. A bridle

was more necessary than a spur for these partial friendships;

where the straight rule of moral is often bent and warped

awry, to comply with interest and injustice under a specious

name ; as many of the most magnified instances sufficiently

shew. But I'm insensibly here become a preacher, and in-

vade a province which you clergymen, and the English of

all others, can much better adorn-

XLIX.

Before I proceed to the next in his row, I shall make a

general remark on our writer's judgment and conduct. He
has brought the authors of three sects, Plato, Aristotle, and,

with the greatest mark of approbation, Epicurus. Pray, how
came he to drop the others ? Aristippus the Cyrenaic cried

up pleasure as much as that Gargettian did ; had strumpets
for his mistresses and she-disciples, as well as he ; and well

deserved the honour of being in the list. Even Diogenes the

Cynic would have made a \?i\xAe^\Q free-thinker, for that single

assertion, tha{ marriage was nothing but an empty name ; and

he that could persuade might lie with any woman that could he

persuaded.^ Nay, even Zeno himself, the father of Stoicism,

as gruff as he looked, might have enlarged our writer's cata-

logue, for some very free thoughts about the indifferency of

things : that all women ought to be common ; that no words

are to be reckoned obscene; that the secret parts need no

covering ; that incest and sodomy have no real crime nor tur-

pitude.'^ Where was our author's reading when he omitted

such illustrious examples, that might have graced and dig-

nified his list full as much as Epicurus ?

*> Thv Treiaavra rp iriiaOeia]) avvuvai. Laert. [vi. 72. p. 348, ed. Meib.—D.]
* Sextus Empir.
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The remainder of his roll are not fotinders^ but followers

of the several sects. But be they one or the other, masters

or scholars^ what shallowness^ what want of thought in our

writer, to impose and press these upon us for our imitation

in free-thinking ? Many of his blunders are special, and

reach no further than a paragraph ; but here his stupidity is

total ; and in the whole compass and last tendency of his

passages he's as blind as a mole. The great outcry against

the church, which is always in his mouth, is its imposing* a

system of opinions to be swallowed in the gross, without

liberty of examining or dissenting. Allow it: though even

this is false, the imposed opinions being few, and true, and

plain ; and a large field left open for freedom and latitude of

thought ; as his own book attests, which is mostly spent in

collecting the various notions of your clergy. But how
would our writer mend this ? by recommending the freedom

of the leaders and followers of the sects of philosophy ?

Ridiculous direction ! Bid us copy free government from

France, and free toleration from Spain. Those very sects,

all^i without exception, prescribed more imperiously than

Christianity itself does ; and not in a few generals, some

easy -articles of a short creed, but in the whole extent of

reasoning, both natural and moral, and even in logical f in-

quiries. Any scholar of a particular sect, though commonly
entered in it young, and b)^ his parentis choice, not his own,

was to be led shackled and hoodwinked all the rest of his

life. He assented and consented to his philosophical creed

in the lump, and before he knew the particulars. It was

made the highest point of honour never to desert nor flinch :

Scelus erat dogma prodere, it ivas flagitious to betray a

maxim : they were all to be defended, sicut moenia, sicut caput

etfama, like his castle, as dear as his life and reputation.X

And there were fewer instances then of leaving one sect

for another, than now we have of defection to popery, or of

apostacy to Mahometism. And I'll give our writer one

[* is its imposing; 1st ed. "is imposing."
—

D.]

[f even in logical; l.st ed. "even logical."
—

D.]

[t Cic. Acad. ii. 13, 44.—D.]
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observation upon Cicero, better worth than all he has told

us : that in all the disputes he introduces between the various

sects^ after the speeches are ended every man sticks where

he was before; not one convert is made (as is common in

modern dialogue), nor brought over in the smallest article.

For he avoided that violation of decorum ; he had observed,

in common life, that all persevered in their sects, and main-

tained every nostrum without reserve. But of all sects what-

ever, the most superstitiously addicted and bigoted to their

master were our writer^s beloved Epicureans. In others,

some free-thinking or ambitious successor might make a

small innovation, and thenceforwards there was some scanty

room for domestic disputation ; but the Epicureans, those

patterns oifinendship, never disagreed in the least point ;^

all their master's dreams and reveries were held as sacred as

the laws of Solon or the twelve tables, ^Twas aa-i^rnxa, ira-

pavofiTjfiay unlawful, irreligious, to start one free or new

notion ; and so the stupid succession persisted to the last in

maintaining that the sun, moon, and stars, were no bigger

than they appear to the eye, and other such idiotic stuff,

against mathematical demonstration. O fine liberty ! O dili-

gence and application of mind ! This is our writer's admired

sect ; these his saints and his heroes. Could it be revived

again at Athens, he deserves for his superior dulness to be

chosen KrjTroTvpavvo^, the prince of the garden,^

L.

We are advanced now to Plutarch, whom, though a

heathen priest, he will dub a free-thinker. This is very

obliging ; but in the close of his catalogue he'll extend the

same favour even to the Jewish prophets and the Christian

priests. I perceive his politics, totum orbem civitate donare,

to make all religions in the world free of his groiving sect.

It will grow the better for it ; especially if he aggregates to

it his Talapoins and his Bonzes. But wherein has Plutarch

^
Laertius, Numcnius, &c.

^ Laert. in Epicure, [p. 614. ed. Meib.—D.]
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SO obliged the fraternity ? In his treatise of Superstition ; a

long passage out of which fills two of our writer's pages :*

and yet the whole is pure impertinence, and contributes no-

thing to dLny free-thhiking purpose whatever.

The design of Plutarch is to shew the deplorable misery
of superstition when it is in extremity ;

when a man imagines
the gods under the same idea we now do the devils ;

when

he fancies them i/jLTrXij/cTov;, airio-Tov^, ev/jLera^oXov;, Ttfio)-

pijriKovi;, Q)fiov(;, /jLLKpo\v7rov(;, mad^ faithless, fickle, re-

vengeful, cruel, and disgusted at the smallest things ; when he

figures Diana, Apollo, Juno, Venus, as acting under the most

frantic and raving distractions ; when he approaches trembling

to the temples, as if they were the dens of bears, dragons, or

sea -monsters,s When superstition, says he, is arrived to this

pitch, it's more intolerable than atheism itself; nay, it pro-
duces atheism, both in others that see them, and in themselves,

if they can emerge to it. For when fools fly froin superstition,

they run hito atheism, the other extreme, viTepTrrjhricravTef; iv

fiiarp K6i,f£6vr]v rrjv evae^eiav,^ skipping over right religion,

that lies in the middle. This is the sum of Plutarch's book :

and what's all this to our writer's design ? Superstition^

under this character, is not possible to be found in Chris-

'
Pag. 132, 133.—[where a note refers us to Plutarch's " Morals in English,

vol. i. p. 162, &c."—ed. 1704. That version is
•*

by several hands," and the

treatise in question is
" made English by William Baxter, Gent." Collins (as

Bentley shews) has mangled the passage, and occasionally altered the words

of Baxter.

In the French translation of the Discourse (see note, p. 291,) the following

note is added to the passage from Plutarch :

"
Plutarque ajoute quelque chose

ici, qui depeint bien le trouble du superstitieux. Ainsi, dit-il, on pent dire que

le dormir du superstitieux est pour lui un enfer, oh il est en proie a mille imagina-

tions horribles
f
et a mille visions monstreuses et effrayantes de diables et de furies,

qui tourmentent sa miserable dme, et lui otent tout son repos, par des songes dont

elle se tourmente elle-meme avec autant de soin que si elle y etoit contrainte par quel-

que autre. Plutarque d'Amiot, p. 324. in 8. R. ajoutee." p. 194.—Ar. de La

Chapelle {La Frip. Ldique, p. 429) is mistaken in saying that the French

translator " a saute une periode" of the quotation from Plutarch, as exliibited

in the editions of the Discourse in English.
—

D.]
^ Plut. p. 295, 296. [= Mor. t. i. pp. 469, 470, 471, 472. ed. Wyttenb.

4to.—D.]
^ Ibid. p. 299. [= Mor. t. i. pp. 474, 475. ed. Wyttenb. 4to.—D.]
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liiiiiity;
it can be no where but under pas^an and poetical

theology. In other places* the same author scourges atheism

as severely as superstition here; nay^ he prefers a moderate

superstition infinitely before it. But those passages are to

be dropped ; and this, out of so many volumes^ is singled out

as a flower ; which yet serves to no better end than to shew

our writer understands neither the language nor the sense.

Superstition, says he (by way of insertion^)^ by which the

Greeks meant the fear of God^ and which Theophrastus in his

Characters expressly defines so. Not a syllable of this true.

The Greeks meant not absolutely /ear, but an er'roneous and

viciousfear ; and Theophrastus defines it, not hko<;,fear, but

SeiXla, a vain fearfulness,^ And so Cotta in Tully, where

he blames such as our writer, who not only root supe7'stition

up, in qua est inanis timor deorum} which is a vain fear

of the gods, but religion too, which consists in the pious wor-

ship of them. Nor does the verse of Horace quoted by him

in the margin,

Quone malo mentem concussa ? timore deorum,\

prove his assertion. For there malo, which precedes, com-

municates its signification to timore: as if he had said

plenarily, malo timore, a wrong and vicious fear , The same

poet, Odes, i. 35, 36.

Unde manum juventus

Metu deorum continuit ? quibus

Pepercit aris ?

without doubt means religion, and not superstition: and so

does Terence in Hecyra :%

Nee pol istce metuunt deos, neque has respicere deos opinor.

But there are other strokes in the version itself that shew

his faithfulness and ability. But of all fears, says he, none

* Contra Coloten, et alibi.

^
Pag. 132. [* See note, p. 322.]

' Nat. Deor. i. 42. ["in qua inest timor in. de."—D.]

[t Sat. ii. 3. 295.—D.] [J v. 2. 6.—D.]
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confounds a man like tlie religionary fear.
^

Here^ on purpose,
he leaves his guide, the last English translator, who has it,

the vain religionary ; and the original, <^6fio<^ 6 t7]<^ BeccrLBaLfjLO'

vta?,* thefear arising from superstition. He will fix a calumny
on religion and Xhefear of God, in spite of his author.

His justness of thought is conspicuous in his version of

this period: Even slavesforget their masters in their sleep;

sleep lightens the irons of the fettered; their angry sores,

mortified gangrenes, and pinching pains allow them some inter-

mission at night : but superstition will give no truce at night.
^

If Plutarch had writ no better in the original, he would

scarce have been now the most known of all the ancients,\

but long ago had been forgot. Mind the absurdity : their

angry sores, that is, of the fettered ; as if all captives, or

criminals, or slaves in chains, must needs be full of sores

and ulcers. And then mortified gangrenes allow some inter-

mission of pain. If he had consulted physicians, he might
have known that mortified parts can give no pain at all, and

consequently have no intermission. And lastly, sores and

pains allow intermission at night : false ; for night is the

periodical time of aggravation of pains. But superstition will

give no truce at night. Is that such a wonder ? even less

truce than in the day; for darkness and solitude increase

the fears. What a series of nonsense has he fathered upon
Plutarch ! Of which nothing appears in the Greek ; neither

their sores, nor mortified gangrenes, nor at night. VW. trans-

late the passagej word for word : Sleep lightens the irons of
the fettered; inflammations of wounds, cancerous corrosions

of the flesh, and all the most raging pains, dismiss men while

they sleep : superstition alone gives no truce nor cessation even

in sleep. If this is not unworthy of Plutarch, the other cer-

tainly becomes none but our writer and his company.
«

Pag. 132.—[The French translation of the Discourse (see note, p. 291)

has " comrae celle que la religion superstitieuse lui inspire," p. 193.—D.]

[* Plut. Mor. t. i. p. 457. ed. Wyttenb. 4to.—D.]
"

Pag. 133.—[In this passage Collins has only transcribed Baxter's ver-

sion : see note, p. 422.—D.]

[f Discourse, p. 131.—D.]

[J Plut. Mor. t. i. p. 458. ed. Wyttenb. 4to.—D.]
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But HOW comes a signal instance of the lightness of liis

hand, and the heaviness of his head. In the middle of his

long citation, page 133, after the words at noon-day,^ he

drops the period which immediately follows in the original,

and transfers it into his 134th page, as if it was quoted from

another place, and belonged to another head. Why this

legerdemain ? Why this mangling and luxation of passages ?

The reason is apparent ; for Plutarch^s own words, as they
were represented in the last English version, not serving his

turn, he quotes the place as it is translated forsooth in the

Characteristics,\ a book writ by an anonymous, but whoever

he is, a very whimsical and conceited author.

O wretched Grecians (so that author renders Plutarch),

who bring into religion that frightful mien ofsordid and villi-

fying devotion, ill-favoured humiliationX and contrition, abject

looks and countenances, consternations, prostrations, disfigu-

ratiotis; and, in the act of worship, distortions, constrained

and painful postures of the body, wry faces, beggai^ly tones,

mumpings, grimaces, cringings, and the rest of this kind,^

Thus far that nameless opiniatre : and our worthy writer in-

troduces it with a grave air, that Plutarch thus satirises the

public forms of devotion ; which yet are such as in almost all

countries pass for the true worsJdp of God.v This would

partly be true if those were really the words of Plutarch ;

but as not one syllable of them is found there, what must

we think ,of this couple of corruptors and forgers ? There is

nothing in all this but their own disfigurations and distor-

[* At the corresponding place in the French translation of the Discourse

(see note, p. 291) an omission is marked thus .... p. 195; but the reader is

not informed that the passage there omitted is the one quoted in the next

page.—D.]

[f
" as it is translated in the Characteristicks, vol. iii. p. 126 "— a reference

which is not found in the French translation of the Discourse, p. 196 (see note,

p. 291). Bentley, writing in the character of a foreigner, affects here to be

ignorant that Shaftesbury was the author of the Characteristics ; as afterwards

(sect, liv.) that Rowe was the translator of Lucan.—D.]

[J The French translation of the Discourse (see note p. 291) has " des hu-

miliations indecentes, un visage contrefait, des yeux baisses," &c. p. 196.— D.]
"

Pag. 134. P Ibid.

VOL. III. 3 I
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^

tions of the original ; their own mumpings and heggarly to7ies,

while they pretend to speak in Plutarch's voice.

Plutarch having observed, that superstition alone allows no

ease nor intermission even in sleep;
^ for their dreams, adds

he, do as much torment them then as their waking thoughts
did before. And then they seek for expiations of those

visions nocturnal ; charms, sulphurations, dippings in the

sea, sittings all day on the ground.^

O Greeks^ inventors of barbarian ills !

whose superstition has devised rollings in the mire and in the

kennels, dippings in the sea, grovellings and throwings upon the

face, deformed sittings on the earth, absurd and uncouth adora-

tions,^ This is a verbal interpretation of that place ; except
that for aa^^ar0(7/jlov<;, sabbatisms, I have emended it ^air-

Tiafiov^, dippings : and this, if I mistake not, for very good
reasons. Neither aal3l3aTLafjbo<; nor a-a^ffarl^eLV is any
where else heard of : and Sabbata being derived and borrow^ed

from the Jews, it is inconsistent with i^evp6vre<;, Greeks in-

ventors of such evils, that are more worthy of barbarians.

But what weighs most, the author here describes the most

painful and sorrowful instances of superstition ; but the Sab-

bata was a joyful festival, made up of ease, finery, and good
cheer. This is certain from the Jewish rituals, which exact

that the very poorest should wear their best garments, and

eat three meals every Sabbath. And that Plutarch knew

*« "^n fidp^ap i^€vp6vr€s"EWr]V€S KaKa,

rp SeKri^ai/iovia,, TTTjAc^o'ets, KaTafiopfiogdxreis, ^aTCTia^ovs, pi\l/€is iirl 'irp6crwnov,

alaxp^s TrpoffKadifffis, aWoKSrovs irpoCKwrjacLs.
—

[Plut. Mor. t. i. p. 459. ed. Wyt-
tenb. 4to.—^n fidpfiap', k. t, \. is from the Troades of Euripides, v. 766. ed. Matt.—
Wyttenbach, who was not acquainted with Bentley's emendation, ^airrKTixovs

for (TdfifiaTKrfjLohs, has the following note on the latter word :

" Judaeorum

more, observatio sabbathi, per jejunia et corporis vexationem : subinde notata

Romania scriptoribus ecclesiasticis aafifiari^eiv : unde Augustinus Civ. D.

xxii. 30. 5. sabbatismus evide?itius apparebit. Plutarchus, ut res ipsa ostendit, non

de Judaeis ipsis loquitur, sed de Graecis superstitiosis, qui subinde illorum

ritus imitabantur." t. vi. p. 490. The same learned editor gives vpoKadiaeis in-

stead of iTQocrKaOiacis.
—D.]
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this^ appears from his Symposiacs, iv. 5, where he says, the

Jews honour the Sabbath, ifpossible, by drinking and carous-

ing together ;^' or, if that cannot be done, some wine at least

must be tasted : and from this very tract, p. 294,* where he

tells us, thai the Jews once suffered their walls to be taken by
the enemies, tvithout stirring to oppose them, aa^^driov ovrcov

iv ayvdiTTOL^ /ca6e^6/jL€voi, but sitting still, because it was

Sabbath, in their new clothes never sent to the fuller ; which

your last English version absurdly translates, sitting on their

tails. From the whole I suppose it is plain that Plutarch

would not mix a rite which he knew to be joyful with those

other ceremonies the most mournful and desponding. But

then ^a7rTCcr/.iov<;, dippings in rivers or the sea,t exactly suits

with the rest ; both word and thing being immemorially
known in Greece, and the most frequent way of expiation

with melancholy and dejected bigots. Whence he himself

has it a little before, ^dirTiaov aeavTov eh BaXaao-av, dip

yourself in the sea :^ and that verse of Euripides became

proverbial :

SaXaaaa /cXuJet irdvra rdvOpcinroiV Kaxd : J

The sea does expiate all mortal ills.

And now I dare ask the reader if he has seen a more

flagrant instance of unfaithfulness and forgery than this of

our two writers. Humiliation and contrition, known words

in your English liturgy, are to be traduced here under Plu-

tarch's name. Where do those and their other phrases

appear in the original ? or where do the rites he really

speaks of appear in your form of worship ? Who among

you roll themselves in mire, or wallow in kennels? a ceremony
fit only to be enjoined to such crack-brained and scandalous

writers.

^ liiviiv /col olvovaQai. [Mor, t. iii. p. 514. ed. Wyttenb. 4to.]

[• = Mor. t. i. p. 468. ed. Wyttenb. 4to. who gives ayvAfxtcrois : but see his

note, t. vi, p. 498.—D.] [f or the sea; \st ed. "or sea."—D.]
«
Pag. 288. [= Mor. t. i. p. 459. ed. Wyttenb. 4to.—D.]

[+ Iphi^. in Taur. 1193. ed. Mark. = IKiO. ed. Matt.—D.]
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LI.

He's got now to his Latin free-thinkers, and the leader

of them is Varro, the most learned of all the Romaiis,^ Now
Varro being a known follower of the old Academy, veteris

Academic sectator,^ that is, a true Platonist, we know all

his system of theology at once : and he cannot be called a

free-thinker in either of the senses that our writer plays and

shuffles with. Not an athe'ist, because the Platonic notions

had a great conformity with Christianity ;^ not difree reasoner,

or innovator, because being addictus et juratus, engaged and

sworn to a sect in the lump, he can scarce arrive to the name

and dignity of one of our writer's half-thinkers.

Varro, who had made more researches into the anti-

quities of Italy than any man before him, published two

large and voluminous books, long ago lost, which he called

Antiquitates Rerum Humanarum et Divinarum. In the latter

of these. About divine affairs, the short remains of which

are chiefly preserved in St. Austin De Civitate Dei, he dis-

tributed theology into poetical or fabulous, philosophical or

physical, and civil, Mythicon, says he, appellant, quo maxime

utuntur poetce ; physicon, quo philosophi ; civile, quo populi.

Primum, . . quod dixi, in eo sunt multa contra dignitatem et

naturam immortalium ficta. In hoc enim est, ut deus alius

ex capite, alius exfemore sit, alius ex guttis sanguinis natus :

in hoc, ut dii furati sint, ut adulteraverint, ut serviverint

homini. Denique in hoc omnia 'diis attribuuntur, quce non

modo in hominem, sed etiam quce in contemptissimum hominem

cadere possunt.^ In the first, says he, are contained many
fables, contrary to the dignity and nature of immortal beings ;

that one god should be born out of a head (Minerva), another

cut ofa thigh (Bacchus), anotherfrom drops of blood (Venus,

Furies) ; that gods were thieves (Mercury), were adulterers

(Jupiter), loere slaves to a man (Apollo) ; any thing, in short,

that may be said not only of a man, but of the most despicable
'

Pag. 134.

" Cic. Acad. i. 2. August, de Civ. Dei, vi. 2 ; vii. 17 ; xix. i. 3, 4.

"
Pag. 127. **

August, de Civ. Dei, vi. 5.
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of men. This passage our learned writer cites, and ushers

it in thus : Vm^o, the most learned of all the Romans, speak^

ing of THEIR theology, says : how of theirs, that is, the

dvil, when he expressly says it of the mythic, or poetical ?

Was this downright dulness in our writer, or has it a mixture

of trick and knavery ? It is very plain, both in that chapter
of St. Austin, and in many other places of that excellent

work, that Varro with great freedom censured the poetical

theology; as all sects whatever did, particularly the Stoics:*

but the civil, or the Roman, he was so far from condemning,
that he encouraged and multiplied it. He counted that per-

formance a great benefit to his countrymen, both in shewing

them the gods they were to worship, and what power and office

every god had;y and in many places religiously exhorted

them to the worship of those gods :
^
many uncouth names *

of which he raised out of oblivion, assigned to the most

sordid offices of low and servile life. And I verily believe

neither Cicero, nor any one gentleman of that time, knew
half of those gods, till Varro brought them to light out of

the obscure superstitions of mean artificers and rustics.

Where, then, was our wvii^r'^ judgment, to list Varro among
his free-thinkers ? But his learning, too, is as much dis-

played in his accurate version. That period above, ut deus

alius ex capite, &c. he renders thus, f as gods begotten and

proceeding from other gods' heads, legs, thighs, and blood.

Why, in the name of Priscian, is alius ex capite, out of other

gods' heads ? It is manifest the illiterate scribbler for alius

^ See Remark XLv. page 405. y August, iv. 22.

* Ibid. 31. Varro ... ad deos colendos multis locis velut religiosus

liortatur. [" cum ad deos .... hortettir."—D.]

[* The following is one of several passages which Ar. de La Chapelle (La

Frip. Laique, p. 451) has cited from August, de Civ. Dei,\i. 9: "Si duas quis-

quam nutrices adhiberet infans, quarum una nihil nisi escam, altera nihil nisi

potum daret, isti ad hoc duas adhibuerunt deas, Educam et Potinam."—D.]

[f P. 134. The later editions of the Discourse in English (see note, p. 291)

exhibit no alteration in this passage : the French translation has " des dieux

sortans et naissans de la tete, de la cuisse, ou meine de quelques gouttes de

sang des autrcs dieux." p. 197.—D.]
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read it alius in the genitive. And why, forsooth, must he

add legs, and pin his own ignorance on his author ? Does

any fable in the poetic system make a god born out of a leg ?

And why must plain natus in the Latin be transmuted into

begotten and proceeding ? for the pleasure of a silly fling at

the Nicene and Athanasian creeds ? Surely such a series of

profaneness, ignorance, and nonsense, could never proceed
from any head but such a one as his is.

But he has another passage from Varro (recorded, too,

by St. Austin), where de religionibus loquens, speaking of

religious institutions, he says, Multa esse vera, qu<B non

modo vulgo scire non sit utile, sed etiam tametsi falsa sint,

aliter existimare populum expediat ; et ideo Grcecos teletas

et mysteria taciturnitate parietibusque clausisse : that many
things are true which are not only not fit for the vulgar to

know, but even if they should be false, it is fit the vulgar

should think otherwise; and that therefore the Greeks kept

their initiations and mysteries in secrecy and within private

walls.^ This passage our writer proposes as a discovery of
Varro*s free-thinking. Now I should have thought it the

very reverse. For first he says, the things are true : that

is contrary, no doubt, to our writer^ s free-thinking : and

then, that though they should be false (not that he says

they are false), the people ought not to know it : that's flat

and plain priestcraft, our writer's hate and aversion. How
comes it, then, that so sagacious a person is enamoured of

tins passage ? Why truly, as he has managed it, it will serve

and bend to his purpose. For the period multa esse vera,

that many things are true, he has translated, many things

false in religio7i. What ! Vera,false ?* Non an affirmative ?

^Tis time for your governors de les petites maisons to take

*
August, iv. 31.

[* As Collins (Disc. p. 134) gives the Latin at the foot of the page,
" Multa

esse vera" &c. we may charitably suppose that this extraordinary error was

merely a slip of the pen. It is not rectified, however, in the later eds. of the

Discourse in English (see note, p. 291) ; but the French translation has "
qu'il

y avoit dans la religion plusieurs verites qu'il n'etoit pas utile que le peuple

approfondit." p. 197.—D.]
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care of such a scribbler. But, besides his tricks in the

version, he shews his slight of hand upon the original. For

instead of sed etiam tametsi falsa sint, he exhibits it, et

qumdam [quje] tametsi falsa sint ; and so makes Varro say

positively, that some things are false. Now, whatfoundation
for this in any manuscript or printed copy whatsoever?^ Is

this his honesty in citations ? Is this he that upbraids others

with coiTUptiny and misapplying of passages ?

Yes ; but St. Austin, after he had recited this passage,

subjoins his own remark : hie certe totum consilium prodidit

velut sapientium, per quos civitates et populi regerentur : here

Va7To, says he, lias discovered (unawares, or by an obscure

hint) the ivhole design, as ofwise statesmen, by ivhom societies

were to be governed. This place our author has borrowed;*^

but he might have produced more from the same Father ;

where he presses hard upon Varro for glozing and soothing
the civil religion contrary to his own sentiments and con-

science ; since he owns, that if he hadfounded a new commu-

nity, he would have settled the public worship more ex naturae

formula, according to the model of nature ; but now he was to

explain it as hefound it established.^ But of what use is this

to our author ? If there^s any relish oifree-thinking in it, it

belongs to St. Austin, and not to Varro. The Christian

Father speaks home, and condemns the civil theology equally*

with the poetical : but the learned pagan, being himself a

minister of state, and fearful of giving offence, (at that time

*»

Pag. 93.—[where Collins is speaking of an insertion made by the trans-

lators of the Bible in Acts, vii. 59 ; see p. 381.—D.]
c

Pag. 135.—[In the 12mo ed. of the Discourse (see note, p. 291) imme-

diately after this remark of Augustin (with which, in the 8vo eds., Collins dis-

misses the subject of Varro) is the following addition :
" Varro also gives this

reason why he treats in his writings of human things before divine, because cities

are before the gods they have established, as the painter is before the picture he

makes. {Quia civitates diis quos ipsa instituerunt, ut pictor tabella, priores sunt.

Apud Sartorii Hypocrisin Gentilium, p. 7.)" p. HI. The French translation of

the Discourse, p. 197, has the same addition, on which Ar. de La Chapelle

indignantly comments at some length, La Frip. La'ique, p. 469.—D.]
•^

August, iv. 3 ;
V. 4.

[• equally: so Isted.; ed. 1743.
"
equal."—D.]
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especially^ when the Greek philosophy had not yet been

made popular in the Latin tongue) used great reserve and

dissimulation
;
and though in many parts he corrected the

public superstition, in the main he fixed and promoted it.

Not that he was himself superstitious ; for in that very work

he hints his own sentiments, though occultly and by the

by : he declares, that for above 1 70 years th^ old Romans

worshipped the gods without any images : which manner,

says he, if it had still continued, the gods would be adored

with more purity and holiness:^ and for this he cites the

Jewish nation, as a witness and example ; and concludes

with a declaration, that they who first instituted statues of the

gods, etmetum {populis) demsisse et errorem addidisse, both

took away tfiefear of the godsfrom the people, and gave them

erroneous notions of them : where note again, by the way,
that metus is religion, and not superstition. And in other of

his- writings he on all occasions detected the artifices of

knavish impostors : as in that at Falisci,^ near Rome, where

a few families, called Hirpi, pretended to have the gift of

walking bare-foot upon burning cinders without being

singed, at an annual sacrifice to Apollo ; which Virgil mag-

nificently expresses, ^n. xi. 786.

Cui pineus ardor acervo

Pascitur, et medium freti pietate per ignem
Cultores multa premimus vestigia pruna.

On which place Servius, the ancient scholiast, remarks, that

Virgil indeed says it was a miracle ; but Varro, ivho is every

whei^e an overthrower of religion, says their feet were medi-

cated and secured by an ointment. How would our vrriter

have flourished, if in his desultory gleanings he had met

with this passage, Varro ubique expugnator religionis ! He
would have slighted St. Austin, and adhered solely to the

grammarian, for proving Varro a free-thinker. And yet,

upon the very same foot he must take St. Austin too into

e
August, iv. 31. Quod si adhuc . . mansisset, castius dii observarentur.

f Plin. Hist. vii. 2.
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his list, and every particular Christian that lived in the

times of paganism. For as Servius here hy religio means the

vulgar, popular, civil religion, the Christians were in a com-

plete sense, both in notion and fact, expugnatores, the over-

throwers of such religion. And how little, then, is all this

to our silly writer^s purpose ! The more Varros and great

men he quotes for disbelieving pagan idolatry, the more

justice he does to gospel truth, and the more reason to the

Christian establishment.

LII.

The next that enters the scene, though he speaks but one

sentence, is the grave and wise Cato the Censor, who willfor
ever live in that noble free-thinking saying, recorded by Cicero,

which shews that he understood the whole mystery of the

Roman religion as by law established : / wonder, said he, how

one of our priests can forbear laughing when he sees another.^

Very short, you see, but very pithy : and our writer thought
he made a most capital jest and spiteful insinuation, when

he said, the Roman religion as by law established. ^Tis easy

to know what he alludes to : but by that time I have done

this Remark and the rest, his own ignorance and stupidity

will be so dragged into the light, that I myself shall hereafter

wonder if any of your priests can forbear laughing when he

sees a free-thinker.

Cato the elder, homo antiqua virtute et fide, a true old

Roman, as his countrymen were before the Grecian litera-

ture got settlement among them, lived and died a priest

himself, e collegio augurum ; was as knowing and tenacious

of the legal superstitions as any of his time ; so as he com-

plained that many auspices, many auguries were quite lost and

forgotten^ by the negligence of the society ofaugurs.^ He was

an enemy to all foreign rites, and jealous of the least inno-

i Pag. 135. [* forgotten; 1st ed. ''forgot:'—D.^
•» Multa auspicia, multa auguria [multa auguria, multa auspicia], quod Cato

ille sapiens queritur, negligentia coUegii amissa plane et deserta sunt. Cip.

Divin. i. \5.

VOL. III. 3 K
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vation in the ancient religion and laws. He procured in the

senate that Carneades the Academic and Diogenes the Stoic,

ambassadors* from Athens^ should immediately be dismissed,

that they might not corrupt the youth. He had an aversion

to all philosophy : in one of his books he said, Socrates (the

first in our author^s list) was 2i prating and turbulent fellow}
for introducing opinions contrary to his country's laws and

customs. Now, one would hardly have guessed that a man
of this character should ever make a good free-thinker. I

am rather of opinion, that if Cato in his censorship had found

one of that species, he would have taken quicker and better

care of him than your patient government is like to do of

yours.

But so it is : our writer has met with a bon-mot of this

Cato's, whichj according to his shallow understanding and

silly interpretation, he presages will ever live as a noble free-

thinking saying. I'll give it in TuUy^s words, from whom
he here cites it ; Vetus autem illud Catonis admodum scitum

est, qui mirari se aiebat, Quod non rideret haruspex, haru-

spicem cum vidisset.i and he might have added another place,

which, since Cato is not mentioned there, shews it became

proverbial ; Mirabile videtur, Quod non rideat haruspex, cum

haruspicem viderit^ This our author has thus rendered :

I wonder, said Cato, how one o/our priests can forbear

laughing when he sees another. What ! haruspex a priest in

general ? And one of our, that is, the Roman priests ? Then

Cato, who was one, and lived to be the senior ofthem, would

have libelled himself ; he had ridiculed the laws established,

which he always zealously maintained ; he had become,

[* Ar. de La Chapelle {La Frip. La'ique, p. 473, 4,) quotes Plin. Hist.

Nat. lib. vii. cap. 30,
" Cato Censorius in ilia nobili trium sapientiae pro-

cerum ab Athenis legatione," &c. and refers to Cic. de Or. lib. ii. [cap. 37.]

and A. Gell. lib. vii. cap. 14, to shew that there was a third ambassador, Cri-

tolaus : but Plutarch makes no mention of Critolaus in his account of the

embassy : see 0pp. t. ii. p. 594. ed. Reisk.—D.]
' AoiXov Koi fiiaiou. Plut. in Catone, p. 640. [= 0pp. t. ii. p. 596. ed. Reisk.

-D.]
J Divin. ii. 24. k Nat. Deor. i. 26.
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what he called Socrates, ?i prating turbulent fellow, hi doing
at Rome what he did at Athens. Surely there must be some

mistake : and we shall find it lies no where else but in our

writer's empty noddle.

The whole matter is but this: the college of augurs,
of which Cato then was one, was of Roman institution,

founded bv Numa : their divination was made from observa-

tions of birds, and several other things within the sphere
of their discipline ; and as they were persons of the first

quality, and all things were to be done auspicato, by their

direction, they had vast influence and authority in all great

affairs both of peace and war. But besides this native in-

stitution, a foreign and exotic sect of diviners had gradually

grown in fashion, the haruspices of Tuscany, whose skill and

province reached to three things, exta, fulgura, et ostenta,

entrails of cattle, thunders, and monstrous births. That these

were proper to Hetruria, from one Tages their founder ; and

not established at Rome, but sent for and fetched thither

upon occasions, may easily be proved. They are scarce

ever mentioned without that hint : Haruspex Etruscus, says

Livy, V. 15
; Haruspices ex Etruria acciti, xxvii. 37 ; Ha-

ruspicum scientiam ex Etruria, says Cicero, Divin. i. 2;

Haruspices ne ex Etruria arcessentur, ii. 4
;
Nostrorum augu-

rum et Etriiscorum et haruspicum (dele et), Nat, Deor. ii. 4 ;

and so Lucan, i. 584.
"

Heec propter, placuit Tuscos de more vetusto

Acciri vates :

and Martial, iii. 24.

Quem Tuscus tnactare deo cum vellet haruspex.

This being observed and proved, the whole reason and drift

of Cato's saying will immediately appear.

For it often happened that this pack of Hetruscan sooth-

sayers gave their answers quite cross to what the Roman

augurs had given : so that the two disciplines clashed ; the

one forbidding as unlucky and unsuccessful what the other
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had allowed as auspicious and prosperous. An example of

which is recorded by Cicero^ Nat. Deor. ii. 4. While

Tiberius Gracchus w^as creating new consiUs^ one of the

nominators suddenly fell down dead : however, Gracchus

proceeded and finished the creation. But soon after the

people had scruples about it; and the haruspices being

consulted said the creation was vicious. Horn ! says Grac-

chus, in a great rage ; I not create them right, who am both

consul and augur, and acted auspiciously ? Do you, Tuscans

and barbarians,^ pretend to correct and control the auspices

ofthe Romans ? And so he bid them be gone. This was done

A. u. c. 591, when Terence^s Heautontimorumenos was acted,

and while Cato was alive.

'Tis true, Gracchus in this instance, having recollected

himself, found he had omitted one circumstance directed by
the books of auguries, and so submitted to the Tuscans, and

added much to their reputation. But, however, it^s plain

from hence that there was no great kindness between the

Roman augurs and them. For their disciplines proceeded

upon quite different principles : if the one was supposed

true, the other must generally be false. Cato therefore,

without the least grain oi free-thinking, nay, out of the

true spirit of superstition, stood tightly for Numa's augu-
ries ; believed every tittle of them ;

and consequently took

the Tuscan tribe for a set of cheats and impostors. Add
to this his hatred to all rites that were foreign and exotic ;

add his own interest as an augur, against those rivals in

credit and authority; and then wonder, if you can, why
Cato should wonder how one haruspex couldforbear laughing

when he saw another.

And now take a view of our writer's learning and saga-

city : haruspex rendered a priest, which would include in

the affront both Cato himself and all his colleagues ; and

OUR priests, forsooth, when the satire is solely pointed at

Tuscans and foreigners. And what's now become of his

• An vos Tusci ac barbari, &c.
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ever-living saying? Where are now the footsteps of that

noble free-thinking in it ? oi understanding the whole mystery

of the Roman religion as by law established ? Cato took the

Tuscans for cheats, conscious of their own juggles; there-

fore he knew the whole mystery, and took himself too for a

cheat. V^h'dU Cato, thegrave and the wise ? A consequence

only fit for our scribbler. It was no free-thinking in Cato,

but pure polemic divinity,^ He adhered superstitiously to

Numa^s and his country^s rites ; and took the Tuscan dis-

cipline for nonsense, without being one jot wiser himself.

And if this makes him 2i free-thinker, at this rate the growing
sect will multiply prodigiously : all the pagans, that ate fish

or pigeons, are to be admitted free-thinkers, because they
contradicted the Syrians, who superstitiously abstained from

both : the Tentyrites of Egypt were certainly free-thinkers,

because they destroyed and fed on crocodiles, which the

Ombites, their neighbours, worshipped as gods : nay, the

very Tuscan haruspices were passable yree-/AmA:er5, for no

doubt they reparteed upon Cato, and thought as meanly of

the Roman divinations as he did of theirs.

To shew our learned writer what dt.free-thinker Cato was,

I'll give him some choice instances out of his book De Re

RusTiCA, which is certainly Cato's own, and so quoted by
all the ancients : his annual offering to Mars Silvanus for the

health of his black cattle ;"* another to Jupiter Dapalis;^
another to Ceres, Janus, Jove, and Juno ;° an atonement for

the lopping of a wood;? a sacrifice for the lustration of

his grounds, to preserve the grass, corn, fruits, cattle, and

shepherds from disasters;^ and all these with their several

ceremonies as awkward and absurd as those of the Pawawers.

But the prime of all is his charm for a luxation orfracture ;

which Fll recommend to our writer with a probatum est,

[* An allusion to the Discourse, p. 101 :
"
Nay, so little polemic divinity was

there among them [the ancients] .... that there are no materials for that sort

of history called ecclesiastical history."
—

D.]
» Cato de Re Rust. c. 83. " 132.

« 13i. P 139. 1 141.
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when he has any thing broken or out ofjoint. Take, says he^

a green reed, and slit it along the middle; throw the knife

upwards, andjoin the two parts of the reed again, and tie it so

to the place broken or disjointed ; and say this charm, Daries,

dardaries, astataries, dissunapiter ; or this, Huat hanat huat,

ista pista fista,* domiabo damnaustra : this will make the part
sound againJ Is not this an excellent specimen of Cato's

free-thinking ? Does not this gibberish demonstrate his

penetration into mysteries ? Is it not worthy of that refined

age when consuls and dictators were chosen from the plough ?

Nor can our author say, that this is a spurious receipt ; for

Plinys mentions this very charm under Cato's name and au-

thority ; though he excuses himself from repeating it, because

of its silliness. But as poorly as our writer comes off with

Cato the elder, I fancy he^ll anon have still worse success

with Cato the younger.

LIII.

But before he comes to him, he introduces Cicero, as a

distinguished and Qmin^wi free-thinker ; in which section he

seems to have taken peculiar pains, and to strut with an air

of arrogance quite above his ordinary mien. He summons

all your divines to receive his laws for reading and quoting,

and to govern themselves by his instructions both in the

pulpit and the press. But how does this scenical com-

mander, this hero in buskins, perform ? So wretchedly and

sorrily, so exactly to the same tune and his wonted pitch,

that he has not struck one right stroke either in Cicero's

general character, or in any passage of his that he quotes

incidentally.

The first word he opens with is this : that though Cicero

[* Cat. eds.
" sista."—D.] '160.

* Nat. Hist. xvii. in fine. Carmen contra luxata membra, jungenda arun-

dinum fissurse, cujus verba inserere non equidem serio ausim, quamquam a

Catone prodita. [" Quippe cum averti carmine grandines credant plerique :

cujus verba inser. non equi. ser. aus., quamq. a Cat. prod., cont. lux. memb.,

jung. arund. fiss."—D.]
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tvas chief priest and consul, ^c* And what does he mean

by chiefpriest ? no doubt he means pontifex maximus ; for

no other word in all the sacerdotal colleges of the Romans
can admit of that version. Now a list and succession of the ,

pontifices maximi (Metellus Dalmaticus, Mucins Scaevola,

Metellus Pius, Julius Caesar, ^milius Lepidus), which in-

cludes* all Cicero^s time, was ready drawn to our writer's

hand both in Panvinius^s Fasti and in Bosius De Pontificatu

Maximo. He was so far from being chief pontif that he

was never of that order; not one of the whole xv. ; as ap-

pears from his oration Pro Domo ad Pontifices, spoken in

his L*^ year. He was a priest indeed, as I have said be-

fore,! being made augur in his liv*^ year, and succeeding
Crassus the younger, who, with his father, was slain in

Persia. What scandalous and puerile ignorance is this, in a

teacher, forsooth, of the clergy, who are teachers appointed !

Cicero the chiefpriest ? or rather our writer the chief blun-

derer ? He never meddles with the vfox^ priest but nonsense

is his expiation for it : it sticks to him like Hercules^ shirt,

and will last him, like that, to his funeral.

Another observation he thus dresses : that Cicero gives

us his own picture, and that of the greatest part of the philo-

sophers, when he produces this as an instance of a probable

opinion, that they who study philosophy don't believe there

are any gods ;
that is, that there existed no such gods as

were believed by the people."^ Now grant our author this,

and yet he obtains no more by it, than that Cicero, with

most of the philosophers, disbelieved the poetical and civil

theology of the pagans. And if this picture so much pleases

*
Pag. 135.—[The later 8vo ed. of the Discourse, ibid, (see note, p. 290, 1),

and the 12mo ed. p. 112, have "was a priest;" and so the French translation,

p. 198.—D.]

[* includes; Isted. " concludes."—D.] [f See p. 388.—D.]
'
Pag. 136.—[The French translation of the Discourse (see note, p. 291)

has,
" On peut dire que Ciceron .... a voulu nous laisser son caractere et

celui de la plupart des philosophes, lorsque rapportant ses sentiments et les leurs,

il fait passer pour probable que," &c. p. 199.—D.]
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him^ or has such strong lines and features oifree-thinking in

it^ the very herd of Christians have a better title to it than

any of the philosophers. We are all free-thinkers on that

•

topic^ unless our writer dissents from us, and would recur to

the old worship of Bacchus and Venus.

But the misery of it is, this passage of Cicero is quite

misrepresented ; nay, it proves the very reverse to what he

infers from it. Every argumentation, says TuUy, ought either

to be probable or demonstrative. A thing probable is either

what is generally true, or what is so in opinio7i and common

conceit. Of the first sort this is one, If she's a mother, she

loves her son : of the second, which consists in opinion, hujus-

modi sunt probabilia, these are examples : impiis apud inferos

pcenas ess^ paratas ; eos, qui philosophice dent operam, non

arbitrari deos esse : that torments in hell are prepared for
the impious ; that philosophers don't think there are gods.^

Where it's evident to a sagacious reader that Tully gives

two instances of probables, which really he thought false.

For probabile in Latin takes in several ideas of your English

probable, plausible, likely, specious, seeming ; whether it really

be true orfalse, sive id falsum est sive verum, as Tully here

says express. The first of these, about torments of hell,

was then a current, passable, probable assertion ; but Tully
himself disbelieved it,^ and gives it here as a notion vulgar

but false. And the second likewise, that philosophers are

atheists, was a staple mob opinion ; especially at that time,

when Lucretius, Amafinius, and other Epicureans, were the

sole retailers in Latin; that sect having in that language

got the start of the rest. But the orator here exhibits it

not as a true but a false probable, and contrary to his own
sentiment and example.y And what's become now of the

picture? 'Tis like the old story* of the horse painted

tumbling ; which posture being not liked by the purchaser,

w De Inventione, i. 29. * Tuscul. i. 5, 6. et alibi.

y Tuscul. De Legibus, &c.

[* "^lian. Var. Hist. lib. xiv. cap. 15." Ar. de La Chapelle, La Frip.

La'tque, p. 501.—D.]
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upon inverting the piece the horse was a-running. Our

writer here imagined that Cicero was pictured an infidel ;

and^ to his great disappointment, he's painted a believer.

But see, by the way, the great sincerity of our writer : in

his marginal citation* he has dropt the first instance about

hell-torments, and given the latter only about believing no

gods ; and to disguise it the more, for hujusmodi sunt proba-

bilia, he puts it est probabile ; where any person, who looks

no further, must certainly be imposed on. But if our writer

had given both, the vigilant reader, without stirring from

the margin, had detected the nonsense. For the two in-

stances of probable being both of a kind, either both true or

both false, if the first is supposed/a/^e, the latter must be so

too ; and so our writer is frustrated. But if the latter is

supposed true (as our writer propounds it), then the first

must be allowed so too, about the torments of hell ; which

our writer abhorring, as the most ghastly j^ic/wre in nature,

removed it out of his book ;
and so the reader seeing but

one, could not discover the painter's true meaning. O
dulness, if this was done by chance ! O knavery, if it was

done by design !

His next remark upon Cicero is still more mumping and

beggarly ; f that were it not for his pride and insolence, I

should really commiserate him. He'll prove out of the

Tusculan Questions that Cicero was against the immortality

of the sovj ; which is exactly as if he should prove from

these Remarks of mine that I am a member of his club. But

of that anon : in the mean time, as a cast of his occasional

learning, he makes the dialogist to be T. Pomponius Atticus,
a great friend of Cicero's, who writ a whole volume of letters

to him. The interlocutor m the Tusculans is marked by the

letter A., as Cicero is by M. : and though some old copiers,

[* Which stands thus :
"
Hujusmodi est prohabile

—Eos, qui dent philoso-

phise operam, non arbitrari deos esse. De Inventione, 1. i. Opera, ed. Gron.

p. 157." p. 136.—D.]

[f An allusion to Shaftesbury's translation of the passage of Plutarch : see

p. 425.—D.]

VOL. III. 3 L
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and authors too, believed A. signified Atticus, yet what was

pardonable in them is, at this time of day, and in a book of

defiance too, a most shameful blunder in our writer.* The

person A. was adolescens, a youths as appears from ii. 11.

At tu, adolescens, cum .... dixisses, S^c. How, therefore, can

this be Atticus, wTio was then an old man, as your learned

Davisius remarks on the place }^ Cicero, when he writ the

Thsculans, was in his great climacteric, and Atticus was

two years older than he. For Nepos says in his life, that

the Csesarean civil war broke out when Atticus was about lx.,

cum liaberet annos circiter sexayinta ; but Cicero was then

LViii. Again he says, Atticus died lxxvit. years old com-

plete, Domitio et Sosio Coss. And by that reckoning too he

was born two years before Cicero. So that our writer has

made a hopeful youth of him, when he was going of lxv. ;

and makes Cicero call a man youth who was older than

himself. Besides this, who but our mirror of learning could

be ignorant that Atticus lived and died an Epicurean? but

this dialogist is entirely against that sect, as appears through
the whole.^ And lastly, what I have noted above, in my
XLIX*^ remark, if Atticus here was the discourser with

Cicero, he would adhere to his old principles, and be

brought over in nothing: but this youth, this inquirer, is

a convert throughout; and, convinced by good arguments,
recedes from every thing that he advances at first. So that

there's a vast difference in the manner of dispute that's ex-

hibited in the Tusculansf from what appears In Academicis,

De Finibus, De Natura Deorum, and De Divinatione. In the

latter no man concedes; in the Tusculans no man resists.

These last were scholcB, as Cicero, from the Greeks, calls

them, discourses without an antagonist ; rather audiences

than conferences. Which manner, he says, was used among

[* But the words of Collins are,
"
says he to his dialogist Atticus (or his

auditor, as some conceive)." p. 136.—D.]
^ Atticus tunc temporis senex erat. Davis, ad Tuscul. i. 5.

» See Tuscul. i. 23, 32, 34.

[f Tusculans ; 1st ed. " Tusculana"—D.]
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all the philosophers, even in the Academy itself: qui qucesivit

aliquid, tacet : he that has proposed a question, holds his

tongue,^ For as soon as he has said, It seems to me that

pleasure is the chief good, the philosopher disputes against it

in a continued discourse : so as it may easily be understood

how they that say a thing seems to them, are not really of
that opinion, but want to hear it refuted. This very manner,
which Cicero here describes in his lxii<* year,* he executed

the year after in his Tusculans : f where when A. the auditor

says. It SEEMS to me that death is an evil ; that pain is the

greatest of all evils ; that grief or uneasiness may happen to

the wise man ; that the wise man is not free from all pertur-
bation of mind ; that virtue alone is not sufficient to a happy

life, (which make the subject of the V. books) ; it's plain, by
Cicero's own comment, that A. is of contrary sentiments,

and desires to have all those positions confuted; which

Cicero performs to his satisfaction and applause. This

being observed and premised, let us now see what our saga-
cious writer can fetch from the Tusculans.

Why Tully, says he, after having mentioned the various

notions ofphilosophers about the nature of the soul, concludes

from them that there can be nothing after death.^ Now, if a

foreigner may judge of your language, the various nx)tions

can mean no less than singulas opiniones, the several, and

even all the notions of the philosophers ; which being sup-

posed, our writer will stand convicted either of such dul-

ness, or of such impudence, as nothing can match but his

own book. After Cicero had enumerated the several opi-

nions about the soul, that it was the brain, or the heart, or

the blood, ov fire, or breath, or harmony, or nothing at all, or

an essential number, or a rational substance, or 2ififth essence ;

^ De Finibus, ii. 1.

[* in his LXii** year ; 1st ed. "in his year lxii."—D.]

[f Tusculans ; 1st ed.
" Tusculance."—D.]

•=

Pag. 136.—[The 12mo ed. of the Discourse (see note, p. 291) has—"the

various notions o( several philosophers about the nature of the soul, he con-

cludes that there can be nothing after death, if any of their notions he true."

p. 113. And so the French translation, p. 199.—D.]
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whichsoever of these, says he^ is true, it mil follow that

death is either a good, or at least not an evil. For if it be

brain, blood, or heart, it will perish with the whole body ; if

fire, it will be extinguished ; if breath, it will be dissipated ;

if harmony, it will be broke ; not to speak of those that

affirm it is nothing. His sententiis omnibus, nihil post mortem

pertinere ad quemquam potest ; according to all these notions

(the seven last repeated), there can be no concern nor sensation

after death : death therefore is no evil, Reliquorum {autem)

sententice, ^c. But the other opinions (the three remaining)

give hope that the soul, after it has left the body, mounts up
to heaven as its proper habitation : death therefore may be

a goodA Now^ can any thing be plainer than the tour of this

paragraph ? Ten opinions there are in all ; the first seven

make death no misery; the last three make it a happiness.
What then was our writer's soul ? was it brains, or guts,

or rather nothing at all, when he thus maimed and murdered

the sense of his author ? From the various notions he con-

cludes ! as if the seven were all he had mentioned ? as if the

three last were not those he espoused ? as if the authors of

the seven were not, in his esteem, plebeii et minuti philosophic

plebeian and puny philosophers, not worthy of that name ?

but our writer has so long desponded of mounting up to

heaven, that he cannot bear it even in the style of a pagan :

it raises an envious despair, and spreads it over his soul.

A most just and proper punishment for such reprobates to

immortality !

Virtutem videant, intabescantque relicta.^

But our writer goes stumbling on, and adds, that as to

Plato's arguments for the immortality of the soul, Cicero

says to his dialogist. Let us not produce them, and let us lay

aside all our hopes of immortality. By which the other under-

stood him to deny the immortality of the soul ; as is evident

from his answer whichfolloivs : What ! do you disappoint me,

after you had raised in me such an expectation ? Truly, I

^ Tuscul. i. 11. [* Pers. iii. 38,—D.]
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had rather be mistaken toith Plato, whom I hnoio how much

you esteem, and whom I admire on your authority, than be in

the right with others.^

Even my pen would refuse to be employed in such trash,

were it not to chastise our writer's confidence, who, unqua-
lified to understand one single page of Cicero, presumes to

set up for his commender and patron,

^AvSpo<^, ov ovS* alvelv rolai KaKolai OejJiL^;,^

nay (which all the Muses avert) for his revisor and editor.

Your gentry, it seems, were henceforward to taste Cicero

through the fetid and poisonous notes of the atheistical sect.

If Cicero's works, says he, come once to be generally read, as

of all human writings they best deserve!^ Goodly and gra-

cious ! what an honour is this to Cicero's ashes ! This is

what the old tragic f liked, laudari a laudato viro. But pray,

when was it that he was not generally read ? or rather,

when did the stupid sect begin to read him ? By the patterns

they have given us, they have just as much title to recom-

mend Cicero upon their own taste and skill, as before they
had to recommend the Samaritan Chronicle.s

In the passage now before us, after the orator had proved
the immortality of the soul from authority and tradition, the

agreement of all antiquity, the consent of all nations, the

doctrine of the Pythagorean school;^ those ancients, says

he, seldom gave reasons for their opinions, their scholars

acquiescing in the bare precept and maxim : but Plato did

e
Pag. 137.

[* See note, vol. ii. p. 272 of the present ed. of Bentley's Works ; where I

neglected to observe that in the line,

Bufihp ^AgKTTOTfkTjs iviSpixraro rSvSe n\dr(ovos,

we ought to read, for the sake of the measure, ISpvaaro : vide ^nth. Gr. ex

rec. Br. (ed. Jacobs.) t. iv. p. 233.—D.]
'
Pag. 140.

[f
**
Lcetus sum laudari me, inquit Hector, opinor apud Naevium, abs te,

pater, a laudato viro." Cic. Epist. Fam. xv. 6.—D.]

5 Remark xxvii.

*" Omnem antiquitatem. Consensus nationum omnium.
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not only transmit the doctrine, but produced reasons and

arguments to establish it : Bed rationes etiam attulisse ; quas,

nisi quid dicis, prcetermittamus, et hanc totam spem immortali-

tatis relinquamus ; which arguments, unless you say other-

wise, let us pass over, and lay aside this whole hope of immor-

tality} The meaning of which is most plain, if we reflect,

that the question here to be debated was only this, // seems
to me that death is an evil : which Cicero had already refuted,

even upon the scheme of the souPs extinction ; without need

of engaging deeper in the proofs of immortality. So that

here, in the Socratic way of dialogue, with elpcovela, dissimu-

lation and urbanity, he seems willing to drop the cause, on

purpose to raise the interlocutor's appetite. Who well

knowing this was but a feint, and that Cicero wanted a little

courting to proceed. What, says he, do you now leave me,

after you have drawn me into the highest expectation ? Pray

proceed with Plato's arguments : quocum errare mehercule

malo, quam cum istis vera sentire, with whom (in this affair)

/ had rather choose to be mistaken than be in the right with

those mean souls that are content with extinction. Upon
which, says the orator to him. Made virtute, God bless you
ivith that brave spirit : I myself too should willingly mistake

with him : and so he enters upon and exhausts the whole

Platonic reasoning for the soul's immortality. Now what

oddness, what perverseness of mind in our scribbler, to infer

from this paragraph that the interlocutor thought Cicero

denied the immortality of the soul I Is it not just the re-

verse ? But what need I wonder ; when none but such a

crooked and cross-grained block could ever be shaped into

an atheist?

And now we are come to his general character of Cicero,

and the new key to his works, which our bungler has made

for the use of your clergy. He professed, he says, the Aca-

demic or Sceptic philosophy ; and the only true method of

discovering his sentiments is to see what he says himself, or

under the person of an Academic. To quote any thing else

« Tuscul. i. 17.
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from him as his own is an imposition on the world, begun by
some men of learning, and continued by others of little or

none. This is the sum of our author's observations
;

* in

which there is part vulgar and impertinent, and part false

and his own.

TJie Academic or Sceptic philosophy ! He might as well

say, the Popish or Lutheran religion ; the difference between

those being as wide as between these. A common imposition
on the world! Where, or by whom ? Has not Cicero in

his disputations represented the systems of the several sects

with more clearness and beauty than they themselves could

do ? Such passages have been, and will be, quoted out of

Cicero indeed, for the elegancy of them ; not as his own

doctrines, but as those of the respectivet sects that there

speak them. And what harm is this? The reasoning is

the same, from what quarter soever it comes ; and the au-

thority not the less, though transferred from Cicero to a

Stoic. But the men of learning have blundered, and not

nicely distinguished Cicero from the Stoic. When he pleases

to name those, PU produce him a man of none, who has

stupidly confounded Cicero with the Epicurean.J And then

his sagacious hint, that Cicero's true sentiments are to be

seen ifi the person of the Academic ! This he thought he

was safe in
;
and yet it is as true as it will appear strange,

that his sentiments are least, or not at all, to be seen there :

of which as briefly as I can.

The Platonic Academy dogmatised, or delivered their

doctrines for fixed and certain, as the Peripatetics and Stoics

did. But in the tract of succession, one Carneades, a man
of great wit and eloquence, on purpose to shew both, made

an innovation in the Academy. By the notion oifixed and

certain {fioca, certa, rata, decreta) he was pinned down to

one system ;
and his great parts wanted more room to expa-

[* Discourse, p. 135, &c.—D.]

[f not as his own doctrines, but as those of the respective ; Ist ed.
" but

not as his own doctrines, but of the respective."
—

D.]
J Remark XLViu. p. 417.
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tiate and flourish in : he contrived^ therefore, a way to get

it : he denied the certainty of things, and admitted of no

higher a knowledge than probability and verisimilitude. Not

that he did not as much believe and govern himself in com-

mon life upon what he called highly probables, as the others

did upon their certains ; but by this pretty fetch he obtained

his end, and became disputant universal, pro omnibus sectis

et contra omnes dicebat. Did the Stoics assert a thing for

certain ? He would demolish that certainty from Epicurean

topics. Again, did these last pretend to any certainty ? He
would unsay what he spoke for them before ; and attack

them with Stoical arguments, which just now he had endea-

voured to baffle. This method gave name to the New Aca-

demy: but it had few professors while it lasted, and lasted

but a little time
; requiring such wit and eloquence, such

laborious study in all sects whatever, and carrying in it's

very face such an air of pride and ostentation, that very few

either could or cared to espouse it.

However, this very sect, then deserted and almost forgot,

did best agree with the vast genius and ambitious spirit of

young Cicero. He was possessed of oratory in it's perfec-

tion ; and he had added philosophy under the best masters

of all sects, Diodotus, Antiochus, Philo, Posidonius, and

others : he would not confine himself to one system, but

range through them all ; so the New Academy was chosen,

as the largest field to shew his learning and eloquence.

Which turn when he had once taken, he was always to

maintain : he was to rise no higher than probability, the

characteristic of the sect. For this was their badge of ser-

vitude, though they boasted of more freedom than the others.

Did a Stoic assert the certainty of Divine Providence ? You
are tied down, says an Academic ; it's only aprobable. You
are tied as much, replies the Stoic ;

for though you believe

it as firmly as I, you dare not say it's certain, fpr fear of

clashing with your sect.

If we take Cicero under this view, we shall then truly be

qualified to interpret all his writings. And first we shall
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find, what I said before, and which at once breaks to pieces

our writer's new key, that the Academic objections, which

in his philosophical conferences are ever brought against the

other sects, is the most unlikely place where to find his real

sentiments. For that being the privilege of the sect, to speak

pro or con as they pleased, contra omnia did oportere et pro

omnibus^ contra omnes philosophos, et pro omnibus dicere ;
^

they very frequently opposed non ex animo, sed simulate, not

heartily, but feignedly ;^ not what they really believed, but

what served the present turn. In De Natura Deorum, when
Balbus the Stoic had spoken admirably for the existence of

the gods and providence, Cotta the Academic (though he

was a priest, one of the pontijices) undertakes the opposite

side, non tarn refellere ejus orationem, quam ea quce minus

intellexit requirere ; not so much to refute his discowse as to

discuss somepoints he did not fully understand ;^ and after he

had finished his attack with great copiousness and subtilty,

yet in the close he owns to Balbus, that what he had said

was for dispute's sake, not his own judgment ; that he both

desired that Balbus would confute him, and knew certainly

that he could do it.° And Cicero himself, who was then an

auditor * at the dispute, though of the same sect with Cotta,

declares his own opinion, that the Stoic's discourse for pro-
vidence seemed t ohim more probable than Cottars against

it ; which he repeats again in De Divinatione, i. 5. And
what now becomes of our writer's true method and rule ?

Whatsoever is spoken under the person of an Academic, is

that to be taken for Cicero's sentiment ? Why Cicero de-

clares here, that he sided with the Stoic against the Aca-

demic ; and whom are we to believe, himself or our silly

writer ?

When Cicero says above, that the stoical doctrine of

providence seemed to him more probable, if we take it

aright, it carries the same importance as when a Stoic says

^ Acad. ii. 18.
^ Nat. Deor. i. 5. °> Nat. Deor. ii./ne.

" Nat. Deor. iii. I.
" Nat. Deor. iiii/ne.

[* then an auditor ;
1*^ ed. " then auditor."—D.]
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it's CERTAIN and demonstrable. For, as I remarked

before, the law, the badge, the characteristic of his sect

allowed him to affirm no stronger than that : he durst not

have spoken more peremptorily about a proposition of Euclid,

or what he saw with his own eyes. His probable had the

same influence on his belief, the same force on his life and

conduct, as the others' certain had on theirs. Nay, within

his own breast he thought it as much certain as they ;
but

he was to keep to the Academic style, which solely consisted

in that point, that nothing was allowed certum, comprehen^um,

perceptum, ratum, firmum, fixum; but our highest attainment

was probabile et verisimile. He that reads his works with

penetration, judgment, and diligence, will find this to be

true, that probable in his sect is equivalent to certain. For

what he says of Socrates exactly fits himself ; where report-

ing his last words. Whether it's better to live or die, the

gods alone know ; of men I believe no one^ knows : as to what

Socrates speaks, says he, that none but the gods know
whether is better, he himself knows it; for he had said it

before : sed suum illud, nihil ut affirmet, tenet ad extremum ;

but he keeps his manner to the last, to affirm nothing for
CERTAIN. P

If we seek, therefore, for Cicero's true sentiments, it

must not be in his disputes against others, where he had

license to say any thing for opposition sake; but in the books

where he dogmatises himself; where, allowing for the word

probable, you have all the spirit and marrow of the Platonic,

Peripatetic, and Stoic systems ; I mean his books De Officiis,

Tusculana, De Amicitia, De Senectute, De Legibus ; in which,

and in the remains of others now lost, he declares for the

being and providence of God, for the immortality of the

soul, for every point that approaches to Christianity. Those

three sects he esteems as the sole ornaments of philosophy ;

the others he contemns; and the Epicureans he lashes

throughout, not only for their base and abject principles,

but for their neglect of all letters, eloquence, and science.

[* No one ; 1st ed. « raowe."—D.]
' p Tuscul. i. 42.
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And I must do him this justice, that as his sect allowed him

to choose what he liked best, and what he valued as most

probable, out of all the various systems, he always chooses

like a knowing and honest man. If in any point of moral,

one author had spoken nobler and loftier than another, he

is sure to adopt the worthiest notion for his own, and to

clothe it in a finer dress with new beauties of style.*

[• I may here observe, that to the note, at p. 139 of the first ed. of the

Discourse, which commences,
'* And yet sometimes his [Cicero's] zeal against

what he took to be superstition made him so far forget himself, as to speak that

in his orations which he could only do with safety in an assembly of philoso-

phers," Collins in the later 8vo ed. ibid, (see note, p. 291), added another
•' instance" from Cicero's* works ; and that in the 12mo ed. p. 115, he threw the

whole note into the text, altering the beginning thus :
" And yet sometimes

his zeal against what he took to be superstition made him so far forget a maxim

of his own, as to speak," &c. ; and citing at the foot of the page: "Queritur

sintne dei, nee ne sint. Difficile est negare. Credo, si in concione quaeratur :

sed in ejuscemodi sermone et consessu, facillimum. De Nat. Deor. lib. i." The

French translation of the Discourse, p. 204, agrees with the 12mo ed.— The

dishonesty of Collins in the above quotation from Cicero is exposed by Ar. de

La Chapelle, La Frip. Ldique, p. 544.—D.]

TANTUM.
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LIV.

Our author, very discreetly silent about the living members
of his sect, has laboured strenuously to incorporate into it

some great names from the dead, Socrates, Plato, Aristotle,

Plutarch, Varro, Cato the elder, and Cicero ; with what suc-

cess my former Remarks have sufficiently shewn ; where the

reader, as he is variously affected, now with our writer's

ignorance, now with his prevarication, is tossed between the

alternate passions of pity and contempt.
We now again overtake him, endeavouring to draw over

to his honourable party the very picture of virtucy^ Cato

the younger ; not from Cato's own declaration, but from a

famous passage of the poet Lucan, who, he says, has raised

a noble monument, not only to Cato*s wisdom and virtue, but

to his FREE-THINKING ;^ and he expects our thanks for giving

us that passage, not in the original only, but in the trans-

lation of an ingenious author,"^ And here I find myself under

some difficulty and uneasiness ; our writer slinks away, and

leaves me to engage with a nameless author, whose cha-

racter and station at home, a foreigner, and at such a dis-

tance from Britain, cannot be supposed to know :

eireirj fiaXa TroWa fiera^v

Ovped T€ (TKLoevra, OdXaao-d re VX^^^^^'t

So that I must throw out censures at random, not knowing
on whom they fall. Perhaps he may be a person of worth,

[* Discourse, p. 141, where Collins cites,
" Homo virtuti simillimus," &c.

Veil. Paterc. 1. ii. c. 35.—D.] i Pag. 141.

[f The later 8vo ed. of the Discourse, ibid., and the 12mo ed. p. 117 (see

note, p. 291), have " in the excellent translation of a most ingenious author."—
The version of Lucan, with which, writing in the character of Phil. Lip., ^Rentley

affects to be unacquainted (see notes, p. 349 and p. 425), is the well-known one

ofRowe, who died (1718) long before this portion of the Remarks appeared.

In the French translation of the Discourse the Lucan of Brebeuf is cited.—D.]

[X Horn. //. i. 15().—D.]
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as little allied to this free-thinker's society as many others

of the English nation whom he has the impudence to list

in it. Hooker, Chillingworth, Wilkins, Cudworth, Tillotson.

If so, I must plead in my behalf both the innocence of my
intention, and the necessity of the work, because justice

cannot be done to the present subject without some severity

upon that version. But it^s possible that the ingenious

translator may be our writer himself, who would try his

faculty in poetry under this mask and disguise ; and in that

view I desire that all the infamy of that faulty translation

may fall on him and no other ; since, be he the author or

not, he is certainly to answer for it, having so applauded
the performance, and so warped it to a vile and impious
abuse.

But, before we come to Lucan, we have a small specimen
of our writer^s usual penetration and ability in the classics,

Paterculus,* in a fine character of our Cato, among other

expressions says, He was, per omnia ingenio diis quam homi-

nibus propior, in Ms whole temper (tranquillity, constancy,

justice, &c.) nearer to the gods than to men. Who does not

know that ingenium is temper, disposition, turn of mind ?

But our writer has rendered it, that in every thing by his

KNOWLEDGE he approachcd more to the gods than to men,^

Absurdly translated ! not only against common language,
but common sense. For wherein was Cato so distinguished

for knowledge? and universal too, per omnia? As a Stoic he

was inferior in that knowledge to the Greek professors of

the sect who were his preceptors ; and for general know-

ledge, what vast extent could he attain to, whose life was

short of fifty years, in a continued course of employments,
and hurry of public business ? he was so far in that regard
from approaching the gods, that he was below many mortals

his contemporaries, Cicero, Nigidius Figulus, Varro, and

[* Lib. ii. c. 35.—D.]
'
Pag. 141. [The 12mo ed. of the Discourse (see note, p. 291) has "by his

tvisdom approaching," &c. p. 117: and the French translation "par la sagesse

de ses actions tl ressembloit plus," &c. p. 207.—D.]
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others. But let Cato be divine both in temper and know-

ledge too ; our \mter himself is certainly in knowledge no

more than human, and in temper it's well if so much.

Surely so awkward^ so perverse a turn was never given
to poet^ as this writer and translator (if they are two) have

given to Lucan ; who, on occasion of Cato's march through
the deserts of Afric, near the Temple ofAmmon_, introduces

an officer of his army requesting him, in a set speech, to

consult that celebrated oracle ; and Cato refusing it, in as

set a reply. This refusal our writer takes as a proof of

Cato's free-thinking ; that he took oracles for impostures,
for the knavery oijugglingpriests, and the credulity oi super-

stitious crowds. But to his great shame and disappointment,

the scene in the original has quite contrary actors : there

were really some yree-Z/im^er^, Epicureans, in Cato's retinue,

that had a mind to try to puzzle, to baffle the oracle; but

Cato, by his very sect a friend to all oracles, in an artful as

well as magnanimous speech eludes their inquiry, denies

to consult, and so screens and protects the reputation of the

temple. So that Cato here is really the patron of super-

stition; and the supposed monument of hisfree-thinking \^ ?i

true and lasting monument of our writer's stupidity. But

this cannot fully appear without the reader's patience in

going along with me through the whole passage in the

original, and through the double length of the tedious

translation. \'ss%y^m^\'i <

[ 1 ]

comitesque Catonem

Orant, exploret Libycum memorata per orbem

Numina, de fama tam longi judicet aevi.s

His host, {as crowds are superstitious still,)

Curious offate, offuture good and ill.

Andfond to prove prophetic Ammons skill,

* Lucan, lib. ix. vers. 546.
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Entreat their leader to the gods"^ would go.

Andfrom this oracle Rome's fortune know^

Two verses^ you see, and a half in the Latm are exactly
doubled and become five in the English ; which we might
take for just payment and exchange, in the known allowance

of one for sense, and one for rhyme, were it not that no

tittle of the original sense appears in the version. The poet
himself tells us, that Cato's companions entreat him to ex-

plore [try, sift) the deity so famous through the Libyan

world, and to judge of a reputation possessed through so

many ages. Here, indeed, are plain footsteps oifree-thinking,

a doubting about the oracle's veracity; a trial demanded

and a judgment, not of an upstart puny oracle, but (in the

heathen account) much older than Solomon's Temple, and

adored by the third part of mankind. Now, why are these

just and proper sentiments dropt in the version ? not a word

there of exploring ; nothing of the wide authority, the vast

antiquity of the oracle ; but empty trash with false ideas

foisted in their place. These inquirers do not desire to

know Rome's fortune, but to criticise the oracle itself, as

Croesus did that at Delphi, and Lucian that in Paphla-

gonia.f Nay, allowing that they secretly wished to know

their fortunes, yet it was injudicious in the translator to an-

ticipate here what he knew was to come anon in Labienus's

speech. But I desire not to be too severe; FU admit the

propriety of that diction, curious offuture good and ill ; nor

shall it be tautology to onerate three poor lines with pro-

phetic Ammon, then the gods, and then this oracle ; when in

[* In the complete translation of Lucan by Rowe, published after his

death, we find "the ^orf," and in the next line ^^his oracle;" but (with the ex-

ception of "fortunes" instead of "fortune") the passage stands as above

given, in the vith vol. of what is called Dryden*s Miscellanies^ where Rowe's

version of the 9th book of Lucan was originally printed.
—

D.]
»

Pag. 141.

[f Ar. de La Chapelle {La Frip. Ldique, p. 555) refers to Alexander, sen

Pseudomantis : see Luciani 0pp. t. ii. p. 217. ed. Hemst.—D.]
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truth it's but one god and but once. But I am astonished

that any person could presume to translate Lucan who was

capable of mistaking comites for an host, or a whole army,
Comites or cohors amicorum were persons of quality, com-

monly youths, recommended by their parents or friends to

the familiarity of the general, to diet and lodge with him

through the course of his expedition, to learn from his con-

versation the skill and discipline of war. You can scarce

dip in any Roman historian, or even poet, but this you are

taught there. I'll but quote one place of Florus,^ because

it relates to our Cato, who, in his apartment after supper,^

postquam filium coMiTEsque ab amplexu dimisit, when he

had embraced and dismissed his son and companions, read

Plato's treatise of the soul's immortality, and then fell asleep.

These comites, companions at Utica in Cato's last hours, are

the very same that here speak to him about the oracle of

Amnion. If the whole army is meant in one place, it must

be meant too in the other. But can our writer imagine that

Cato entertained the whole army in one room ? and embraced

them all at parting ? How unfortunate, then, is his very
first line !

His host, as crowds are superstitious still.

Sad omen for our translator ! and no superstition to think

so. This mighty ^05^ and these crowds are only a few young
noblemen ; and so far from superstition (as he here calum-

niates ^em), that he may henceforth value them as hopeful

free-thinkers. And why that spiteful character given to all

crowds ? mere fillings of his own, without warrant from his

original. It carries in it an air of libertinism ;
and its just

and immediate punishment was blunder.

[ 2
]_

Maximus hortator scrutandi voce deorum

Eventus Labienus erat : sors obtulit, inquit,

" L. Florus, iv. 2.

* Plutarch in Catone: "Zw^h^i-Kvovv k^lvt^s ot 'ETAIPOI (comites). [Opp.

t. iv. p. 485. etl. Reisk.—D.]
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Et fortuna viae tarn magni numinis ora

Consiliumque dei : tanto duce possumus uti

Per Syrtes, bellique datos cognoscere casus.

But Labienus chief the thought approved.

And thus the common suit to Cato mov'd :

Chance and the fortune of the way, he said,

Have brought Jove's sacred counsels to our aid.

This greatest of the gods, this mighty chief

In each distress shall be a sure relief;

Shall point the distant dangersfrom afar.

And teach thefuturefortunes of the war.

The Latin poet has observed a decent economy in the con-

duct of this passage : the young sceptics in the former para-

graph are despatched in two lines ; their request is not put
in form ;

and Cato's refusal is not expressed, but understood ;

as if given without words, by a look. But now here comes

a person of another character, Titus Labienus, lieutenant-

general under Caesar through all the Gallic wars ;* then a

deserter to Pompey ; in Afric here with Cato ; with Pompey
the son in Spain, where he perished at the battle of Munda.

He (as his speech demonstrates) proceeds upon a different

principle ; not of waggery and scepticism, but full assurance

in the oracle. He was paullo infirmior, prone to bigotry and

superstition, and for that reason (if it is not true in fact) was

judiciously chosen by the poet to be the author of this

speech. This character, which I have given of him, though
in Lucan's time well known, is now only to be learned from

a passage of Plutarch ;^ where Aa^LTjvov, says he, jxavreiaL^

Ttcrtv la')(ypc^ofievov, Labienus relying on some prophecies,
and affirming that Pompey must be conqueror; Ay, says

Cicero, and while we trust to that stratagem, we have lost our

[* wars; l5< erf.
" war."—D.]

* Plut. in Cicer. p. 1612. where for irapayevea-dai nof^ir^iov read vepiyevea-Oai.

[= 0pp. t. iv. p. 822. ed. Reisk. (who gives irepiyeyea-dai from two MSS.) :

Aafiifjvov 5€ /xavTeiais ti<t\v la'xvQiC'^ix^vov, kou XiyovTos, ws Set irepiytveaOai

Tloix-n7]iov' ovKovv, ecprj, (rrpaTT]yr}fji.aTi tout^ p^pcwyuevot yvu o7ro)8e)8A"i^Ko/u,e»' to

(TTparSiTibov.
—D.]
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very camp. This short occasional hint discovers Labieniis*s

weak side : he had lived to see those prophecies fail, and

now wanted new ones from an oracle of the highest fame :

if they proved favourable to the cause, that he might perse-
vere vrith more courage ; if otherwise, provide for his own

safety. And how dexterously this is evaded by Cato we
shall see in the sequel.

One would think these five verses were so plain and

easy, that no translator could miss the sense of them, as

our's has* done. For what may pass plausibly as an English

original grows scandalous when fathered upon Lucan ; scarce

a line here but either clashes with the poet's design, or with

the notions of that age. 'Tis false that Labienus moved the

common suit : the former suit was but moved by a few, and

his was different and his own. But the whole host, says the

translator, first entreated Cato, and then Labienus stepped in

as their common spokesman. Where's the decorum of this ?

Where's the rule of military discipline ? The very maniples,

forsooth, are to break ranks without orders, and surround

their general, to demand a public prophecy ',
which if cross

or but dubiously threatening would make them all deserters.

No, no ; both the comites before, and Labienus now, make the

motion privately ;
and neither question nor answer, if the re-

quest had succeeded, was to be heard by the common soldier.

Lucan is content to say of Jupiter Ammon tam magnum
numen, so great a deity ; that is, compared with other oracles,

the chief whereof were those of Apollo. But the translator

soars above him.

This greatest of the gods, this mighty chief :

which, by the way, is a most splendid variation. Now, a

Roman would never have said that Jupiter Ammon was as

great as Jupiter Capitolinus ; though the translator took it

for granted that all Jupiters must needs be the same. But

a kno\\Ti place in Suetonius may correct his notion of the

heathen theology. Augustus had built a temple to Jupiter

[* has; so Isted.: ed. 1743 "had."—D.]
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Tonans within the area of the Capitol ; whereupon he had a

dream, that Capitolinus Jupiter^ complained his worshippers
were drawn away : Augustus in his dream answered, that he

had dedicated Tonans there only as the other's porter ; and

accordingly when he waked, he hung (as a porter^s badge)

that temple round ivith bells,^ Now, if Capitolinus would not

bear the very Thunderer by him but in quality of his porter,

much less would he have suffered poor beggarly y Ammon
(for all he was his namesake) to be styled the mighty chief.

All that Labienus expected here from the oracle was con-

silium dei, the god's advice how to pass the Libyan desert,

and to foreknow the destiny of the present war; an event

thought near at hand; for CfBsar, they well knew, was no

loiterer in action. But how does the translator manage this ?

This greatest of the gods, says he.

In each distress shall be a sure relief;

Shall point the distant dangersfrom afar.

Are not time, circumstance, and popular notion rarely ob-

served here ? The dangers, apprehended as just at their

heels, are become distant and afar off; and the oracle is

not only to predict, but to prevent the decrees of fate, a sure

relief in all distresses. Contradiction in the very terms;
for if fate could be prevented, it could not be predicted.

There's a small error here, both in the printed copies

and in all the manuscripts that I have seen ;

SORS obtulit, inquit,

Etfortuna vice tam magni numinis ora.

The poet wrote it fors obtulit.f So Horace, Nulla etenim

iibi me fors obtulit ; J and again, Seu ratio dederit, seu fors

objecerit : § so Tacitus, et, qurn fors obtulerat, navalibus telis

[* Jupiter; 1st ed. "Jove."—D.]
" Suet. Aug. c. 91.

y Pauper adhuc deus est. Lucan. [ix. 519.—D.]

[f In the Strawberry Hill ed. of Lucan we find "
sors," and without any

note : but only the first three books of that ed. were left fully prepared for

the press by Bentley.
—

D.]

[J Sat. I. vi. 54.—D.] [§ Sat, i. i. 2.—D.]
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conficitur ; and again, passim trucidads, ut quemque fors ob-

tiilerat :
^ in all which places the MSS. of inferior note have

turned fors into sors ; whose significations are very different.

Fors is pure chance ; but sors has in it an idea of destiny,

of appointment, and allotment, Fors et fortuna via, chance

and the opportunity of the march. Now, as we do not ex-

pect any exactness from our writer, we do not reproach him,

that he has put sors in his Latin text ; though in his version

(if it be his) he has varied from his original.

Chance and thefortune of the way, he said.

He has jumped, you see, upon the true interpretation ; and

though he writes sors, expresses the meaning oi fors, I

suppose they were both alike to him ; and it was true chance

that he hit the right : he saw the sense was there or there-

abouts ; which is accurate enough for a modern translator.

[ 3 ]

Nam cui crediderim superos arcana daturos,

Dicturosque magis quam sancto vera Catoni ?

Certe vita tibi semper directa supremas [supernas]

Ad leges, sequerisque deum.

To thee, O Cato, pious, wise, andjust.
Their dark decrees the cautious gods shall trust :

To thee theirfore-determin'd will shall tell :

TJieir will has been thy law, and thou hast kept it well,

Labienus, already deceived by fallacious predictions, confides

in Cato's known sanctity, that he at least would obtain true

ones; for surely the gods would reveal secrets, and speak

truth to Cato, who had always lived in conformity to them

and their sovereign laws. This, one would think, is easy

enough ; but no ground can be so plain which our translator

cannot stumble on. Sanctus, the sole epithet in the Latin,

denotes nothing but purity and holiness of life : this by the

translator is split into three, pious, wise, andjust. Let him

take his wise back again, and not introduce epithets im-

* Tac. Annal. xiv. 5. Hist. iv. 1.
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proper to the occasion. It was not Cato's wisdom, nor (as

blundered before) his knowledge, but his innocence and

purity, that might merit the gods' favour. And why instead

of plain superOS have we cautious gods ? an idea including

fear, and inconsistent with the nature of the deity. He
seems to choose epithets,, not for their sense, but for their

syllables ; wise Cato, cautious gods, both of his own manu-

facture, both incongruous to their places, both repugnant to

each other; for if the gods were so very cautious, they would

be the more shy, not the more communicative, in apprehen-
sion of Cato's wisdom. But he has made amends in the two

last lines :

To thee theirfore-determined will shall tell:

Their will has been thy law, and thou hast kept it well.

Where, though either of them might pass single and apart,

yet sad consequence ensues when they are thus in conjunc-
tion. For the fore-determined will here is fate; not any

thing of moral direction or precept, but of physical event ;

as the issue of this war, &c. And then their will in the fol-

lowing line must bear the same sense. So that this will of
the gods, the course of natural events, was the law that Cato

had kept so well. Nonsense complete ! but if this bears

upon him too hard, indulge him a little, and take their tvill

ViTidi fore-determined will both in a moral meaning; for of

one meaning both must be. And then the result is this :

that as Cato is now to learn the divine will by revelation, so

formerly he made that will his law, not by rules of virtue

and natural light, but by the like revelation. So that Cato,

through the whole course of his life, is represented like

Nicias the Athenian, or Julian the Apostate, to be a seeker

to oracles ; and yet this whole passage is brought to prove

his scorn and contempt of them.

[ 4 ]

datur, ecce, loquendi

Cum Jove libertas : inquire in fata nefandi

Caesaris, et patriae venturos excute mores.
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Fate bids thee now the noble thought improve.
Fate hnngs thee here to meet and talk with Jove,

Inquire betimes what various chance shall come

To impious Casar and thy native Rome ;

Try to avert at least thy country's doom.

I cannot read this translation but I think I see poor Lucan
travestied

; not apparelled in his Roman toga, but under the

cruel shears of an English tailor. The poet says libertas

datur, there's leave, liberty, opportunity of speaking with

Jove ; but the translator will needs have it, that fate bids

him improve, and fate brings him to talk with Jove, Now I

should think, \i fate had intermeddled here, that Labienus

might have spared his speech; for Cato must needs have

consulted the oracle without his entreaty : and yet, which is

very strange, in spite offate and entreaties too, he passes on

and neglects it. But no wonder that this same fate was

weaker than ordinary, for but ten lines ago it was nothing
but chance;

Chance and the fortune of the way, he said.

Have brought Jove's sacred counsels to our aid.

Here we see it is chance brings Jove to talk with Cato ; but

whip, in the very next breath it is fate brings Cato to talk

with Jove, Do not laugh at this; for chance and fate,

though the most contrary ideas, being equally monosyllables,

are equivalent in our translator's verses. For so imme-

diately in the very next line ;

Inquire in fata nefandi

Csesaris :

Inquire betimes what various chance shall come

To impious Caesar.

Who could possibly have substituted chance for fate here ?

unless he thought his verses were to sell by the foot, no

matter for the stuff, whether linsey or woolsey. For is it

not, as he has made it, a merry errand for fate to send Cato

on ? Fate bids him go to the oracle, to inquire there about

VOL. III. 3 o
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future chance. Now, for common sense sake, let them agree
to change places, that chance may give him the opportmiity
to inquire about future /a/e. For a prediction diboMtfuture

chance, would Ammon answer, is impossible : it would seem

to him to imply a contradiction, unless he was notably read

in the subtilties of metaphysics.
I had like to have forgot to ask one favour of our trans-

lator, what that noble thought was that Cato was so big

with ?

Fate bids thee now the noble thought improve,

I inquired of Lucan himself, and he knows nothing of the

matter ; nor is there in the version the least hint of it either

before or after. I conceive it proved addle in the incubation,

and never arrived at maturity.

Well ! but who can deny that in the last couplet he has

improved his original ?

et patriae ventures excute mores.

Inquire betimes about thy native Rome ;

Try to avert at least thy country's doom,

Labienus, who at least talks good sense in his way, requests

here no more of Cato than to ask about Csesar^s fate, and

the future condition of the Roman state, whether they were

to have a legal or arbitrary government, a republic or a

monarchy. This is the meaning of excute, sift out, by way
of inquiry ; as both common language testifies, and the fol-

lowing lines demonstrate. But our sagacious interpreter

renders excute to shake off, to avert the doom. Now why,
in the name oifate, does he thus banter his female readers ?

If it's fate, if it's doom, how can it be averted ? If Cato

tries to do that, I'll concern myself no more about him.

Let, him stand for me in our writer's list, for he's fool

enough to make ?i free-thinker. Avert the doom ! in modern

rhyme, perhaps, it may be done ; but in good old Latin it's

impossible :

Desinefata detlmflecti sperare precando.^

[* Virg. jEn. vi. 376.—P.]
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But why, with submission, so very hasty, even allowing he

might avert it ? The oracle was not yet consulted : it was

yet an even wager, that the expected doom might be pro-

sperous ; as likely for the laws and liberties of Rome, as for

arbitrary power. No matter for that ; our translator before-

hand orders him to try to avert the prophecy, though it

should prove in his favour.

[ 5 ]

Jure suo populis uti legumque licebit.

An bellum civile perit ? tua pectora sacra

Voce reple : durse saltem virtutis amator

Quaere, quid est virtus ? et posce exemplar honesti.

Ask if these arms ourfreedom shall restore,

Or else if laws and rights [righf] shall be no more.

Be thy great breast ivith sacred knowledgefraught.
To lead us in the wandering maze of thought.

Thou that to virtue ever wert inclined.

Learn what it is, how certainly defined,

And leave some perfect rule to guide mankind.

Here his version is so loose, so rambling, that one may fairly

doubt whether he understood one sentence ; to be sure, not

all. Ask, says Labienus, whether our people shall enjoy their

laws and liberties ; or is the civil war lost, has so much

blood been shed in vain for the defence of them ? This quaint

expression was beloved by Lucan and his uncle Seneca :

so lib. vi. V. 134.

qui vulnera ferrent.

Jam deerant ; nimbusqueferens tot tela peribat.

So again the verb active, perdere, ii. 442.

Atque ipsum non perdat iter

iii. 706.
non perdere letum

Maxima curafuit.

But so far is our version from preserving '(as a good one
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ought) this Lucanism, this characterism of an author, that it

inverts the thought. Shall the liberties be restored, or the

loar be lost ? says Lucan : Shall the liberties be lost, or the

war restore them ? says the translator. A shrewd sign that

this period was gloomy and dark to him. But why so

severe, may somebody say, when nothing here is lost, but

only inverted ? Well then, agreed to pardon him. Mis-

placing indeed is not losing ;
for nothing was lost to honest

Claudius when his nephew Caligula ordered his shoes to be

put on his hands.^

Tua pectora sacra Voce reple, says Labienus ; fill your
breast with the sacred voice of the god, the answer that the

oracle is to give you. This surely is very clear ; and yet

our translator, I fear, took voice, not for that of the god, but

of Cato himself : fill your breast with your sacred voice to

give us instruction. If I mistake, let somebody else explain

thisf distich ;

Be thy great breast with sacred knowledge fraught.
To lead us in the wandering maze of thought,

A wandering maze indeed ! for Lucan himself is quite lost

in it. Let any man try, I say, to extricate this better than

I have done : but if he^s once led into the maze, V\[ not

undertake to lead him out of it.

The close of the speech is this ;

dur(B saltem virtutis amator

Quare, quid est virtus ? etposce exemplar honesti.

If you will not, says he, consult about the event of the war,

as I wish you would, at least consult about the affairs of your
sect: you who are a Stoic, an admirer of rigid virtue, ask

the oracle what is virtue ; and demand to see the living face of

honesty. The turn, you see, of this period entirely depends
on saltem, at least : without that there's no just transition.

[* Ar. de La Chapelle {La Frip. La'ique, p. 576) cites "Sueton. in Claud.

cap. 8. Solehant et manibus stertentis socci indicci, ut repente expergefactus faciem

sibi confricaret."
—

D.]

[t explain this; 1st ed.
"
explain me this."—D.]
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And yet some of the editions, and most of the manuscripts,

having semper instead of saltern^ our lucky interpreter fell

upon that;

Thou that to virtue ever wert inclined:

which in this form is flat and insipid ; a compliment idly

repeated ; for more than this he had said above : and be-

sides, it betrays the reader into* a mistake. He must think

from your English, that Labienus asks Cato to inquire about

the success of the war, and about virtue too : whereas the

first is his main request ; and if that fails, he compounds for

the latter.

Exemplar honestly an expression fetched from the heights

of philosophy, was above our translator's level : so that we'll

neither wonder nor be displeased, that he has so miserably

rendered it;

And leave some perfect rule to guide mankind.

Admirable indeed: \iposce exemplar honesti can be racked or

bribed to signify write a book of morals. Exemplar^ forma,

fades, species, effigies, are words applied by philosophers to

wisdom, virtue^ honesty, when they do irpocrwiro'iroLelv, speak
of them as persons. Formam guidem ipsam, says Cicero, . . .

et tanquam faciem honesti vides, quae si oculis cerneretur,

mirabiles amores {ut ait Plato) excitaret :^ and again, Habes

undique expletam etperfectam . . formam honestatis:^ and

again, Consectaturque nullam eminentem effigiem virtutis,
sed adumbratam imaginem gloria :

^ and lastly, Sed nos veri

juris germanceque justiti^e solidam et expressam effigiem

nullam tenemus ; umbra et imaginibus utimurA Plato, we

see, the great master of metaphorical style, was the first

that made use of this figure : that if men could have ivapykf;

etBcoXov, the person of wisdom conspicuous before them, they

would be in raptures with her beauty,^ And from him it

was borrowed by the orators, and transferred to eloquence :

[• into ; 1st ed.
" to."—D.]

* Cic. Offic. i. 5.

«> De Fin. ii. 15. "^ Tusc, iii. 2.

•J
Oflf. iii. 17. ^ P]ato inPhaedro.
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Prceceptor . . optimus . . et electissimus, qui faciem eloquen-

tice, non imaginem prcsstaret :^ and by Lucan in another place
to miMidiXYfortitude ;^

Ac velut inclusum perfosso in pectore numen,
Et vivam magnce speciem virtutis adorant :

but in this passage before us he treads exactly in Plato's

steps, exemplar honesti : ask, says he, that Ammon would

shew you that glorious visage rod koXov, of virtue, honesty,

pulchritude (for the English idea of honesty does not reach to

honestum) ; a demand worthy of a god and Cato ; since with-

out the divine aid mortal eyes could not behold it. ^Tis cer-

tain, from his very sect, that ourfree-thinker has never seen

it ; and our translator's eyes are so weak, that he could not

see even Lucan 's draught of it, though he held it in his

hands.

[ 6
]

lUe deo plenus, tacita quern mente gerebat,

Effudit dignas adytis e pectore voces.

Full of the god that dwelt within his breast,

The hero thus his secret mind expressed.

And inborn truths reveaVd ; truths which might well

Become even oracles themselves to tell.

Labienus has now ended his speech, and we are coming to

Cato's answer ; the transition to which in Lucan is modest

as well as grand : he, says he, full of the god, who dwelt in

his silent breast, makes a reply even worthy of an oracle. The

poet himself, we know, was a Stoic ; and Cato his hero was

in the opinion of that age perfectus Stoicus, perfectus sapiens,

a finished wise man in the full character of the sect ;^ and

therefore he had evBov iv rS arrjOei IBpvfjLevov Balfiova, a

god placed and abiding within his breast,^ which in reality

was no other than vovf; koI XSyo^i, his own mind and reason. J

f Dial, de Oratoribus, c. 34. e Lucan, vi. 254.

'' Cic. in Paradox. Seneca Constan. vii.

' Marc. Anton, iii. 16. et passim.
•> Idem, v. 27.
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But besides this philosophic sense, there's an allusion to pro-

phetic rapture ; for Virgil, in some poem now lost, had said

of an inspired prophetess, plena deo, full of the god ;^ an ex-

pression so much commended then, that it grew to be a word
of fashion. Ovid borrowed it in his tragedy Medea ;

Feror hue illuc^ ut plena deo.

But Gallio, Lucan's great uncle, had it always in his mouth,
even to a solecism, Et ille est plena deo, when he commended

any orator for his spirit and fire. In both these senses our

Cato here was deo plenus ; in the former as Stoicus sapiens,

in the latter as going to pour forth dignas adytis voces, words

worthy ofinspiration. But then the epithet tadta mente comes

pat and seasonable
; he hore the god in his silent and sedate

mind; whereas the prophets, when possessed by the god,
were ranting and raving under a temporary distraction ;

non vultus, non color unus.

Non comtce mansere comce : sed pectus anhelum,

Et rabiefera corda tument,^

In the whole, I think there cannot be two finer lines, more

full of serene majesty, than these of Lucan.

But our translator, while he labours to swell the thought,

or at least to swell his verse, inserts such improper, such

foreign stufi^ into it, that he subverts the whole sentence ;

The hero thus his secret mind expressed.

And inborn truths reveaVd,

Why secret mind ? when all he says in the following answer

are the common dogmata, the maxims of the sect. What
inborn truths ? when all he delivers were taught him by his

preceptors, and had been handed down for two centuries,

ever since Zeno. And see how the syntax is distorted ;

tacita mente, secret mind, thrown into the latter verse, to the

confusion of all grammar : which has revealed to us another

secret, the true size of the translator's learning.

^ Seneca Suas. iii. [* Virg. ^n. vi. 47.—D.]
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[ 7 ]

Quid quseri, Labiene, jubes ? an liber in armis

Occubuisse velim potius, q\iam regna videre ?

An sit vita nihil, sed longam differat aetas ?

Where would thy fond, thy vain inquiry go? ^
What mysticfatey what secret wouldst thou know ^

Is it a doubt, if death should be my doom.

Rather than live till kings and bondage come,

Rather than see a tyrant crown'd in Rome ? .

Or wouldst thou know, if, what we value here,

Life, be a trifle hardly worth our care ?

Wliat by old age and length of days we gain.

More than to lengthen out the sense ofpain ?

We come at last to Cato^s answer, which, if you^ll take our

writer's word for it, denominates him 2i free-thinker . It is

time for us then to look sharp, to observe every period ; the

battle advances and grows hot ; nunc specimen specitur, nunc

certamen cernitur,^ And 1^11 renounce my name Phile-

LEUTHERUS, if the success of the day does not so frustrate

his hopes, that he'll hate both Cato and Lucan for't, as long

as he lives.

[* Plaut. Cas. iii. 1. 2.—D.]
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Lest the reader should perhaps wonder why this Third Part,

after so long an interval, is published thus imperfect, it is

thought proper to inform him, that Dr. Bentley began it

many years ago, at the desire of her late Majesty when

princess, had actually printed two half-sheets of it, and in-

tended to have finished the whole. But a dispute then

unhappily arising about his fees as professor,* in which he

thought himself extremely ill used, he threw the book by
with indignation ; nor could he, after having excused himself

to her royal highness, be ever prevailed upon to resume it

again. These two half-sheets, however, still remaining with

the printer, the publisher of the last edition, in 1737j> got
leave of Dr. Bentley to reprint them at the end ; which is

the reason why that edition breaks off so abruptly, masterf

being the catch-word to the next intended half-sheet. It

was imagined by some, that the remaining part of the copy
would be found after Dr. Bentley's death ; but he having
often told me that he wrote it only sheet by sheet, just as

they could print it off, I had, I must own, no great expec-

tations. I examined his papers, however, very carefully, and

found at length a few pages more, which are now first added

[* i. e. Regius Professor of Divinity : for the particulars of this dispute,

which took place in 1717, see Monk's Life of B. vol. ii. p. 37 sqq.

To the request contained in the following University grace, voted 1715,

Bentley had turned a deaf ear :
*' Whereas the Reverend Dr. Bentley, Master

of Trinity College, besides his other labours published from our press, to the

great advancement of learning and honour of this University, has lately, under

the borrowed name of Phileleutherus Lipsiensis, done eminent service to the

Christian religion and the clergy of England, by refuting the objections and

exposing the ignorance of an impious set of writers that call themselves Free-

thinkers—May it please you that the said Dr. Bentley, for his good services

already done, have the public thanks of the University ; and be desired by Mr.

Vice-Chancellor, in the name of the whole body, to finish what remains of so

useful a work." Monk's Life of B. vol. i. p. 373.—D.]

[t See p. 469. 1. 5. from foot.—D.]
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in this edition. And as the manuscript ends_, agreeably to

his former declarations,, in thq middle of a page, I think I

may venture to assure the public, that this is the whole of it

that Dr. Bentley ever wrote.

R. B.*
Mar. 25, 1743.

[• i. e. Richard Bentley, the nephew and sole executor of the author.—D.]

i
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[Bentley's intention of editing the Greek Testament, (an undertaking which

he had for some time meditated, and which had been publicly suggested to him

by Hare ; see note, p. 356,) was thus announced in a letter to Archbishop
Wake:*—

"
May it please your Grace ;

" 'Tis not only your Grace's station and general character, but the par-
ticular knowledge I have of you, which encourages me to give you a long letter

about those unfashionable topics, religion and learning. Your Grace knows,
as well as any, what an alarm has been made of late years with the vast heap
of various lections found in MSS. of the Greek Testament. The Papists have

made a great use of them against the Protestants, and the Atheists against

them both. This was one of Collins' topics in his Discourse on Free-thinking,
which I took off in my short answer; and I have heard since, from several

hands, that that short view I gave of the causes, and necessity, and use of

various lections, made several good men more easy in that matter than they
were before. But, since that time, I have fallen into a course of studies that

led me to peruse many of the oldest MSS. of Gr. Test, and of the Latin too of

St. Jerom; of which there are several in England a full 1000 years old. The
result of which has been, that I find I am able (what some thought impos-

sible) to give an edition of the Gr. Test, exactly as it was in the best ex-

amples at the time of the Council of Nice. So that there shall not be 20

words, noc even particles' difference ; and this shall carry its own demonstra-

tion in every verse ; which I affirm cannot be so done of any other ancient

book, Greek or Latin. So that that book, which, by the present management,
is thought the most uncertain, shall have a testimony of certainty above all

other books whatever ; and an end be put at once to all var. lectt. now or

hereafter. I'll give your Grace the progress which brought me, by degrees,

into the present view and scheme that I have of a new edition.

"
Upon some points of curiosity, I collated one or two of St. Paul's epistles

with the Alexandrian MS., the oldest and best now in the world. I was sur-

prised to find several transpositions of words, that Mill and the other collators

took no notice of ; but I soon found their way was to mark nothing but change
of words ; the collocation and order they entirely neglected : and yet at sight

I discerned what a new force and beauty this new order (I found in the MS.)
added to the sentence. This encouraged me to collate the whole book over, to

a letter, with my own hands.
•* There is another MS. at Paris of the same age and character with this ;

but, meeting with worse usage, it was so decayed by age, that 500 years ago it

served the Greeks for old vellum ; and they writ over the old brown capitals &

book of Ephraim Syrus, but so, that even now, by a good eye and a skilful

person, the old writing may be read under the new. One page of this, for a

specimen, is printed in a copper cut in Lamie's Harmony of the Evangelists.

* First printed by Burney in Rich, Bentleii et Doct. Virorum Epistola, &c.

1807. 4to. p. 228.
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" Out of this, by an able hand,* I have had above 200 lections given me from

the present printed Greek ; and I was surprised to find that almost all agreed,

both in word and order, with our noble Alexandrian. Some more experiments
in other old copies have discovered the same agreement : so that I dare say,

take all the Greek Testaments surviving, (that are not occidental with Latin,

too like our Beza's at Cambridge) and that are 1000 years old, and they'll

so agree together, that of the 30,000 present var. lectt. there are not there

found 200.

" The western Latin copies, by variety of translations, without public ap-

pointment, and a jumble and heap of all of them, were grown so uncertain,

that scarce two copies were alike ; which obliged Damasus, then Bishop of

Rome, to employ St. Jerom to regulate the best received translation of each

part of the New Testament to the original Greek, and so set out a new edition

so castigated and corrected. This he declares in his preface he did, ad Gracam

veritatem, ad exemplaria Graca, sed vetera ; and his learning, great name, and

just authority, extinguished all the other Latin versions, and has been con-

veyed down to us, under the name of the Vulgate. 'Twas plain to me, that

when that copy came first from that great Father's hands, it must agree ex-

actly with the most authentic Greek exemplars ; and if now it could be retrieved,

it would be the best test and voucher for the true reading out of several pre-

tending ones. But when I came to try Pope Clement's Vulgate, I soon found

the Greek of the Alexandrian and that would by no means pary. This set me
to examine the Pope's Latin by some MSS. of 1000 years old ;

and the suc(!ess

is, that the old Greek copies and the old Latin so exactly agree, (when an able

hand discerns the rasures, and the old lections laying under them), that the

pleasure and satisfaction it gives me is beyond expression.
" The New Testament has been under a hard fate since the invention of

printing.
" After the Complutenses and Erasmus, who had but very ordinary MSS.,

it has become the property of booksellers. Rob. Stephens' edition, set out and

regulated by himself alone, is now become the standard. That text stands, as

ifan apostle was his compositor.
" No heathen author has had such ill fortune. Terence, Ovid, &c. for the

first century after printing, went about with 20,000 errors in them. But when

learned men undertook them, and from the oldest MSS. set out correct edi-

tions, those errors fell and vanished. But if they had kept to the first pub-
lished text, and set the var. lections only in the margin, those classic authors

would be as clogged with variations as Dr. Mill's Testament is.

" Sixtus and Clemens, at a vast expense, had an assembly of learned divines

to recense and adjust the Latin Vulgate, and then enacted their new edition

authentic : but I find, though 1 have not discovered any thing done dolo malo,

they were quite unequal to the affair. They were mere theologi, had no ex-

perience in MSS. nor made use of good Greek copies, and followed books of

500 years before those of double that age. Nay, I believe they took these new

ones for the older of the two ; for it is not every body that knows the age of

a MS.

* Wetstein : see p. 480.
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"
I am already tedious, and the post is a-going. So that, to conclude—in a

word, I find that by taking 2000 errors out of the Pope's Vulgate, and as many
out of the Protestant Pope Stephens', I can set out an edition of each in

columns, without using any book under 900 years old, that shall so exactly

agree, word for word, and, what at first amazed me, order for order, that no

two tallies, nor two indentures, can agree better.

"
I affirm that these so placed will prove each other to a demonstration ;

for

I alter not a letter of my own head without the authority of these old witnesses.

And the beauty of the composition (barbarous, God knows, at present,) is so

improved, as makes it more worthy of a revelation, and yet no one text of

consequence injured or weakened.
" My Lord, if a casual fire should take either his Majesty's library, or the

King's of France, all the world could not do this. As I have, therefore, great

impulse, and I hope not a6ee\, to set about this work immediately, and leave

it as a Kiifji-nXiov to posterity against atheists and infidels, I thought it my duty

and my honour to first acquaint your Grace with it; and know if the extrinsic

expense to do such a work completely (for my labour I reckon nothing) may
obtain any encouragement, either from the crown or public.

" I am, with all duty and obedience,
'* Your Grace's most humble servant,

«« Trin. Coll., April the 15th, 1716. « Ri. Bentley."

From the following letter* it appears that the Archbishop heartily encou-

raged the design :
—

"
May it please your Grace ; Trin. Coll., Sunday evening.

" This minute I had the honour of your Grace's letter : indeed, when I saw

by the prints that your Grace was in full convocation, and had addressed his

Majesty upon so just an occasion, and consequently was immersed in business of

the highest importance, I condemned myself that I should be so immersed here

in books and privacy as not to know a more proper occasion of address to your
Grace. On a due consideration of all which, I gave over expecting any answer,

and designed to wait on you in person when I came to London, where already

my family is. But I see your Grace's goodness and public spirit is superior to

all fatigues ; and therefore I thank you particularly for this present favour, as

what was (justly) above my expectation. The thought of printing the Latin in

a column against the Greek (which your Grace puts to the common), I doubt

not is your own. My Lord, it is necessary to do so ; and without that all my
scheme would be nothing. It was the very view that possessed me with this

thought, which has now so engaged me, and in a manner enslaved me, that va

mihi unless 1 do it. Nothing but sickness (by the blessing of God) shall hinder

me from prosecuting it to the end. I leave the rest to the time of the West-

minster election : with my hearty prayers and thanks, being

" Your Grace's most obedient and obliged humble servant,
** Ri. Bentley.

• Id. p. 235.
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"
I was told, a month ago, that your Grace (when you was at Paris) had

made a whole transcript of the Clermont copy, Greek and Latin, which I hope
is true."

On this great work, though soon after its commencement his duties at

Cambridge, and the strange feuds in which he was involved, occasionally sus-

pended it, Bentley continued to employ himself, regardless of labour or expense.

For a detailed account of his progress, I refer the reader to Monk's Life of B.

vol. ii. p. 118 sqq. : it will be sufficient to mention here that MSS. were collated

for him at Paris by Wetstein ;
and afterwards by John Walker, Fellow of Trinity

College, whom he had sent over to the French capital in 1719 for that purpose.

On the return of Walker to England in 1720, Bentley put forth two folio

leaves of Proposals, ("drawn up," as he himself tells us, "in haste, in one

evening by candle-light, and printed the next day from that first and sole

draught") ; the first containing an account of the intended edition, the second

a specimen of its execution—the last chapter of the Revelation.*

The Proposals soon reached a second edition ;
and Conyers Middleton (over

whom was then hanging a prosecution for his pamphletf against Bentley's

government) lost no time in attacking their weaker points with equal skill

and malice in

Remarks^ Paragraph by Paragraph, upon the Proposals lately published by

Richard Bentley, for a new edition of the Greek Testament and Latin Version.—•

Doctus criticus et adsuetus urere, secare, inclementer omnis generis libros tractare,

apices, syllabas, voces, dictiones confodere, et stilo exigere, continebitne ille ab in-

tegro et intaminato Divince SapienticB monumento crudeles ungues ? Petri Burmanni

Orat. Iiugd. Bat. 1720.—By a Member of the University of Cambridge. London,

1721. 4to, pp. 24 : of which there was a third edition (with the author's name)

during the same year.

This tract was speedily known to be Middleton's, by his own avowal.J

 " The reader cannot help seeing through the shallow artifice of his

taking the last chapter of the Revelations for the specimen of his edition; to per-

suade us that the whole work is already done, and nothing wanting but the

encouragement of contributions for the sending of it to the press." Middleton's

Farther Remarks, &c. p. Q2.—But the whole work was really in an equal state

of readiness.

f
" ^ True Account of the Present State of Trinity College in Cambridge, under

the Oppressive Government of their Master, Richard Bentley, late D.D." Sfc. Lon-

don, 1720. 8vo, pp. 43.

X
" But what was the most surprising in this extraordinary piece of his was

to find it to be in fact a most virulent and malicious libel upon Dr. Colbatch,

a reverend and learned member of his college, on pretence of his being the

author of the Remarks, though he could not possibly be ignorant, long before his

book was published, that this worthy gentleman was perfectly unconcerned in

the controversy ; wholly out of the question ;
and had not any share or part at

all in advising or assisting me on the occasion. For I no sooner heard that
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Bentley, however, suspected that the materials for it had been supplied by
Dr. Colbatch, Professor of Casuistry, and one of the Fellows of Trinity,

against whom the Master had long been waging war ; a suspicion grounded
on his knowledge that Colbatch had assisted Middleton with papers for the

pamphlet already mentioned against his college government, and on the

coincidence of some passages in the Remarks with certain expressions used by
Colbatch in conversation. Accordingly, in a third* edition of his Proposals^

with a full Answer to all the Remarks of a late Pamphleteer. By a Member of

Trinity College. London, 1721. 4to, pp. 44. (the piece now reprinted), he chose

to consider Colbatch as the sole author of the Remarks, and assailed him with

the coarsest personal abuse. That the full Answer, &c. was from Bentley's pen
is manifest in every page : the signature at the end, I. E., are the two first

vowels in the names Richard Bentley.\

Indignant at such libellous invectives, Colbatch immediately endeavoured

to obtain redress by every means within his reach: see a minute account of

his proceedings in Monk's Life of B., vol. ii. p. 138 sqq. In a note below I

insert the paper which Colbatch printed at the time, and the censure which

was passed by the heads of colleges on the full Answer, &c.J

some of my friends were suspected by him, but to prevent any inconvenience

which might befal such of them as were more immediately under his power, I

freely owned myself the sole author, gave commission to my acquaintance to

make no secret of it any where ;
and was informed at different times by several

of them that they had assured some of his principalfriends and confidants of the

truth and certainty of it to their own knowledge. Dr. Colbatch, on the other

hand, did from the beginning {as he afterwards thought fit to declare by a printed

advertisement) constantly disclaim the imputation in such a public and open

manner as must of necessity come to the knowledge of our editor." Preface to

Middleton's Farther Remarks, Sfc.

* That this is the third ed. of the Proposals I learn from Middleton's

Farther Remarks, &c. p. 23 : of the earlier eds. I have seen only the first

folio.

f
" I must honestly and frankly tell you. Master, that every body I have

yet met with, both friends and foes, affirm you to be that very champion or

bully, in masquerade. A person well versed in Porta's Art of Occult Ciphers

has proved it by the very letters I. E., the first vowels of Richard Bentley."

A Letter to the Reverend Master of Trinity College, ^c, p. 10.

+ •*

Cambridge, Jan. 20.

"
Finding myself to be treated after a most barbarous manner in a virulent

libel, which bears the title of Dr. Bentley's Proposals, tvith a full Answer, Sfc,

upon pretence of my being the author of The Remarks upon the Proposals lately

published by Richard Bentley, Sfc, I think it necessary upon several accounts to

declare as follows, viz. :

*' That I am not the author of those Remarks, nor any part of them, and that

they were undertaken and written without my assistance or knowledge.
" That R. B. certainly knew, or easily might have known, that they were

VOL. III. 3 Q
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Middleton soon after rejoined in a pamphlet, much longer and more ela-

borate than his first, and entitled

Some Farther Remarks, Paragraph by Paragraph, upon Proposals lately pub-
lished for A New Edition ofA Greek and Latin Testament by Richard Bentley.

Containing A full Answer to the Editor's late Defence of his said Proposals, as

well as to all his objections there made agahist my former Remarks.—Imperitiam

tuam nemo potest fortius accusare, quam tu ipse dum scribis. Hieron. Occu-

patus ille eruditione secularium literarum scripturas omnino sanctas ignoraverit;

et nemo possit, quamvis eloquens, de eo bene disputare, quod nesciat. Ibid.—By Con-

yers Middleton, D.D, London, 1721. 4to, pp. 74.

It has been generally supposed that Bentley's project wa^ frustrated by the

powerful attacks of Middleton ; and Wetstein tells us {Prolegom. p. 156) that it

was abandoned because the Board of Treasury rejected Bentley's application

to import duty-free the paper for the work— a supposition and a statement

which Dr. Monk has clearly shewn to be erroneous ; Life of B., vol. ii. p. 146,

written by the Reverend and learned Dr, Middleton, who had owned them to

several of his friends, by whose means he verily believes that R. B. was in-

formed that he alone was the author. For my own part, presently after the

Remarks were published, I took all occasions to declare as above, being obliged

injustice so to do, lest my silence might in some measure contribute to deprive

my worthy friend of the honour due for so excellent a performance ;
nor do 1

question but that R. B., before he began to write his libel, had been acquainted

with what I said on those occasions.

" That those foul aspersions which are cast upon me in almost every page
are as false in fact as they are apparently malicious ; which is notorious to all

who know me, and to none more than R. B. himself.

" That I never wrote any libels against the government, the College, or the

Master, as he falsely asserts.

"
I never wrote any thing at all relating to the government, or published any

thing concerning the College or the Master, except a commemoration sermon

in Dec. 1717, which the Master pretended to approve of, giving it under his

hand that he would subscribe to every word of it. As to other matters relating

to either, I have hitherto thought them fit only for the cognizance of a Visitor.

" John Colbatch, D.D., Senior Fellow of Trinity College, and Casuistical

Professor of Divinity in the University of Cambridge."

"
Cambridge.

"At a meeting of the Vice-Chancellor and Heads, Feb. 27, 1720-21.

" Whereas the Reverend John Colbatch, D.D. and Casuistical Professor of

this University, hath made complaint to us of a book lately published, annexed

to Proposals for Printing a New Edition of the Greek Testament, ^-c, and called

A Full Answer to all the Remarks of a late Pamphleteer, by a Member of Trinity

College, subscribed I. E., wherein the said John Colbatch conceives himself to

be highly injured, as being represented under the most reproachful and infa-
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sqq. Bentloy at intervals continued his labours on the edition as zealously
as ever till about the middle of 1729: after that period we cannot discover

that he pursued them ; the little leisure which perplexing law-suits allowed

him was devoted to other literary undertakings ; and his troubles only ceased

when age had unfitted him for the completion of his grand design.

On his decease in 1742, the money which had been subscribed for the

Greek Testament, amounting, it is said, to 2000 guineas, was returned by his

nephew Richard, his sole executor ; to whom he had bequeathed, with the ex-

ception of some Greek manuscripts left to the college, his library and papers ;

and by whom (see Wetstein's Proleg. p. 1 56) he seems to have expected that at

least the far-famed edition would be given to the public. This nephew died

in 1786 ; and, according to his bequest, the whole apparatus criticus* for the

mous characters, and hath therefore applied to us for redress : We the Vice-

Chancellor and Heads of Colleges, whose names are underwritten, having

perused the said book, do find that the said Dr. Colbatch hath just ground of

complaint, it appearing to us that he is therein described under very odious

and ignominious characters, and do declare and pronounce the said book to

be a most virulent and scandalous libel; highly injurious to the said Dr. Col-

batch, contrary to good manners, and a notorious violation of the statutes and

discipline of this University. And as soon as the author of the said libel can

be discovered, we resolve to do justice to the said Dr. Colbatch, by inflicting

such censure upon the offender as the statutes of this University in that case

do appoint.
" Tho. Crosse, Vice-Chancellor. Bardsey Fisher. Wm. Grigg.

John Covel. Edw. Lany. D. Waterland.

C. Ashton. R. Jenkin. Wm. Savage."

Preface to Middleton's Farther Remarks, &c.

* A distinguished member of Trinity College has obligingly furnished me

with the following information concerning it :

" These collections are principally composed of thirteen printed copies

of the Greek Testament, interlined with Bentley's notes, and with collations of

a vast multitude of ancient MSS., copied by Bentley himself, except two or

three, the collations of which are in the hand-writing of John James Wetstein.

I subjoin a list of these editions :

Argentorati, 1524. 12mo.

Lutetiae, Roberti Stephani, 1549. 12mo.

Genevae, cum notis J. Scaligeri, 1620. Small quarto.

Lutetiae Parisiorum, 1628. Folio. Two copies.

Roterodami, 1654. 12mo.

Oxon. 1675. 12mo. Two copies.

Cantabrigiae, 1700. 12mo.

Joannis Gregorii, Oxon. 1703. Folio.

Millii, Oxon. 1707. Folio.

Wetsteinii, Amstelx'dami, 1711. Small 8vo.

Wetsteinii, Arastelaedami, 1735. Small 8vo.
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Greek Testament, together with some other books and MSS. of Bentley,

were deposited in Trinity College.

For farther particulars, besides the excellent work of Dr. Monk, the reader

may consult Thes. Epist. Lacroz. 1742. t. i. p. 63 ; Wetstein's remarks,
" De

Editione proposita Bentleii," in his Prolegomena to Test. Gr. 1751, p. 153 sqq. ;

and Krighout's Memoria Wetsteniana Vindicata, 1755, p. 34 sqq., Appendix,

p. 11 sqq.

As connected with the present subject, the following publications require

to be noticed :
—

1. Two Letters to the Reverend Dr. Bentley, Master of Trinity- College in

Cambridge, concerning his Intended Edition of the Greek Testament. Together

with the Doctor''s Answer, and Some Account of what may be Expected from that

Edition. With a Particular Enquiry into Two Texts of St. Matth. xix. 17. and

xxvii. 9. And that Famous one of St. John, 1 Epist. v. 7. There are Three that

hear Record, Sfc. London, 1717. 8vo, pp. 38.

This tract, by an unknown writer, is only valuable because it has preserved

the subjoined letter of Bentley :
—

"
Sir, Trin. Col., Jan. 1, 17\^.

" Yours of December the 20th came safely to my hands, wherein you tell me,

from common fame, that in my designed edition of the New Testament I pur-

pose to leave out the verse of John's Epistle i. chap. 5. ver. 7.

"About a year ago, reflecting upon some passages of St. Hierom, that he

had adjusted and castigated the then Latin Vulgate to the best Greek exemplars,

and had kept the very order of the words of the original, I formed a thought a

priori, that if St. Jerom's true Latin exemplar could now be come at, it would

be found to agree exactly with the Greek text of the same age ;
and so the

old copies of each language (if so agreeing) would give mutual proof and even

demonstration to each other. Whereupon rejecting the printed editions of

each, and the several manuscripts of seven centuries and under, I made use

of none but those of a thousand years ago, or above (of which sort I have 20

In several of these editions, especially those of the folio size, the notes of

Bentley are extremely copious, and closely written both in the margins and

between the lines of the text; and the whole collection is a wonderful monu-

ment of his industry, and presenfc^ such a vast accumulation of materials, that

one may fairly conjecture that his own voluminous annotations were the main

obstacle to the execution of his intended edition of the Greek Testament.
" In addition to the printed copies above mentioned, there are also two

MSS. of the Epistles of St. Paul of the ninth or tenth century, one of which

is of great value ;

— a copy of ' Sancti Eusebii Hieronymi Divina Bibliotheca.

Folio. Parisiis, 1693 ;' the third part of which, containing the Latin transla-

tion of the Greek Testament, is replete with Bentley's notes. And a consider-

able quantity of letters and miscellaneous papers relating to the edition under-

taken by him."
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now in my study, that one with another make 20,000 years). I had the

pleasure to find, as I presaged, that they agreed exactly like two tallies, or

two indentures ; and [ am able from thence to lead men out of the labyrintli

of 60,000 various lections (for St. Jerom's Latin has as many varieties as the

Greek), and to give the text as it stood in the best copies in the time of the

Council of Nice, without the error of 50 words.
" Now in this work I indulge nothing to any conjecture, not even in a letter,

but proceed solely upon authority of copies and Fathers of that age. And what

will be the event about the said verse of John, I myself know not yet, having
not used all the old copies that I have information of.

" But by this you see that in my proposed work the fate of that verse will

be a mere question offact. You endeavour to prove (and that's all you aspire

to) that it may have been writ by the apostle, being consonant to his other

doctrine. This I concede to you ; and if the fourth century knew that text, let

it come in, in God's name : but if that age did not know it, then Arianism, in

its height, was beat down without the help of that verse ; and let the fact prove
as it will, the doctrine is unshaken.

"
Yours,

" Ric. Bentley."

On the 1st of May following, Bentley delivered at Cambridge his probationary
lecture as candidate for the Regius Professorship of Divinity, to which he was

next day appointed. He chose for his subject the above-mentioned text of

St. John, and concluded by decidedly rejecting it. This praelection (which

was in Latin) has unfortunately disappeared ; but it is mentioned by Porson as

"
still extant" in his Letters to Travis, Pref. p. viii., and had been seen by him.

Monk's Life of B., vol. ii. p. 19; and was once in possession of the late Dean

Vincent, who had borrowed it, with other papers of Bentley, from a relative of

the great scholar : ibid. There is reason to believe that an examination of the

disputed verse was to have formed part of the Prolegomena to Bentley's ed. of

the Testament : id. ii. p. 287.

2. A Letter to the Reverend Master of Trinity College in Cambridge, Editor of

a New Greek and Latin Testament.

Tollentemque minus ^ sibila colla tumentem

Dejice

Ah Timon, Timon, qua te dementia cepit ?

Ah, qii(B te mala mens, miselle Timon ?

Tune TUis telis moriere !

Ne savi, magne sacerdos.

Nihil est, Zoile, quin male Edendo possit depravarier.

*Os fji\v iTrlffTaro iroWh, KaKws 5' ipriffraTo irdi/T<i.

Et si non aliqua nocuisset, mortuus esset.

eestuat ingens

Uno in corde odium mixtoque insania fastu,

Etfuriis agitatus amor sceleratus habendi.

Answer to the Remarks by /. E., p. 1, 12, 16, 24, 26, 28, 39-
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London, 1721. 4to, pp. 23. A second edition appeared during the same year.

This clever and ill-natured attack on Bentley is signed
" Philalethes."

3. Epistola Ducp. ad Celeherrimum Doctissimumque Virum F V Pro-

fessorem Amstelodamensem Scriptae. Quarum in alterd agitur de Editione Novi

Testamenti a Clarissimo Bentleio susceptd, omnesque ejus, adhuc in lucem emissce,

Conjectures de sacro Textu examinantur. In alterd vero multce de corruptis {vti

videntur) Epistolarum Novi Testamenti locis conjecture, jam primum editce, propo-

nuntur. Londini, 1721. 4to, pp. 31.

By Zachary Pearce, who writes under the name oi Phileleutherus Londinensis.

4. j^n Enquiry into the Authority of the Primitive Complutensian Edition of the

New Testament, as principally founded on the most Ancient Vatican Manuscript ;

together with some Research after that Manuscript. In order to decide the Dispute

about 1 Johnj v. 7. In a Letter to the Reverend Mr. Archdeacon Bentley, Master

of Trinity-College in Cambridge. London, 1722. 8vo, pp. 54.

Has been attributed to Dr. Richard Smalbroke. D.]
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GREECE.

NOVUM TESTAMENTUM
VERSIONIS VULGATE,

PER S'"^ HIERONYMUM AD VETUSTA EXEMPLARIA GR^CA

CASTIGATJS ET EXACTS.

UTRUMQUE EX ANTIQUISSIMIS CODD. MSS., CUM GRiECIS TUM

LATINIS, EDIDIT

RICHARDUS BENTLEIUS.

PROPOSALS FOR PRINTING.

I. The author of this edition^ observing that the printed

copies of the New Testament, both of the original Greek and

ancient vulgar Latin, were taken from manuscripts of no

great antiquity, such as the first editors could then procure ;

and that now by God's providence there are MSS. in Europe
(accessible, though with great charge) above a thousand

years old in both languages ; believes he may do good service

to common Christianity if he publishes a new edition of the

Greek and Latin, not according to the recent and interpo-
lated copies, but as represented in the most ancient and

venerable MSS. in Greek and Roman capital letters.

II. The author, revolving in his mind some passages of

St. Hierom ; where he declares, that (without making a new

version) he adjusted and reformed the whole Latin Vulgate
to the best Greek exemplars, that is, to those of the famous

Origen ; and another passage, where he says, that a verbal

or literal interpretation out of Greek into Latin is not neces-

sary, except in 'the Holy Scriptures, ubi ipse verborum ordo
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mysterium est, where the very order of the words is^ mystery ;

took thence the hint, that if the oldest copies of the original

Greek and Hierom's Latin were examined and compared

together, perhaps they would be still found to agree both in

words and order of words. And upon making the essay, he

has succeeded in his conjecture beyond his expectation or

even his hopes.

III. The author believes that he has retrieved (except in

very few places) the true exemplar of Origen, which was the

standard to the most learned of the Fathers, at the time of

the Council ofNice and two centuries after. And he is sure

that the Greek and Latin MSS., by their mutual assistance,

do so settle the original text to the smallest nicety, as cannot

be performed now in any classic author whatever : and that

out of a labyrinth of thirty thousand various readings, that

crowd the pages of our present best editions, all put upon

equal credit, to the offence of many good persons, this clue

so leads and extricates us, that there will scarce be two

hundred out of so many thousajtt<is that,caBu4€s^yetith^ 1^*
consideration. n ,<,.:> »-f ...nVf ..Tr T^ff?r, ?i

• rfrqlVi. To confirm the lections which the author places in

the text, he makes use of the old versions, Syriac, Coptic,

Gothic, and ^thiopic, and of all the Fathers, Greeks and

Latins, within the first five centuries; and he gives in his

notes all the various readings (now known) within the said

five centuries. So that the reader has under one view what

the first ages of the church knew of the text ; and what has

crept into any copies since is of no value or authority.

,r«. ffV. The author is very sensible, that in the sacred writings

there's no place for conjectures or emendations.- Diligence

and fidelity, with some judgment and experience, are the

characters here requisite. He declares, therefore, that he

does not alter one letter in the text without the authorities

subjoined in the notes. And to leave the free choice to every

reader, he places under each column the smallest variations

of this edition, either in words or order, from the received

[* is; Isted. "?sa."—D.]
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Greek of Stephanus, and the Latin of the two popes Sixtus V.

and Clemens VIII. So that this edition exhibits both itself

and the common ones.

VI. If the author has any thing to suggest towards a

change of the text^ not supported by any copies now extant,

he will offer it separate in his Prolegomena ; in which will be

a large account of the several MSS. here used, and of the

other matters which contribute to make this edition useful.

In this work he is of no sect or party ; his design is to serve

the whole Christian name. He draws no consequences in

his notes ; makes no oblique glances upon any disputed

points, old or new. He consecrates this work, as a KetfirfKvoV)

a KTTjiMa eaael, a charter, a magna charta, to the whole

Christian church; to last when all the ancient MSS. here

quoted may be lost and extinguished »

VII. To publish this work, according to its use and im-

portance, a great expense is requisite : it's designed to be

printed, not on the paper or with the letter of this Specimen,

but with the best letter, paper, and ink that Europe affords.

It must therefore be done by subscription or contribution.

As it will make two tomes in folio, the lowest subscription

for smaller paper must be three guineas, one advanced in

present; and for the great paper five guineas, two advanced.

VIII. The work will be put to the press as soon as

money is contributed to support the charge of the impres-

sion ;
and no more copies w ill be printed than are subscribed

for. The overseer and corrector of the press will be the

learned Mr. John Walker, of Trinity College in Cam-

bridge; who, with great accurateness, has collated many
MSS. at Paris for the present edition. And the issue of it,

whether gain or loss, is equally to fall on him and the

author.

VOL. in. OR
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1 KAI eBei^lv fioc irora-

fibv v8aT0<; fo)^9, Xafxirpov co?

KpvcrraWov, eKiropevofxevov

€K TOV OpOVOV TOU &eOV KOX

TOV apVLOV.

2 ^Efifieacp rrj<; TrXare/a?

avTfj(;, Kot TOV TTorafJuov ev-

TevOev Kol eKelOev, ^v\ov

^(orj<; TTOLOvv Kap7rov<; ScoSeKa,

Kara fiijva eva eKaarov airo-

ScSoVV TOV KaplTOV aVTOV, KOi

TCL <pvWa TOV ^vXov eh Oepa-
ireiav twv eOvwv.

3 Kal Trdv fcaTd6e/iia ovk

eo'Tai €Ti, Kal 6 dp6vo<i tov

Geov Kol TOV apvLOV ev avTrj

€(TTai, Kal oi hovXoL avTOv

XaTpevaovcTLV avTw.

4 Kal 6'^ovTai to irpoao)-

irov avTov, Kal to ovopba av-

TOV iirl T(£>V fJb€T0)7rC0V aVTCOV.

Aat vv^ OVK eo-Tai eTt,

1 fj-oi Kadaphv iroTa[j.hv. 2 ivrevQ^v

K<x\ ivTfvdcv. 3 irav KaravdOe/jLa. 5 ovk

€(rrai iKe7. koI xp^'oc'' ovk exovcri \vx~
vov Kcti (purhs TjXlov. (puTi^ei ai/rovs.

I. Kadaphv irorafibv^ Omittunt* ko-

6aphv Alex. Codd. Anglici duo, Gallici

tres ; Vers. Copt. Syr. iEthiop. Hila-

rius ; Codd. Latini omnes. sed An-

dreas et Arethas TroTafxhv Kadaghv.

Gall, unus, irorafxhv vdaros ^urjs Kada-

ghv. II. Kol ivT€vdev~\ Alex. Codd.

Angl. duo, Gall, quatuor, Germ, unus,

APOCALYPSEOS Cap. XXII.

1 Et ostendit mihi fluvium

aquae vitse^ splendidiim tam-

quam crystallum^ proceden-
tem de sede Dei et agni.

2 In medio plateae ejus^ et

ex utraqiie parte fluminis, lig-

num vitae adferens fructus

duodecini, per menses singu-

los reddens fructum suum^ et

folia ligni ad sanitatem gen-
tium.

3 Et omne maledictum non

erit amplius^ et sedes Dei et

agni in ilia erit^ et servi ejus

servient illi.

4 Et videbunt faciem ejus^

et nomen ejus in frontibus

eorum.

5 Et nox ultra non erit, et

3 sed sedes Dei. in ilia eru7it.

Arethas, Syriac.f koI iKe7e€v. III.

KaravdOe/xa] Alex. Arethas, Andreas,

Codd. plerique omnes, Editio Com-

plut. KardQe/jLtt. Sed sedes Dei] Codd.

Lat. plerique omnes, et sedes, ut

Graeci omnes koI. Erunt] Ita Codd.

quos adhuc vidi : legendum erit ;

nam Graeci universi d dpSvos. V. Ni;|

[* Omittunt]
" Deest ;" Speciminis ed. pr.—D.]

[f Syriac] om. Spec. ed. pr.
—

D.]
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Kal ovx e^ovaiv ^peiav cf)coTo<;

Xv-^vov Kal ^a)T09 rjXlov, ore

KvpLO(; 6 &eb<; (fxorlcrev in

avTov^y Kal jSaaLXevcrovcTLv

e/? TOv<i alcova<; rayv alcovwv.

6 Kal elirev /jLol, Ovtoo ol

XSyoL iTKTTol Kal oXtjOlvoi'

Kal 6 KvpLo<; 6 &€o<i rcov

TrvevfiaToyv roov 7rpo(f)7]Toi3V d-

TreareCKev rov ayyeXov av-

rov, Eel^ac rot? Bov\oi<^ av-

Tov a Set yeveaOai iv
Td')(^6c.

/ Kai ioov ep^ofiac rax^-

fiaKapco^; 6 rijpSv roi)? Xoyovf;

T^9 7rpo<p7jTeLa<s tov ^l^XIov
TOVTOV.

8 KdyoD ^I(odvv7)<; 6 clkovwv

Kal ySXeTTcov Tavra. Kal ore

7]K0V(7a Kal e^Xeirov, eireaa

TrpocTKvvrjaaL irpo ttoScjv tov

dyryiXov rod 86iKVVOVT6<i fjuoi

ravra.

non egebunt liimiiie luceriiae

neque lumine solis, quoniam
dominus Dciis inluminabit il-

los^ et regnabunt in ssecula

saeculorum.

6 Et dixit mihi, Haec verba

fidelissima et vera sunt: et

dominus Deus spirituum pro-

phetarum misit angeluin su-

uin^ ostendere servis suis quie

oportet fieri cito.

7 Et ecce venio veloeiter.

beatus qui custodit verba pro-

phetiae libri hujus.

8 Et ego Johannes, qui au-

divi et vidi haec. Et post-

quani audissem et vidissem,

cecidi ut adorarem ante pe-
des angeli qui mihi haec os-

tendebat.

6 Kal Kvpios, deest 6. 6 ©ehs tSov ayitav 6 fidelissima sunt et vera,

TrpocpTfTwv. 7 'iSov, deest Kal. 8 Koi

eyoo. 6 ^Xiirciov ravra Koi aKovoov. Kal

e;8Aei|/a. efnrpocrdiv rwv irodcov.

oifK tarai €«€?] Alex. eo'Tot iri. Syr,

Latini omnes. In Graecis plerisque

deest €«€?. Xpdav ex'^^'^^ Avxvov^ Alex.

e^ovaiv xpc^aj/ (pwrhs Kvxvov. et sic An-

dreas et* Gregorius Palamas, et Codd.

Latini omnes, Syr. Copt, ^thiop.
4»a)Tbs Ti\iov\ Alex. <p5>s 7]\iov. ^eari^ei

avTovs^ Latini plerique ilhiminat. Sed

Alex. Greg. Palamas, ipwriaei eV av-

rohs. VL Kal Kvpios^ Alex. koI 6 kv-

gios. 'O @ihs riav ayiwv nQo<p'r]r5i)i/\
Sic

edidit Erasmus. Sed Complut. Alex.

Arethas, Graeci Codd. fere omnes,

Latini omnes, Syr. Copt. iEthiop.

rS>v irvevfidrwv rSiv irpo<p. Fidelissima

sunt et vera] Codd. veteres, fid. et vera

sunt. Vn. 'iSou] Kol iSov. Alex. An-

dreas, Arethas, Syrus, Codd. Gra?ci

plerique omnes, Latini ad unum
omnes. VI H. Koi iyu) 'Ia>. 6 fixi-nuv

ravra Kal aKovwv] Alex. Andreas, Com-

plut. Syrus, Latinus, Codd. Graeci

[* Andreas et] om. Spcciminis ed. pr.
—

D.]
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9 Kal Ae7et /Jbot,"Opa jxrj,

cvvSovXofj aov elfjul, Kal tcov

aSeX^wv aov tcov irpo^'qTSiV,

Kal TCOV TrjpOVVTCOV TOV<i Xo-

7OU9 TOV ^l/SXtOV TOVTOV. tS
0ec3 7rpoaKvv7}aov.

10 Kal Xiyet, fioi, Mt] acppa-

yltrrj^ TOv<; X6yov<; Trj<; irpo-

<^7]reia^ tov /BcfiXtov rovrov

6 Kaipo<^ yap €771)9 iarcv.

11 'O aScKOJiv dBiKTjadTco

€Ti, Kal 6 pvTrapb^ pvirapev-

$7]TC0 €Tl, Kal 6 hiKaio<; hi-

Kauocrvvrjv TroirjadTO) €T(,^ Kat

6 dyt,o<; dycao-OTJro) en,

12 TSou ep^ojxai Tayy' Kal

9 aov yap etfit. 10 Toirov &ri 6 Ral-

phs iyyvs iarip. ll Kal d pvirav pv-

TraxraTco en, /col 8 diKaios * hiKaiwd^ru

in. 12 Kal l^ov. cpyov avrov ecrrai.

plures, Ka7<i' *Iw- 6 ohovwv koI ^K^ttwv

ravTo. Dionysius Alexandrinus bis,

Ka7ei> 'Iwdvyris f 6 fiXeirwv Kal aKovwv

ravra. ''Efinpoadev twv TroSaJy] Alex.

rph iroduy^ IXi l&t dixit mi\\\'\ Coddi

veteres coristanter, dicit ; ut Gr. Ae-

76J. '2,vvZovK6s (rav ydp elfxi. et Vulg.

Conservus enim tuus sum] Atqui Alex.

Arethas, Andreas, Athanasius, Copt.

Syr. Graeci Codd. omnes tollimt yap;

et Mtini inidem, omnes et Cyprianus

tollunt etiivi. Yerha. propheties libri]

Latinj veteres omnes toMunt prophetic.

^.fOrt a Katphs iyyvs icnv] Sic An-

dreas, et Cyprianus bis, Quiajam tern-

pus in proximo est. Sed Alex. Codices

Gr. plures, Syr. Copt.JLatini omnes,

'O Kaighs yap eyyvs iffnv. Graeci

ceteri, Kaiphs iyyvs ianu. desunt Bn

9 Et dicit mihi^ Vide ne

feceris : conservus tuus sum,
et fratrum tuorum prophet-

arum, et eorum qui servant

verba libri liujus : Deum
adora.

10 Et dicit mihi, Ne signa-

veris verba prophetise libri

hujus : tempus enim prope
est*^=->wj<A

1 1 Qui nocet noceat adhuc,

et qui in sordibus est sordes-

cat adhuc, et Justus justitiam

faciat adhuc, et sanctus sanc-

tificetur adhuc.

12 Ecce venio cito : et

9 Et dixit mihi. conservus enim

tuus. verba prophetia; libri^'-'ll et'^Uf

]ust\xs est justificetur adhuc'
' '•

e t yap; ., XL* 'JKf4 1 3 ffvvuv pyweetrdru

enl Deest hoc comma in Alex, et

duobus Gallicis errore librariorum ob

repetitionem tov en. At ceteri fere

omnes, Andreas, Arethas, Complut, d

pvnaphs pvirapevOvru en. Origenes ad

Johannem bis, 6 pxnruphs pvTravGrjrci}

en. Idem ibid, aliud membrum addit,

'ris b ^lb}dvv7]s (pT)a\, Kol 6 KaOa'ghs Ka-

BapiaQifroi en (MS. Oxon. KaQagQiyrw)

Koi 6 ary. ayiaaOTfTco. Kal 6 diKaios 5i-

Kaico&ijTco] Alex, et Codd. ceteri omnes,

Andreas, Arethas, Complut. Latin.

Syr, Copt. diKaio(Tvy7}P ironjirdTM, Cy-

prianus bis
; Justus justiora faciat ad-

huc. Et qui Justus est justificetur

adhuc} Veteres Codd. fere omnes, Et

Justus justitiam faciat adhuc. XII.

Kal Idov'] Delent Kal Alex. Codd-

[* en, Kal 6 5ik.] en. 6 SU. ; Speciminis ed. pr.
—D.]

[f 'Iftjoyi/Tjs] om. Spec. ed. pr.
—

D.]
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6 ixiaOo^i fJLOv fjL€T e/jLov, airo'

Bovvat eKoxTTCti co? to epyov
iarlv avTov.

1 3 ^Eyo) TO *'A\(j>a kov to

12, 7rpcoTo<i fcal
ea'^^aTo^^, rj

dp^i] KoX TO TeA,09.

14 MaKapcoi at 7r\vvovT€<i

ra? crroXa? avTcov, Xva €(TTac

rj i^ovaia avT(ov eTrl to ^v\ov

Trj<; ^(orj<;, koX toc<; TrvXojcnv

elaiXOcoaiv eZ? ttjv iroXtv,

15 "jEfft) ol KVV6<i KOl 01

merces niea mecum est, red-

dere unicuique secundum

opera sua. «,.,

1 3 Ego Alpha et fl, primus
et novissimus^ principium et

finis.

14 Beati qui lavant stolas

suas^ ut sit potestas eorum in

ligno vitae^ et portis intrent

in civitatem.

15 Foris canes et venefici

13 'Eyw elfii rh A koi rh H, apx^ 13 Ego swm A et XI. 14 stolas suas

Koi reKos, 6 irpuros Kal 6 ^cxaros. 14? in sanguine agni
— et per portas in-

MaKcipioi ol voiovvT^s ris ivToXas au- trent.

rov, Iva. 15 ''E|« 5e ol Kvues. -rras 6

plerique omnes, Arethas, Complut.

Syr. Copt. Latini Codd. omnes. Cy-

prianus bis. "Epyov avrov co-toi]

Alex. Gallicus unus, Syr. ia-rtv aifrov.

XIII. 'Ey<& ftfii] Omittunt* ^ifil Alex.

Athanasius, Codd. fere omnes, An-

dreas, Arethas. Sed Origenes habet

elfil bis. Ego siani Deest sum. itaf

codex Sancti Germani veterrimus.

'AgXV '<oi Tf\OS, 6 irpUTOS Koi 5 %(Txo--

Tos\ Sic Andreas, Arethas, et Codd.

quidatti. Sed Alex. Athanas. Codd.

Anglici ires, Gall, duo, Syr. Latini

omnes, Cyprianus, alio ordine, irpwros

Ka\ e^xaToy rj apxv Ka\ rh r4\05. Ori-

genes bis habet tj ap. koi rb reAos : sed

ordine, quo;J: Andreas. XIV. Ot irot-

ovvns TOW ivTo\ks auTouj Ita Codd.

Graeci plerique omnes, Copt. Syr. Ter-

tuU. Cypr. Sed Alex. Anglic us unus,

iEthiop. Latini Codd. omnes, ot irXv-

voures tcls CToXas avraiv. Athanas. ol

irKarvvovT^s ras (xroXas ainuv, errore

librarii pro ttKvvovt^s. Arethas, iroi-

ovvns ras ivroXhs ifj-ov : ut sententia

ilia postulare videtur. In sanguine

agni] Dcsunt in veteribjis Codd. om-

nibus. Per portas] Tres Codd. veter-

rimi portis, ut Graeci omnes ro7s irvXu-

ffiv. XV. "E^u S^ ol Kvyes] Omittunt§

Se Alex, ceteri fere omnes, Athanasius,

Hippolytus, Andreas, Arethas, Com-

plut. Latini omnes, Cyprianus. lias

6 (piXav'] Omittunt articulum
||
6 Alex,

alii multi. Sed Athanasius, Hippo-

lytus cum Codd. quibusdam, ras iroiwv

[* Omittunt]
" Deest ;" Speciminis ed. pr.—D.]

[f ita] om. Spec. ed. pr,
—D.]

[+ quo]
"
ut;" Spec. ed. pr.—D.]

[§ Omittunt]
" Deest ;" Spec. ed. pr.—DJ

[II
Omittunt articulum]

" Deest articulus ;" Spec. ed. |)r.
—

D.]
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(j)apjJbaKol Kol ol iropvoL koI et inpudici et homicida? et

ol
(f)ov€l<;

Koi ol elScoXoXdrpai, idolis servientes, et omnis qui

Kal Tra? cf)iXcoy Kal TTotwv amat et facit mendacium.

'^jrevBof;,

16 'Eyo) "'Irjaov^ eirefxy^a 16 Ego Jesus misi angelum
Tov ayyeXov fiov, /naprvprjaao meum^ testificari vobis haec in

vfilv ravra ev Tat<; iKKXrj- ecclesiis. ego sum radix et

alai^;, 'Eyco elfjui r) pl^a Kal genus David, stella splendida
TO yevo^ davlS, 6 ao-rrjp 6 et matutina.

Xayu,7r/}09 fcal 6 irpwlvo^,

17 -Kat TO TTvev/jua Kal 57 17 Et spiritus et sponsa

vvfjb(f)7j \eyovacv, ''Ep')(ov' Kal dicunt_, Veni : et qui audit

6 aKovdiv elTrdrw, "Ep)(^ov' dicat, Veni : et qui sitit ve-

Kal 6 Sl-^cov ep')(e(T6(D'
6 niat : qui vult accipiat aquam

6e\(ov Xa^erco vScop fo)^? vitae gratis.

^(apedv,

18 MaprvpS) iycb iravTi 18 Contestor ego omni au-

ra) aKovovTC Tov^ X070U9 Tt)9 dieuti verba prophetiae libri

7rpo(f)i]T6La<i TOV piPXlov TOV- hujus, Siquis adposuerit ad

Tovy 'Edv Ti9 iTTiOfi eir' avTa, haec, adponet Deus super

16 ravra eVi rais. yeuos rod Aa^lS. 17 et qui vult. 18 Contestor aiivt

XafnTghs Kal 6 opdgiuos. 17 Keyovcriv, omni.

'E\de. €t7raTCtf, 'EXOe. 5i\l/S}U i\64rcc, Kal

—
\a/xfiaverct} rh vSup. 18 1$vfx/j.agrvg-

Kal <pi\5)v. XVl. 'Eirl Tttis ^KKX-qalais] Alex, et ceteri oranes, Athanas. And.

'Ev Tats Alex. Codd. 2 Gallici. Athana- Arethas, Complut. ^x^^— ^PX^^
—

^V"

sius. Deest praepositio in Codd. multis. x^^^^' Kal 6 QiXwv Kaixfiav^ru rh vSwp]

ToD AajSlS] Omittunt
* rouAlex. Codd. Omittunt Kal, et postea habent 6 64-

multi, Athanasius, Andreas, Arethas. \cdu f Ka^iru vBcop, Alex. Codd. fere

Porro omnes Graeci Aai»15, vel com- omnes, Athanasius, Andreas, Cora-

pendiose 5aS. Nusquam invenitur Aa- plut. Et qui vult] Codd. Latini ve-

015. Aafxirpos Kal 6 6p6piv6s^ Alex. Kal teres tollunt e^.J XVIII. ^v/j-fiaprvp-

6 Trpoivos. sed ceteri Codd. cum Atha- ovfiai yap'] Alex, et alii Codd. plerique

nasio, Andrea, Aretha, Complut. 7r£>c6- et Complut. et Andreas fxaprvgu iyu:

ivos. XVII. 'E\6e— i\6e— e\6cru}] pauci cum Aretha fiaprvpofiai iyw :

[* Omittunt]
*' Deest ;" Speciminis ed. pr.

—
D.]

[f Omittunt Kal, et postea habent 6 deX.]
" Deest Kai, et postea 6 (?eA. ;"'

Spec. ed. pr.
—

D.]

[X Et qui vult] Codd. Latini veteres tollunt et] om. Spec. ed. pr.
—

D.]
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eTnOrjaeL 6 0eo9 eV avrov^

ra? 7rX7]yd<; ra^; y€ypa/jL/jbeva<i

iv Tft> ^L^Xlfp TOUTG)'

19 Kal idv Tt? dtpiXrj cltto

Twv \6<ya)V Tov (3l^\Iov tt)?

7rpo(f)T]TeLa<; ravrrj^;, dipeXel 6

0€o<; TO fjiepo^ avTOv oltto tov

^vXov tt)? ?&)r)9^ Kal iic t^9
7roX,6ft)9 T>79 dyia^;, T(bv ye-

ypa/jLfiivayv eV ro) ^c/SXlo)

Tovro).

20 Aiyec 6 /juaprvpcov rav-

ra, Nal €p')(oiJLai Ta'yy, ^Afjurjv,

ep')(^ov Kvpie ^Irjaov,

ov/xai ykQ iravrl olkov. idv ris iiriTidfj

irphs ravra. iv ^ifixlca. deest Tcp. 19 idv

ris a(f)aipp
—

\6yu}V fiifi\ov. o^otp^Jet

6 &€hs—airh fiifiKov Trjs ^(dtjs
— Kal twv

yeypafi. iv fiifi\ici>. 20 Nai 6£>xou.

nullus, quod sciam, avixfiaprvpovfxai,

neque 7^. Contestor enim omni]
Codd. veterrirai quique, f Contestor

ego omni. TiavrX aKovovri\ Alex. An-

dreas, Arethas, Codices plures, iravrl

rf d/c. 'EiriTid^ irphs ravra] Alex.

Codd. plerique omnes, Andreas, Are-

thas, Complut. iiriOy in aurcb. 'Eir

airrhv'] OmittitJ Alex, sed ceteri

Graeci et Latini omnes cum Andrea et

Aretha habent. 'Ev jSijSX/y] Alex.

Arethas, Andreas, Codd. plurimi, iv

ry jStjS. XIX. *A<paipfj a<paip^(T€i]

Alex. Codd. plerique, Andreas, Are-

thas, Complut. a(()4\r), et deinde pro

a<t>aip'fi(rct, Alex. Arethas cum Codd.

ilium plagas scriptas in libro

isto :

19 Et siquis diminuerit de

verbis libri prophetife hujus,

aiiferet Deus partem ejus de

ligno vitse, et de civitate

sancta, [et de his] quae scripta

sunt in libro isto.

20 Dicit qui testimonium

perhibet istorum, Etiam venio

cito. Amen^ veni domine

Jesu.

1 9 de libro vitae.

pluribus habent d^€\e?: alii cum An-

drea et Complut. a<p€\oi: et hi antea§

pro iiFiOiia-ei habent iirid^. h.&y<av fii-

iSAou] Tov fii^Xlov, Alex. Codd. fere

omnes, Andreas, Arethas. 'A7r6 fii-

$Kov TTJs C^rjs^ Alex. Codd. Graeci fere

omnes ; Andreas, Complut. Syr. jEth.

airh rod ^u\ov r^s C^^rjs. De libro vitae]

Latini quique vetustissimi, de ligno

vitae. Kal ra>v yeygafi/xevwu] Omittunt||

Kol Alex. Codd. fere omnes, Complut.

Andreas, Arethas, Copt. Syr, ^th.

'Ev )8t)8A^y] lidem Codd. cum Andrea

et Aretha iv rtp fiifi\i(f. XX. 'A/x^v,

val epxow] Omittunt^ val Alex. Codd.

plurimi, Andreas, Syr. Copt. JEth.

[* iir' avrhvl om. Speciminis ed. pr.
—

D.]

[f quique]
*'

quicumque ;" Spec, ed, pr.
—

D.]

[J Omittit]
«
Deest;" Spec. ed. pr.—D.]

[§ antea]
"
supra ;" Spec. ed. pr.

—
D.]

[II Omittunt]
" Deest ;" Spec. ed. pr.

—
D.]

[1[ Omittunt]
" Deest ;" Spec. ed. pr.

—
D.]
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21 'JFf %a/3t9 TOV KVploV

^Itjo-ov fierd irdvTwv,

21 Kvpiov rjfiwv *lr)(rov Xqkttov /xera

IT. vfiav. 'Afi^v.

XXI. Kvpiov ^juwj/] Omittunt* tjiulwv

Alex. Codd. plures, Andreas, Arethas.

Nostri] Omittitf Cod, vetustus Gal-

licus. 'lr]<rov Xpiffrov'} Deest Xpicrrov

in Alex.J Christi] Omittit§ codex

21 Gratia domini Jesu cum
omnibus.

21 domini nostri Jesu Christi cum
o. vobis. Amen.

AngHcus. M€Ta -navrbsv v/xuv. 'A/u.'fjv']

Desunt vfxwv. 'A/xiljj/. in Alex.
]|
Cum

omnibus vobis, Amen] Desunt vobis,

Amen; in 3 Codd. Gallicis.^

[* Omittunt]
"
Deest;" Speciminis ed. pr.

—D.]

[t Omittit]
" Deest ;" Spec. ed. pr.—D.]

[J Deest XgiffTov in Alex.]
" Deest Alex. ;" Spec. ed. pr.

—
D.]

[§ Omittit]
"
Deest;" Spec. ed. pr.—D.]

[II
in Alex.]

" Alex. ;" Spec. ed. pr.— D.]

[^ in 3 Codd. Gallicis] "3 Codd. Gallici ;" Spec. ed. pr.—
" In his third

edition [of the Proposals'] indeed, upon the notice I had taken of his mariy

blunders, he has thought fit to alter his style, and to change the many barbarisms

of his notes into a language more regular and intelligible, viz. instead of his

deest 8^ Alex, ceterifere omnes," &c. Middleton's Farther Remarks, &c. p. 23.

-D.]

ii^j iiii-



TO THE HONOURED * * *

AT LONDON.

HONOURED SIR,

I RECEIVED your last obliging letter ; in the close of which

you lay your commands on me, to tell you (if I can) who^s

the author of a late pamphlet, called Remarks, Paragraph by

Paragraph, upon Richard Bentleifs Proposals; aiid to give

you my thoughts at large about the merits of that pamphlet.

The author at the first publishing might have been called

Legion ; for as his party is discovered in his very title-page,

where our Master is named Richard Bentley, without the

honour of his degree,* so of that party every one that wa^,

thought to have conceitedness and malice enough to write it

was suspected to be the author. But a day or two cleared

up that point. The known image of the true author was

stamped so visible on^t, that all suspicions soon centered in

one. But his name I will not foul my letter with, since he

himself thought it too scandalous for his own pamphlet.

Nor is posterity concerned in the matter ; for whenever

he's carried to the grave, his memory will be buried with

him. Let his name therefore be Suffenus, or Zoilus, or

Margites, or Timon, or which you please of these old heroes,

whose shining characters were in whole or part so exactly

like our author's.

Zoilus, then, enters the lists with a declaration that Ms

Remarks were drawn from him by a serious conviction that

our Master has neither TALENTS nor MATERIALS propei'

for the work he has undertaken:^ and he takes his leave

[* In 1718 Bentley had been deprived of his degrees by the Cambridge

senate : on that occasion, Colbatch was one of the four Fellows of Trinity who

took part against him : see Monk's Life of B. vol. ii. p. 60.—D.]
a
Pag. 1.
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with this aphorism, that so much VANITY, PEDANTRY,
BLUNDER, and SELF-CONTRADICTION, were hardly

ever found together before within the compass of one single

sheet as are in our Master's Proposals,^ Had our Master

nine lives, as they say, you see he's in danger of all under

such terrible blows of the pen. The highest reputation in

letters, acquired by repeated proofs for the space of above

thirty years, like Jonas's gourd, is in one day to be blasted

by an insect. Let nobody confide or be secure in his good
name ; a worm, a maggot, without a name, can demolish it in

a trice. And I have some suspicion that the curious Mr.

Bradley, by observing the great power of these hook-vermin,

took the hint of his late notion, that the pestilence itself,

that desolates whole countries, is nothing else than swarms

of such poisonous insects.

Our Master therefore being so disabled, you'll give mc
leave to make my appearance for him, to vindicate his me-

mory at least, if I cannot keep him longer alive.

Zoilus begs his reader to believe that his Remarks do not

proceedfrom personal spleen or envy to our Master.^ I must

say to him with old Chremes, Vin^ me istuc tibi, etsi incre-

dibile est, credere ?^ Why, the spleen and envy lie so thick

in every page of his pamphlet, that nothing else is visible in

it. And this very thing is characteristic of our author
; a

sort oi proprium quarto modo, that among ten other sus-

pected persons distinguishes him. No malice in this book,

pray, reader, believe me: and yet, upon search, the reader

finds nothing else. We have a man among us that for many
years has daily acted this grimace : he never broaches a

piece of mere knavery without a preface about his con-

science; nor ever offers to us downright nonsense without

eyes, muscles, and shoulders wrought up into the most so-

lemn posture of gravity.

Our censor, after his preface, comes directly to his work ;

and, that nothing may escape him, falls a-gnawing, like a

b
Pag. 24. «=

Pag. 1.

[* Ter. Heaut. iv. 1. 11.—D.]
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rat, the very title-page of our Master's Testament. He
owns it may be in the style of some other editions,*^ but by no
means must be allowed in his. And though in another place
he accuses our Master, that his whole life has been spent in

a'itical niceties and observations on classical authors,^ yet in

this our crazy-headed censor pretends to teach him how to

write Latin. But this point is too dry and jejune to have

any room in this letter.

And now, ere he enters upon his learning, as a whet to

our appetite he gives us a cast of his wit. Mr, Walker, says

he, has almost all the trouble of the work ; and yet our Master

reserves the whole reputation of it to himself, with an EDI-
DIT RICHARDUS BENTLEIUS.f Why, to do our censor

justice, I forgive and allow his indignation at this. For it's

the very reverse to what he himself uses to do ; who has

often had all the trouble, has wrote several libels against our

Master, our College^ and the very Government j and yet never

reserved the reputation to himself but generously resigned it

to another, with an EDIDIT CONYERS MIDDLETON.*
We are now arrived at his Remarks on

Paragraph the First,

which, when you have turned to and read over, FU engage

you'll be forced to own is drawn up in the modestest^ ten-

derest words that the nature of the thing can bear. Not the

smallest reproach nor reflection upon the prior editors : they

«• P. 4. « P. 16. '
Pag. 4.

[*
"

I declare," says Middleton,
" that I never yet published any thing in

my life that was not strictly and entirely of my own composing, nor any thing at

all that ever related to, or reflected in any manner upon the Government : I did,

indeed, in a late pamphlet, represent the just complaints of the Fellows of his Col-

lege {my old friends and fellow-sufferers) against his oppressive government; for

which he is now prosecuting me by way of information in the^ King's Bench."

Farther Remarks, &c. p. 3: see also Colbatch's declaration, note, p. 481. But

there is no doubt that in writing the pamphlet mentioned above, A true Account

of the State of Trinity College, &c. 1719, (a portion of which was construed into

a libel on the king's government and the administration of justice) Middleton

derived assistance from the papers of Colbatch.—D.]
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followed the best MSS. they then could procure : here are now
older and better to be come at ; and so a new edition may be

ofgood use. Can any thing be more innocent ? and yet see

how our censor roars, bellows, and calls the mob together,

as if whole church was in flames : it destroys at once the

authority of all our published Scriptures ; cries down by a

sort ofpapal edict all our current editions, as corrupt and

adulterate ; injustice and barbarity ; insult upon the sense

and judgment of the learned world ; raises an universal re-

sentment and indignation,^

If you are not quite frightened already, pray reserve a

little courage, notwithstanding all this bombast. We know
the animal here thoroughly well; and when he has outroared

all the lions in Libya, he kindly shews us, by his long ears,

that we were in no danger. These are only veteres artes,

his old pranks, that he often plays here. In the midst of

college plenty, with five thousand pounds surplusage above

all expenses, he can bawl with tragical tone, and lungs

stronger than a smith's bellows, destruction^ dilapidation,

ruin, upon the laying out of five pounds, while he himself

never acquired to the public one groat.

If he's come a little to himself, I would ask him one civil

question. Pray, good friend Timon, though our Master, as

you vouch, has neither talents nor materials for such a work,

yet another man, I hope, may have them
;
and a better edi-

tion than the present ones is not one of the impossibles.

Suppose, then, that other man, and, if you please, your
learned self, has a more correct edition to offer to the world

than any yet extant. How, in the name of common sense,

must you make your proposal ? In our Master^s style, by

telling the plain fact, better manuscripts are now to be had

than the former editors could come at, not assuming great

merit to himself, but imputing it to a good Providence ? Or

will you say, in your own nonsense, I have an edition, in-

deed, to offer to the world, that improves the former ones in

some thousands of places, but the very attempt destroys the

s Pasr. 5.
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authority of all our published Scriptures, cries 'em down as

corrupt and adulterate, is an act of injustice and barbarity, is

an insult upon common sense, deserves an universal resentment

and indignation ?

Ah Timon, T\mon, quce te dementia cepit P*

Either say that no man in the world can give a better edition

than those already extant, or grant that the man that can do

it must, of necessity, say in his proposal that the extant edi-

tions are erroneous and imperfect.

And yet, with the blessing of God, that man will neither

destroy all authority ofpublic Scriptures, nor incur the uni-

versal resentment of men of piety and letters. For if that is

certainly his fate, how came Erasmus, without public cen-

sure, except of some Timons of that age, to refine by rcj-

peated editions not only upon the Complutenses, but even

upon himself? How came Robert Stephens, a mere printer,

with public acceptation and applause to refine upon them

both ? And may not our Master say with his Horace, ego

cur, adquirere pauca Si possum, invideor Pf Has not he

the common right to add his mite to the Scripture treasury ?

to use his talent, if he has any ? Our censor indeed affirms

he has none ; but whether he or I are mist^aken in that, the

present letter, before it's concluded, may perhaps help to

determine.

There^s nothing so nauseous and provoking as a super-

ficial ostentation of learning, while profound ignorance lies

at the bottom. Old Zoilus has filled near two pages with

citations from the most obvious places, prefaces to books.

And what's the mighty result ? Why, the Complutensian
edition was made from manuscripts of the greatest anti-

quity, veneranda vetustatis spectatcsque fidei :
^ and Erasmus''s

edition (he might have said editions, for he changed in each

of them) was madefrom the most correct and ancient manu-

[* Virg. Ed. ii. 69. " Ah Corydon, Corydun, quae," &c.—D.]
[t J. P. 55.—D.]
*»

Pag. 5.
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scripts :
^ and Rob, Stephens collected from MSS. the best

and most ancientJ Now^ what is all this vulgar stuff for?

The venerable MSS. of the Complutenses did not hinder

Erasmus from varying from them in a thousand places ;

nor did Erasmus's correct and ancient MSS, deter Rob.

Stephens from doing the like by his. What, therefore^ does

our censor gain or mean by all this ? Yes, it shews how just

and modest our Master has been in this paragraph, to treat

such MSS. as of no great antiquity, but recent and inter-

polated.^

Commend me to the man, that with a thick hide and

solid forehead can stand bluff against plain matter of fact.

The w^orld has now advanced two whole centuries in age
since the date of the Complutensian and Erasmus's edition ;

and as much, within thirty years, since that of Rob. Stephens.
Within that space of time God^s providence (if Zoilus will

allow that) has brought older MSS. into light than those

editors knew. Every thing is comparatively old or recent :

in those days, when no better were seen, they gave the titles

of ancient and venerable to MSS. that are now scarce reck-

oned in the second or third rate. I can tell our censor,

that our Master's edition will chiefly turn upon^eight Greek

manuscripts, the most recent of which is a thousand year[s]

old ; and that without the concurrence of some of these,

he'll scarce put one word in his text. Now of all these

eight not one was used either by the Complutenses or

Erasmus ; and only one of them by Robert Stephens, and

that very negligently.

Ay, but the sting comes in the tail : barbarous is our

Master's treatment of the first editors ; but of his oldfriend
Dr. Mill, unjust, ungrateful, unpardonable.^ Does not this

look like a laudable and generoiis indignation ? Ingratum

dixeris, omnia dixeris.^ And yet we, that know the censor,

'

Pag. 6. J Ibid.

•*

Pag. 6. 1

Pag. 6, 7.

[*
" Dixeris maledicta cuncta, ingratum cum hominem dixeris." P. Syri

et al. Sent. 250. ed. Bent.—D.]
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cannot but sneer at his naming the word ungrateful ; who
to the few benefactors he has had (of whom our Master has

been^ though the lowest, not the least) has shewn himself

not ungrateful only, but so virulent and malignant as is

really detestable. He had once the honour to have a noble

duke and a great bishop for his patrons ;* who, after sundry
favours bestowed, when they would not comply at last with

his insolent demands, our public coffee-houses rung here

with the vilest names, scoundrel, &c. in defiance not of

decency only, but of scandalum magnatum.
But why this outcry of ingratitude against Dr. Mill,

when our Master not once names him in his Proposals ? Or

why is Dr. MilPs work brought here in comparison, which

is different toto genere from our Master's design ? Dr. Mill

follows the text of Stephens to a letter, even where he de-

cides against it : our Master, where he has good authority,

deserts that text, and gives a new one, in thousands of places :

Dr. Mill's view was to accumulate various readings as a

promptuary to the judicious and critical reader : our Master

makes use of that promptuary, and has furnished himself

with much greater, to determine the genuine readings, and

not leave the reader in doubt and suspense.

Nay, but our Master has borrowed all his materialsfrom
Dr, Mill's magazine, which he gathered with incredible pains

and indust7y for thirty years together,^ Now with what

conscience, a good word perpetually in his foul mouth, can

this censor tell the world this ? He pretend to know and to

declare what our Master has done, or can do ! Dear Timon,
have patience till the edition comes out; and then res ipsa

[ See Monk's Life of Bentley, vol. i. p. 384 sqq. for a detailed account of

the unworthy treatment which Colbatch experienced from the Duke of Somer-

set and Bishop Burnet. There can be no doubt that the former forgot and

disclaimed his promises to Colbatch, who had been tutor to his son, the Earl of

Hertford. If the allusion above be to those patrons, it is peculiarly unbe-

coming ; for Bentley himself had supported the cause of Colbatch by repre-

sentations to the duke.—D.]
»"

Pag. 6, 7.
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loquetur, the work will shew itself. In the mean time, if

Dr. MilPs industry is incredible, I hope our Master's will

be credible at leasts when I assure you, that of the eight

Greek manuscripts above mentioned, on which our Master's

text will depend, four (and the four principal, bating the

Alexandrine) were never collated by or for Dr. Mill. Not

to add, that our Master has taken credible pains in collating

with his own hand a score of old Latin Testaments, besides

those he has procured at his expense : a labour untouched

by Dr. Mill, who in the thirty years never collated one Latin

Vulgate, nor ever once dreamed of the excellent use of it.

I had hopes that the drudgery of this paragraph had been

despatched ; but by looking over it again, I find a weighty

argument for the Complutensian edition, that seven of the

copies there used cost Cardinal Ximenesfour thousand croivns.^

Very good, and very honourable for his memory. But what's

this to our Master ? Four millions of crowns would not buy
the MSS. that he has got collated for his edition ;

and I can

assure our censor, that our Master, without a cardinal's purse,

has expended one thousand crowns, not to possess them, but

to use them.

For a parting blow in this paragraph, he brandishes his

wit again. NOW, said our Master, by God's providence,

there are MSS. in Europe : as if says our censor, they had

never been in Europe till now ; but werejust now dug out of
the ground like medals, or imported lately from the East or

West Indiesfor the service of his edition. ^ Now a wit of the

common magnitude would have been content with importing
MSS. from Asia, Syria, or Greece

',
but our censor, scorning

every thing common, will fetch ancient Greek from Mogul
and America. But his silly irony, like the fool's bolt, recoils

upon himself. For since the first editors^ time, of which our

Master speaks, the greatest part of the Greek MSS. he uses

were really brought from the East into Europe. What !

does not Suffenus know that our Alexandrine came from

»
Pag. 5.

°
Pag. 7.
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Constantinople, a whole century after Stephens's days ? And
most of the rest, for all his grin, were really dug out of the

ground, ex situ et pulvere eruti, where they had long lain

buried in old ruinous cloisters.

But now prepare for a stabbing push, a piece of capital

and transcendent wit. Are manuscripts now accessible ? it's

very certain then, says he, that library-keepers abroad have

more humanity and less envy than some I could name at

home,^ What a pity 'tis that this sparkling repartee is not

new and his own, but borrowed from old Phalaris, pro

singulari sua humanitate /* And methinks the very omen of

it might have kept our censor's fingers from pilfering such

unlucky goods ; from stealing cotton at Marseilles while

infected with the plague.

Ah, quce te mala mens, miselle Timon ? f

T\ine etiam tells moriere Dian(B?X

Paragraph the Second.

This, says he, is the applauded and momentous paragraph,
which opens the great design on which the reason and ne-

cessity and the whole merit of this new edition is built ; and

therefore, says he, (now. Master, look to yourself,) it vnll

deserve a very PARTICULAR EXAMINATION,^
After he has diverted himself with turning a thought a

priori and confirmed by event into an odd accident andfor-
tuitous concourse of atoms,^ he takes a serious air, and with

P Pag. 7.

[* See Bentley's Preface to Diss, upon Epist. of Phalaris, p. 1, and editor's

Preface, p. vii., in vol. i. of the present edition.—D.]

ii! Jit
" Quanam te mala. mens, miseWe Ravide." Catull. Carm. XL. ed. Doer.—D.]

[t Virg. ^n. xi. 857.—D.]
1 Pag. 7.

•''
]?ag. 7.—[" Here we are entertained with a short history of our editor's

great design, arid what an odd accident, what a fortuitous concourse of atoms

gave birth to this mighty work : thinking, it seems, upon some passages of St.

Hierom, he first took a hint, which being improved presently into a conjecture,

turned itself soon afterwards into a clue which extricated him out of the labyrinth,

and so the business was done : this being therefore the applauded momentous

paragraph," &c.—D.]

VOL.. III. 3 T
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becoming sufficiency (for if learned Timon knows not a

things who should ?) he much questions whether it is to be

found in direct and express terms in any part of St. Hierom's

woi'ks, that he adjusted and reformed the WHOLE Latin

Vulgate to the best Greek exemplars.^ To answer, therefore,

with great ease, what Suffenus so much questions. In his

epistle ad Lucinium St. Hierom has these words : Many
years ago, says he, / have given to the curious the version of

the Septuagintf corrected most carefully : the NEW (Latin)

TESTAMENT 1 have corrected by authority of the Greeks

Again, in his Catalogus Scriptorum Ecclesiasticorum : The

NEW TESTAMENT, says he, / have adjusted to the

authentic Greek ; the Old I have translated according to the

authentic Hebrew,^ In his epistle ad Marcellam : I am told,

says he, that some sorry fellows (homunculos quosdam ;
for

he too had to deal with Zoilus^s and Timons) rail at me, that

against the authority of the ancients and the opinion of the

whole world, Ipresumed to correct any passages in the GOS-
PELS Let them take this answer, that I had a mind to

reform the faultiness of the Latin copies, which is apparent

by the variations of all of them, to the original Greek, from
whence they themselves do not deny they were translated.^

I know friend Zoilus will be at catch here ; and with

supercilious air observe, that the last citation speaks only of

the Gospels, and not of the whole New Testament. But if

he'll vouchsafe to learn any thing from a junior, I can tell

'

Pag. 8.

*
Septuaginta Interpretum editionem . . . ante annos plurimos diligen-

tissime emendatam studiosis tradidi : NOVUM TESTAMENTUM Graecae

reddidi auctoritati. [Hieron. 0pp. t. iv. p. ii. p. 579. ed. 1693.—D.]
« NOVUM TESTAMENTUM Graecae fidei reddidi : Vetus juxta Hebrai-

cam transtuli. [Hieron. 0pp. t. iv. p. ii. p. 130, ed. 1693.—D.]
^ Ad me portatum est, quosdam homunculos studiose mihi detrahere, cur,

adversum auctoritatem veterum et totius mundi opinionem, aliqua in EVAN-
GELIIS emendare tentaverim.—Responsum habeant, ... me . . . Latinorum

codicum vitiositatem, quae ex diversitate librorum omnium comprobatur, ad

Graecam originem, unde et ipsi translata non denegant, voluisse revocare.

[Hieron. 0pp. t. iv. p. ii. p. 61. ed. 1693, where "Ad me repente perlatum est,

quosdam homunculos mihi studiose detrahere," &c.—D.]
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him, that tlie ancient Fathers, when they say the Evangelia,
mean not seldom the whole N, T, This appears even from

this very letter ad Marcellam : for St. Hierom thus proceeds,
in his answer to those that had railed at him for changing the

old text : Let thosefellows, says he, read, Serving the time ;

let us read, Serving the Lord.^ Let them say absolutely.

Against an elder receive not an accusation ; let us add, But

under two or three witnesses.^ Let them read. This is a

HUMANE saying, and worthy of all acceptation; let us read.

This is a faithful saying.y Now from these places it's

clear, that though he speaks before of the Evangelia, yet the

examples are all taken out of St. Paul's epistles ; and it's

clear that he had corrected these very three passages ; all

which stand so corrected to this day in the Vulgate. Under

the word Evangelia, therefore, he comprehended the whole

Testament.

By this time, sir, you are sensible what a shrewd and

learned adversary I have upon my hands : and I should step

now to the next passage in question, but I am stopped and

recalled by one of his impertinencies. He that knew nothing

of these several passages of Hierom, struts with the most

obvious one out of his preface to Damasus,^ which stands in

the front of every Vulgate Testament; and even that he

understands not. That Father declares there, he reformed

the Latin Gospels, codicum Graecorum collatione, sed

VETERUM, by comparing them with the Greek exemplars, but

ANCIENT ones: this our censor translates, the Greek copies

OF HIS TIME : nay, with the censor's leave, before his

TIME ;
that is, as our Master has observed, those of the

famous Origen. Nor does our censor understand the words

he cites : Ita calamo temperavimus, ut, his tantum quce sensum

videbantur mutare correctis, reliqua manere pateremur ut

fuerant .* the true meaning of which is this ; that he did not

change the words of the old Latin version, except in places

^^ Rom. xii. 11. ^1 Tim. v. 19.

y 1 Tim. i. 15.
'
Pag. 8.

[* Hieron. 0pp. t. i. p. 1426. ed. 1693.—D.]
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that affected the sense : the rest he suffered to stand, though
he thought them not the most proper; and contented him-

self with rescinding the superfluous words, and adding the

deficient. This, if our censor pleases, he may call only

touching over; but this is all that our Master expects, and

all that he wants from it.

It's probable, says our censor, that the order of words

stood much the same both before and after Hierom's correction.^

In this passage with his probable, much like his former much

question, our censor is as sharp-sighted as any mole. I shall

clear that anon, in a place more proper.

He joins with Dr. Mill in a reflection upon St. Hierom ;

We are glad that he gave himself no greater liberties in his

correction.^ Dr. Mill, indeed, through all his Prolegomena
treats that learned Father not with injustice only, but con-

tumely ; pretends that he spoiled the old Italic version (equal

almost, if you^ll believe the Dr., to the apostles' and evange-
lists^ own originals,) while he endeavoured to mend it. Of all

which Dr. Mill, wdth his incredible diligence, knew no more

than our censor does. When our Master's edition comes

out, it will put that whole matter in a new and true light,

will shew there w^as no such version as that pretended Italic,^

will vindicate St. Hierom's honour, and shew in his revising

the old Vulgate what excellent service he did to the church.

We come now to the second passage quoted by oiu'

Master, UBI IPSE VERBORUM ORDO MYSTERIUM

"
Pag. 8. b

Pag. 8.

[* The only writer of antiquity who mentions the Italic version is St.

Augustin, in these words :
—" In ipsis autem interpretationibus Itala ceteris

prseferatur; nam est verborum tenacior, cum perspicuitate sententiae." De

Doct. Christ, lib. ii. c. xv. 0pp. t. iii. p. i. p. 27. ed. 1680. The passage was

thus corrected by Bentley,
"

ilia ceteris praeferatur, qua est," &c. See

Casly's Preface to Cat. of the MSS. of the King's Library, p. xix. Lardner's

Cred, of the Gosp. Hist., Works, vol. v. pp. 115, 116. ed. 1788. Marsh's Notes

on Michaelis's Introd. to the N. T. vol. ii. p. ii. pp. 621, 622. ed. 1793. Bentley's

Correspondence with the Benedictines of St. Maur, &c. in Kidd's Porson's

Tracts, &c. Preface, p. Ivi. sqq. : and Monk's Life of Bentley, vol. ii. pp. 125, 126.

—When he wrote the Remarks on Collins, Bentley seems to have believed in

the existence of the Italic version : see p. 364.—D,]
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EST, which our censor works and sweats at for 3 whole

pages together, resolving to undermine and demolish it, as

the sole basis of the new edition.

The passage here referred to, in the printed editions of

St. Hierom stands thus : Sed libera voce profiteor, me in

interpretatione Greecorum, absque Scripturis Sanctis, ubi et ver-

borum ordo \et\ mysteriiim est, non verbum e verbo, sed sensum

exprimere de sensu.^ I have put the second et within hooks,

to make what I am going to say more easy and clear. Our

Master, with his usual sagacity, saw at first view that the

second et made the passage flat nonsense : Except in the

Holy Scriptures, where there is both order of words and

mystery. What? is there in the Scriptures alone order of

words to be found ? Is it not in profane writings too, in

all writings whatever ? Throw out that et therefore, and the

sense is clear ; for then the other et is the same as etiam : I
own freely, says the Father, that in translating of Greek books,

except in the Holy Scriptures, where even the order of words

is mystery, / do not express word by word, but sense by sense.

This emendation is so plain, that, now our Master has found

it out, nobody but a mere idiot will deny or doubt it. Let's

see what our censor says to it.

He first discovers that by two ets, ordo verborum and

mysterium are plainly disjoined and distinguished from each

other : that our Master casts one et out, and instead of the

other claps in an ipse, to make the words express more roundly

the sense he would put upon them.^

You'll please, sir, to believe, when I tell you, that our

Master's Proposals being dravni up in haste, in one evening

by candle-light, and printed the next day from that first and

sole draught, (which haste likewise hindered him from re-

vising the sheet, and so left several false accents and points

in the Specimen itself,) he consulted not S. Hierom, but

cited the passage by memory : whereby it happened that

for ubi et verborum ordo, he put ubi ipse verborum ordo,

'

St. Hicr. De optimo genere interpretandi. [_Opp. t. iv. p. ii. p. 250. ed. 1693.

^D.]
''

Pag. 8.
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But that et and ipse have the very same meaning here, every

schoolboy can see : ^tis just as in English ; where even the

order of words, or the very order of words, are perfectly

equivalent.

Even our censor himself, who never made one emenda-

tion in his life, is afraid to deny that the emendation is just.

He'll not dispute, therefore, about the different significations

which this passage and our Master*s citation might bear ; but

tvill allowfor once that both express the same thing.
^

Both express the same thing? well then, the point is

agreed. Nay, hold a little ; for, notwithstanding the allow-

ance, he says, ifs very easy to shew our Master has widely

mistaken the true sense and meaning^ An agreeable instance

of acute penetration ! I allow, says he, that both express

the same thing, viz. that in the Scriptures even the order of
word^ is mystery ; and yet ifs easy to shew that St. Hierom

did not mean, that in the Scriptures the order of words is

mystery. Either this is plain self-contradiction, or there^s

but one way to get rid of it, by supposing that St. Hierom^s

words, like our censor's, have no meaning at all.

Our censor proceeds to give a dull and false abstract of

the treatise of St. Hierom :& I shall do it more clearly and

honestly. St. Hierom had translated into Latin a com-

plaining letter of Epiphanius to Chrysostom, both his own

contemporaries ',
and was charged by some friends to the

latter, that he had not done justice in his version, nor trans-

lated the words exactly, but warped them, as they thought,
to Chrysostom^s prejudice. He defends himself from this

charge, not by denying the fact, but excusing it from neces-

sity.
^ That the genius of the two languages were different;

that a verbal interpretation, especially in books of elaborate

style, would look barbarous and absurd
; that Cicero and

others had made free translations, without confinement to

the very words ; that he himself never did nor would trans-

late otherwise, except in the Holy Scriptures, where (less

than the words) even the order of the ivords ivas mystery ;

^
Pag. 8.

•
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and yet even in the very Scriptures^ neither the Septuagint
in their version, nor the Evangelists and Apostles in their

citations from the Old Testament, did adhere strictly to the

vrords/ This is the substance of that treatise ; and from

this our Master took the thought, both a new and a noble

one, that St. Hierom, who many years before had corrected

the vulgar Ijatin by the Greek, durst not have used this ex-

pression, that in the Scriptures the very order of words is

mystery, if he had not kept close to the order in his own
edition of the Scriptures. And upon making the essay, by

comparing the oldest copies of the Greek and Latin now

extant, our Master reaped most glorious fruit of his sagacity

and his labour, when he found that the learned Father had

spoke true ; that his correction, when it first came from his

hand, did certainly so agree ; and that the present agree-

ment, even after 1300 years, is surprising and astonishing.

But our censor affirms, that in that very tract St. Hierom

declares, that (besides the Septuagint, Evangelists, and

Apostles) neither the other best interpreters of Scripture,

nor the Vulgate edition itself, nor the Fathers, had any re-

gard in their translations of Scripture to the words or order

of words, but only to the sense.^ What shall we say to such

provoking confidence ? Is this the conscientious Timon ?

We must imitate Monsieur Pascal in his Provincial Letters,

who both uses and recommends the answer of honest Father

Valerian to such a creature as our censor, MENTIRIS IM-

PUDENTISSIME. I have read that short tract over on

purpose ;
and assure you there's not one word in it of best

interpreters, or Latin Vulgate, or Fathers.

Our censor is resolved to hammer out some different

meaning out of Hierom's passage, cost what it will : he lays

hold on the poor particle ubi, which must bear a restrained

and particular sense to such particular places of the Holy

Scriptures where et verborum ordo et mysterium est (that is,

for I must English it for him, whei^e there is both order of

words and mystery) .^ These particular places, he first says,
^

Pag. 9. .
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must certainly be lookedfor in the Old Testament : J but pre-

sently he revokes that^ and declares^ that neither our Master

nor any man else knows where to find them.^ Give honest

Timon his due : he has spoke one true thing in his pamphlet.
As to places^ indeed,, vrhere mystery is, a man cannot miss ;

but for particular places of Scripture where order of words

is, exclusive to others where (it seems) there's no order of

words, I would challenge Argus himself or Lynceus to spy
them.

No one writer, continues our censor, that I have yet heard

of, has ever affirmed that the order of words in the New Tes-

tament is mysterious : and I could shewfrom twenty places of

St. Hierom, that he never in the least dreamt of confining him-

self to the order of words in any of his versions.

To his noise and bounce of twenty passages in St. Hierom,

I return again (for he deserves no other) the blunt answer of

Father Valerian. But since he never heard of one writer

(wonderful in the omniscious Timon), I'll endeavour to help

his hearing. St. Hierom himself, in his Commentary on the

Ephesians, cap. iii., says thus : / know the adding of the pre-

position CON in the words coheredes, concorporales, and

comparticipes, makes but an oddfigure in the Latin tongue ;

yet because that preposition is in the Greek, and because in

the divine writings every WORD, SYLLABLE, TITTLE,
and POINT, ARE FULL OF SENSES, we choose there-

fore rather to forego the composition and structure of the

words than to weaken the meaning."^ What says our censor

now ? Are not syllables, tittles, points, as small things as

the order of words; or can those subsist without this? Is

not plena sunt sensibus,full of senses, deep, latent, recondite

J
Pag. 9. ^

Pag. 10.

' Scio appositionem conjunctionis ejus, per quam dicitur, coheredes et con-

corporales, at comparticipes, indecoram facere in Latino sermone sententiam : sed

quia ita habetur in Graeco, et singuli SERMONES, SYLLABI, APICES,
PUNCTA, in divinis Scripturis plena sunt SENSIB US, . . magis volumus in

compositione structuraque verborum, quam intelligentia periclitari. [Hieron.

0pp. t. iv. p. I. p. 350. ed. 1693.—D.]
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senses, as strong an expression as mystery ? Is not this

spoke of the New Testament, and of the Greek ? To quote
more to the same purpose would be running into common-

place ; but this alone is sufficient to let our censor see that

there are more things in the Fathers than every casuistic

drudge* can find in the pious and polite volumes of Diana
and Escobar.

That the Latin interpreters of Scripture confined them-
selves in their versions to the order of words (except in cases

of necessity, where, though the original was clear, the version

by its ambiguity might create an absurd or impious sense), is

both plain in fact at this day, and affirmed by the Fathers

themselves. And though every body perhaps did not know

this, yet nobody but a hard-faced Timon would have the

confidence to deny it. St. Hilary, in his Commentary on the

Ixviith Psalm: Laboriosius autem, says he, et obscurius,

dum COLLOCATIONES VERBORUM non demutat, trans-

latio Latina declarat : ceterum absolutius totum hoc sermo e

Grceco enuntiatus eloquitur. And again on the same Psalm :

Id . . his verbis, quce Latine minus expresse atque absolute

translata sunt, continetur : admonui enim superius, plerumque

interpretes cunctos, dum COLLOCATIONEM ORDlNExM-
QUE VERBORUM demutare ac temperare non audent,

minus dilucide proprietatem declarasse dictorum.f Here it's

expressly said twice, that while ALL the (Latin) inter-

preters DARED not to CHANGE the COLLOCATION
and ORDER of Words (in the Greek), they frequently ex-

pressed that obscurely which in the original was clear. Pray,

how came they not to dare to change the order, even to the

detriment of the sense, unless they thought there was mys-

tery inH ? And if they were so scrupulous in translating the

Greek Septuagint, can they be supposed to make more bold

and free with the Evangelists and Apostles ?

The matter of fact verifies this : there are four or five

[* An allusion to Colbatch's professorship: see p. 481.—D.]

[t Hilar. Ojyp. pp. 197, 203. ed. 1693.-0.]
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very old MSS. extant with the Greek on one hand and a

Latin version on the other ; the Beza's MS. at Cambridge

containing the Gospels and Acts, another of the Acts at

Oxford^ three more of St. Paul's epistles at Paris and else-

where. In all these line answers to line^ and word to word

in order. Such books as these gave the model to the Latin

versions that had no Greek joined with them. Order of

words is preserved in all^ allowing for the negligence of

copiers. Even the passages cited by the Latin Fathers as

carefully pursue the order as those in the Greek Fathers

cited from the original : and our Master makes that use of

both of them in his edition. Old Timon now will go puzzle

himself, and try this by experience. But what critetnon

has he to try by ? He'll find hundreds of variations in the

printed books, which in our Master's manuscripts will be all

found to agree.

Methinks I have breathed in clear air while I was writing

this last page ; I must now return to fog and dulness, and

follow Timon where he carries me. He brings"^ a long cita-

tion out of Hierom^s letter to Austin; but his usual fate

attends him, that it makes directly against him. The case

is this : St. Austin, in a prior letter, had expostulated with

Hierom, why in his former translation of Job out of the

LXX. he had added marks, obels and asterisks, to deter-

mine every word to the greatest niceness ; but in his new

translation of Job from the Hebrew, non eadem verborum

fides occurrit,^ the same vouchingfor the words was notfound ?

This shews what St. Austin expected in a translator of Scrip-

ture. To this St. Hierom replies, that there was no need of

such marks in a version where nothing was added or left

out ; he having translated it exactly from the Hebrew, but

sensuum potius veritatem, quam VERBORUM ORDINEM
INTERDUM conservantesyf SOMETIMES preserving the

trueness of the sense rather than the ORDER OF WORDS.

™
Pag. 9, 10. [* Hieron. 0pp. t, iv. r. ii. p. 610. ed. 1693.—D.]

[t Hieron. 0pp. t. iv. p. ii. p. 626. ed. 1693.—D.]
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Is not this demonstration, that Hierom (and other inter-

preters) strove as much as possible to adhere to the order ?

Sometimes, he says, he was forced to vary from it, and that

in Job, the difficultest book of the whole Scripture ; the

sense of which, as he says in another place, is so slippery,
that like an eel or a lamprey, the more you think to hold it,

the sooner it slides out of your hand.

But for all this our censor still persists, that the notion is

absurd and impossible, a silly fancy of our Master's.*^ Ne
S(Bm, magne sacerdos :

* rude words will not do the busi-

ness. He'll prove too, from Erasmus, Arias Montanus,
and Beza, that the vulgar Latin often deserts the Greek.^ If

our Master begs subscriptions, as Timon reproaches him,

sagacious Timon will be even with him in begging the question.

Why, what Greek, what Vulgate ? those that they saw and

used. But each of those will differ from our Master's Greek

and Vulgate in thousands of places. If theirs had agreed
two centuries ago, then indeed our Master's edition would

now be as useless and needless as Timon would gladly make

it. But we need go no farther, continues he, than our

author's own Specimen, where in the Latin text, as it stands

dressed up by himself, we see MANY considerable variations

in the order of wordsfrom the Greek, viz. verse ii. v. viii. ix.

xii. xiv. ^c.P

And I say, we need go no farther than this paragraph
for a specimen of the greatest malice and impudence that

ever scribbler out of the dark committed to paper. Why,
courteous Timon, if our Master's own Specimen had so con-

futed his Proposals, he might have been begged (which you

may be in danger of) for a lunatic; there needed no pam-

phlet to quash the edition : your spleen and envy might have

been reserved for another occasion. Of the six variations

that our censor brings, four are no variations of order.

Verse ii. rov irora^ov evrevdev kol cKelOev, you cannot

translate word for word without a haxha-rism, fuvii hinc et

"
Pag. 10. [* Virg. jEn. vi. 544. "

magna sac."—D.]
" Ibid. P Pag. 10.
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inde : so that this is no breach of order_, but an equivalent

expression^ which the translator was forced to. So verse xii.

ft)9 TO epyov iarlv avTov, ^twould have been most awkward in

Latin, sicut opus est ejus ; he judiciously therefore changed
the whole, reddere unicuique SECUNDUM OPERA SUA.
Verse ix. there^s no change, Spa fxrj, vide ne feceris, but a

necessary addition of a word ;
use and custom among the

Latins not allowing the Greek aposiopesis. Verse xiv.

Father Valerian again ; for there's not the least change
either in word or order. . And then for his etcetera, O truth,

O sincerity, O conscientious director of conscience 1 ^Twas

to insinuate there were many more behind : I do affirm,

any one may see, and he well knew, there's not one more.

So that aU his MANY CONSIDERABLES are dwindled

to two ; and those we shall see of what great consideration.

Ver. V. ovK ecrrac ert, ultra non erit instead of non erit ultra.

Verse viii. rod heiKvvovTo^; /jLoc ravra, qui mihi hcec osten-

debat for qui ostendebat mihi Ikbc,

And now are not these variations of the highest import-
ance both for number and sense ? In the next page the

wretch can insinuate, that our Master will wrest and force
both texts, to make them answer as well as he can, to his

hypothesis : ^ and his native stupidity could not let him see

that the one of these accusations contradicts and confutes

the other. For if our Master was disposed to warp and

force his texts, how easily could he have set those two places

in the right order, and have kept his own counsel ! Can we
desire a greater instance of his fidelity and sincerity in the

promised edition ? He left those places as he found them,

not yet having seen any MSS. that represent them other-

wise. He feared not but that all men of common sense

and common candour would look on the ccclx. hits that

are in that chapter, and not from two small slips imagine
that all those agreements came by chance, without the

translator's design or thought ;
would look more on the

XXX. variations that appeared, before his Specimen, between

1 Pag. 11.
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the two texts, and are now reconciled from the best copies,

than on two trifling variations that still remain. And, pray,
has our Master undertook or promised that not one variation

shall remain in the whole New Testament ? To accomplish

that, after xiii. centuries, though he had all the copies in

the world, would be a sort of miracle. All he declares is

only this, that he succeeds in his essay beyond his expectation

or even his hopes. And we may venture it upon this very

Specimen^ if he has not exceeded other men's expectations

and hopes as much as his own.

But to return to our censor ; he tells us for news, that

Robert Stephens and Monsieur Toinard reckoned the Latin

Vulgate as good as one Greek exemplar.'^ And so do

others : and not that only, but the Syriac and Coptic. The

Greek LXX. served Cappellus and others for an exemplar of

the Hebrew. But what this is to our Master's edition^ I

cannot conjecture. While our censor was hunting for mate-

rials, he lit upon these two scraps, and resolved not to lose

them. But Dr. Mill has retrieved the true readings of the

OLD Vulgate with the very Greek from whence they were

taken, which was probably that ofthe age next to the apostles.
^

Our censor does not know one tittle of what he says here,

nor what the Old Vulgate means. Before St. Hierom's time

there were innumerable Latin translations (as St. Austin tes-

tifies), that went about in the western churches, all differing

from each other (as both he and St. Hierom say), and con-

sequently most if not all of them faulty, being translated

from faulty Greek ones. And by that occasion there are

at this day more variations from the present Greek than by
all the other copies in the world. And Dr. Mill, who took

all that heap of those vitious copies for one, under the name

of Vetus Italica, superstitiously and ignorantly made it his

idol; and has quite spoiled, not his edition, but his Prolego-

mena by it ; which, though he gives us as his last thoughts,

to over-rule every thing that he had wrote before on the

^
Pag. 11.

^

Pag. 11.
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text, is a piece of the most unfortunate and erroneous critic

that ever saw the light. Amicus Millius, sed magis arnica

Veritas, I shall say more of it by and by.
Our censor concludes his Remarks on this second para-

graph with a smart push ad hominem, out of our Master's

sermon upon popery. In that, it seems, he had blamed

the papists for exalting the authority of the Latin trans-

lation above the Greek original; and now Zo'ilus, with his

great penetration, discovers tha*t our Master by his promised
edition is doing much the same thing :^ and then he runs to

his fusty common-place out of the Council of Trent and Bel-

larmine. I must reply with honest Geta in the comedy,*

Nihil est, Zo'ile,

Quin male narrando possit depravarier.

The case is entirely different : the Popes have authorised

and authenticated a particular edition, which is frequently

faulty; our Master, before he uses the Vulgate, corrects it

from better MSS. than they either had or knew how to use,

in thousands of places : he takes it only as an assistant,

directing us to discover the genuine Greek ; he never once

makes the genuine Greek bend and yield to the Latin, nor

deserts that to comply with this. Neither does he print the

Latin with any other view than as a good voucher of xiii.

hundred years' age, that the Greek, which out of many
varieties our Master selects for his text, is that genuine text

that was in public use in the iii. and iv. centuries. And
here indeed comes the use and service of thsttjudgment and

experience which our Master speaks of as characters requi-

site,^ Here are xxx. thousand variations already published
of the Greek ; and I have heard him say, that he has met

with as many in the copies of the Vulgate itself. Find me
now the clue (which Zoilus^ grins at) to extricate us out of

'

Pag. 11, 12.

[* Ter. Phorm. iv. 4. 15. " Nihil est, Antipho, Quin," &c.—D.]
^

Proposals, parag. 5.

"
Pag. 7. [See note, p. 505.—D.]
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this double labyrinth. I dare say, were our Master's talents

to be exchanged for Zoilus^s, the labyrinths might continue

on, a perpetual puzzle and maze,

Qua signa sequendi
Falleret indeprensus et inremeabilis error^

Our Master, so far from raising the Vulgate above the ori-

ginal, is very sure that the author of it has translated the

Greek wrong in hundreds of places. But he's as useful to

our Master's purpose when he's wrong as when he's right.

If he translates irapaiccCkiZ by exiiortor, when he should do

it by consolor, he still shews he read irapaKoXoo in his Greek

copy, which is all our Master wants of him.

But our censor cannot take one step but ignorance and

mistake follow him. Our Master there t tells the Papists,

that more ancient manuscripts are preserved of the Greek than

they can shew of the Latin. This is thus varied by our

censor, that there are FEWER ancient MSS. preserved of the

Latin than of the Greek.^ What our Master says more ancient,

a comparative, ancienter, antiquiores, our censor understood

more in number, plures antiqui codices. A thing false, and

worthy only of him. Four or five extant copies of the

Greek are older than any Latin one yet known ; but in the

whole, for copies of a thousand years' age, there are twenty
Latin ones preserved for one Greek. And now at last we
have travelled through dirty roads and dull prospects to

Paragraph the Third.

Our Master had said in this paragraph, that the exemplar

of Origen was the standard to the most learned of the Father's,

and he believedfor the most part he had retrieved it. Upon
this, our snarling censor, like a dog biting at the stone that's

thrown at him, out of his scanty and beggarly common-place,

[* Virg. /E«. V. 590.—D.]

[t i.e. in the Sermon on Popery: see p. 247.—D.]
"

Pag. 11.
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for a whole page together'^ falls foul on the great Origen.
In which attempt^ too, he has shewn himself inferior to

Homer's Margites, with whose name I at first honoured

him. For of the poet's Margites it is said or sung,

'^O? /juev iirlaTaTO TroXka, KaKoo<; 8* ^Tr/crraTO iravra :*

but of our censor we may truly say,

'^O? fiev eirla-Taro Travpa^ KaKw^ S' rjTrla-TaTO koX ra.

The old hero knew many things, but every thing wrong;
the modern one knows but few things, and even those wrong.

Origen, we grant, was heterodox, and warped the Christian

doctrines to the systems of Pagan philosophy. But what's

this to his exemplar of the New Testament ? which was fol-

lowed even by those who declaimed most fiercely against his

peculiar opinions.

But our censor cannot find any high character of Origen's

copy in any author he has yet consulted on this occasion.y

Emphatically spoken ! 'Twas on this occasion only he

dipped into these inquiries; and so without spleen or envy

resolved to search for materials against our Master's Pro-

posals, before he knew what would be the issue of that

search ;

Et si non aliqua nocuisset, mortuus esset.f

But it seems he had not leisure enough from his drudging

office! in the cloudy cases of Escobar and Caramuel to

search to any purpose.

To help him out at a pinch, Fll supply him with two

passages out of the author he would seem most acquainted

with, St. Hierom himself: Comment, on Matthew, cap. xxiv.

De die autem ilia et hora nemo scit, neque angeli cmlorum, nisi

Pater solus. In quibusdam Latinis codicibus additum est,

Neque Filius ; cum in Grcecis et maxime Adamantii et Pierii

*
Pag. 13.

[* See note, vol. ii. p. 14 of the present ed. of Bentley's Works.—D.]
y Pag. 12. [t Virg. Ed. iii. 15. —"

nocuisses, mortuus esses.*'—D.]
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exemplaribus hoc non habeatur adscriptmn,* And on GalatianSy

cap. iii. O insensati Galatce, quis vos fascinavit ? , , . Legitur
in quibusdam codicibus^ Quis vos fascinavit NON CREDERE
VERITATI ? Sed hoc quia in exemplaribus Adamantii non

habetur, omisimus.f Is not this the utmost deference to

Origen^s copy ? Some copies, says he, add firj irelOea-Oai rfj

aXTjOeta: but because Origen's copies own not those words, we
leave them out. He declares in another place, that he got
a collation from Origen^s own original in the library at

Caesarea. And so Euthalius, a learned Greek Father, did,

about the same time. What shall we say now to the plod-

ding pupil of Escobar? Either he was very hasty in his

consulting on this occasion ; or else he did not know that

Adamantius was Origen, and so in his hunting lost the

scent.

But he found something in his hunting (if, instead of a

hare, he sprung not a cat), that St, Hierom says in a letter to

St. Austin, that the text (of the New Testament) was rather

corrupted than mended by Origen.^ This is the letter men-
tioned here above about the obels and asterisks.^ St.

Hierom, being piqued a little at St. Austin for preferring his

old version of Job out of Origen^s Hexapla before his new
out of the Hebrew ; Et miror, says he, quod LXX, interpre-

tum libros legas, non puros ut ab eis editi sunt, sed ab Origene
EMENDATOS sive CORRUPTOS per obelos et asteriscos ;

et Christiani hominis intetyretatiunculam non sequaris :% that

is, / wonder you'll read the Books of the Septuagint, not

pure and neat as the LXX. published them, but as they are

MENDED or MARRED by Origen with his obels and as-

terisks; and not read my book, that am a Christian. Pray

observe, mended or marred; which refers to the Hexapla,
where Origen had put marks, obels to denote what was not

in the Hebrew, and asterisks to shew what was not in the

[* Hieron. 0pp. t. iv. p. i. p. 118. ed. 1698.—D.]

[t Hieron. 0pp. t. iv, p. i. p. 249. ed. 1693.—D.]
'
Pag. 13.

•
Pag. 514 \t.e. of the present Answer.—D.]

[t Hieron. 0pp. t. iv. r. n. p. 626. where,
" Et miror quomodo," &c.—D.]
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LXX., but supplied out of Theoclotion's version. This inter-

polation of the LXX. out of Theodotion our learned Father in

a little pet calls mending or marring, though he himself had

translated the LXX. so marred. Now, let any man find out

how this belongs to the copies of the New Testament, and

thence let him judge of SufFenus^s judgment, and confess

that his intellect is as dark as his countenance.

Our censor brings Huetius and Dr. Mill to vouch that

Origen in his writings makes use of several copies of the New
Testament.^ As if this was any thing to the purpose. Why,
for that very reason, he was so useful then to the church,

and now to our Master^s edition. He may be called the first

Christian critic ; he gathered from all parts the exemplars of

the best note, examined and collated them, and by those

helps, as good critics do now, settled the genuine text of

Scripture ; which was received afterwards by both eastern

and western churches as a standard. Had he used but one

copy, he had done then no more service than any other

Father
; and, considering how few of his writings have been

preserved, had done less at this day than many other.

Ay, but St. Ambrose tells us, that Origen's authority was

not near so great in the New as in the Old Testament : cum

ipse Origenes longe minor sit in Novo, quam in Veteri Testa-

mento.^ The meaning is no more than this. St. Ambrose

had allegorically interpreted a passage of the New Testament

very speciously and plausibly. Whereupon his friend de-

sires him to try the like upon another place proposed. Fll

endeavour it, replies the Father, though in the New Testa-

ment it's difficult ; since even Origen himself (that incom-

parable allegorist) got less reputation in his essays on the New
Testament than he had got on the Old. This is all the matter

;

and the reason is plain. For in the Old Testament all his

allegories referred to the New; but in the New he could

refer to nothing but either common notions or visionary

schemes of his own. Now, what's this to the Greek Testa-

"
Pag. 13.
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ment ? And yet our censor filched tliis passage from Hue-

tius, out of the same page he had just quoted ;^ and, like an

ignorant thief, offers it to sale without knowing the value

of it.

But our Master pretends to retrieve the true exemplar of

Oriyen ; and yet our censor finds, upon examining his notes in

the Specimen, that he gives but three various readingsfrom
Origen, and instead of retrieving rejects them all as false,

^ A
spiteful examiner indeed ! He has caught our Master, as he

thinks, and has him fast in a cleft stick. But here again

we have occasion for his characters requisite, judgment and

experience. Every reading that now appears in the edition

of any Father is not certainly the reading of that Father.

The copyists made as many or more blunders in transcribing

the Fathers as in transcribing the Scriptures. Dr. Mill, who
meddled with no MSS. but those of the Testament, seems to

have thought, at least acts as if he thought, that no other

book was faulty but it. Thence, through all his Prolegomena
he passes his censure upon the copy that each Father used,

these places in it were corrupt : when all the while it^s much
more probable the corruption lies not in the Father's copy,
but in the copyists of the Father. This is known to our

Master in many instances, where the doctor's corrupt read-

ings out of a printed Father are corrected by the MSS. of

that very Father. Though our Master, therefore, gives these

three readings out of Origen as they now stand, he has'

reason to be satisfied they were not the true readings of

Origen. If that were all the business, to take the present

readings out of Origen's works, and clap them all into the

text, even our censor's low talents and vicious taste would be

sufficient for a new edition.

Our Master had said, that 30,000 various readings now

crowd the pages of our best editions, all put upon equal credit,

to the offence of many good persons,^ Here our pious calum-

niator first mangles the sentence, and knowingly puts a false

•i Huetius, pag. 239.
*=

Pag. 14.
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sense upon it, and then cries out, A piece of grimace, in-

sincerity, imposing on the senses of mankind.^ A piece of

grimace indeed, so habitual to our Timon, that he acts it

every day ; first wilfully mistakes the words that are said to

him, and then bawls and bellows against, a phantom of his

own making.

Well, in spite of the plainest words, our Master must

needs mean, that the number of readings gives the offence :

and then Timon exults, as if he had taken him in a contra-

diction to himself and to common sense ; for, says he, in his

Remarks on the Free-thinkers, he rallies and exposes as weak

and ridiculous, that offence at the great number of various

readings.^ You see, sir, how some theologues would reward

our Master for that piece of service against the free-thinkers.

But why, forsooth, in contradiction to common sense ? Had
the learned Dr. Whitby, and the greater part of the clergy,

that from his alarum took that offence, no common sense at

that time ? Did not atheists and sceptics lay hold on* the

advantage, to the perverting of many laymen, and to the

great terror of the churchmen ? If our Master at that time

by a seasonable book delivered them from the panic, and

restored them (as it now seems) to common sense, pray let

not our Master be now treated as if he alone is without it.

The short of it is this : number of various readings in the

Holy Scriptures is not a desirable good, but a necessary

evil : in tract of time it was unavoidable, from human nature

and circumstances of things. And though our Master is not

frightened at that number, or even a greater, and may have

recovered others from their fright, yet he believes and is

sure, that he that out of that heap of confusion can cull out

the genuine readings by a fair touchstone, and restore the

text to truth, certainty, and order, will do eminent service,

if not to some present party men, yet to posterity and com-

mon Christianity.

But our censor, having got (as he thought) by his paltry

calumny a fair blow at our Master, is now willing to see the

g Pag. 14. h
Pag. 14.
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true meaning, that perhaps it is not the number of the read-

ings, but their being all put upon equal credit, that gives the

offence : the contrary of which, says he, is directly and evi-

dently true} O patience, the queen of virtues ! how salu-

tary is thy aid, when one is yoked with such a wretch ! But
resentment apart; the repute of craziness and madness* is

to some men an useful privilege, and covers a multitude of

faults. That the readings in Dr. Mill's edition, which ac-

company the text, are put upon equal credit, without rejec-

tion or preference, except in some places that make the

present points of controversy, is certain and notorious.

But he gives, says our censor, in his Prolegomena a par-
ticular and distinct account of the different antiquity, author-

ity, and correctness of the several manuscripts : and how can

the readings be put upon the same degree of credit, and the

copies upon different ones ? Of any other writer, I should be

tempted to say, he had never looked into those Prolegomena ;

but of swarthy Timon I dare not affirm it, for his stupidity

is so substantial, that though he really read them all over,

he may know nothing of the matter.

Dr. Mill, in his xxx. years' incredible labour, fancied

he had found above two thousand places (as Mr. Markius

counts them) where the present text of Stephens ought to be

altered. All these he has particularised in his Prolegomena,

not in order and sequel of book, chapter, and verse, to make

them visible, obvious, and easy for use, but has sown them

and thrown them about at random, giving every Father,

every edition, every manuscript a snack ; so that the most

recent, most vile and contemptible of all, may have some

share in the honour of his genuine readings. Pag. clxiv.

he gives the character of a manuscript that it is chartaceum,

manu recenti, not vellum, but paper, and of a recent hand ;

and yet this worthy one has xi. of his true readings against

•
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the present text. And so he deals with the rest of them.

And if this is not_, tell what is, to put all copies upon equal
credit ? Why impute to a scrub manuscript, which our

Master would scorn to look into, the readings that appear
in others nine hundred years older ? For assure yourself,
in that and such other recent copies, not one good reading
is found that is not found in the old ones. But the doctor^s

design was, to distribute his genuine readings so, that every
one of his manuscripts might look considerable. And pray,
what is his criterion of genuine readings ? He has two

characteristics to judge by (as any one that will peruse his

Prolegomena will see), omissions and solecisms. If a word or

words are omitted in any copies, out they must go as inter-

polations :
, these make 1500 at least out of his 2000. And

what is very extraordinary, the more significancy, the more

importance the omitted words have, the more confident he

is that they are spurious and interpolated; and for this

specious reason, Qluis sanus tam insigne verbum omiserit,

prceterierit, expunxerit ? What copyist in his wits would

leave out so considerable a word, ifhefound it in the exemplar
that he transcribed ? This argument and expression comes

fifty times at least in those Prolegomena, One may say,

(^18 sanus could argue at this rate ? Is a word, so con-

ducing to the clearness, grace, and beauty of the sentence

(as the Dr. often allows), and confirmed by the oldest copies

and versions, to be cast out of the text because one drunken

or drowsy stationer's boy happened to omit it ? God forbid :

and yet this is his perpetual manner. The other is solecism ;

which decides the remainder of his genuine readings. If in

a few or in one manuscript there's a reading that makes an

avaKoXovOov, an absurdity, a barbarism, he seldom fails to

warrant it for true. In short, in his scheme, whatever ap-

pears bright and elegant (if one copy does but fail in^t) is an

emendation of some copyist ; whatever appears impolite,

idiotic, absurd, (if the most scoundrel copy countenances it)

is manus apostoli. I am sensible this free dealing of mine

will not be grateful to our Master ; but his adversaries must
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answer for it, who, by their malice and impudence, have

made it necessary.
But our censor quarrels with our Master/or his slovenly

and suspicious way of quoting manuscripts, Gallici quatuor,

Anglici tres, &c.J There's no dealing on the square either

with a fool or a knave. In our Master's edition all the

manuscripts he uses will be specified, not in the lump, as in

Stephens^s and Mill's, but before every book of the New
Testament. For there are very few good manuscripts that

contain the whole
;
and the neglect of this indication very

often makes great mistakes. They will be distinguished by
letters, for brevity's sake. A, B, C, &c. a, /S, 7, &c. But

how could this be done in the Specimen ? All sensible men

perceived this ; but dulness leavened with malice allows no

favour nor quarter.

Our censor presages, that, from the proportion of this

Specimen, the pages of our Master^s edition are still like to be

crowded with the old round number of xxx. thousand vari-

ations.^ Pray let them be 30,000 ; and if more, the merrier ;

provided they subside to the bottom of the pages, and pre-

tend not to rise into the text itself. I'll assure him our

Master will not set out a text, and decide against it himself

in 2000 places. And so we are arrived at

Paragraph the Fourth,

in which our merciful censor will not give us much trouble.

He first predicts that our Master's edition will fall much

below the former ones, and especially Dr. Mill's t^ and to

this, since you know by this time our censor's size and

abilities, we leave the edition itself to answer.

But he says, it is certain that our Master does not under-

stand a tittle of any one of the versions he pretends to make

use of^ So certain, does old conscience say ? He can make,

you see, a good affidavit man ;
and 'twas ungenerous in him

to balk his friend Conyers, and leave him under peril of

J Pag. 15.
''

Pag. 15.

•

Pag. 15.
«

Pag. 16.
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the pillory.* I would ask dear misanthrope a couple of

short questions. Has not he read Mill's Prolegomena, where

the doctor fairly professes he knew nothing of the Oriental

tongues^ nor Gothic, nor Saxon, but made use in the two

last of his friend Dr. Marshall, and in the others of the

Latin translations in the Polyglot Bible ? Whence is it then

that Dr. Mill with these defects has merited the character

of incredible pains and industry, and our Master under the

same defects can have no grain of allowance ? But how
knows the veracious Timon what he affirms to be so certain?

I have had the honour to see a sort of hexapla, a thick

volume in quarto, made and writ by our Master with his

own hand before he was xxiv. years old ; in the first column

of which is every word of the Hebrew Bible alphabetical ;

in five other columns all the various interpretations of those

words in the Chaldee, Syriac, Vulgate Latin, Septuagint, and

Aquila, Symmachus, and Theodotion, that occur in the whole

Bible. This he made for his private use, to know the

Hebrew, not from the late Rabbins, but the ancient versions ;

when, bating Arabic, Persic, Ethiopic, he read over the whole

Polyglot, And I saw, too, another volume in quarto, of

various lections and emendations of the Hebrew text, drawn

out of these ancient versions, which, though done in those

green years, would make a second part to the famous Cap-

pellus's Critica Sacra. In

Paragraph the Fifth

our censor assures us, with the same confidence, that our

Master's whole life has been spent in critical niceties and

observations on classic authors."^ The fitter, for that, as I

think, to give an edition of the Greek Testament. The

[* See note, p. 499.—" But though he flies to the law himself, as an injured,

libelled person, yet he makes no scruple, we see, to libel me and others too as

much as he pleases ; and, with a modesty peculiar to himself, prejudges the very

cause now depending, and condemns me even to the pillory." Middleton's Farther

Remarks, &c. p. 3.—D.]
"
Pag. 16.
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world has seen what poor work is made in this kind by
mere theologues without classical letters. But how came

Timon to forget that our Master^ while he was only deacon,

had the honour to be the first preacher of Mr. Boyle's lec-

ture; and gave the world a volume of sermons that have

been translated abroad into several languages ? Do those con-

sist of nothing but critical niceties? But this is the venom

of such vermin as our Timon. If a man is distinguished

in one part of learnings he's not allowed to know any thing

else ; for why^ say they, does he not publish that too ? By
this rule, what must Timon's life and studies be supposed to

have been spent in ? In libelling and defaming. For as soon

as he came from Portugal (where he stayed not long, but

much longer than the Factory wished), he libelled that court

and country too,* with such paltry stuff as Dr. Edwards

told him in print was below any kitchen wench. Since that

time the world has seen nothing of his but libels and pam-

phlets to the same tune ; one of which appears in his own

name, but most lie under the cover of the musicalf Conyers.

Our Master has declared in this paragraph, that he'll not

alter one letter in the text without the authorities subjoined in

the notes. This must not pass without a fling; for Timon

says, that the Dutch orator and our Master's old friend Peter

Burman, whom he has quoted iri the title-page, has told us

already what we are to expect: the substance of which is,

that a critic long used to cut and slash profane writings will

hardly keep his cruel fingers from the Scripture itself,
° I

thank our dear English casuistX for quoting the Dutch orator.

Here's an instance of his stupor and insensibility beyond

any of the famous Tom Coryat. Mr. Burman's oration,

made last year, when he laid down his office of rector mag-

nificus, a very fine one in its way, is all writ in Lucian's

manner, a thorough irony and jeer. He tells the audience,

that to make a complete finished divine there's no need of

[* Colbatch, who bad been for several years chaplain to the Factory at

Lisbon, published an Account of the Court of Portugal^ &c. 8vo, 1700.—D.]

[t A sneer at Middleton's love of music.—D.]

Pag. 17. [t See note, p. 513.~D.]

VOL. III. 3 Y
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any skill at all^ either in languages, or history, or eloquence,

or critic. These four topics he agreeably pursues ; and in

the last of them has that passage which our Escobar has

chosen for his motto,^ The Dutch orator supposed that all

men of common sense would read his meaning backwards ;

but he met with an English cabbage-head that takes him to

be in good earnest
; as being indeed of that opinion before,

and believing himself a profound theologue without any of

iho^e four ill qualities.

We have one feeble fling more, and this paragraph
'

is

done. Our Master, he says, has made some literal alterations

in the Greek text, and one verbal one in the Latin, without

authority subjoined.^ The reason of those literal alterations

could not be made appear in this short Specimen, but will be

given in the edition itself ; and the verbal one, erit for erunt

(though our Master has yet no manuscript for it), is founded

upon such plain and cogent reason as is equal to authority.

Paragraph the Sixth.

Even Timon's dulness is sunk in this paragraph below

its natural depression, and he seems to be jaded with his

past laborious fatigue. Here were plausible topics ready
for him, emendations and mere conjectures, not supported by

any copies now extant ; of no sect nor party ; no regard to

any disputed points. How comes the zealous and orthodox

Timon to be mute where he should have been loudest ? In-

stead of which lie contents himself to aim at an awkward

ridicule upon Keifirfkiov and magna charta.

But he thinks he is very sharp upon the word extin-

guished. What, says he, shall our Master's edition needs

last when all the ancient manuscripts are not only lost, but

(in a phrase as barbarous as the thought) extinguished too ?^

Is not this smart and pungent ? But a fool never shews

himself more than when he affects and labours to be witty.

He first leaves out the words, here quoted ; and by that slight

of hand, for a few MSS. of the New Testament he substitutes

[* See p. 480.—D.] p Pag. 17. ' Pag. 17.
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all the MSS. of all books whatever. But pray, is that a

wonder, if an edition, dispersed over Europe in a thousand

exemplars, should outlast half a score manuscripts, half

perished already, and their letters scarce legible but vanish-

ing with long age ? And is it so barbarous to suppose that

MSS. may be extinguished? What became of the famous

library of Alexandria, when there were no other books but

MSS. ? was it not extinguished^ and all destroyed in a sedi-

tion of that city ? Were not all the MSS. of the then famous

library at Ghent destroyed on purpose by the Anabaptists
of those times ? Whence have we the famous MS. of the

Gospels and Acts, that Beza gave to our University ? Was
it not from Lyons in France, when in the civil wars the

monasteries and libraries in that city were all burnt or plun-

dered, and this book chanced to fall into a learned man's

hands ? Did the Turks extinguish no manuscripts when

they spread their empire over Greece ? What has formerly
been may be again ; and our Master's thought is not so bar-

barous as our censor's cavil is ignorant and
silly.

Paragraphs the Seventh and Eighth.

In these our Master proposes to print the book by sub-

scription ; and without that indeed, what sense, what use in

PROPOSALS ? But our censor, as if subscriptions had

never been known in Great Britain before, falls into one of

his raving fits : gain and filthy lucre ; sordid insinuations ;

higgling to squeeze our money from us ; mendicants in the

streets ; charitable contribution to a poor young critic ; scheme

and bubble borrowedfrom Change-Alley ; and other such wild

reveries.^ Now, besides the influence of the moon, there

'
Pag. 18, pag. 19. [" In a design like this, pretended to be undertaken for

the service of the Christian world, any other man would have contrived as well as

he could to have kept out of sight all selfish views and motives, all regards to gain

and filthy lucre : but we find in these two paragraphs such sordid insi7iuations,

such low and paltry higgling to squeeze our money from us, viz. great expense

requisite ; shall be put to the press as soon as money is contributed ; no more printed

than subscribed for ; the best letter, paper, and ink in Europe ; the lowest price

must be, <^c., that it puts me in mind of those mendicants in the streets, who beg

our charity with an half-sheet of Proposals pinned upon their breasts: to what
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seem to me to be two causes of this sudden extravagance ;

one, the strong idea he took of his money being squeezed

from him. For you are to know, to a great many other

virtues he had before, old Timon has of late added a new

one, the most tenacious and sordid avarice ; and renews

among us the memory of old Rashleigh.* So that he has

now a whole set of most amiable qualities :

(Bstuat ingens

Uno in corde odium, mioctoque insania fastu,

Etfuriis agitatus amor sceleratus habendi.f

The other cause was personal spleen and envy ;
^
though, with

his usual conscience, he professes the contrary. At the first

purpose is it to tell us that Mr. John Walker is to go halves with him in the

gain or loss of this work, except to move the compassion of good Christian

people, and to beg of us, however unkind we may be to himself, yet not to see

a poor young critic undone for want of charitable contributions ? But indeed

most people are agreed in opinion, that he has borrowed his scheme from

Change-Alky, and in this age of bubbles took the hint to set up one of his own:"

&c. &c.—D.]
[* In The Present State of Trinity College in Cambridge, in a Letterfrom Dr.

Bentley, Master of the said College, to the Right Reverend John, Lord Bishop

of Ely, &c. 8vo, 1710, Rashleigh is thus described: "Now a senior fellow,

who when your lordship inquires his character, will be found a sordid miser

and every way worthless ; is never without a curse in his mouth ; keeps com-

pany with the very bedmakers and sculls
; lets his own chamber out at rent,

and lies skulking without one; has absented from chapel for some years on

all Sundays and festivals, because he will not be at charge for surplice and

hood," p. 26. Against this attack Rashleigh is defended in several pamphlets

which were called forth by the piece just quoted : in one by Miller, entitled

Some Remarks upon a Letter, Sfc. 8vo, 1 7 10, we are told, that as to " his not having

a surplice and hood, being asked whether it was true, he answered, he might
have borrowed the Master's, for he never used it himself," p. 74.—D.]

[f Virg. JB». xii. 666.

. . . "aestuat ingens

Uno in corde pudor, mixtoque insania luctu,

Et furiis agitatus amor, et conscia virtus."—D.]

»
Pag. 1. ["I shall not trouble myself with making any apology for the

following Remarks ; but shall only desire the reader to believe, that (whatever

prejudices may lie against them) they were not drawn from me by personal

spleen or envy to the author of the Proposals, but by a serious conviction that he

has neither talents nor materials proper for the work he has undertaken, and

that religion is much more likely to receive detriment than service from it," &c.
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view of the Specimen, he pronounced it was a sham ; no such

thing designed, no such thing possible : but when he heard

that the Proposals met with great encouragement from the

best quality at London^ notwithstanding the difficulty of

the times, he raged, he stormed, he resolved to take his

deadly pen in hand, and extirpate the edition from the very
root. And, in truth, all his friends (if he has any) should

come in to his assistance; for if the edition goes prosper-

ously on, old Timon's either a dead man, or in a dark

room. Both his constitution and his schemes have long
looked towards that latter place. He has a brother* here

in the neighbourhood, a harmless, quiet clergyman, and

much the better of the two ; who has taken a fancy from a

vow or a vision, to wear in the flower of his age a beard to

his girdle, sufficient for a Greek patriarch. And though ours

has the much better title to that badge upon his chin, yet

out of tvwQfraternum odium (for they cannot so much as see

each other) he refuses to wear that hieroglyphic, because the

other has taken it up first. However, he seems to be under

[* See note, p. 525.—According to Dr. Monk, Life of B. vol. ii. p. 136, this

person was the Rev. George Colbatch; and in Cantahrig. Graduati we find ** Col-

batch, Geo., Christ's, A. B. 1691." The following notice by Cole, in which he

is called Thomas, has never been printed.
" Thomas Colbatch was vicar of both

the Abingtons in 1695. He was a very worthy, conscientious, good man, but

somewhat particular. He dreamed that an angel appeared to him, and ordered

him to let his beard grow ;
and from that time he never shaved. I remem-

ber him in his white hair and beard, a thin old man, at my mother's funeral,

which he attended to St. Clement's Church in Cambridge, where she desired to

be buried. He was brother to the late Rev. Dr. Colbatch, rector of Orwell,

and senior fellow of Trinity College, who died this year 1748, and lies buried at

Orwell. Our vicar left an only daughter, who lived with Dr. Colbatch after the

death of her father, and is heiress from her uncle of 10,000 pds. Mr. Col-

batch got a fall from his horse on Gogmagog Hills, in his way to Cambridge,

and broke his leg, which occasioned his death. He printed an Exposition of the

Catechism, which is in few people's hands but of those to whom he presented

it; and indeed that was the end he proposed in publishing of it. He died

March 14, 1735, aged 75 years, and lies buried, according to his direction,

under a neat altar-tomb on the S. side of chancel in the churchyard of Little

Abington ; for he was of opinion that it was not proper to inter in churches, as

is evident from a note of his in the parish register." MS. Collections (in the

Brit. Museum), vol. xxii. p. 257.—D.]
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a VOW too, not to speak one word of truth or sense till he

has demolished our Master, This great design lies upon his

heart) he says ; and, in all probability, may hold him tug so

long, that he'll die before he finishes it. For he finds his

party dwindle ; he walks melancholy and lonely,

Ipse suum cor edens, hominum vestigia vitans ;*

he stoops already, and decays apace, and lies sleepless whole

nights, out of mere anguish to see all things quiet and flou-

rishing about him. In time of yore he had now and then

some consolation, some squabble in the college to keep up his

spirits ; on which occasions he would look something gay

among us, smile horrible, like Satan in Milton, and extend

his wide jaws with an agreeable yawn. But now every

thing about him, peace, plenty, and a hopeful prospect of

the future, conspire to his uneasiness : and if this edition,

too, comes on the back of them, poor Timon is quite heart-

broken. But our censor having despatched his remarks

upon all the paragraphs of the Proposals, he now advances

to make his observations upon the

Specimen.

And here he first takes a view, with great satisfaction

and applause to himself, of what he has already done : he

has shewn, that our Master, even upon his own scheme, can-

not give us any thing, or any at least considerable, any thing

equal to the pomp and magnificence of his Proposals : all is to

be copied and transcribed, and robbed and stolen from Dr.

Mill.^ Can one yet bear with patience this Suffenus ? But

we^ll let him go off without any farther drubbing :

Quamquam est scelestus, non committet, hodie umquam
iterum ut vapulet.f

[* Cicero (from Horn. //. vi. 202), Tuscul. iii. 26.—D.]
*

Pag. 23. [Middleton's language here is not quite so strong:
"—

yet with

all his hints and conjectures, his old manuscripts and versions, he has not been

able to produce one single reading which we do not find long ago exhibited in

Dr. Mill's edition," &c. : afterwards, p. 24. " he will be found, I am apt to

think, at last to have acted the plagiary rather than the critic,"—D.]

[t Ter. Jdelph. ii. 1. 5.—D.]
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Our Master's design and proposal in this edition is to

give an accurate and authentic Greek TEXT; and in the

Specimen here offered there are more than threescore changes
ill it in the compass of xxi. verses. And I have had the op-

portunity to hear one of the best judges in England say,

after he had carefully read it over, that of those Ix. changes
in the text there was not one but what should be there ; as

every knowing man would allow. Now if their numbers in

the whole New Testament bear equal proportion to this

pattern, will that be inconsiderable ? will that be nothing ?

In truth, if our Master's edition goes on at this rate through
the whole, the alterations will appear too many, and at first

put us into some fright. And I dare say our Master is

better pleased when he finds the present text right, than

when it's wrong.
But because Dr. Mill is cast in our teeth so often by our

censor, Fll examine and compare (though it's dry work for a

letter) what the doctor and our Master have each done upon
the text of this chapter. In his Prolegomena the doctor has

given all his desired reformations of the text
;
and in this

xxii. of the Apocalypse he would introduce verse iii. KaTOL-

Oefia, verse Lx. dele yap, verse xvii. dele koI, verse xx. dele

Koi, These four are all that even malice itself can say were

borrowed from him by our Master in all the threescore. But

let candour look on our Master's notes on each, and speak
whether those four changes would not have been made

though the doctor's edition had never existed. Three

places our Master has changed which the doctor would

have stand as they now are. Verse v. 'x^pelav (fxaro^ \v')(yov :

our Master added <I>(oto<;,
out of the best MS., all the old

versions, and commentators : but the doctor likes it not
;

upon his general topic to approve all omissions. Verse xvi.

he decides for 6p9ptvo<^, when all the MSS., old and new,

have 7rp(aivo<;,
as our Master puts it. Verse xix. utto rov

fuXou tt)? ^o)rj(;, de ligno vita. Dr. Mill would have it as it

now is, fil^Xov and libro, against all the MSS. of both

languages, against both authority and reason. For the tree
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of life here is joined with the holy city, as it is in verses ii.

and xiv. of this chapter, to which two places this plainly

refers ; but the hook of life, mentioned in the iii. xiii. and

XX. chapters, and from thence foisted into this text, is never

joined with the dty. In these three places, we see, the two

editors differ in opinion ; and let those that are qualified

determine the point. But in verse x. the doctor would eject

out of the text Xeyet /xo^ : to which place our Master has said

nothing. And why, forsooth, must Xk^ei ^ol be banished ;

which all the Greek copies, the Syriac, Coptic, and Latin

versions espouse so unanimously ? Why, on the sole credit

of the ^thiopic : that version which the doctor himself

says is in St. PauPs Epistles immanis a litera teootus aherra-

tio, and in the very Apocalypse, non multo melior. One ver-

sion alone, therefore, of so mean a character as himself gives

of it, shall over-balance all other versions and copies too,

when it votes for an omission, the doctor's peculiar foible.

The sum of this is ; our Master steals all out of Dr. Mill,

because in above lx. alterations the doctor agrees with him

mfour, dissents from him in three, starts one contemned by
our Master, who has lii. yet remaining proper to himself.

Of each of which lii. our censor will not examine the

merit; but will take notice of one, as a taste of our Master's

great sagacity and judgment.^ And I dare say he'll give us

a nauseous taste of his own arrogance and pedantry. Verse ii.

our Master has placed in the text ivrevdev koL eKeWev,
where before it was evrevOev Kal ivrevdev : the former is

hinc et inde, the latter hinc et hinc ; the sense of either not

differing in a tittle. But our Master was governed here by

authority : the Alexandrine has eKeWev ; and there's not one

Greek book in the world, that has this chapter in it, that

comes within 600 years of the age of that MS.
',
the majority

too of the recenter copies (for there are few at all of the

Apocalypse) declare for eKeWev ; and so the commentator

Arethas, about the iv. or v. century. The Syriac version

too reads eKeWev, for it changes the latter word
', says not

« Paor. 23.
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men horco umen horcoy but men horco umen lehaL And yet
here our supercilious pedant makes a flourish with three

Hebrew particles, which, stript of their garb, are no more
than mizzeh umizzeh, mippo umippo, hennah vahennah. Well,
what's the argument from this ? Why, because the Hebrew
doubles the same word in these phrases, ifs not possible to

imagine^ but St. John would double the same word in his

Greek. Not possible, says Escobar, our nice splitter of cases ?

How was it possible then for St. Hierom ? who, in his close

version from the Hebrew, translates mippo umippo, &c. ten

times hinc et inde for once hinc et hinc ; as any one will see

that examines the passages.
Our censor now proceeds to wind up his bottoms. The

order of words (which at first was an absurd impossible

notion, a sillyfancy of our Master's)^ is now, it seems, grown

something real ; but no new observation or discovery of his ;

all other editors have constantly observed and applied it ; even

St. Austin calls this version verborum tenacior cum perspi-

cuitate sententiae.^ What can one say now to this crazy

adversary, that kicks down at once all he had laboured be-

fore, that contradicts one falsehood of his own with another

as big ? The half of his pamphlet is spent to prove the

order of words a mere whim. The close of it avers it true,

to be an old observation, applied by all former editors.

Now, which of the two is the greater bounce, may be a

proper exercise for our casuist's sagacity. As the first has

been thoroughly refuted already, the other is visible and pal-

pable by its own lumpiness. Take all the Greek and Latin

Testaments from the beginning of printing. As the order

stood in the first impressions, it has continued ever since.

Not Erasmus, not Stephens, not the Lovanienses, not the

two Popes, not Curcellaeus, not Fell, not Mill, take any no-

tice in their collation of manuscripts of the order of the words.

If the words were but there, they thought the order of

them was a mere indifferency ; and yet spite and ignorance

vouches that it was observed and applied by them all. Neither

^
Pag. 24. **

Pag. 10. ^
Pag. 24.

VOL. III. 3 Z
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is he more veracious when he says^ Austin says of THIS
version, that it keeps close to the words with clearness of the

sense, St. Austin does not speak there of this version, but

another : as the passage is now read, he speaks of the old

Italic ; but when our Master's edition appears, it will shew

how much that place has been mistaken.*

Our censor at last concludes, that our Master possibly

may have met with some few MSS. that Dr, Mill had not

used ; but that a few insignificant readings are not worth such

a pother : he advises him rather to reprint Dr. Mill's, as

Kuste7' did, than pretend to a new original of his oivn : he

predicts he will be found to be a plagiary, and no critic : he

pronounces, that so much vanity, pedantiy, blunder, and

self-contradiction, were neverfound before in one sheet as in

the Proposals 'J and so the mountebank courteously quits the

stage, and bids the audience adieu.

And now, sir, I have fully obeyed your commands, sig-

nified in your letter ; and though you have not the name of

the pamphleteer, yet you have him described in the truest

lines and colours. And of the merits of his performance
I now make yourself the judge. Did you ever see such

rancour, such implacable malice, as the author has shewn

against our and his own Master ? Did you ever see such

haughty sufficiency, accompanied with such gross stupidity ?

Has he succeeded in one single point ? Is not every single

citation either misunderstood or misapplied ? Are not all

his cavils, all his sarcasms, repelled and retorted on him ?

Let other scribblers and garreteers take some caution from

his example. If they will needs attack an edition before it's

begun, let them put their names to their work. If they do

not, they shall have no answer; and if they do, they will

need none.
I am, honoured sir.

Your most obedient servant,

Trinity College, J. E.f
Dec. xxxi. 1720.

[* See note, p. 508.—D.] >' Pag. 24.

[f See p. 481 and note.—D.]
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D^«» Procurator: VENERANDE PATER, AD CREATIONEM.

Ad creationem vocas ? Ego vero, dignissime Pro-

curator, volens obtempero ; eo minus gravate hoc creandi

muiius obitunis, quod tot et tales hos filios meos almae

matri Academiae sisto. Nam superioribus quidem tempori-

bus, prope summa votorum decessori meo erat, ut singulis

apud vos annis jus trium liberorum obtinere posset : mihi

vero felicitas ilia perpetua obtingit, ut septem pluribusve

liberis quotannis j&am auctior.

Unde vero et qui factum est, ut antiqua parens nostra,

quam non ita pridem quasi senio defectam et effoetam moe-

rentes adspeximus, jam vetere sua fecunditate denuo revires-

cat ? Quid tandem est, quod banc nobis alumnorum frequen-

tiam, banc matri nostras vim et juventam redintegrat ? quod
non modo tironum catervas insolita multitudine hue allicit,

sed et veteranos nostros accendit ad amplissimam apud nos

dignitatem capessendam ?

Enimvero, academici, sapientissimi regis Georgii, cle-

mentiae quidem et bonitati erga omnes, voluntati vero in vos

et munificentiae singulari totum hoc acceptum refertur. Ille
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hujus quicquid et quantumcumque est, auctor, iiiceptor, per-

fector : ille pridem bibliothecam vestram infinita librorum

copia linguisque emortuis locupletavit ; nunc autem, quod
unum vobis defuit, ad viventium spirantiumque linguarum
studia certissima praemiorum spe adolescentes invitat : ille

et devictis perduellibus veniam, et capite damnatis vitam, et

extorribus patriam, et rerum omnium egenis patrimonia con-

cessit : ILLE omnem discordiarum et delictorum memoriam,

perpetuo edicto sepultam, oblivione delevit : ille et foris

potentise gloriaeque Britannorum, et domi opulentise securita-

tique prospicit.

Quoque magis haec nobis bona perpetua propriaque fore

speremus, it,LE etiam filium imperio largitur, olim et ma-

tura setate sibi successurum, solique jam nunc patri secun-

dum ; innato sibi honesto Britannis amabilem, nostrseque in-

vicem gentis amantissimum ; vigorem animi in vultu atque

oculis, civilitatem non fictam in toto habitu gestuque praefer-

entem.

Neque filium modo rex beatissimus, sed et nurum,
omnibus animi ingeniique dotibus instructam; quodque in

illo fastigio rarissimum est, nulla non doctrina excultam;

quae, quod ex animo Deum colat, etiam ministros ejus et

sacerdotes honore prosequitur; quam, quicquid agit, quod-

cumque loquitur, quoquo incedit, decor et suadela majes-

tasque comitantur.

Ille denique, quo non praesenti modo aetati sed et veni-

enti consultum, nepotes quoque NEPTEsque Britanniae im-

pertit; mirificae omnes laetissimaeque indolis ; quos ipse

Genius, quas ipsae Gratiae, ad summa omnia quasi manibus

finxisse ac formavisse videantur.

Hoc liberorum virtutumque comitatu cinctus rex augus-

tissimus, quid mirum si matri nostras Academiae felicia tem-

pora candidosque soles restituit ? Jam pax et otium et ho-

nos ; jam ingenuae juvenum artes, ac fortiora demum et virilia

studia, domicilium hoc sibi olim notum et assuetum revisunt.

His auspiciis reverendi hi viri, hac blanda tempestate inducti.
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jam spretis inferioribus subselliis ad supremum in theologia

gradiim streime enituntur.

Vos vero, filii dilectissimi, macti ista virtute atque ingenio
estote. Vos Academia lubens in himc doctorum ordinem co-

optat ;
ac purpuratorum suorum decus renasci sibi et reflo-

rescere laeta contemplatur. Quae vero vobis bona dividat

mater amantissima ? quibusve demum muneribus suos filios

prosequatur ? Non certe pecunia, non reditibus et fundis :

hos vosmet a rege optimo,, hos ab optimatibus, hos a prte-

sulibus, vestro merito quandoque consequemini. Ipsa, quod

probe scitis, in rebus istis paupercula est. Quod vero habet,

melius id profecto ac majus, jamdudum vobis dedit et insevit ;

bonam mentem, eloquentiam, doctrinam, humanitatem. Ne
tamen vos et hodie prorsus indonatos dimittat, his suis in-

signibus de more veteri deductis cohonestat; quae vos non

pretio quasi venalia, sed suo pondere et ex prisca dignitate

metiemini.

Ac primo quidem vos pileo donat, libert'atis quondam

symbolo ; quo vos, opinor, hunc gradum semel assecutos,

post ab omnibus apud se scholasticis exercitiis liberos et im-

munes constituit. Nee tamen vos deinceps otiosos ac desides

fore arbitratur. Quippe, ut olim qui nudo capite domi ac in

urbe versabantur, ad iter tamen accincti pileo sibi caput aut

petaso vel galero muniebant ; ita vos hoc suo pignore com-

monitos esse cupit, ut jam pileo instructi, continuo magis
arduum iter ac laboriosum inceptetis. Non jam amplius

vobis, in hac umbra scholarum, sed in sole ac pulvere, in

vera justaque acie sub dio est militandum : jam cum hos-

tibus ecclesiae undecumque incursantibus, qua concionibus

habendis, qua libris edendis, acerrime confligendum. Quin

et illud vobis inculcat ;
sicut in nummis veteribus Ulixei et

Mercurii ac Vulcani effigies, pileatae plerumque vel petasatae

spectantur, ita vos in sermonibus scriptisque vestris et

Ulixei facundiam, et Mercurii acumen, et Vulcani artificem

operam exprimere oportere.*

Sed et altero vos dono beat mater Academia, potiore

• Hie singulis pileus imponitur.
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cunctis Persarum Arabumve divitiis. Videtis hunc Codicem

Sacrum, melioris vitae ducem et magistrum^ immortalitatis ob-

sidem, salutis sponsorem. Hoc vos libro impertit^ et primo

quidem clauso ; quo velut signo vobis indicate arcana Dei

mysteria cunctosque sapientise thesauros hie haberi recon-

ditos^ non illotis, quod aiunt, manibus tractandos, non in-

docto cuivis et profano temere committendos.* Vobis vero,

quos cum eruditione, turn moribus agnoscit idoneos^ etiam

apertum concredit ; unde et vobismet ipsi lucidum veri fontem

vivosque latices hauriatis, et auditorum vestrorum animos

puro ac salubri rore caelestis doctrinae irrigetis.f

Neque vero vel hie clauditur munificse matris liberalitas.

Nam et anulo vos dignatur^ et eo quidem aureo ; tarn liber-

tatis jam vestrae quam auctoritatis indicio. Quippe ut olim

jus anuli aurei senatoribus primum solis, mox autem et equi-

tibus, postremo (labante publica disciplina) cuivis ingenuo

liberove^ numquam vero servis concessum est ; ita vos hodie

suo mater hoc pignore, si minus in senatoriam dignitatem

(banc solius regis beneficio suo quisque temj)ore nancisca-

mini) at in ingenuitatem certe libertatemque asserit. Jam
manum ferulae subducitis ; jam magistrorum dictata tuto

negligitis; non diutius vestrum est, stantes discere, sed ex

cathedra docere. Quin et aliis nominibus hoc suum munus-

cuhim ornat et commendat. Hie vobis anulus more veteri

natalitius habeatur ; hodie enim doctores nascimini. Hie

dies vobis deinceps quasi natalis numerabitur
; tanto illi.al-

teri honore anteponendus, quanto majus est doctores, quam
infantes nasci. Porro idem hie anulus etiam pronuhus vobis

esto. Quippe hoc velut arrabone, jam mater Academia fili-

arum suarum natu maximam Theologiam in matrimonium

vobis coUocat; quam sive dote exigua, seu (quod auguror

atque opto) luculente dotatam inveneritis, numquam cum
ilia facietis divortium, uxorem eam vobis, matronam, domi-

nam, caste semper et honorifice habebitis. Quin et ipse

ego, more majorum, cum anulum meum vobis trado, here-

* Hie singulis clausus datur liber,

f Hie apertus.
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dem hujus cathedfm me^e de vobis aliquem, si non dedigna-

mini^ libens instituo.*

Sed quid ego de me, taniquam olim de vobis quempiam
heredem cathedra relicturo ? Ipsa mater Academia jubet et

instituit, ut jam nunc in ista sede vos singulos coUocem.

Videtis, ut prima specie adblandiatur ? ut sessorem callide

subdoleque invitet ? moUicula pluma tumens, et opere textili

superbiens. Ea vero, si expertis creditis, quovis scamno

durior est ac molestior, quovis stadio et curriculo exerci-

tatior. Atque hoc vos symbolo mater admonet, ne nunc,

quasi studiis omnibus curisque defuncti, cessatum aliquo vel

sessitatum abeatis ; sed ut quam primum in hac sella pau-

lisper consederitis, ad labores novos experiendos alacriores

surgatis : atque eo quidem omine, ut tandem aliquando vel

banc ipsam, me decedente, cathedram occupetis ; vel, quod
lautius est et optabilius, decanalem aliquam aut episco-

paleni ; vel, si ne hie quidem consistitis, archiepiscopalem

denique, jam non cathedram sed thronum, ascendatis.f

Numquid aliud est quod restat, an jam valere vobis

dictura est Academia ? Immo vero, quo nulla non gratia

suos filios demereatur, etiam osculo vos per me excipit ;
non

suavio quod voluptatis est, sed osculo quod religionis ; osculo

caritatis, osculo sancto, osculo in Domino Jesu : quale prisco

ecclesiae ritu, cum super Cenam Dominicam, tum die Paschatis

festo. tum in ordinationibus sacris, pie olim et pudice dabatur

ac reddebatur. Hoc vobis osculo bona mater impetratcR

venia fidem facit, siquid olim in statuta sua juniores et rerum

imperiti forte peccavistis. Hoc itidem osculum benevolentia;

suae pignus, hoc et cognationis tesseram vobiscum auferetis ;

ut, ubicvmique terrarum gentiumve fueritis, banc matrem

vestram semper caram, semper honoratam habeatis ; et ab

ipsa vicissim, quandocumque in rem vestram fucrit, consilium,

auxilium jure vestro efflagitetis.;|:

* Hie minitno singulorum digito anulus imponitur.

t Hie singuli in cathedra collocantur.

X Hie singuli osculo excipiuntur.
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Jamque, nisi animi fallor_, viri acadeiriici^ rite facta ac

transacta sunt omnia. Vos vero, filii carissimi, soUemnibiis

jam verbis compello, et auctoritate mihi commissa, creo,

saluto, pronuntio vos omnes, Prqfessores, Doctores in Sacra

Theologia.

FINIS.
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